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Abstract

The Caurasi pada (CP), often entitled Hita caurasi in modern sources, 
is a Krsnaite text in Braj bhasa attributed to the 16th century poet Hita 
Harivamsa. Since Hita Harivamsa is regarded as the 'founder* of the 
Vrindaban-based Radhavallabha sampradaya (a bhakti sect whose allegiance 
is directed nominally to Krsna, but essentially to Radha), the CP has a 
canonical status and is the subject of many commentaries; it is also 
widely imitated in the later sectarian literature.

The purpose of the thesis is to illuminate the transmission of the 
text. An introductory chapter discusses the sectarian background to 
the CP and the hagiography of Hita Harivamsa, and discusses other texts 
attributed to the poet. Then follows an assessment of the sources 
which form the basis for the edition of the CP, and a survey of the 
language of the text. The critically edited text is based on 13 sources, 
comprising 11 manuscripts (with and without flka) and two printed editions; 
it is accompanied by a full apparatus criticus, and followed by a literal 
English translation. Annotations to the translation assess textual 
variants, discuss semantic and syntactic points, and seek to show how 
interpretations of the text have developed along sectarian lines through 
tlkas of the 17th, 18th and 20th centuries. Discussion of prosody 
follows in a separate chapter, where antecedents for metrical forms 
appearing on the text are sought in Apabhramsa metrics, and correspondences 
of metrical structure with musical tala are analysed on the basis of 
recordings of samaja (the temple hymnody). The final chapter discusses 
the authorship of the text (of which various stanzas are also attributed 
to other poets), and analyses its composition, raga allocations and 
sectarian interpretation. Appendices include extracts from the early 
CP commentaries, and a select glossary.
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Preface

Of the numerous Braj bhasa devotional texts written or compiled 
during the 16th and 17th centuries, the Caurasi pada has a particular 
importance between of its attribution to Hita Harivamsa, regarded as the 
'founder1 of one of the Krsnaite sampradayas established at that time.
The Radhavallabha sampradaya does not boast the specifically theological 
treatises which are found in related traditions, and sectarian theology 
is largely deduced from works attributed to Hita Harivamsa, especially 
the lyrics of the CP. Consequently, a tradition of tike-writing has 
accompanied the transmission of the CP, and manuscripts with and without 
tika abound in the private and institutional collections of Vrindaban 
and its environs. Although comparatively little known outside the 
sampradaya, the Caurasi pada continues to be an important living work 
within the Radhavallabhi community, and its currency in temple worship as 
well as in individual devotions lends an especial interest to its study.

The language of the CP contains a high proportion of tatsamas and 
semi-tatsamas, and even the tadbhava forms present few difficulties of 
etymology or meaning: consequently an index verborum has not been
included in the thesis. Problematic forms are discussed in the annotations 
to the translation in chapter V, with cross-references to other occurrences 
where appropriate.

My first debt of gratitude is to members of the Radhavallabha 
sampradaya in Vrindaban, not least because access to privately-owned 
manuscript collections has made the present work possible; in particular 
I owe much to Sri Lalita Caran Gosvami, to SrT Hitananda Gosvami, to Baba 
Hit Das, and to the samajis of the Chotl Sarkar temple. The vivisection 
of a much-loved work is poor requital for the cordial welcome which I 
received in Radhavallabhi temples and homes: but if a laying bare of
text and tradition appears ruthless, it intends no disrespect, and some 
reassurance may be offered in a phrase from Caurasi pada 82, binu bhusana 
bhusita braja gorl, 'without adornment is the fair lady of Vraja adorned.1



I am indebted to Dr.J.D.Smith and Dr.D.R.Widdess, who have both 
made helpful comments on the content of Chapter VI, and to Dr.C. 
Shackle and Mr.S.C.R.Weightman, who have commented on specific points 
and advised on the general organization of material.

System of references

References in the text or in footnotes give author's name, date 
of publication and page number; date of publication is omitted when 
only one work by a given author is listed in the bibliography (where 
full publication details will be found).

Cross-references within the thesis are to chapter number, section 
and sub-section, as 'VI.3.(iii)1; in the case of references to the 
edition, stanza number and line number are cited, as '27.9'. When 
cited without a line number being specified, references to an 
individual stanza are preceded by the siglum CP (for Caurasi pada), 
as 'CP 27'.

Abbreviations

(Universally established abbreviations are not listed. Sigla 
referring to published texts are listed separately below.)

Ap.
BrBh.

Dhar.
CP

HvP.
H.
foil

Apabhramsa 
Braj bhasa 
Caurasi pada
Dharanidharadasa (CP commentator)
following; followed
Hindi
Harivamsa purana

KhB. Khari boll
Lalita Caran Gosvami (CP commentator)LCG
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Lok. Lokanatha (CP commentator)
m. matra
prec. preceding; preceded
Prem. Premadasa (CP commentator)
Rasik. Rasikalala (CP commentator)
RvS. Radhavallabha sampradaya
sec.m. secunda manu
Skt. Sanskrit
v. varna

Abbreviations referring to published texts

(Full details of the works referred to here are given in the 
bibliography.)

BBhSK Prem Narayan Tandan, Braja bhasa sura kosa.
BhK Hermann Jacobi, Bhavisatta kaha von Dhanavala.r •
CDIAL Turner, R.L., A comparative dictionary of the

Indo-Aryan languages.
GG Stella Sandahl-Forgue, Le GTtagovinda.
GHL S.H.Kellogg, A grammar of the Hindi language.
GNG C,Shackle, A Guru Nanak glossary.
HGA Ganesh Vasudev Tagare, Historical grammar of

Apabhramsa.
HSs Syamsundar Das, Hindi sabdasagara.
LB Dhirendra Verma, La langue Braj.
LIO R.S.McGregor, The language of Indrajit of Orccha.
MW M.Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English dictionary.
Platts John T.Platts, A dictionary of Urdu, classical

Hindi and English
SS Nandadulare Vajpeyl (ed.), Surasagara.
SV Lalita Caran Gosvami (ed.), 1975: SrT Sevaka vani.
SVL [Siddhanta vicara lila, in] Lalita Caran Gosvami

(ed.), 1971: Sri bayallsa lila.



I. HITA HARIVAMSA GOSVAMI AND THE RADHAVALLABHI TRADITION

1. The sectarian background

The Caurasi pada (CP) is a devotional text in Braj bhasa 
attributed to Hita Harivamsa Gosvami and associated with the Vrindaban- 
based Radhavallabha sampradaya (RvS). The text is undated, but the 
sectarian accounts of the life of Harivamsa surveyed later in this chapter 
maintain that he lived in the first half of the sixteenth century A.D.
The subject of the CP is the eternal lila of Radha and Kr§na;^ its 84 
padas are liturgical, being used in hymn-singing congregations called 
samaja whose performances form part of the daily round of worship of the 
deity in temples dedicated to Krsna as Lover-of-Radha (Radhavallabha). 
While histories of Hindi literature praise the lyrical beauty of the CP, 
and liken its author's style to that of Vidyapati and Jayadeva, the text 
has nothing like the currency of near-contemporary Krsna-bhakti poetry 
such as the Surasagara or the works of Nandadasa, and is comparatively 
little known outside the RvS itself. Within the sampradaya, however, the 
CP holds a position of unrivalled prestige since its alleged author is 
regarded as the founder (or rather 'instigator', pravarttaka) of the sect; 
in the absence of works of formal theology the CP is looked to as the 
authoritative basis of sectarian doctrine. Yet while later Radhavallabhi 
poets derive much of their style and inspiration from the CP, the content 
of the text itself could hardly be described as explicitly sectarian: the
epithet 'Radhavallabha', for example, does not occur once in the whole 
text, and the ascendancy of Radha over Krsna which is a special feature 
of the sampradaya's doctrinal stance is by no means fully developed here. 
Furthermore, the word hita, prominent in later Radhavallabhi literature 
as a technical term denoting the sectarian conception of divine love, does 
not have this special sense in the CP.

1. The name ' Krsiia' is used here as being that most generally applied in 
studies of literature and religion. It is worth recording, however, 
that this name occurs rather rarely in sectarian sources, more 
endearing epithets such as 'Nandanandana', 'Syamasundara' etc. being 
preferred. The name krsna_ appears only once in the CP, and then only 
in the formulaic compound krsna rasamrta sara (30.17).
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In common with other rasika traditions, the RvS directs its 
worship towards a joint form (yugala svarupa) of Radha and Krsna.
While the sampradaya takes its name from an epithet of Kr§na, it is Radha 
who enjoys predominance in the developed theology of the sect, holding a 
position superior to Ki^sna's.1 As a rasika sampradaya, the RvS 
concentrates almost exclusively on the nikunja vihara aspect of the 
K^sna myth, adopting madhurya bhava as its preferred devotional approach; 
a distinction is maintained between nikunja lila, in which the sublimated 
passion of Radha and K:rsna provides the focus of the devotee's attention, 
and vraja lila, the generality of puranic Kr§na mythology, regarded as 
inferior as a source of rasa since its diversity is detrimental to the 
experiencing of single-minded absorption (ananya bhava) in the sport of 
the joint deity. The role of the sakhi in promoting (but not participating 
in) the nikunja vihara is to be emulated by the devotee, whose highest aim
is to achieve the vicarious delight of being an onlooker in the nikunja.

2alaukika Vrndavana is the setting for this divine activity, and takes 
the place of other Vai§nava conceptions of paradise such as Vaikun^ha 
and Goloka.

The RvS does not claim affiliation to the 'classical' Vaisnava 
catuhsampradaya, nor does it specifically profess any one of the major 
philosophical positions of classical Hinduism. Its claim to autonomy 
as a sampradaya in its own right rests on its following a particular mode 
or style of bhakti, and in the maintaining of distinct lines of authority 
descending from Hita Harivamsa himself. Only latterly has any attempt 
been made to support this claim for autonomy by producing sectarian 
bhasyas on the Brahmasutras (Snatak 1968:121 ff.). The main centre of 
sectarian activity is the Radhavallabha temple in Vrindaban, which is in

1. Even so, the shrine of the temple of Radhavallabha in Vrindaban 
contains no anthropomorphic representation of Radha, who is worshipped 
in the form of a tablet bearing her name and placed, suitably adorned, 
on Krsija's left in lieu of an image.

2. The Sanskrit spelling 'Vrndavana' is adopted here when referring to the 
concept of the eternal dhama of Kr§na and Radha, while the form 
'Vrindaban* designates the modern town.
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the authority of Gauda Brahmins who claim patrilineal descent from 
Harivamsa through his eldest son Vanacandra, and assume the title gosvami 
as their family name. Since the latter part of the seventeenth century 
this gosvami dynasty has been split into two branches, following a 
disputed succession to the acarya-ship of the sampradaya. The historical 
origins of this rift are obscure, but the tension between the two branches 
(called Rasa vamsa and Vilasa vamsa after the two rival claimants,
Rasadasa and Vilasadasa) is still in evidence today and has been the subject 
of protracted litigation in recent years; rights to seva in the temple 
have sometimes been allocated by an officially appointed receiver.

The gosvami lineage represents the main channel of sectarian 
authority, and its members are held in very great esteem by their lay 
disciples. In addition to the grhastha tradition, the sect also has an 
ascetic branch, which holds some of the sectarian sites in its custodian
ship; in common with other Vaisiiava sampradayas, however, the RvS does 
not regard renunciation as being a necessary part of its sadhana. The 
gosvami and ascetic branches of authority are known by the names bindu 
parivara and nada parivara respectively, representing the conception that 
the authority of the ascetic branch is an emanation from the central 
authority of the grhastha line (and therefore ultimately subservient to 
it) .

According to the Rasika ananya mala, a 17th century hagiography, the
original temple housing the image of Radhavallabha was built during the
incumbency of Harivamsa's son Vanacandra.'*' During the incursions of the
iconoclast Aurangzeb, many of the Vrindaban temple images were removed
for safekeeping in neighbouring Hindu kingdoms, and the image of
Radhavallabha is said to have been spirited away to Kamavana (Kaman) in

2Rajasthan; it was eventually reinstalled in a new temple in Vrindaban in 
V.S. 1739 (Mital 1968:411). Worship of the deity is carried out on the
astayama pattern, and in accordance with a cycle of seasonal festivals. 
Special importance is attached to the singing of appropriate texts in 
samaja, and a large body of sectarian literature, mostly in Braj bhasa,

1. Lalitaprasad Purohit (ed.) 1960:47.
2. The old temple, slightly damaged, now stands empty alongside the later 

one; it is one of the oldest buildings in Vrindaban, and was much 
admired by Growse (188 3:254).
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exists for this purpose; few texts are published (though a hymnal 
entitled Hripqara rasa sagara  ̂ is in circulation, and the main works of 
the principal poets are available at least in bazaar editions), and even 
today the mukhiya who leads the singing in samaja will on occasion have 
recourse to manuscripts for his text. The use of Vedic ritual, and the 
observance of certain generally accepted Vaisnava practices such as the 
ekadasi vrata, are spurned as irrelevancies. The RvS has a considerable 
following in the Braj area, as well as a number of devotees in Gujarat, 
Madhya Pradesh and other parts of Northern India. The sect is formally 
opposed to caste restrictions, though attitudes vary.

In addition to the CP, the following works are attributed to Harivamsa: 
(i) Radhasudhanidhi, a Sanskrit stotrakavya in 270 stanzas; (ii) a Sanskrit 
Yamunastaka; (iii) a further collection of Braj padas, usually entitled
Sphuta van! ; (iv) two brief letters in Braj prose, written to a disciple 
named Vi^haladasa. Discussion of these texts follows in Section 4.

, 22. Materials relating to the life of Hita Harivamsa

The hagiographic nature of all available data relating to Harivamsa’s 
life precludes the possibility of assembling any historical biography, and 
a survey of such data must begin by acknowledging this fact. Vaisnava 
hagiographies cannot be regarded as objective historical statements, and 
the temple records of the Radhavallabhi tradition, which would no doubt 
yield much genealogical information, have so far remained inaccessible to 
outside researchers. Secondary sources, comprising the academic endeavours 
of scholars writing mostly in Hindi or English, are based almost entirely on 
primary sources still directly accessible to us, and so add little new 
information.

1. Baba Tulsidas, 1956-62. Following a remark by the author of the
present thesis as to the difficulty of obtaining copies of this hymnal,
an abridged edition in three volumes was published under the title
grT Radhavallabha jT ka varsotsava (Lalita Caran Gosvami (ed.) 1978).

2. Most of the material presented in sections '2' and ’3' has been
published as a research paper: 'History versus hagiography in early
Hindi literature: the biography of Hita Harivamsa', Purvadesh, Vol.l,
No.2 (Winter 1980), pp.109-135.
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It is not possible, therefore, to present an authoritative 
biography of the bhakta to whom the CP is ascribed. This section has 
instead a threefold objective: firstly, to trace the development of
Harivamsa1s hagiography and thereby to illuminate the sectarian background 
to the compilation and transmission of the CP; secondly, to note such 
incidents and dates as can be shown to be plausible by external evidence; 
and thirdly to disentangle the extraordinary profusion of quasi-biographical 
information propounded by the various primary and secondary sources.
Barely a single aspect of Harivamsa's life as related by any one source - 
save perhaps his devotion to Radha - remains uncontested by some contradictory 
statement elsewhere; and yet the roots of these inconsistencies are not 
inaccessible to research and may often be traced to confused interpretations 
of extant texts.

(i) Early eulogistic references

The earliest references to Harivamsa are not biographical, but rather 
in the form of salutations in texts written by his contemporaries and 
followers. An example is the Srlhitaharivamsacandrastaka ascribed to 
Prabodhananda SarasvatT, allegedly a contemporary of Caitanya (S.K.De, 
p.130). The sixth sioka of this work describes Harivamsa as belonging 
to the 'dynasty of Vyasa':

hrdayanabhasi suddhe yasya krsnapriyayas carananakharacandra
bhanty alaip cancalayah; 

tadatikutukakunje bhavalabdhalimurtifi sa jayati harivamso
vyasavaijisapradTpah. ̂

'All hail to that Harivamsa, luminary of the Vyasa dynasty, 
in the clear sky of whose heart shine the toenail-moons of 
K^ga's capricious beloved, and who for love of her has taken 
[as it were] the form of a bee in her most wondrous grove.'

Vijaypal Simha and Candrabhan Ravat (p.21, n.2) cite a further reference 
to Harivamsa in the works of Prabodhananda; the reference, from sataka 
17 of the Vrndavanamahimamrtarn, begins tvamasi srT harivamsa syamacamdrasya 
vaipsa, but is not found in the available edition of the text (Prabodhananda 
SarasvatT, vol.IV).

1. Lalitaprasad Purohit (ed.), 1960:100 (appendix a).
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A second and somewhat more explicit reference to 'Vyasa' is found 
in the first sloka of the Karnananda of Kr^adasa, who is identified 
in sectarian tradition as the second son of Harivamsa:

sphuradvadanapankajah kanakakutadehadyutih 
prasastasukhasampadam nidhir apurvamanapradah; 
sakrsnav^sabhanujacaranamadhuricancurah 
sada madhuravakpat^ur jayati sadhu vaiyasakih.^

The Karnananda1s editor N.S. Shukla translates:

'Son visage est epanoui comme un lotus; 1'eclat de son corps 
est comme un mont d'or; il est un tresor de joie et de 
richesse parfaites; il est enclin a faire de rares honneurs 
et il est habile a gouter la douceur des pieds de la fille 
de V^sabhanu, accompagnee de Krsna, c'est lui, le toujours

v 2diligent a la voix douce; que le fils de Vyasa triomphei1
3The patronymic vaiyasakih is glossed oy the Karnananda's ArthakaumudI

commentary (itself ascribed to the author of the mula) as vyasanandanah 
4srlharivamsakhyafr, identifying the 'son of Vyasa' as Harivamsa. The 

form vyasanandana is taken up by later vernacular hagiographers as an 
epithet for Harivaipsa, and appears frequently in the colophons of 
Radhavallabhi texts as part of the salutation to him. No early text, 
however, offers a view on the identity of 'Vyasa', and it is left to the 
later hagiographers (of the seventeenth century) to supply this 
information. Confirmation of the fact that Harivamsa is K^snadasa's 
father appears in sloka 188, where the poet refers to Harivamsa as 
1 guru twice over' - i.e. both guru and father; the sloka also identifies

1. N.S.Shukla (ed.), p.157.
2. Ibid., p.93.
3. The patronymic vaiyasaki- designates Sukadeva in the earlier 

literature: attestations are found in the varttika on the Vyakarana
mahabhasya 4.1.97 (F.Kielhorn, p.253) and in Bhaqavatapurana 10.1.14 
etc. I owe the former reference to Dr.J.D.Smith.

4. N.S.Shukla (ed.), p.158.
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Krsnadasa's mother as Rukminl.^

Shukla's interpretation of prasastasukhasampadaiTt nidhih as 'un 
tresor de joie et de richesse parfaites' enables him to see in this 
phrase a historical statement about the wealth owned by Krsnadasa's 
father; but the phrase must be interpreted as a tatpurusa compound 
expressing a formal panegyric ('a treasury of perfect manifestations of 
joy1) without any implication of material wealth. A similar imposition 
of the specific onto the general occurs in the sectarian interpretation 
of the phrase sada madhuravakpatuh, which was explained by a 
member of the Radhavallabhi community as alluding to Harivamsa's musical 
prowess {said to have been manifested in his singing of the CP stanzas).
Here again there is no real reason to suppose that the reference is in 
any way specific. These traditional interpretations of allusions in 
Krsnadasa's text illustrate how detailed 'biographical' narratives may 
derive from general references in panegyrical contexts.

The Karpananda is one of the first Radhavallabhi texts to bear a
date of composition; the date £aka 1500 (A.D, 1578) appears in the final
sloka. Shukla asserts, on the basis of 'qualques-uns des manuscrits de 

2langue indigene', that Krs^adasa was born in A.D. 1531: he would therefore
have been 47 years old at the time of this text's composition. Assuming 
for the moment that Kfsnadasa was indeed the son of Harivamsa, this dating 
provides the first pointer towards a likely floruit for the latter poet.

The padas of Harirama Vyasa, a BrBh poet of the late 16th - early 17th
centuries, contain a number of eulogistic references to Hita Harivamsa, often

3linking his name with that of Svami Haridasa. A clear past tense reference

1. sada radhajanes caranabhajananandatucchlkrtanyo
guruh yasya dvedha sumatiharivamso mahatma prasiddhah;
prasuh srlrukminy apratimasahaja cabhidha krsnadaso
giram tasya krlda hariratiyujam sadhu cittam dhinotu. (N.S.Shukla,

p.314.)
2. N.S.Shukla (ed.), p.21.
3. E.g.: asu kau haridasa rasika haribamsa na mohi bisarau;

ihi patha calata syama syama ke vyasahi borau bhavahi tarau. 
(Vasudev Gosvami, p.196).
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in the opening line of pada 24 (Vasudev Gosvami, p.196) shows that 
Vyasa outlived Hita Harivaipsa, and mourned his passing:

hutau sukha rasikani kau adhara;
binu haribamsahi sarasa riti kau kapai calihai bhara.

These references provide some attestation of the alleged relationship 
between Harivamsa, Harirama Vyasa and Haridasa; yet they are of little 
help in establishing any historical dates or facts. Vyasa's own floruit
is itself uncertain, and the arguments on which Vasudev Gosvami (pp. 41,
104) asserts dates for Vyasa's life (b. V.S. 1567, with V.S. 1675 as a 
terminus ad quem for his death) are to some extent based on an assumption 
of Harivamsa's floruit being determined beyond doubt. Similarly, in 
summarizing the evidence for the dates of Haridasa, R.D.Haynes (p.68)
finds that 'all that one can say for sure is that Haridas was born in
the last two decades of the fifteenth century and had died by 1596 [A.D.]'; 
and even this cautious conclusion rests to some extent on an assumption 
that dates in Vyasa's life in turn provide fixed points for a comparative 
chronology.

One of the earliest texts of the bhaktamala genre to refer to
Harivamsa is the undated Bhaktanamavali of the Radhavallabhi poet
Dhruvadasa. 42 short texts and a collection of padas are attributed to
Dhruvadasa; five of the 42 are dated, indicating a floruit of at least
48 years - V.S. 1650-1698 (A.D. 1593-1641).1 Since a floruit significantly
longer than this already lengthy span would seem unlikely, the Bhaktanamavali
also may reasonably be allocated to this period. Dhruvadasa is himself
described as a disciple of Gopinatha, third son of Harivamsa according to 

2sectarian sources, by the Rasika ananya mala of Bhagavat Mudita:

1. The dates are as follows (page references are to Lalita Caran Gosvami 
(ed.), 1971): Rasananda lila, V.S. 1650 (p.251); Premavali lila, V.S.
1671 (p.180); Sabha mandala lila, V.S. 1681 (p.146); Vrndavana sata 
lila, V.S. 1686 (p.21); Rahasya manjarl lila, V.S. 1698 (p.187).

2. An example is the Hitakulasakha of Jayak^sna, discussed below.
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kayatha kula devana ke vasi; paramparai ananya upasi.
(sri) gopinatha ke si§ya ju sres^ha; sevata radhavallabha is-£a.̂

'A resident of Devana [modern Deoband, Saharanpur District, U.P.] 
of kayastha stock, a traditional worshipper of single-minded 
dedication. Most excellent disciple of Gopinatha, he worships 
Radhavallabha as his personal deity.'

The 114 dohas of the Bhaktanamavali make brief mention of 123 devotees; 
while many of these are associated with Vrndavana modes of bhakti and belong 
to the present kaliyuga, the text also alludes to several characters from 
Puranic sources associated with earlier yugas and thus has a panegyrical 
rather than a historical tenor. The text has no apparent sectarian 
bias, giving as much prominence to adherents to the GaudTya and Vallabhite 
traditions as to those whose allegiance was to the Radhavallabha sampradaya 
The text opens, however, with a salutation to Harivamsa as the revealer of 
a rasa unattainable to the Vedas, and continues with a eulogy of Vanacandra 
K£s$acandra, Gopinatha and Mohana[-candra], whom sectarian sources 
identify as the four sons of Harivamsa:

(sri) haribaipsa nama dhruva kahata hi badhai anamda beli; 
prema ranga ura jagamagai yugala navala rasa keli. 1. 
nigama brahma parasata nahi jo rasa saba te duri; 
kiyo pragata harivamsa ju rasikani jivana muri. 2.
(sri) banacamda carana ambuja bhaju mana krama vacana pratTti; 
vrndabana nija prema ki taba pavai rasa riti. 3. 
kr§^acanda ke kahata hi mana ko bhrama mi£i jai; 
bimala bhajana sukha simdhu me rahai citta t^haharai. 4.
(sri) gopinatha pada ura dharai maha gopya rasa sara;

2binu bilamba avai hiye adbhuta yugala bihara. 5.

'As soon as Dhruva utters the name of Harivamsa, the creeper of
bliss grows;

the love-impassioned sports of the young pair shine in the heart.

1. Lalitaprasad Purohit (ed.), 1960:78.
2. Lalita Caran Gosvami (ed.), 1971:26-27. The first pada may intend

'On uttering the refrain (dhruva) of the name of Harivamsa...'.
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2. The Vedas cannot touch that Spirit, that rasa which is concealed
from all;

[But] Harivamsa jT has made it manifest, the root-of-life of rasikas.
3. Worship the lotus feet of Vanacandra with mind, deed, word and faith
then you attain the joyful path of Vrndavana*s innate love.
4. Immediately on uttering the name of Krsnacandra the mind's

delusion is erased;
and the consciousness remains founded in an ocean of the joy of pure

adoration.
5. When one holds to one's breast the feet of Gopinatha - a most

mysterious quintessence -
the wondrous sport of Radha and K;r§£a enters the heart without delay.*

Harivamsa is further mentioned in connection with five of the devotees 
included in the namavalT: [Damodaradasa] 'Sevaka* (doha 44), Naravahana (46)
Naharamalla (56), Mohanadasa (57) and Nehl Nagarldasa (63). In the last 
two references Harivamsa is referred to by the patronymic Vyasananda[-na].

(ii) The developing hagiography

The first text to make more than passing reference to Harivamsa's 
parentage is probably the Sevaka vani of Damodaradasa 'Sevaka1. This text 
in sixteen chapters (prakarana) is devoted to the eulogy of Harivamsa and 
his teaching. The text bears no testimony to its date or the circumstances 
of its composition, though a tradition promoted by the hagiographies of 
Bhagavat Mudita (sic: for Bhagavan0?) and Uttamadasa (described below)
maintains that Damodaradasa was a contemporary of Harivamsa and a resident 
of the village of Gadha (near Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh). According to 
Bhagavat Mudita's account (Lalitaprasad Putrohit (ed,) 1960:31-35), 
Damodaradasa 'Sevaka' and his friend Caturbhujadasa became attracted to 
Radhavallabhi bhakti when a devotee came to Gadha and told them about 
Harivamsa and the following which he was attracting in Vrindaban. The 
two resolved to become disciples of Harivamsa, but their prospective guru 
passed away before they could travel to Vrindaban. 'Sevaka' would accept 
no other guru, and stayed in Gadha where his devotion was rewarded by the 
granting of initiation by Harivamsa himself in a dream. Caturbhujadasa, 
meanwhile, went to Vrindaban and became a disciple of Harivairisa' s son 
and successor Vanacandra.
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The Sevaka vapl enjoys canonical status in the sampradaya; its 
somewhat prosaic verses enshrine what are considered to be the principle 
tenets of Harivamsa's bhakti and often quote verbatim from the CP. The 
text is regarded as the first real statement of Radhavallabhi doctrine, 
Harivamsa's own works lacking any explicit exposition; Lalita Caran 
Gosvami (1957:437) goes so far as to call the Sevaka vanl the principle 
doctrinal authority of the sampradaya. It is commonly found in both 
manuscripts and printed books as a companion text to the CP, being 
generally preferred as a 'commentary1 on the latter to any of the actual 
trkas. According to Bhagavat Mudita's Rasika ananya mala, the tradition 
of the linking of these two texts was instigated by Vanacandra:

taba tal ajna dal gusal; pothl dou mill likhal;
caurasi aru sevaka vanl; ika saijiga likhata padhata sukhadanl.̂

'From then on the Gosvami had both books written together by order; 
writing and reading the Caurasi and the Sevaka vanl together is 
felicitous.'

These two legends or traditions - that of Damodaradasa's would-be disciple- 
ship of Harivamsa, and-the decree of Vancandra - seem to indicate that 
Damodaradasa was indeed a contemporary or near-contemporary of Harivamsa.
The account of his friendship with Caturbhujadasa, however, raises some
doubts since a work ascribed to the same Caturbhujadasa bears the date V.S.

21686 (A.D. 1629). Since the Rasika ananya mala account clearly implies 
that Caturbhujadasa had reached adulthood by the time of Harivaipsa' s death, 
then either the authenticity of this account or the accuracy of the 
traditional dates of Harivamsa1s life discussed below - A.D. 1502-1552 - 
must be called into question: if Caturbhujadasa had reached maturity by
1552 then he would have been a centenarian by the time he composed his 
own text in 1629.

Harivamsa's birth is described in the first prakarana of the Sevaka 
vanl, where he is identified as an incarnation of Visnu. The fourth and 
fifth stanzas describe the prevailing conditions of kaliyuga which finally 
move Visnu to become manifest in the world as Harivamsa, for the sake of 
dharma; the earth is described as 'suffering under the burden of non-Aryans'

1. Lalitaprasad Purohit (ed.), 1960:35.
2. Lalitaprasad Purohit (ed.), 1971:25.
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(mlecchani bhara dukhita, stanza 5) - a reference, presumably, to the 
ascendancy of Muslim power. The sixth stanza refers to the place, 
month and day (but not the year!) of Harivamsa's birth, and names his 
parents:

mathura mamdala bhumi apanl jaha bada pragate jaga dhanl
bhanl avani vara apa mukha; 

subha basara subha rksa vicara madhava masa gyasa ujiyara
narinu mamgala gaiyau. 

tacchina deva dumdubhT bajiye jai jai sabda surani mili kiye
hiye sirane sabani ke; 

tara janani janaka rsi vyasa jasa baranau harivamsa vilasa
sri harivamsahi gaihau."'"

'In the Mathura region, his own land, where [lies the village of] Bad, 
the lord of the world became manifest and spoke with his own lips in 
that fine place.
Calculating an auspicious day and lunar mansion, in the month of Madhava 
[Vaisakha] on the eleventh day of the bright fortnight, [he was born and] 
women sang a song of celebration.
At that moment the kettledrum of the gods was sounded, and together [the 
gods] declared 'Hail! Hail!', comforting the hearts of all;
Tara was his mother, his father the rsi_ Vyasa. I describe the glory of 
Harivamsa's sport. I shall sing [the praises] of Sri Harivamsa.'

The first prakarana continues by describing the ubiquitous delight 
caused by Harivamsa's appearance in the world, and the miraculous events 
which spontaneously follow the birth of the saintly: nature is restored to
plenty, even mlecchas proclaim the glory of Hari now that the kaliyuga is 
over, Brahmins attend once more to their appointed duties, and so on. The 
remainder of the prakarana (stanzas 11-14) is dedicated to a summary of 
Harivamsa's teaching of bhakti. The four stanzas suggest four successive 
stages in his teaching, from that of the general tenets of bhakti to his 
own special path. The first lines of stanzas 11-13, and the second line 
of 14, show this progression:

1. Lalita Caran Gosvami (ed.), 1975:8.
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11.1 aba upadesa bhakti kau kahyau jaisl vidhi jake cita rahyau
lahyau ju manavachita saphala;

12.1 aba avatara bheda tina kahe sakala upasaka tina mana rahe
kahe bhakti sadhana sabai;

13.1 aba ju kahl saba braja kl rlti jaisT sabani namdasuta priti
kirti sakala jaga vistarl;

14.2 aba niju dharma apanau kahata taha nitya vrndabana rahata
bahata premasagara jaha;1

’Now he gave instruction in bhakti in accordance with the hearts of 
each, [and each] adopted that by which his desires were fulfilled.1

'Now he told of the categories of avatara, all worshippers being borne
in his mind; he told of all the means of bhakti.'

'Now he told of all the [devotional] ways of Braj, according to the
[various kinds of] love held by all for the son of Nanda; his renown
spread throughout the world.'

'Now he tells of his own eternal dharma; therein subsists an eternal 
Vrndavana, where surges an ocean of love.'

The change from perfective forms in the first three quotations (kahyau, 
kahe, kahl) to the imperfective (kahata) in the fourth may be understood as 
implying that Harivamsa was still alive when the text was composed; equally 
though kahata may be construed as a historic present, or as an 'atemporal' 
imperfective parallel to the bahata in the last foot of the line.

The Sevaka vani is the first eulogistic text to append the upanama hita 
to the name of Harivamsa; with the exception of the passages already quoted, 
however, it yields little biographical or hagiographical data.

The earliest non-Radhavallabhi hagiographer to refer to Harivamsa appears 
to be Nabhadasa ('Nabha ji'), whose Bhaktamala is generally held to date from

1. Ibid., pp.11-14.
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the early years of the seventeenth century. Two devotees by the name
2of Harivamsa appear in this text. Chappaya 167 describes a Harivamsa

who was a devotee of Govinda and a servant of sadhus; nothing in this
stanza suggests a connexion with Hita Harivamsa, who is the subject of 

3chappaya 85 and who is mentioned also in the stanza describing Caturbhuja 
4(chappaya 116). Chappaya 85 is regarded by Radhavallabhis as a 

succinct summary of Harivamsa's bhakti; indeed, it is so frequently 
quoted as such by Radhavallabhi writers that its function may now be 
regarded as prescriptive:

_ 5((sri) harivamsa gusal bhajana ki rlti sukrta kou janihai.)
sri radha carana pradhana hrdai ati sudrdha upasl;
kumjakeli dampati taha ki karata khavasl.
sarvasu mahaprasada prasidha take adhikarl;
vidhi nisedha nahi dasa ananya utka^a bratadharl.
vyasa suvana patha anusarai sol bhalai pahacanihai;
(sri) harivamsa gusal bhajana ki rlti sukrta kou janihai.

'(Few will understand the pious mode of worship of Harivamsa Gosvami.)
The feet of 3rl Radha are preeminent in his heart, he is a most

staunch worshipper; 
he performs attendance of the couple in their bower-sport.

1. In his study of the Bhaktamala, G.Pollet maintains that the text was 
composed between A.D. 1594 and 1624 (p.11); one of his arguments for 
positing the former date is that 'Harivamsa Gosal, who is dealt with in
v.90, flourished in A.D. 1585'. While not seeking to postulate an
earlier date for the composition of the Bhaktamala, I would consider this 
argument an unreliable indicator of a terminus a quo, since the claim 
that Harivamsa was alive in A.D. 1585 is far from proven; the point is 
discussed further in section 3(i) below.

2. Narendra Jha (ed.), p.61.
3* Ibid., p.31.
4. Ibid,. , p. 42.
5. The parenthesis is my own. Each chappaya in the Bhaktamala is prefaced 

by its own final line, which here (as typically) bears the name of the 
devotee under discussion; the six-line chappaya is therefore 
represented by a seven-line form.
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His all-in-all is the mahaprasada, of which he is a well-known claimant;
2not [concerned with] precepts and prohibitions, he is a single-minded

servant and a fervent votary.
He who follows the path of Vyasa's son, he alone will comprehend it

fully;̂
few will understand the pious mode of worship of Harivamsa Gosvami.'

The most important commentary on the Bhaktamala is the Bhaktirasa bodhini
4of Priyadasa, written in V.S. 1769 (A.D. 1712). Kavittas 364-366 of this

text expand on the account given by Nabhadasa. Stanza 364 is a general
statement on Harivamsa's bhakti, providing a gloss on Nabhadasa's mula;
365 and 366 extend the account, referring to Harivamsa's marriage and to 
his instruction from Radha to propagate the service of Radha and Kr§na:

364 hitaju ki rlti kou lakhani mai eka janal
radha hi pradhana manai pache krs^a dhyaiyai;

nipata bikata bhava hota na subhava aiso
~ ~5unahi ki krpadrfti neku kyau hu paiyai.

bidhi au nisedha cheda <Jare pranapyare hiye
jiye nija dasa nisi dina vahai gaiyai;

sukhada caritra saba rasika bicitra nlke
janata prasiddha kaha kahikai sunaiyai.

365 aye ghara tyaga raga badhyau priya pritama so
bipra badabhaga hari ajna da! janiyai; 

teri ubhai suta vyaha devau levo nama merau
inako jo bamsa so prasamsa jaga maniyai. 

tahi dvara seva bisatara nija bhaktana ki
agatina gati so prasiddha pahicaniyai;

1. Pollet (p.229) translates sarvasu maha prasada as 'He is a great blessing 
for all people': yet sarvasu is for Sanskrit sarvasva, and the overriding
sense of mahaprasada in a Vaisnava context is of 'a great present (of 
food etc. distributed among the persons present at the worship of an
idol)' (MW).

2. Pollet (loc.cit.) translates vidhi nisedha as 'forbidden rites': but 
established dvamdva usage renders such a reading unlikely.

3. Pollet (loc.cit.) interprets bhale (bhalai in the quoted text) as a 
noun, yielding 'he...will discriminate virtue', which again does not 
seem tenable.

4. R.D.Gupta, p.24.
5. For kyau hu, Growse's text (1883:201) gives the metrically preferable 

reading kihu, which is followed here.
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mani priya bata gahagahyau sukha lahyau saba
kahyo kaise jata yaha mata mana aniyai.

366 radhikaballabhalala ajna so rasala dai
seva mo prakasa au bilasa kumjadhama kau; 

sol bisatara sukha sara drga rupa piyau
diyo rasikani jina liyau paccha bama kau. 

nisi dina gana rasa madhurl kau pana ura
aijitara sihana eka kama syamasyama kau; 

guna so anupa kahi kaise kai sarupa kahai
lahai mana moda jaise aura nahi nama kau.̂ "

'One in hundreds of thousands may know the way of Hita ji -
he accepts Radha as pre-eminent, and K^^^a is worshipped secondly; 

most formidable is the manner of his being - there is no [other]
nature like this

and through his grace alone may it perhaps be attained a little. 
Casting off precepts and prohibitions, [with] the beloved in his heart 

living as [the beloved's] servant he sings of him constantly; 
all his joyous deeds are impassioned, wonderful and good;

I know them to be famous - how could they be described?

'He left his home and came [to Braj?] and his passion for lover and
beloved grew;

it is known that Hari had given a command to a more fortunate
brahmin:

"Give your two daughters in marriage, taking my name:
their offspring will be held worthy of fame in the world.

Through them the worship [performed] by my devotees will spread, 
and will be considered famous as a path for the pathless"; 

obeying this sweet command, he was thrilled and all were delighted - 
how could it be told? Accept this sentiment in your mind.

'Radha's dear beloved gave the joyous command:
"Make known my worship and the delights of the bower-abode";

1. S.B. Bhagvan Prasad (ed.), pp.600-601.
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spreading that [teaching], [Harivamsa] drank with his eyes its
essence of joy,

and gave it to those devotees who allied themselves with the
female [deity].

Day and night he relished the delight of singing praises,
infatuated in his heart with his one passion for Syamasyama; 

describing their qualities as unparalleled, how could he describe
their form?

He delights in his mind as at no other name.1

A probable source for the account given by Priyadasa is a text of 
uncertain title attributed to Uttamadasa and also, erroneously, to 
Bhagavat Mudita. The confusion over this text's authorship stems from 
the fact that Uttamadasa's text usually follows Bhagavat Mudita's Rasika 
ananya mala in manuscripts, and has consequently been identified by some 
as a part of that work. The two texts will be discussed here in turn.

Two works in Braj bhasa are attributed to Bhagavat Mudita. The first
is a translation of one sataka from the Sanskrit Vrndavanamahimamrta
ascribed to Prabodhananda Sarasvat1 ; this translation, is dated V.S. 1707 

1(A.D. 1650). The second work, Rasika ananya mala, is dedicated almost
entirely to accounts of the lives of Radhavallabhl devotees. The author
shows nominal allegiance to the GaudTya tradition, to which he allegedly 

2belonged, by first paying homage to Caitanya and Nityananda in the first 
doha of the mangalacarana, but the eulogy of Harivamsa which follows is 
notably more protracted.

The Rasika ananya mala is undated, but the date of the other work noted 
above gives an indication of Bhagavat Mudita's floruit. A complication 
arises from the fact that Bhagavat Mudita is himself the subject of a stanza 
in the Bhaktamala of Nabhadasa, which is thought to date from the early 
years of the 17th century. In the introduction to his edition of the

v1. Vrindaban Research Institute, Hindi MS 61, f.32 :
sainvatu dasa sai sata (sai) aru sata varasa hai jana; 
caita masa mai catura vara bha§a kTyo basana.

2. Bhagavat Mudita is described as a disciple of Haridasa, adhikari of
the Govindadeva temple, in kavitta 626 of Priyadasa's Bhaktirasa bodhini
S.6. Bhagvan Prasad (ed.), p.920.
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Rasika ananya mala (p.9), Lalita Prasad Purohit casts doubt on the 
authenticity of the Bhaktamala stanza in question, and in a recent 
edition of the latter text (Narendra Jha, p.74) the stanza is relegated 
to an appendix as an interpolation.

The Rasika ananya mala gives accounts of incidents in the lives of 
37 devotees. Its narrative style contrasts sharply with the enigmatic 
references of Nabhadasa's Bhaktamala and Dhruvadasa's Bhaktanamavali.
The 37 'biographies' (called paracaT) necessarily include many references 
to Harivamsa (though he is not himself the subject of any one of them) 
and his descendants. Of the 37 described, the first 13, listed here, 
are specifically mentioned as contemporaries of Harivamsa; those who 
are described as his initiated disciples are marked here with an asterisk: 
Naravahana*, Vyasa*, ChabTladasa, Naharamalla*, Vi^haladasa*, Mohanadasa*, 
Navaladasa*, Haridasa Tuladhara*, Paramanandadasa, Prabodhananda,
Karma-^hl Bai*, Damodaradasa 'Sevaka', Caturbhujadasa. The remaining 
devotees are the disciples of Harivamsafs descendants, ending with 
those of his great-grandson Damodaracanda. Some of those mentioned 
are described as officers of the Mughal administration, while others 
appear to have suffered persecution at the hands of the Muslims.

In some of the paracais, the name of the guru (which may provide a 
key to the approximate dates of the devotee) is not stated, being 
represented instead by some general title such as qusaT. An example is 
the paracal of the two sisters Ganga Bai and Yamuna Bai;'*' The guru 
from whom they receive initiation in the narrative is usually interpreted 
as being Harivaipsa himself, yet the same paracal refers to a visit to 
Raja Man Singh at Agra, who was still in his early infancy at the alleged 
time of Harivaipsa's death. If the normally accepted date of Harivamsa's 
death (A.D. 1552) is correct, then the gusaT mentioned by Bhagavat Mudita 
must be one of Harivaipsa1s descendants. The example is alluded to here 
because it illustrates the inexplicit style of narrative found in this 
hagiography, and the chronological confusion engendered.

1. Lalitaprasad Purohit (ed.), 1960:51-55.
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The lack of an actual 'biography' of Harivamsa in the Rasika ananya 
mala is made good by Uttamadasa's text. The colophon of a manuscript 
in the Vrindaban Research Institute including both texts suggests a joint 
authorship of the two:

atha uttimacamda krta tatha bhagavanrta mudita krta 
rasika mala lisyate. srl harivamsa caritra lisyate."*-

The words harivamsa caritra here do not, however, denote the title of 
the whole work, but of the first section of it; this is followed by four 
further sections:

saranagatina kl katha (comprising several separate prasamgas); 
srl jl kau janama utsava samaya varnana;
Sevaka jl ke guna varnana;
Hita ju ke krpapatra.

2 . .The colophon at the end of the V.R.I. manuscript reads simply lti rasika 
paracari, and is immediately followed by the text of the Rasika ananya mala 
headed atha rasika ananya mala likhyate.

The colophon of an incomplete manuscript of this text in the Nagari
PracarinI Sabha's Mayasankara Yajnika collection gives the title srl hita

3caritra in place of the srl harivamsa caritra of the V.R.I. manuscript.
It does not name the author of the text. The folios bearing the latter
part of the text, including the colophon at the end of the Hita caritra
and the beginning of the consecutive Rasika ananya mala, are missing from

4the manuscript. The colophon at the end of the Rasika ananya mala 
gives only the title of the text, omitting the name of the author.

A second manuscript in the Nagari PracarinI Sabha lacks the first 
folio, but the colophon between the two texts clearly identifies them as 
discrete works;

v1. Vrindaban Research Institute, Hindi MS 4398 f.l .
2. Ibid., f. 34V .
3. Nagari PracarinI (Aryabhata Pustakalay, Mayasankar Yajnik collection) 

MS 4822, f.lr.* The MS is dated V.S. 1817.
4. Ibid., f. 107V.
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iti srl hita caritra sampurga. srT radhavallabhojayati. atha
rasika mala lî yate.'*'

The Nagari Pracarini Sabha1s published findings of their search for 
2Hindi manuscripts describes a copy of the 'Ananyamala' of 'Hita

Uttamadasa1 in the collection of Rupalala Gosvami of the Radhavallabha
temple, Vrindaban. The colophon is reported as giving the title Srl hita
harivamsa candra caritra ananyamala. An earlier volume of the 'search 

3reports' lists manuscripts of three texts by Bhagavat Mudita: Hita 
caritra, Sevaka caritra and Rasika ananya mala. The Sevaka caritra is 
perhaps merely a part of the Hita caritra constituting the section 
entitled sevaka ji ke guna varnana in the V.R.I. manuscript described 
above.

The attribution of Uttamadasa's work to Bhagavat Mudita is perhaps 
based on the final stanza of the text. This last section, hita ju ke 
krpapatra, lists briefly most (but not all) of the devotees described more 
fully in the Rasika ananya mala: Uttamadasa provides here a synopsis of
Bhagavat Mudita's text. He concludes with the following doha:

it[e] rasika ki paracal bhagavata mudita vasani;
4d[iJgadarasanavata eka £ha uttama kine ani.

An interpretation of this couplet reading uttama as adjectival may lead 
to the mistaken conclusion that Bhagavat Mudita is being referred to as the 
author of the work. Since an author would be unlikely to preface his own
text with a prolonged synopsis of that same text, a more feasible 
interpretation would be:

1. Nagari Pracarini Sabha (Aryabhasa Pustakalay, Mayasankar Yajnik
collection) MS 332, f.33r. The MS is dated V.S. 1837.

2. Vidyabhusan Misra (ed.), p.379. The Rupalala collection still
exists in the safekeeping of Rupalala's descendants, but access has
proved problematic.

3. Shyam Behari Misra (ed.), pp.48-50.
4. Vrindaban Research Institute, Hindi MS 4398 f.34V.
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'Thus many are the devotees' biographies related by Bhagavat Mudita;
Uttama has brought them together in one place as a survey [of

Mudita's text].'

A further reference to the Rasika ananya mala is found at the end 
of the section entitled sevaka ju ke guna varnana:

adhika kahl bhagavairita nai uttama sevaka riti; 
padhai sunai sraddha sahita vadhai jugala sau prlti.̂

Interpretation of this couplet hinges on a slesa in the word uttama:

'Bhagavat has said more (a) of the ways of the excellent Sevaka
[Damodaradasa];

(b) and Uttama's way is that of a servant 
[to him];

When one reads and hears this with reverence, love for the couple grows.'

One is led to accept the conclusion proposed by Lalita Caran Gosvami (1957:
22) that the text of Uttamadasa was written to complement the Rasika
ananya mala by adding, principally, the caritra of Harivamsa himself. It 
seems that a separate title was not given to the work by its author, who
consequently became confused with the author of the original text.

The date of the Hita caritra is not known. Kisorlsaran 'Ali' (p.
38) includes Uttamadasa in a list of writers of the eighteenth century of 
the Vikrama era and attributes a second text, grlradhanama pratapa Ilia, 
to the same author. Lalita Caran Gosvami (1957:24) reports that 
Uttamadasa was a disciple of Gosvami Kuhjalala who was born in V.S.
1696 (A.D. 1639), and contends that the Hita caritra must therefore date 
from c. V.S. 1740-45 (A.D. 1683-88).

With the exception of the controversial date of birth of Harivamsa, 
to be discussed below, the 'biography' recounted by Uttamadasa is 
accepted as authoritative by most later members of the sampradaya. The 
following is a precis of Uttamadasa's account, based on Vrindaban Research 
Institute Hindi MS 4398.

1. Ibid., f.32V .
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Harivamsa1s home was in the town of Devana [Deoband, Saharanpur 
District, U.P.], in a family of Gau^a brahmins - YajurvedTs of the 
madhyaipdini branch, members of the Kasyapa gotra. His father,
Vyasa Misra, was a wealthy and renowned astrologer whose fame had 
reached the king. Vyasa Misra was summoned to court, where he 
was given great wealth and received the king's favour in full 
measure. After some time at court, he returned home laden with 
wealth, yet unhappy because of his childlessness. Soon, K^s^a 
appeared to Vyasa's ascetic brother Nrsimhasrama in a dream and 
announced his intention of becoming incarnate as the joint form of 
Hari and vamsa (=vamsl, flute). Vyasa1s wife Tara Rani was soon 
with child; Vyasa was overjoyed, and resumed his position at court. 
On Monday, the 11th day of the bright half of the monuh of Vaisakha, 
in the year V.S. 1559 [A.D. 1502], in the village of Bada near 
Gokula, Harivamsa became manifest as the crown-jewel of rasikas; 
he was to be a refuter of karma and jhana and a proponent of the 
way of prema bhakti. The joy of his birth was like the joy of 
K^s^a's birth described by Suka. At an early age Harivamsa 
thrilled to hear the name of Radha; his childhood acts were beyond 
description. At the age of seven his yajnopavTta ceremony was 
performed, and later he became married to a girl named Rukmirji.
He began to teach bhakti in such a way that each person's devotion 
to a particular form of the deity increased. Radha appeared to 
Harivamsa in a dream and told him that the yugalamantra was 
written on the topmost leaf of a peepul tree near his door, and 
that he was to make it known in the world.^ Radha further ordered 
him to look in the well in his father's garden, where he would 
find a two-armed image [of Krsna] in the flute-holding pose. 
Harivamsa followed these commands, and established the image in a 
temple in Devana which he then served for some time. On the death 
of his father Vyasa Misra, Harivamsa was summoned to court in his 
father's place; but he refused the summons, rejecting the worldly

1. The imparting of this instruction through the favourite hagiographic
device of a dream resembles an incident in the hagiography of Vallabha, 
to whom revelation of the image of SrTnatha ji was similarly 
initiated (Barz p.28). The two traditions also share certain other 
parallels, such as the alleged births of Vallabha and Harivamsa both 
taking place while their respective parents were on a journey.
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status which the royal post entailed. He fathered three sons and
a daughter, all of whom married; they were all initiated by him
as his disciples. On receiving a further command from Radha,
Harivamsa left home and set out for Vrindaban, leaving his family
behind. Again Radha appeared to him in a dream and told him that
in the village of Cadathavali [understood as Charthawal, near
Muzaffarnagar, U.P.] he would encounter a wealthy brahmin who would
offer Harivamsa his two daughters in marriage; Harivamsa was to
accept them, counting them as colleagues in the devotional life.
He was also to take from the brahmin a second image of Krsna,
which he was to take to Vrindaban and worship there. Accordingly,
Harivamsa went on with his two new brides KrsnadasT and Manoharl • • * »

to Vrindaban, where he was delighted by the transcendental
beauty of the natural surroundings. He went to a high spot by
the bank of the Yamuna, where there was a throng of Braj people
who were thrilled to realise that he had come to live there. They^
put a bow and arrow into his hands, and offered him as much land
as he could cover in a bow-shot; he fired the arrow, which flew
'from the old building' (puranai bhavana tai) as far as Ciraghata.
He built a beautiful temple and consecrated' the image of

2Radhavallabha there on the 13th day of the bright half of the 
month of Karttika, V.S. 1592 [A.D. 1535].^ He established the

1. Snatak (1968:102) reports a tradition which maintains that the 
protagonist who addresses Harivamsa here is Naravahana, the zamindar- 
bandit who later became Harivamsa's disciple and to whom two stanzas
of the CP (11 and 12) are allegedly 'dedicated'; Snatak also maintains 
that the 'high place on the bank of the Yamuna* is the modern 'Madan 
Ter'. Uttamadasa, however, does not mention these details in the 
present passage.

2. Sectarian tradition holds that the place where the image of 
Radhavallabha was first established was the grove called Sevakunja 
(still an important sectarian centre). The image was later installed 
in the new temple built, according to the Rasika ananya mala 
(Lalitaprasad Purohit (ed.), 1960:44-48} by Sundaradasa Bha^anagara - 
a kayastha disciple of Harivamsa's fourth son Gopinath, in the employ
of Abdur Rahim Khankhana in Delhi - during the incumbency of Harivamsa's 
eldest son (and successor) Vanacandra. See p.38, n.2.

3. Vrindaban Research Institute, Hindi M3 4398, ff.8V-9r.
pamdraha sai vanava ju suhayau; katiga sudi terasa susa ch[ayau]. 
pa££a mahotsava ta dina kinau; jacika dvija guniyani dhanu dlnau.

(Contd. on next page )
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service of the deity with seven food-offerings (bhoga) through 
the eight periods of the day (yama), according to the season.
He rejected all orthodox precepts and prohibitions in favour of 
pure devotion, and renounced fast-days because they denied him the 
consumption of prasada. He ignored the ten rites of passage 
(samskara) and defeated ceremonialists, Saivas, ^aktas and the 
followers of other doctrines; many people came for his darsana 
and so populated Vrindaban.

This account is followed by the saranagatina kl katha, as described above; 
then comes a short section in which the major dates of Harivamsa's life 
are recapitulated. This section, srl jl kau janama utsava samaya 
varnana, is quoted here in full;

atha srl ji kau janama utsava samaya varnana. doha. 
samvata paipdraha sai adhika unasathi kau vaisa§a;
sudi ekad[as]i praga^a hita pujal rasa abhilasa. -caupaT.
varasa vatlsa vahi krama janau; pragata vasa vana kau mana manau. 
varasa a^haraha lau vana vase; vahura nikumja mahala mai lase. 
manasarovara £higa ramanTya; bhavara bhavaranl ati kamanlya; 
priya jaunha mai yau mili gal; sahacari samga lagi chavi chal. 
aisaii srl hariva[ip]sa gusal; mahala padhare so sava gal. doha. 
samvata soraha sai ru nava katiga punyo svaksa;

1ta dina srl harivaipsa vapu disata nahi jaga aksa. iti prasamga.

'Now begins the description of the dates of celebration in the life
_ _ 2of £Sri ji [Harivamsa].

(..... contd. from previous page.)
In an unattributed quotation of the same text, Baldev Upadhyay 
1953:423 n.2)gives a reading which yields the date V.S. 1591 {A.D.
1534);

pandraha sau ikyanabe suhayo; katiga sudi terasa sukha chayo;
pata mahotsava ta dina kiyo; yacaka guniyana bahu dhana diyo.

The V.R.I. text is metrically more correct (although ju_ is superfluous 
and may be regarded as a metrical 'filler'),

1. Vrindaban Research Institute, Hindi MS 4398 ff.31r-31V .
2. The title 'SrT ji' is used in Braj tradition to refer to' Radha,

K£sna, or a saintly individual. It is clear from the present 
context that the latter sense applies here.
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In the year 1559 [A.D. 1502], on the 11th day of the bright half 
of Vaisakha,
Hita became manifest, fulfilling [humanity's] yearning for rasa.
Know this to be the order [of events], that at the age of 32 
he realized his heart's desire of living in the grove [Vrindaban];
For 18 years he lived in the grove, and then sported in the arbour- 
palace [i.e. died].
As on the bank of the lovely Manasarovara, charming with bees, 
the Beloved merged with the moonlight with her companions amidst 
great splendour, just so did Srl Harivamsa Gosvami enter the palace, 
as all have recounted.
On that bright full-moon night of Karttika in the year 1609 [A.D. 1552], 
the body of Sri Harivamsa was seen no more by the eyes of the world.
Here the section ends.'

The major dates of Harivamsa's life as given here appear again in 
another text, the Hitakulasakha of Jayak^sna dated V.S. 1760 (A.D. 1703). 
Manuscripts of the text having proved elusive, quotations given from it 
here are taken from the passages cited by Snatak (1968:100 ff.) and Lalita 
Caran Gosvami (1957:23 ff.). Certain portions of Uttamadasa's account, 
such as the finding of the image of Krsna in the wall, are absent in 
Jayak^srja's brief version, while others are alluded to only in passing. 
Jayakrsna does, however, supply the dates of birth of Harivamsa's 
children, which are not found in Uttamadasa's text. The relevant 
section of the text is given by Snatak (loc.cit.) as follows:

jinaki saijitati saba kou janai; be£T sahiba da su bakhanai. 
suta eka suta tina sudhama; tinake janma dyausa puni nama.^ 
pandraha sai panacasiya anta; chahau ritu me rituraja basanta. 
caitra vadi cha^ha mamgala gayau; srl vanacandra janama jasa chayau. 
pandraha se satasiya janau; dvai aru bisa masa laghu manau. 
magha masa navami ujiyarT; krs^acandra janma sukhakarl. 
pandraha sai a^hasiya ayau; teraha masa uraha jasa chayau. 
phaguna masa lagata ki punau; goplnatha janama sukha dunau.

1. The relative and correlative pronouns are perhaps reversed in this 
caupaT.
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'Of his offspring everybody knows; his daughter is described 
as Sahib De.
One daughter and three handsome sons, their dates of birth and 
names [follow].
At the end of 1585 [A.D. 1528] in the spring - king of the six seasons 
it is recounted that on Tuesday the 6th day of the dark half of Caitra 
the glory of Vanacandra's birth spread around.
Know that in 1587 [A.D. 1531] - a short [?] 22 months later - 
on the 9th day of the bright half of Magha K^snacandra’s joyful 
birth [took place].
1588 [A.D. 153 2] came, and 13 months [after Kr§nadasa's birth] 
glory pervaded the heart;
precisely on the full-moon day of the month Phalguna was the 
doubly joyous birth of Gopinatha.'

A further reference to Vanacandra is mads elsewhere in the text, where
Jayakrsna gives the date of Vanacandra's succession to his father's gaddi:

samvat soraha sai nava sahl; katika sudi terasa drdha gahT.
asana para baithe gururaja; srl banacandra suhrda sirataja.^

In 1609 [A.D. 1552], on the 13th day of the light half of Karttika,
The king amongst gurus Vanacandra, crown-jewel of the kind-hearted, 
ascended the throne.

These accounts by Nabhadasa, Priyadasa and Uttamadasa are apparently 
the sources for most of the later hagiographers. Most later versions are 
extremely derivative, as will be shown by selected examples.

Approximately contemporary with the Bhaktirasa bodhinT of Priyadasa
2is the Bhaktamala of Raghavadasa (Raghodasa) the Dadupanthi. This text

1. Lalita Caran Gosvami, 1957:52.
2. Though this text does bear a date, its interpretation is disputed.

The couplet bearing the date appears as follows in the edition of 
Agarcand Naha^a (p.246):

sambat satraha sai satrahautara snkala paksa sanibara;
tithi tritlya asada ki ragho kiyau bicara.

Nahata interprets satrahautara as seventeen (p._s, introduction), 
dating the text to V.S. 1717; W.M.Callewaert (p.7) objects to this

(Contd. on next page....)
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includes entries on two Harivaipsas - evidently the same two that 
appear in the better-known text of Nabhadasa. Chappaya number 255 is 
devoted to Hita Harivamsa, and is virtually a paraphrase of Nabhadasa's 
chappaya quoted above:

(yau bhakti sira sak^ta kauii janata hita haribaipsa ki. )
rakhata carania pradhana apa sriradhaji ke?
syama syama byahara kumja madha sadhe hike.
sevata mahaprasada sada brata tapa nahi manai
bidhi nisedha bhrama sakala chadi utma dharma thanal.• * •

ragho byasa bicitra suta karanT palata hamsa kT; 
bhakti sira sakrta kou janata hita haribamsa kT.^

2Few understand the devotion of Hita Harivamsa.
He holds as foremost the feet of 3ri Radha ji,
and worships full well the actions of 3yama and Syama in the grove.
He ever partakes of the mahaprasada, not following vows or austerities; 
Casting aside all precepts and prohibitions as delusion 

he sets his heart upon the highest dharma.
0 Raghava, Vyasa's wondrous son observes the actions of an enlightened
soul; few understand the devotion of Hita Harivamsa.

The tika of Caturadasa which follows this chappaya in Naha^a's edition 
(loc.cit.) is no more original in content than the rnula, being merely a 
paraphrase of Priyadasa's kavittas 364-6 (though Caturadasa's stanzas are 
in the Indava metre). The only other significant change made by Caturadasa
is in the order of the stanzas's subject-matter: for Priyadasa's order
'1,2,3' Caturadasa's reads '2,3,1'.

Two other late examples of the bhaktamala genre may be mentioned 
briefly. The section devoted to Harivamsa in the undated Bhaktamala

( contd. from previous page.)
interpretation on etymological grounds as well as on the basis of 
internal evidence, and conjectures a reading of V.S. 1777. Neither 
party offers any comment on the grossly unmetrical structure of the 
line in question (to be improved by excising sambat ?),

1. Agarcand Nahata, pp.128-129.
2. sira remains obscure.
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of Pratapasiinha, begins by paraphrasing Nabhadasa and then gives
an account of Harivamsa's life which appears to derive from Uttamadasa.

2The second example is the Bhaktamala or RamarasikavalT of 
Raghurajasimha (V.S. 1880-1936; A.D. 1833-1897), Maharajah of Riwa; 
the relevant section of this text begins with a Sanskrit pranama to 
Harivaipsa, and then gives a short account of Harivamsa*s bhakti and of 
his coming to Vrindaban, evidently drawn from Nabhadasa and Priyadasa.

The anthology of chronicles of the Vallabha sampradaya entitled 
Caurasi vaisnavana kl varta includes a reference to one 1Harivaipsa*.
This prose text is attributed to Gokulanatha (A.D. 1551-1716), but

3owes its present form to Hariraya (A.D. 1591-1716). The fifth prasamga
4 *of the varta of Kumbhanadasa, one of the as-fcachapa poets, describes

how Harivamsa, Haridasa and other saintly men from Vrindaban went to
meet Kumbhanadasa at Giriraja (Govardhan) in order to discuss with him
the composition of verses dedicated to SvaminijT (Radha). This text
has been translated by R.K.Barz, who interprets this Harivamsa as Hita 

5Harivamsa; the fact that the name is associated here with Haridasa 
does indeed support Barz's contention; there is, however, no mention of
this incident in the Radhavallabhi sources. The traditional dates of

„ 6 Kumbhanadasa given by Vallabhite sources are A.D. 1469-1584; this
lifespan of 115 years, though obviously unrealistic, does encompass the
traditionally accepted lifetime of Hita Harivamsa (1502-1552); the
incident described in the varta is therefore chronologically possible.

_ _ _ _jCertain editions of the Caurasi vaisnavana ki varta contain a- - - —  m * .........

second reference to Harivamsa, this time in the varta of another astachapa 
poet, Kr^nadasa. Here, Harivamsa and a certain 'Vyasa' are described 
meeting Kr§nadasa at the house of the Rajasthani poetess Mira BaT in

1. Kalicaran Caurasiya Gaud (ed.), pp.70-72.
2. Raghurajasimha, pp.710-711.
3. R.Barz, p.4.
4. Dvarkadas Parikh (ed.), p.499.
5. R.Barz, p.183, n.l.
6. Ibid., p.104.
7. See for example the lithographed edition entitled Caurasi ki varta 

(author not named), Aligarh, 1868, p.393.
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Aghana. If the 'Vyasa' referred to is Harirama Vyasa of Orccha, 
then it would seem possible that the name Harivamsa refers to the 
Radhavallabhl poet, with whom the former is said to have associated.
As in the case of Kumbhanadasa, the traditional dates of Krsnadasa 
(A.D. 1497-1580)''" allow of the possibility of the incident described.

Clearly it is unreasonable to regard the varta texts as historical 
chronicles; and even in a hagiographic context it is not possible to 
prove that the two references described here do actually allude to Hita 
Harivamsa. The name 'Harivamsa' is common in Vaisnava circles, and• * t * *

indeed one Vallabhl 'Caca Harivamsa1 is described in the second anthology
2of Vallabhite hagiography, the Do sau bavana vaisnavana ki varta.

However, the fact that these incidents are not mentioned in Radhavallabhl 
sources does not rule out their validity, since one would not expect such 
sources to mention any association that Hita Harivamsa may have had with 
members of a 'rival' sampradaya.

One account which clearly does not derive from Nabhadasa or the 
Radhavallabhl hagiographers is that found in the Bengali Bhaktamala of 
Krsnadasa Baba (also known as Laladasa). This text is undated, but another 
text attributed to the same author, the Upasana candramrta, is dated

3Saka 1684 (A.D. 1762). Though the publisher's preface to an edition of 
4the Bhaktamala maintains that it is based loosely on the Bhaktamala of 

Nabhadasa and its Bhaktirasa bodhini commentary by Priyadasa, the account 
of Harivamsa in the Bengali version bears no resemblance to the account 
in these Hindi texts apart from the mention of Harivamsa's predilection 
for prasada; yet it is likely that the 'Harivamsa' to whom Krsnadasa 
refers is indeed Hita Harivamsa, since he is specifically described as 
being a Radhavallabhl gosvami. K^siiadasa devotes only ten couplets to 
the caritra of Harivamsa, though the caritras immediately following - 
those of SvamI Haridasa and Harirama Vyasa - are three and five times as 
long respectively. The comparative brevity of Harivamsa's caritra may be

1. R.Barz, p.104.
2. Niranjandev Saran Gaud (ed.), pp.41-46.
3. Bimanbiharl Majumdar (ed.), p.568.
4. Upendranath Mukhopadhyay (ed.), introduction.
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explained by its controversial subject matter, since Krsnadasa's claim 
that Harivamsa was a disciple of the Gaudlya Gopalabhatta is inevitably 
the cause of much consternation in the Radhavallabhl camp.^ The text 
of Harivamsa1s caritra by Krsnadasa is as follows:

sriman harivamsa gosvami caritra; jagate vyapita haya parama pavitra. 
srlman gopalabhattajira sisya teha; mahabhaktivan teha radhakrsna

premavaha.
eka ekadasldine tambula prasadi; khaila baliya guru kaila aparadhl. 
antare gosani rusta nahi ta haila; bahya lokasiksa hetu sasana karila. 
harivamsa gosanira sisya anukrame; ebe radhavallabhi gosani vrajadhame. 
srlman gopalabhatta sasana karila; tahate kichui matra dosa nahi chila. 
acarya gopalabhatta tahate pranali; phiraila ki hetuka na jani ki bali.
yehetuka anya anya sampradaya sane; vyavahara ahara paramarthe nahi bane,
biccheda haila eka-patanga na haya; raja jayasimha vahu vicara karaya.

2se sava kahate ebe phala kichu nai; koti koti dandavat sabhakara thai.

'The deeds of sriman Harivamsa Gosvami are known the world over as
most pure.

He was a disciple of srlman Gopalabhatta;
greatly imbued with devotion, he bore the love of Radha and Krsna.

3One ekadasi [fast] day he ate the prasada betel,
and because of this his guru pronounced him guilty.

Though the Gosvami [Gopalabhatta] was not angry in his heart,
he outwardly chastised [Harivaipsa] as an example to others.

1. According to Gopalprasad £$armma (Bhramocchedana (n.d.), p.48), an editor 
of the Bengali Bhaktamala named Durgadas Lahadi added an emendment to 
later editions of the text, admitting the allegation of Harivamsa's 
discipleship to be false. Sarmma also recounts (p.46) how another 
Bengali author, Radhacaran Gosvami, similarly retracted the same 
allegation, showing his good faith by publicly paying a fine of Rs.5
to the Inspector of Police at Vrindaban: printed copies of the
retraction were widely distributed. The furore is indicative of the 
depth of feeling provoked by sectarian rivalries of this kind.

2. Upendranath Mukhopadhyay, pp.224-225. I am indebted to Dr.T.Mukherjee 
for his interpretation of these lines.

3. Ekadasi•is widely observed as a fast-day by orthodox Vaisnavas.
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Radhavallabhl gosvamis in the lineage of Harivamsa's disciples 
live even now in the domain of Braj.

Sriman Gopalabhatta chastised him; there was not the least fault in this
Gopalabhatta was the preceptor, and moreover [this was] the system; I 

do not know why he [Harivamsa?] turned [against the tradition?].
Since they [the Radhavallabhls] do not agree with the various other 

sampradayas in social intercourse, the partaking of food and in
metaphysics,

A schism occurred and there is not [now] commensality [with the other 
sampradayas]; Raja [Saval] Jayasimha closely consulted [the

scriptures].^
There is no advantage in describing all these incidents now; 

tens of millions of obeisances to everyone.'

The purport of the seventh couplet is not clear, though it appears to 
continue the theme of the preceding couplet, in which Krsnadasa justifies 
Gopalabhatta's right to punish his disciple. The tone of this excusing of 
Gopalabhatta1s action suggests that such a chastisement might ordinarily 
give offence, and therefore that Harivamsa, though described as the 
disciple of Gopalabhatta, also enjoyed some high status in his own right. 
Krsnadasa seems anxious to avoid any prolonged discussion of the friction 
between the sampradayas, and rapidly dismisses the topic in the last couplet.

The list of Radhavallabhl texts which allude in some way to the life 
of Harivamsa is a long one; yet most later texts are extremely derivative, 
merely embroidering the accounts given by earlier sources. The existence 
of such works, including for example the Hitaharivamsa sahasranama and other 
texts of the prolific 18th century poet Vrndavanadasa 'CacajI', demonstrates 
the continuity of allegiance to Harivamsa over the centuries; yet the 
works themselves add little information to illuminate the circumstances of 
Harivamsa1s establishment as a religious teacher and poet. The apotheosis 
of this tradition of sectarian hagiography may be said to have been 
achieved in the Radhavallabha bhaktamala by Priyadasa Sukla of Caubepur.

1. Sawai Jai Singh is said to have convened a 'conference' of the various 
sampradayas in 1780, in an attempt to restrict the proliferation of 
non-smarta sectarianism (P.D.Mltal 1968:422).
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This long book, mostly in prose but quoting piecemeal from many verse 
works, was written in V.S. 1968 (A.D. 1911) and published 18 years 
later. It draws from many of the primary sources discussed above 
(usually without any acknowledgement), and gives lengthy accounts of the 
lives of Radhavallabhis from the 16th to the 19th centuries.

(iii) Summary of the primary sources

The development of Hita Harivamsa's hagiography in the available 
extant sources may be summarised as follows:

16th century: (a) Prabodhananda refers to Harivamsa as 'luminary of
the Vyasa dynasty1.

(b) Krsnadasa refers to his father Harivamsa as 'son of
Vyasa' and names his own mother as Rukmini.

16th-17th century: (a) Harirama Vyasa eulogises Harivamsa in his padas,
linking his name with that of Svami Haridasa.

(b) Dhruvadasa eulogises Harivamsa and subsequently in 
the same text (Bhaktanamavali) praises 'Banacamda', 
'Krsnacamda' and 'Gopinatha', who are later 
identified as Harivamsa's sons.

(c) Damodaradasa 'Sevaka' uses the upanama hita in 
conjunction with the name harivamsa. He identifies 
the place, month and day of Harivamsa's birth, and 
names his parents as 'the rsi Vyasa' and 'Tara1.
Four successive stages in the teachings of Harivamsa 
are alluded to, and the basis of sectarian theology 
is laid down.

17th century: (a) Nabhadasa's Bhaktamala outlines the main aspects of
Harivamsa's bhakti.

(b) Bhagavat Mudita's Rasika ananya mala recounts 
narratives concerning many disciples of Harivamsa.

(c) Uttamadasa lays the foundation of a standard 
hagiography by giving a detailed account of Harivamsa's 
birth, life, marriages, offspring and devotional 
career; the major dates are established.
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18th century: (a) Jayakrsna's Hitakulasakha corroborates Uttamadasa's
version and adds the dates of birth of Harivamsa's 
children.

(b) The Bengali Bhaktamala alleges that Harivamsa was a 
disciple of Gopalabhatta.

Details of the hagiography develop and expand in the later literature.

(iv) Secondary Sources

Most later writers have been content to derive their material from 
one of two 19th century English sources: H.H.Wilson's Essays and lectures
chiefly in the religion of the Hindus (1862) and F.S.Growse's Mathura: a 
district memoir (1883). A mistake in the latter book regarding the 
number of slokas in the text Radhasudhanidhi  ̂is repeated throughout much 
of the critical literature of the 19th and 20th centuries: not only
Western writers but also many Indian historians of Hindi literature have 
evidently considered Growse's 15-page account of the Radhavallabha 
sampradaya too thorough to make any further glance at the original sources 
necessary. The fact that few Radhavallabhl texts had, until recent years, 
been available in anything but local bazaar editions no doubt accounts in 
part for the derivative nature of the secondary material.

Wilson's discussion of the sampradaya is for the most part limited 
to a discussion of the status of.Radha. This discussion is based largely 
on the Brahmavaivarta purana - a work of only slight relevance to the 
Radhavallabhl tradition.

Growse keeps more closely to the traditional sources for his discussion 
of the life of Harivamsa. He quotes the accounts of Nabhadasa and 
Priyadasa, and fills them out with material evidently drawn from Uttamadasa - 
though this source is not cited. Growse also gives the text and translation 
of the first 25 slokas of the Radhasudhanidhi and of the first 12 stanzas of 
the CP. These extracts remained until very recently the only published

1. Growse (1883:203) gives the number of slokas as 170, whereas the 
manuscript evidence discussed below in section 4(ii) shows 270 to 
be the correct number.
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English translations of Harivamsa's works. Growse's comments on
these verses and on the bhakti of Harivamsa are, naturally, strongly
imbued with the attitudes of the Victorian age: he refers to the
contents of the CP as 'the language of the brothel1 (p.2l5)f and to
Radha as 'the goddess of lust1 (p.200), noting with some surprise that
'the Gosains, who accept as their Gospel these sensuous ravings of a
morbid imagination, are for the most part highly respectable married men,
who contrast rather favourably, both in sobriety of life and intellectual
acquirements, with the professors of rival sects that are based on more
reputable authorities' (p.215). The relevance of this attitude to the
present study is that it has in no small part contributed to the
reticence shown today by members of the sampradaya towards the researches
of outsiders. Growse himself noted the difficulty of gaining access to

2privately-owned manuscript collections, and the experiences of Professor 
3Snatak show that this is not a difficulty limited to Europeans.

Sir George Grierson mentions Harivaipsa in two books, of which the
first is his The modern vernacular literature of Hindustan (1889), wherein he
accredits his information to the 'Rag-Sagarodbhab rag-kalpadrum' of

4Krish'nanand Byas Deb (1843). A later edition of this voluminous 
anthology of padas by various authors does not yield the information given 
by Grierson (which will be discussed later), though it does include 
several stanzas attributed to Harivamsa. Grierson's second discussion 
of Hita Harivamsa and the Radhavallabhls is to be found in James Hastings' 
Encyclopaedia of religion and ethics , where Grierson gives slightly 
contradictory information under two headings - 'Bhakti marg' and 
'Radhavallabhls'. Further reference to these sources will be made later.

Much of the critical literature in Hindi merely reiterates information 
taken from Growse and others. There are, however, notable exceptions to 
this tendency. The pioneering studies of Lalita Caran Gosvami (1957) and

1. Growse's translations of CP 1-12 are very probably the source for
a German version of CP 1-3, 9-12 (Hermann Goetz and Rose Ilse-Munk,
pp.93-99).

2. F.S.Growse 1878:98.
3. Vijayendra Snatak 1968:302.
4. Nagendranath Vasu (ed.), 1914-16.
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Vijayendra Snataka (1968) have jointly inherited the mantle of Growse 
and Wilson, and are now regarded as the standard Hindi authorities on 
the sampradaya. Vasudev Gosvami gives much original information on 
the background to the sampradaya in the introduction to his edition of 
the Vyasa vanl (1952). Baldev Upadhyay's two surveys of Radhavallabhl 
bhakti (1953, 1978) are based on primary sources and deserve mention. 
Prabhudayal MItal, though acknowledging the authorities of Lalita 
Caran Gosvami and Snatak, adds much original material of his own in his 
discussions of the Radhavallabhls (1968, 1975).

The most detailed published accounts of the Radhavallabhls in 
European languages are also the most recent. The first is N.S.Shukla's 
edition and French translation of the Sanskrit poem Karnananda, ascribed 
to Hita Harivamsa1s son Krsnadasa; the text is prefaced by a lengthy 
introduction in which Shukla discusses the theological background of the 
sampradaya, basing his account on the Karnananda itself and on the 
Radhasudhanidhi. Shukla specifies his English sources, but not the
(presumably) Hindi sources from which such details as the birth dates of 
Harivamsa1s children must have been taken.

A study of the CP was recently made by Charles S.J.White (1977).
The introduction to the text moves uneasily between short statements on 
the background of the sect (based largely on Snatak's study, with due 
acknowledgement) and sections on the history and characteristics of Hindi 
literature in general; little of the information given on the sampradaya 
is original. The account of Harivamsa*s life given here is based on an 
oral report by a Radhavallabhl gosvami, and does not refer to written 
sources. A second translation of the CP has been undertaken as a BA
dissertation by Grahame Niemann (1977).

3. Areas of dispute in the hagiography of Hita Harivamsa

Although the account of Harivamsa's life provided by Uttamadasa has 
become regarded as an 'authorised1 biography within the sampradaya, many 
parts of it are disputed by secondary sources. The discussion of these 
areas of dispute which follows cannot hope to resolve the biographical 
questions with any degree of certainty, but it may at least expose the
roots of the more ill-founded claims and trace the origins of some of the
confusions and contradictions in the various versions of the 'biography'.
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(̂ ) The dates of Harivaipsa's birth and death

Two dates are proposed for the year of Harivamsa1s birth: V.S. 1559
(A.D. 1502) appears in the texts of Uttamadasa and Jayakrsna cited above, 
while the acceptance of a rival date of V.S. 1530 (A.D. 1473) is advocated 
by many later writers.

Among the most determined proponents of the earlier date is Gopal-
prasad Sarmma, who cites a reference to this date in a sloka (from an
unspecified text) attributed to Gosvami Krsnacandra (understood as
Harivamsa's son Krsnadasa).'*' In accordance with this dating, the alleged
quincentenary of Harivamsa's birth was celebrated enthusiastically by most
members of the Radhavallabhl community in A.D. 1973. Contributors to the
souvenir volume of this event frequently re-affirm the V.S. 1530 date,
but nowhere is convincing evidence put forward to support it. The editor
of the volume, Vijayendra Snatak, avoids any statement on this important

2question in his own contribution; in his own major study of the sampradaya,
3however, Snatak argues strongly for acceptance of the later date. Here 

he maintains that astrological calculations show the exact date given by 
Uttamadasa for Harivamsa's birth - Monday the 11th day of the bright half 
of Vaisakha - to be consistent with V.S. 1559 but not with V.S. 1530, 
when the 111th day' fell on a Saturday.

In his article on 'The Radhavallabhls',(p.559), Grierson gives A.D.
41502 as the date of Harivamsa's birth (though elsewhere he gives the year 

as A.D. 1559). This appears to be a simple confusion of calendars, 1559

1. viyadgunesusubhramsu samkhye samvatsare subhe. [1]530
madhave masi suklaikadasyam ca somavasare?
gosvami harivamsakhya[h] srimanmathuramamdale 
badagrame subhasthane pradurbhuto mahan guru[h]. 

(Gopalprasad Sarmma 1915:12.)
2. Vijayendra Snatak (ed.), 1975:31-40.
3. Vijayendra Snatak 1968:92.
4. G.A.Grierson 1909:546.
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being the date of birth according to the Vikram, and not the Christian, 
calendar. The same mistake appears again in H.C.Conybeare's gazetteer 
of the North-West provinces (p.103).

The lack of attested dates as points of reference makes it impossible 
to settle the question of Harivamsa's date of birth; none of Harivamsa's 
own works, and few other texts regarded as contemporary to his floruit, 
are dated. Given this lack of evidence in support of either of the 
proposed dates, one may postulate three judicious if somewhat cynical 
reasons for preferring the later of the two. Firstly, it is difficult 
to see why hagiographers of the Radhavallabhl sampradaya itself - 
Uttamadasa and Jayakrsna - should deliberately postdate the birth of the 
revered author of their own tradition; secondly, the fact that the early
date (A.D. 1473) neatly precedes the dates of birth of both Vallabha (A.D.

1 2 1479) and Caitanya (A.D. 1486) shows that there is some sectarian
advantage to be gained by an antedating; thirdly, in the context of 15th
and 16th century India it is somewhat easier to envisage a lifespan of
50 years than one of nearly 80 - and no source proposes that Harivamsa died
any earlier than V.S. 1609.

The V.S. 1609 date is given by Uttamadasa for the death of Harivamsa, 
and is endorsed by Jayakrsna in the extract quoted above wherein Vanacandra 
is described as acceding to the sectarian gaddi in this year. Lalita 
Caraij Gosvami reports (1957:52) that this date is also confirmed by 
extant temple records which show that Vanacandra was adhikari of the 
shrine of Radhavallabha from V.S. 1609 to 1665 (A.D. 1552 to 1608).

Various claims have been made, however, that Harivamsa lived beyond 
A.D. 1552. Ramacandra Sukla maintains (p.124), without citing any 
authority, that in V.S. 1622 (A.D. 1565) Harirama Vyasa of Orccha became 
Harivamsa's disciple; and according to Vasudev Gosvami (p.88), the two 
devotees could not have met before V.S. 1612. But Snatak (1968:117) 
refutes the latter assertion, and shows on the basis of the Rasika ananya 
mala that Harirama Vyasa first came to Vrindaban in V.S. 1591, thus 
allowing ample time for the association with Harivamsa to take place.

1. F.S.Growse 1883:283.
2. S.K.De, p.68.
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An early British source also suggest that Harivamsa lived beyond 
A.D. 1552. H.H.Wilson states that Harivamsa 'erected a temple there 
[in Vrindaban] that still exists, and indicates, by an inscription over 
the door, that it was dedicated to 5ri Radha Vallabha by Hari VANS, in 
Samvat 1641, or A.D. 1585'.^ Since the gateway referred to no longer 
exists, it is not now possible to evaluate Wilson's interpretation of the 
inscription it carried. However, it is doubtful that the inscription 
stated categorically that the temple was dedicated by Harivamsa himself, 
since the accomplishment of any such major work would surely have been 
seized upon by the hagiographers. An inscribed dedication would 
naturally have included Harivamsa's name at some point, and it is tempting 
to speculate that the wording of Wilson's report conceals the true

2implications of the inscription. According to the Rasika ananya mala 
and to sectarian tradition generally, the temple of Radhavallabha was 
built after the death of Harivamsa, during the incumbency of his eldest 
son and successor Vanacandra.

Few sectarian texts refer to the manner of Harivamsa's death. 
Uttamadasa's allusive or metaphorical description of this event has already 
been referred to; the Bengali work Premavilasa by the Gaudlya author 
Nityananda apparently gives a more specific and rather remarkable account, 
which is probably apocryphal since nothing like it appears in any early 
source. (The Premavilasa has not been available for inspection at first 
hand: its contents are discussed by Lalita Caran Gosvami 1957:45-51.)
The text states that Harivamsa forfeited his life on the offence of eating 
prasada on the ekadasi fast day; the account seems to be an elaboration

1. H.H.Wilson, 1862:177.
2. Lalitaprasad Purohit (ed.), 1961:44-48. According to the Rasika 

ananya mala account, the temple of Radhavallabha was built by a kayastha 
named Sundaradasa Bhatanagara, a divan in the service of (Abdur Rahim) 
Khankhana at Akbar's court. Many would-be patrons of the temple 
building, including Raja Mansingh who built the temple of Govindadeva 
(Growse 1883:243), were put off by a prediction made by Vanacandra
that whoever undertook the project would die a year after its completion 
Sundaradasa accepted this stipulation and went ahead (with the financial 
backing of his employer). The prediction proved true, and Sundaradasa 
breathed his last within the completed temple during the singing of 
CP 49 in samaja.
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of the episode described in Krsnadasa Baba's Bhaktamala discussed earlier. 
Gopalabhatta, identified in the text as guru to Harivamsa, allegedly took 
pity on his deceased 'disciple' and granted him salvation posthumously.
This far-fetched account has little credibility, since the Premavilasa is 
known to have been subject to accretion on a large scale.'*'

(ii) Harivamsa's parentage

The tradition that Harivamsa's father was named Vyasa is consistently
asserted in the texts discussed in the above pages. Certain secondary
sources do give some variations on the name: the 19th century history of

2Hindi literature Misrabandhuvinoda gives the name as 'Vyasa Svami', and
adds the upanama 'Harirama Sukla'. Baldev Upadhyay, on the other hand,
holds that Harivamsa's father was called Kesavadasa and that his

3upanama was 'Vyasaji'. Neither authority betrays the source of these
allegations. In The modern vernacular literature of Hindustan (pp.28-29), 
Grierson identifies Harivaipsa's father, 'Byas SwamI alias Hari Ram Suk'l', 
with the poet (Harirama) Vyasa of Orccha: there is no justification for
this assertion (which has been followed by Pollet, p.346) since no early 
source suggests a blood relationship between Harivamsa and Harirama 
Vyasa. Grierson follows a more orthodox line in his article on 'The 
Radhavallabhls' (p.559), where he states that Harivamsa was 'the son of 
a Gaud Brahmana living in the Saharanpur district'.

Though we may accept the plausibility of the claim that Harivamsa's 
father was Vyasa of Deoband, little more can be said about his forbears.
His mother is identified as 'Tara' by Damodaradasa 'Sevaka' and Uttamadasa, 
as shown in section 2(ii) above; Priyadasa Sukla (p.19) claims to have 
found a rich source of information on Vyasa's family in a text entitled

1. BimanbiharT Majumdar (p.507), discussing the accretions to this text, 
remarks that 'the Premavilasa grew bigger day by day in Vaisnava homes 
just as Krsna grew bigger day by day in the house of Nanda1.

2. Ganesbiharl, Syambihari and Sukdevbiharl Misra, Vol.I, p.294.
3. Baldev Upadhyay 1953:422.
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Hitacandrika (V.S. 1714, A.D. 1657) by one Jamunadasa, but no copy 
of this text appears to be extant today. Sukla himself, writing at the 
beginning of the present century, reports that he was working from a single 
tattered copy of the text.

The identity of the monarch at whose court Vyasa is said to have
been employed is also uncertain. If Uttamadasa1s dates for the life of
Harivamsa, A.D. 1502-1552, are even approximately correct, then the
monarch ruling in Delhi at the time of Harivaipsa's birth would have been
Sikandar Lodi, who died in A.D. 1517.**" As Lalita Caraij Gosvami (1957:
27) points out, there is considerable difficulty in believing that a

2fervent Muslim iconoclast such as Sikandar Lodi would have shown much
favour towards a Hindu papdita such as Vyasa, though some authorities
hold that it was indeed Sikandar who was Vyasa1s patron. It is more
likely that the monarch to whom Uttamadasa refers was one of considerably
lesser stature, for although Uttamadasa refers to him by the words
pythvipati, nypa, narimda and patisaha, there is no reason why such lofty
titles should not refer to a local ruler in the hyperbolical context of
hagiography. Two sources, Priyadas Sukla and Baba Hit Das, do name the
monarch. Sukla (p.23) maintains that he was Vijaya Bahadur, a courtier
of the emperor Homayoun and grandson of Kirticandra. The court to which
Vijaya Bahadur summoned Vyasa was, according to Bukla, at Bijnaur - in the
same (modern) district as Vyasa's alleged home of Deoband. But the
chronology proposed by Sukla is confused: he states that it was
Kirticandra who defeated Sher Shah and reinstated Homayoun to the Delhi

3throne. Homayoun1s return to power took place in A.D. 1555: how then
could Kirticandra's grandson have been ruling at Bijnaur at the supposed 
time of Harivaipsa's birth 53 years earlier? A more feasible proposition 
is put forward by Baba Hit Das (p.31) who maintains that Vyasa was guru to 
Kirticandra himself, and not his grandson; but it is still impossible to 
assess the validity of the proposed account without knowing the source

1. Vincent A. Smith, p.262.
2. 'It is said that in Mathura "and other places" [Sikandar] turned 

temples into mosques, and established Muslim Sarais, colleges and 
bazars in the Hindu places of worship.' Kishori Saran Lai, p.191.

3. Vincent A. Smith, p.324.
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whence it came. It may be pointed out, finally, that Saharanpur 
itself must have held a court capable of offering patronage of the kind 
described by Uttamadasa, as it was one of the eight sarkars (sub
divisions) of the subah of Delhi during Akbar's reign; and Deoband was 
one of the 36 mahals (revenue divisions) constituting that subah.̂
Though Akbar's reign had not yet begun at the alleged time of Harivairisa' s 
birth, it is clear that Saharanpur was a centre of some importance 
during the sixteenth century.

(iii ) Harivaipsa1 s offspring

The number of children born to Harivamsa's various wives is another 
aspect of his life to be disputed. Most sectarian authorities maintain 
that three sons - Vanacandra, Krsnacandra (or Krsnadasa) and GopTnatha - 
and a daughter Sahibade were born to his first wife RukminT, and that a 
fourth son Mohanacandra was born to one of the two wives taken by him 
during his journey from Deoband to Vrindaban. The offspring of the 
first marriage are mentioned by Uttamadasa, though not by name; in the 
passage from Jayakrsna1s text quoted in section 2(ii) above, the dates 
of birth of RukminT's sons are given as V.S. 1585, 1587 and 1588; Snatak 
(p.112) also reports Jayakrsna as giving Mohanacandra1s birthdate as 
V.S. 1598. Jayakrsna appears not to mention the birthdate of Harivamsa's 
daughter.

Harivamsa's four sons are again mentioned in dohas 3 to 6 of 
Dhruvadasa's BhaktanamavalT, also quoted above. Various other sources 
give conflicting details as to Harivamsa's children; Pratapasimha's 
Bhaktamala (p.70), which in most other respects follows Nabhadasa and 
Uttamadasa, mentions only two sons and a daughter as the offspring of 
Harivamsa's first marriage. Growse follows suit (1883:199, 202) saying 
that Mohan Chand, GopTnath and a daughter were the offspring of Harivamsa's 
first marriage, while his later marriages produced Braj Chand and Krishan 
Chand. Nityananda's Bengali Premavilasa (discussed by Lalita Caran 
GosvamT, 1957:47) gives the names of Harivamsa's children as Krsnadasa, 
Suryadasa, Vanacandra and Vrndavanacandra respectively. That these

1. H.S.Jarrett (trans.), Vol.II, pp. 105 and 292.
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last two sources are incorrect is shown by the fact that it was 
Vanacandra who inherited the gaddl from his father, and from whom the 
present adhikaris claim descent; Vanacandra must therefore have been 
the eldest son of Harivamsa. This vindicates Jayakrsna’s version, and 
it is reasonable to suppose that he is also accurate with respect to the 
other three children. The date given by Jayakrsna for the birth of 
Krsnadasa, A.D. 1531, is not inconsistent with the date of composition 
of Krsnadasa's Karnananda, A.D. 1578, discussed above.

One undisputed area of Harivamsa's biography may also be included 
here for the sake of completeness, and that is the question of his place 
of birth and his family home. In the texts discussed in section 2(ii), 
Damodaradasa 'Sevaka' and Uttamadasa give the village of Bad (some six 
miles south of Mathura) as the birthplace of Hita Harivamsa. All 
sectarian sources agree on this point, and no other evidence is forthcoming 
to challenge them. The alleged birthplace is now marked by a small 
Radhavallabhi settlement called Vyas Bhavan, which is in the hands of the 
ascetic branch (nada parivara) of the sampradaya. Vyas Bhavan consists 
of a small temple and a rasamandala (a round stone platform used as a 
stage for rasaltla dramas) in a pleasant site on the border of Bad village, 
on a rise above a large pond. The interior of the temple doorway is 
surmounted by a painting which depicts the birth of Hita Harivamsa in an 
idealised setting, reflecting Uttamadasa1s comparison of the birth of 
Harivamsa with the appearance of Krs^a in the house of Nanda.

There seems to be little doubt that the family home of Harivamsa 
was, as Uttamadasa states, in Deoband. Mo early text contradicts this, 
and the image of Krsna as 'Rangilala jl1 which Harivamsa reputedly 
consecrated and worshipped there is to this day attended by a family of 
Harivamsa1s descendants.

(iv) Harivamsa's original sectarian allegiance

The final controversy in the biography of Harivamsa is the vexed 
problem of his original sectarian allegiance; the question of who had been 
his guru before he established his own path of bhakti is still hotly 
contested. Harivamsa has been variously described as associated with
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the Nimbarka, Madhva, Vallabha and Gaudiya traditions. Two of 
the least sensible claims may be dismissed without deliberation: firstly
that of the Rev. M.A. Sherring who maintains (p.261) that 'the founder 
of the [Radhavallabha] sect was Vallabha Swam!'; secondly the fantastic 
statement of A.K.Majumdar (p.51) that 'Nandadasa [was] the founder of 
the Radha-VallabhT sect and author of the Hita-Harivamsa'. The first 
of these statements may perhaps be based on a simple confusion of the 
names 'Vallabha' and 'Radhavallabha'; the second appears to be entirely 
fanciful, since no connection at all is apparent between Nandadasa (a 
celebrated member of the Vallabhite astachapa group of poets) and the 
Radhavallabha sampradaya. Furthermore, Majumdar has evidently been 
mislead by the title of the Sanskrit text Harivamsa into supposing that 
'Hita Harivamsa' must also be the title of a literary work.

A third claim as to Harivamsa's sectarian allegiance, that he was
a member of the Nimbarki sect, can also be shown to be ill-founded. This
claim stems from an error perpetrated by the mid-19th century Hindi
litterateur 'Bharatendu' Hariscandra in his Vaisnava sarvasva. In a
list of the guru paramparas of the Visnusvami, Madhva, Caitanya, Ramanuja
and Nimbaditya sampradayas, the fourth sakha of the Nimbaditya parampara
includes the name of Hita Harivamsa. The sakha is listed as follows:
'Vyasadeva, Parasurama, Hitaharivaipsa, Narayanahita, Vrndavanahita, Sri 

1Govindahita'. But for the title 'hita' which appears in four of the
names, the list constitutes exactly the Nimbarki guru parampara

2descended from Harivyasa Deva. It seems that Hariscandra has erroneously
used the Radhavallabhi title 'hita' in place of the Nimbarki 'deva', and
that the Harivamsa referred to is thus the Nimbarki Harivamsa Deva, who • * 9

3inherited the gaddl at Salimabad from his celebrated guru Parasurama.

The contention that Harivamsa was a Madhva comes from Growse (1883: 
200): 'Originally he had belonged to the Madhvacharya Sampradaya, and

1. Vrajaratan Das (ed.) p.563.
2. Narayan Datt Sarma, p.49.
3- Ibid., p.53.
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from them and from the Nimbaraks, who also claim him, his doctrine 
and ritual were professedly derived'. Unfortunately Growse does not 
name the proponents of this theory.

The only other specific statement about Harivamsa's sectarian back
ground which differs from the Radhavallabhi view is that made first by 
the Bengali Bhaktamala and endorsed later by the Premavilasa of 
Nityananda: these texts maintain that Harivamsa was a disciple of
Gopalabha^a - a claim not found in any but Bengali sources.

Uttamadasa's account of Harivamsa's life proposes a harmonious and 
feasible chronology, and as such is generally accepted - with the 
exception of the disputed date of birth - by sectarian writers and
historians of Hindi literature as a historical record. The fact is,
however, that the account will remain largely speculative until it can 
be substantiated by real historical evidence. The occurrence of a piece 
of information in more than one hagiographic source often suggests 
collusion rather than corroboration, though the typically more reverential 
view of most Indian writers on such subjects would no doubt regard this 
circumspection as unduly cynical. It is greatly to be hoped that the 
temple archives of the Radhavallabhi tradition will one day become 
accessible for study, so that the biographical and historical questions 
raised here may be discussed on the basis of rather more sound evidence.

4. Other texts attributed to Hita Harivamsa

(i) The 'Sphuta vanl 1

In addition to the CP, a second anthology of BrBh stanzas is attributed 
to Hita Harivamsa. In the edition of Lalita Caran Gosvami (1972), given 
the siglum W for the purposes of this discussion, the anthology has the 
title Sphuta vanl and consists of 27 stanzas. 'Sphuta vanl ' is taken as 
a working title here, but the sources discussed below show a number of 
variations: it is apparent that this and other appellations are intended
as descriptive labels rather than as formal titles deriving authoritatively 
from a single author or compiler.

The Sphuta vanl does not appear in manuscripts as commonly as does
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the CP. Two manuscripts in the Vrindaban Research Institute's collection 
are analysed here. The first, given the siglum X, is V.R.I. Hindi MS 
7848, a 20th century manuscript including among a number of sectarian 
works the Sphuta vanl with a commentary by Priyadasa. A discrepancy 
exists between the title of the text as it appears at the head of the 
text and as it appears in the colophon, as can be seen from the following 
transcription (copied verbatim):

IT y yBegins (f.l ): sri radhavallabho jayati. srihitaharivamsacandro jayati.
atha srihitaharivamsa ju ke phutakara pado kl tika 
likhyate. priyadasa ju krta.

Ends (f.230V ): iti srlmaddhitaharivamsacandracaranaraviradamamda
makaramdamadhuvrata priyadasakrta sphutapadatlka 
samapta. phalguna kirsna 4 vikrami samvata 1961 
hitadasaksarani. magha sudl 4. samvata 1982.

In this manuscript the order of dohas 25 and 27 is inverted vis-a-vis
the order in W. An additional 8-line pada,̂  bearing the chapa of Harivamsa
but introduced as bheta kau pada and therefore not actually attributed to
him, concludes the text. X defines the contents of the anthology as

2comprising two component sections (although a single numbering sequence 
subsists throughout) by interposing the following colophon between 
stanzas 9 and 10:

v r. _(ff,92 -93 ): iti siddhamta pada. atha rasa ke pada prarambha.

Vrindaban Research Institute Hindi MS 4410 (siglum Y), which provides 
text E for the present edition of the CP and which also contains the text 
of the Radhasudhanidhi discussed below, contains 14 stanzas corresponding 
to stanzas 10-23 of the sequence in W; this group of stanzas comprises 
the so-called 'rasa1 section as identified by X, but omitting the four

1. See Appendix III.
2. A similar division into rasa and siddhanta contexts occurs in the 

vanl of Haridasa, comprising the anthologies Kelimala and Astadasa 
siddhanta respectively (Prabhudayal MItal 1971).
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final dohas (which return to siddhanta material). The stanzas are 
headed:

Tte srlhita ju ke pada codaha lisyate.

The siglum Z is given to the final source to be evaluated here: 
this is also the published source of CP text 'G' in the present edition 
(Vijaypal Simha and Candrabhan Ravat, 1971). Here again the anthology 
is divided into two component sections. Under the heading atha sri jl 
ki bani lisyate (ibid., p.199) appears the rasa sequence corresponding to 
stanzas 10-23 in W f followed by the colophon iti sphuta pada purna 
(ibid., p.204); this is followed by the heading atha kabitta kumdaliya 
arilla chappai (loc.cit.) and the 10 siddhanta stanzas (in a new numbering 
sequence) corresponding to stanzas W ’s 1-9, 24. The final colophon reads 
iti sri kabittadi purna. sri sri. (ibid., p.206). The final three 
dohas of W's text (25-27) are thus absent from Z.

The contents of the four sources are tabulated below in a concordance.

1. The so-called siddhanta stanzas are in fact more didactic than
exegetical. The difference in style between the siddhanta and rasa
sections can be seen by comparing stanzas 9 and 23 (the latter being 
close in style to the CP):

Sphuta van! 9 (Lalita Caran Gosvami 1972:151)
manusa kau tana paya bhajo brajanatha ko;
darbl laikai mucjlha jaravata hatha ko.
(jai sri) hita harivaipsa prapamca visaya rasa
(hari ha) bina kamcana kyau calai pacisa loha

Sphuta vanl 23 (Ibid., p.166)
dou jana bhijata atake batana; 
saghana kunja ke dvare t^arhe ambara lapate gatana.
lalita lalita rupa rasa bhijT buda bacavata patana;
(jai sri) hita harivaipsa paraspara pritama milavata ratirasa ghatana.

moha ke; 
ke.
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Table 1 : Concordance of Sphufa vagi texts

X Y Z

w 1 1 1 (2nd sequence)
w 2 2 2 II II

w 3 3 3 11 II

w 4 4 4 11 11

w 5 5 5 II 11

w 6 6 6 11 it

w 7 7 7 II 11

w 8 8 8 11 11

w 9 9 9 It 11

w 10 10 1 1
w 11 11 2 2
w 12 12 3 3
w 13 13 4 4
w 14 14 5 5
w 15 15 6 6
w 16 16 7 7
w 17 17 8 8
w 18 18 9 9
w 19 19 10 10
w 20 20 11 11
w 21 21 12 12
w 22 22 13 13
w 23 23 14 14
w 24 24 10 (2nd sequence)
w 25 27
w 26 26
w 27 25

The NagarT PracarinI Sabha's report on the searches for Hindi manuscripts 
in the year 1909-1911 (Shyam Behari Misra 1914:180) lists an undated 
manuscript in a temple collection in Mirzapur. Catalogued as Phutakara 
bani, the text is quoted as being headed sri hita ju [sic] kl ban!. The 
extent of the text is recorded as being 101 slokas, but this is evidently 
a misprint as the number of folios is given as four. The text begins with 
W 1, and a citation from the middle of the text is of W 15; the text ends 
with a pada numbered 13 (!) which does not appear in W, X, Y or Z.

In comparison with the CP, contexts in the Sphuta vani show less 
concentration on the nikunja vihara and a greater concern with a broader 
mythology and with the external manifestations of Vaisnava sadhana.-*- 
Stanzas 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 and 20 comprise exhortations to turn away from the 
world and worship Krsna, and so to make the most of a valuable human birth:

1. Compare a similar feature in four additional stanzas bearing
Harivamsa's chapa, but not actually attributed to him, given in 
Appendix III.
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this is a theme familiar from the vinaya sequences of the Surasagara,
but notably absent from the CP. Stanzas 18 and 19 describe the arati
of Kr§na in terminology much more closely related to the actuality of
temple worship than occurs in CP contexts. Other themes not found in
the CP include the celebratory songs of the birth of Radha (stanza 16)
and of Krsna (stanza 11), and the eschatological preoccupations of
stanza 4.^ While doctrinal points made in the poems of the so-called
siddhanta sequence are mostly quite general and applicable in a wide
Vaisnava context, certain references have a more restricted sectarian • * *
intention; an example is the first of the four dohas (text W), which 
catalogues the essential elements of life as a devotee and includes the 
sectarian catchwords hita and radhavallabha:

saba so hita niskama mati vjrndabana visrama;
2(sri) radhaballabhalala kau hrdaya dhyana mukha nama.

'Repose in Vrndavana with a mind beneficent to all and free 
from desire; reflection on dear Radhavallabha in the heart, 
and his name on the lips.'

The Sphuta vanl includes many stanzas in metres not represented in the 
CP; among these are the complex metres chappaya (stanzas 3, 7) and 
kundaliya (stanzas 5, 6). Many of the stanzas have a rather imperfect 
scansion in the texts seen.

In vocabulary also a distinction is apparent between this text and 
the CP. Many words may owe their inclusion here to a difference in genre 
(in the didactic, doctrinal and eschatological contexts) rather than to a 
difference in authorship; but this does not explain such distinctions as 
exist in the epithets used to refer to K^sna in the two texts. Whereas 
the name krsna_ itself occurs in the CP only in the single formulaic 
compound krsna rasamrta sara (CP 30.17), in the Sphufa vanl it occurs 
seven times (1.4, 4.1, 7.6, 8.1, 8.5, 18.5, 25.2); cf. also the epithets

1. Especially in 4.3 (Lalita Caran GosvamI 1972:147):
(jai sri) hita harivamsa naraka gati durabhara

yamadvare katiyata naka chike.
2. Ibid., p.166.
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brajapati (8.3), brajanatha (9.1), govardhanadhara (17.1) and 
significantly radhavallabha (24.2, 26.2), which do not appear in the 
CP at all.

A morphological peculiarity of the text viz-a-viz the CP is the 
doubling of consonants, as in yaddi (1.2), nikajja (5.1); some examples 
may reflect familiarity with Prakritic (or perhaps Panjabi) forms, but 
in general their inclusion alongside more usual Hindi forms is apparently 
metri causa.

In more general terms the Sphuta van! is characterised by a more 
colloquial and vernacular style than that found in the CP. The CP's 
Sanskritic compounds are not so common here. Many of the didactic 
stanzas have an admonitory tenor which is quite foreign to the CP style; 
an example is the blunt tu balaka nahi which constitutes the opening 
phrase of stanza 4;^ cf. also the colloquial use of vocative bhaiya in 
8.1.

While it is not possible to reach any definite conclusion about the 
history of the Sphuta vanl on the basis of the available manuscript 
evidence, the autonomy of the rasa sequence (W 10-23) suggests that this 
group may derive from a different source from the remainder of the text.
The fact that padas in the siddhanta section (including the four dohas 
24-27) contain more specifically sectarian material than the rasa padas 
suggests that the former may derive from a later stratum in sectarian 
tradition; while Snatak (1968:303) concludes that the Sphuta vanl is 
likely to be a later work than the CP, he does not venture the logical 
conclusion that the Sphuta vanl is likely to be the product of a later 
hand than Harivamsa's.

(ii) The 1Srlmukha patri'

Two letters in BrBh prose are ascribed to Hita Harivaipsa. No 
manuscript copy has been available for inspection; Snatak reports the 
same difficulty in his discussion of the letters (1968:330), but 
subsequently cites variants from 'old copies' (ibid., p.331). The letters 
are commonly included in 'bazaar' editions of Harivamsa's works; such

1. Ibid., p.147.
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editions are clearly unreliable, but faut de mieux must form the basis 
of discussion here.1

Both letters are addressed to a devotee named Vithaladasa. One 
Vi£(h)thaladasa is the subject of a section of the Rasika ananya mala, 
where he is identified as an employee at the court of Junagarh (Kathiawar) 
and a disciple of Hita Harivamsa (Lalitaprasad Purohit (ed.) 1960:13-14); 
this reference mentions correspondence between guru and disciple. The 
language of the letters is not inconsistent with the Sanskritized BrBh 
of the CP, allowing for the difference between prose and verse styles 
(especially in the greater use in the former of the auxiliary verb in

1. The letters are brief enough to be quoted in full. The texts given
here are taken from Snatak (1968:331), who cites them from a sectarian 
anthology entitled 5ri hitamrta sindhu edited by Hit Gobardhandas 
(Vrindaban); obvious printing errors in Snatak's text have been 
emended within [square brackets] by confirmation with the texts as 
they appear in another anthology, £ri hita sudha sindhu (Ramlal 
Syamsundar CaturvedT, pp.1-2). No more reliable source is available.

I sri sakala guna sampanna rasa riti barhavana ciramjiva mere 
pranana ke prana vithaladasa yogya likhita[m] sri vrndavana 
rajopasevl harivamsa jorl sumirana bamcavau. jorl sumirana 
matta rah[au]. jorl johai sukha barasata hai. tuma kusala 
svarupa h[au]. tihare hastaksara barambara avata hai. sukha 
amrta svarupa hai. patrT vacata ananda umari calai hai. meri 
buddhi ko itani sakti nahi jo kahi sako para tohi janata ho. 
sri svaminl ji tuma para bahuta prasanna hai. hama kaha 
asirvada deya hama yahl asirvada deta hai ki tiharo ayusa barhau 
aura tihari sakala sampatti barhau, tihare mana ko manoratha 
purana hohu hama netrani mukha dekhe hamari bhe- â yah! hai. 
yahf ki kahu bata kT cinta mata karo ter! pahicana tai mauku 
sri syamaju bahuta sukha deta hai. tuma likhi ho dina dasa me 
avege sol asa prana rahe hai. sri syama ju vegi le aye. 
ciramjiva krsnadasa kau jorl prasanna hai syama vandini vihara 
candana leno. govindadasa santadasa ki daip̂ lauta gagu meda ko 
ky§na sumirana bacanau krsnadasa mohanadasa ko k^§na sumirana 
ramga ki damdauta vanamalT dharmasala ko krsna sumirana bacano.

II sri vrsabhanu nandini jayati. jogya likhita[m] sri harivamsa 
vl-^haladasa ke ko£i koti aparadha me sevl agale pachile. 
vithaladasa mere prana hai. jo sastra maryada satya hai aura 
guru mahima aise hi satya hai to braja nava taruni kadamba 
curamani sri radhe tihare sthape gurumarga visai avisvasa ajnanl 
ko hota hai tatai yaha maryada rakhanau. tuma dou saphala 
ananda barasau. vithaladasa ko aho slcanau. iti.
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composition with participles). A reference to CP 29.1 appears in 
the phrase braja nava taruni kadamba in the second letter. Occurrence 
of the form radhe in a non-vocative context in the same sentence 
reflects a widespread tendency in BrBh usage to apply this form 
generally without consideration of case.

In content the two letters consist mainly of the formulas of 
correspondence, interlarded with such blessings and assurances as a guru 
might be expected to extend to his disciple. The first letter concludes 
with messages of goodwill to other devotees (suggesting perhaps that the 
Radhavallabhi foothold in Gujarat which is a feature of the modern sect 
had an early beginning); the second includes in the fourth sentence 
(see note 1 previous page) a slightly terse reminder that lack of faith 
is the product of ignorance. The letters do not betray any specifically 
sectarian drift; the term hita does not occur (either as upanama or 
independently), and references to the deity are to Radha (as radhe, 
vpsabhanunandini, syama and svaminl), to Krsna, or to 'the couple' (jorl), 
and not to Radhavallabha.

In the absence of manuscript evidence, the attribution to Hita Harivamsa 
of these letters remains speculative; but the attribution is certainly 
plausible, and given the rather unremarkable contents of the letters it is 
unlikely that they represent sectarian forgeries.

(iii) Radhasudhanidhi

This Sanskrit text is a stotrakavya in 270 slokas. Numerous
manuscripts of the text exist in libraries in the Braj area and further
afield, and (with some exceptions discussed below) the attribution of the
text is to Hita Harivainsa. An example is MS 4410 in the Vrindaban

1Research Institute's collection; this manuscript also contains the text 
of the CP given the siglum 'E' in the present edition, and is described 
under II.1 above. The mula of the Radhasudhanidhi is preceded by the

1. Cat.no. 5472; R.D,Gupta and J.C.Wright (eds.) 1978:302.
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_ _ r 1dedication sriradhavallabho jayati (f.l ), and is followed by the
colophon:

iti srivrmdavanesvarTcaranakrpamatravi jrmbhitam 
sriradhasudhanidhistava£ srihitaharivamsagosvamina 
viracita^ sampurnah.

(The scribal colophon, giving the date V.S. 1825, has been transcribed 
in the description of CP text ' E' in section II.1 below.)

Some manuscripts bear the alternative title Radharasasudhanidhi. An
2example is Vrindaban Research Institute 2309; this is a complete 

manuscript of 55 folios of which ff. 1, 31, 45 and 46 are replacement folios 
in a different hand from that of the remainder. The 270 slokas of the 
text are followed by the colophon:

iti srlv^mdavesvarlcaranak^pamatravijrmbhita[m] 
srimadradharasasudhanidhi^ stava^i srimad hitaharivamsa 
camdragosvamina viracitah samaptah. 18.48. posa vadi 9.

The former of these titles, Radhasudhanidhi, appears in the colophons of
3V.R.I. manuscripts 3263 and 4358, while the latter, Radharasasudhanidhi,

4 5appears in 344 and 8836 (dated V.S. 1956). The compound rasasudhanidhig
appears in the final sloka of the text, but this cannot of itself be 
regarded as proof that rasa has a place in the original title. Thus it is 
not possible to resolve the discrepancy in the title on the basis of the

1. As noted in the description of this manuscript in section II.1, each of
its component texts bears a separate pagination sequence.

2. Cat.no. 1338-E: R.D.Gupta and M.L.Gupta (eds.) 1976:160. (Catalogued 
as Radhasudhanidhi.)

3. Cat.no. 2260: R.D.Gupta and M.L.Gupta (eds.) 1976:270.
4. Cat.no. 2259 (loc.cit.).
5. Cat.no. 8786: R.D.Gupta and J.C.Wright (eds.) 1981:312. (Catalogued

as Radhasudhanidhi.)
6. adbhutanandalobhascennamna rasasudhanidhih;

stavo[1]yam karnakalasairgrhitva plyatam budhalj. (Baba Hit Das (ed.) 
p.163.)
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presently available material. Widespread usage in discussions of 
Radhavallabhi literature establishes Radhasudhanidhi as the generally 
preferred title; the inclusion of rasa in the compound, on the other 
hand, yields a logical semantic link between radha and sudhanidhi 
without which the title is to some extent elliptical. (Use of suffixed 
camdra with the poet's name in the second colophon quoted may, 
incidentally, be an extension of the sudhanidhi image.) No available 
manuscript supports Growse's statement (1883:203) that the text consists 
of 170 slokas: this seems to be a printing error.

A rival claim as to the authorship of the Radhasudhanidhi is made 
by the Gaudiya sampradaya, in which tradition the text is attributed to 
Prabodhananda SarasvatT. One manuscript in the Vrindaban Research 
Institute collection bears a colophon bearing this attribution (almost 
certainly fraudulently, as a late imposition), and another (incomplete) 
manuscript begins with a Gaudiya dedication. These will now be 
discussed in turn.

MS 6626^ is complete in 50 folios. The original invocation
preceding the text, written in red ink, is still legible as sriradhavallabho-
jayati; but the original aksaras -vallabho- have been covered in black ink
by the replacement -ramano-, yielding the Gaudiya invocation sriradharamapo-

2nayati. In addition, a sloka in praise of Caitanya has been added above 
the text. The final folio is a complete replacement of the original, 
written in a different hand; the folio number of f.50 is preceded by the 
siglum su.ni. instead of the su. which appears in ff.1-49. Following the 
mula of the text as it appears in the manuscripts discussed above, a

1. Cat.no. 5475: R.D.Gupta and J.C.Wright (eds.) 1978:302.
2. nimdamtaip pulakotkarena vikasannlpaprasunachaviip

prordhvTk^tya bhujadvayam hariharlty uccair vadamtam muhuh; 
nrtyamtam drutam asrunirjharacayailj kurvamtam urvltalam 
gayadbhir nijaparsadai^i parik^tam srigauracamdram stumah.
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salutation to Caitanya is given as an extra sloka, and is finally 
followed by the colophon attributing the whole text to Prabodhananda:

iti srlpravodhanamdagosvamiviracitam radhasudhanidhi- 
stotram sampurnam srlradharamanojayatah. rama

The aksaras of the words radhasudhanidhistotram sampu- of this colophon 
appear to have been re-written over damage to the folio, but apparently 
in the same hand.

2MS 3263 is incomplete; ff.l, 3-9, 11-22 survive, bearing the text 
of slokas 1-5 (part), 19-83 (part), and 91 (part) - 187 (part). The text 
is preceded by the invocation sri[ra]dha[kr]sna[ya]namah (in which 
alternate syllables have been left blank, intending completion in red 
ink). The first sloka of the text is the same encomium to Caitanya which 
appears as an addition to MS 6626 (see note 2, page 53); this is here 
incorporated into the mula and followed by the numeral 111. Subsequent 
sloka numbering in the remainder of the folio is subsequently one in 
advance of the usual order, but this discrepancy has disappeared by the 
beginning of f.3 (sloka 19), showing that one sloka from the sequence 
6-18 has been omitted from the missing second folio.

The evidence of these manuscripts is consistent with the conclusion 
drawn by S.K.De (p.132 n.3) as to the authorship of the text. On the 
basis of the colophons of manuscripts held in the India Office Library, 
the Bodleian Library and the Asiatic Society of Bengal, De concludes that 
the attribution of the text to Prabodhananda 'is obviously a case of 
appropriation by the Caitanya sect of a work composed by Hitaharivamsa 
of the Radhavallabhi sect!1. Other scholars of the Gaudiya tradition, 
however, have identified passages in the Radha[-rasa-]sudhanidhi showing 
correspondences with passages from other texts attributed to Prabodhananda 
SangTtamadhava, Vrndavanamahimamrta and Caitanyacandramrta. Sakuntala

1. sajayati gaurapayaudharmayavadarkatapasamtaptam;
sannabhauda sitala padyoradharasasudhanidhina. 271.

(The aksaras of sannabhauda, evidently corrupt, are written over 
damage to the folio, perhaps by a later hand.)

2. Repeated by Anantadasa, p.viii.
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Agraval (p.65 n.l) cites, for example, the following slokas from 
Radharasasudhanidhi and the unpublished SahgTtamadhava;

gata dure gavo dinamapi turlyamsamabhaja-
dvayam datum ksamtastava ca jananl vartmanaya; 

akasmattusnlke sajalanayane dinavadane
luthatyasyam bhumau tvayi nahi vayam praninisavah.

Radharasasudhanidhi 229
(= 228 in Radhavallabhi sources).

gata dure gavo dinamapi turlyamsamabhaja-
dvayam ksutksamah sma stava ca jananl vartmanayah; 

akasmattusnlke sajalanayane dinavadane
tvayi tyaktva khelam nahi nahi vayam praninisavah.

Sangltamadhava 50.

Further correspondences are cited by Agraval, by Sundarananda Dasa
' Vidyavinoda1 (pp. 93-96), and by Anantadasa BabajI (p.viii).'*' A detailed
discussion of these citations is beyond the scope of the present thesis,
though it may be noted that in many instances the correspondences cited as
proof of common authorship are actually quite formulaic; an example is
the recurring conceit of radhapadanakhajyoti, allegedly a favourite of

2Prabodhananda, which Sundarananda Dasa (p.95) cites as below.

srlradhapadanakhamani jyoti
(Caitanyacandramrta 68)

yasyah sphurjjatpadanakhamanijyotih
(Radharasasudhanidhi 136)

tadpadambhojarajannakhamanivilasajyotih
(Radharasasudhanidhi 147)

vrsabhanujapadanakhajyotih
(Radharasasudhanidhi 268)

1. Anantadasa repeats much of Sundarananda Dasa's material verbatim, 
without acknowledgment.

2. Repeated by Anantadasa, p.viii.
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These conceits are standard rhetoric, such as forms the stock-in-trade 
of devotional poets, and cannot prove identity of authorship. The 
parallels between the two slokas quoted earlier, however, cannot be 
dismissed lightly and clearly do demonstrate some kind of relationship 
between the two texts. While seized upon by the Gaudiya camp as proving 
the Prabodhananda attribution, such correspondences may, however, equally 
well lead to quite different conclusions; it is possible that the 
Sangitamadhava contains plagiarised passages from the Radha(-rasa-)sudhanidhi, 
or vice versa, or that both texts include plagiarisms from a third source.
In their anxiety to substantiate a foregone conclusion, Agraval and the 
other authors here mentioned spoil their case by introducing weak or false 
arguments. Agraval, for example, insists that since Harivamsa wrote no 
other Sanskrit work except the unsubstantiated Yamunastaka, he 'cannot1 
have been the author of the stotra to Radha (p.67): that the absence here
of the chapa of Harivamsa, which is so persistent a feature of the CP, is 
significant: that the vandana slokas showing allegiance to Caitanya are
'invariably' present in the old manuscripts.

A piece of circumstantial evidence consistent with the attribution 
to Harivamsa is the existence of an imitative text entitled Upasudhanidhi, 
whose unchallenged attribution is to Harivamsa's son Krsnadasa; this text 
is included in MS 4410, discussed on pp.51-52 above.

Given the uncertainties surrounding the biographical and bibliographical 
data relating to both Harivamsa and Prabodhananda, it is possible that the 
fiercely debated attribution of this Sanskrit text cannot finally be 
resolved. A full survey of all available manuscripts, and of the contents 
of the various texts mentioned in this discussion, has, however, yet to be 
undertaken. At the present time absolute conviction in favour of one or 
other attribution can be held only by those who are content to be swayed by 
sectarian allegiance.

While general correspondences in theme are commonplace between 
the Radhasudhanidhi and the CP, it is not possible to locate specific 
passages in the former which reflect in any detail those passages in the 
CP showing a Sanskritic diction; thus authorship of neither text can be 
verified or disproved by comparison with the other. In context and
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style the Radhasudhanidhi bears a rather different stamp from the CP 
taken as a whole, although it is not dissimilar from those CP stanzas 
in which Radha holds the predominant role; in the Sanskrit text, 
however, the subservient and secondary position of Krsna is much more 
clearly asserted. As in the CP, the servile position of the poet is 
equated with that of the devotee/sakhl, but here the descriptive praise 
of Radha is expressed in terms of extreme and even anguished longing, 
in marked contrast to contexts in the CP where the sakhl1s vicarious 
enjoyment of the nikuhja vihara is reported in a more neutral tone as 
a fait accompli. The need to receive Radha's grace, an idea barely 
present in the CP (except perhaps in isolated passages such as 73.5) 
is often expressed here; similarly, the desire for a vision of Radha 
(visible 'only in Vrndavana1̂ ) here takes the place of the CP's 
preoccupation with the joint form of Radha and Krsna united.

The relevance of the Radhasudhanidhi to the sectarian inter
pretation of the CP is discussed in chapter VII.

(iv) The Yamunastaka

The Sanskrit text Yamunastaka portrays the Yamuna personified as 
a beautiful woman. The eight slokas are followed by a ninth comprising 
the phalastuti. This short text does not enjoy the currency of the 
Radhasudhanidhi or Harivamsa's BrBh works, and appears in manuscripts only 
rather rarely. An undated MS in the collection of the Nagarl Pracarini 
S^bha (Aryabhasa Pustakalaya MSS 8983) bears the text with the following 
colophon:

[f.3 ] iti srimaddhitaharivamsacamdragosvamin[a] 
viracitah sriyamunastaka sampurna.

1. gloka 76 exemplifies this, and also stands as an example of the 
tenor of the text as a whole:

yadvrndavanamatragocaram aho yannasrutlkamsiro
[']pyarodhum ksamate na yacchivasukadlnam tu yaddhyanagam;
yatpremamrtamadhurirasamayam yannityakaisorakam
tadrupam parivestumeva nayanamlolayamanam mama.

(Baba Hit Das (ed.) p.47.)
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II. MANUSCRIPTS OF THE CAURAST PADA

1. Manuscripts of the CP collated for the present edition

The sources collated for the present edition of the CP are described 
in detail below under the sigla A - M. Two of these sources, G and H,
are not manuscripts but printed texts: these have been included on the
principle that published texts may reasonably be regarded as a direct 
continuation of the manuscript tradition; indeed, they offer a further 
insight into the transmission of the text. The text labelled G is in 
fact based on a single MS, as described below.

I am indebted to Acarya Sri Hitananda Gosvaml for his peimission to 
photograph MS A, a particularly valued manuscript since it is the only 
known extant copy of the CP commentary by Dharanidharadasa, and also is 
the oldest dated CP manuscript procured for this edition. Similar 
acknowledgement is due to Acarya E3rl Lalita Caran GosvamI for his kind 
permission to photograph MS B? to the authorities of the Municipal Museum, 
Allahabad, for permission to photograph that portion of MS C bearing the 
text of the CP; to the Librarian of the Houghton Library, Harvard 
University, for providing a microfilm of MS I; to Dr.G.R.Niemann, for 
pointing out the existence of MS M in the Honner Collection of Corpus 
Christi College,^ and to the Library authorities for providing a microfilm 
of the MS; to the authorities of the Vrindaban Research Institute, for 
providing the facilities for the study of the remaining manuscripts; and 
to the authorities of all the libraries mentioned here, for permission to 
reproduce specimens of the respective manuscripts.

MSS IJKLM have been studied on microfilm only.

Since there are few variations in the order of the 84 stanzas, a 
full concordance is not necessary; a concordance of the stanza order 
peculiar to MS A is given in the description of that manuscript. A 
tabulation of the basic structure of each stanza is given in section VI.5;

1. For a handlist of the Honner Collection, see G.R.Niemann 1980.
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the allocation of ragas to the text is shown in a table on pp.470-471. 
Following the descriptions of the sources collated for the present 
edition is given a catalogue of further MSS of the CP which have been 
inspected but not collated; in common with sources A to M, all these are 
in the DevanagarT script.

The manuscript descriptions given below often make reference to three 
stanzas of phalastuti which follow the mula in many sources; the first two 
are chappayas praising the efficacy of the CP, and the third is a kavitta 
listing the ragas allocated to the 84 stanzas. The text of these three 
stanzas is given below in section II.3.

MS A

From the private collection of Acarya £3rT Hitananda Gosvami,
Badavala Muhalla, Athakhambha,Vrindaban.

Folios: 72.
Size: 13.5 by 23.5 cm.
Lines: 19 to 20 per page.
Date: V.S. 1749 (A.D. 1693).
Scribe: Pathaka Paramananda.
Place: Udaipur.

The manuscript is complete and is written in black ink on badly water- 
stained paper. The folios have been roughly sewn together as a book; the 
first folio is badly insect-damaged on the left-hand side. Pandas, verse
numbers, raga and metre headings are in red ink, and the text is enclosed 
by double red margins; the mula is indented.

The MS contains the CP with the verse commentary of Dharanldharadasa.
Stanza 13 and its commentary are omitted from the main body of the text

rand added in the margin of f.10 . The handwriting of this marginal 
addition is broadly similar to that of the main text, but three features 
do suggest a different hand: (a) conjunct ry_ is written here,
elsewhere (see III.2.(xi) for a discussion of this feature); (b) dhu is 
here written with the vowel sign attached to the right of the consonant 
( TUK ), rather than in the conventional subscript manner ( ) found
elsewhere; (c) a-kara is here written with a single semicircular stroke
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as its left-hand portion ( 3£T ), whereas elsewhere in the manuscript
this portion is written as two more or less straight strokes ( £5T ).
(The commentary on CP 13 is only partially legible in the photograph, 
being necessarily written in a very cramped hand; and the circumstances 
in which this privately-owned manuscript was photographed did not allow a 
detailed examination of the manuscript at that time.) The numbering of 
stanzas subsequent to CP 13, and of the dohas and savaiyas of their 
commentary, presupposes the non-inclusion of this stanza.

The order of stanzas here differs from that found elsewhere, though 
the groupings of stanzas under raga headings is maintained; the differences 
in order can be seen in the concordance given below. The raga allocations 
in this MS correspond to those used in the majority of MSS, with three 
exceptions: Lalita in place of Vibhasa; Gujarl in place of Devagandhara;
Gori (Gauri) in place of Gaudamalara. These discrepancies are tabulated 
on pages 470-471.

The text begins:
IT ✓ _[f.l ] sri radhavallabho jayati. sri vyasanandano jayati. 

sri damodaramani jayati.'*'

Ends:
IT _[f.71 ] Iti sri caurasl satlka sampurnam. subham bhavata

mamgalam dadat.

This is followed by the commentator's formulaic apology for the short
comings of his work, occupying seven dohas; then follows the colophon:

IT V  —[f.71 -71 ] samvatu 1749 phalguna mase sukala pakse 15 punyo 
saipnau kau sampurna. lesaka nama pa^hika 
paramananda asthana udaipura. subhamastu. 
srlrastu. suhasta dharanldharadasa suta sri 
jagajlvanadasa ke.

1. Lalita Caran Gosvami (n.d.: 11) maintains that Damodara was the
grandson of Hita Harivamsa (implying that -mani is merely an honorific 
suffix in this context), and that Dharanldharadasa, author of the 
commentary, was a disciple of Damodara.
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This is followed by a single pada of eight lines, bearing the chapa
dharanidhara, followed at the end of the folio by the syllable sam[-purpa ]

rin red ink. Folio 72 bears a stanza of phalastuti in a later, untidy 
hand; this begins with the words bhava jalanidhi (see II.3 for the full 
text). This chappaya occupies less than half the page, the rest being 
left blank. The verso of the folio bears in the same scrawled hand, the 
following account of the ragas used in the text (the text is in dohas, but 
the final doha is corrupt):

lalita bilavala raga rasa ^odi juga paribana;
asavarl basamta puni ye bivi pahicana.
dhanasirl aru gujarl risi samudra samana;
saraga sada sigara he . eka adhika paribana.
malara barana sarasai sada gorl disa saba ahi ritu kalyana;
nidhi kanharo kedaro veda basana.

Nagari numerals written above each raga name interpret the symbolic numbers, 
which yield the following totals of padas allocated to each raga:

Lalita 6 Saramga 17
Vilavala 6 Malara 4
Todi 4 Gaurl 10
AsavarT 2 Kalyana 6
Vasanta 2 Kanharau 9
Dhanasirl 7 Kedara 4
Gujarl 7

This listing corresponds to the raga headings in the manuscript's text, 
but for the transposition of the headings Gujarl and Dhanasirl.

This stanza is followed by the kavitta enumerating the raga collocations 
of MSS other than A (see section II.3 for the text): this is written in yet
another hand. Finally the manuscript ends with part of Sphuta vanl no.20,^ 
apparently in the same hand as the preceding stanza but written with a 
different pen. The folio ends after the first syllable of the word 
maryada (line 4).

1. I.e. the-stanza designated '20' in text W, discussed in section 
1.4.(i) .
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Concordance showing stanza order unique to MS A

The stanza order here designated as 'standard' is that which is found 
in all the manuscripts except A, with two exceptions: in C, CP 3 and CP 4
are transposed (as in A); and in I, CP 65 is omitted. Ragas listed 
against the 'standard' stanza order are subject to greater variation, as 
is shown in the table in chapter VI.
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Table 2: Concordance of MS A
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MS B

From the private collection of Acarya Sri Lalita Caran Gosvami,
'Yamuna Pulin', Badavala Muhalla, Athakhamba, Vrindaban.

Folios: 98.
Size: 29 x 14.5 cm.
Lines: 9 per page.
Date: V.S. 1881 (A.D. 1825).
Scribe: Hlralala.

1Place: Parasauna (modern Palson, near Govardhan).

The manuscript is complete and is written in black ink, with red ink
for dagdas, stanza headings (atha pada mula etc.) and, in a rather random
fashion, for parts of the colophon. The verso of the first folio, where
the text begins, is ornamented with wide double-ruled margins, the space

r .between the two rulings being cross-hatched and dotted. Folio 98 is
rsimilarly decorated, and has only seven lines of text. Folio 55 bears 

a single doha and a roughly-drawn floral decoration in the centre of the 
page; neither feature appears to be connected with the surrounding text 
on ff. 54V and 55V (which bear the mula of CP 48). Folio 55r shows signs 
of ink having smudged from another folio, and is not used for the 
continuation of the main text. Folio 79 is wrongly numbered 78, and all 
subsequent folios are correspondingly one behind the correct numbering; 
this mistake has been clumsily corrected in a later hand. Several corrections
or emendments to the text have been made in the margin by both the scribe and
a later hand.

The MS contains the CP with the prose commentary of Lokanatha. The 
order of stanzas is that followed by all sources except MSS A and C: the
raga headings are also in agreement with the majority of sources, with the 
exception that the heading Kalyana does not appear here.

The text begins:
[f.lV ] sri ganesayanama. sri radhavallabho jayati.

sri vyasanamdano jayati. atha srlmac caurasl
tlka sahita lisyate ^Ika sri lokanatha jl k^ta.

1. Growse (1883:333) proposes the derivation parasurama ganw > parsaganw > 
parsanw ? parson > palson, and quotes a popular legend which interprets
1 parson1 as 'the day before yesterday'!
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The commentary ends:

[f.97 ] iti sri caurasl pada kau [sic] ^Ika lokanatha jl 
k^ta sampurnam.

There then follow 12 lines of further exegetical material in prose and 
2 dohas. This is followed by the two chappayas of phalastuti, and the 
kavitta listing the raga allocations. The first two words of the kavitta 
cha pada, have been written by the scribe as a heading in red ink and 
enclosed by double red dandas, by analogy with the heading chappaya 
preceding the phalastuti. Following this stanza is the colophon as below

[f.99V ] iti sri caurasl -£Ika sahitam sampurna pustaka
lisyatam sri vrmdavana madhye sri jamuna ta^e. prata 
sampurnam phaguna sudi. 5. samvat. 1881. mukama nagra 
parasauna madhyai lisltani pam[-clita] sri vrahmana 
hlralala ju avadiksa jatha prata tatha lisyate 
mama doso na dlyate subham bhavat[u] dadat[u] 6.5.6.5.

The final part of the colophon appears to be in a different hand*.

[f.99V ] pa^hanartha pam[-dita] sri vaisanava radhikadasa 
vasiyau parakai Ista upasana sri radhavallabha 
mahasahaya sri radhavallabha sri haravamsa sri 
vrimdavana sri vanacanda sri sri sri

Finally a recent addition records the presentation of the manuscript to 
its present owner in V.S. 2015 (A.D. 1958):

[f.99V ] sri carana sevaka ghamamdl agravala ne mitl magha 
sukla pamcaml bhaita ki sam[-vat] 2015

While the collocation of such generalities as radhavallabha, vrmdavana 
and vanacandra leaves the colophon open to various interpretations, 
sectarian sources always identify Vanacandra as the son of Harivamsa (as 
discussed in the previous chapter). The formula 6.5.6.5., which fills 
space until the end of the line, remains unresolved, as does the phrase 
vasiyau parakai Ista upasana. The readings bhavat, dadat (for bhavatu, 
dadatu) apparently represent scribal misreadings of u-karas as viramas.
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MS C

Municipal Museum, Allahabad; Hindi MS no*23. (Previously owned by 
Lalit fOrsna Gosvami, now resident in Allahabad but previously of Vrindaban.)

Folios: 120.
Size: 11.5 by 21 cm.
Lines: 18 per page.
Date: V.S. 1794 (A.D. 1737),
Scribe:
Place:

This badly-worn MS is written in black ink in a neat square hand on
brittle brownish paper. Red ink is used for headings, double margins, and
dapdas. The MS has been roughly bound; many repairs obscure or replace
original readings. The last folios are badly insect-damaged, much of
the text (but no part of the CP) being lost thereby. At least one folio
at the end of the MS is lost, as is folio 3 (bearing 6.3-9.3). Of the

r v vfolios carrying the CP, repairs have been carried out to ff. 15 , 15 , 21 , 
v22 . Folio 20 is a complete replacement for the original, evidently lost: 

this carries CP 55.3-57.14; the lower half of f.23 is also a replacement: 
this carries'CP 62.6-63[i].4 and 63[ii].4-63[iii].5. The replacement text 
is in an untidy hand with great variations in the thickness of ink leaving 
the pen.

The MS contains five Radhavallabhi works: 
vf.l : CP

f.32V ; Sevaka vani of Damodaradasa 'Sevaka'.
f.71 : Srmgara sata of Dhruvadasa
f,105r: Rasanamda lila " "
f.116 : Manasiksa sara " "

The MS begins with the following invocation to the titular deity:

[f.lV ] srl radhavallabho jayati.

The CP ends on f.32r;

iti srl corasl pada sampurna.
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This is followed by the first of the two phalastuti chappayas, and 
concludes:

[f.32V 1 iti srl corasl sampurana. subhamastu. sri.

The remaining four texts then follow in the same hand and in the same 
pagination sequence, as listed above. Each folio number is preceded by a 
siglum indicating its contents: cau for caurasl etc. The concluding
colophon is partially obscured by a tape repair:

[f.l20V ]iti srl manasiksa sara sampurna. samvat 1794 
varse magha saravada 10 likhyate subhamastu. 
srirastu. sri radhavallabho [///]

This MS shares with MS A an inversion in the order of CP 3 and CP 4 
vis-a-vis all other MSS; another feature shared with MS A is the use of 
the ragas Lalita and Gujari.

MS D

Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 4412 (Cat.no.822).^

Folios: 116.
Size: 14.2 by 10.5 cm.
Lines: 8 per page.
Date:
Scribe:
Place:

This is an incomplete MS written in a clear but rough hand in black 
ink, with red ink for dandas and headings. The paper is badly worn. 
Folios 2, 3 and 20 (bearing CP 1.4-6.2; 32.7-34.6), and the end of the MS
(bearing part of the Sevaka van!) are missing.

The MS bears the CP and the Sevaka van! (incomplete). The CP begins 
and ends as follows:

1. Catalogue references in this section are to R.D.Gupta and M.L.Gupta 
(eds.) 1979.
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[f.lV] [///] radhavallabho jayati. srl vyasanamdano jayati. 
atha srlmata caurasi pada lisyate.

[f.53 ] iti sri caurasi pada sampurna. atha phalastuti lisyate, 

The two phalastuti stanzas and the raga kavitta are given, followed by:

2T ✓ —  —  —[f.54 ] iti srl caurasi pada kau raga pramana saippurna. 
srl radhavallabho ja[ya]ti.

This is followed by the beginning of the Sevaka vani.

MS E

Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 4410 (Cat.no. 824).

Folios: 229 (3+78+124+24).
Size: 14 by 8.8 cm.
Lines: 7 per page.
Date: V.S. 1829 (A.D. 1762),
Scribe:
Place:

This is a bound manuscript written in black ink on paper of various 
colours. Red ink is used for dandas and, occasionally, for headings. The 
MS is complete, though the first and last folios are badly worn.

An index on the first folio identifies the various texts contained in 
the manuscript, and their respective folio numbers:

[f.lV 3 srl yamunastaka 1-3.
sri radhasudhanidhi 1-78.
sri sevaka van! 1-68.
sri caurasi pada 69-123.
phalastuti 124.
sri hita ju ke pada 1-15.
srl upasudhanidhi 16-24.
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The CP text begins and ends as follows:

V  , y _[f.69 ] sri radhavallabhaya namah.

[f.123 ] iti sri caurasi sampurna.

The date of the MS appears in the colophon to the Radhasudhanidhi; while 
it cannot be certain that this date applies to the whole MS, the fact that 
all the texts are in the same hand suggests that this is likely. The 
colophon reads:

[f.78V ] iti sriv^mdavanesvarTcaranakrpamatravijrmbhita sri
radhasudhanidhi stavalj srlhitaharivamsagosvamina viracitah 
sampurna. subham. srlrastu lekhaka pathakayoh. samvat. 
18.29. margaslrssa suklapakse tithau dvitlyam sanivasare. 
bhagniprsti ka^igrlva vadhamus^ir adhomukhah. kastena 
likhyatam gramtha yatnena pariyalayet. sivamastu. 
bhadrabhuyat. oni svasti prajabhyam. sri gusaT sri 
govarddhana svamT viipsottara satam ciramjivitu^ srl 
radhavallabho jayati oip

rFolio 104 bears the words sri han at the bottom right-hand corner; the
verso bears the words srl krsna at the bottom left-hand corner.- - - •

MS F

Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban? Hindi MS 8372 (Cat.no. 827).

Folios: 253.
Size: 10 by 14.7 cm.
Lines: 11 per page.
Date: -
Scribe:
Place: -

This is a complete MS, bound in coloured striped silk which is badly 
dilapidated and frayed. The thick white paper is slightly foxed and 
damaged by damp. The text is written in black ink, with red ink for
dandas; headings have alternate characters in red. The text on each
folio is enclosed within a square ruled in red, black and yellow lines; 
mula is distinguished from pika by being indented within a second, smaller
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square within the outer boundary. The first folio is decorated with a 
cupola-like shape drawn above the text. The original numbers on ff. 214, 
215 and 237 are incorrect and have been corrected by a later hand: the
overall numbering sequence is not affected. This MS does not include the 
raga headings Vilavala and Saramqa.

The MS bears the CP with the prose commentary of Lokanatha. The 
text begins and ends as follows:

[f.l ] srl vyasanamdano jayati.

[f.250 ] iti srl caurasi pada ki tlka lokanatha ji krta sampurna.

After this colophon there follows the same exegetical supplement referred 
to in the description of MS B above, and the two phalastuti chappayas.
This section ends on f.252V . The recto of the final folio bears in a 
scrawled later hand the text of the raga kavitta (here kavita).

Text G

This copy of the CP with the prose tika of Premadasa is a published 
edition edited by Vijaypal Simha and Candrabhan Ravat, based on a single 
MS in the collection of the Nagarl Pracarini Sabha. The MS, undated but 
complete, is not fully described or identified in the published text, 
though a photograph of the first folio is given opposite the transcribed 
text of that folio: a comparison of this folio with its transcription
reveals a number of inconsistencies, representing either standardisations 
(rasikana for °ni, doha 1) or inaccuracies of transcription or of printing 
(agyau for ugyau, doha 2).

The text begins as follows (from the photographed folio, facing p.l):

srl radhavallabho jayati. srimad harivamsa camdro virajate 
mama manasi. srl hitena krta caturasiti padasya aksarartha 
mana sambodhanartha likhyate.

The final stanza of the text is followed by the following colophon (from 
the published transcribed text, as are all subsequent quotations) - p.191:
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iti srimad harivamsa caindra gosvamina krtasya caturasiti 
padasyaksarartha bahurasamkura £ikayam premadasena krta suratamta 
samaye caturasltitamo nikuipja vilasah sampurnam. 84. subham 
astu.

The phalastuti which follows is preceded by a rubric attributing the first 
of the two phalastuti stanzas to Vanacandra:

srlmac caturasi sampurna bhal takl phalastuti bise srimat gosvami 
srl hita banacamda ji kachu kahata hai. sri radhakr§na.

The second phalastuti is attributed to Rupalala, in recognition of the chapa 
rupalala hita in the last line of the stanza (p.195):

jaba sri jugala kisora ju ko nirakhe taba kaha avastha hoi, tahi 
srimat gosvami sri rupalala ne prakasita kiyau hai, iti. srl 
radhahari.

The raga kavitta also has an attribution, to Hita Hari Malla (p.196):

srl mac caturasi ke pada jini ragani me hai. tini kl ganana 
sri hita hari ji malla jT ne kari hai, tahi likhiyata hai.

The two phalastuti stanzas and the raga kavitta (which does not recognise 
the omission of the raga heading Vilavala in this MS) all have commentaries 
by Premadasa himself. They are followed by a short sequence of dohas and 
kavittas by the same author, and ending with a doha which dates the whole 
work as having been composed in samvat 1791 (A.D. 1734); the text is 
concluded with a brief colophon (p.198):

satraha sai ikyanabai sambata madho masa;
yaha prabamdha purana bhayau sukla dvaija budhabasa.
iti sri sampurna subham astu srl. sri.

A number of variants is given below the text in most stanzas from 
CP 34 onwards; the source of these is not stated, and they have not been 
reproduced in the apparatus of the critical edition.

The MS on which this published edition is based also contains the 
Sphu-fca vapi attributed to Hita Harivamsa. As noted in section 1.4(i), 
the composition and order of the Sphuta van! as it appears here differs
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somewhat from that found in other MSS. The colophon at the end of this 
section describes the circumstances of the copying of this MS; the date 
of the MS is not mentioned: (p.207)

pothi sri mahamta caturadasa radhaballabhi, tinike sisya 
radhacarana dasa ji tina ke sisya gulabadasa ji janai pothi 
likhal. sri gosvami haribamsa ji krta padya caurasi ji ki 
pothi likhal. namdagrama ko^a madhye. lekhaka radhakrsna 
ne. sri radha.

Text H

This copy of the CP is a printed book published in Mathura in V.S. 
1993 (A.D. 1936) by SvamT jSrl Narayanadasa, under the auspices of Gosvami 
Hita Rupalala of the Radhavallabha temple, Vrindaban. It contains the 
following texts under the general title Srl hita van! ji:

(a) Yamunastaka (with Hindi prose translation);
(b) Radhasudhanidhi (with Hindi verse translation Hita harda 

prakasinT by Kisorllala;
(c) Sphutavani (here, Hita sphuta vanl);
(d) CP (here, Caturasi);
(e) Sevaka vagi ;
(f) Astayama seva vidhi (66 Sanskrit verses, with Hindi prose 

translation).

No mention is made of the source from which the texts are taken.
The text is preceded by the following heading:

[p.161] srl radhavallabho jayati. srl hita harivamsa candro 
jayati. adhikari sri hita guru kisorllalo vijayate. 
srimad gosvami srl hita harivamsa candra mahaprabhu 
viracita srlmac caturasi ji.

Each stanza is preceded by a brief contextualization, as for example in 
CP 1:

(sri priya ji hita sakhT - paraspara sambhasana) 
sayya samaya.
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The text is followed by the two stanzas of phalastuti, the raga kavitta, 
and a single pada bearing the chapa of Nagaridasa.

MS I

Houghton Library, Harvard University, MS Indie 1754.

Folios: 184 (48+49+87).
Size: 15.5 by 11.5 cm.
Lines: 8 per page (CP only).
Date: V.S. 1860 (A.D. 1803) (in colophon of Namamala).
Scribe: Harirama Ravala (in colophon of Namamala).
Place:

The MS is written in black ink in two different hands: one for the
CP, a second for the two subsequent texts. Red ink is used for dapdas,
margins and raga headings; dapdas and margins, however, are discontinued 
from the ninth folio bearing the CP, and are only resumed at the beginning 
of the subsequent text. The MS is bound as a book; the folios have 
been trimmed, perhaps at the time of binding, and folio numbers and 
some margin corrections have consequently been wholly or partially cut 
off; duplicate folio numbers are written on the bottom left hand corner 
of the folio, apparently in the original hand.

The MS contains three texts: the CP (CP 64 is erroneously numbered
65; CP 65 is subsequently omitted, and the text jumps from CP 64 to
CP 66), the Namamala (of Nandadasa, though no attribution is made in the
MS itself), and an untitled anthology of devotional verse attributed to 
poets of the Vallabha sampradaya. Each text has a separate numbering 
sequence.

The text of the CP begins and ends as follows:
IT _  _[f.l ] sri radhakr§$a ji. atha srima[c] caurasi 

prara[iplbha.

[f.47V ] iti sri caurasi sampurnam.
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This colophon is followed without a break by two padas, concluded:

¥ _ _[f.48 ] iti bhavatu. rama rama rama rama rama

The remainder of this folio is left blank, as is the whole of the following 
folio. The Namamala,. in a different hand and with a new numbering sequence, 
begins and ends as follows:

IT[f.l ] srl ganesaya namah. atha namamala likhyate.

[f.49V] iti srl namamala sampurnam. samvat 1860 na jyesta 
vidi 2 gujarati harirama ravala. vrahma^a udicya 
likhitam ga. ramacamdraya nama tubhyam. srl 
hariharaya namah. ramacamdraya nama

blank folios are followed by the final text, apparently in the 
same hand, with a new numbering sequence. The text begins:

IT >[f.l ] sri ramacamdraya namah.

The padas which follow are arranged under raga headings; various folios
are left half empty in order to start a new pada at the top of a fresh

rpage. The text ends abruptly on f.86 , without a colophon; the remaining 
two folios (ff. 87, 88) are numbered but left blank. This anthology is 
apparently a compilation of the 8th gaddl of the Vallabha sampradaya, since 
it contains padas with the chapas of Kevala/Kevalajana, and Laladasa, as 
well as a genealogy of 13rl Lala ji’ (as discussed by A.W.Entwistle, p.481).

The lack of any of the usual RadhavallabhT salutations in this copy 
of the CP, together with the fact that the other two texts which complete 
the MS are of the Vallabha persuasion, suggests that neither the scribe 
nor his patron was a follower of the Radhavallabhi tradition.

MS J

Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 4360 (Cat.no.820).

Folios: 45.
Size: 20.3 by 11.1 cm.
Lines: 7 per page.
Date: -
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Scribe:
Place:

A complete, unbound MS; the text is written in black ink, with red 
ink for margins, dandas and colophon. The first four raga headings, and 
the sixth and seventh, are written in red ink; the fifth is written with 
alternate aksaras in red, and the remaining seven are in black ink. The 
verso of each folio bears the siglum cau[-rasi] before the folio number 
in the top left-hand corner, and the word sri precedes the repeated folio 
number in the lower right-hand corner. Several emendments have been made 
in the margins by a later hand.

The MS bears the CP mula only. The text begins:

[f.lV ] srl radhebhaya namah. srl radhavallabho jayati.
srl hita harivamsa camdro jayati. atha srlmac caurasi 
pada lisyate.

Ends: [f.44V ] iti srlmac caurasi pada sampurnam. sri radhesyama. 
atha phalastuti lisyate.

The two stanzas of phalastuti are followed by:

[f.45V ] iti sri phalastuti sairipurrjam. atha raga samkhya lisyate.

Following the raga kavitta is a fragment of verse in a later hand; the
second line is followed by the word teka, indicating that this is the
beginning of a pada. The fragment ends abruptly at the end of the folio:

V[f.45 ] namo namo caturasi ban!; ja madhi hita rasa kahata
na avai jugala taramga simdhu hita jani. teka. namo 
namo
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MS K

Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 8378 (Cat.no.828).

Folios: 241.
Size: 16.7 by 25.7 cm.
Lines: 19 per page.
Date: V.S. 1965 (A.D. 1908).
Scribe: Radhamohana
Place:

The MS is complete. The text is written in a square and rather
clumsy hand, in black ink; red ink is used for the dandas, colophons,
margins and raga headings. Some words and phrases have been blocked out
by the application of a light-coloured substance: such is the case in

rthe first two lines of f.4 , which carried duplicated material. The 
top left-hand corner of each folio (verso) bears the folio number preceded 
by the siglum cau.-fci. (for caurasi tika), sometimes simply cau.

The MS contains the CP with the commentary of Premadasa and begins 
as follows:

[f.lV ] sri radhavallabho jayati. sri hita harivamsa camdro 
jayati. atha sri hitena k^ta caturasiti padasya 
ak^arartha mana samvaijidhanarthaya likhyatam.

The sequence of phalastutis and raga kavitta is the same as in text G 
described above. The scribal colophon follows on f.241V;

iti srl premadasa ji krta srl caurasi vamdha £lka
sampurnam. mi hastaksara radhamohana mala miti
bhado vadi 11 sanivara sam[vat] 1965. sloka samkhya 4500.

MS L

Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban; Hindi MS 10501 (Cat.no.830).

Folios: 206.
Size: 9.8 by 7.8 cm.
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Lines: 7 per page.
Date:
Place:
Scribe:

This MS is bound as a book, in a worn cloth cover. There is slight 
damage to the first folio, but otherwise it is in good condition (though 
listed as incomplete in the V.R.I. catalogue, p.158). The text is 
written in black ink, with red ink used for margins, dandas, colophons 
and raga headings.

The MS contains the CP and the Sevaka vapl. Damage to the first 
folio has removed part of the invocatory text, as shown:

2T[f.l ] [///]vallabho jayati. srl [///]namdano jayati. 
atha srlmac caurasi lisyate.

The CP ends:

[f.84 ] iti srimat caurasi sampurnam.

This colophon is followed by the two phalastuti stanzas, and the raga 
kavitta, followed by:

[f.84V] subham astu subha bhavatu srlrastu. 

vThe remaining space on f.84 is decorated with dotted circles. This MS 
has only been studied on microfilm, and the text of the Sevaka van! which 
follows the CP has not been available for inspection; the V.R.I. catalogue 
(p.241) records that the Sevaka van! is complete but undated.

MS M

Cambridge University Library, 0R.MS.C9

Folios: 11 + 288.
Size: 16.3 by 25 cm.
Lines: 18 per page.
Date: -
Scribe:
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1Place: [Collected in Jaipur, Rajasthan.]

This is a complete, bound manuscript, written in black ink with
red ink for the double margins, dandas, raga headings and colophons. The
MS has been written by three different scribes: the first hand, neat and

vconsistent, continues up to f.210 ; the second, less well formed, continues 
to the end of the text with one interruption, where folios 252V to the 
middle of 253V are written in a third and more erratic hand. The 
distribution of text among these folios is as follows:

Scribe 1 ff.l-2lOV CP 1-62;
Scribe 2 ff.21lr-252r; 254r-end CP 63-72, 74-84;
Scribe 3 ff.252V-253V CP 73.

The top left-hand corner of each folio (verso) bears the siglum ti.[-ka] 
and the folio number. The convention of indenting mula text to 
distinguish it from the flka, adopted by the first scribe from CP 5 onwards, 
has been followed by the other two scribes, though only the first scribe 
has enclosed the mula within a second margin of double red lines. All 
three scribes fill any space remaining on the last line carrying the mula 
of each stanza by repeating the formula sri the requisite number of times.

The MS bears the CP with the commentary of Premadasa. The text is
preceded by 11 unnumbered folios in which the first lines of the 84 stanzas 
are listed with their folio numbers; this index is in a scrawled hand 
different again from the three styles found in the text, and is headed 
srl rama ji. The text begins on the first numbered folio:

IT / _  ✓ ✓[f.l ] sri radhaballabho jayati. srimad haribamsa camdro 
birajate mama manasi. sri hitena krta caturasita 
padasyaksarartha mana sambodhanarthaya lisyate.

The final stanza of the text is followed, erroneously, by a repeat of the 
colophon to CP 79; this has been lightly crossed through, and replaced by 
the correct colophon added in the margin by a later hand. This replace
ment is the same as the equivalent colophon quoted in the description of

1. G.R.Niemann, 1980:8.
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text G above, except that it lacks the phrase bahurasamkura and has the 
folio number following, and not preceding, the formula subham astu.

The sequence of phalastutis and raga kavitta is the same as that 
described under G and K above: the raga kavitta does not reflect the
absence of the heading Devagamdhara in the text. The text ends with the 
following colophon:

[f.285 ] iti sri saippurna. subhamastu. sri. sri.

The remaining folios are left blank until the last folio (f.288V ), which 
bears an anonymous stanza headed kabitta, again in a different and erratic 
hand. This stanza has no apparent connexion with the main text or 
commentary.

Summary of the sources collated for the edition

Siqlum 

A

B 

C 

D

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 
M

V.S. date Commentator Provenance and library number

1749

1881

1794

1829

1993
1860

1965

Dhara^iidharadasa Collection of Sri Hitananda Gosvami 
(Dhar.)

Lokanatha (Lok.) Collection of Sri Lalita Cara$ Gosvami

Allahabad Museum Hindi MS 23

Vrindaban Research Institute (V.R.I.) 
4412 (Cat.no.822)

V.R.I. 4410 (Cat.no.824)

Lok. V.R.I. 8372 (Cat.no.827)

Premadasa (Prem.) Nagaripracarini Sabha edition

SvamT Narayaiiadasa edition

Houghton Library, Harvard, Indie 1754

V.R.I. 4360 (Cat.no.820)

Prem. V.R.I. 8378 (Cat.no.828)

V.R.I. 10501 (Cat.no.830)
Prem. Cambridge University Library, 

0R.MS.C9
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2. Specimens of the collated manuscripts (CP 28)

MS A
v r ff.16 -17

MS B
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MS C ff.9V-lOr
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MS J v r ff.13 -14
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MS

MS M
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3. Other manuscripts of the CP

Many manuscripts of the CP exist in private and institutional 
libraries in India, especially in Vrindaban and the Braj area. Custodians 
are often unwilling, however, to allow the manuscripts in their charge to 
be photographed (or even closely examined), and the final choice of 
manuscripts for collation has necessarily been determined largely by their 
availability. Those manuscripts which have been inspected but not 
included in the collations are briefly described below. The order of 
padas in each manuscript is that established as 'standard' by manuscripts 
B, D-M described above.

(i) Manuscripts in the Municipal Museum, Allahabad

(These manuscripts were donated to the Museum by Sri Radha Kr§na 
Gosvami of MahajanT Tola, Allahabad, formerly of Vrindaban.)

(a) MS 225. A complete bound manuscript in 191 folios, bearing the 
following texts: Radhasudhanidhi

CP
Sevaka van!
Sphuta van! (here Phutakara pada), followed by three 

folios of different paper bearing Dadasa mantra in a later hand. The 
text is written in a consistent hand in black ink, with red ink for 
colophons etc.

£Begins: [f.l ] sri radhavallabho jayati. sri hita harivamsa
camdro jayati. atha srlmac caurasi pada lisyate.

Ends: [f.l22V ] iti srlmac caurasi pada saippu[rna.]

This colophon is followed by the first chappaya of the phalastuti, and 
the raga kavitta.

(b) MS 232. A complete copy of the CP with the commentary of
Lokanatha. 289 badly worm-eaten folios, bound as a book. Neatly written 
in black ink with red ink for colophons etc.
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£Begins: [f.l ] sri radhavallabho jayati. sri hita harivaipsa camdro
jayati. atha srlmati caurasi ^lka samasta lisyate. 
lokanatha krta.

Ends: [f.289V ] iti srl v^ipdavana madhye hastak§ara vaifnava jagannatha
dasa ke. samvata 18.48. aghena sudi 11.

This colophon is followed by both phalastuti stanzas and the raga kavitta.

(c) MS 236. Another copy of the CP with the commentary of
Lokanatha. Incomplete: lacks ff.1-6; early folios badly damaged.
Written in black ink with red ink for colophons etc.

Ends: [f.233V ] iti yaha pustaka srl vripdavana me lisT samvata 1810.
pausa krsna 9 mamgalavara pur$a bhaT. prema so
padhai vicarai su§a priti hoi. srl ji ke asarai sri
vrmdavana vasa.• •

This colophon is followed by both the phalastuti stanzas, and the raga 
kavitta.

(ii) Manuscripts in the Nagari PracarinI Sabha, Varanasi

(a) 530. A complete manuscript of the CP in 58 bound folios. A very
clear hand in black ink with red ink for colophons etc.

Begins: [f.l ] atha srimad caurasi pada lisyate.
IT_________________________________________ _Ends: [f.58 ] iti srimad gosvamina sri hita harivamsa camdra

viracitayam caturasi pada vilasa sampurnam.

This colophon is followed by the first phalastuti stanza, and the raga 
kavitta.

(b) 1234. A complete manuscript of the CP in 60 bound folios.
Written in an erratic hand, with black ink for text and red ink for 
colophons etc., enclosed in a red and yellow border.

Begins: [f.l ] sri radhavallabho jayati. iti srimata cavarasl
lisyatai. srl hita harivamso jayati.

The text is followed immediately by the first stanza of the phalastuti, and 
ends:
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[f.60V ] iti srl harivaipsa gusal ji krta caurasi sampurna.
srl radhaval[l]abha sri harivamsa. srl vrmdavana
srl vanaca[m]dra. srl krsnaghano [?] namah.

This colophon is followed by an illegible scribble in a later hand.

(c) 1244. An incomplete manuscript of the CP and the Sevaka vanl
bound together. Ff.1-87 carry the CP; f.l is a later replacement and
ff.2-4 are missing. A neat hand in black ink, with red ink for colophons 
etc.

lu —Begins; [f.l ] srl radhavallabho jayati. atha srl caurasi ji likhyate.
v .  ,Ends: [f.87 ] iti srlmac caurasi pada sampurna.

This colophon is followed by the two phalastuti stanzas and the raga 
kavitta.

(d) 1773. A complete manuscript of the CP, in 80 folios. A very
clear hand in black ink, with red ink for colophons etc.

Begins: [f.l ] srimad hita harivamsa camdro jayati srl hita
radhavallabho jayati srlmac caurasi pada prarambha.

Ends: [f.80 ] iti srimad acaryya siromani srimad hita harivamsa
camdra gosvami kĵ ta srl caturasi pada samaptah.

The colophon is followed by the first stanza of the phalastuti, and the 
raga kavitta; the former is here ascribed to Gosvami Vanacandra in the 
following words:

[f.80V ] atha [sic] gosvami srl vanacandra ju krta phalastuti 
chappai.

(e) 2447. A lithographed handwritten text of the CP with the title 
Premalata, published in Agra in V.S. 1945. Cover damaged. Imprint from 
cover reads:

premalata, arthat srl radha krsna caranaraviqidanugaml 
parama ananya bhakta siromani srl vrndavana nivasl srl 
hita harivamsa ji maharaja racita caurasi pada. agara. 
a[tu]la ulahl presa me chapa[///]samvat 1945.
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(f) 2248. An incomplete, roughly-written copy of the CP in a
slightly cursive hand, written in black ink with red ink for colophons 
etc. The first 5 of the 48 bound folios are missing. Badly damaged 
throughout by smudging of ink, and made almost illegible in parts by a 
very clumsy attempt at lamination. No date, though accompanying library
label gives date as V.S. 1859.

Ends: [f.47V ] iti srimat caturasi sampurna.

This colophon is followed by the first of the phalastuti stanzas, and the
raga kavitta.

(g) 4825. A manuscript of the CP in 31 folios, the first two of 
which are a replacement of the original, written in a later hand on modern 
milled paper of a colour similar to that of the remainder of the manuscript. 
The text on ff.3-31 is in black ink, with red ink for colophons etc. A 
change to a finer hand from f.17 onwards suggests a change of scribe and 
perhaps of exemplar; the second scribe's orthography shows a marked 
preference for -u_ endings in substantives (ragu etc.).

The text of the first two folios is crude but clear, in a brown ink 
with no decorative red. These folios bear the text of CP 1-9.3, and show 
the following noteworthy features:

(i) In the colophon quoted below, the name of K:f§na precedes that of 
Radha - a most unusual occurrence in sectarian texts. The lack of extended 
honorifics in the reference to Harivamsa is also remarkable.-

(ii) The honorific slogan jai sri attached to the chapa of Harivamsa in 
all other manuscripts inspected is not found in the stanzas carried by these 
two folios.

(iii) Each stanza, and the occasional individual line, is followed by the 
first syllable of the first word of that stanza, presumably as a da capo 
instruction for the singing of the text.

(iv) Each stanza bears a raga heading, whereas in other manuscripts only 
the first stanza in each raga group is so headed.
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The inference is that these replacement folios may have been copied 
from a manuscript written specifically as a 'performance' copy, probably 
(in the light of (i) above), from a tradition other than the Radhavallabha 
sampradaya.

This manuscript is also unusual in having a distinctive allocation of 
ragas? the groupings, which may be compared with those of the collated MSS 
on pp.470-471, are as follows:

CP 1-13 Vibhasa
14-16 TodI
17-18 Guavarl (?)
19-26 Dhanasiri
27-28 Vasamta
29-30 Gujari
31-35 Devagamdhara
36-51 Saramga
52-55 Malara
56 Gaurl malara
57-65 Gauri dhamari
66-71 Kalyana
72-80 Kanharau
81-84 Kedarau.

ITThe text begins: [f.l ] srl k£§na radhe jayati. caurasi harivamsa ju kl.
Ends: iti srl caurasi pada sampurna.

This colophon is followed by the first phalastuti stanza and, notwith
standing the distinctive arrangement of ragas listed above, the usual raga 
kavitta.

(iii) Manuscript in the Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute,
Udaipur Palace Museum

3179. A complete manuscript of the CP followed by an anonymous 
text entitled Dhyanallla. 51 folios, written in a rough hand in black 
ink, with red ink for colophons etc. First folio has heavily decorated 
margins. Raga headings are not given.
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27Begins: [f.l ] sri radhavallabho jayata. atha haravaipsa caurasi
lisyate.

Ends: [f.51 ] ite sri hita harivamsa krta caurasi sampurna samapta.

The two phalastuti stanzas precede the following colophon:

[f.51V ] phala astuta sampurna samapta. mitl jetha sudl 4
samvata 1824 mukama maharaja nagara carasarl lisyatama 
vrajabhusana bhajanl. jo kou vacai sunai takau jai 
radhaikrsna jai radhaikrsna jai radhaikrsna.

(iv) Manuscripts in the collection of Hit Das Baba, Vrindaban

(a) CP with the commentary of Ratanadasa, followed by the Nagarl astaka 
of Nagarldasa with commentary. A modern copy on milled foolscap paper, 
bound as a book.

27Begins: [f.l ] srl radhavallabho jayati. srl hita harivamsa candro
jayati. atha srimad harivaipsa candra gosvami krta 
srimad hita caurasi ji satlka srl krpapatra parma 
vaisnava srl hita ratanadasa ji krta likhyatai.

27Ends: [f.167 ] iti srl srimat harivaipsa camdro gosvami krtasya
caturaslti pada aksarartha sampurna. subham astu.

This colophon is then followed by the first phalastuti chappaya; this is 
here attributed to Vanacandra, the second chappaya, which follows, being 
attributed to Rupalala:

[f,167V ] yaha tau srlmata gosvami srl hita vanacamda ju nai
kahl. yahl sau ava srl hita rupalala ji gosvami
ju kahata hai.

(b) A manuscript of 97 + 68 + 125 folios, bearing the Radhasudhanidhi, 
Sevaka vanl and (in the same pagination as this last) the Nagarl astaka.

Written in a clear and consistent hand in black ink, with red ink for
colophons etc. Folio 61 of the CP sequence is missing: CP 77-79 carried

v ron this lost folio have been added to the margins of ff.60 and 62 . The .
colophon following the Radhasudhanidhi is dated Samvat 1877:
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[f.97V ] iti srivrmdavanesvarlcaranakrpamatravijrmbhita
srimad radhasudhanidhistava srimad hitaharivamsacamdra-«  •

gosvamina viracitah samaptah. samvat. 1877. mitl 
vaisakha sukle 14. v^haspatavare subham astu bhuyat. 
srT srT srT srT srT hitaya namo namah.

The CP begins [f.l , new sequence]:

srl radhavallabho jayati. srl hita harivamsa camdro 
jayati. atha srimata caturasT lisyate.

The colophon following the text cannot be read, since the folio bearing 
it is stuck fast to the first folio of the Sevaka vanT.

4. The phalastuti

The text of the phalastuti stanzas, which follow the mula in many 
of the manuscripts, varies little except in orthography; thus variants 
are not given in the transcription below. The text given here is taken 
from source G (Vijaypal Simha and Candrabhan Ravat, pp.195-197).

[chappaya 1.] Appears in A (sec.m.), BCDEFGHJKLM.

bhava jalanidhi ko nava kama pavaka ko pan!; 
prema bhakti ko mula moda mamgala sukhadani. 
nigama sara siddhamta samta bisrama madhura bara; 
rasakani ko rasa sara sakala aksara rasa ko ghara. 
caurasT (sri hita) haribamsa krta parhe sune nisi bhora; 
chû .e caurasT bhramani te nirakhe jugala kisora.

[chappaya 2.] Appears in BDFGHJKLM.

nirakhe jugala kisora bhora aru raina na jane; 
pie rupa rasa matta bhayau kachu manahi na ane. 
prema laksana bhakti hoi hiya anadakarT; 
aru brmdabana basa sakhi sukha ko adhikarT. 
kumja mahala kl tahala sukha sampati dampati paihai;
(jai srT) rupalala hita priti so jo caurasT gaihai.
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[kavitta. ] Appears in A (sec.m. ) , BD, F (sec.m. ), GHJKLM.

cha pada bibhasa majha sata hai bilavala me 
todi mahi catura asabari me dvai bane; 

sapta hai dhanasirl me jugala basamta keli 
devagamdhara paipca doi rasa so sane, 

saraga me §odasa hai cari hi malara eka
gauda me suhayo nava gauri rasa me bhane; 

sata kalyanahi nidhi kanhare kedare beda
vanl hi<t>a ju ki saba caudaha raga me gane.

As discussed under the description of MS G above, Premadasa attributes
these three stanzas to Vanacandra (son of Harivaipsa) , Rupalala"'" and Hita 

2Hari Malla respectively. The raga allocations given by the kavitta are 
discussed below in section VII.3.(i); it is not apparent why symbolic numbers 
(nidhi = 9, veda = 4) should be resorted to for the final two ragas only.

5. The tikas^

Three tlkas are represented in the CP manuscripts collated for the 
edition, and a fourth, that of Rasikalala, has been examined from a 
manuscript not containing the mula. Frequent reference to readings in 
these commentaries is made in the annotation to the text in chapter V, and 
a summary of their interpretations is offered in VII.3.(ii) and (iv); 
examples of the four tlkas can be seen in Appendix I, which comprises 
transcriptions of glosses on CP 5. The present section discusses the date 
and formal composition of the commentaries.

Vijayendra Snatak (1968:303) lists 16 commentaries on the CP,

1. The traditional dates for Rupalala are V.S. 1775-1875 (A.D. 1718-1818): 
Lalita Caran Gosvami 1957:482.

2. Discussed in VII.
3. The commentaries are surveyed in an article published at an earlier 

stage in the preparation of this thesis: Rupert Snell, 1Srl hita caurasT
aur uska tlka sahitya1, in Rasa vrndavana, Year 2 No.'s 2-4 (April-
June 1980), pp.91-98.
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According to this list, the oldest is that of Rasikalala (Rasik.),
dated V.S. 1734 (A.D. 1677). Rasik. is identified by MItal (1968:441)
as the second son of Vilasadasa GosvamX, a descendant of Harivamsa, whose

1dates are V.S. 1665-1725. Kisonsaran ' Ali' (p.19) includes Rasik. in a
list of authors of the 18th century of the Vikrama era and attributes
to him commentaries on the Karnananda and the Gitagovinda as well as the
CP tlka and a padavali. The copy of Rasik. on which discussion here

2is based is incomplete and lacks the colophon folio. The commentary is 
in verse (mostly dohas with occasional sorathas and, rarely, other metres); 
the gloss on each stanza is preceded by an introductory sequence of 
couplets, and is followed by a formula on the following model, yielding 
the title Rahasya artha samaya nirupana:

[f.6V] iti srT corasl pada rahasya artha samaya nirupana 
sri rasikalala krta dohabaddha bhasayam dvitiya 
vilasa sa[m]purnah. 2.

This formula is frequently abbreviated, e.g.:

[f.26V ] iti srl trayodasa vilasa purna. 13.

The tlka of DharanTdharadasa (Dhar.) is borne by MS A, copied in 
V.S. 1749 (A.D. 1693). As noted in the description of that manuscript, 
the commentary contains a salutation to Damodara, understood as Hita

1. Prabhudayal MTtal 1968:410.
2. The manuscript is a bound, incomplete copy in the collection of

Baba Hit Das. The manuscript is paginated f.5-196, lacking
ff.1-4 and the last folios; the commentary on CP 1 and the beginning 
of the commentary on CP 2 is missing, as is the end of the commentary 
on CP 84 and the colophon. A crudely executed drawing of Krsna and 
Radha attended by a sakhl occupies f.51r (following the commentary on 
CP 25), the adjacent folios 50v and 51v being left blank; similarly 
a drawing of Krsna as muralldhara, accompanied by two gopis and a
herd of cows, occupies f.65r (in the middle of the commentary on CP
29), the adjacent folios 64v and 65v again being left blank. Folio 
119 is also left blank. Ff. 139v to 159v are in a neat hand which is 
in contrast to the remainder of the manuscript and is apparently the 
work of a different scribe; the remainder is written in a very erratic 
hand with great changes of character size, number of lines per page 
and thickness of pen. The mula text is not given in this manuscript, 
nor are ragas indicated; stanza order shows an inversion of CP 2 and 
3 vis-a-vis the 'standard1 order.
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Harivamsa*s grandson: but DharanTdharadasa does not appear in a list
of the disciples of Damodaradasa given in the Radhavallabha bhaktamala 
of Priyadas Sukla (p.122). In this commentary the mula of each 
stanza is followed by a doha which introduces the context, and a gloss 
in savaiyas. Content of the gloss is limited to a paraphrase of the 
mula with the minimum of exegetical comment, and in this respect Dhar.'s 
treatment of the text differs markedly from that of the other commentators. 
Dhar.'s interpretations often tally with those of Rasik., to the exclusion 
of the two commentators discussed below.

The tlka of Lokanatha (Lok.) is of uncertain date. According to
the Radhavallabha bhaktamala (Priyadas Sukla pp.412-413), Lok. was a
Brahmin from Patna who became a disciple of Vilasadasa (mentioned above
as father of Rasik. ); but a doha at the beginning of this commentary'*'
salutes the name of Sukhalala, identified by Mltal (1968:416) as grandson
of Vilasadasa, from which it appears that the Lok. tlka was written some
considerable time after Vilasadasa*s death in V.S. 1725. The prose tlka

2introduces each stanza with an abhasa, giving a conventional and stylized 
description of each 'grove' setting. Similarities of interpretation 
with Prem.'s commentary suggest that Lok. may have been the model for 
Prem.

The tlka of Premadasa (Prem.) appears in MSS GKM; as described in the
description of MS G, the tlka is dated V.S. 1791 (A.D. 1734). In a
sequence of dohas introducing the prose tlka, Prem. praises the name of his 

3guru Rupalala, whose dates are given by Mltal (1968:421) as V.S. 1738-1801

1. srl sukhalala saroja pada tinakau nija sira dhari;
sri vyasa suvana subha gira (ki) tlka lisata bicara.

(MS B ff. lV-2r.)
2. Lok.'s frequent references to watershoots etc. (e.g. hauda nahara 

jalajamtra jala bhare chutata hai, App.I) do not, however, derive from 
the Sanskritic tradition but show familiarity with Rajput palaces such 
as Deeg, inspired ultimately by the Indo-Islamic garden palaces of the 
Mughals.

3. jayati jayati anamda ghana sri guru purana camda;
udaya rahau mama hrda gagana tama bhrama kiye nikamda. 9.
saksata hita rupa sri rupalala sukha pumja; 
jorl ju ke keli ki jinike naina nikumja. 10.

(Text G, p.1.)
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(A.D. 1681-1744). In the same doha sequence Prem. records his
intention of giving a literal rendering of the text,'*' and his glosses
do give more discussion of lexical meanings than is found elsewhere.
Prem. also explains his use of prose rather than verse as being intended

2to render meanings more readily accessible; but similarities with the 
Lok. gloss (including a similar use of abhasas to each stanza) suggest 
that his use of prose is not an innovation in the CP tradition.

In addition to the four commentaries discussed here, the modern 
Hindi rendering of the CP by Lalita Caran Gosvami (1972) is also referred 
to in chapter V, under the siglum LCG.

1. jayati jayati haribamsa ju tinike pada cita lai;
caturasl pada ko kaho aksara artha banai. 17.
ati agadha hita ki gira samajhe ko samartha;
mana sambodhana hita karo kachu ika aksara artha. 18.

2. kije tilaka kabitta badha samajhata hoi abara;
tate bacanana me kahau lije sadya bicara, 25.

(loc.cit.)
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III. MANUSCRIPT AFFILIATIONS AND THE LANGUAGE OF THE TEXT

1. Affiliation of Manuscripts and Editorial Procedure

There is no question of an autograph copy of the CP ever having 
been in existence, since even the sectarian attribution of all 84 stanzas 
to Hita Harivamsa does not maintain that the text existed as a unified 
compilation in Harivamsa1s own lifetime. It is likely that the CP, as 
a consolidated text to which the symbolically significant number '84' 
lends a formal coherence, originally comprised a loose anthology of padas 
not conceived ab initio as forming a discrete text; an early corpus may 
have been complemented by the addition of other material from other 
sources, or of new material composed especially to complement the existing 
stanzas. The original anthology may have been transmitted from an early 
stage through oral tradition, though in view of the relatively complex 
metrical forms discussed in chapter VI it seems unlikely that the text 
itself derives directly from a transcription of sung verses. The 
canonical status attributed to the CP as sectarian tradition gathered 
momentum will have ensured the transition of a broadly standardized text 
which, although subject to various corrupting influences, has successfully 
maintained the appearance of a uniform composition.

Since the archetype of the received CP clearly postdates the collection
of its component parts, orthography in the manuscripts must reflect a stage
in the development of the language rather later than that at which the
padas themselves were originally composed. Influences bearing on the
archetype during the copying process are threefold. First is the tendency
towards commentatorial amendment or accretion for the sake of semantic 

1clarity or sectarian advantage. Secondly, the text may have been subject 
to the requirements of musical performance, the effects of which are 
discussed in VI.6. Finally, and most conspicuously, is the process of

1. Cf. a similar tendency in the van! of Haridasa, where the accretion
of pronouns and proper names has taken place to ’indicate the direction 
of action and otherwise resolve ambiguities’ (R.D.Haynes, p.268).
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Sanskritization evident in the orthography of the manuscripts: it is
clear that the language of the CP is characterized by a high number of 
tatsama and semi-tatsama forms (in comparison with contemporary texts 
such as the padas of Suradasa), and many of the scribes, emboldened by 
this characteristic, have ’upgraded' old forms in the direction of Hindi/ 
Sanskrit norms, often thereby robbing the text of intended meanings, 
rhetorical effects or grammatical features. It is apparent that this 
process of Sanskritization is not necessarily transmitted through the 
copying process alone, but is to a large extent spontaneous: as a
result, a veneer of late Sanskritization tends to obscure genetic 
affiliations between manuscripts. In the case of padas having an easily 
perceived and widely encountered prosodic form (such as the 16+11/12 matra 
types SarasI and Sara), errors of transmission have to some extent been 
restricted by scribal compliance with metrical patterns; but in the case 
of more complex prosodies of the varnavrtta type, the scribes have often 
lost sight of the original metrical constructions, and corruptions and 
accretions have affected the text more freely.

The aim of the edition is to reverse the processes of corruption 
and to edit back through the manuscripts towards the (hypothetical) 
archetype. In order to identify correspondences and affiliations between 
the manuscripts, the evidence of each manuscript is assessed below. In 
advance of section III.2 which discusses script, it must be noted here 
that the transliteration graph s represents both /s/ and /kh/ (yielding 
ghosa and seta, etc.).

MS A . This is the manuscript with the highest number of exclusive 
readings; it also has a different stanza order from the other manuscripts 
and differences in raga allocations. A minority of readings exclusive 
to MS A are equal in metrical or semantic value to the ’majority' readings

13.4 A kako mana rahata for kaise mana rahata; (cf. the 
reading kako in the Surasagara version of this stanza, 
given in Appendix II.)

26.4 A subhaga pavana pulina for parama pavana pulina 
(Cf. further collocations of subhaga and pulina at 
36.2, 64.2, 68.2 and 72,1, to which the MS A reading 
is perhaps assimilated.)
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Most readings exclusive to A, however, are inferior - 

(a) in metre:

21.6 A rasika for rasikinl;

27.1 A ghora for na thora;

or (b) in sense:

24.4 A dija for braja in braja juvatina ki bhira;

25.4 A badati for bidita in the adjectival phrase sakala
bidya bidita;

or (c) in sense and metre:

16.3 A lagati, by haplography for 5-matra laga gati;

83.2 A karata, for 2-matra kata.

It is curious that out of 9 occurrences in the CP, the name hari
is omitted three times in MS A - at 27.15, 58.6 and 65.1 (and at 9.3 hari
in A replaces an erased reading). In each of the three instances the A 
reading is unmetrical; no reason for the omissions is apparent.

Of the readings found in A and shared by certain of the other 
manuscripts, some are apparently authentic (i.e. have not been subject 
to corrupting influences found in the remaining group), while others
must be rejected as corrupt. Examples of such corrupt forms are given
below:

10.2 AC lasa rasa, E rasa, for rasa lasa; the AC reading
may reflect an erroneous restoration after the omission 
of lasa in E.

11.2 A druti, CEGM druta, for duti. duti for dyuti
'brightness1 is the intended sense; dr° is nonsensical 
in the context, and has not been borne out by the 
commentaries in A (Dharanldharadasa) or GM (Premadasa).

20.3 ACE upara for upara. A four-matra form is required
for metre. The ACE reading reflects a general use of 
upara in the language of the scribes: cf. the same
feature in LIO, para 2.14.
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27.2 AE kusala omitted.

31.7 ABI ghana ghora for ghana sora. ghora 'thunder' has
no place in the context, a description of the kumja: 
sora 'covered lane', is apposite,

58.1 AC mai ho prefixes the full line, superfluously. The
phrase is probably incorporated from the sung version, 
where it may be used as a musical mukhada (as discussed 
in section VI.6(iii)).

59.3 AC jaba ru (?) nonsensically, for absolutive jori.

66.9 ACEGLM byapita; BI byapyo, DJ byapyau, for (FHK) byapata.
byapita appears to have been formed, by analogy with true 
participial adjectives, from intransitive Hindi vyap-. 
byapata, as a semi-tatsama orthography for vyapta, is 
more likely to be the authentic form. The BrBh 
participle in BI and DJ perhaps derives from a commentatorial 
paraphrase.

74.1 AFJ hau, BD h*3, I ho, for hai. The hau/ho form implies a
plural subject, who is Radha; but in all other contexts 
Radha is addressed in the singular, as is apparent from 
the use of the singular pronoun tu etc.

75.1 ABIJKL darati, for darati which is correct for both 
sense and end-rhyme.

83.4 ACE daribau for dharibau ( < *dhalati).

MS A therefore contains many corrupt forms, whether exclusive to this 
manuscript or shared with others.

A correspondence between A and C, and to a lesser extent between A
and E, is a recurring feature and can be seen in the above examples; A
and C both have kata for kyau (28.3) and also share the inversion of CP 3
and 4, and two exclusive raga allocations: the use of Lalita at the
beginning of the text and of Gujari for the stanzas headed by Devagandhara 
or Vasanta in other manuscripts. This group is occasionally joined by GM, 
as seen in the examples drut- and byapita above.
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MS B. This manuscript contains various intrusions into the mula 
of the Lokanatha t~ka which it contains. At 66.1, kumja is followed 
by ke madhya, from the gloss on that line; at 63[iv].5 the two words 
magana sahell are separated by a long phrase taken from the subsequent 
gloss on 63[i].l; the phrase priya ji so bacana which follows bacana 
at 83.2 derives from the abhasa to the mula of CP 84.

MS B has a large number of lacunae: words, aksaras or parts of
aksaras are quite frequently omitted, often by haplography. Examples 
are: 1.4 and 27.17 hamsini for hamsa hamsini; 11.6 bharata for 
bhara bharata; 49.2 sori ka for sori siraka. Most divergent B readings
detract from the sense of the line, though a number do so without 
disturbing the metrical construction. The following are metrically 
satisfactory but semantically implausible readings:

7.7 B mukata for mukara in hari ura mukara;

11.4 B cahu for catu in catu baina;

31.7 B mani for bana in bana biharata;
52.2 B ati for adha- in karata adhagriva.

This manuscript has a tendency, albeit an inconsistent one, to show 
final short -a rather than the predominant -_i in absolutive forms: 47.3
dura (other MSS duri); 53.2 nirasa (other MSS nirasi).

Correspondences in a corrupt mode of transmission are suggested by 
the following readings shared by B and other manuscripts:

1.3 BDJ prana prana, F prana te prana, I prana prana, for prana
16.2 BK omit bhalal;
26.5 BDIJ banata for banita;
26.6 BDHI prefix the third pada with the metrically superfluous

jai srT: ( jai sri) ubhai kalahamsa haribamsa bali dasu ri;
27.5 BJ omit kula, by haplography, from bakula kula;
50.4 BI call, by metathesis for lac!;
66.9 BI byapyo, DJ byapyau, for byapata;

68.8 BDFHIJ add the superfluous jai sri to the third pada as
in 26.6 above: (jai sri) ubhai kala hamsa haribamsa ghana
damini.
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There is a tendency for B readings to be found also in D and J 
and to a lesser extent in I and K. D differs from B more frequently 
than does J, as in 1.3 where D, with ACHKL, reads mere, resisting the 
intrusion of the commentatorial particle to (mere to) found in BFGIJM.
The loosely affiliated group BDIJK tends to be differentiated from ACE 
readings on the one hand, and GM readings on the other.

MS C. Examples of variant readings given above under MS A show 
a correspondence between A and C, and this correspondence endures through- 
out most of the evidence. C also shares readings with E; these are
usually shared by A also, (as already demonstrated) but sometimes exclude 
A, as in CE kabahuka for kabahu (34.9), CE citu for cita (35.4), This is 
consistent with the hypothesis that A and C both derive from E, suggested 
by the crux referred to above in which AC restore but wrongly locate lasa 
(10.2), omitted in E. C also imposes its own errors on the text, 
typically by lengthening -i_ to -I unmetrically (as discussed in section 
2); another example of error exclusive to this manuscript is the 
imposition of the words jai srl hita for dina immediately before the 
chapa haribamsa at 34.10.

MS D. This manuscript has few exclusive readings. D shares with 
I a lengthening of u to u in prabhu at both 11.5 and 12.5. A limited
correspondence exists between D and BJ, and to a lesser extent with I;
though rarely forming an autonomous group, these manuscripts have a 
general correspondence of readings tending to set them apart from the ACE 
and GM groups. The BDIJ affiliation is seen not only in its avoidance
of corruptions found in those groups, but also in corrupt readings of its
own, as already demonstrated under the description of B above.

In some instances, D has a better reading than other members of the 
BDIJ group - perhaps having resisted commentatorial intrusion into the 
text. Examples are:

1.3 D, with ACHKL, reads mere where BFGIJM read mere to/tau;

27.5 BJ omit kula;

62.2 BDEF kini, ACHKL kina, in a two-matra context where GM
read kyau na and IJ kyo na.
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MS E. MS E has a number of lacunae not apparent in other 
manuscripts. Examples are the omission of lasa (10.2), rl (15.2), 
syama (29.17), kata (40.4, by haplography from karata kata), and the 
whole of line 61.5. The dance term sudhamga is corrupted to suqamdha 
in most occurrences, leaving nonsensical readings. At 41.1 the verb 
•janai is prefixed by the particle na, negating the intended sense.

As shown above in the description of MS A, E has correspondences 
with A and with C, often showing agreement in a mode of corruption. 
Orthographic agreement with A is fairly common, especially in reading
ra (less commonly ri) for r_: AE bramda (26.3), AE bratha (28.4).
Agreement with C to the exclusion of A tends towards Sanskritized 
orthographies: CE syamala, L syamala (1.4, for savala), DEFH camdra
(6.3, for camda).

MS F. Exclusive readings are few. For prana (1.3) F reads 
prana te prana, an unmetrical reading probably derived from BDJ prana 
prana. ramqa bhari is omitted from the end of 84.1, robbing this 
metrically irregular teka of its rhyming syllables. An affiliation with 
M is suggested by the omission from both manuscripts of karata (7.10, 
by haplography from karata kara), and by the FGLM reading ika bata for 
ni j u bata in 83.5 (cf. the reading ika bata at 75.1). The affiliation 
with M is often not exclusive, often also including G as exemplified in 
the following:

1.3 BFGIJM mere foil, by to/tau

12.6 F bilasau, GM °o, for bilasahu (A °ahi);

33.5 AFGIM naina aruna for aruna naina;

42.3 CFGHL sarita, M sarata, Sanskritized from salita;

58.6 FGM tana omitted (and GM read tana for tava).

F does not usually share readings with G to the exclusion of M (though 
(D)FG do omit the raga heading Bilavala from CP 7); F is however 
frequently excluded from a correspondence between G and M, and the fact 
that such exclusive GM readings are usually corrupt (as is shown in 
the discussion of G below) shows that F holds a place higher in the stemma 
than GM.
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When F shows readings different from those in M, it usually falls 
into a group including K, and slightly less frequently including also 
B,H,I,J:

11.2 F duta, BDHIJKL duti, against the incorrect reading 
druta/i in other manuscripts:

65.2 BFHJK surataru ke nikata for sura ke taru nikata;

66.9 FHK byapata correctly, against ACEGLM byapita, BI 
byapyo, DJ byapyau;

68.8 BDFHIJ jai srl suffixed to third pada superfluously.

The superiority of the majority of readings shared with F by other
manuscripts shows this affiliation to be a mode of authenticity; when F 
falls in with M, however, unsatisfactory readings result (as shown above). 
Again the situation is not clear-cut, and in some instances F shares 
readings with manuscripts other than those identified in the two groups 
discussed:

57.3 DF °ata for °ana in sicana (the finite participle slcata 
is plausible in the context, but does not improve on the 
sense carried by the verbal noun in the other manuscripts);

79.2 CF paga for pada.

MS G . Certain inaccuracies in the transcription of this manuscript 
into its published form have already been pointed out: its orthographies
must therefore be regarded with circumspection. A number of lacunae 
exist, exemplified by amqa (3.2), kama ki (39.4), hita (46.4), bica (60.5). 
G shows a number of Sanskritized orthographies found also in H: syama
for syama (10.3), svara for sura (37.3, 48.4); but this correspondence 
with H does not appear to be genetic. G is closely affiliated to M, as
is shown by a number of readings either exclusive to these two manuscripts
or shared with certain others:

10.3 GM ghoka for qhosa: the corrupt GM reading may be 
founded on pronunciation (or simply on miscopying);
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18.6 GIM tapara for tapai; the GIM reading is perhaps an 
imposition of a graphically bisyllabic orthography meant 
to sustain the prevalent dactylic rhythm of the couplet 
18.5-6;

—  V J  U  • —  o u  —  v >  u  —  —  —  u  u  —  v / v  — -  o  —  —

jahi birarnca urn a pa ti naye tapara tal banaphula binaye.

57.11 GM taha, jaha in other manuscripts; neither form is correct
metrically, since only two matras are required; but the
majority reading with relative ja° gives the better sense;

58.6 FGM tana omitted; GM tana for dhana;

58.6 G bhaje, M bhajai, for bhajahi;
67.6 GHM kvanita, Sanskritization for kunita.

70.7 GM tinike, K tinakai, for (alliterative) jinakai;

73.3 GM race hai for race; auxiliary hai is incorporated 
from the Premadasa tlka (carried by G,K,M), which 
reads; kaha so race hai.

The above examples show readings shared by GM, to the exclusion of 
other manuscripts, to be corrupt.

Text H. This printed text is characterized by a high degree of 
Sanskritization in its orthography. This does not seem to derive 
consistently from any one manuscript or group of manuscripts, but rather 
to occur spontaneously. Examples of Sanskritic forms not found in the 
other manuscripts are:

1.4 and passim, H jaya for jai;

19.14 H ramana for ravana;

35.4 H nayana for naina.

The Sanskritization process is occasionally applied wrongly, showing 
ignorance of the etymology of a semi-tatsama form:

11.6 H paminl for pavani; 63[iv].3 svara° for surasumdari.

H often imposes honorific srl or jaya (jai) sri superfluously:
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18.1 HI srl radha for radha;
25.1 HI srl radhika for radhika;

26.6 BDHI jai sri prefixes third pada;

68.8 BDFHIJ " " "

Although these readings suggest an affiliation with I, such an 
affiliation is not borne out elsewhere; this shows the imposition of 
the honorific srl to be spontaneous and non-genetic.

MS I. This manuscript has several exclusive readings and, as 
discussed above, has apparently been copied outside the Radhavallabhi 
fold. Certain features of the manuscript, however, connect it with
others collated here and thus show that it does not belong to a discrete
recension. Several of the accretions in I, for example, may be traceable 
to the £lka of Premadasa - though not specifically with MSS G,K,M which 
are the three collated manuscripts bearing this tlka. Examples are:

7.4 I syama is followed by tamala in the phrase tapara
syama nivesita gaurl: cf. Premadasa's abhasa to the
stanza, which includes the phrase sumdara syama tamalani 
so kanaka lata lapatl hai;

43.4 I kadali is followed by sambha in the phrase kadali jamgha: 
cf. Premadasa's gloss kadali sambha ki jamgha hai. 
(Assimilation to kadali sambha at 29.14 may also be 
involved.)

4’8.5 I banyo is followed by auxiliary hai in the phrase banyo
samaja: cf. Premadasa's gloss samaja banyo hai.

A connection with the Premadasa tlka manuscripts G and M (but not K) may 
be apparent in the following readings:

18.6 GIM tapara for tapai;
33.5 AFGIM naina aruna for aruna naina.

Affiliations with GM are not, however, a recurrent feature of I
readings; rather, as already noted, MS I has a tendency to fall in
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with the BDJ group. Thus I appears to share with BDJ a common 
exemplar, but to have taken on some corrupt readings from the Premadasa 
tlka manuscripts; it has also developed a number of exclusive readings, 
exemplified in the following list:

11.3 anila bayu for anila;

12.1 guna nidhana for suga nidhana;

19.11 kusuma deva muni harsata for kusuma;
35.1 ye dou jhulata for jhulata dou;

44.4 srlphala juga kuca for sriphala kuca;

CP 65 whole stanza omitted.

The fact that so many of the accretions in MS I are of the nature of
commentatorial synonyms or paraphrases, but not traceable to any of the
commentaries examined for the present study, suggests that this manuscript 
may have been subject to corruptions from yet another tlka tradition.

MS J. This manuscript has very few exclusive readings; they are 
generally attributable to scribal error, and many have been corrected by 
marginalia. Examples are:

10.3 J mathura for madhura;

14.1 J kai omitted;
23.1 J syari for pyarl;

24.5 braja for brata;

Correspondences of J with B and D have already been noted under the 
discussions of those manuscripts. The affiliation between B and J is 
particularly close, but all three manuscripts have developed separately. 
Instances of disagreement between J and B or D do not show any consistent 
pattern of conflation from any of the other manuscripts collated.

MS K. Exclusive readings in this manuscript are again mostly 
limited to scribal errors; examples are:
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7.4 K supela for supesala;
9.5 K nilola for nicola;

19.1 K brajamamdala for °mamdana;

50.1 K navala naqarl is repeated;

50.3 K m a d  omitted.

K has an affiliation with L; although these two rarely comprise 
a group to the exclusion of other manuscripts, they seldom differ in their 
readings (though L consistently shows the more Sanskritic orthographies). 
Conspicuous exceptions to the KL affiliation are:

65.2 ACDEGLM sura ke taru nikata, BFHJK surataru ke nikata;

83.5 ABCDEHIJK nija bata, FGLM ika blta.

K shows occasional correspondences with M, but more generally shares 
readings with BDIJ (though excluding many errors shared by these). Readings 
in BDIJ and K tend to be authentic, though K does not guarantee correctness - 
B and K omit bhalai (16.2), I and K prefix brmdabana with the superfluous 
honorific srl (64.2).

MS L. The previous section has demonstrated an affiliation between 
K and L. Since Sanskritized forms suggest a later stage of development 
it may be assumed that L derives from a later stage in the transmission 
than K. Furthermore, L has a number of variant readings not found in K:

13.4 L rahai for rahata (C rahe, E rahi; 
Surasagara version of this stanza,

cf. rahai in the 
Appendix II);

25.4 L srT prefixed to haribamsa;

43.3 L rasa for guna (by assimilation to 82.4?) ;

75.2 L ravana omitted;
84.2 L sithala kati ki dorl omitted;

84.4 L pulaki prema parasa omitted.

L's fondness for Sanskritic orthographies is most commonly seen in 
the use of s_ for amsa (25.3 etc.), and even hamsa (26.6 etc.); also n
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for n_: parirambhana (31.6 etc.). This tendency sometimes equates
L and C readings, but more fundamental differences elsewhere show this 
to be non-genetic.

MS M. The affiliation between F and M has already been demonstrated.
M has a number of exclusive or near-exclusive readings, exemplified by the 
following:

11.1 M kala omitted;
11.4 M saina omitted;

30.8 DM prana for pani;

39.2 M sudharyo for savaryau;

45.10 M bana omitted;
48.4 M sura omitted;

63[ii].5 M sura for dhuni; (by assimilation to 25.3?);

78.4 M liyau hai for liyau (auxiliary hai from tlka).

G and M have developed independently of each other in terms of 
orthography, with G tending towards Sanskritized forms (as already noted), 
while M is characterised by a haphazard representation of unstressed 
vowels - particularly in cases of _a for i_ and vice versa. Non-orthographic 
differences between the two manuscripts are for the most part limited to 
cases where one or the other manuscript has an exclusive reading: such
readings, exemplified in the list above, are therefore late and 
independent developments, and do not affect the genetic affiliation 
between the two manuscripts. Only rarely are G and M divided over 
readings varying at an earlier stage in the transmission: exceptions
are slightly more common towards the end of the text, indicating that a 
change of exemplar may have accompanied a change of scribe in M from 
CP 63.

The data summarized here enable us to form a view of the relation
ships between the 13 sources. The discussion of manuscript correspondences 
has dealt mainly with shared error, since it is in this mode of corruption 
that the autonomy of the various apparent groupings appears most clearly.
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Many of the corrupt readings have been traced to the accretion of 
commentatorial text from the tlkas, suggesting a relatively late date 
for even this degree of divergence between the sources; other features, 
such as the varying degrees of Sanskritization found in orthographies, 
are even more superficial and are unreliable as indicators of genetic 
affiliations.

The resolution of the summarized data into a structured stemma 
may give an overly explicit impression of homogeneity and straightforward
ness in the transmission of the text. It is important to emphasize that
the number of removes which separate the various hypothetical exemplars 
from the archetype cannot be conjectured, and that actual patterns of 
conflation are likely to be more complex than those identified. With 
this caveat, three main groupings may be identified:

(i) the ACE group, of which A includes many variants and peculiarities
of stanza order vis-a-vis all the other sources;

(ii) the FGM group;

(iii) the BDIJ group, related also to KL, and related relatively closely
to group (ii) versus group (i).

(i) E is close to AC in many readings; partial correspondences 
between A and C in ragas and in stanza order are not, however, shared by 
E and may be considered a later development. A,C,E thus seem to share a 
common exemplar, with AC distanced from it by an unknown stage in the 
transmission; A is also influenced by another unknown source, from which 
its many exclusive readings derive.

(ii) The correspondence between F,G and M has been demonstrated, 
with GM shown to be particularly close. FG rarely exclude M; GM 
agreement is usually agreement in error (against correct F), showing GM 
to be corrupt derivations of F.

(iii) B in general falls in with DIJ, but has a large number of 
corrupt readings not found elsewhere in the group and therefore appears 
to belong to a later stage in the stemma than the other three. B's
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correspondence with J is rather closer than its correspondence with DI, 
but this is not a consistent feature.

MS I has correspondence (in error) with BJ, but also shows evidence 
of corruption from the Premadasa tlka associated with group (ii), and 
also from another tlka not represented among the collated manuscripts.

D also has correspondence with BJ, and has few exclusive readings;
BD agreement to the exclusion of J is rare, suggesting that D occupies 
a place level with J and above B. Agreements between DJ excluding I, 
and between DI excluding J, both occur.

K is loosely connected to this group as against groups (i) and
(ii), but is excluded from a number of BDIJ readings; it therefore 
appears to share a common exemplar with BDIJ but to have developed 
separately. L is a Sanskritized derivative of K's exemplar.

H derives loosely from the same group but has no consistent connexion 
with any one of the manuscripts collated; it is characterised by a highly 
Sanskritic orthography, interpreted as a spontaneous assimilation to 
modern KhB. and therefore not based specifically on any orthography 
transmitted by the manuscripts.

A graphic representation of these relationships yields the following 
stemma:

Archetype

ZX

G M H
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No single group recommends itself as consistently showing authentic 
readings, and the edition cannot therefore be based on any one manuscript 
or group of manuscripts. Group (iii), although characterized by many 
shared errors as shown above, often preserves authentic readings lost 
in group (i) or (ii), and therefore generally carries greater weight 
than these other groups; of group (iii), readings found in both D and 
K are favoured, since these two represent independent derivations from 
the group exemplar. As a general editing principle, then, readings 
found in D and K (or either one of these) and supported by manuscripts 
in early positions in the stemmata of groups (i) and (ii) are usually to 
be regarded as authentic.

This principle cannot, however, be applied rigidly, and must often 
yield to other considerations. Since D and K are themselves both 
subject to Sanskritization (often in common with, but not necessarily 
showing genetic affiliation with, other manuscripts), many of their 
orthographies are considered unreliable. Similarly, semantic, syntactic 
and metrical factors may override readings found in these manuscripts 
and demand a choice of text which has weak support in terms of the stated 
principle. Metrical emendation is the most common of these exceptions; 
this typically consists of revision of vowel length (as at 4.4, where 
the ABCFGHJKLM reading kachu is inferior to two-matra kachu, which 
appears in E and I only), or of the excision of commentatorial accretion 
(as in 4.1, where two genitive case-markers appearing in all 
the manuscripts have to be excised from the pada piya (ke) samgama (ke) 
sucata in order to restore its lost 10 matra value). More drastic 
examples of metrical revision are to be seen in CP 2 and CP 84, where the 
vulgate text is given below the edited text to facilitate comparison.

A distinction must continually be made between modes of authenticity 
and of corruption in group (iii). When a reading is found in a majority 
of group (iii) manuscripts but is unsupported by either group (i) or 
group (ii), it is likely to be a corruption inherited from the group (iii) 
exemplar and is therefore to be rejected. An example is the reduplication 
of prana (1.3) in BDIJ (with further debased prana te prana in F). This 
corrupt reduplication has been resisted in K, which is supported by 
groups (i) and (i i).
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Support by group (i) or group (ii) of a reading found in group (iii) 
manuscripts does not automatically indicate an authentic reading, but 
rather may show a conflation of (iii) with (i) or (ii). Thus the 
reading mere tau/to in DFGIJM for mere (1.3) appears to show a conflation 
of DIJ with the group (ii) manuscripts (B follows J but corrupts mere to 
ungrammatical merau). Here again, the satisfactory reading is found 
in K, and is supported here by group (i).

Caution has to be taken when allowing stylistic criteria to 
influence editorial decisions. The danger is that in attempting to 
achieve some degree of consistency in the edited text, one may unwittingly 
advance the process of standardization already apparent in the work of 
the scribes; preference of one reading to another on metrical grounds 
alone, or for the sake of a more effective rhetorical device, may 
constitute nothing more than a blind pursuit of an ideal model of 
chandahsastra or alankarasastra. Similarly, the selection of a reading 
on the grounds that it echoes an established reading elsewhere in the 
text may be a continuance of a process of assimilation, already under way 
in some of the manuscripts, which erodes a possible authentic diversity 
of style (and perhaps of source) in the.archetype.

Examples of editorial decisions made on the principles outlined here 
are given below. Major exceptions to the procedure discussed are, by 
definition, dealt with on an ad hoc basis, and are usually discussed in 
the annotations to the translated text (as are various hypothetical 
emendations to the text regarded as being too speculative for inclusion in 
the edition).

12.5 nihari (ACDEFKL): preferred to BGHIJM nihara;
19.2 juvatini (ACEGKL): " " BJ °inu, DFHIM °ina;
20.5 arujhati (BDFIJKL): " " ACEGM ara°, H ura°;
21.6 rasikini (CDEHJK): " " A rasika, BLM rasakanl,

FGI rasikani;
37.3 birahakula pulakita

(CEFGKLM) " " ABDHIJ pu° bi0;
45.3 maliana (CEFGHKL) " " A mamjjana, BDIJM mamjana;
57.28 trana (ABEFKL) " " DIJ trna, CGHM trna;
59 •3 pai (BDEHJK) " " ACFGILM para;
72.1 -daika (CEFGKM)

(A -dalka) " " BDHIJL -dayaka.
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2. Script, phonology and orthography

For the most part the manuscripts are written in a 'standard' 
Devanagari; the present section is limited to the reporting of scribal 
peculiarities and to discussion of certain features closely relevant 
to the edition, and does not attempt a full analysis. Some further 
orthographic points are discussed in the sections on morphology and 
syntax.

(i) a-matra. When space at the end of a folio line in MS L does not 
allow the writing of the usual matra for intrasyllabic si, S falling in 
that position is rendered by a superscript sign ; thus CP 1.1 bhave
is rendered (f.lr lines 4-5). A single occurrence (53.4 kaha,

Tf.50 line 5) is found in the middle of a folio line, and evidently 
represents an emendment by the scribe of kaha to kaha.

(ii) i-matra. Use of i-matra in conjunction with i-kara (i.e.
is found occasionally in A and B alongside more general use of standard ^

(iii) u-matra. In J, syllabic _u is written with a superscript hook over 
the u-kara, on the model of ^  , thus: . The first scribe of M has
a distinctive shape for the u-kara, resembling the graph associated with

pranava om: . /ru/ and /ru/ are written with a subscript hook
in B and E: I . J ■
(iv) Vocalic r. <£ >  is generally maintained by most manuscripts 
except A, which usually (but inconsistently) prefers jrî, less commonly 
ra. In all seven occurrences of brmda, E has rja and is followed in 
this by A in three occurrences. £i_ and ra_ occur sporadically in all 
manuscripts (though rarely in IJ); B has daga alongside draga (< drga), 
perhaps as a simple miscopying.

An exception to the general retention of <r >  occurs in readings 
for trsita: here jrî occurs quite widely, perhaps through confusion with
tatsama tri- forms. (Conversely, in the seven occurrences of words with
tatsama tri~, < r >  occurs three times in J and once in C. ) also
appears in qraha < grha, at 4.6 and 63[ii].3 (though in the latter, 
confusion with tatsama grahapati may be involved).
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The only word whose tatsama form has /r/ in initial position is 
ritu (27.1 and 28.2); here < r> is found in only one reading (K, 27.1), 
ri being uniform otherwise. Thus the graph 35 has very limited 
application.

(v) e, ai and o, au vowels. MS A shows considerable inconsistency 
in distinguishing between monoph- and diphthongal forms, as discussed in 
section (xv) below. Metrical considerations suggest that diphthongal 
spellings in -ai may have been archetypal possibilities in masc.pl. 
perfective participles and oblique sg. participles (diyai etc.), where 
only disyllabic forms fully accord with established metrical patterns:

30.6b

31.3a

33.2b

42.4a

61.2b

66.10a

67.8c

W  Kjj\J K> KJ !  \J V   I  Kj

dharai dharani para heja
—  t / V ?  \*J KJ ^  >_> »-* \J KjJkj —  J KJ KJ

amsani para bhuja diyai bilokata
KJ Kjj\J KJ __ — ■ / v>

uthai unide bhora

V  U    KJ KJ f  KJ >-> >j K>j\J KJ —  I  KJ KJ

jyau nadahi mana diyai kuramgani
KJ \jjlJ KJ KJ KJ f  KJ KJ —  /  KJ KJ

diyai bimala bhujadamdana
—  j kj u* k j / k j i-> — /  <-> <-> —  / kj kj

satvara uthai maha madhu plvata

(all MSS ~e) 

(ACEFGIJKM -e)

(all MSS -_e)

(AGM -e; CEF -e) 

(ACEGIJM -e; FK -e)

(ABCDFGHIJKLM ~e 
(foil, by jja in A) ; E -i_

y  u u  KJ Kjj \J KJ KJ VJ \J j  _  KJ KJ Kj J     •_

kiyai rasa bibasa ghanasyama piya gori [first gana —  u ̂  ]
(ABCDEFGHIJKL -e; M -e)

Manuscript readings overwhelmingly support -e readings here, such that 
general (hyper-)correction to -ai on metrical grounds cannot be justified 
as an editorial practice. Furthermore, by contrast to the above there 
are also metrical context where a requirement for a short vowel in the 
participle lends some support to the -e spelling; in the following 
examples the only instance of -ai is in K, for mile (21.2):
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U  t' U  M  i> u  U

4.5b palate pritama cira [10 matra gana]

4.5c basa kiye syama sisai sata maina [15 matra gana]

—  —  -  / —  - -/-13.5b citavani kau bhaye naina cakora
\S  ^ \ j  >J _ j  \ j  ^  ^  y, 

21.2b mile hai kumjabihari (K milai)

Disyllabic -au is often encountered in masc.sg. perfective
participles, and is here regularly maintained in the majority of the
manuscripts:

•—» V <->/U v/ —* j
35.8b anada badhyau na thora (I -o_)

u  \ J  \ J  \-> — • /
48.5b nikau banyau samaju (A -o; CGIM -o)

i s vj/ \ J  \ s  f  \J —'  !  '- t

66.9b diyau sudhadhara dhlra {IM -oj

82.2b barabasa kiyau citai musa morl (E -ai; IM -cO

Finally it can be noted that rhyme contexts mostly distinguish e_
from al and o_ from au.

(vi ) k§. < k.s> appears to be authentic in its sole example, 25.3
daksina, since the reading -ch- in CDEGJKL is metrically wanting and 
there are no ccha readings here. Tadbhava derivatives are exemplified 
by the commonplace BrBh forms seta (/kh/ < /ks/) , china < ksajnja etc.

(vii) kh. The graph ^  appears commonly only in the printed texts G 
and H; it appears occasionally in C, and individual occurrences are 
found in E (4.1 sukha) and J (7.9 dekhata). With these exceptions, 
the graph is used for etymological /kh/, as well as for /^/, through
out. Those sources which do use the graph ^  do so etymologically, 
without consideration of actual BrBh phonology in which the pronunciation 
of an original retroflex sibilant approximates to that of a velar
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fricative. Since it is not possible, on the manuscript evidence, to 
reconstruct an authentic phonology, the single graph s has been used 
throughout in the edition (and the apparatus criticus) without reference 
to individual manuscript readings.

(viii) n. in nearly every instance, /n/ is clearly authentic for 
tatsama /n/. All manuscripts Sanskritize to <n> in at least one 
instance, and in GHIL this is commonplace. Support for <n> is 
strong only in pranaya (7.10, 50.6, 72.10), .krsna (30.17) and three 
instances of mani (29.1, 30.14, 41.2); even here, of course, graphic 
retention of the tatsama form does not guarantee its realisation as a 
retroflex in the language of the text.

(ix) t_. In B, <t> is written with an initial horizontal stroke which
gives the character the appearance of <tt> : xf . <tt> , however,
is written with a horizontal stroke as a distinct member adjoining the 
vertical stroke: ; this latter usage is also standard in C,D,E,F,K,L,M.

(x) b and v. All sources except EIJK, which use the single graph cf
in all contexts, distinguish graphically between (i) unstressed/intervocalic 
contexts, probably having the phonetic value [w], and (ii) initial and 
stressed syllables in which an approximation exists between [v] and [b ].
The latter category includes, of course, both original /b/ and original /v/:
badhu, bakra. The two categories appear in the manuscripts as shown:

(i) ABDFLM : CGH ^
(ii) ABDFLM ^  : CGH ^

No manuscript is totally consistent in maintaining the distinction, but 
the evidence is sufficiently strong for the distinction to be maintained 
in the edition and the apparatus: here, without reference to manuscript
readings in individual cases, the transliteration scheme _v for (i), b- 
for (ii) has been adopted.

Exceptions to this usage are in the pronoun ve and the verb var-, 
regularly maintained in the manuscripts (and hence in the edition) with 
group (i) spellings.
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(It may be noted that the full potential range of phonologically 
significant graphs, gT ®T f does not occur in any one manuscript.)

(xi) <y > is dotted ( ) in A, except in conjuncts. In the
absence of undotted <y > (with the exception noted), however, the 
dotting can retain no phonological significance: in instances of
stressed syllables in tadbhava and semi-tatsama words, A falls in with 
the other manuscripts and reads < j > (jaminT, jutha). The dotting
may therefore be considered a redundant archaism, inherited from a 
tradition where a phonological distinction existed between the graphs
JT and .

In conjunct ry, superscript repha appears in the printed texts G 
and H only. ■ In A, and occasionally in G, the conjunct is formed by a 
horizontal stroke adjoining the centre of following (as noted by
Grierson, 1916:13): -2} . In BCDEFIJKLM (i.e. all actual manuscripts
except A), the r_ component of the conjunct is written as a full graph, 
the y  component being joined to it on the model of the usual dy conjunct 

.
(xii) r_. r_ for etymological 1_ follows established BrBh usage, as 
exemplified by dhuri (confirmed by rhyme with puri, 57.21-22) etc. Both 
jhakajhol- and jhakajhor- are confirmed by rhyme as being authentic 
readings (30.16 and 67.6 respectively); at 34.9, the only non-rhyme 
context, jhakajhol- has the stronger manuscript support.

(xiii) s_. Etymological < s >  is favoured by most scribes in a number 
of words (e.g. kisora, haribamsa, with only ABEM reading < s> here with 
any regularity) alongside other words in which < s >  is almost universal 
among the manuscripts (nisi, sira). Retention of a Sanskritic orthography 
does not necessarily imply retention of the phonetic value of tatsama /s/ 
(cf. the discussion of < n > above): collocations such as haribamsa 
hamsa suggest rather that < s >  is here realised as a dental. Some 
clear cases of the imposition of tatsama spellings are noted, such as the 
IL reading hamsa at 1.4 and in readings of prasams- at 5.6, 29.17,
35.10, both examples seeking alliteration with haribamsa; but the 
strength of the manuscript evidence elsewhere suggests that < s > as an 
orthography is not to be dismissed as a Sanskritization out of hand.
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(xiv) §. Tatsama <s> appears very widely (though its phonological
value is uncertain, as discussed in section (vii) above): in the total
25 instances furnished by the forms akaras- baras-, bhusana and bhusita, 
for example, a single manuscript reading of <s> is found (4.3 L bhusita). 
Thus the manuscript evidence suggests that here again the appearance of 
the tatsama form, as an orthography as least, may be regarded as 
authentic.

(xv) Nasality. Candrabindu does not appear in DEI; vowel nasality is 
shown by anusvara in these manuscripts, and also quite commonly in the 
remaining manuscripts. All of the scribes show some inconsistency in 
the extent to which they indicate nasality, be it original, conditioned 
or spontaneous. In order to restrict the bulk of the critical apparatus, 
only original nasality has generally been admitted in the edition and 
shown in the variants; exceptions to this are in the direct object 
marker kau/kau, and verb terminations. Use of tilde indicates vowel 
nasality or, in the case of homorganic nasals, indicates that a syllable 
which is long by position must be counted as short for metre.

An analysis of nasality of all three types in the manuscripts yields 
the following points.

(a) MS A has a very strong tendency to nasalize y  and <o vowels in 
nasal contexts, but not al and ay; this leads to random orthographies,
_e appearing alongside ay even in rhyme contexts (similarly <5, au).

(b) MS A consistently reads he for auxiliary hai/hai (except in 
two instances where A has second person hau for 3rd person hay) . Other 
manuscripts fairly consistently show nasality with the auxiliary in pi. 
contexts only.

(c) Nasalization of stressed vowels before nasal consonants occurs 
frequently in all sources except B, H, and M (first scribe). Nasalization 
following nasal consonants is rather less common.

(d) Two manuscripts show a distinction between the orthographies 
of au in direct case kauna and in instrumental kaune (a single 
occurrence at 59.1), perhaps reflecting an interpretation of 
analytical construction (pronoun kau followed by case-marker ne) and 
consequently not envisaging the au vowel as being enclosed by a nasal
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consonant: I reads kauna/kona, but kone? J reads kauna, but
kaune.

3. Morphology and syntax

This section outlines the main grammatical forms represented in 
the text, treating in detail only those features which depart from 
established BrBh usage or which have particular implications for the 
editorial process. A full analysis is not attempted. As in the 
previous section, much of the discussion here takes LIO as a model. 
Various individual points, particularly regarding variant manuscript 
readings and commentatorial interpretations of the syntax of the mula, 
are discussed in the annotations to the text.

(i) Substantives in -a, -au, -e.

Fern. sg. substantives in -a_ are common and regular. Masc. 
substantives in -a_ occur in stanzas 19 and 63, where they are -a_ stems 
arbitrarily lengthened for rhyme and metre: examples are 19.8 anamga
and 63[i].3 gupala (AE gupala).

Masc. sg. direct -au stems are also represented only rarely, (though 
-au occurs quite frequently in adjectives showing masc. sg. agreement); 
pyarau occurs at 1.1 (CDGIM pyaro) and at 1.2 (IM pyaro), and ladilau at
51,2 (CDIM —o_) . Alongside these may be mentioned two nominal forms 
derived from verbs: perfective participles such as bhayau, discussed
in section (viii); and infinitives in -ibau, discussed in section (xiii).

Masc, forms in -e are as follows:

honorific pi.: 1.1
2.1 pyare

grammatical pi.: 1.2 tare
locative sg.: 77.2 hldore
genitive pi.: 1.2 and 39

(AD pyarai); 
(in vulgate);

hidorai; DKL hidorai); 
1

1* pyare at 39.6 may be read as singular: adjectival and verbal
forms agreeing with Krsna are found in both numbers in the text.
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A further category comprises two perfective participles used 
nominally: 16.1 kahe (ABDHIJL kahai), 33,5 roke {El rokai).

Fern, vocative -e is attested in radhe (28.1) and radhike (12.1,
26.2) alongside vocative -a in radha (18.1), radhika (15.2).

(ii) Substantives in -i, -l

Substantives in tatsama appear in this form unless metre requires
a shortening of the final vowel, which is quite commonly the case. Thus
bhaminl occurs five times in the text, bhamini eight times. The
strength of the final long vowel, often reinforced by rhyme, ensures 
that erroneous -i_ readings are kept to a minimum; 10.1 nagari in A is a 
rare example. C very commonly shows a preference for even when the 
other manuscripts bow to the metrical requirement for -_i_: 26.3 C
rajanT, 37.1 C manini.

Final -i, representing either tatsama -i_ or -T_ shortened for metre, 
is very frequently represented by -a in M, less often so in F and 
comparatively rarely elsewhere: 10.2 FM kela for keli (despite
alliteration with meli), 30.9 FM kamina for kamini (C kamini). There 
is a tendency for final -i_ to be represented by -a_ more often in words 
containing a long syllable than in words of two or more short syllables: 
thus no -a_ reading appears in the 14 occurrences of gati, and only one 
-a_ reading in the 11 occurrences of ali (33.5 B ala), whereas M regularly 
prefers kela to keli, kamina to kamini. Though this is by no means a 
totally consistent phenomenon, a similar observation can be made with 
other ~i/~ja examples, and the feature is not related to gender1 or number.

It is difficult to establish to what extent this feature exists 
with forms in -ii (discussed below), since the sample is very small; but 
the manuscripts seem not to show the tendency, with readings of simdha 
for simdhu being balanced, for example, by readings of tara for taru.

1. This does not imply, however, that no sense of gender attaches to
the -iy-a distinction. It may be, for example, that in the phrase 
haribamsa dasi at 34.10, those MSS (EFIKL) with the reading dasa 
envisage a masculine subject, while the -i_ reading in ABCDGHJM is 
founded upon the traditional identification of Harivamsa with sakhl.
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(iii) Substantives in -u

Substantives in -n are of two types: (a) tatsama -u stems, such
as taru; (b) tadbhava -a_ stems in which the Ap. direct case -u 
termination is maintained (or imposed), examples occurring principally 
in the -aju rhyme of CP 48.^ -u of the first type is sometimes
unmetrically lengthened to -u_: 12.5 DI prabhu, 14.4 C imdu; the reading 
prabho (for -_u) in A at 65.4, which repairs the deficient scansion of 
the line, may reflect a familiarity with tatsama vocative forms or may 
represent the Ap. lengthening of -u to -o (and not -_u) when metre 
requires a long final vowel (BhK para 22).

By far the highest number of -u readings for direct case tatsama -a_ 
stems occurs in MS A. Such readings tend to occur in sequences: A has
bacanu, rasu (three times), rupu and jasu in CP 18, and ragu,'ramgu, bratu 
in CP 24 - but always alongside other direct forms in -a_, which remains 
predominant. Even in A, retention of the Ap. declension is fragmentary, 
and it appears that weakening of the unstressed final vowel had, by the 
time of the text, removed the phonetic distinction between the cases 
(while orthography lagged variously behind).

Distinctions between -_u and -a_ are not, therefore, consistently
maintained in the text. In certain contexts, such as 57.7-8 where tatsama
bandhu is asked to rhyme with sugamdha, weakness of manuscript support for
-u spellings suggests that -a_ spellings for -u_ are authentic (sugamdha,
bamdha). Elsewhere, such as in the adverbial expression palu palu 'at
every moment', a generalising of the direct case form to embrace oblique
usage appears to have taken place at the expense of the Ap. declension:

2here (16.4 and 17.4), only HM read pala pala.

1. The same Ap. declension (with -_a for oblique cases) may have been 
imposed erroneously on some occurrences of -u stems, particularly in 
A. Thus we find locative simdha in A (12.6), ablative dhena in ACM 
(63[iv].3) alongside majority -u_ readings. Straightforward weakening 
of the final vowel may alternatively account for the loss of -u_ in 
these readings.

2. H and M show the 'correct' form only accidentally: H in conformity 
with KhB (Sanskritized) usage, M within a general tendency to represent 
unstressed vowels as ja, particularly those in final position.
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(iv) Substantives with suffix -na, -ni, -nu

Substantives with suffixed -na, -ni, -nu are oblique plurals; 
such suffixes perhaps derive from Prakrit genitive pi. pronoun endings 
(amhana, tumhana) borrowed into Ap. alongside the regular Ap. forms 
(amaha, tumhaha: BhK para 29), since they are not apparent in the Ap.
noun paradigm. The text contains examples in stems -_a, -î , -!_, and 
-iya. The -ni ending is favoured by all the manuscripts as the 
regular oblique plural form for all classes in both genders; occurrences 
of -na are also common, however, being represented by at least one 
manuscript in nearly every instance.'*' Evidence for original -na is 
found in the end-rhyme of CP 61, where the rhyming of plurals damdana, 
gamdana with mamdana etc. presupposes an original identity of the two 
forms.

MS B shows a strong tendency to read -ni for masc., -na for fern, 
oblique plurals; this observation stands only for samples from the 
tlka in B, and does not appear to apply to the mula.

The -nu suffix is uncommon, and is restricted to substantives (of 
both genders) in -i_, -I_, -iya stems. -nu occurs sporadically in most 
MSS, most commonly in B, D and J (five instances in each), with no 
examples in G or K. In no occurrence of an oblique pi. -i/-i/-iya form, 
however, is the -nu reading totally unrepresented. Occurrences of -nu

1. In some contexts there may be some ambiguity as to whether a
final -na syllable represents an oblique plural suffix or simply 
the last syllable of a word in direct case: thus at 70.5 MS I
reads alaka nabamdha, presumably intending alakana bamdha, for 
correct alaka nibamdha. Cf. discussion on the phrase nibi 
bamdhana at 7.6.
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are shown below, alongside the sigla of the manuscripts in which they 
appear (other manuscripts show -ni or -na); the first two instances and 
the last are of masc. nouns, the remainder of fern, nouns:

13.2 BCDEJ hau apane motinu lara povata
20.4 CD tut! lara latakata motinu ki
24.4 BFJ braja juvatinu ki bhira
36.4 BJM juvatinu mantdala
57.27 ABCDFHlJLM niju cerinu ura
72.3 BD sltala hamsasuta rasa brcinu
84.3 (D)IJ1 motinu lara tfiti

All but the example from 72.3 are genitive forms, either analytical 
(juvatinu ki bhira) or compounded (motinu lara). The -u, termination 
can therefore be said to represent the genitive pi. endings of Ap. (BhK 
paras 27-28), attested in -_i stems in both fern, (devihu) and masc. 
(aggihu/-hu). It is of no great surprise to find -u_ occurring also in 
the accusative context of 72.3, by analogy with the genitive examples: 
what is significant is that nowhere in the CP does an -a. stem show this 
termination. The popularity of the spelling cerinu (57.27) may be 
explained by the support of assonance with adjacent ni ju and ura; 
elsewhere occurrences of -nu are very sporadic, and therefore it seems 
more likely that they represent impositions of an archaic orthography than 
that they derive from the archetype. The fact that the seven examples 
embrace only four different nouns shows even this restricted usage to be 
formulaic.

(v) Pronouns

All the pronominal forms occurring in the text, and no others, are

1. D reads mutiyanu; other spellings involving the extended -iy- 
form appear in other manuscripts. The stanza exhibits some 
metrical corruption.
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given in the following paradigm, based on the model of LIO 3.55 
Forms are singular unless shown otherwise.

(a) Demonstrative of near reference

Direct yaha pi. ye
Oblique ya pi. ina
Instrumental ihi

(b) Demonstrative of distant reference

Direct pi. ve

(c) Demonstrative-correlative 

Direct so, su
Oblique ta, tihi pi. tina
Object tahi

(d) Relative

Direct jo, ju
Oblique ja
Object jahi

(e) Personal (1st)

Direct hau
Oblique mo
Object mohi, mokau
Possessive merau/-e/-i, mora, (mama)
Instrumental mai

(f) Personal (2nd)

Direct tu pi. tuma
Oblique to
Possessive terau/-e, (tava)
Instrumental tai
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(g) Interrogative (1)

Direct
Instrumental

kauna, kavana, ko 
kaune

(h) Interrogative (2)

Oblique ka, kahe

(i) Indefinite

Direct kou
Oblique kahu

yaha is regular in all MSS, though A has one reading of yahu
(59.6), maintaining the masc. sg. -_u termination of Ap. ehu (BhK para 
30). At 54.6 A reads cira jiyo Thu bhutala jorl for cira jlvau bhutala 
yaha jori, replacing nom. yaha with loc. lhu.

ihi: found only once in the text, at 63[ii].2, represented by iha
in I and by unmetrical Ihi in A. The final vowel is nasalized in DHL,
perhaps preserving the nasality of Ap. instrumental (pi.) ehl/ihi (BhK 
para 30), ihi is a relatively rare form in BrBh, being cited by neither
Grierson nor Varma; it is listed in GHL, table X, in Kanauji, as an
oblique form (with ko) and as an agentive (with ne)? and a single
occurrence of agentive iha is cited in LIO 3.78.

The instrumental force of this pronoun is clear in its single 
occurrence in the CP:

63[ii].2 mohana benu bajavai; ihi rava nari bulavai.

ye: always written e_ in A, and once (31.5) in C also.

ve: represented by vai in C in all three occurrences: 32.5, 58.6,
75,4; Verma (LB para 120) cites this -ai form, which is also listed for 
BrBh in GHL, as showing Awadhi influence.
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(c) Demonstrative-correlative. so without enclitic -_i occurs at 14.4 
and, as a variant in EFHLM, for su at 73.6. so with enclitic occurs 
once, reduplicated, in the first line of the text.

(d) jo occurs only once without enclitic -I_ (18.7), though IL also
show j<o for ju in the metrically uncertain context of 2.2. j_u most 
frequently occurs without a correlative, as at 75.1:

75.1 hau ju kahati ika bata sasi suni

A further weakening of the relative sense of jju is apparent in the
following, where its only real function is that of a metrical filler:

26.6 tuma ju kamcanatanl lala marakatamani
'you the golden-bodied one, Lala the emerald'. •

(e)-(f) hau and ho are both equally well represented in the MSS for
the 1st nom., the former sometimes being left without nasalization in ABE. 
CGIM fairly regularly prefer simplified h°, and JKL hau; other 
manuscripts show both forms without consistency.

Alongside -the more usual possessive merau/-e/-i occur the two forms 
mora and mama. The former is standard for Eastern Hindi dialects, and 
is attested in rhyme contexts in Suradasa (LB para 161): the two
occurrences in the CP are also from end-rhymes - 13.1 and 31.8. mama has 
a rather limited currency in BrBh, and here (66.14) serves as a metrically 
convenient archaism to lend distinction to Krona's speech.

Instrumental mai and tai, reflecting accusative/instrumental/ 
locative forms in Hemacandra's Ap. paradigm (BhK para 29), occur in the 
perfect tense construction with transitive verbs discussed in section
(ix) below. mai appears only once (66.11). Simplification of the 
vowel to -&/-£ is commonplace, especially in C.

Possessive tava, an Ap. borrowing, occurs occasionally alongside 
terau. Noted by Verma as rare in BrBh (LB para 167), it is perhaps 
introduced in the CP as a metrical alternative, and to instil an archaic 
flavour into such contexts as 66.14 in collocation with Sk. mama. At
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74.3 the tatsama nature of this borrowing is underlined by its showing 
sandhi with following akrti.

(g) kauna is the usual form for direct cases, and occurs once with 
postposition pai (59.3); the spelling kona appears in C, and sporadically 
in AEPI. Synonymous ko occurs once (42.2, DK kau). kavana appears 
twice (39.4, 40.4), both times for -avana rhyme; also once again in A 
for kauna at 59.3. kavana is of course the regular Awadhi form, not cited 
for BrBh by LSI,LB or LIO but occurring in Suradasa (BBhSK) and Nandadasa 
(HSS); it need not be regarded as an Awadhi loan since kavana is in any 
case the Ap. source for H. kauna.

Instrumental kaune has been discussed in section (xv) above; this 
is an oblique form of kauna, and probably derives from the Ap. sg. 
instrumental kavanem (BhK para 30).'*’ The single occurrence in the CP is 
in the rhetorical question kaune sacu payau (59.1).

(h) Direct kaha does not appear. Its inflected form ka- is represented
_ 2in kahe, kasu and kaso. kahe is usually strengthened by kau, as in 

kahe kau karata badha (58.2), occurring alone only in kahe na pratiparati
(75.6). kasu and kaso occur once each, in almost synonymous clauses:

26.5 upama kahau kasu rl
52.6 kaso patatariyai

(i) kou occurs once only (52.3), with (unmetrical) strengthened final 
vowels in most manuscripts: A kol, BCDFGHIJKL kou. (koi is cited in
LB para 191 as occurring less frequently than kou in old BrBh. Since 
the -i_ suffix ( < api, HGA para 128) is present in the Ap. indefinite 
pronoun, however, A's reading koi need not be interpreted as showing the 
influence of KhB; rather, it is kou which should be regarded as the 
'modern' form (Bloch p.202)).

Oblique kahu occurs once only, in the genitive phrase kahu ki kani

1. The form kaune is a possible source for the modern H. postposition 
ne.

2. The form kasu/kaso, though understood as an analytical formation 
(oblique pronoun + postposition) may alternatively reflect the Ap. 
ablative sg. form kasu (HGA para 127A).
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(42.1); BDEK have the spelling kahu, perhaps intended as a metrical 
emendation (though the metrical composition of the teka makes this 
uncertain).

(vi) Subjunctive-present tense

In the first person, a-stem verbs have the regular termination 
-au (kahau etc.);'*' this is often simplified to -jo, particularly in 
CFGM. ja-stem verbs have -au (jau, 56.1); the final vowel is lengthened 
in the rhyme context of CP 14 (durau etc.). Nasality is often dropped, 
especially in ABEJK.

The second person is not represented.

In the third person the regular termination is ~ai (kahai etc.); 
a tendency to simplify to -_e is common in G, occurs sporadically in 
AC, and is found less frequently elsewhere. Nasalization of the 
termination is largely dependent on nazal environments and, as noted 
in LIO 3.137, is not indicative of number. a_-stems have intervocalic 
—v— (bulavai etc.).

Many contexts are ambiguous as to mood. When a subjunctive sense 
is strongly implied, the number of -je readings tend to increase; thus 
ACFGIKLM all have bane (-e in ACFK, -_i in E) in the following rhetorical 
context:

35.8 bepathajuta kyau banai bibecita

A contrast between subjunctive- and indicative moods is apparent in 
readings for the rhyme words in 41.1 and 41.2, where ACFJK perhaps 
understand the two lines as having subjunctive and indicative force 
respectively:

41.1 priti ki rlti ramgllaul janai; (ACFJK jane, G jane)
41.2 jadyapi sakala loka cudamani dina apanapau manai. (G mane)

(In the remainder of this stanza, however, this distinction is lost.)

1. An exception to this pattern is pranau (57.1), from pranav-. 
(E has pranau, G pranau, M pranafl.)
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The fact that the distinction in moods in the above example is at 
odds with consistency of rhyme suggests that the preference for -e 
spellings in subjunctive contexts may show the influence of modern 
KhB. In the first-quoted example, the metrical pattern established 
as standard in section VI.3(i) confirms diphthongal -ai as the 
authentic spelling here:

Although many examples of the subjunctive-present used with 
indicative force do occur, they are greatly outnumbered by the general 
present (with imperfective participles as finite verbs). Occasionally 
the two forms may occur in the same context with little or no difference 
of sense, as in baj- below:

(vii) Imperfective participles: stem + -ta, (-tu), -ti, -tT; -te

There are over 300 examples of imperfective participles in the 
text, the majority being active finite verbs without auxiliary. The 
auxiliary appears in conjunction with imperfective participles in only 
three instances:

The fact that all three instances are from the first line of a stanza 
may be coincidental, though it is likely that the dactylic rhythm 
supplied by long verb root + participle ending + auxiliary is a 
significant factor in the construction of the line in the first two 
examples.

The auxiliary also appears with two of the three passive participles 
found in the text, though not with the third:

35.8a bepathajuta kyau banai bibecita

19.4 madhura madhura mural! kala bajai

19.7 bajata tala mrdamga upamga

30.1 lagata hai ati caru
61.1 nacata hai brajamamdana
74.1 kahe kau mana badhavata hai

21.4 ura nasa resa praga^a desiyata hai
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84.1 aju desiyata hai pyari ramga bharT
(19.12 suniyata diva dumdubhi kala ghosa).

None of the manuscripts is fully consistent in its showing of 
participial concord; -ta for fern, participles is found with great 
frequency alongside -ti. MS A has the highest number of -ti spellings 
(about 75% of all occurrences of fem. participles), while among the 
remaining sources only D and J show -ti for more than 50%. A 
relatively high score of -ti spellings is attained in first and second 
person contexts (again with the highest number appearing in A); number 
does not appear to be a factor. There is no basis for a universal 
editorial ’emendment' to -ti in fem. contexts; each instance has been 
assessed independently on the manuscript evidence.

Pern, -ti occurs in a few instances, occasionally as scribal error 
but more commonly for metre; end-rhyme requires participles in -ti in 
15.2,3,4,6 and 20.2,5,8.

The termination -ti in masc. contexts occurs sporadically, with at 
least one example in each source; only in I, however, with 20 examples, 
is the tendency at all common and it should not be seen as a regular 
alternative form. It may occasionally be induced by alliteration, as 
at 26.2 where FIL read karati rati in a masc. context.

The termination -tu occurs in only the following instances, alongside 
majority readings of -ta except in the fem. context of 66.15 (kahati). 
57.19 has a joint masc. and fem. subject, the remainder being masc.sg.:

8.3 A mrga sakatu cali na ri (E -ti)
30.1 AE nikumja...lagatu hai ati caru (DI -ti)
32.8 A hita haribamsa aju trna tutatu (I -ti)
57.7 A bahatu pavana rueidayaka
57.19 B dou karatarinu patakata latakatu ita uta
59.3 AFL dvai turamga para jora cadhatu
59.3 L paratu kauna pai dhayau
66.15 G priya kahatu (E -ti; FHLM -ta)
81.5 A urasi rajatu haru
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Alliteration with other _u forms within the line may perhaps account for 
the appearance of -tu in 30.1, 32.8, 57.7, 57.19, 59.3 and 81.5. Since 
A is the only manuscript to show -tu in more than one line of the whole 
text, it is clearly not to be regarded as a regular variant of -ta in 
the language of the text.

The only occurrence of -te in the whole text is in the substantive 
verb, masc. pi.: kaha hute piya (66.15); cf. LIO 3.115, where hatau
'is presumed to have variants of the morpheme group -au in adjectival 
au-stems, viz. hate, etc., hatl1.

In some contexts individual manuscripts confuse participial 
adjective (root + ita) with imperfective participle. An example is 
found at 57.5 (aruna nuta pallava para kujata kokila klra), where 
CEFL read -ita for -ata. It is likely that some such readings derive 
from an expectation that the participle is non-finite and forms part 
of an adjectival compound ('with warbling cuckoos and parrots'), though 
in the present example the locative case of the preceding phrase ('on 
fresh reddish sprays') requires that the participle be finite. In other 
instances, where the form is more obviously incorrect, the form must be 
explained as a corruption, sometimes metathetical, consequent upon the 
weakness of the penultimate syllable. Most manuscripts show approximately 
five instances of this feature; D has only one example, and H none at 
all, while F has 10 and L 14.

(viii) Perfective participles: stem + (y)au, (y)ai/e, -T

For the verbs kar-, de- and le- the perfective participles 
kiyau °_e, diyau “e, and liyau are attested. There is also a single 
occurrence of kine (alongside kiye), but this appears to represent, or be 
involved in a slesa for, kin-< krinati (as discussed in the note to kine, 
34.6) .

The substantive verb occurs as an auxiliary with the perfect 
participle only twice, both occurrences being in the same stanza: 21.2
mile hai kumjabiharl; 21.5 pari hai pika.

Perfective participles have the following functions:
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(a) Adjectival usage, e.g. gaura syama abhirama ramga bhare (5.2).

(b) Usage in independent participial constructions,^ involving 
both transitive and intransitive verbs: amsani para bhuja diye bilokata 
(31.3); ye...[naina]...atake anata ne jata (60.2).

(c) Usage in intransitive finite constructions, showing agreement 
with sentence subject, e.g. mile hai kumjabiharl (21.2).

(d) Usage in transitive finite constructions, showing agreement with 
sentence object, e.g. palate pritama cira (4.5); this is discussed in 
section (xiii).

(e) Nominal usage, discussed in section (xiii).

(ix) Perfect tense construction with transitive verbs

Transitive construction using the perfective participle in concord 
with grammatical subjects represents a transitional stage between old 
instrumental forms and the agentive construction of modern KhB and BrBh. 
Vestiges of the instrumental construction are seen in the pronouns 
occurring here: mai, tal, kaune, all deriving from Ap. instrumental forms.
In most examples from the CP, participles show appropriate agreement with 
grammatical subjects;2 in the first occurrence of tai, however, there is 
no finite verb involved, and the force of the construction is more clearly 
instrumental:

1. As noted in LIO 4.42, this independent participial usage is semantically 
equivalent to usage of the absolutive; this is shown very clearly by 
the similar contexts of participial kiye...diye and absolutive kai... 
dai in consecutive couplets (lines 67.2, 67.4).

2. The only instance of concord not being shown as expected is at 65.3: 
tai na sravana sunyau benu bajanl. Apparently bajani is conceived as 
adjectival (allowing verbal concord with masc. benu), though a more 
usual usage would be nominal: cf. KhB karanl, kahanl, both nominal
forms. (Although the pleonastic expression sravana sun- occurs 11 
times in the text, all other examples involve either the absolutive, or 
the imperfective participle: a possible interpretation of the present
example as showing concord between sunyau and sravana (m. 'a hearing') 
therefore remains untested.)
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4.3 sira slmata bhusita manu tai na.

Other nominal forms associated with this construction are mostly 
singular substantives with endings incapable of showing their oblique case, 
as exemplified by sruti in the following:

18.7 jo rasa neti neti sruti bhasyau

An exception is found at 13.1, where the genitive case-marker ke in 
concord with lala shows sg. oblique case (the verbal form gayau governed 
by lala in 13.2 shows the latter to be conceived as sg., and not honorific 
pi., here):

13.1 namda ke lala haryau mana mora

Oblique pi. forms in this construction are exemplified by latani, 31.5:

31.5 chutl latani lala mana karasyau.

In certain instances where a plural might be expected, a gnomic singular 
is found:

24.5 brata chadyau muni dhira
36.3 saga mrga sacu payau.

The verb bola~, normally intransitive in BrBh and KhB, appears to 
be used transitively in two contexts involving the instrumental agentive 
construction:

2.1 pyare boll bhaminl (in the vulgate text only)
'The Beloved has called [you], passionate lady';

28.3 benu dhuni nadalala boll
'Nandalala has called [you] with the sound of his flute';

and perhaps again in the elliptical first line of CP 44:

44.1 cali sumdari boll brmdabana
'Come, beautiful one, [he] has called [you] to Vrndavana'.

Cf. transitive bula- in a single instance only (present tense):
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63[ii].2 ihi rava nari bulavai.

The parallel usage of bola- and bula- as transitives perhaps reflects 
the identity in application of the Ap. forms vollai and vollavai (BhK 
p. 199), suggesting that at the time of our text the functions of the -a 
stem and its extended form had not yet been clearly defined as respectively 
intransitive and transitive.

(x) Absolutives

The only form found commonly is the Ap. ~i_ form (suni etc.); 
suffixed -kai occurs only once (58.2 bhetikai), -kari not at all. The 
absence of the latter form accords with Varma's view (LB para 221) that 
it appears in late BrBh through the influence of KhB, The absolutive 
forms of de- and le- are dai, lai respectively.

The stem form is normally represented by -i_, though BPIM and very 
occasionally other MSS show -_a sporadically. (To a certain extent 
the choice of final vowel is dependent upon euphony, but this is a 
tendency only.) As noted in LIO 3.159 the weak final -i_ of the 
absolutive may occasionally be represented by -ya (in roots with a long 
final vowel): 7.8 DHIM janaya, 30.10 HM dhaya. A's two readings in
-jt at 7.8 (pralol, janaT) are unmetrical and cannot be construed as any
thing but incorrect spellings of the -i_ absolutive; the long -T in 82.2 
morT (all MSS) represents absolutive -_i lengthened for rhyme.

Since the stem form is also regularly used as a singular imperative, 
and also with an auxiliary in compound verb formations, certain contexts 
may allow a limited degree of ambiguity. An example is the following 
collocation of absolutive dari (FJ dara) with finite gayau where, as 
discussed in the note to 13.2, some commentators read gayau as having 
intensive force:

13.2 kamkara dari gayau
'he threw pebbles and went1.
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Absolutives occur most frequently in association with finite verbs, 
as in the above example or on the following pattern, where absolutive 
nirasi follows finite deta:

70.7 deta aslsa nirasi juvatl jana

(xi) Imperatives in -i, -a

The most frequent context in which imperatives occur is in sentences 
where the poet/sakhl addresses Radha: consequently the majority of
examples are 2nd sg. forms. Most examples are of root + -i_, following 
the common Ap. form (HGA para 138), the suffix being represented 
sporadically by -a_ in BHM and very occasionally so in other MSS. Except 
in H, there is no consistent pattern in the choice of -a_ in preference 
to -ij as in other contexts, the variation must be attributed to the 
weakness of the final vowel. H appears to favour -a_ readings when the 
imperative is in close collocation with a verbal-stern absolutive, as 
though to differentiate between the two forms. Thus H (here with BGIJM)
reads nihara (imperative) and bhari (absolutive, FI bhara) in the
following context, where locana bhari has adverbial force:

12.5 narabahana prabhu nihari locana bhari ghosa nari.

(xii) Imperatives in -ahi, -ahu, -au

(a) 2nd sg. and pi.

2nd sg. imperatives in -ahi, according with the Ap. karahi form 
cited in BhK para 34, are sparsely represented in the text. Three of
the examples are occurrences of the same word, calahi (12.1, 38.1,
39.5); the remainder are 38.4 karahi, 58.6 bhajahi, 44.2 rajahi. This 
last example occurs in collocation with rhetorical kina (Sk. kirn na).

Spellings in -ahi are found in C in all but the 12.1 and 58.6 
■examples, showing again the tendency for the unmetrical lengthening of 
short vowels already noted for this manuscript. The reading calihi 
found in M at 12.f and in L at 38.1 reflects the interminate phonetic 
value of unstressed vowels: cf. M's spellings harabamsa alongside
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hari°, 34.7 bilulata for °lita, etc., and L's spellings praya for 
priya at 35.4, etc. (Anticipation in the stem of the final -d vowel 
may also be a factor here, though this is not apparent as a consistent 
feature in any MS.) 58.6 bhajahi shows four variants: F bhajajahi,
^ bhajaha (emended to -hi), G bhaje, M bhajar; the first two 
of these are clearly scribal errors, while the GM termination probably 
represents loss of -h-. This development may have been assisted by 
the existence of subjunctive-present forms in -ai, cited in LIO 3.149 
as being parallel in function with subjunctive-future forms in -ahi. 
Further examples of -ai imperatives are milai (16.2), and rajai in 
FGM for rajahi (44.2).

The -ahu termination appears in the CP with both singular and 
plural reference, though as noted in LIO 3.153 this is historically a 
plural form. Loss of Hh- in FGM's spelling rajai noted above occurs 
in this form also: F reads bilasau, GM bilaso, for bilasahu at 12.6;
A reads bilasahi in the same instance.

The rhetorical kina noted above occurs again with the -ahu form 
at 62.2 and 62.4; rhetorical na follows karahu at 56.4.

Imperatives in -au are a development of the -ahu form (LIO 3,139), 
and denote plural number in most examples.

(b) 3rd sg. and pi.

A single example reflecting the Ap. 3rd sg. imperative in -au
is found in 54.6 jivau (A jiyo, BDFGL jlyau, Cl jlvo):

54.6 cira jivau bhutala yaha jori.

The same form occurs with plural (or rather dual) number in the following
occurrence of karau (AGM karo, C karau, IL karahu):

57.30 karau dina dou acala bihara

karau may here represent a development of karahu on the regular pattern, 
since the extension of the -ahu imperative from the 2nd pi. to the 3rd 
pi. is attested in Ap. (HGA para 138; cf. -ahu as 3rd pi. in LIO 3.156).
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Alternatively, since the BhK paradigm (para 34) cites only karau (sg.) 
and karantu (pi.) for the third person, it is possible that the karahu 
form appearing in MSS IL here may represent an analogical 'restoration' 
of -h_- to the -au form.

(xii) Verbal nouns

(a) The verbal noun in -ibau, from the Ap. gerundive in -ivvau etc.
(BhK para 38) is represented in the end-rhyme context of CP 83, where 
consistency in the -au spelling is almost fully maintained.

(b) Participles in -(y)au are also used nominally. At 1.2 bhayau 
(DGIM bhayo) is the object of cah- in a usage giving the sense 'wishes 
to', cited in LIO 4.21; another example of the same usage is with 
selyau (ADI selyo, M selo) at 39.1. At 59.3 nominal dhayau (IM dhayo) 
is the subject of parata; at 59.5 sayau (B dhayau, IM sayo) is the 
predicate of saba. Oblique usage occurs in 16.1 kahe and 33.5 roke.

(c) The verbal stem + -na is another form used nominally, as for example 
in 55.5 tina ki calana (here showing a divergence from the usual masc. 
gender), 7.10 kara dhunana. -na is often represented by -ni in the 
manuscripts: all but M read dolani at 34.1, -olani rhyme then being
maintained throughout the stanza; CEK alone read slcani at 56.3.

(xiv) Postpositions

kari appears with specifically postpositional force only at 59.1 
eka mana bahuta thaura kari, other occurrences being of verbal absolutives. 
kai, as a variant of kari, appears once (for rhyme with dai) at 67.4 and 
also pleonastically after kaise at 14.1 and 14.5 (cf. KhB kyokar etc.).

kau (1), (kau), ki, ke: a quarter of all occurrences of the
genitive postposition appear in the first line of a stanza: analytical
construction is perhaps favoured here, where a pada theme is being 
'labelled' and introduced, whereas the more descriptive contexts which 
typically prevail later in the stanza allow greater use of compounded 
or elliptical expressions. ke occurs also in the compound postpositions 
ke karana (13.5) and ke saga (79.1).
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kau (2): the oblique case marker is not consistently distinguished
in its orthography from the genitive postposition (masc.), though slightly 
wider support for the ko form is found here.

tana 'towards' occurs at 73.5 and 75.3 only (though the commentators 
show some confusion of this with nominal usage of tana).

tlra 'near, up to': the only specifically postpositional use is at
37.7 capala call piya tlra; in other instances (mostly following 
kalapataru), tlra is understood as nominal.

te has the sense 'from' (e.g. bana te, 58.1) three times, and occurs 
in comparative contexts four times (e.g. tana ... te pritama priya, 1.3).

nikata: postpositional usage at 12.3 and 65.2.

para has regular locative usage in all instances except 22.1 nainani 
para 'for the sake of'.

pai: shows agentive usage at 18.6, genitive or sociative at 51.5,
instrumental at 59.3 and ablative (mo pai na durata 'is not hidden from 
me') at 84.2.

prati: 53.4 only.

binu, bina 'without' precedes the word to which it relates in five 
out of a total 10 occurrences. The sense 'apart from, but (for)' applies 
in rhetorical contexts: 39.4 to binu...kavana 'who but you?', 42.6
mohana binu 'who but Mohana?'.

bica 'between, amidst' occurs four times as a postposition. Cf. 
adverbial usage at 71.2, with the sense 'in the middle1, and at 35.4, 
reduplicated, with the sense 'at intervals'.

madhya and derivatives: madhya 'amidst' occurs four times, with the
following variants: maddhi A, 11.2 and 29.9; madhi C, 11.2; maddha
F, 66.11. The tadbhava forms mahl (63[iii].l and 6) and majha (66.19) 
occur in rhyme contexts only. Much more common, and with the more 
general sense 'in', is mai with 24 occurrences.
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misa: usage in 66.7 lalana misa atura may be understood as
postpositional.

lagi 'for the duration of, up to': 52.3 only. lau occurs twice,
29.2 and 73.2.

samga 'with' occurs three times in this form, a further three as 
saga. Twice (64.5 and 68.3), samga precedes the words to which it 
relates. Further occurrences are in the compound postposition ke saga
(79.1) and the adverbial expression eka samga 'together' (11.2).

samana: three occurrences.

sameta: 43.6 only.

sahita 'with, along with' occurs four times, preceding the word to 
which it relates at 26.3 and 62.2. A third occurrence, mohe mrga dhenu 
sahita surasumdari (63[iv].3) is ambiguous in this respect.

sau, so occurs most frequently in expressions of speaking, meeting, 
or comparison (as KhB se), e.g. 58.4 hau tosau kahata harl: 16.2 piya sau
milai; 52.6 kaso patatariye. There is one instrumental use, 75.4 kara
sau...tarati; occasionally the sense is equivalent to that of sahita, 
as in 39.3 saurabha sau sitala pavana (cf. 26.3 anila...sahita basu). A 
more general sense, 'in respect of, applies in contexts such as 75.2 
prana ravana sau kyau ba karata. su occurs as a variant (for _su ? 
cf. LIO 3.177), appearing in the CP only in the -asu rl rhyme context 
of 26.5.

hita 'for the sake of' appears at 48.2, and twice following genitive 
tere (12.1 and 58.1).

heta 'for the sake of: 50.3 only.

(xv) Miscellaneous forms and usages

This is an elided form of aba 'now'. H normally reads ' ba, 
showing avagraha; I substitutes the rhetorical negative particle na at 
39.5. The semantic value of ba is virtually nil in many contexts 
(particularly after aju in the vulgate of 84.1), and often calls for no
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translation equivalent; its function seems to be that of a metrical 
filler (whose inclusion at 84.1 is consequent upon an erroneous 
understanding of that stanza as having a syllabic construction).

(b) mano 'as though'. mano 'as though' (KhB mano) derives ultimately 
from the Sk. 1st sg. atmanepada form manye, through Ap. manne, mane 
'methinks' ('indeclinable particle of consideration', CDIAL 9857), 
mannau 'I deem' (used as a finite verb in Sanatkumaracaritam 482.2
(H.Jacobi 1921:30)). The short a_ of the unstressed particle is only 
sporadically represented among the many different orthographies which 
appear in the MSS. In the CP and in BrBh generally, mano etc. is 
used only in the sense 'one would think', 'as though'.^

Two-, three-, and four-matra contexts are found in the CP according 
to metrical convenience, showing a continuing process of reinstating a 
stressed finite verb followed by further weakening. As one would 
expect, the more recently coined alternative spelling has, by the time 
of the manuscripts, been generalised at the expense of the most archaic 
formation, so that requisite two-matra orthographies are rarely achieved. 
Among contexts requiring four matras, only once is a metrically 'light' 
form found: 3.3 M mano.

The other possibility, that the archetype was written without 
regard for prosody, does not work out attractively (mane > man-, 
generalised to man- very sporadically). (A third possible hypothesis, 
that the various orthographies represent random usage in the archetype, 
is not convincing since this would imply a corollary of random scribal 
interference.)

(c) The chapa. Resolution of the syntactic involvement of the chapa 
is a familiar problem in the vernacular pada form. In the CP a number 
of different contexts exist, calling for various resolutions in the 
translation.

1. But cf. TulasTdasa, manahu mori karata hahi ninda 'methinks (they) 
are speaking ill of me' (Saksena 1971:274).
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Occasionally a sense of haribamsa as 'the Harivamsa purana 1, 
or 'literature of the HvP type' seems a possibility (in respect of 
which cf. the 'patronymic' vaiyasaki- discussed on p.6); an example is 
haribamsa prasamsita (35.10), capable of interpretation as 'as lauded 
in the Harivamsa'. Elsewhere, the sectarian tradition whereby Hita 
Harivairisa is regarded as an incarnation as the flute of Kpsna (Hari, 
vaipsi) may have some basis in the common collocation of the chapa with 
forms of the verb sun-, as in the final couplets of CP 37 and 38. It 
seems unlikely, however, that either of these contexts could underlie 
general application, even if they might individually offer a glimpse 
of an early usage in which the chapa had more semantic and syntactic 
weight than is generally the case in the later, more stereotyped usage.

A predominant context is that in which the main body of the poem 
comprises the words of a sakhi to Krsna or Radha, with the final line or 
couplet often offering a detached comment or observation made, as it 
were, by the poet himself. Thus in CP 16 the first two couplets, 
bearing the sakhi's exhortation to Radha to join Kr§na, are followed 
(with a change from present to past tense) by a final couplet reporting 
the subsequent union. Here the chapa is most conveniently represented 
as a vocative, although it may equally well be regarded as having no 
syntactic or semantic connexion with the remainder of the line. Vocative 
usage is more clearly intended in hita haribamsa suni (46.4).

By contrast, another favourite context is that in which the chapa is 
woven into the line by a conceit which involves the poet in the action of 
the stanza. This usage conforms with (or rather justifies) the sectarian 
view of Harivamsa as sakhi.  ̂ Examples are palu palu haribamsa pivata 
naina casaka jheli (17.4) and hita haribamsa aslsa deta musa (54.6). These 
examples must be seen alongside parallel contexts in which it is the 
sakhis who are described as relishing, and offering blessings to, Radha 
and Krsna: pranayamaya rasika lalitadi locana casaka pivata makaramda susa
rasi amtara sad (50.6); deta aslsa nirasi juvatl jana (70.7).

1. This concept is discussed in the final chapter.
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Occasionally * haribamsa1 is meant to refer to Krsna himself, as 
in the line hita haribamsa karata apanau jasa praqata asila brahmamdana
(61.6). Elsewhere, the name refers quite specifically to the poet, as 
in hita haribaipsa jathamata baranata (30.17); taking this sense, 
reference to Krsna can only be achieved when prabhu is suffixed to the 
poet's name as in 71.5. In a single occurrence at 53.6, hita appears 
in the same line as haribamsa without being adjacent to it: here the
independent nominal sense of hita applies.

A traditional usage in which the chapa is compounded with following 
prabhu to yield the sense 'X's lord, Kr§na' appears in CP 11, 12, 65 and 
71. In the first two of these instances, the chapa concerned is not 
(hita) haribamsa but narabahana; the significance of this is discussed 
in section VII.3.(i).

While most occurences of the chapa fall into one or other of the 
categories discussed, a few examples remain in which the chapa cannot 
be accommodated in the syntax of the translated line. Thus in a few 
instances a usage adopted by A.W.Entwistle for the padas of Kevalarama, 
wherein the chapa is set apart from the remainder of the line by a colon, 
has been followed. Occasionally, a traditional function of the bhanita 
has been made explicit by the addition in square brackets of a finite 
verb, as for example in 84.4 '[declares] Hita Harivamsa1.
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IV. THE CAURAST PAPA: EDITED TEXT AND APPARATUS CRITICUS

Introductory notes

(i) The use of semi-colon and full stop in the transcription (after 
odd and even lines respectively) does not represent a scribal use of 
single and double dandas, but is incorporated in recognition of the 
couplet-based construction of the text.

(ii) Raga headings are not shown here, but are fully tabulated in 
section VII.3(i).

(iii) A brief indication of the metrical construction of each stanza 
follows the apparatus. This is meant simply as an aid to reading the 
text: a full discussion of the metrical forms follows in chapter VI.
Where caesurae are regular, as for example in CP 9, padas are
separated by a triple space.

(iv) For a note on the showing of nasality in the manuscripts, see 
section III.2(xv).

(v) Two further standardizations have been adopted in order to reduce 
the bulk of the apparatus: occasional use of nasal consonants in conjunct
forms in H has not been shown; nor has the spelling jaya which occurs 
throughout H in the excised honorific slogan jai srl (which commonly 
precedes the chapa) been given as a variant.

(vi) The annotations given in chapter V, following the translated
text, are headed by line numbers, and may therefore be approached directly
from the mula as well as via the translation.
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CP 1.

_ 1 2  3 _(1) joT joi pyarau karai soi mohi bhavai
^ . J5 J& J? . 8 - 9bhavai mohi joi soi soi karai pyare ;

. 10 x 11 . -1 2 13 _ . 14 . .15 V16(2 ) raokau tau bhavati thaura ^ pyare ke nainani mai
17 18 19 ,20 _pyarau bhayau cahai mere namani ke tare,

21 _ 22 -23 2 f̂(3) mere tana mana prana hu te prltama priya
25 , ... - 26 27 -28 u_ apane kotika prana pntama moso hare;

(if) hita^ haribamsa^ hamsa*^ hamsini^ savala*^ gaura^^
35 36 .37 . .38 - 39kahau kauna karai jala taramgani nyare •

1 CDGIM pyaro; 2 CEG kare; 3 B [omitted]; if M bhava
[follows next]; 5 AM joi; 6 A soi; 7 A soi; 8 FHIJL 
karai; G kare; 9 AD pyarai; 10 CDFGIM °ko; 11 DFIM to;
12 AGJKL bhavati; 13 DM thora; lif C kai; L [omitted, 
added sec.m.]; 15 CD nenani; I nenana; 16 ABE mai; GHK me;
17 DI pyaro; 18 DGIM bhayo; 19 E merai; 20 CDE nenani;
I nenana; 21 B merau tau; E [omitted: merai to added sec.m.];
FGJ mere tau; IM mere to; L merai; 22 BDJ prana prana; C 
[2nd Prana added sec.m. 1; F prana te prana; GHL prana; I prana 
prana; 23 AB tai; C [te foil, by one illegible aksaral; J te;
L tai; 2A A priya; 25 A [folio damaged: apa- remains];
B apanai; 26 FGHI prana; 2? A [1st syllable replaces original]; 
28 BJ °sau; CEHL °sau; 29 all MSS jai sri hita; 30 A [folio 
damaged: haribam- remains]; BM harabamsa; EG haribamsa; 31 B
[omitted]; IL hamsa; 32 DFIJM hamsanT; L hamsinl; 33 AF 
savala; CE syamala; D [folio missing: text resumes at 6.2];
L syamala; 3^ A [folio damaged: gau- remains]; M gora; 35 IM
kaho; 36 CE kona; I kahi [indistinct: marginal kona, sec.m.];
37 G kare; I [omitted]; 38 A [folio damaged: taramga- remains];
BCEF taramginT; I taramgana; 39 A [folio damaged: -are remains.].

Metre: Irregular matrika.
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CP 2.

(l) aju1 niki jaminT^
3 Abheti navina megha saudammi ;

. 5 - . 6  -7 . 8  _ 9 .10(2; mohana rasika rai ta sau ju mana karai
. -11 . 12 , -13aisi kauna kamini ;

(3 ) hita"*^ haribamsa^ sravana"*^ sunata^ radharavana^
-19 • -  . -20sau mill gajagammi

[Folio missing in D.]
[To facilitate comparison, the vulgate text (with orthography 
standardised) is given at the foot of the page.]

1 HIM aja; all MSS [prec. by pyare boll bhaminl; - °ani in M]; 2 B
by double danda]; H yaminT; M jamanT; 3 GJ bheti; M bheta;
k CEH«JKL saudaminT; FGIM sodaminT; 5 A mauhana; 6 ABC rai
M raya; all MSS [foil, by ri mai; - nai in A]; 7 AFGIM so; BK
8 A [omitted]; IL jo; 9 A manu; 10 G kare; 11 AC esi 
12 C kona; 13 FM kamanT; 14 all MSS jai sri hita; 15 AE 
haribamsa; M harabamsa; 16 GIL sravana; 17 all MSS [foil, by 
pyarT]; 18 ABCEFGIKLM radhikaravana; HJ radhikaravana; 19
ABK sau; EFGIM so; 20 M gajagamanT.

Metre: 10+10+12 matras (first line irregular).

Vulgate text.

(1) pyare bolT bhaminT aju niki jamini bheti navina megha saudaminT;

(2 ) mohana rasika rai ri mai ta sau ju mana karai aisi kauna kamini;

(3; jai sri hita haribamsa sravana sunata pyarT radhikaravana sau
mill gajagaminT.

[foil.

sau;
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CP 3.

(1) prata samai^ dou^ rasa lampata
3 4 . .5 .* £surata juddha jai- juta ati phula;

(2 ) srama^ barija ghana^ bimdu^ badana para^
_ 11 . *12 bhusana amgahi amga bikula.

(3 ) kachu^ rahyau^ tilaka sithala^ alakavali^
badana kamala^ manau^ ali bhula;

(4) hita1^ haribamsa^0 madana raga ragi^ rahe^
23 * 24 . 25naina baina kati sithala dukula.

[Folio missing in D.]

1 G same; H samaya; 2 AE dou; 3 M [ this and foil. 2 words
obscured by blot: also line (2) barija ghana bimdu]; 4 Ch yuddha;
5 EFGHLM jaya; 6 B jata; 7 B [sra- omitted]; 8 G [bari.ja 
ghana printed as bari jaghana]; 9 G bidu; 10 M pari; 11 GH 
bhusana; 12 G [omitted]; 13 L kachu; 14 CIM rahyo; 15 
AEF sithila; H sithila; J sathala; M sthila; 16 FJ alikavali;
M alakavala; 17 F kavala; 18 CFG mano; I raano; M raano;
19 ABCEFGHJKLM jai sri hita; I sri hita [jai added in margin, sec.m.];
20 ABEM haribamsa; 21 GIM raga; 22 C rahai; 23 ACEFI nena; 
24 CEI bena; 25 A sithila; H sithila.

Metre: 16+15 matras.
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CP 4.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

[Folio missing in D.]

1 ABCEFGJKL aju tau; H aja tau; IM aja to; 2 F juvata; H yuvati;
3 EIM tero; 4 A badanu; 5 I bharyo; M bharayo; 6 

ABCEGHIJKLM piya ke; F piya ke; 7 all MSS saragama ke; 8 E 
sucita; 9 ACE cena; 10 L Slasya; 11 I boli; 12 GHIL 
aruna; 13 A doI; B dohu; CFGHJKLM dou; E ve dou; 14 ACEK
nena; 15 BCHL lesa; 16 I kirata; M kirati; 17 B kumasu;
CL kusuma; FM kusama; 18 CGHILM kesa; 19 GHM sira; 20 A sri°;

/  fV    ^L sTmata; 21 L bhusita; 22 AEIM mano; BGHJKL manau; CF mano;
23 ABCEFIK te; HM tai; 24 ABFK karunakari; CGLM karunakara; HIJ
karunakari; 25 C uddara; 26 EJL rasati; 27 ABCFGHJKLM kachu;
28 L dasana; 29 C basana; 30 AJL lagati; 31 CEJ dena;
32 E kahi; 33 BK kau;; HJL kau; 34 ACEL durati; 35 OH 
bhiru; 38 C ciru; 37 C basa; M basi; 38 I kiye;
39 GHL syama; 40 C sisa; 41 GH sata; 42 CEJ mena;
43 M urasa; 44 AG sithila; H sithila; 45 CEFI kikini;
GHL kikinT; M kikanT; 46 all MSS jai sri hita; 47 AEM 
haribamsa; 48 HI grha; 49 CEIJ sena; H saina.

_ 1 2 3 4 _ ~ 5aju juvati terau badana anada bharyau
. 6  7 _ . 8 . 9piya samgama sucata susa cama ;

10 11 —  alasa balita bola auramga rage kapola
12 u 13 14bithakita aruna unide dou naina

rucira tilaka lesa^ kirata"*^ kusuma1^ kesa^
19 -  20 _ 21 22 -*-23 sira simata bhusita manu tai na;• 1

karunakara^ udara^ rasata^ kachu^ na sara 
dasana*^ basana^ lagata^ jaba daina^.

_ ^32 ~33 34 35 u _ 36kahe ko durata bhira palate pritama cira
, 37 . . - 38  _ 39 . .40 \  41 . 42basa kiye syama sisai sata maina ;

43 44 *  . ,45 „galita urasi mala sithala kikini jala
. 46 ' 47 48 . 49hita haribamsa lata graha saina

Metre: 10+10+15 matras.
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CP 5.

1 _ 2 —3(1) aju prabhata lata mamdira mai
. * .4 5susa barasata ati harasi jugala bara;

(2) gaura^ syama'7 abhirama ramga bhare^
9 10 11 12 lataki lataki paga dharata avani para.

13 _ _(3) kuca kumkuma ramjita malavali
_ f _ 14 _ 15surata natha sri syama dhamadhara ;

(4) priya prema^ ke araka alamkrta
. 17 # !l8 . . 19citnta catura siromam m j u  kara.

20 21(5) dampati ati anuraga mudita kala
22 23 24gana karata mana harata paraspara ;

t a \ u-4. 25 u ' 26 27 - 28(.0 ; hita haribamsa prasamsa parayana
gayana^ ali sura^ deta madhuratara^.

[Folio missing in D.]

1 HM aja; 2 M mamdara; 3 ABE mai; FGHIJ me; 4 CIM harasa
E harasata; 5 EHM yugala; 6 I gora; 7 GH syama; 8 AEGHJM
bhari [E emended to bhare]; 9 M lati [-ka added, sec.m.1; 10 M
latika; 11 C pagu; 12 A dharati; 13 B [-ku- omitted, added
sec.m.]; HIJ kumakuma; M kumkama; 14 GH syama; 15 B
ghamaghara; 16 AB praima; 17 FM citrata; 18 B sriromani;

/ /EM siromani; GHL siromani; L siromani; 19 C niju; GHM nija;
20 E [omitted, added sec.m.1; 21 B kalu; I kali; 22 C ganu;
23 E [one extra aksara between hara- and -ta, now erased]; J harana;
24 M parasapara; 25 all MSS jai sri hita; 26 AEM haribamsa; 
27 AE prasamsi; C prasamsa; GI prasamsa; HL prasamsa; 28 A 
paraTna; GL parayana; 29 A [omitted, added sec.m.]; FG gaina;
30 H svara; 31 I madhurabara.

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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CP 6.

1 2  3 _4 _ 5(1) kauna catura juvati priya jahi
milata^ lala^ cora^ hvai raina^;

. . 10 . -11 . 1 2  . .13 .14 - 1 5(2 ; duravata kyau ba durai suni pyare
16 ^17 . 18 19 *20 . 21ramga mai gahile cama mai nama ,

(3 ) ura nasa camda^ birane^ pata
24atapate se baina ;

(4) hita^ haribamsa^ rasika^ radhapati
.... 28 . 29pramathita mama ,

[D: text resumes in line (2) after missing folio.]

1 CEFI kona; 2 E [-ra omitted, added sec.m.]; 3 AEFG juvati
[e emended to juvati, sec.m.]; H yuvatT; 4 AF priya; 5 I
tahi; 6 L melata [emended to milata, sec.m.]; 7 K [foil, by
2 aksaras, now erased]; 8 BC caura; 9 AE rena; CF raini;
10 A durata; 11 AK kyau; EHIM kyo; 12 H 'ba; 13 ACEM
dure; BI dure; GL durai; 14 B [su- omitted, added sec.m.1;
15 A pyarT [emended to pyare, sec.m.]; 16 D [text resumes with °ga
after missing folios]; 17 ABK mai; EFGHJ me [C: folio bearing
remainder of folio is missing; text resumes at 9*4]; 18 BF gahale;
KM gahilai; 19 AE cena; 20 ACEHJK me; B mai; 21 ACI nena; 
G na; 22 DEFH camdra; 23 ABL biranai; M birana; 24 AEI 
bena; G bainana; 25 all MSS jai srT hita; 26 AE haribamsa;
M harabamsa; 27 A surata; 28 BJ pramathata [J emended to 
pramathita, sec.m.]; 29 AEFI mena.

Metre: irregular matrika, basic 16+ (X).
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CP 7*

(1) aju nikumja mamju^ mai^ selata
' * 3 - “ ' 4navala kisora navina kison ;

(2 ) ati anupama^ anuraga paraspara^
_ - 7suni abhuta bhutala para jorT.

8 9 *10(3 ) bidruma phatika bibidhi nirmita dhara
11nava karpura paraga na thori;

(4) koraala^ kisalaya^ saina^ supesala^
_ 16 . .. 17 - 1 8ta para syama nivesita g o n  ,

(5 ) mithuna hasa*^ parihasa^ parayana^
22pika kapola kamala para jhorT;

— 23(6 ) gaura syama bhuja kalaha manohara
24nibi bamdhana mocata dorT.

[Text continues overleaf. Folio missing in C.]

1 A mumja; BM mamja; 2 ADFGHIJ me; B mai; 3 AM kisora;
4 AE kisorT; 5 AM anupama; 8 B |~-ra- omitted];
M parasapara; 7 B bhratala; 8 AH sphatika [s- crossed out 
in A]; E sphutika; 9 H bibidha; 10 B ghara; K [-ra 
omitted, added sec.m.]; I dhari; L dharu; 11 DJ karapura;
12 M komila; 13 AKM kisalaya; 14 ADEFIK sena; H sayana;
15 BDGHJL supesala; K [-sa- omitted]; 16 GHJL syama; I [foil,
by tamala]; 17 DF nivesata; GHL nivesita; M navesata; 18 E
[line is followed by numeral ij; 19 A hasi; 20 FLM parahasa;
21 A paraina; F paraina; G paraina; L parayana; 22 F kavala 
23 D [-raa omitted, added sec.m.]; GJL syama; 24 A mocana;
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CP 7 (continued).

25 26 27(7) hari ura mukara biloki apanapau
bibhrama28 bikala29 manajuta-50 bhori; .

31 _ 32 33(8) cibuka sucaru praloi prabodhata
. 34 . . . -.35 . -36piya pratibimba janai nihori .

— 37(9) neti neti bacanamrta suni suni
* 58lalitadika desata duri corT;

(10) hita^^ haribamsa^ karata^ kara dhunana^2
43 — 44 —pranaya kopa malavali tori.

[Folio missing in C.]

25 B mukata; E [-ra omitted, added sec.m.]; HK mukura;
26 FJ biloka; [emended to biloki in J, sec.m.1; 27 A apunapai;
B apunapau; DIM apanapo; 28 B bibhuma; F bibhrma; 29 E 
[-ka- omitted, added sec.m.1; 30 H °yuta; 31 A cibuku;
B cibaka; 32 A praloi; H praloya; 33 AEFGIJKLM prabodhita;
34 A piya; K priya; 33 A janai; DHIM janaya; 38 I nahori;
37 A bacanamrata; 38 ABDH desati; 39 ABDFGHIJKLM jai sri hita; 
E [jai sri added sec.m.1; 40 AEG haribamsa; M harabamsa; 41 FM
[omitted, added sec.m. in M]; 42 AFI dhunani; B dhunana; 43 A
pranai; DEFI pranaya; 44 M malavala.

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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cp 8 .

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

[Folio missing in C.]

1 GHI aruna; 2 ADEIK nena; H nayana; 3 A nalini;
D [-na omitted, added sec.m.1; 4 H °yuta; 5 M itarata;
6 ABIKL ragamage; 7 ABDGJ bhae; 8 FM nisa; H nisi;
9 D jagarana; E jagara [emended to jagara, sec.m.1; 10 M
masa; 11 AG sithila; H sithila; 12 AB mai; DGHIJK me; 
13 DEHIL uthati; 14 M [foil* by ye]; 15 DGI bidhayo;
E bidhayo; H bidhayau; M bidhiyo; 16 A mriga; 17 A 
sakatu; E sakati [emended to sakata]; 18 ABI cala; 19 all
MSS jai sri hita; 20 AEM haribamsa; 21 L hamsa;
22 M gamina; 23 A deti; 24 A bhavarina; DE bhavarani;
KL bhramarana; G bhavarana [for °ani ?]; H bhraraarani;
J [changed to bhavarani, sec.m.].

ati hi aruna^ tere naina2 nalina^ ri;

alasajuta^ itarata^ ragamage^
«7 . .8 9 .10 bhaye nisi jagara masi na malma ri.
11 -12 13 v iij.sithala palaka mai uthata ^ golaka gati

u 15 w 16 17 , * 1 8bidhayau mohana mrga sakata call na ri;

hita^ haribamsa20 hamsakala2  ̂ gamini22
23 24 . -sambhrama deta bhavarana alma ri.

Metre; 16+16 matras.
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CP 9*

_1(1) ban! radha mohana kl jori;

2 - 3  4 3(2 ) imdranilamani syama manohara satakumbha tana gori,
6 7 8 9  10 11(3 ) bhala bisala tilaka hari kamini cikura caradra bica rorl;

  12__________ 13 14   19 r 16(4) gaja nayaka prabhu cala gayamdani gati brsabhana kisori .
17 18 19 20 21(5 ) nila nicola juvati mohana pata pita aruna sira sorl;

(6 ) hita22 haribamsa2'* rasika radhapati surata2^ ramga mai2'* borT.

[C: text resumes in line (4) after missing folios.]

I AHI sri radha; 2 BGHIL imdranilamani; M imdranilamani;
3 GHJL syama; 4 HJ sata0 ; 5 FJ tanu; 6 DFGHIJLM
bisala; 7 A [hari replaces original reading]; 8 L kamine
[emended to kamini]; M kamina; 9 D cikora; 10 AEFIL camda;
I I  E bica; M bici; 12 AEFGK naika; 13 AJ cali; 14 B 
gayadani; D [-ni omitted]; FIM gayamdana; K gayamdini; C [text
resumes with -danl (emended to -dani) after missing folio];
15 A brasabhana; DH brsabhanu; 16 AB kisori; 17 K nilola; 
18 B javati; HL yuvati; 19 I mauhana; 20 GHIJKL aruna;
21 GHI sira; 22 all MSS jai sri hita; 23 AE haribamsa;
24 IM surati; 25 ADFGHJ me; B ma; IKL mai.

Metre: 16+12 matras.
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CP 10.

1 —2 ' 3 _ 4 5(1) aju nagari kisora bhavati bicitra jora
— 6 7kaha kahau amga amga parama madhurl;

8 9(2) karata keli kamtha meli bahudamda gamda gamda
„ 10 11 " ,  . —12 . 1 * parasa sarasa rasa lasa mamdali jun.

13 14 _ 15 16 17(3 ) syama sumdari bihara basun mrdamga tara
l8 19 20 * *21madhura ghosa nupuradi kimkini curi;

(4) desata22 haribamsa2^ ali2^ nirttani2^ sudhamga2^ cali2 '7
_ .28 . .29 , . 30 . 31 -32* -v a n  pheri  ̂deta prana deha sau dun,

1 M aja; 2 A nagari; 3 AB kisora; 4 B [-va- omitted, 
added sec.m. 1; 5 C jori [emended to jora]; 6 ABJK kahau; CDEFGIM
kaho; 7 B [-ma omitted]; 8 FM kela; 9 E mile [emended
to meli, sec.m.]; M mela; 10 AC [follows next]; 11 E [omitted,
a<*Bed sec.m. after rasa]; H lasya; 12 C mamdili; 13 GH 
syama; 14 I [-ri omitted]; 15 DFGIL basuri; K [foil, by 
double damda]; 16 A mridamga; B mradamga; 17 I cala
[emended to tala, sec.m.]; 18 J mathura; 19 GM ghoka;
20 EM nuparadi; 21 GHL kimkini; IM kimkani; 22 A jai sri
desati; BCDEFGHIJKLM jai sri desata; 23 EM haribamsa; 24 
D ala; E all; 25 ADEM nrttani; BCJ nirtani; L nrtyanl;
26 H sugamdha; 27 CEFGHKM cala [E emended to cali]; 27 FKM
vara; 29 EFGHLM phera; 30 AE deti; 31 BCGHL prana;
32 AEFGIM so; B so; K sau.

Metre: (7 x / — /.
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CP 11.

(1) mamjula kala** kumja desa2 radha hari bi^ada^ besa^
5 6 . -7raka nabha kumudabamdhu sarada jamini ;

8 9 10 11(2 ) syamala duti kanaka amga biharata mili eka samga
- . 12 .13 14 15 , . 16 . -17mrada m a m  m l a  madhya lasata damini

18 . _  19 20 21(3 ) aruna pita nava dukula anupama anuraga mula
saurabhajuta22 slta2"5 anila2** mamda gamin!25;

(4) kisalaya2^ dala racita saina2*'7 bolata piya catu28 baina2^
mana50 sahita pratipada5"* pratikula kamini52.

33 — 34 35 36 _(5 ) mohana mana mathata raara parasata kuca nibi hara
37 38 39 40 .41 -42bepatha- juta neti neti badati bhammi ;

43 44 45 46 47 48(6 ) narabahana prabhu sukeli bahubidhi bhara bharata jheli
saurata^ rasa rupa nadi jagata pavani50.

1 I kali; M [omitted, added sec.m.1; 2 B dasa; CHJL desa;
3 AEIM bisada; 4 AEFM besa; 5 BFLM kumada°; 6 CGHK 
sarada; 7 M jamani; H yamini; 8 GH syamala; J savala;
9 A druti; CEGM druta; F duta; 10 A bihirata; 11 BF mila;
12 E nirada; 13 A madhini [-dhi- replaces original reading];
BJ manau [J emended to mani. sec.m.]; F mano; GHLM mani; I mano;
14 B [ni- omitted]; 15 A maddhi; C madhi; 16 ABCJ lasati;
17 M daman!; 18 GHIL aruna; 19 B duphula; C dukula; 20 M
anupama; 21 M maula; 22 CHJL °yuta; 23 GHIKL sita; J [omitted,
added in margin]; 24 I [foil, by bayu. crossed out]; 25 M garaanl;
26 ABHKM kisalaya; 27 CEFI sena; M [omitted, added sec.m.];
28 B cahu; M cata; 29 CE bena; 30 0 mana; G [this and next
printed as manasa hita]; 31 M pratapada; 32 EM karaani; 33 I
mauhana; 34 I mari [emended to mara]; 35 B [-ca omitted]; M kuc!
[emended to kuca]; 36 ABEFJK nibi; C [emended to nibi, sec.m.];
37 B bapatha; 38 B jata; CGHL yuta; 39 FI neta; 40 FI neta; 
41 CGHKM badata; M badita; 42 M bhamarii; 43 BI prabhu [foil,
by nihari locana (crossed out) in i]; 44 M sukela; 45 C bahubidhi;
46 B [omitted]; I bhari; 47 CKL bharita; 48 M jhela;
49 KLM eorati; 50 H pamirii; KL paVinT.

Metre: (7x /0 2  * » /) + /-/.
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CP 12.

1 _ 2 _(1) calahi radhike sujana tere hita susa nidhana
3 4 5 . 6rasa racyau syama tata kalimdanamdini ;
7 8 9 _ 10(2 ) nirttata juvati samuha raga ramga ati kutuha

11 _12 * 13 bajata rasa mula muralika anamdim .
/ 1 5 16 *l 7 ru(3 ) barasibata nikata jaha parama ravana bhumi taha

"sakala susada'malaya18 bahai19 bayu20 mamdinl21;

(4) jati isada bikasa22 kanana25 atisai2^ subasa
raka nisi25 sarada2^ masa bimala camdini2''7.♦

28 29 30 —(5 ) narabahana prabhu nihari locana bhari ghosa nari
31 32 _ 33*nasasisa saumdarja kama dusa nikamdmi ;

7 | i  "Z (i 7 *n  7 O

(6 ) bilasahu bhuja griva meli bhamini susa simdhu jheli
39 40 41 * 42nava nikumja syama keli jagata bamdini •

I M calihi; 2 I guna; 3 A rasu; 4 DI racyo; 5 GHL
/ ^ /-syama; 0 BIM namdani; 7 AEHM nirtata; BDJK nirttati;
M nrtata; 8 CH yuvati; 9 E samuha; 10 ABDF katuha;
I I  DJ bajati; 12 C muralika; M murilika; 13 B anamdini;
M anarodani; 14 ABEM bamsi0; 15 M nikati; 16 A ravani;
J [changed to ravani, sec.m.1; D ramani; H ramani; 17 A
bhumi; 18 A male; 19 B bahe; 20 A baT; 21 IM mamdani;

  P — I *22 H bikasa; 23 A kanani; 24 B atasaya; GH atisaya;
I atise; JLM atisaya; 25 BM nisa; GH nisi; 26 GH sarada;
27 AIM caradani; F cadini; 28 DI prabhu; 29 BGHIJM nihara
[j emended to nihari, sec.m.]; 30 FI bhara; 31 GH nasasisa;
32 A sumdarajja; B saudarjja; CE saumdarya; HL saumdaryya;
K saudaryya; M soradarja; 33 BEFIM nikamdani; 34 A bilasahi
[emended to bilasahu]; C bilasahu; F bilasau; GM bilaso;
35 FM mela; 36 A [-ni omitted, added sec.m.1; B bhamana;
CF bhamini; M bhamina; 37 A simdha; C simdhu; 38 F jhela;
39 B nikamja; M nakumja; 40 GH syama; 41 FM kela;
42 M bamdani.*

Metre: (7x /6ra/) + /— /
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CP 13.

w 1 2(1) namda ke lala haryau mana mora ;

(2) hau5 apane^ motina5 lara povata^
1 7 - J -  .8 9 .10 ^kakara d a n  gayau sasi bhora.

11 12 13(3 ) baraka bilokani cala chabili
14 " 13rasika siromani namdakisora ;• 1

n  \ 1 u- , • 16 , . 17 ' 18(4) kahi kaise mana rahata sravana su m
sarasa madhura mural! ki ghora.

(5 ) imdu^5 gobimda20 badana ke karana2^
22 23 -24 25citavani kau bhaye naina cakora;

(6) hita2^ haribamsa2*'7 rasika rasa juvati28
,_29 * . -30 .31 - 32 ,tu lai mill sasi prana akora.

[Text absent in A: mula and tika added in margins.]

1 ADIM haryo; 2 M moro; 3 ACEFGIJKM ho; B hau; 4 A [a- 
omitted]; BL apanai; 5 B mautinu; CDEJ motinu; GL motini;
6 ABCDEH povati; 7 ACEIL kamkara [E emended to kakara];
J kakara; 8 FJ dara; K dari [emended to dari]; 9 A gae;
DEIJM gayo; 10 BFM sasi; 11 D bilokini; KM bilokana; 12 ADIJ 
cali [J emended to cala, sec.m.]; 13 E chabili; I chabilo
[emended to chabili]; 14 B siromani; E siromani; FM siromana;
GHIL siromani; 15 BKL °kisora; 16 A kako; BDHJLM kaisai;
I kese; 17 C rahe [-ta added sec.m.]; E rahi [-ta added sec.m.];
L rahai; M harata [emended to rahata by numerals above aksaras];
18 GHIL sravana; 19 AM imda; B imtu; E imdra; 20 AE gubimda
[E emended to gobimda]; I [omitted, added sec.m.]; 21 B karani;
GH karana; 22 ABGHILM citavana [l emended to citavani]; 23 AFGIKM 
ko; 24 ABDEGJ bhae; 25 AEIJ nena; C nayana; 26 all MSS .jai 
sri hita; 27 EM haribamsa; 28 A juvati; H yuvati; 29 E tu 
[followed by one erased aksara (-ma ?)]; 30 BEFH mila; L mele
[emended to mili]; 31 ABEFHIJKM sasi; 32 GHIL prana*

Metre: 16+15 matras.
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CP 1*t.

*| 2 w ^ ^5(1) adhara aruna tere kaisai- kai durau ;
6 7 w 8 9(2 ) rabi sasi samka bhajana kiyau apabasa
10 * 11 _~12 adbhuta ramgani kusuma banau .

(3 ) subha^ kauseya^ kasi^ ba kaustubha^ mani^
, . 1 8  . .19 . u. - .20 r  _^21pamkaja sutani lai agani lipau ;

22 23 u 2*t( k ) harasita iradu tajata jaisai jaladhara
*23 ^  * j u ^ u -26 , v̂ 27 . '2 8 -^29 so bhrama dhudhi kaha hau pau

30 _31 32 — 33(3 ) arabuna darabha kachu nahi byapata
3̂ + '■'35  ̂ ^ 36 u 37 , ,fr?8himakara tapai tahi kaisai- kai bujhau ;

(6 ) hita^ haribamsa^ rasika navaraga^piya
bhrkutT^ bhauha^ tere samjana larau^.

1 D adharana [emended to adhara1; 2 GHIJKLM aruna; 3 AI kese; CEG
kaise; k B ke; J [omitted]; 3 AC durau; B durai; 6 CGHIM
sasi; 7 GHM samka; 8 D kiyo; J [emended to kiye1; L keyau
[emended to kiyau]; M kiya; 9 C apabasa; 10 B adabhuta; 11
DFIM kusama; 12 ABC banau; 13 AKL subha; 1^ ACDFGH kauseya;
E kausaya; M koseya; 15 BDIJM kasi; 16 A kaustibha; FM
kaustabha; J kostubha; 17 ACE mani; 18 B pamgaja; 19 ABIJ
sutana; 20 A amgana; 21 AC lipau; B lapau; DEFGHIJKLM lupaS;
22 B harasati; I harasata; L harasita; 23 AM imda; C imdu;
2k ACEFG jaise; 25 AE so; 26 A dhudhi;' BCDFIM dhudhi; J dhudha
[emended to dMdhij; 2? BDE kaha; 28 ACDEFGIKM ho; B ho; 29 ABC 
pau; 30 DI ambana; J [emended to ambani]; M ambuni; 31 AEIL kachu
32 D nahi; FH nah^; J nahi; 33 ACE byapita; BM byapati; J>k C
himakara; 35 G tape; 36 A kaisau; BCGJ kaise; I kesai; 37 I 
ke; 38 ACDE bujhau; 39 all MSS jai sri hita; kO AEM haribamsa;
B harabamsa; 41 A navaraga; k2 AEGM bhrakuti; B bhrakuti; JL
bhrkuti; k3 ACEG bhoha; ABC larau.

Metre; 16+16 matras.
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CP 15.

1 ~2 3(1) apani bata mosau kahi ri bhamini
~ ^ - ~ 5  6 7 8augi maugi rahata garaba ki matt;

(2) hau^ tosau10 kahata11 hari suni12 rl1^ radhika pyari
. .1^ , 1 5  16 t '17 , . . . 1 8  -nisi kau ramga kyau na kahati lajati.

19 . —20 21 _ . —22(3) galita kusuma baini suni ri saramga naini
chuti lata acara2^ badati2^ arasati2 ;̂• * T

( i \ jv . 26 27 28 - . .29\ k ) adhara niramga ramga racyau ri kapolani
juvati^0 calati^1 gajagati arujhati^2*

(5 ) rahasi rami chabTle rasana basana dhile
33 3^ 35 *-sithala kasani kamcuki ura rati:* '

**36 ' 37(6) sasi sau suni sravana bacana mudita mana
- . ' 38 39  *t0call haribamsa bhavana musakati .

1 A apini; 2 ACEFGIM °so; B °sau; 3 J [kaha emended to
kahi1; k ACFGI ogi; B [omitted]; 5 ACFG raogi; K maugi;
6 ACDEL rahati; 7 SDK garba; 8 A ka; 9 ACDEFGIM ho;
10 ACEFGIM °so; 11 ABCDIJL kahati; 12 BM suna; 13 E
[omitted, added sec.m.1; 1*+ C nisi; H nisi; M nisa; 15
AGILM ko; 16 AC ramgu; 17 AIJ kyo; B kyau; D kyo;
18 B [-ha- omitted]; GHIKM kahata [emended to kahati in K];
19 D kukusuma; FIJM kusama; 20 ACEKM benT; G beni; 21 BIM 
suna; 22 ACEIK neni; 23 A acara; M acara; 2k FGM badata;
L badita; 25 H alasati; 26 A niramgu; G [ printed with prec 
as adharani ramga]; M naramga; 27 A [omitted]; 28 ADIK racyo
29 C kapolani [emended to kapolani, sec.m.]; FH kapolana;
30 A juvati; H yuvati; 31 B caliti; EFKM calata; 32 ACEGM
arajhatT; B arujhata; F arasatT; 33 A sithila; H sithila;
3k M kasana; 35 C kamcuki; 36 ADFGM so; BC sau; 37 GB 
sravana; 38 ABEM haribamsa; 39 C bhuvana; ko DHJL 
musikati; I musikati.

Metre: 8+8+13/1^ varnas (first line irregular).
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CP 16.

-.1 2 . , 3  . , 4  5 . * 6(1) aju mere kahe calau mrga- naini ;

-  4. 7 8 . . .9 ,  ,  10 *11(2; gavata sarasa juvati mamaala mai
. 12 '1 3  .14 .15 . • *16piya sau railai bhalai pikabaim .

(3 ) parama prabina1^ koka bidya mai1^
19 . 20 _ 21 . —22 abhinaya nipuna laga gati laini ;

(4) rupa rasi2"̂ suni navala kisori2^
, 2 5  , 26 , . ..27 -28 . -29palu palu ghatati cadini rami •

(5 ) hita^ haribamsa^ 1 cali^ 2 ati^ atura
35 36radharavana surata susa daim ;• 1

37 38 39 40(6 ) rahasi rabhasa alimgana curabana
.41 ’ -42 \  -43raadana koti kula bhai kucaini .

I BM aja; 2 A merai; 3 ABDKIJL kahai; GM kahe; 4 AM calo;
5 AEF mriga-; 6 AEFJ neni [emended to naini in J, sec.m.1;
? ACDEIL gavati; 8 K [-ra- omitted, added sec.m.1; 9 C juvati;
H yuvati; 10 B mamdila; D mamdali; I mamdalai; J mamdali;
II ACFGHK me; BJ mai; I [omitted: see prec.]; 12 A piya;
13 ACFGM so; B sau; 14 ABKM railai; CEFG mile; 15 BK
[omitted, added sec.m. in K]; 16 CE pikabaini; 17 B
pribina; 18 ABF mai; GH me; 19 A abhine; M abhanaya;
20 GH nipuna; M napuni; 21 A lagati [but foil, gati omitted];
22 CE leni; 23 BF rasa; H rasi; 24 B kisosori; 25 HM
pala; 26 HM pala; 27 FGIKM ghatata; 28 ABGIM cadani;
D cadini; 29 ACEFIJK rent; 30 all MSS jai sri hita; 31 AEM 
haribamsa; B harabamsa; 32 E [omitted, added sec.m.]; 33 A ati
ati; 34 H °ramana; 35 B surata ata; L surati; 36 CDS deni; 
37 B rahasa; 38 AEHIL rabhasi; 39 A aligana; 40 C cumbana; 
41 F kota; 42 A bhae; E bhai; 43 B kubaini; CEI kuceni.

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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CP 17.

1 2  3 4 5(1) aju desi braja sumdari mohana bani keli;

6 7 K_. 8 .9 . 10 . 11 - - .12(2 ) amsa amsa bahu dai kisora jora rupa rasi
w13 14 .15mano tamala arajhi rahi sarasa kanaka bell •

M 4 16 .. 17 . . 18 , 19 20(3 ) nava nikumja bhavara gumja mamju ghosa prema pumja
21 -22 23 '24gana karata mora pikani apane sura so meli;

25 26 27(4) raadana mudita amga amga bica bica surata ramga
28 29 * ' 30 31 32 * 33palu palu haribamsa pivata naina casaka jheli.

1 HM aja; 2 F desa; 3 BCDIKL brja; 4 H sumdiri;
5 D j-na omitted, added sec.m. |; 6 L amsa; 7 B amsa;
8 K [ba- omitted, added sec.m.]; 9 0 de; I de; 10 B
kisora; C kisori; 11 C jori; 12 FM rasa; 13 A mana;
BHJ manau; CEF mano; DKL manau; 14 DHIL arujhi; E [-ra- 
omitted, added sec.m.]; M arajha; 15 B bela; D beli; 16 M
nakumja; 17 GBM bhavara; H bhravara; 18 A muja; 19 B
ghosu; 20 B praima; 21 B pikana; 22 BCDL apanai;
23 H svara; 24 A sa; BDEHJL sau; 25 M bici; 26 M bici; 
27 I surati; 28 HM pala; 29 HM pala; 30 A [-barn-
omitted]; EFM haribamsa; 31 ADFLM pivata; 32 AEIK nena;
0 nayana; 33 A casaga; B casaraka.

Metre: (7x/^i «/)+/—  V-
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CP 18.

(1)

(3)

(5)

(7)

(9)

1 M suna; 2 AEGIM mero; 3 A bacanu; 4 C pyarT radha;
HI sri radha; 5 ABK tai; CDEFJ te [j emended to tai. sec.m.1;
6 DIM pyaro; 7 A rasu; B rasi; 8 M simdha; 9 ABE
brasabhana; H brsabhanu; 10 BHJKM hasi; 11 B bhaitT;• 1 •• 7 7 ♦ '
JK bheti; 12 ACHIJL biramci; 13 B [u- omitted]; M [one 
aksara (ma ?) erased between u- and -mapati]; 14 ACFGJ nae;
B nae; 15 ACEF °pe; GIM °para; 16 ABCFIJM te [j emended 
to tai, sec.m.]; E te; 17 E °phula; 18 ADFGJL binae;
B binaai; C banaye [emended to binaye. sec.m.]; 19 A rasu;
20 F neta; 21 F neta; 22 M sruta; 23 CDIM bhasyo;
24 A tini; CFGIM tako; 25 [adhara is preceded by: A terau;
B te; CEFIJ te (J emended to tai. sec.m.); DGHLM tai; K tail; 
26 A °rasu; 27 ACIM casyo; 28 ACEGIJM tero; 29 A rupu; 
30 IJ kahati [j emended to kahata]; 31 HJM nahi; 32 A ave;
B pavai; 33 ail MSS jai sri hita; 34 AEM haribamsa; B 
harabamsa; 35 C kachuka; 36 AE jasu; H yasa.

1 2 3 - _ _4suni merau bacana chabili radha ;
**5 6 7  8(2 ) tai payau rasa simdhu agadha.

_ 9tu brsabhana gopa ki beti;
10 —11(4) mohanalala rasika hasi bheti .

12 - .13 - 14jahi biramca umapati naye
(6 ) tapai1^ tai1^ banaphula1*̂ binaye1^.

19 , . 2 0  . .21 - . .22 23 jo rasa neti neti sruti bhasyau ;
(8 ) takau2^ adhara2^ sudharasa casyau2^.

terau2^ rupa2^ kahata"^ nahi"^1 avai^2;
33  ̂34 35 38(10) hita haribamsa kachuka jasa gavai.

Metre: 16 matras.
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CP 19.

_ 1(1) selata rasa rasika brajamamdana ;
* 2 3 * * 4  5 6(2) juvatini amsa diye bhuja-damdana .

(3 ) sarada^ bimala nabha^ camda^ birajai10;
* _ 11(4) madhura madhura muralT kala bajai •

_ 1 2  „(5 ) ati rajata ghanasyama tamala;
(6 ) kamcana beli1^ bani1^ brajabala1^.

16(7) bajata tala mrdamga uparaga;
* * 17 _(8) gana mathata mana koti anamga.

(9 ) bhusana1^ bahuta1^ bibidhi2^ raga sari;
* _  21 _(10) amga sudhamga disavata nari.

(11) barasata22 kusuma2^ mudita surajosa2 ;̂
(12) suniyata2^ diva2^ dumdubhi2'*7 kala ghosa2^.

... 29 . ' 30 31 - -32(13) hita haribamsa magana mana syama
— —* 33 _(14) radharavana sakala susa dhama.

1 K °raamdala [emended to °mamdana1; 2 BJ juvatinu; C yuvatini;
DFIM juvatina; E [juvatini changed to juvatina]; H yuvatina;
3 HL amsa; 4 DHL diyai; G die; 5 D [-ja omitted]; 6 D 
damdani; 7 GH sarada; 8 A nabhi; 9 H candra; 10 C 
birajai; G biraje; 11 D gajai [emended to bajai sec.m. 1; G baje;
12 CGHL °syama; K [syama omitted, added sec.m.1; 13 BFI
bela; 14 B [ban! omitted, added same hand] ; 15 I brja°;
16 A mridamga; B mradam [-ga omitted]; H mrdamga; 17 CEI 
mano; D [mana changed to mano, sec.m.1; 18 GHL bhusana; 19 C
bahuta; 20 F bibidha; 21 ADG disavati; 22 H barasata;
23 CFM kusama [follows mudita in M]; I [kusuma is followed by
deva muni harsata, these words being crossed out by short vertical strokes
through top line]; 24 H °yosa; K [sura°, emended to sura0];
25 AIL suniyati; 26 CEGHLM divi; 27 D dumdubhi; I dudabhi;
M dumdabhi; 28 A ghosa; B joso; 29 all MSS jai sri hita;
30 BEM haribamsa; 31 B ghana [probably understood as forming
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CP 19 (contd.).

compound with foil* syama]; E [-na omitted, added sec»m*1
32 B syama; GHJL syama; 33 GEL sri radharavana; GL
radharavana; H radharamana*• * •

Metre: 16 matras.
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CP 20.

_ —1(1) mohanalala ke rasa mati ;
p  ~Z C  rp

(2 ) badhu gupata govati kata moso prathama neha sakucati.

4 -8 .9 10 . _ 11 ,2:12 - -1 3 _,— l4(3 ) desi sabhari pita pata upara kaha cunari rati ;

(4) tutT lara1^ latakata1^ motina1^ ki nasa bidhu1^ amkita1'* chati.• • « 9 •

(5 ) adhara bimba saradita masi20 raamdita21 gamda calati22 arujhati2^;

(6 ) aruna2if naina2^ ghumata2^ alasajuta2^ kusuma2^ galita lata pati.
pq *zrv

(7 ) aju rahasi mohana saba lutT bibidhi apani that!;

(8) hita^ 2 haribamsa^ bacana suni^ bhamini^ bhavana"^ call musakati^.

I G bhati; 2 B bamdhu; 3 BDHIJK gupati; CEFG gupita;
4 AFIKLK govata; J [omitted: govati added sec.m. 1; 5 C kita;
F kati; 6 BDHJL °sau; 7 I [-tha- omitted, added sec.m.]; 8 HJ
desa; 9 AL samhari; BCDEJ sabhari; FGHM sabhara; 10 A prita;
II ACS upara; 12 ABI kaha; 13 E cunari; 14 D ra rati;
15 A lara lara; 16 ACDSJ latakati; L [latakata changed to latakati]; 
17 AGL motini; CD motinu; 18 M bidhi; 19 B aikita;
20 IM mas a; 21 M mamdata; 22 FGJKM calata; 23 ACEGM 
arajhati; H urajhatl; 24 GHIL aruna; 25 AC3IK nena;
26 A ghuraata; C dhumata; I [omitted, ghumata added same hand];
27 H °yuta; 28 FJM kusama; L kusuma; 29 H aja;
30 3 rahasa; J rahata [emended to rahasi sec.m.1; M rahisa;
31 I mauhana; 32 all MSS jai sri hita; 33 A3M haribamsa;
34 B suna; 35 B bhatini; C bhamini; M bhamina; 36 C bhuvana;
E [-na omitted, added sec.m.]; 37 B masakati; DGHL musikati;
I musikyati.

Metre: 16+12 matras.
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CP 21.

(1) tere naina^ karata dou^ carl;

/ \ . 3 _ k 5 ~6{2 ) ati kulakata samata nahi kahu
mile hai kumjabihan.

a 9 10 11 w 12(3 ) bithuri maga kusuma giri giri parai
13 -lataki rahT lata nyari;

(*f) ura nasa resa^ pragata desiyata^ hai^
_ 17 - -kaha duravata pyan.

/ c n -.18,^19  ,, 20 , .21 22{5 ) pari hai pika subhaga gamdani para
* *. - 23 2kadhara mraga sukuvari ;

(6 ) hita^ haribamsa^ rasikini^ bhamini^
- 29alasa aga aga bhari.

1 ACEI nena; 2 BCDFGHIJKL dou; 3 ADIM kulakati; AD
samati; I samana [emended to samata, sec.m.1; 5 CEFGHILM nahi

6 BFGHIJLM kahS; E kahu; 7 B mila; K milai; 8 ACIJ he;
BE hai; 9 BM kusama; 10 I gira; 11 IM gira;
12 ACJM pare; DKL parai; EG pare; 13 M latika;
1*f F [resa and foil, pragata are unclear replacements, sec.m., of 
obscured original reading]; 13 BCDEL desiyati; 16 A he;
C hai; 17 A daravati; BCDJL duravati; 18 G pari;
19 A he; I he; 20 M subhaga; 21 IJLM gamdana;
22 I pari; 23 M naraga; 2k AEHLM sukumari; GK sukuvari;
25 all MSS jai sri hita; 26 AEM haribamsa; 27 A rasika; 
BLM rasakanT; FGI rasikanl; 28 AC bhamini [C emended to
bhamini]; M bhamina; 29 I f-ga omitted].

Metre: 16+12 matras „
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CP 22.

. .1 2 _ -3 , k(1; nainani para varau kotika samjana;
5 6(2 ) camcala capala aruna aniyare

u 7agrabhaga banyau amjana.

8 9(3 ) rucira raanohara bakra bilokani
surata samara dala gamjana;

(4) hita^0 haribamsa'11 kahata1^ na banai1"̂ chabi1^
susa1^ samudra manaramjana1^.

1 A nenani; I nenana; 2 I pari; 3 AIJM varo;
BCK varau; AI koti; 5 M [ca~ omitted, added sec.m.1;
6 GHIL aruna; 7 AD banyo; CIM banyo; EFHJL banyau;
8 B manauhara; 9 A bilokini; H bilokana; 10 all MSS 

/jai sri hita; 11 AEM haribamsa; B harabamsa; 12 DF 
kahati; 13 AEF bane; CGM bane; DL banai; 1*t C chabi 
[emended to chabi, sec.m.1; 15 C susa; 16 J mano0 [emended
to mana°, sec.m.].

Metre: 16+12 matras.
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CP 2 3.

_ _ _ _1 2(1) radha pyari tere naina salola;

(2) tai niju bhajana kanaka tana jovana
liyau^ manohara mola.

7 8 _(3 ) adhara niramga alaka lata chuti
ramjita pika kapola;

Q  ' ( Q  __ ']'](A) tu rasa magana bhai nahi janata
upara1^ pita nicola.

(5 ) kuca juga1^ para nasa resa pragata mano1^
* 15 . 16 .17 . -samkara sira sasi tola;« « 1

(6 ) hita1^ haribamsa1^ kahata^ kachu^ 1 bhamini^
23 ~2*f 25ati alasa so bola •

1 I syari; 2 ACEIJ nena; 3 ACDEFIJ te [J emended to tai,
sec.m. 1; K tai; k GHKM nija; 5 C jauvana; 6 A lae;
FGM liye; I liyo hai; 7 A niramgu; M naramga; 8 G alaka
[for alika ?] ; M alika; 9 AE bhai; 10 C nahi; FL nahi;
HM nahi; 11 AEI janati; 12 A upara; 13 B jaga; PH yuga;
1*f AK manau; CE mano; DF mano; G mano; HJL manau; 13 CGHLM
samkara; E fsam- omitted, added sec.m.1; 16 GHI sira; 17 GH
sasi; K sisi [emended to sasi]; M sasi; 18 all MSS jai sri
hita; 19 AE haribamsa; B harabamsa; M harabamsa; 20 
AFIJK kahati; 21 B [-chu, and bha- from foil., omitted, added sec.m. ] 
CFIJ kachu; 22 CEG bhamini; M bhamina; 23 A arasa;
2k B sau; DEHL sau; 25 E bala.

Metre: 16+11 matras.
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CP 2k.

— 1 2 _(1) aju gupala rasa rasa selata
3 _ . *5pulina kalapataru tira n  sajani ;

6 7(2) sarada bimala nabha camda birajata
. 8 . . .9rocika tnbidhi samira ri sajani*

(3 ) campaka bakula10 malati mukalita
11 . 12 — - . _matta mudita pika kira n  sajani;

/i >  ̂ -13 1̂  - 15 - 16 17(4 ) desi audhaga raga raga nikau
braja1^ juvatina1"̂ ki bhira ri sajani.

(5 ) maghava^ mudita nisana^ 1 bajayau^
23 _ 24brata chadyau muni dhira ri sajani;

25 . • i ' 26 27 _ _28(6; hita haribamsa magana mana syama
29 _harata madana ghana pira n  sajani.

1 E r-.iu omitted, added sec.m. 1; M aja; 2 HM gopala;
3 HM kalpataru; k B nira; 5 A janani; 6 GH sarada;
7 C birajata; 8 ABCDEH rocaka; 9 F trbidhi; J tribidha;
10 C bakula; M bakala; 11 J mata [emended to matta. sec.m.1;
12 C pika [emended to pika, sec.m.1; 13 IL desi; 14 EM
sugadha [M roughly emended to sudhaga, sec.m.1; 15 A ragu;
16 M ragu; M F-ga omitted, added sec.m.I; 17 ACGIM niko;
18 A dija; D [-.ja omitted, added sec.m. ]; KLM brja; I [braja 
is followed by desa, crossed out by short verticle strokes through top 
line]; 19 AEG juvatini; BFJ juvatinu; C juvatini; H yuvatina;

F  _20 M maghuva; 21 C nisana; L nisana; 22 AGIM bajayo;
23 ACF bratu; DIKM brta; J braja; 2k B chadau; I chadyo;
25 all MSS jai sri hita; 26 AEM haribamsa; B harabamsa;
27 B [omitted]; 28 GHL syama; 29 ACDEL harati [E emended to 
harata; B harita.

Metre: 16+17 matras.
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CP 25.

_ 1 2 _ _3 _(1) aju niki ban! radhika nagari;

(2) braja^ juvati^ jutha^ rnai*̂  rupa aru caturai^9 • - 10 11 , .12 -13 - -14sila sirogara guna sabani te agan .

(3) kamala daksina1"* bhuja bama1^ bhuja amsa1^ sasi1^
_ 20 21 _ _ gavati sarasa mili madhura sura raga n ;

(4) sakala22 bidya2^ bidita2^ rahasi2^ haribamsa2^ hita
27 _ 28 29milata nava kuraja bara syama badabhaga ri.

1 A aju ba [ba cancelled by application of yellow paste]; HM aja
2 A [omitted: yani (? unclear) added above line, sec.m.];
3 HI srT radhika; 4 A brija; LM brja; 5 A juvati;
H yuvati; 6 E jyutha; H yutha; I jutha; 7 AB mai;
CFGHJKM me; 8 E caturai; M caturai; 9 GHIJL sila;
10 HI srmgara; 11 GH guna; 12 HM sabana; 13 AB tai;
H tai; L te; 14 A ogarT; 15 BM daksana; CDEGKL dachina
F daksana; H daksina; J dachana [emended to dachina, sec.m.]; 
16 I syama; 17 HL amsa; 18 K sasi; 19 C gavati;
20 F mila; 21 H svara; 22 B kamala; 23 F fbidya 
unclear: apparently replaces original]; 24 A badati; 25 E

♦ r * *rahisi; 26 BEM haribamsa; L sri haribamsa; 27 CK milita 
28 GHJLM syama; 29 K badabhagi [emended to badabhaga].

Metre: 4x/—  ̂  —  - ̂ /.
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CP 26.

_ 1 — ** 2(1) mohani madana gopala ki basuri ;
— '  3 4 5(2) madhuri sravana puta sunata suni radhike

karata^ ratiraja ke tapa kau^ nasu^ ri.

(3 ) sarada^ raka rajani^ bipina"^ brmda^ sajani^
1*+ ’*15 __ 16 _anila ati marada sitala sahita basu ri;• *

17 _ 18 19(A) parama pavana pulina bhrmga sevita nalina
20 ’ * 21 _ 22 -kalapataru tira balabira krta rasu ri.

(5 ) sakala maradala^ bhali^ tuma^ ju hari^ sau^ mili^
bani bara^ banita"^ upama kahau^ kasu ri;

32 33 3A 35 36 —37(6 ) tuma ju kamcanatani lala markata m a m
38 * 39 ' kO A1 _ubhai kalahamsa haribamsa ball dasu n .t »

1 F gupala; 2 AIKL basuri; 3 BK sravana; GHIL sravana;
A K sanata; 3 B suna; 6 FIL karati; 7 AGIM ko;
n    ^  /
8 M nasa; 9 E sarada; GHM sarada; 10 B raj ana;
C rajani; 11 AG bipini; M bipana; 12 AS bramda;
13 BF sajana; C sajani; 1A HL sitala; K [omitted: sitala
added sec.m.1; 15 C sahita [emended to sahita, sec.m.1; 16 H
basa; 17 A subhaga; M parma; 18 ACE bhramga; 19 all MSS
sevata [E: se- is replacement of original]; 20 HJM kalpa0; 21 A 
krita; B krata; 22 M rasa; 23 A mamdali; L mamdali; 2A H 
bhali; 25 B [precedes foil.: ju tumal; 26 K hari; 27 AFGIM 
so; BEK sau; 28 GHL mill; 29 M baru; 30 BDIJ banata 
[j emended to banita, sec.m.1; 31 ACFGIM kaho; BEJK kahau;
32 A tu ba [see foil.]; 33 A [omitted]; 3A C °tani [emended 
to °tani, sec.m.]; 35 A lalu; 36 ABDJ marakata; 37 C mani
[emended to mani, sec.m.1; E mani; GHL mani; M mani; 38 BDHI
jai sri ubhai; 39 L hamsa; AO BEM haribamsa; A1 M bala.

Metre: A x /HZ J iin « XZ /.
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CP 27.

1 2 - 3 k(1) madhuritu brmdabana anada na thora ;
(2) rajata^ nagari^ nava*̂  kusala^ kisora^.

_ _io 11 _ 12(3 ) juthika jugala rupamamjari rasala ;
_ 13 _

(*0 bithakita ali madhumadhavT gulala.
1 -̂ 15(5 ) campaka bakula kula bibidhi saroja;

16 17 18(6) ketukT medini mada mudita manoja .

19 20 21(7) rocaka rucira bahai tribidhi samTra ;
22 23(8 ) mukalita nuta nadita pika kira.

_ 2k(9) pavana pulina ghana mamjula nikumja ;
j 2 5 2̂S(10) kisalaya saina racita susa pumja.

(11) mamjira muraja dapha murali mrdamga;
27 _2§ *(12) bajata upamga bina bara musacamga.

[Text continues overleaf,]

1 C °ritu; E °rita; K °rtu; 2 ABE bramdabana; K srT
brmdabana; 3 A [omitted]; 4 A ghora; 5 J rajati;
6 H nagiri; 7 B navala; 8 A kusala; D [-la omitted,
added in scribe's own hand]; E [omitted, added sec,m.]; 9 B kisora

^    P10 H yuthika; J juthaka; 11 H yugala; 12 L rasala;
13 D madhuvT; 1*+ BJ [omitted, added sec.m, in J]; 15 GL
bibidha; 16 CEGHM ketaki; 17 F modanT; M medanT;
18 I [ma- and -no.ja separated by bha, which lacks top line];
19 AFGIKM rocika; L [changed to rocika]; 20 F trbidhi;
21 B [sa- omitted]; 22 L mukulita; 23 B f-ta omitted];
E nutana; L nutani; 2k J3 kumja; 25 AEI sena; CFL 
sayana; H sayana; 26 M [-fa omitted, added sec.m.1;
27 A pipamga [?? unclear]; 28 CEGHL bina;
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CP 27 (continued).

29(13) mrgamada malayaja kumkuraa abira;
•7A  7 ̂

(14) bamdana agara sata suragita cxra.

(15) gavata^ 2 sumdari^ hari^ sarasa^ dhamari^;•jn 7 O
(16) pulakita saga mrga bahata na bari •

(17) hita^ haribamsa^ hamsa^ hamsinT^ samaja;
A3 A4 * 45 46 47 _(18) aise hi karahu mili juga juga raja.

29 DHIJ kumakuma; M kumkama; 30 0 sata; 31 A suragita;
32 L gavati; 33 BFGIKM sumdara; 34 A [omitted];
35 C sarasa; 36 FIM dhamara; 37 FM pulikita; 38 FI bara;
39 all MSS jai sri hita; 40 BEM haribamsa; 41 B [omitted];

P } fDL hamsa; 42 BI hamsanx; L hamsinT; 43 BCDHJLM aisai;
I ese; 44 BDGHIJ karau; C karauhu; M karo; 45 C mill;
46 H yuga; 47 H yuga; J [juga replaces original reading (perhaps
juta)]; M jaga.

Metre: 14 varnas.
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CP 28.

(1) 
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

1 E radhi; I radhe ju; M radha; 2 BH desa; 3 C ritu;
4 FJM kusama; 5 CGHL benu; D bainu; EFI bena; K baina;
M bena; 6 F dhuna; H dhvani; 7 B ball; I [boll followed 
by one illegible aksara ]; 8 M suna; 9 AE kata; BC kyau;
GI kyo; 10 FKL alasata; 11 BL karati; D [emended 
to karati sec.m. 1; E kararata; 12 CFK kita; E fkaba ta for 
kata ba~h 13 B [-ba omitted]; 14 BM bhamina; CK bhamini;
15 AE bratha; 16 B aura [for ausara]; CDGJM ausara;
17 ABDEJ marakata; I markati; 18 BF mana; C mani [emended to 
mani, sec.m.]; GHKLM mani; 19 CGIM chabilo; H chabilT;
20 B [-ta omitted]; 21 ABCDEFGIJKLM sri hita; H jaya sri hita; 
22 AEM haribamsa; B harabamsa; 23 GHM ubhaya; 24 GHL
gunagana.

1 2  radhe desi bana ki bata;

3 4 _ritu basamta anamta mukalita kusuraa aru phala pata.

benu^ dhuni^ nadalala boli^ suni^ ba kyau^ arasata^;

karata*^ kata^ ba bilamba^ bhamini^ brtha^ avasara^ jata.

lala markata-*^ raani^ chabilau^ tuma ju kamcana gata^;
21 ' 22 23 24banT hita haribamsa jori ubhai gunagana mata.

Metre: 14+10 matras.
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CP 29.

1 2 3 4 _ 5 6(1) braja nava taruni kadamba mukata mani syama aju banT;
 ___ _ 8 _ 9(2 ) nasa sisa lau aga amga madhun mohe syama dhanl.

(3 ) yau^ rajata^ kavarT guthita^ kaca^ kanaka kamja badanT;

/ 1 \ 4, 14 , .15 16 17 .... 18 _ -19 20(4; cikura camdrikani bxca aradha bidhu manau grasita
phanT.

(5 ) saubhaga^ rasa sira^ 2 sravata2^ panarl piya2^ sXmamta^ thanT;

(6 ) bhrkuti^ kama kodamda^^ naina^ sara^ kajjala*^ resa anT.
3 1 — 32 _ „33 34 35

(?) tarala tilaka tatamka gamda para nasa jalaja mani ;
36 37 38 39 40(8) dasana kumda sarasadhara pallava prTtama mana samanT

[Text continues overleaf.]

1 DLM brja; 2 C taruni [emended to taruni, sec.m.]; GHL taruni;
I taruna; M taruna; 3 B jukata; H mukuta; 4 B [-ni omitted];
ADEFM mani; 5 CGHJ syama; FL syama [emended to syama, sec.m.];
6 HM aja; 7 AC I lo; BL lau; M lo; 8 B mohai; 9 BGHJL 
syama; I [omitted, added sec.m.]; 10 A ye; B yau; CGIM
yo; 11 DL rajati; 12 CEFGHM gumthita; 13 A kala;
14 A cikara; D cikora; 15 B camdrakanT; DK camdrakana;
FIJLM camdrakani; 16 M bici; 17 B aradhi; FI adhara [emended 
to aradha, sec.m.]; H ardha; K adharadha [emended to aradha, sec.m.];
18 B bidha; M bidhi; 19 ACFGIM mano; E manahu; 20 BDJM 
grasata; F grsata; 21 B sobha [-ga added sec.m. ]; E saubhaga;
22 GHM sira; L sara; 23 A sravati; BCDEFGHIKLM sravata;
24 E priya; F piya; 25 A srTmarata; 26 AG bhrakuti; BFIL
bhrkutl; C bhrakuti; 27 A kuvamda; DE kaudamda; 28 AEI• • 1 • 7 * » 7 t # 1

nena; CH nayana; 29 C sara; 30 I kajjale; 31 M f-ka 
omitted, added sec.m.];32 E tXtamka [emended to tatamka]; 33 CL
nasa; 34 I [-ja omitted]; 35 L mani; 36 CL dasana;
37 C sarasadhara; 38 BE palava [E emended to pallava, sec.m.];
39 M [-ta- omitted]; 40 A sabanT; G samanT;
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CP 29 (continued.)

41 _ 4-2 43 44 45(9) cibuka madhya ati caru sahaja sasi savala bimdukani ,

(10) pritama^ prana^ ratana samputa kuca^ kacuki^ kasi*^ ba tani^.
52 53 54 55 56 '(11) bhuja mrnala bala harata balaya- juta parasa sarasa sravani;

_ 57 58 59 *60(12) syama sisa taru mano midabari raci rucira ravani.

(13) nabhi gabhira mina mohana mana selana^ kau^ 2 hrdani^;

(14) krsa^ kati^ prthu^ nitamba kimkini^brta^ kadali^ sambha• * • • • * a •
jaghani.

— 70 71(15) pada ambuja javakajuta bhusana pritama ura avani;
— 72 73 _ 74 75 76(16) nava nava bhai bilobha bhama ibha biharata bara karani .

[Text continues overleaf.]

41 A maddhi; 42 I [omitted, added sec.m. but with -ja removed by 
folio trimming]; 43 Cl sasi [C emended to sasi, sec.m.]; 44 AB savala 
C savala; DEF syamala; 45 M bimda°; 46 L [-ma omitted,
added sec.m.]; 47 CDGHIL prana; 48 [A kucuki, B kucaki, for
kuca kacuki]; 49 AB [see prec.]; DE kacuki; J kavuki;
50 Cl kasi; 51 B tatani; 52 A mrinala; HL mrnala;
53 i bali; 54 BDF harita; G sarata; I harati; 55 A 
balai-; B balava-; 56 H yuta; 57 CGHL syama; 58 H sisa;
I sisa; 59 GKM tara; I [precedes next: mano taru]; 60 AL 
manu; BI manau; CK manau; G mano; 61 A salana; 62 ABJ kau;
CFIM ko; G ko; 63 A hridani; D hrdini; G hradani;
64 A krisi; CEFGHL krsa; J krsi; 65 C kati; F kata;
66 A prithu; CDEGM prathu; 67 C kimkini; D kimkini;
GHL kimkini; M kimkani; 68 A brita; CEGJL brata;
69 CDGILM kadalT; 70 H °yuta; 71 CGHL bhusana; 72 B bhai;
CEFL bhava; H bhaya; 73 ACEFGHM bilobhi; L bilobhe [emended 
to bilobhi; 74 I ivabha [-va- crossed out]; M ibha [emended to 
ibhi]; 75 I biharati; 76 H karini;
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CP 29 (continued).

(17) hita^ haribamsa^ prasamsita"'7̂  syama^ 0 ktrati^ bisada^2 ghani;

(18) gavata sravanani^ sunata susakara bisva^ durata^ davani^.

77 all MSS jai srT hita; 78 ABEM haribamsa; 79 CHL prasamsita; 
GI prasamsita; 80 E [omitted, added sec.m.1; GHL
iyahia; 81 F kirata; 82 BCFGHJKL bisada; 83 GH sravanani;
I sravanana [emended to sravanana1; 84 A bisu; F bisva;
85 CEFGL durita; HI durati; M duritu; 86 J [da- omitted, 
added sec.m.1.

Metre: 16+10 matras.
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CP 30*

1 2 3 4 5 _ 6(1) desata nava nikumja suni sajani lagata hai ati caru ;
_  n g  q  _  _  1 0(2) madhavika ketuki lata lai racyau madana agaru .

(3 ) sarada^ raasa raka12 nisi^ sitala^ raamda sugamdha samira;
15 16 -j <7 ^3(4) parimala lubdha madhubrata bithakita nadita kokila kira.

(5 ) bahubidhi^ ramga20 mrdula21 kisalaya22 dala2^ nirmita priya2if
.25sasi seja;

26 27 28 29(6) bhajana kanaka bibidhi madhu purita dhare dharani para heja.

(7 ) tapara kusala^ kisora^ kisori^2 karata hasa parihasa;

— 33 34 35 _ 36(8) pritama pani uraja bara parasata priya duravata basa.
— 37 38 39 4o 41(9) kamini kutila bhrkuti avalokata dina pratipada pratikula ;

_ 42 43 44(10) atura ati anuraga bibasa hari dhai dharata bhujamula.

[Text continues overleaf,]

1 I desati; 2 M nakumja; 3 K [omitted, added sec.m.]; M suna;
4 AE lagatu; DI lagati; 5 A he; 6 A cara; 7 E madhavaka;
F madhivaka; M madhavika [emended to madhavika]; 8 HKM ketaki;
9 DI racyo; 10 AEGM agara; 11 GGHM sarada; 12 E [ra- omitted,
added sec.m.]; K [-ka omitted]; 13 CGH nisi; FM nisa; 14 CGHL
sitala; 15 A paramala; C parimala; [emended to parimala sec.m.];
I paramali; 16 A °bata; BDIJL °brta; C madhu°; K °brtta; 17 A
nachita; GM nadata; HI nadati; 18 A kokila; 19 B bahu°;
20 K [one aksara erased between ram- and 21 A mridula; 22 A
kisalai; BH kisalaya; 23 B lada; 24 A priya; H piya; 25 F
sasi; 26 FHK bibidha; 27 K [omitted, added sec.m.]; 28 I 
[preceded by pivata, crossed out]; 29 CG dharani; M dharana;
30 B kusala; 31 B kisora; 32 A kisori; 33 BJ pana [J emended
to pani, sec.m.]; C pani [emended to pana, sec.m.]; FGHL pani; DM 
prana [D emended to pana]; 34 B bara ba; 35 D [-sa- omitted, added
sec.m.]; 36 A daravati; BDEJL duravati; I [-ra- omitted, added
sec.m. ]; 37 C kamini; FM kamina; 38 H kutina; 39 A bhrakuti;
B bhrakati; CG bhrakuti; EF bhrkuti; 40 AFIL avalokita; [i emended 

avalokati]; BDE avalokati; M avilokita; 41 A priti°; B prita°;
42 C bibasa; H bibisa; 43 HM dhaya; 44 I dharati?
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CP 30 (continued).

_ ^ 4 5  46(11) nagara nibi bamdhana mocata aicata nila nicola ;
^7 î Q CQ

(12) badhu kapata hathi kopa kahata kala neti neti madhu bola
52 53 54 55 56 57(13) parirambhana biparita rati bitarata sarasa surata niju

, i -58 keli ;

(14) imdranltla-^ manimaya^ taru manau^ lasata^ kanaka kT beli.

(15) ratirana^ mithuna lalata patala para sramajala^ sikara^ samga;

(16) lalitadika amcala jhakajholata^ mana anuraga abhamga*

(17) hit-a^ haribamsa^ jathamata^ baranata^ krsna^ rasamrta^^ sara;
, 73 74 75 75 77(18) sravana sunata prapaka rati radha pada ambuja sukuvara .

45 Cl ecata; 46 C nicola; 47 EIKM hatha; 48 ADEJL 
kahati; I [kahata emended to kahatil; 49 B kalu; 50 F neta;
51 F neta; L nete [emended to neti]; 52 AB para°; E [-na
omitted]; 53 A biparati; F [preceded by cumbT-ana], crossed out];
54 I rata; 55 AJ bitarati; FIL bitarita; 56 IM surati;
57 H nija; 58 B seli; m kela; 59 D [imda° emended to °imdu] 
60 A maniraiva; BEJ manimaya; 61 ACGIJM mano; 62 ABDEJL 
lasati; 63 CGHI °rana; 64 I [-jala omitted]; 65 A sikara;
66 ABD jhakajholati; CGHM jhakajhorata; IL jhakajhorati;
67 all MSS jai sri hita; 68 ABEM haribamsa; 69 CH yathamati;
FGM jathamati; 70 A barnata; E [-ta omitted, added sec.m.1;
G baranata; I baranati; 71 AB krsna; 72 A rasamrita;
73 CGHI sravana; LM sravana; E srivana [emended to sravana];
74 M [-ta omitted, added sec.m.1; 75 A prapaya; 76 A karata;
FK rata; 77 AHL sukumara; CG sukuvara; M sukuvari.

Metre; 16+11 matras.
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CP 31*

1 2  3(1) aju ati rajata dampati bhora ;
4 *5 6 7 f 8(2 ) surata ramga ke rasa mai^ bhine nagari navala kisora •

(3 ) amsani^ para^ bhuja diye^ bilokata^ imdu^ badana bivi^ ora^;
16 17 18(4) karata pana rasamatta paraspara locana trisita cakora.

(5 ) chuti^ latani^ lala mana^ karasyau^ y e ^  yake cita cora^;

(6 ) parirambhana^ cumbana^ mili^ gavata sura^ mamdara^ kala ghora.
30 31 32 33 34(7 ) paga dagamagata calata bana biharata rucira kumja ghana

35sora ;• 7

(8 ) hita^ haribamsa^^ lala lalana"^ mili^ hiyau^ siravata mora,

1 H aja; 2 I rajati; 3 B bhore; 4 B [kara for ke rasa];
,5 A mau; CFGHJKM me; 6 BDL bhinai; 7 C nagari;
FILM nagara; 8 B kisora; 9 HIM amsana; L arasani;
10 IM pari; 11 AEFJ dTye; BDHL diyai; G die; 12 IJ 
bilokati; KL bilokita; 13 E chamdu; M irada; 14 EFM biva;
15 BM aura; 16 J °mata [emended to matta, sec.m.1; 17 E tyocana;
18 GILM trsita; F trisata; 19 AE chutT; 20 B latani;ft ft ' • ' « ?

I latana; M [-ta- omitted, added sec.m.1; 21 A manu;
22 CEL karsyau; DIJ karasyo; 23 AC e; 24 E corT;
25 L parirambhana; 26 A cumbana; 27 B mila; C mill;
K [one aksara erased between mi- and -li]; 28 H svara;
29 ABDEHIJL mamdira; [j emended to mamdara]; 30 M magadagata;
31 B mani; 32 E biharata; 33 B racira; 3^ B kumja;
35 ABI ghora; 36 all MSS jai sri hita; 37 ABEM haribamsa;
38 B lalana; M lalina; 39 C mill [emended to mili, sec.m.1;
F mila; 40 AIM hiyo.

Metre; 16+11 matras.
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CPJ2<

(1) aju^ bana kridata^ syama^ syama^;

(2)• subhaga banT nisi"* sarada^ cadinT^ rucira kumja abhirama^.

(3 ) samdhana adhara karata parirambhana^ aicata^ jaghana^ dukula^;

— 13 14 15 16(4) ura nasa pata J tirichT citavani dampati rasa samatula •

17 18 19 20 21 22(5 ) ve bhuja pina payodhara parasata bamadrsa piya hara;

(6) basanani^ pika alaka akarasata^ samara^ sramita^ sata^ inara^,

(7) palu^ palu^ prabala caupa"^ rasa lampata ati sumdara sukuvara*^;

(8 ) hita^ haribamsa^ aju^"* trana^ tutata^ hau^ bali bisada^• • * ,V-U-bihara

1 DEHM aja; 2 IM kridati; 3 GHL syama; 4 GHL syama;
5 EGH nisi; IW nisa; 6 A [sarada emended to saradi, sec.m.1;
GHM sarada; 7 ABIM cadanT; D f-ni omitted, added sec.m,];
8 B abharama; 9 L parirambhana; 10 ACJ ecata; E acata 
[emended to aicata, sec.m.1; 11 M [-gha- omitted, added sec.m.1;
12 B dukula; I [omitted, added sec.m.]; 13 BIL pati; K pati;
14 A tirTchT; BI tirachT; L tirichi; 15 M citavana;
16 E samatula; 17 C vai; 18 D [-na omitted, added sec.m.1; 
19 B pavodhara; 20 I parsata; 21 A °disa; BF °dasa;
OEM dasa; GHIJL drsa; 22 F piya; 23 FIM basanana;
24 BHL akarsata; I [followed by sra[-mita], crossed out]; 25 A 
surata; 26 A srimata [emended to sramita, sec.m.]; E srimata
[emended to sramita, sec.m.]; 27 GM sata; 28 G bhara;
29 ADFHM pala; [folio missing in D; text absent from second palu
to 34.6 asaktal; 30 AFHI'1 pala; 31 ACGK copa; 32 AH 
sukumara; GLM sukuvara; 33 all MSS jai srT hita; 34 AEM 
haribamsa; 33 M aja; 36 A tinu; CGHM trna} F trna;
I trina; L trana; 37 A tutatu; E tutata; I futati;
K tatata; 38 ACEFGIM ho; 39 ABFGHL bisada; 40 E bihara 
[emended to bihara, sec.m.1.

Metre: 16+11 matras.
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CP 33*

_ 1 __ 2 ' 3(1) aju bana rajata jugala kisora ;
- 4  5(2) nadanamdana brsabhananamdinT uthe unide bhora.• t • ft ft

(3 ) dagamagata paga parata^ sithala*^ gati parasata nasa sasi^ chora;

(4) dasana^ basana samdita raasi^ maradita gamda^ tilaka kachu"*2 thora.« • • ft •• ° ♦
,cn , 13 , , 14 . . 1 5  16 . 17 .18(5 > durata na kaca karajana ke roke aruna naina all cora;

(6) hita*1̂  haribamsa2^ sabhara2  ̂ na tana22 mana surata2"* samudra2^
jhakora.

[Folio missing in MS D. ]

1 C aju; HM aja; 2 H yugala; 3 AB kisora;
4 B namdanadana;[see note]; 5 BE brasabhananamdinT;
H brsabhahunamdinT; IM brsabhananamdani; 6 F dharata;♦ ft f t '  ft ft • 1 7

I uthati; 7 AG sithila; H sithila; 8 A sisa; CG sasi;
M sasi; 9 IE dasana; 10 AM masa; 11 E gamdi;
CF kachu; 13 A [omitted; na added sec,m.1; 14 CEGHL
karajani; I karijana; 15 El rokai [-k- is unclear in E:
apparently replaces original]; F rauke; 16 B [-na omitted];
GIL aruna; [aruna/aruna follows next in AFGIM]; 17 ACEFI nena;
18 B ala; 19 all MSS jai sri hita; 20 AE haribamsa;
21 ACF sabhara; BI sabhari; JK sabhari; 22 B tata;
23 K [omitted, added sec.m.]; 24 B suraudra.

Metre: 16+11 matras.
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CPjih,

1 2(1) bana kT kumja nikumjani dolani ;
3 4 5(2) nikasata nipata sakarT btthini/ parasata nahi nicolani .

6 7 8 9(3 ) pratakala rajanT saba jage sucata susa drga lolani ;
10 11 12 13 . 14 . .15(4) alasavamta aruna ati byakula kachu upajata gati golani •

16 17 18 19(5 ) nirttani bhrkuti badana ambuja mrdu sarasa hasa madhu
. _ .20 bolani ;

(6 ) ati asakta2"1 lala ali22 lampata basa2^ kine2^ binu2"* molani2^.
27 28 __ 29 _30 _ 31(7) bilulita sithala syama chuti lata rajata rucira kapolani;

32 33 31+ _ 33(8 ) rati biparita cumbana parirambhana cibuka caru takatolani

[Text continues overleaf#]
[Folio missing in D: text resumes in line 6 , asakta.1

1 H nakumjana [see note]; 2 M dolana; 3 A bithini; CIK 
bithani; FM bithina; 4 C nahi [emended to nahi, sec.m.];
EFGHJL nahi; 5 B [-la- omitted]; M nacolana; 6 E rajini;
7 B sGcata sucata; E sucata; I sucati; L sucita; 8 ABM draga;
E druga; 9 E locani; 10 L (-sa- omitted); 11 GHIL aruna;
12 I [-ku- omitted]; 13 A kuchu [emended to kachu, sec.m.];
14 A upajati; 15 F [-la- omitted]; M golana; 16 GE nrttani;
BGI nirttana; FHJ nirtani; M nrttana; 17 BFG bhrkuti; M bhrakuti;
18 A mridu; B mrda; 19 B [-sa omitted]; 20 M bolana;
21 A asakti; DFJL asakta [D: text resumes here after missing folio];
22 IL rasa; 23 B saba; C basa; M basi; 24 C kine; BDL kinai
25 GHIKM bina; 26 M molana; 27 B bilalita; M bilulata;
28 AG sithila; H sithila; 29 GH syama; 30 AE chuti;
31 AIJ rajati; 32 A biparati; CEIM biparita;
33 B cambana; 34 D [-na omitted, added sec.m.]; I parirambhani;
35 JM takatolana;• • 1
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CP 34 (continued).

(9) kabahu^ sramita kisalaya^ sajja^ para musa amcala^ jhakajholani;
kn , 41 42 - 43 ,44 .45(10) dina haribamsa dasi hiya sicata baridhi keli kalolani.

36 CE kabahuka; GIJKLM kabahu; 37 BH kisalaya;
38 AFH sijya; BDIJM sejya; C sajya; 39 1 amcali;
4o B dita; C jai sri hita [emended to dina, sec.m.1;
I hita; 41 ABEM haribamsa; 42 EFIKL dasa [K emended 
to dasi by scribe]; 43 ABCK sicata; D sicati; J sicati; 
ifif FGIKM baridha; 45 FM kela.

Metre: '16+12 matras.
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CP 35 >

1 —2 ' 3(1) jhulata dou navala kisora ;

(2 ) rajanT janita^ ramga susa sucata"* amga amga uthi^ bhora.

7 8 9 10(3) ati anuraga bhare mili gavata sura mamdara kala ghora;

(4) bica^ bTca^2 pritama cita^ corata^ priya^"* naina^ kT kora.

(5 ) abala ati sukuvara^ darati^ mana bara himdora^ jhakora2 ;̂

r c \ , 1-21 n , .22 23 . .24 , .25 , 26(6 ; pulaki pulaki pritama ura lagati dai nava uraja akora .

(7) arajhT2^ bimala mala kamkana2^ sau2^ kumdala sau^ kaca dora;

(8 ) bepathajuta^ kyau^ 2 banai^^ bibecita"^ anada^"* badhyau"*̂ * na thora.

[Text continues overleaf.]

1 E jhulata; I ye dou jhulata [for jhulata dou]; L jholata;
2 AE dou; 3 AB kisora; 4 BM janata; 5 E sucata;
I sucati; L sucita; 6 C uthe [emended to uthi, sec.m.];
7 BF mila; C mill [emended to mili, sec.m.]; 8 I gavati;
9 H svara; K [one aksara erased between su- and -ra]; 10 ABDEHIJL
mamdira [j emended to mamdara, sec.m.]; 11 M bici; 12 M bici;
13 CE citu; 14 El corat i; 15 AC priya; L praya [emended
to priya]; 16 AEFIK nena; H nayana; 17 AHJ sukumari; BG
sukuvari; F sukuvara [emended to sukuvara, sec.m.]; KM sukuvara;
L sukumara [emended to sukumari]; 18 FGHKLM darata [L emended to 
darati]; 19 BG hidora; 20 B ukora; 21 M pulika; 22 M 
pulika; 23 B pura; 24 CFHKLM lagata; 25 C de;
26 H akora; 27 BDEIJ arujhi; HM urajhi; 28 HL kamkana;
I fkamcana emended to kamkana, foil, by kau emended to ki];
29 ACFGM so; B sau; 30 ACFGIM so; 31 CHL °yuta;
32 AH kyo; B kyau; 33 ACFK bane; D banai; E bani; GILM
bane; I bane hai [hai crossed out]; 34 B bibecata;
J [-ta omitted, added sec.m. ]; 35 A anamda; 36 I badhyo;
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CP 35 (continued).

37 _ 38 39 40 41(9) nirasi nirasi phulata lalitadika bibi musa camda cakora;

, v 42 43  ̂44 45 46 47(10) dai asisa haribamsa prasamsita k a n  amcala kT chora.

37 ADHIJL phulati; E phulate; 38 K [-ka omitted, added sec.m.1; 
39 JM biba [J emended to bibi, sec.m.1; F bimba; 40 A masa;
41 H camdra; 42 C de; 43 E [-sa omitted, added sec.m.];

* i t * f *H asisa; 44 B sri haribamsa; EM haribamsa; HI sri haribamsa;
45 AGH prasamsita; B [-ta omitted]; CL prasamsita;
46 BDHIJM kara [j emended to kari, sec.m.]; 47 CEGM ke [e emended
to ki]«

Metre: 16+11 matras.
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CP 36.

(1) aju^ bana nikau2 rasa^ banayau^;

5 6 _7(2 ) pulina pabitra subhaga jamuna tata
mohana^ benu^ bajayau"^.

11 .12 _ 13 14(3 ) kala kamkana kimkini nupura dhuni
.15 16 _ 17s u m  saga mrga sacu payau ;

18 19(4) juvatini mamdala madhya syamaghana
~ _  20 . - 21saraga raga jamayau •

22 23(5 ) tala mrdamga upamga muraja dapha
. 2 4 - 2 5mill rasa siradhu badhayau ;

26 27 28(6 ) bibidhi bisada brsabhananamdini
amga sudhamga29 disayau30.

[Text continues overleaf.]

I E aju; HM aja; 2 ACIGM niko; 3 ACE rasu; 4 AM banayo;
L racayo; 5 M f-bi- omitted, added sec.m.I; 6 M subhaga;
7 CH yamuna [c emended to jamuna, sec.m.]; 8 I mauhana rasa
racayau [rasa racayau crossed out]; 9 B bainu; DK baina;
GH benu; JM bena [j emended to benu, sec.m.]; 10 AM bajayo;
II GHL kamkana; 12 C kimkini; FJ kimkina; GHL kimkini;• • ? a * 7 • t 1
M kirakani; 13 M nupara; 14 B dhuna; C dhuni; H dhvani;
15 FM suna; 16 A mriga; K [omitted, added sec.m.]; 17 IM payo;
18 BJ juvatinu; C yuvatini; FIM juvatina; H yuvatina; 19 CHJ
syamaghana; G syamaghara; 20 AC ragu; 21 AIM janayo;
22 A raridamga; 23 E [-ja omitted]; 24 M simdha; 25 AIM
badhayo; 26 GI bibidha; 27 BCGHJL bisada; 28 ABEF brasabhana- 
namdini; HK brsabhanunamdini; IM brsabhananamdani; 29 E sugamdha; 
30 AIM disayo;
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CP 36 (continued.)

31 32 33 34(7) abhinaya nipuna lataki lata locana
.35 36bhrkuti anamga nacayau ;

v w w w  ̂ v ̂ 37 38 39 40(8 ) tatathei-tathei dharati nautana gati
41 „ 42pati brajaraja njhayau •

, . 43 . 4 4 ________ .45(9 ) sakala udara nrpati cudamam
* - . . 46 . - 47susa banda barasiyau ;

48(10) parirambhana cumbana alimgana
^  49 . 4.-50 . _ 51ucita juvati 3ana payau •

52 53(11) barasata kusuraa mudita nabha naika
54 55imdra nisana ba3'ayau ;

. . 56 ' 5 7  58(12; hita haribajnsa rasika radhapati
. 59 . . 60 61
3asa bitana 3aga chayau

31 A abhinai; 32 A nipuni; B napuni; G nipuna; 33 F lataka
M latika; 34 A locani; 35 AG bhrakuti; BCFIM bhrkuti;* 7 7 * ? • » 7
E bhrakuti; 36 AIM nacayo; 37 A tatathei-tathei;
E tatathei-tathei; 38 DFJK dharata; 39 A nutana;
M notana; 40 C gati [emended to gati, sec.m.];
41 A bri3*a° [sic]; DIM brja°; ^2 AIM rijhayo; 43 C udara;
44 A nripati; 45 GHIKM °mani; 46 CDEH baridhi; IJ baridha;
47 AIM barasayo; E barisayau; F barisayau; I barasayo;
48 B pararambhana; L parirambhana; ^9 I ucati; 50 A jUvati 
CH yuvati; 51 GIM payo; 52 BIFM kusama; 53 A naika;
BDHIJ nayaka; 54 D [emended to imdu]; M imdra; 55 AM ba3*ayo;
56 all MSS jai sri hita; 57 EM haribamsa; 58 c °pati
[emended to °pati, sec.m.]; 59 ACEL jasu; H yasa; 60 a jagu;
61 AIM chayo.

Metre: 16+12 matras.
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CP 37.

1 2 — 3(1) calahi kina manini kumja kutira;
4 - 5  _6 7(2 ) to binu kuvari koti banita -juta mathata madana ki pira.

(3 ) gadagada^ sura^ birahakula"^ pulakita sravata*^ bilocana^2 nira;

(4) kvasi^ kvasi^ brsabhananamdini^ bilapata^ bipina^ adhira.

(5) bamsi^ bisisa^ byala malavali2^ pamcanana pika2  ̂ kira;

(6 ) malayaja^ 2 garala hutasana2^ maruta2^ sasarorga2"*ripu clra.

(7) hita2^ haribamsa2*̂ parama komala2^ cita capala cali piya tira;

(8 ) suni bhayabhita2^ bajra^ kau^ pamjara^ 2 surata sura"*"* ranabtra"*^.

I C calahi; 2 ABDJ kini; 3 A manini; C manini [emended 
to mSnini sec.m.]; BDEJM manani; FI manina; 4 EFGHIKM bina;
3 A kuvara; BDEIJ kuvari; C kuvari; L kuvara; 6 C binita;
7 H yuta; 8 L gadgada; 9 GH svara; 10 ABDHIJ [follows
next; DJ emended to bi° pu° , sec.m.]; E [emended to follow next];
I I  ABCFGHIJKLM sravata; D sravana; E sravana; 12 B bilocata;
FLM balocana; 13 B krasi; FI kvasa; 14 B krasi; E kvasa;
FI kvasa; 15 A brisabhana°; B brsasabhana0; E brasabhana0;
HK brsabham0; IM °namdani; 16 CEIKIM bilapati; 17 A bipini; 
FIM bipana; 18 BCEM bamsl; 19 ACE bisasa; L bisisa;
M bisasa; 20 C malavali [emended to malavali sec.m.1; 21 D pika;
22 E r-ya~ omitted]; 23 C hutasana; 24 K marata [emended to 
maruta, sec.m.]; 25 A °rariga; E °mrta; L sakha0; 26 all MSS
jai sri hita; 27 AEM haribamsa; 28 M komila; 29 K °bhiti;
30 A bajjara; E babhra; 31 A ko; GIKM ko; 32 BDFIL
pimjara; CJ [emended to pimjara]; 33 E sura; 34 BGHK rana0;
C [emended to °dhira, sec.m.].

Metre: 16+11 matras.
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CP 38.

1 2  3 4 5 — 6(1) begi calahi uthi gahara karata kata nikuja bulavata lala;
7 _8 _ 9 10(2) ha radha radhika pukarata nirasi madana gaja dhala.

(3 ) karata"'1 sahUya12 sarada1̂  sasi1** maruta phuti mill ura mala;

(4) durgama1"* takata1^ samara ati katara karahi1*̂ na piya1^ pratipala.

(5 ) hita1^ haribamsa2^ call ati atura21 sravana22 sunata2^ tihi2^ kala;

(6 ) lai rase2"* giri2^ kuca bica sumdara2^ surata sura brajabala2^.

1 FGM bega; 2 C calahi; X calihi; 3 ABD gaharu;
4 ABCDEF karati [follows next in A]; I [followed by hatha, crossed out]
5 CK kita; 6 D bulavati; 7 M radha; 8 B [ra- omitted];
9 ABIJ pukarati; 10 FH nirasa; 11 D karati; 12 A sahai; 
BCEGLM sahai; 13 GHM sarada; 14 C sasi; GHLM sasi; I sasi; 
15 A duragama; B dugama; I durggama; 16 M tikata; 17 C karahi
18 A priya; 19 all MSS jai sri hita; 20 AEM haribamsa;
B harabamsa; 21 C atura; 22 HIL sravana; 23 B [-na- omitted];
24 C tihi; M tiha; 25 ADFK rasai; C rase; 26 IM gira;
27 A sumdari; CE sumdari [-da- omitted in C, added sec.m.];
28 AIM brja°; B brjaija0; C [folio damage obscures text: appears to 
read sura° for braja0, sec.m.1; GH brija°.

Metre: 16+11 matras.
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CP 59.

(1) selyau^ lala cahata ravana;

2 3  ^ + _ ' to_ 5  6 7(2) raci raci apane hatha savaryau nikumja bhavana .

(3 ) rajanT sarada^ mamda saurabha^ sau^ sitala^ pavana;

(*f) to binu^ kuvari^ kama^ k T ^  bedana^ mete^ ba kavana.

, , 18 _ 19 • -2 0 , ..21 , 22 23
\ 5) calahi na capala balamrga- naini taji ba mavana ;

2^ j 25 26 27(6) hita haribarasa mili ba pyare ki arati davana.

1 ADI selyo; G selau; M selo; 2 I raca; 3 i raca; 
k BDL apanai; 5 AI savaryo; CEFG savaryau [followed by ki in e];
H samaryau; M sudharyo; 6 A nikumjani; 7 A bana;
8 C [the following Eire written sec.m. over folio repair: sarada, mamda, 
sitala, pavana]; GH sarada; 9 A sorabha; B sauraba;
10 ACFG so; BE sau; 11 HL sitala; 12 BEFGHIM bina;
13 AEI kuvari; BDFJ kuvara [F emended to kuvari, sec.m.1;
C kuvarT; 14 E kTma; G [omitted]; 13 0 [omitted]; 16 AEL
bedani; 17 A maite; BDKL metai; FHJ meta; 18 C calahi; 
19 A °rariga-; 20 AEFJK nenT [j emended to naini, sec.m.];
21 I taja; 22 I na; 23 A raadana; G bhavana; M mana 
[emended to mayana, sec.m.]; 2k all MSS jai sri hita;
23 BEM haribarasa; 26 A [remainder of line reads mile rasa lampata 
radhika ravana, which is from 40.6]; C mill; FGHILM mila;
27 B aita; 28 EJ vadana [j emended to davana sec.m.].

Metre: 16+7 matras.
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cp 4o.

1 2 3(1) baithe lala nikumja bhavana ;

4 5 6(2) rajanT rucira mallika mukalita tribidhi pavana.

7 8(3 ) tu sasi kama keli manamohana madana davana;

(4) brtha^ gahara^ kata^ karata^2 krsodara*^ karana^ kavana.
15 16 ^ 17(5 ) capala calT tana ki sudhi bisari sunata sravana ;

(6 ) hita^ haribamsa^ mile rasa lampata radha20 ravana.

1 A bani baithe; 2 M nakumja; 3 D [~-na omitted, added sec.m. 1;
4 E rajinx; 5 C mallika [emended to mallika, sec.m.1; E malika;
6 F trabidha; 7 AFM sasi; 8 M kela; 9 A britha;
EG bratha; 10 ABDHJ gaharu; G gahana; 11 E [omitted, added sec.m.]
12 ABDFH karati; L [emended to karati]; 13 AL krisodari;
BM krasodara; C krsodari; GH krsodari; J [emended to krsodari
sec.m. 1; 14 G karana; 15 B sudhe; F sudha; 16 E [-na-
omitted, added sec.m.1; 17 GL sravana; 18 all MSS jai sri hita;
19 EM haribamsa; 20 ACDEFGHIJKLM radhika; B raka [emended to
radhika, sec.m.1.

Metre: 16+6/7 matras.
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c p 41.

(1) priti1 kT rlti2 ragilaul3 janai*;
, . 5 _ .6 * 7 _ 8\2 ; jadyapi sakala loka cudamani dina apanapau manai •

/,N . -9 . 10 .. . , . *11 - 12 _ . *13 .14(3) jamuna pulina mkumja bhavana mai mana manini thanai ;

15 16 17 18 19(4) nikata navTna koti kamini kula dhiraja manahi na anai .

f = \ 20 u 21 -i i . -22 _ „ -23 .24\ 3 ) nasvara neha capala madhukara jyau ana ana sau banal ;

(6 ) hita2^ haribamsa2^ catura soi^^ lalahi2^ chadi meda2^ pahicanai^.

I BCFIM prita [c emended to priti sec.m.]; E priti; 2 BFI rita;
3 BK ragilau; E ragiloi na; FGIM ragiloi; 4 ACFJK jane;
DL janai; E jani [emended to jane]; G jane; 5 BE jadapi;
CH yadyapi [C emended to jad.yapi, sec .m.]; DJ jaddapi; FIM jaddlpa;
K jadipa; L jadyapa; 6 ABEFI cudamani; C cudamani;
M cUdamana; 7 AB apunapau; IM apanapo; 8 ACE mane;
DJL manai; G mane; 9 H yamuna; 10 A [-na omitted]; G kumja;
II AFGHJKM me; BE mai; 12 A manu; 13 E manini;
FIM manani; 14 AEF thane; B thanau; CGJK thane [j emended 
to thanai, sec.m.]; DL thanai; 13 I nipata [emended to nikata, sec.
m.1; M nikati; 16 C kamirii [emended to kamini. sec.m.]; FIM Mamina;
17 A manahu; C manahi; 18 E [followed by diya, crossed out: cf.
42.4 mana diye]; 19 ACEFJ ane [j emended to anai]; DL anai;
G ane; 20 CFGM nasvara; 21 A nehu; 22 A jyo; BCK jyau;
i jyo; 23 A so; BEJK sau; GM so; 24 ACEGJ bane;
[j emended to banai sec.m.]; DFL bane; 25 all MSS jai sri hita;
26 ABEM haribamsa; I [-bamsa omitted; -bamsa added sec.m.];
27 ABCDFGHIJKLM soi; 28 B [-hi omitted]; E lalahe [emended to
lalahi, sec.m.]; 29 B maida; K medi; DHJL maida;
30 ACFJ pahicane; DIKL pahicanai; E pahicano; G pahicane;
M pahacanai.

Metre: 16+12 matras.
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CP 42.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

I F
4 AGM bicare; 5 OK kau; $ A anasarata; I anusarati;
L anusarita; 7 AG nivare; M nivare; 8 AI jyo; BDK jyau;
9 CFGHL sarita; M sarata; 10 G sagara; H sravana;
I I  BCDGJ umagati; EFL umagita; 12 IKL sanrausa; 13 AM
simdha; 14 AG sidhare; B sidharai; I sudharai; M sidhare;
15 AI jyo; BK jyau; 16 C nadahi [emended to nadahi, sec.m.];
17 A diye; B diai; CEF diye; DHIL diyai; G die; K diyai;
M diye; 18 F kuramgana; L kuramgini; 19 AM mare; E 
marai; M mare; 20 all MSS jai sri hita; 21 AEM haribamsa; 
22 A hilagi; 23 A ki; BCEK jyau; H jyo; 24 F sala [-bha

-i f * romittedJ; G salabha; 25 C sarirahi; GBL sarTrahi; J sariraha; 
26 G jare; M jare; 27 BDHIJ nayaka; 28 BM nipuni;
29 A jyo; 30 EFGM bina; 30 ACFI kona; 31 ABFJ apunapau;
I apunipau; M apanapo; 32 G hare; M hare.

1 _2 _ 3 _ 4priti na kahu ki kani bicarai ;
_ 5 6 7maraga apamaraga bithakita mana ko anusarata nivarai .

. -8  . . .*9 - 10 . . . 1 1  12 ... 13 .14jyau salita savana Jala umagata sanamusa simdhu sidharai ;

* -15 -v. v, - 16 .. .17 , .18 , „ .19jyau nadahi mana diyai kuramgani pragata paradhi marai

... 20  . .. '  21 22 _ - . -23 , 24 _ , .25hita haribamsa hilaga saraga jyau salabha sarirahi
.26 jarai ;

27 28 29 30 31 32naika nipuna navala mohana binu kauna apanapau harai

prita; 2 BDEK kahu; 3 BFJ kana [j emended to kani];

Metre: 16+12 matras.
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CP 43.

1 2 _ 3 * 4(1) ati nagari brsabhana- kisori ;

5 . _6 7(2) suni dutika capala mrganainl
akarasata^ citavani^ cita10 gorl.

(3) srlphala^ uraja kacana si dehT
12 13 14kati kehari guna simdhu jhakori;

yi £- /j ̂  ^  yt O

(4) beni bhujaga camda sata badani
.19 .kadali jamgha jalacara gati con.

.20 . .. ' 21 22 . * 23(5) s u m  haribamsa aju rajammusa
_ 24 25bana milai merT niju jori;

(6) jadyapi2^ mana sameta2^ bhamini2^
29 30s u m  kata rahata bhali Jiya bhon.

1 F [emended to ati hi, sec.m.1; 2 BI nagara; 3 BEFG
brasabhana-; H brsabhanu-; 4 E kisori; 5 J suna;
6 DE dutika; 7 A mraganeni; EFIJ °neni; 8 ACEI 
akarasati [E emended to akarasata, sec.m.1; FHKB4 akarsata;
G akarsati; 9 OHM citavata; DIJ citavana [j emended to 
citavata, sec.m.]; 10 C citta; 11 B srikala; 12 M
kehara; 13 GHJM guna; L rasa; 14 A simdha;
15 ABDFL bainl; GHM beni; 16 A bhuvaga; 17 OHJ camdra;
18 CGM sata; 19 CFGHIM kadali [i followed by sambha, crossed 
out: cf. 29.14 kadali sambha]; 20 M suna; 21 ABEM haribamsa; 
22 BHIJLM aja; 23 B f-,ja- omitted]; 24 A milai; HI milaya;
25 DEGHM nija; 26 A jaddipi; BDJ jaddapi; H yadyapi;
F jadipa; IKM jaddipa; L jadyapa; 27 A samaiti; 28 D
bhamini emended to bhamini, sec.m.1; M bhamani; 29 E kata
[emended to kata]; I kati; 30 ADIL rahati; B rahasi;
E rahita.

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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CP 44.

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

1 IM cala [L emended to call]; 2 BFIJM sumdara [J
to sumdari, sec.m.]; C sumdari; 3 E soli; 4 E 
5 C kamini; IM kamina; 6 B kamthi; 7 B laggi; K lagl;
8 EFGILM kina; C kina [emended to klni, sec.m.1; 9 C rajahi;
FGM rajai; 10 A ta; 11 C damini; FLM damina; 12 I
mauhana; 13 A nutana; I nautama; 14 A kacuki; D kucakl;
15 B [bi- omitted]; GH bibidha; 16 H yuga; 17 E una;
18 ACE bane; B banai; D banai; J bana; 19 AC e;
20 ACFKM ko; BJ kau; G ko; 21 B srikala; I [followed by
.juga, crossed out]; 22 A [follows next]; H yobana;
23 FLM atisaya; GH atisaya; 24 IM prita; 25 F amtaragata;
26 all MSS jai sri hita; 27 ABEM haribamsa; 28 K mukalita; 
29 BFGHJLM nibida; 30 M nakumja [emended to nikum.ja, sec.m. 1;
31 E mile; 32 GHM sata; 33 0 rana.

emended 
bramdabana;

1 2  3 4call sumdari boli brmdabana ;■ • i 9

kamini^ kamtha^ lagi^ kini^ rajahi^
„10 **11 12 13 tu damini mohana nautana ghana.

14 - . . .15 - _ *kacuki suraga bibidhi raga sari
16 _ 17 . 18 . .nasa juga una bane tere tana;

y e ^  saba ucita navala mohana kau^
* 21 22sriphala kuca jovana agama dhana.

.23 .24 * .25atisai priti huti amtaragati
hita2^ haribamsa2^ call mukalita2^ mana;• 1

29 30 . 31nibada nikumja mile rasasagara
32* _ 33jite sata ratiraja surata rana

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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CP k5.

(1) - . 1 ' - 2 -3  avati sri brsabhana- dulari ;

(2 ) ,k . 5 rupa rasi ati catura siromani amga amga sukuvan •

(3) 7 8 9 10 prathama ubati majjana kari sajjita 11nTla barana tana sari;

W 12 13 1A guthita alaka tilaka krta sumdara 15 a 16 - - -17 sedura maga savari •

(3) . 1 8  - 19 20 . . . 21 rargaja samana naina amjanajuta rucira resa anusarT;

(6 ) 22 25 2^ j*atita lavamga lalita nasa para dasanavali^ krta^ kari^^. •

(7) sriphala uraja^ kasubhi^ kacuki^ kasi 31upara hara chabi nyari;

(8) * 32 33 ** 3 f̂ krsa kati udara gabhira nabhiputa jaghana^ nitambini^ bharT.

[Text continues overleaf.]

I BFGIKM avata; E avati [emended to avati. sec.m.1; 2 E
brasabhana-; H brsabhanu-; 3 C dulari; k B rasa; G rasi;

f r5 BF siromana; EL siromani; GH siromani; M siromani;
6 AHL sukumarX; B sukara; D [-ri omitted]; JKM sukuvarl;
7 B upati; I ju ubati; 8 A mamjjana; BDIJM mamjana;
9 B kara; 10 E sajjata [emended to sag j ita, sec.m.]; F sajita;
II G barana; 12 AD guthita; FHM gumthita; 13 AB krata;
D krtata [-ta at beginning of new folio]; K krti; 1 t̂ CE sumdari;
15 BDKL saidura; C sidura [emended to sedura. sec.m.]; 16 AI
maga; 17 ADEFI savarT; B sajavari; C [sa- omitted, added sec.m.1;
18 A mrigaja; 19 D samana [emended to samana.]; 20 AEIJ nena;
C nayana; 21 H °yuta; 22 C jatTta; 23 HL nasa;
2A M pari; 25 H dasanavali; L [~sa- omitted]; M darasanavali;
26 AB krata; 27 I bhari [emended to kari]; 28 B [-ja omitted];
29 B kasakasubhT; CDEFIJKLM kasubhT; G kasubhT; H kasttohT; 30 AJKL
kacuki; BM kucakT; 31 A ["pa- omitted]; BDGIJKL upara
[l followed by 5 aksaras, heavily crossed out]; HM upari;
32 A kasi; B krasa; FILM krsa; 33 C kati; 3^ M nabha°;
35 D jaghani; 36 ABCDFGHKL nitambani; E nitambhani; IJM nitambana;
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CP 45 (continued.)

"»37 38 _ 39 _ 40 41 _ 42 43(9) manau mrnala bhusana bhusita bhuja syama amsa J para
dari;

, . 44 ' 45 46 47 48 49(10; hita haribamsa jugala karani gaja biharata bana piya
pyarT.

37 A mane; BJ manau [j emended to manau, sec.m.1; CE mano;
D manau; G mano; IM mano; 38 A mrinala; GHL mrnala;
39 E bhusana; GH bhusana; 40 A [follows next]; 41 I 
[followed by chabi, crossed out]; 42 GHILM syama; 43 L amsa;
44 all MSS jai sri hita; 43 EM haribamsa; 46 H yugala;
47 A karani; B karini; GH karani; I [followed by basa, crossed
out]; 48 M [omitted, added sec.m.]; 49 F piya.

Metre: 16+12 matras.
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CP 46.

1 2(1) bipina ghana kumja ratikeli bhuja meli ruci
syaraa^ syama^ mile sarada^ ki jamini^;

7 8 9(2) hrdai ati phula samatula piya nagari
.10 . 11 . . «12 13 1^ - , -15karani kara matta manau bibidhi guna ram m i

(3 ) sarasa gati hasa parihasa"*^ avesa^ basa^
dalita^ dala2<̂  madana bala koka rasa2  ̂ kamini22;

(4) hita2^ haribamsa2^ suni2^ lala lavani2^ bhide2^
- 28 " - 29 * 30 _ . -31pnya ati sura susa surata samgramini

1 AE bipini; EFM bipana; 2 M °kela; 3 CGH syama;
4 GHL syama; 5 GHM sarada; 6 H yamini; M jamanT;
7 A hridai; HKL hrdaya; 8 E phula; 9 A nagari;
10 A karini; G karani; J [emended to karini, sec.m.];
M karani; 11 AGIM kari; 12 A mana; B manai; CFJ
mano; DHL manau; EGIM mano; 13 G bibidha; 14 GH guna;
15 G raginl; I rasini [emended to ramini, sec.m.1; M ramani;
16 FM parahasa; 17 A avaisa; GGHLM avesa; 18 B f-sa 
omitted]; C basa; 19 GM dalata; 20 D [-la replaces 
original reading, sec.m.]; 21 A basa; E rasi; 22 E kamili
[emended to kamili, sec.m.]; HI kamani [L emended to kamini];
23 ABCDEFHIJKLM jai sri hita; G [omitted; .jai sri prefixed to
haribamsa]; 24 AEM haribamsa; 25 A prabhu; M suna;
26 B vanya [la- omitted]; CH lavanya; DIJK lavanya; M lavana;
27 F bidhe; GM bhidhe; 28 BCDEFGHIJKLM priya; 29 H sura;
30 E f-ta omitted, added sec.m.]; I surati; 31 ^  samgramanT.

Metre: 4 *
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CP 47.

—  1 —(1) bana ki lila lalahi bhavai;
2 3 .4(2) patra prasuna bica pratibimbahi

5 . 6  . „7 . - .nasa sisa pnya janavai.

(3 ) sakuci^ na^ sakata pragata parirambhana^
.11 _ all lampata duri dhavai;

(4) sambhrama12 deta kulaki^ kala1^ kamini*1̂
rati rana^ kalaha macavai.

. ,-17 . .18 .. .19 . .20 -21(5> ulati sabai saraajhi nainam mai
_ 22amjana resa banavai ;

(6 ) hita2^ haribamsa2^ priti2^ riti2^ basa2*'7
. -28 _ 29 , , _ . sajani syama kahavai.

I C lalahi; K salahi; 2 E prasuna; 3 M bici;
4 C pratibimbahi; 5 K [-sa omitted, added sec.m.1; 6 H sisa;
K sisi; 7 I priyahi; 8 B sukuci; C sakuci; FHJ sakuca;
9 I [omitted, added sec.m.1; 10 A parirambhita; L parirambhana;
II B dura; 12 B sarabhrma; D [»ma omitted, added sec.m.1;
J sambhrata; 13 B phulaka; DIJ kulaka; M kulika;
14 FI kali; 15 0 kamini; M kamina; 16 BGHJLM rana;
17 C ulati; 18 M [follows next; order emended to sabai sama.jhi, 
sec.m. 1; 19 CD samujhi; FI samujha; J samajha [emended to
samujha, sec.m. 1; 20 AGI nenani; E nena f-ni omitted];
21 ADFGHKM me; BiiJ mai; 22 E banTvai [emended to banavai,
sec.m.]; 23 all MSS jai sri hita; 24 AEM haribamsa;
25 A [follows next]; 26 F rita; 27 C basa; M basi;
28 E sajana [emended to sajani, sec.m.]; 29 GH syama.

Metre: 16+12 matras.
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CP 48.

_ 1 2 _ 3(1) ban! brsabhana- namdinT aju ;
/ \ 4 . . .  5 . 6(2J bhusana basana bibidhi pahire tana

7piya mohana hita saju .
_ _ — 8 9(3) hava bhava lavanya bhrkuti lata

U* * 10 * 4.-11 ■ -• 12harata juvati jana paju ;

13 14 _ 15(4) tala bheda avaghara sura sucata
16 . . . . .17 18nupura kimkini baju •

(5 ) nava nikumja abhirama syama^ saga2^
21 22 _ 23nikau banyau samaju ;

(6) hita2** haribamsa2*̂ bilasa rasa2^ juta2^
. - , . . 2 8  _.29j o n  abicala raju .

^    f1 B brasabhana-: E brasabhanu-; H brsabhanu-; I sri brsabhana-;• 1 • * * • 1 • * '
2 IM namdani; 3 H aja; 4 EGH bhusana; 5 GL bibidha;
6 ACEFGIJ pahire; BK pahirai; DHL pahirai; M pare [-ha- added 
aec.m. 1; 7 AHKM saja [M emended to saju, sec.m. 1; 8 CEGH
lavanya; 9 AEM bhrakuti; CFI bhrkuti; G bhrukuti;
10 ACED harati; B harita; J hariti [emended to harati];
11 CH yuvati; 12 AHKM paja [M emended to paju, sec.m. 1;
13 ABDJ aughara [D emended to avaghara, sec.m.1; I oghara;
14 GH svara; M [omitted, added sec.m.1; 15 C sucati;
E sucata; IL sucita; 16 M nupara; 17 BEI kimkini;
CGHL kimkini; FM kimkani; 18 AHKM baja [M emended to baju,
sec.m.]; 19 GH syama; 20 A saga; G sagi; 21 DGIM niko;
22 A banyo; CGM banyo; I banyo hai; FL banyau; 23 AHILM
samaja [M emended to samaju, sec.m.1; 24 all MSS jai sri hita;
25 AEM haribamsa; 26 DL rasa rasa [D emended to rasa by crossing
ou  ̂ ~sa ra-1; 27 E rata [ju- added sec.m., but ra- not
cancelled]; 28 M abacala; 29 AHM raja [M emended to raju,
sec.m.].

Metre: 16+11 matras.
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CP 49.

1 2 _ _ 3 4(1) desi sasi radha piya keli ;

5 6 .7 8 . .9 . , 10(2; ye dou s o n  sanka g i n  gahabara
~  ’ 11 12 biharata kuvara kamtha bhuja raeli.

(3 ) ye15 dou^ navala^ kisora^ rupa nidhi
17 18 £19bitapa tamala kanaka mano bell;

20(4) adhara adana cumbana parirambhana
-  21tana pulakita anada rasa jheli.

~ —22 23(5 ) pata bamdhana kacuki kuca parasata
24 . . . 25 , 26 . . 2 7kopa kapata nirasata kara pell ;

(6 ) hita2^ haribamsa2^ lala rasa lampata
dhai^° dharata ura bica^ 1 sakeli.

1 C desa; 2 A si; 3 F piya; 4 M kela; 5 A e
6 CDFGHIJKLM dou; 7 OM sora; 8 B [sari- omitted];
C sirika; FGM saraka; H siraka; 9 IM gira; 10 L
gahbara; 11 ADIJ kuvar.a; C kuvari; H kumari; 12 E 
[followed by ja]; 13 A e; 14 CDFGHIJKLM dou; 15 f 
[-va- omitted, added sec.m.]; 16 A kisora; 17 B bitapi
18 D timala; 19 A manau; BGM mano; CEI mano; D manau
HJ manau; L manu; 20 GL parirambhana; 21 A anada;
B anamda; 22 AD kamcuki; E kumcuki; 23 I parasati;
24 C koka; 25 AI nirasati; 26 I paga; 27 M pela; 
28 all MSS jai sri hita; 29 ABE haribamsa; 30 A dhai; 
HM dhaya; 31 M bici.

Metre: 16+15 matras.
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CP 50 *

1 _ 2  _ 3 , 4  5(1) navala nagari navala nagara kisora raili
6 7 8kumja komala kamala dalani sajja raci;

(2 ) gaura syamala^ amga rucira tapara^ mile
11 .12 - w13 14 15sarasa mani nila mano mrdula kamcana saci.• • •

(3 ) surata^ nTbi nibadha heta piya^ manini^
. -19 . .20 ~21 , _ . 22 _23pnya ki bhujani mai kalaha mohana maci ;

ft  \ 24 ' _ 2 5(4; subhaga snphala uraja p a m  parasata rosa
26 27 28 29hurakara garva drga bhamga bhamini lacl .

(5) koka kotika rabhasa^ rahasi haribamsa"^ hita^ 2
. . *. 33 _ * 34 35bibidhi kala madhun kimapi nahina baci ;

(6) pranaya-^ maya^ rasika lalitadi^ locana casaka
" . 39 ,  ̂AO _ .41 142pivata makaramda susa rasi amtara saci •

I K [preceded by navala nagari, incompletely erased]; 2 BCEIK
nagari; 3 A nagari [emended to nagara]; G nagara; 4 AB 
kisora; 5 HE mila; C mili; 6 M komila; 7 0 [-la-
oraitted]; IM dalana; 8 AF sijya; BIJM sejya; H sayya;
DL sajya; 9 BI savala; CGHJ syamala; 10 M tapari;
II G sarala; 12 ACGHLM mani; J [tna[?]au, with second consonant 
unclear, emended to mani, sec.m.1; 13 A mano; B manau; CFH
mano; JKL manau; M mano; 14 A mridula; 15 E [preceded by
kam (at end of folio)]; 16 AM surati; 17 AFM priya;
BDGI priya; 18 FIM manani; 19 A priya; BJ piya
[j emended to priya sec.m.]; F piya; 20 B bhujana; E bhujanani;
M bhugana [emended to bhu.jani sec.m. 1; 21 ACFGHJKM me; BD mai;
22 I mauhana; K [one aksara erased between mo- and -hana];
23 K [omitted, added sec.m.1; 24 M subhaga; 25 BDIJM pana;
[j emended to pani, sec.m.]; H pani; 26 Cl htunkara; 27 A driga;
B daga; EKM draga; 28 FG bhamini; M bhamina; 29 BI call;
30 AH rabhasi; 31 AEM haribarasa; H sri haribamsa; 32 B 
hati; 33 G bibidha; 3^ 0 nahina; 35 K blcT [emended to
baci]; 36 A pranai-; 37 A mai; C me; 38 I [-ta- omitted,
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CP 50 (continued).

added sec.m.1; M lalitadika [-ka incompletely erased];
39 EFGIKLM pXvata; 40 B [-mdat and su- from next, omitted]; 
41 BF rasa; M rasi; 42 L saci.
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CP 51.

1 2  ' 3(1) dana dai rX navala kisori ;

(2) magata^ lala^ ladilau^ nagara^
8 ' 9pragata bhaX dina dina ki corl.

10(3) nava riaramga kanaka hiravali
... 11 . - .12 .13bidruma sarasa jalaja mani gon;

_ 14 _ 15 16(4) purita rasa pXyusa jugala ghata
kamala kadali^ samjana^ kX jorl.

. (5) to^ pai2<"* sakala2  ̂ sauja22 damana2^ kX
24 25kata satarata kutila drga bhorX;

( r \  - 26 27 .... -28 . 29 . 30(b; nupura rava kimkini pisuna ghara
hita^ haribamsa kahata^ nahi^ thori.

1 BCDJ danu; 2 C dai; 3 A kXsori; B kisori;
4 BDFHLM magata; 5 B lali; E lalu; 6 CDI ladilo;
M ladalo; 7 A nagari; 8 M praghata; 9 E bina;
10 AG nariga; B naragi; CDEIJM narimga; 11 B bimduma;
C bidruma [emended to bidruma, sec.m.1; 12 I sajala;
13 C mani; GHLM mani; I mati; 14 E purita; M purata;
15 AI piyusa; EF pXyusa; M payusa [emended to piyusa, sec.m.1;
16 H yugala; 17 CM kadalX; 18 M [sam- replaces original];
19 CM tau; 20 AE pe; CG pa!; 21 C [follows next];
22 AEM soja; 23 ABCDEGHI damini; FL damani; J [emended to
damani]; K daminX; M damina; 24 ADHIJL satarati; 25 A
driga; BF daga; DEKM draga; 26 M nupara; 27 B [omitted]; 
28 A kimkini; C kimkini; GHL kimkinX; M kimkanX; 29 C• 7 * • 7 • c 1 9 1
pisuna; I pisuna; 30 B [-ra omitted]; 31 ABCDEFHIJKLM 
jai srX hita; G jai hita; 32 EM haribarasa; 33 ADI kahati; 
34 DEF nahX; HLM nahi.

Metre: 16+16 matras.



-  2 0 6  -

CP ft*.

(1) desau1 mai2 sumdarata ki siva^;' • * 1

(2) braja^ nava taruni^ kadamba nagari nirasi karata^ adha- griva^.

4 9 10 . . . .  - 11 - . .12 _13 , 14 - .15(3) jo kou koti kalapa lagi jXvai rasana ko£ika pavai ;

16 17 18 19 20(4) tau rucira badanarabimda ki sobha kahata na avai •

(5) devaloka bhHloka21 rasatala22 suni2^ kavi kula mati dariyai2^;

(6) 6ahaja madhurl amga amga ki kahi kaso2^ patatariyai2^.
j 2̂  2q 3

(7) hita haribamsa pratapa rupa guna baya bala syama
N a g a r a * !

33  ̂ 3̂  35 36 37(8) jakT bhru v bilasa basa pasuriva dina bithakita rasa*
sagara.

1 BCIM deso; 2 B fma- omitted, added sec.m.1; E mai;
3 BEFK sTva; Cl s?va; LM siva; 4 ADM brja; 5 B taruna;
CG taruni; 6 BDJL karati; 7 B ati-; DJKL adhi-;
8 B grava; CJK griva; FI griva; L griva; 9 ADL jau;
10 A kol; BCDFGHIJKL kou; 11 A kalapi; H kalpa;
12 C jlvai; G jive; 13 B rasma; 14 F kotaka; 15 G 
pave; 16 AE taii; dj tou [j emended to tau, sec.m. 1; K taba;
17 M badanarubrrada; 18 H sobha; 19 DIJL kahati [j emended 

kahata. sec.m. 1; 20 G ave; 21 AEIK bhuva0 ; f-valoka and
foil, ras are written sec.m. over folio repair in E]; C bhuva0 ;
22 L rasatala; 23 M suni; 24 C dariyai; HJM dariye;
25 BE °sau; CDHIJL °sau; 26 B f-ta- omitted, added sec.m.1;
JM patatariye; L [followed by repeat of whole line, crossed out];
27 all MSS jai sri hita; 28 AEM haribamsa; 29 EGHJ guna;
30 A be; E bai; 31 GHK syama; 32 B ujagara; 35 B bhu;
E bhu; M bhru; 34 D pasuri [ *va added sec.m.1; EFL pasuriva 
35 E dena [emended to dina, sec.m.1; 36 A bisrakita; D
bithakithata [second -tha- crossed out]; 37 A susa-.

Metre: 16+12 matras.
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CP 53.

(1) desau1 mai2 abala kai^ bala^ rasi^;

(2 ) ati gajamatta^ niramkusa^ mohana nirasi^ badhe^ lata pasi^.

v X.-11 12 ,, -13 14 , 15 - 16(3 ) aba hi pamgu bhai mana ki gati b m u  udyama anayasa ;

(4) taba ki kaha^ kahau^ jaba piya^ prati2^ cahata2"* bhrkuti22

bilasa2^.

(5 ) kaca samjamana2^ byaja bhuja2^ darasata2^ musakani2^ badana bikasa2^
 ̂29 30 31 32 33 3th 35 36(6 ) ha haribamsa aniti riti hita kata darata tana trasa •

1 CGHIM deso; 2 E mai; 3 BCEFGHI ke; 4 BIM bali;
5 BFH rasa; GM rasi; 6 E °mata; 7 A nirumkusa; CGHM 
niramkusa; L naramkusa [emended to niramkusa1; 8 B nirasa;
9 AI badhe; B badha; E bavi [emended to badha, sec.m.1;
10 FH pasa; G pasa; 11 FGHLM hi; 12 BDFI pamga;
13 E bhai; 14 BEFGIM bina; 15 AE udima; BG uddhima;
CDFIJ uddima; 16 AC anayasi; FGHK aniyasa; L aniyase
[emended to aniyasiI; 17 E kaha [emended to kaha by scribe];
18 ABEIK kahau; CFGM kaho; 19 AGI priya; 20 G pati;
L pata [emended to prati]; 21 ABDJ cahati; 22 A bhrikuti; 
BCEFIK bhrkuti; L bhrakuti; M bhrakuti; 23 AC bilasi;
L [emended to bilasi]; 24 BCDEJ samjaroani; H samyamana;
25 B bhaja; E bhaji [emended to bhu.ji, sec.m. ]; 26 C darasita;
E tarasita [emended to darasita, sec,m.]; 27 DL musikani;
IM musakana; K musikana; 28 A bikasi [emended to bikasi, sec.m*]; 
CL bikasi; E bikasa; 29 ABEM haribamsa; 30 BCFHIJKM anita;
31 ACFHKL rita; 32 A hiti; 33 M [-ta omitted, added sec.m.];
34 ADIJL darati; B darata; C darati [emended to darati, sec.m.];
G darata; 35 A tanu; 36 ACL trasi.

Metre: 16+11 matras.
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CP 54.

1 v 2 3 4 5(1; nayau neha nava ramga nayau rasa
navala syama^ brsabhana"^ kisori ;

~  9 10 _  11(2) nava pitabara navala cunari
.12 ..13 =- 14 15nai nai budana bhijata gon.

(3 ) nava^ brmdabana^ harita manohara
nava catika^ bolata mora mori;

19 _ 20 21(4) nava mural! ju malara nai gati
' 22 2 3 _ 2 4sravana sunata aye ghana ghori.

(5) nava bhusana2^ nava2^ mukata2'7 birajata2^
—29 30 <jnai urapa leta thori thori;

31 ' 32 33 34(6) hita haribamsa asisa deta musa
. 35 •- 36 , , . 37 , 38* . -cira jivau bhu tala yaha^ jon.

1 A nao; CDFGIM nayo; 2 A [-ha omitted, added sec.m.1;
3 A ramgu; 4 A nao; CFGHXM nayo; 5 A rasu; 6 GH
syama; 7 BE brasabhana; GH brsabhanu; 8 ABE kisori;
9 AI pitambara; B pitamara; 10 A navalu; 11 E cunari;
12 all MSS nai; 13 all MSS nai; 14 AD budani; BC budana;
E bumaanani; GL budani; 15 ADGHJL bhijati; F [bhi.j- replaces
original reading, sec.m.1; 16 E mava [emended to nava, sec.m.1;
17 E bramdabana; 18 B catika; G cataki; H cataka; L catrika;
19 M murala; 20 A marala; B malara; C mallara; 21 E 
mai [emended to nai, sec.m.1; 22 GIL sravana; 23 C sunata;
24 AJ ae; 25 GEL bhusana; 26 E [-va omitted, added sec.m.1;
27 E mukuta; 28 F [birajata replaces original (beginning ca-), 
sec.m.]; 29 A [omitted]; 30 B urpa; 31 all MSS jai sri hita;
32 AEM haribamsa; 33 G usisa; H asisa; 34 D [-sa omitted, 
added by scribe]; 35 B ciru; C ciram; 36 A jiyo; BDFGL 
jiyau; Cl jivo; 37 A [follows next]; B [-la omitted];
E bhutala; M avatala [emended to bhutala, sec.m.]; 38 A ihu.

Metre; 16+16 matras.
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CP 55.

1 y 2 — 3 4- 5(1) aju dou damini mili bihasi';

(2) bica^ lai^ syama^ ghata ati nautana^ take"*^ ramga rasl1"*.

(3 ) eka camaki^2 cahu^ ora^ sasi ri apane^ subhai^ Iasi;

(4) ai eka^ sarasa gahani mai^ duhu^ bhuja bica2^ basi.

(5 ) ambuja nlla ubhai2  ̂ bidhu22 rajata2^ tina2^ ki calana2^ sasi2 ;̂

(6) hita2^ haribamsa2^ lobha bhetana2^ mana purana^ sarada^ sasi^2,

1 HM aja; 2 BDEFGHIJKIM dou; 3 C damini; BFM damina;
4 FL mila [L emended to mili]; 5 AG bahasi; CEFJKM bahasi;
H bihasit; 6 C bica; 7 A laya; C laye;
8 GHL syama; 9 AC nutana; [C: folio bearing text from -tana 
to 57.14 (ka-)mini is a replacement, sec.m., of lost folio];
B nautane; E nutana; F nautana; 10 D °kai; 11 B fra-
omitted]; I [omitted, added sec.m.]; 12 ABCEFGM camaka;
13 A [with foil.] cahuvora; BHJL cahu; CFG cahu; D cauhu;
14 M aura; 15 DL apanai; 16 A subhat; BDHIM subhava;
FJ subhaya; 17 B aika; 18 ACFGHJKM me; BE mai; 19 BIF
duhu; E [du- omitted; do added sec.m.]; GM dou; K dou; L duhu;
20 M bici; 21 B umai; H ubhaya; 22 B bibidhu; CM
bidhi; J bidha; 23 A rajati; 24 C tila; G tiiii;
25 ABJL calani; 26 C basi; E susi; 27 all MSS jai sri hita;
28 AEM haribamsa; 29 A bhaitana; B bhatena; JK bhetana;* '  • 7 • 1 • '
L bhetani; 30 DG1I purana; E purana; 31 B [-ra- omitted];
GH sarada; M sadara [emended to sarada, sec.m.]; 32 D [-si

-I P F P P /omitted, added sec.m. |; G sasi; HM sasi; I sasi.

Metre: 16+10 matras.
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CP 56.

(1) hau1 bali jau2 nagari syama^;
5 _ 6 ?__ __(2) aisai hi raga karau nisi basara

8 9brradabipina kutT abhirama •

(3 ) hasa bilasa surata^ rasa sfcana^
' 12pasupati dagdha jivavata kama;

Ĉ f) hita^ haribamsa^ lola^ locana^ ali
17 * 18 _ karahu na saphala sakala susa dhama.

[Text in C is on replacement folio, sec.m.1

I ACEFGIM ho; EDK hau; 2 ACEFIJ jau; HK ja§;
3 A [followed by approx. 9 aksaras , cancelled by application
of paste]; GH syama; k AI ese; FGJ aise;
5 CFHM hi; 6 C karau; IM karo; 7 BFM nisa; H nisi
8 A brmdabipini; E bramdabipini; FIM brmdabipana;
9 K f-rama omitted, added sec.m.]; 10 IM surati;
II BDFJM sicana; CEK sicani; L [emended to sicanil;
12 ABCFJL pasu0; 13 all MSS jai sri hita;
1*f AEM haribamsa; B harabamsa; 15 A lobha;
16 D [followed by ma, incompletely erased]; 17 B karaha;
K karahu; 18 K suphala.

Metre; 16+15 matras.
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CP 57.

1 3(1) prathama jathamati pranau bnndabana ati ramyaj
, 4 J5 6 7 8(2) sri radhika krpa binu saba ke manani agamya.

(3 ) bara^ jamuna^ jala sicana^ dinahl^2 sarada*^ basamta;

1 4  * * * 1 5  16(4) bibidhi bhati sumanasa ke saurabha ali kula mamta.

(5 ) aruna"* ̂ nuta**^ pallava^ para kujata2^ kokila2  ̂ kira;

(6 ) nirttani22 karata sisi2^ kula ati anamda2** adhira2"̂*

(7) bahata2^ pavana rucidaika2^ sitala2^ mamda sugamdha;

(8 ) aruna2^ nila sita^° mukalita jaha^ 1 taha^ 2 pusana-''* bamdha^\

[Text continues overleaf.]
[Each couplet is numbered in B. Replacement folio in C ends in line (14).]

1 A brathamati; F jathamata; H yathamati; 2 BDHJ pranaH;
CFI pranaH; E pranau; G pranau; M pranaS; 3 AE sri
bramdabana; BCDFGHIJKLM sri brmdabana; 4 A radhike; 5 AB krapa;
6 ACFGM bina; 7 E ki; 8 IBM manana; 9 I baru;
10 H yamuna; 11 ABC sicana; D sicata; F sicata; K sicani;
L sicani; 12 A hinahi; CDEFLM dinahi; 13 CHM sarada;
14 G bibidha; 15 AD bhati; F bhata; 16 BDHIJ sumanasi 
r-sa- replaces original in D]( 17 AGHIL aruna; 18 E nuta;
19 E palava; 20 B kujata; CFL kujita; DH kujata; E kujita;
I [followed by ali kula kamta, crossed out]; 21 D kokila;
22 A nirtana; BI nirttana; C narttana; E nirtata; F nrtani;
G nrtyani; HJ nirtani; K nrttani; M nrtyana; 23 C sasi;
HL sisi; 24 C anamda; 25 C adhara; 26 A bahatu;
B babahata; DG bahati; 27 DFHILM °dayaka; 28 GHL sitala;
K sitala; 29 GHIL aruna; 30 LM sita; 31 ABCDEFGHIJKM 
jahS [followed by one erased aksara in K]; 32 all MSS taha;
33 E pusana; GH pusana; 34 GI bamdhu;
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CP 57 (continued).

(9)

(10)

(11)
(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

1 _ 2 3 ati kamaniya birajata maradira navala nikumja;

sevata sagana^ pritijuta^ dina minadhvaja^ pumja.

.. 7 - 8 . ~9 - -10 _ 11 . , ' 12rasika rasa jaha selata syama syama kisora ;
13 14 _ 15ubhai bahu pariramjita uthe unide bhora.

kanaka"*^ kapisa pata^ sobhita^ subhaga savare^ amga;

nila basana kamini2^ ura kacuki2  ̂ kasubhi22 suramga.

23tala rababa rauraja dapha bajata madhura mrdamga ;
24 25 26 27 — —28 29sarasa ukati gati sucata bara basuri musacamga .

[Text continues overleaf.]

1 A kavaniya; 2 D [-ta omitted]; E birajita; X birajati;
3 M mamdara; 4 A saghana; GHK sagana; 5 FJM pritajuta;
H pritiyuta; 6 AEF minadhuja; B mlnadhyamja; C minadhuja;
7 C rasika; 8 ADEGJKL rasi; C raja; 9 ABDEFHIKL jahf;
GM taha; J [ (7)ha: emendment makes first aksara illegible];

/  ^  /  *10 GHJL syama; 11 GHJL syama; 12 A kisora; E kisori;
13 CHM ubhaya; 14 BCK pararamjita; M parirambhana [emended
to Pariramjita, sec.m.1; 15 E unidi; 16 C kanika;
17 L patu; 18 CGH sobhita; I sobhiyata; 19 A savarai;
BIJ savare; C savara; G savare; 20 C kamini; FM kamina; 0
kamini; 21 AE kacuki; 22 AF kasubhi; BE kasubhT; CDEGHIJK
kasubhT; L kasflbhT; M kusubhT; 23 A mridamga; 24 E
[-kati omitted]; K ukata; 25 J [omitted, added sec.m.l;
26 AL sifcita; I sucati; 27 M baru; 28 ABDEFIJK basurT;
C basuri; 29 C camda,
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OP 57 (continued).

~ 1 2 3 k 5 6  7(17) dou mili cacari gavata gaurl raga alapa ;

8 9 10 11 12 13 14(18) manasa mrga bala bedhata bhrkuti dhanusa drga capa .
v 13 16 17 18(19) dou karatarinu patakata latakata ita uta jata;

(20) ho ho hori bolata^ ati anada kulakata^.
21 22 23 2k(21) rasika lala para melata kamini bamdana dhuri ;

(22) piya picakarinu^ chirakata^ taki taki^ kumakuma^ puri*^.
~30 ~31 32 ~ 33(23) kabahu kabahu camdana taru nirmita tarala hidola ;

(.2k) cadhi"^ dou^ jana^ jhulata^ phulata^ karata kalola.

[Text continues overleaf.]

1 BCDEFHIJKIM do£; 2 F mila; 3 BFM cacara; CGI cacara;
J cacari; A- AI gavati; 5 CE gorl; 6 A ragu;
7 AEIJL alapi [J emended to alapa, sec.m.]; CD alapi; 8 BIJ
raanasi; 9 A mriga; 10 I bedhati; 11 A bhrakuti;
CEFGIK bhrkuti; M bhrakuti; 12 A dhanasu; M dhanasa;• * 7 • 1 • 7 • 7
13 A driga; BDM draga; E daga; 1*+ BCEJL capi [J emended to
capa, sec.m. 1; F capa; I capi; 15 DFGHJKL dou; 16 A 
karataranT; B karitarinu; CG karatarini; EM karatarani;
I karatarina; 17 B latakatu; K [omitted, added sec.m.];
18 AM Tta; 19 B bolati; 20 B kalakata; 21 J pari 
[emended to para, sec.m.]; 22 ADJK raelati; 23 G kamini;
FM kajnina; 2k E dhuri; G dhura; 25 A picakaini;
C picakarini; EGK picakarini; M picakarina; 26 C chirakata;
I chirakati; 27 B takita; K [omitted, added sec.m.];
28 ACEL kumkuma; 29 E puri; F pura; 30 ACDEIJ kabahu;
M kabahu; 31 B kacahu; EIJ kabahu; IW kabahtl; 32 A 
[-r- omitted]; M niramata; 33 ABDI hidola; G hindola [sic];
3k C cadhT; E cadi; 33 ABE dou; 36 A mili; 37 E 
jhulata; J [-ta omitted, added sec.m.1; 38 BH phulata;
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CP 57 (continued).

1 2 _ 3 _ k(25) bara himdora jhakorani kamini adhika darati ;
5 ~ __ _ 6(26) pulaki pulaki bepatha aga pntama ura lapatati *

7 8 9 10 11(27) hitacimtaka niju cerinu ura anada na samata ;
12 13 1 13 16(28) nirasi nipata nainani susa trana torata bali jata •

_ 17 18 19 _ 20(29) ati udara bibi sumdara surata sura sukuvara ;

(30) hita^ haribamsa^ karau^ dina dou^ acala bihara.

1 ABC hidora; IM hiradola; G hidola; 2 FM jhakorana [emended to
jhakorani in M, sec.m.]; 3 C kamini; IM kamina; k FGIKM darata;
5 L pulaka [emended to pulaki]; M pulika; 6 FGHIKM lapatata;
7 L °cimtika; 8 A niniju [ni- at end of folio]; DGHILM nija;
F neju; 9 EK cerini; F ceranu; G corani; I cerunu [emended to
cerinu, sec.m.]; M cerana; 10 K [omitted, added sec.m.1; 11 L saraati 
12 IM nirasa; 13 ACDEFJ nenani; I nenana; 14 DIJ trna;
CGHM trna; 15 HIJL torati; 16 L jati; 17 C uddara;
18 IM biba; 19 BE sura; H sura; 20 BCEFIJ sukumara; G
sukavara; KM sukuvara; 21 ABCDFGHIJKLM jai ^rT hita; E srX hita;
22 AEM haribamsa; 23 AGM karo; C karau; IL karahu;
2k AEI dou.

Metre: 12+11 matras.
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CP 58.

-] 2  _3 «-4 „ 5  6(1) tere hita lena ai bana te syama pathai
harata^ kamini^ ghana^ kadana kama kau^;

(2 ) kahe kau^ karata^ badha suni"*̂  ri catura^ radha
13 1 6 1 7  18bhetikai meti ri mai pragata jagata bhau.

(3 ) desi ri rajani niki racana rucira^ p i ^  ki
pulina nalina nabha udita rohinl dhau ;

,_24 . 25 . 26   27 , *28 _ . 29\ k ) tu tau ba sasi say a m  tai m e n  ekau na m a m
~30 ~31 * 32 33 34 -35hau tosau kahata hari juvati jugati sau •

(5 ) mohanalalu^ chabilau"^ apane^ ramga ragllau^
raohata'*0 bihamga**1 pasu^2 nadhu^ 3 muralt rau;

/ci 44 . 45 . 4 6  . . 47 -  48 . 49 t 50Kb) ve tau ba ganata tana jivana jovana tava
51 ■ * 32 53 5k _ . .55 56hita haribamsa hari bhajahi bhamini jau •

1 A [preceded by mai hau]; C [preceded by mai ho]; 2 BDHKL laina;
3 G a'i; 4 B tai; DH ta?; IL te; 5 GHEM syama; 6 E
patai; G pathai; 7 ABCDEGHILM harati; F harita; J [emended to
harati, sec.m.]; 8 D kamini; M kamina; 9 B dhana;
10 GM ko; 11 FI ko; GM ko; 12 ABCDJ karati; 13 BIM 
suna; 14 E caturi; 15 A bhaitikai; E bhetekai; GHI bhetike;
16 A rnaiti; E mete; IM meta; 17 A ra [emended to ri, sec.m.];
18 G jagata; L [-ga- omitted, added sec.m.]; 19 L rucara [emended
to rucira, sec.m.]; 20 3GDGIJKLM piya; 21 G [omitted];
22 FIM rohani; GHL rohinl; 23 DHIM dhau; 2k BE tu; 25 I 
to; 26 B [omitted]; H ’ba; 27 A syani; 28 AGDFGIJ te;
BE tai; 29 I eko; M yeko; 30 AEDE hau; CFGI ho; 31
AB tosau; FGIJM toso; K tausau; 32 ACDEJ kahati; 33 AFGI 
juvati; E javati; H yuvati; 3^ C jugati; EF jugata; 35 
ABEHIL sau; IM so; 36 I mauhana0; 37 CDIM chabilo;
38 L apanai; 39 A ragilau; CDEIM ragllo; 40 E mohita;
41 C bihaga; k2 ABEFL pasu; 43 I [omitted]; kk C vai; 
k5 DIM to; E gau [emended to tau, sec.m.]; 46 H 'ba; 4? E
[ta- omitted]; FGM [omitted; added sec.m. in F]; 48 JL jivani
[j emended to jivana, sec.m.]; 49 H yovana; 50 C dhana;
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CP 58 (continued).

GM tana; 51 all MSS jai sri hita; 52 AEM haribamsa 
F [omitted]; 53 A [omitted]; K hiri [emended to hari] 
5^ F bhajajahi; J bhajaha [emended to bhajahi, sec.m,1;
G bhaje; M bhajai; 55 CGM bhaminT; FI bhamina;
56 I jyo.

Metre: 8+8+8+7 varnas,
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CP 59.

1 2 3(1) yaha ju eka mana bahuta thaura kari
« *» . , 5 - 6kahi kaune sacu payau ;

(o\  ̂ i. x .9 . ^ 1 0  . ~11jaha taha bipati jara juvati jyau
pragata12 pimgala gayau1^.

(3) dvai^ turamga para^ jora1^ cadhata1^ hathi1®
parata^ kauna2^ pai  ̂ dhayau 2;

/ 1 \ , , . 23 *»24 . 25 1 26 _ . 27vMv kahi dhau kauna amka para rasai
* . 28 _29 * 30 3130 ganika suta jayau .

(5 ) hita^ 2 haribamsa"^ prapamca bamca"^ saba^
’ 36' _  , 37 - 38kala byala kau sayau ;

xq Zj,0 Zfl _ Zf2 _ _/f3(6) yaha jiya jani syama syama pada
. 1 - _A*f **5 -  ^6kamala sagi sira nayau *

1 I bahota; 2 B thauri; El thora; 3 F kara; I kaho;
K kahu; 5 BDKLM kaunai; CGI kone; E kona; 6 IM payo;
7 all MSS jaha; 8 A taha; BCDEFGHIJKLM taha; 9 FJK bipata
[k emended to bipati]; 10 H yuvati; 11 AC jyo; BEK jyau;
D jyo; FXM lo; GHL lau; 12 BG pragati; 13 IM gayo; I k B
duya; I dve; 15 I pari; K pai; 16 AC jabaru; E jaura;
F jyaura; I jori; L joru; 17 AFL cadhatu; 18 HIM hatha;
19 L paratu; 20 A kavana; CF kona; 21 ACFGILM para;
22 IM dhayo; 23 B [lines (4) and (5 ) are omitted, and added at the
foot of the folio apparently in the scribe's own hand but in a different 
pen]; C kahi; 2.k ABEK dhau; CFI dho; 25 A kaunu; CFI kona;
26 E [*-ra omitted]; I pari; 27 CM rase; 28 AFG jau; BCJK 
jyau [J unclear ; emended to jo* sec.m.1; I jyo; 29 GH ganika;
J ginika [unclear; emended to ganika, sec.im 1; 30 B suta; 31 DIM
jayo; 32 all MSS jai sri hita; 33 ABEM haribamsa; 3^ B 
basa; D baca; J bamci; 35 B [omitted]; 36 B [-la omitted];
37 CGIM ko; 38 B dhayau; IM sayo; 39 A yahu; **0 C 
jiya; 41 C jani; FH jana; ^2 GHL syama; ^3 D syama; GHL 
syama; B sagi; ^5 C siru; H sira; A6 AI nayo.

Metre; 16+12 matras.
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CP 60»

(1) kaha kahau^ ina^ nainani^ kT^ bata;
5 G 7 8 9(2) ye ali priya badana ambuja rasa a take anata na jata*

10(3 ) jaba jaba rukata palaka samputa lata ati atura akulata;

(4) lampata lava nimesa^ amtara t e ^  alapa kalapa sata^ sata^-

(5 ) sruti^ para kamja drgamjana*^ kuca bica^ mrgamada^ hvai na
earaata;

(6 ) hita^ haribamsa^ nabhi^ sara jalacara jacata^ savala^ gata.

1 ABK kahau; CFGIM kaho; 2 A Tni; G ini; M Tna;
3 ACEFK nenani; I nenana; b B [omitted]; 3 A e;
6 A priye; 7 B [-da- omitted, added sec.m*]; 8 B [foil, by ke j; 
9 L amta; 10 E latT; G FomittedJ; 11 M nameea; 12 B 
tai; DHL tai; G te; 13 GLM sata; 1^ L sata; 13 KM
sruta; 16 B hagamjana; DKLM dragamjana; E drgemjana; 17 G
[omitted]; M bici; 18 A mrigamada; M [-da omitted, added sec.m.1;
19 all MSS jai srl hita; 20 BEM haribamsa; 21 B nani;
22 BF [-ca- omitted]; E jocata; H yacata; JK jacata;
23 ABD savala; F syamala.

Metre: 16+11 matras.
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CP 61.

r1 2 b 3(1) aju sasi bana mai ju bane prabhu nacata hai braja- mamdana ;

(2) baisa^ kisora*^ juvati^ amsani^ para diye^ bimala bhujadamdana.
11 12 13 1̂t(3) komala kutila alaka suthi sobhita avalambita juga gamdana;

(4) manahu^ madhupa^ thakita1^ rasa lampata^ nila kamala ke samdana.

19 20(3 ) hasa bilasa harata saba kau mana kama samuha bihamdana;

(6) hita2  ̂ haribamsa22 karata apanau2^ jasa2^ pragata asila brahraamdana2^.

1 AB mai; CFGHIJM me; 2 AFG bane; BE banai; D banai;
3 AD he; G hai; b IM brja-; 5 E maradala; 6 CKL baisa;
H bayasa; M baisi; 7 A kisora; 8 A juvatT; H yuvati;
9 DIJM amsana; HL amsani;. 10 ACSIJM diye; BD diyai; G die;
HL diyai; 11 M komila; 12 D suni; 13 C sobhita;
14 EHK yuga; 15 A' mano; B manau; D raanau; HJL manahu;
I mano; 16 I [omitted]; 17 G [-ta omitted]; I bithakita;
18 B [-mpa- omitted]; 19 E [whole line omitted, added sec.m.];
F hasi; 20 ACFGIM ko; 21 all MSS jai sri hita; 22 A 
haribamsa; 23 ACFGHIJM apano; 2b AC jasu; H yasa;
25 B bramauna; FK brahamamdana.

Metre: 16+12 matras.
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CP 62.

_ 1 2 3(1) selata rasa dulahini dulahu ;

b 3 _(2 ) sunahu na sasx sahita lalitadika
■ • • .7 , . 8 9nirasi nirasi namani k m a  phulahu •

10(3 ) ati kala madhura maha mohana dhuni
11 __12 13 1*tupajata hamsasuta ke kulahu ;

([b) the! thel^ bacana mithuna musa^ nisarata^
suni suni deha dasa^ kina bhulahu2^.

(5 ) mrdu2  ̂ padanyasa uthata2^ kumakuma2^ raja
2b 25 26adbhuta bahata samira dukulahu ;

1 u ^^27 - 28 - -29  ̂ n 30(6; kabahu syama syama dasanacala
31 . 3 2kaca kuca hara chuvata bhujamulahu •

[Text continues overleaf.]

1 A rasu; 2 D [emended to dulahina]; FI dulahanT; B dulahu;
EK dulahu; G dulaha; b B sunahu; 5 E [omitted];
6 B nirasa; K [omitted, added sec.m.]; 7 AEJ nenani;
I nenana; 8 BDEF kini; GM kyau na; IJ kyo na [j emended 
to kyau na, sec.m.]; 9 B phulahu; 10 H dhvani;
II AD upajati; 12 HL hamsa0; 13 BD kai; 1*+ B phulahu;
I kulahu; 15 B [graph similar to Arabic numeral '8 ' between 
the- and -1: for avagraha ?]; 16 B susa; 17 E nisurata;
L [followed by repeat of musa nisarata, crossed out]; 18 A disa;
CHIL dasa; 19 BDFJK kihi; I kyb na; 20 A bhulavahu 
[emended to bhulahu, sec.m.]; B bhulahu; E bhulahu; 21 A mridu 
J mrda; 22 DJ uthati; E utati; 23 I kusamakuma [emended 
to kumakuma]; L kumkuma; 2^ B adabhuta; 25 B [omitted, 
added in scribe's own hand]; DIJ bahati; 26 B dukulahu;
G dakulahu; E dukulahu; 27 A kabaha; B kabahuka; CDEFI 
kabahu; CM kabahu; 28 CGH syama; 29 CGHL syama;
30 ABDEFJL dasanamcala; C dasanamcala [remainder of folio in C is a 
replacement, sec.m.; original hand resumes at 63.^]; 31 A kaka;
E [omitted, added sec.m. ]; 32 B °mulahu; E °mulahu;
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CP 62 (continued).

_ 33 — 3b 35(7) ati lavanya rupa abhinaya guna
■2 C ~zrp

nahina koti kama samatulahu ;• 1

38 _ _ XQ(8) bhrkuti bilasa hasa rasa barasata
"bO ' A-1 b2 b3hita haribamsa prema rasa jhulahu

33 EGH lavanya; 3b A abhimai; 33 GH guna; 36 AE [follows 
next]; 37 B samatulahu; E samatulahu; M [-ma- omitted, added sec.m. ] 
38 A bhrikuti; CEFGIL bhrkuti; 39 E hasi; 40 all MSS 
jai sri hita; *f1 ABEM haribamsa; b2 A praima; b3 B [ra- 
omitted, added in scribe's own hand]; bb B jhulahu; C jhumahu;
E jhulahu.

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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CP 6?[i].

[Text of CP 63 is headed chamda cari in BEFGIJKLM, chamda cyari in D, 
tribhamgi chamda cara in H. The four component stanzas are numbered 1_ - 4 
in all MSS except A, in which each is followed immediately by its tika. 1

"I(1) mohana madana tribhamgi ;
2 3 4(2 ) mohana muni mana ramgi .

5 6 _ ~ 7(3 ) mohana saghana pragata paramanada
guna8 garabhira9 gupala10;

,.v * 11 .... 12 ' 13 .14 , j 1 13sisa kinta sravana mani kumdala• • 1In I*?ura mamdita banamala •♦ •

(5 ) pitabara18 tana19 dhatu^0 bicitrita^1
22 23 24kala kimkini kati camgT;

25 -26 . .27 28 . . 29(6; nasa mani tarani carana sarasiruha
mohana^ 0 madana tribhamgi^1.

[Text in C is on a replacement % folio, sec.m., up to line (4).]

1 ACEF trabhamgl; M [foil, by lala]; 2 A [lacks danda of i-karal;
M muna; 3 M [mana, sec.m.. replaces original reading]; 4 E ramga;
5 ABCDEFGHIJKL [foil, by muni]; M [foil* by muna1; 6 A [-na omitted
added sec.m.1; 7 E pramanada; 8 GHM guna; 9 A bhamgXra;
10 AE gupala; 11 H sisa; K sisa; 12 C kirTta; M karita;
13 sravani; C [original hand resumes with -vana after replacement \  folio 
GHIL sravana; 14 A mana; FGHL mani; M mana; 16 M [first two
aksaras crossed out, leaving -ta; mamdi- added sec.m.1; 17 A °mala;
18 BD pitabara; E pitambara; 19 L taru; 20 AFGIM dhata;
K dhati; [emended to dhata]; 21 C bicitrita; D bicitrita; FM
bicitrata; 22 I kali; 23 kamkana; CHL kimkini; G kikini;
M kimkana; 24 FGI kata; 25 [foil, by one aksara, crossed out]; 
26 CFGHILM mani; 2? ACGHM tarani; E tarana; 28 GILM carana;
29 F sarasirahu; 30 I mauhana; 31 AEF trabhamgl; C trbhamgi.

Metre: lines (l)-(2), 12 matras; (3)-(6), 16+11 matras.
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CP 63[ii].

(1) mohana benu bajavai;
2 3(2) ihi rava nari bulavai.

(3) braja^ nari^ sunata baras!^ rava8
9 10 11 grahapati bamdhu bisare ;

(4) darasana madana1^ gupala1̂  manohara
manasija ta

(5 ) harasita1^ badana bamka avalokani18

14manasija tapa nivare.

17 18sarasa madhura dhuni gavai ;

(6 ) madhumaya19 sama^ 0 samana adhara dhare^ 1
22 .23 mohana benu bajavai •

1 A bainu; DF baina; E bena; GHIL benu; M bena [emended
to baina, sec.m.]; 2 A Thi; DHL ihi; I iha; 3 M nara;
4 GHJL ai; 5 E [followed by repeat of braja]; HI brja;
6 M nara; 7 ABCDEM barasT; 8 A ruha; 9 A grihapati;
DEGH grhapati; M grahapata; 10 D bamdha; M [second aksara
crossed out; -dhu added, sec.m.]; 11 C bisare; 12 C [text
from -dana to 63[iii]«5 manohara is on replacement folio, sec.m.1;
EM -na omitted, added sec.m.]; 13 EFM gopala; 14 C tapata;
15 A haratapra; F harsita; I harasata [emended to harasita];
M harasati; 16 CF avalokana; M avilokani; 17 H dhvani;
M sura; 18 C gave; 19 A °mai; 20 AKM syama; GH syama; 
21 ACEL dhari; DHIK dharai; FGJM dhare; 22 ABDK bainu;
E bena; F baina; GHIM benu; 23 HJ bajavai; I bajauvai
[emended to bajavai, sec.m.]■

Metre: lines (l)-(2), 12 matras; (3)-(6), 16+11 matras.
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CP 63l~iii].

(1) rasa1 racyau^ bana mahi^;
4 5 __ .6(2 ) bimala kalapataru chahi .

7 8(3 ) bimala kalapataru tira supesala
sarada9 raina10 bara camda;

11 w 12(4) sitala mamda sugamdha pavana bahai
-13 14 - _15taha selata nadanarada •• •

16 17(5 ) adbhuta tala mrdamga manohara
.18 ' 19 20kimkini sabda karahi ;# *

21 22 _(6) jamuna pulina rasika rasa sagara
_ 23 24 ___25rasa racyau bana mahi .

[Text in C is on a replacement folio, sec.m., up to line (5)*]

I A rasu; 2 A racyo; DI racyo; B racyau; 3 FGH mahi;
CLM mahi; K mahi; 4 A [line (2) omitted: very rough margin addition, 
sec.m., reads perhaps yamale kalape taf?]o chahi1; 5 H kalpataru;
6 CFH chahi; JK chahi; GLM chahi; 7 H kalpataru; 8 BGJL
supesala; D [>sa- omitted, added sec.m.]; 9 GHL sarada; 10 AL
raini; BCJ rena [J emended to raini, sec.m.1; E reni;
I I  GHL si tai a; 12 C baha; 13 ABCEFGHJKLM taha; D taha;
I jaha; 14 AC sele; E salai; 15 AC nadanamda; 16 B
adabhuta; 17 AK mridamga; 18 B kikini; CGHL kimkini
[C: original hand resumes with kimkini after replacement -J folio];
F kimkina; I kimkini; M kimkana; 19 A svada; DM sabda;
20 CFHI karahi; D karaihi [emended to karahi1; K karahi;
GLM karahi; 21 CH yamuna; 22 M pulana; 23 A rasu;
24 AB racyau; CDI racyo; M racau; 25 B mahi; CFH mahi;
G mahi; LM mahi.

Metre: lines (l)-(2), 12 matras; (3) — C6), 16+11 matras.
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CP 63[iv].

1 _ ?(1) desata madhukara keli ;

3 4(2) mohe saga mrga bell.

(3 ) mohe rarga^ dhenu^ sahita^ surasuradari8

prema9 magana10 pata chute11;
12 13(4) udagana cakita thakita sasi maradala

14 ** 13koti madana mana lute.• •

16 17(3 ) adhara pana parirambhana atirasa
anada18 magana19 saheli;

(6) hita^0 haribamsa^ 1 rasika^ sacu^ pavata
24desata madhukara keli.

1 A madhukura; 2 A keli [emended to keli in scribe’s own hand];
3 E mohi; 4 A mriga; 5 A mriga; 6 ACM dhena;
F dhainu; 7 C sahita; M sahata; 8 BDFGIJKM surasumdara IJK
emended to surasumdari f sec.m.]; C surasumdari; H
svarasumdara; 9 A praima; 10 B [ma- omitted]; 11 BE
chute; 12 GL udagana; 13 CEGH sasi; I sasi;
14 FM kota; 15 B [omitted, added in scribe's own hand];
16 AI pani; L pani; 17 L parirambhana; M pararambhana;
18 A anada; D anamda; 19 B [followed by one line from tika
of 63[i].1* lightly erased]; E rasagana; 20 ABCDEFGHIJKL

0 / jai sri hita; M jai sri hiti; 21 AE haribamsa; M harabamsa;
22 B rasaka; 23 B [sa- omitted]; 24 A madhukura.

Metre: lines (l)-(2 ), 12 matras; (3)-(6), 16+11 matras.
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CP 64.

(1) benu1 mat2 bajai^ bamsibata^j

(2 ) sada basamta rahata brmdabana. • • •£  n
pulina pabitra subhaga jamuna tata.

(3 ) jatita8 krita9 makarakrta10 kumdala
*11 12 13musarabimda bhavara manau lata;• * • 1

(4) dasanani1^ kumda kali1^ chabi1^ lajjita1^
. 18 *sajjita kanaka samana pita pata.

19 20 21(5 ) muni mana dhyana dharata nahi pavata
22 . 23 karata bmoda samga balaka bhata ;

(6 ) dasa2^ ansuiya2^ bhajana rasa karana2^
hita2^ haribamsa28 pragata lila nata.

1 ABF bainu; D baina; GBM benu; 2 E mai; 3 C baje;
GI baje; 4 CEFM bamsi0; , 5 IK sri brmdabana;
6 E pulani; J pulana [emended to pulina. sec.m.1; 7 CDH
yamuna; 8 C j a tit a; 9 H kirita; 10 A °akrita;
B °akrata; L °akrti; 11 A musarbimda; G musa arabimda;F # 1 • « ’ » 9 1
M musa arabimda [emended to musa arabimda, sec.m.]; 12 GHM
bhramara; J [omitted; bhavara added sec.m.1; KL bhavara;
13 CFGH mano; DL manau; EIM mano; 14 CHL dasanani;
15 J kali [emended to kali, sec.m.1; 16 A chabi [cha- at
end of line; danda intended for foil, i-karal; 17 BF lajita;
E [followed by kail; GM lajata; 18 EKM sajjata;
F sajita; 19 C muni; M muna; 20 M karata [emended
to dharata, sec.m.]; 21 A nahi; FHL nahi; 22 M [1st
aksara replaces original, perhaps dha- for prec. dharata];
23 A rata; 24 H dasi; 25 A [2nd aksara indistinct; 
perhaps -nyi- emended to -na- ?]; 26 GH karana; 27 all MSS
jai sri hita; 28 BEM haribamsa.

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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CP 65.

-j(1) madana mathana ghana nikumja selata hari
raka rucira sarada^ rajani;

(2) jamuna^ pulina^ tata sura ke^ taru^ nikata8
_ 9 . .10 _racita rasa call mill sajani.

11 12 13 _ 14(3 ) bajata mrdu mrdamga nacata sabai sudhamga
. *15 ' 16 17 v 18 . . *tai na sravana sunyau benu bajam;

(4) hita19 haribamsa20 prabhu21 radhika ravana22 raokau2^
24  25 26bhavai mai jagata bhagata bhajani.

[Stanza omitted in I.]

1 A [omitted]; 2 E raka [emended to raka in scribe’s own hand];
3 GH sarada; 4 CH yamuna; 5 A [followed by puli, lightly 
crossed through]; 6 BJ kai [follows next]; FHK [follows next];
7 F [partial emendment of ta- to ke, sec.m,1; 8 C nikata;
9 E rasi; 10 C mila; F mila; G bhali; 11 DJ bajati;
12 A maghu [for madhu ?]; E [omitted, madhu added sec.m.1;
M mrda [emended to mrdu]; 13 A mridamga; 14 E sugamdha;
15 AK tai; BE te; CGJM te; 16 GHM sravana; 17 A sunyo;
B sunasau; DL sunyau; 18 A bena; BD bainu; FK baina;
GHM benu; 19 all MSS jai sri hita; 20 AEM haribamsa;
21 A prabho; 22 G ravana; HM ramana; 23 CDGHKL mokau;
EFM moko; J [followed by tau, sec.m.1; 24 C bhavai; G bhavai
M bhave; 25 C mai [emended to mai, sec.m.1; 26 E jagata.

Metre; 8+8+ 11/12/13 varnas *
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CP 66.

(1) 1 _2 3 biharata dou pritama kumja ;

(2) anupama^ gaura syama^ tana sobha^ bana barasata^ susa pumja.

(3) adbhuta seta maha8 manamatha9 kau10 * dumdubhi11 bhusana12 rava;

(4) jujhata1^ subhata paraspara1^ aga aga 13 16 upajata kotika bhava.

(5) bhara17 saragraraa18 s'ramita ati abala 19 20 21nidrayata kala naina

(6 ) 22 23piya ke amka nisamka tamka tana . 4. 2k , + 25 . 2 6  alasajuta krta sama .

(7) _  27 . 28 . • , 29 lalana misa atura piya parasata uru^° nabhi^ 1 urajata;

(8 ) 32 . .33 adbhuta chata biloki avam para 34bithakita bepatha gata.

[Text continues overleaf.]

1 D bihare [-ta added sec.m.1; K [~ta omitted, added sec.m.1;
M beharata; 2 AE dou; 3 B [followed by ke madhya (from tika)1; 
4 B anuyama; 5 CGH syama; 6 GH sobha; 7 B [ba- omitted]; 
8 C maha [emended to maha, sec.m.1; 9 GIKL manmatha; 10 GI
ko; M koko [1st ko lightly erased]; 11 FGKM dudubhi; I dudabhi;
12 E bhusana; GHLM bhusana} 13 E bujhata [emended to jujhata, 
sec.m.]; 14 AM parasapara; 15 B upajati; 16 EF kotaka;
17 BDHIJ bhari [J emended to bhara, sec.m.]; 18 I srmgara;
19 A nidraita; CEF nidraita; L nadrayata [emended to nidrayatal;
20 I kali; 21 B nanai [emended to nainai in scribe’s own hand];
El nena; 22 F piya; 23 E ni [ke added sec.m., but ni not 
cancelled]; 24 CH °yuta; 25 AB krata; 26 AEFI sena;
B sainai; H saina; 27 BKM lalani [K emended to lalana ];
28 C atura [emended to atura, sec.m.1; 29 I parasati;
30 BCD uru; 31 D nabhi; 32 E [omitted, added sec.m. 1;
33 M biloka; 34 D bithakita; G bithakiya;
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CP 66 (continued).

(9)

(10) 

(11) 
(12)

(13)

(14)

[Text continues overleaf.]

35 I nagarT; LM nagara; 36 B nirasa; M nirisi; 37 ACEGLM
byapita; BI byapyo; DJ byapyau [j emended to byapata, sec.m.];
38 A dayau; IM diyo; 39 CFKL sudhadhari; 40 B satvara;
41 A [foil, by ju]; E uthi; 42 B madhu; I mi {-dhu pivata
omitted, added sec.m.1; 43 B pivata; I [see prec.]; 44 B
[-ta omitted]; 45 A minamiva; 46 B nari; 47 CGLM abahi;
48 AB me; CGJ me [j emended to mai, sec.m.]; 49 F maddha;
50 K surasala; L surasala; 51 A jagata; D [-ta omitted];
52 ABCG jyau; Gl jyo; 53 IM bhayo; 54 I paryo; 55 A 
manu; 56 B [-ta omitted]; GH sata; 57 A manasila; 58 M 
[-la replaces original reading]; 59 A sakradasi; F sakrdapi;
GK sukrdapi; 60 A mai; BCDIJL maya; F me; 61 A adharamritam;
B adharamratam; 62 A usanaya; 63 ADEFGIK sumdara; 64 B sneha;
65 M tuva; 66 E kau; FGM ko; I ko; 67 ABCEK niju;
68 J mamdina; M mamdara; 69 AFGM sasi;

— 35 36 37 38 39nagari nirasi madana bisa byapata diyau sudhadhara dhTra;
40 41 _ k2 43 44 45 46satvara uthe maha madhu pivata milata minamiva nira .

abahi^ mai^8 musa madhya^ 9 biloke bimbadhara surasala^0;
„ 51 -52 53 54 55 56 57jagrata jyau bhrama bhayau paryau mana sata manasija

kula jala^8.

. , .59 .60 ,, _ . 61 62 . .63 . . ^ 64sakrdapi mayi adharamrtam upanaya sumdan sahaja saneha 

tava^ pada pamkaja kau^ nija^^ maradira^ 8 palaya sasi^9 mama deha.
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CP 66 (continued).

h a  nrt n p  ^  n-z n|t n c  n £
(15) Priy& kahati kahu kaha hute piya nava nikuraja bara raja

77 78 79 80(16) suradara bacana racana kata bitarata rati lampata binu kaja.

(a n\ 81 ' 82 , 83 - . .84 . . 85(17) itanau sravana sunata manini musa amtara rahyau na dhira;

(18) mati8^ katara birahaja dusa byapata8^ bahutara88 svasa89 samira90.

(19) hita91 haribamsa92 bhujani9^ akarase9^ lai rase ura majha9^;

96 97 98 99 100(20) mithuna milata ju kachuka susa upajyau truti lavamiva
*..101 -  102 bhai sajha .

70 G piya; 71 E kahati; FHLM kahata; G kahatu; 72 A kahi; 
CEJKL kahau; I kaho; M kahu; 73 I [foil, by maha, crossed out];
74 A piya; H priya; 75 A navala [cf. foil.]; 76 A kumja;
77 B [omitted]; 78 A citarita; EJK bitarati [J emended to 
bitarata, sec.m.]; FIL bitarita [l emended to bitarati, sec.m.1;
79 J [omitted, added sec.m.]; 80 FGHM bina; 81 A itanau;
CGIM itano; 82 G sravanu; HILM sravana; 83 I sunati; 84 C
manini; EF manani; J [emended to manani; sec.m.1; 85 I rahyo;
86 I mata; 87 ACEGLM byapita; BK byapyau; H byapau; I byapyo;
88 B bahusara; L bahataru; 89 GM svasa; 90 A samara;
I [sa- omitted, added sec.m.]; 91 all MSS jai sri hita; 92 AEM
haribamsa; 93 AFHI bhujana; 94 B akarasai; G akarse; HKM
akarse; I akarasai; 95 ABEJ majha; 96 M mithana; 97 0 
kachuka; 98 A susu; 99 A upajyo; DI upajyo; 100 ABDFIJ 
truta [j emended to truti, sec.m.]; E [foil, by one erased aksaraI;
101 BCDEFGH1JKLM bhai; 102 J sajha.

Metre: 16+11 matras.
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CP 67.

(1) rucira rajata1 badhu2 kanana^ kisorT^;

(2) sarasa sodasa^ kiye^ tilaka mrgaraada^ diye8
. 9 .  . . .10 . 11mrgaja locana ubati amga sira son.

12 13(3 ) gamda pamdira maradita cikura camdrika
medini kavari gHthita1^ suraga dori;

r 17 _ 18 19(4) sravana tatamka kai cibuka para bimdu dai
kasubhi20 kacuki21 durai22 uraja phala2^ kori.

(5) balaya2^ kamkana2^ doti2^ nasani2^ javaka joti28
29 30 31udara ' guna^ resa pata nila kati thori;

32 33 - 34(o; subhaga^ jaghanasthali kunita kikmi bhali
35 36koka samgita rasa simdhu jhakajhorl .

[Text continues overleaf.]

1 ACL rajati; D raja \-ti added sec.m.]; 2 E badhu; 3 M
kanani; 4 BM kisori; 5 CEHKL sodasa; M sodasi; 6 AB

1 • • 7 • • '

kiyai; DHIL kiyai; EFGJKM kiye; 7 A mriga°; 8 A diye;
B diyai; EFGKM diye; DHIJL diyai; 9 A mrigaja; JM [-ja 
omitted, added sec.m.]; 10 C ubati; E ubata; 11 HJ sira; 
12 CE pimdira; 13 M caradraka; 14 AF modini; IM aedani;
15 C kavari; M kuvara [emended to kavari]; 16 A guthita;
C gramthita; PM gumthita; G gamthita; 17 CGHL sravana;
18 DHIJ ke; 19 1 pari; 20 AE kasubhi; B kusubhi;
CDGKM kasubhi; H kasubhi; I kasubhi; 21 AJ kacuki; M kacl; 
22 CF dure; D dura?; E duri; J dura!; GIM dure; 23 M 
[-la omitted, added sec.m.1; 24 A bale; B [-ya omitted];
G balai; 25 GHL karakana; 26 A [followed by detil; EG deta 
[E emended to dota, sec.m.1; FIM dota; H dyoti; 27 FI 
nasana [i emended to nasani, sec.m.]; 28 F jota; H jyoti;
29 G udara; 30 B na; GHILM guna; 31 GM patu;
32 F subhaga; 33 GHM kvanita; 34 A kikini; B kimkina;
CGHL kimkini; M kamkini [emended to kimkini, sec.m.1; 35 A
simdha; 36 I [-.jhori replaces original reading;
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CP 67 (continued),

_37 38 ' 39(7) bibidhi lila racita rahasi haribamsa hita
rasika siramaura^0 radharavana^ 1 jori;

42 43 44(8) bhrkuti nirjita madana raamda sasmita badana
\ 45 46 , 47 v _ 48 . 49kiye rasa bibasa ghanasyaraa piya gori.

37 G lala; 38 G rasahi; 39 AEM haribamsa; H sri 
haribamsa; 40 AE siramora; H siramaura; L saramaura [emended 
to sira°, sec.m.1; 41 G °ravana; H °ramana; M °ramana;
42 A bhrikuti; CEF bhrkuti; M bhrakuti; 43 K nirjjita;
M nirajita; 44 C sasmita; 45 A kiye; M kiye; 46 B 
rasi; 47 B bibasa; 48 GHL °syama; 49 F piya.

Metre: (3^ ^ ^ ^ / )  + / r « r /  + 4m.
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CP 68.

(1) rasa mai1 rasika2 mohana^ bane^ bhamini^;

(2 ) subhaga pavana pulina sarasa saurabha nalina
6 17 g

matta raadhukara nikara sarada ki jamini .

/ \ 9 _ 10(3 ) tribidhi rocaka pavana tapa dinamani davana
-11 _ 12 13 14 _ 15taha thade ravana samga sata kamini ;

(4) tala1^ bina1*'7 mrdaga18 sarasa nacata sudhaga19
. 20 -21 , _ _ . -22eka te eka saragita ki svammi .

23 _ 24 25 26(5 ) raga ragini jami bipina barasata ami
27 28 29adhara bimbani rami murali abhiramini ;

(6) laga^° kattara^ 1 urapa sapta^ 2 sura^ sau^ sulapa
35* 36 37leta sumdara sughara radhika namini.

[Text continues overleaf.]

I ACFGHJM me; BE mai; 2 A [followed by one aksara, covered with 
paste]; 3 A mauhana; 4 ACEFJKM bane; B banai; D banai;
5 M bhamani; 6 GH sarada; 7 A [omitted, added sec.m.];
8 H yamini; M jamani; 9 K rocika; 10 GHL °mani; IM °mana
II D taha; 12 G thothe; 13 G ravana; H ramana; M raraani;
14 CGH sata; 15 M kamanl; 16 D tavala [-va- lightly erased]
17 B pina; CGH bina; 18 A rardaga; 19 E sugadha;
20 I eke [emended to eka]; 21 B tai; L te; 22 M svamani; 
23 B [omitted]; 24 AG ragini; B ragani; C ragini; FI ragina
M ragina;, 25 AE bipini; F bipana; 26 I barsata; 27 B 
bibana; E bibini; G bibani; I bimbana; 28 CEFGLM murali;
29 IM abhiramani; 30 BDIJ lagi [J emended to
laga, sec.m.]; 31 AC kattari; B katra; E kadari; F katara;
I kaddara; 32 C sapta; 33 H svara; 3^ AFGIKM so; B sau; 
35 AJ leti; 36 ADJ sumdari; 37 E susughara; J [emended to
sughari, sec.m.];
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CP 68 (continued).

. . 38 « 39 u ^0 41 42 43(7) tatta thei thei karata gati ba nautana dharata
44 45 46 47 — 48palati dagamaga dharata matta gajagamini ;

(8) dhai^9 navaraga dhari urasi^0 rajata^1 sari
53 53 / 5̂ f 55 —ubhai kalahamsa haribamsa ghana damini.

38 A [prec, by ta- added sec.m. 1; 39 ADEGHIKM thei;
40 AEGHIKM thei; 41 ABEDJ karati; 42 A nutana;
43 ABDIJ dharati; 44 F palata; G palathi; 45 F 
dagaraada; 46 ABEIJ dharati [l has illegible aksara added 
sec.m. to follow dha-1; 47 E mata; 48 M °gamani; 49 H
dhaya; 50 M urasi; 51 ABDEJ rajati; 52 BDFIJ jai sri

• *  * ubhai; H jaya sri ubhaya; 53 L kalahamsa; M kalihamsa;
54 AEIM haribamsa [i emended to haribamsa, sec.m.1; B harabamsa
55 B dhana; E saghana.

Metre: 4x/— w —  /
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CP 69.

(1) mohani1 mohana2 rage^ prema suramge^
5matta mudita kala nacata sudhamge;

6 7 8 9(2) sakala kala prabina kalyana ragini lina
, v *.10 . .11 12 ... . -kahata na banai ye madhun aga amge.

(3 ) tarani1^ tanaya1^ tira tribidhi1^ sasi samira1^
-17  . 18 . .  19 , * 20 21 . .  22 mano munibrata dharyau kapota kokila kira .

_ 23 24 ' 25 26 27(4) nagari nava kisora mithuna manasa cora
sarasa gavata28 dou29 mamjula mamdara^0 ghora.

31 32 33 34 _ 35 36(5 ) kamkana kimkini dhuni musara nupura suni
hita^ haribamsa^ 8 rasa^ 9 barasai^0 nava taruni^1.

1 A [half-line reads: syama mohana rage rage rasa prema suramge//];
2 I mauhana; 3 HIJ [followed by double danda as for line end];
4 ACL [followed by double danda as for line end]; 5 E mata;
6 GH prabina; 7 OH kalyana; 8 F ragani; H ragini;
I ragini; 9 E line [foil, by one crossed-out aksara1; 10 DJ
kahati [J emended to kahata, sec.m.]; 11 ACDFK bane; E [-nai
omitted]; GIM bane; L banai; 12 ACF e; E yai; H [omitted];
13 EFJ tarana [j emended to tarani]; GM tarani; 14 K tanaiya;
15 0 tribidha; 16 I samire; 17 ABJK manau; C mano;
D manau; EGM mano; FHL manau; I [omitted]; 18 A manidatu;
CE munibratu; DIK munibrta; 19 AX dharyo; 20 BCDEFGHIJKLM 
kapoti; 21 all MSS kokila; 22 E kora; 23 ACFH nagari;
IM nagara; 24 E navala; 25 M kisora; 26 ABCDEGHIJLM manasi; 
27 A Tfoil. by double danda as for line end]; 28 A gavati;
29 BCDFGHIJKLM dou; 30 ABCDEFHIJL mamdira [J emended to mamdara, 
sec.m.1; 31 CGHL kamkana; 32 BM kikini; CHL kimkini; G
kikini; I kimkani [emended to kimkini]; 33 B dhuni; H dhvani;
J dhuna [emended to dhuni, sec.m.]; 34 A musura; J f-ra omitted,
added sec.m.]; 35 HL nupurani; J [emended to nupurani, sec.m.];
B nupura; E napura; 36 A [foil, by double danda as for line end];
M suna; 37 ABCDEFHIJKLM jai sri hita; G jai hita; 38 AEM
haribamsa; 39 E rasu; 40 CGHM barase; K barasi; 41 GM taruni.t ' ' f 1 •

Metre: 10+10+20 matras.
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CP 70.

(1) aj u1 sabharata2 nahina gori;
_3 if. q ^y(2 ) phuli phirata matta karam jyau

surata samudra jhakori.

(3 ) alasa balita^ 5 aruna9 dhusara10 masi11

pragata karata12 drga1^ cori;

(4) piya1** para karuna1^ ami rasa barasata
adhara ar^atl16 thort.

— 17 18 19(5 ) badhata bhrmga uraja ambuja para
20 21 * 22 alaka nibamdha kisori ;• 7

(6 ) samgama kiraca2^ kiraca2^ kacuki2^ badha2^
■xu t 27 uu -28 1 x.29 j -30sithala bhai kati dorr^ .• •

[Text continues overleaf.]

1 DH aja; 2 AI samharati; BD sabharati; CFG sabharata;
J sabharati; 3 E phuli; 4 AB phirati; I phirai; JK [emended 
to phirati, sec.m.]; 5 E mata; 6 G karinl; HM karant; 7 AI
jyo; BC jyau; 8 J abalita; 9 GHLM aruna; 10 E dhusara;
H dhusara; 11 A masa; M musi; 12 BM karati; 13 A driga;
B daga; DHK draga; 14 B piya; 15 CGHM karuna; E karuni;
L karuni; 16 CGHILM arunata [M foil, by thori badhata bhramga ura-.
of which thori lightly erased]; 1? D badhata; 18 A bhrimga;
BK bhrga; CEGM bhramga; 19 E pari [emended to para, sec.m.];
20 E akala; M [-ka omitted, added sec.m.]; 21 I nabamdha;
22 BM kisori; 23 BDHIJL kiraci; M karica [prec. by one cancelled 
aksara, and emended to kiraci sec.m.]; 24 BDHIJL kiraci; K [emended

kiraci, sec.m.]; 25 AGKM kacuki; L kacuka; 26 BEFK bada;
27 A sithila; H sithila; I sithala; 28 D bhai; 29 1 kaca
[emended to kati, sec.m.]; 30 E jori [j/- crossed out];
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CP 70 (continued).

31 32 33 —34(7) deta asisa nirasi juvati jana
33 36 37jma k a i  p n t i  na thori;

(8) hita58 haribamsa59 bipina40 bhu tala'*1 para
samtata avicala jorl.

31 ABIJ deti; 32 H asisa; 33 M nirasa; 34 H yuvati;
35 B jinakau; CF jinake; E jivake; GM tinike; K tinakai;
36 PM prita; 37 M [omitted, added sec.m.1; 38 all MSS jai
sri hita; 39 AEM haribamsa; 40 A bipini; FILM bipana;
41 E bhutala; 42 D [foil* by ca, lightly erased]; GM avacala.

Metre: 16+12 matras.
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CP 71 *

_ 1 — _ _2 — 3(1) syama saga radhika rasa marodala banl;

— 4 5 6 7(2) bica nadalala brajabala campaka barana
jyau8 ba9 ghana tadita bica kanaka raarkata10 man!11.

12 13 14 ww15(3) leta gati mana tatta thei hastaka bheda
.16 17 -1 8 19 . 20 21 .. -22  sa n  ga ma pa dha ni ye sapta sura namdini ;

(4) nrtya2^ rasa pahira2^ pata nila prakatita2^ chabl28
27 2§ **29 * —  . — 30badana janu jalada mai makara ki camdini

31 _(5 ) raga ragini tana mana samglta mata
32 ’ 33 34thakita rakesa nabha sarada ki jamini ;

35 / 36 37 33 39(6) hita haribamsa prabhu hamsa kati keharl
40 k  1

duri krta madana mada matta gajagaminl.

1 DFGHL syama; 2 A radhike; 3 B [-sa omitted, added sec.m.1;
4 AE nada°; 5 A brja°; 6 E [text from campaka to ka[-naka]
omitted, added sec.m.1; 7 OHI barana; M barna [emended to barana,
sec.m.1; 8 ADEI jyo; BC jyau; 9 E aba; H *ba; 10 A
markati; BI marakata; E rraata [sic, repha written above m; -ta
emended to ka, and -ta added sec.m.]; 11 C mini; E sanl; IM
mani; 12 ACDEJ leti; 13 E mana [emended to mana, sec.m.1;
14 L tata; 15 CE thei; 16 BGIJM ra [J emended to ri, sec.m.];
E rl; 17 F m [forming conjunct with next]; 18 ACDEGHIM ni;
B nya [understood as forming dhanya with prec.?]; F na; 19 A e;
M yeha [-ha lightly erased]; 20 A spata; 21 H svara; 22
FIKIM namdanl [K emended to namdini]; 23 A nirta; DGHK nirtta;
I nirtya; 24 C pahiri; GILM pahara; 25 A pragatati; BDEFL 
pragatata; CGHM pragatita; K prakata; 26 BCJ chabi; 27 EGM 
jano; F janau; HL janau; 28 D [-da omitted, added sec.m.];
M ja[? ; 2nd aksara emended to -da, -la- added sec.m.]; 29 ABE mai;
CGHJKM me; 30 AIM eadanl; BDEFGJK cadini; C cadinl; 31 ABC 
ragini; FI ragina; GHM ragini; K ragani [emended to ragini];
32 CGHJL rakesa; D [-sa omitted, added sec.m.]; 33 OH sarada;
K [-da omitted, added sec.m.]; 34 H yaminl; 35 all MSS jai sri
hita; 36 ABEM haribamsa; 37 L hamsa; 38 F kata; M [-ti is
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CP 71 (continued).

amendment of original reading]; 39 0 kehari; 40 AE duri 
BFI dura; M [du- is emendment of original reading]; 41 AB 
K [emended to krti].

krata

Metre: 4x /—  u u —  /
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CP 72.

_ 1(1) sumdara pulina subhaga susadaika ;
2(2) nava nava ghana anuraga paraspara

3 _ _ 4selata kuvara nagari naika •

(3) sltala^ hamsasuta8 rasa^ bicini8
parasi9 pavana sikara10 mrdu barasata;

11(4) bara mamdara kamala campaka kula
12saurabha sarasa mithuna mana harasata.

13 _ —(5) sakala sudhamga bilasa paravadhi
_ 14nacata navala mile sura gavata;

15 16 17(6) mrgaja mayura marala bhavara pika
adbhuta18 koti madana sira19 navata20.

21 22 23(7) nirmita kusuraa saina madhu purita
bhajana kanaka nikumja birajata;

/o\ — — .24 25to; rajammusa susa rasi • paraspara
surata2^ samara dou2*'7 dala sajata.

[Text continues overleaf.]

1 A °daika; BDHIJL °dayaka; 2 M parasapara; 3 ABDJLM
kuvara; H kuvari; I kuvari [followed by 3 aksaras, crossed out] 
4 A naika; DHIJ nayaka; 5 BGHJL. sitala; 6 L hamsa;
7 D [-sa omitted, added sec.m.1; 8 AF bicana; BD bicinu;
C bicani; EGKLM bicani; 1 bicina; 9 DIJM parasa;
10 H sikara; 11 DFI kavala; 12 A mithunu; 13 E 
sugemdha; M sugamdhaga [first -ga- partially erased]; 14 H
svara; I [followed by va, lacking top line]; 15 M F-ga- 
replaces original aksara, sec.m*]; 16 A masayura [emended to
mayura]; E mayura; 17 KL bhavara; H bhramara; 18 B 
adabhuta; 19 0 siru; H sira; 20 D f-vata omitted,
added sec.m.]; 21 ABFM kusama; 22 CDEI sena; H sayana;
23 B puta F-ri omitted]'; E purita; M purata; 24 FM
rasa; GH rasi; 25 M parasapara; 26 E [-ra- omitted, added 
sec.m.]; 27 AE dou;
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CP 72 (continued).

(9) bita kula nrpati^ kisori^ kara^ dhrta
31 * 32budhi bala nTbi bamdhana mocata;• *

33 34 —(10) neti neti bacanamrta bolata
■jf* 7  r“j -7 Q

pranaya kopa pritama nahi socata

39 * 40 _(11) hita haribamsa rasika lalitadika
41 42lata bhavana ramdhrani avalokata ;

43 44 45 46 47(12) anupama susa bhara bharata bibasa asu
_ ~ _ *48 49 30anada bari kamtha drga rokata .

28 AM nrpata; 29 M kisorT; 30 A kala; J kari
femended to kara]; 31 IL budha; K buddhi; 32 D balaya;
I [followed by jorit crossed out]; 33 D neti neti; FM 
neta; 3k FM neta; 35 SF pranaya; 36 C pritama;
37 A nahi; 38 C socata; 39 all MSS jai sri hita;
kO AEM haribamsa; 41 DIFM ramdhrana [i emended to 
ramdhrani, sec.m.]; E ramdhrni; k2 BDJ avalokati;
k3 anupama; 44 E bhari; 45 ACHJ bharita; E bhariba 
[emended to bharita, sec.m.]; L bharati; 46 CG bibasa;
E batibasa; F bibisa; 4? C asu; E amsu; 48 C bar!
49 A driga; 3 daga; DSK draga; 50 BDJ rokati.

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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CP 73.

1 2(1) samjana mina mrgaja mada metata
"-3 * 4 1 - 5kaha kahau nainani ki bate ;

(2) suni sumdarl6 kaha7 lau8 sisai9
10 11 _ *  _  -1 2raohana basikarana ki ghate •

(3 ) bamka^ nisamka^ capala*^ aniyare^8
17 *_ 18 .. 19 20 , =21 -22  aruna syama sita race kaha te ;

(4) darata^ n a ^  harata parayau^ sarbasu^8
27 28 29 —30mrdu madhumiva madika drga pate *

(5 ) naiku"^ prasanna"^ drsti^ purana^ kari
35 36 * * * 37 _38 -3 9nahi motana citayau pramada tai ;

(6 ) hita^ haribamsa*^ harasakala^ gamini^
bhavai^** s u ^  karahu*^ prema^7 ke nate**8 .

1 A mrigaja; 2 A maitata; D [-ta omitted, added sec.m.];
3 ABD kahau; CGM kaho; 4 AE nenani; I nena; 3 BE batai;
DIKLM batai; 6 E sumdara; H sumdirT; K sumdari; 7 AJ kaha;
E kahau; 8 AB lau; CGM lo; DE lo; 9 B sisal; L sasai 
[emended to sisal]; 10 I mauhana; 11 GH basikarana; LM 
basikarana; 12 BDE ghatai; HLM ghatai; 13 B bamka; E bamsa
[emended to bamka, sec.m.]; 14 H nisamka; 15 E cupala;
16 C aniare; 17 CGHILM aruna; 18 GHM syama [M emended to

A* _______ ; 19 B sita; 20 GM race hai; 21 BCD kaha;
22 BE tai; DHLM tai; I te; 23 A urata; 24 M [additional 
na hara-, and (sarba-)su mr(-du) written outside indented mula margin: 
later cancelled]; 25 A paravo; I parayo; 26 AF sarabasu;
D rabasu [sa- added in scribe’s own hand]; GHM sarbasa; 27 A mridu 
28 M madhu iva; 29 A driga; BDK draga; 30 DIKL patai; E pate 
31 AEFI neku; GHLM naika; 32 AEF prasamna; 33 A dristi;
B dasti; F drsta; 34 E purana; GHM purana; 35 F nahi;
HJ nahi; L naha [emended to nahi, sec.m.]; 36 A [follows next];
37 C cittayau; GIJM citayo; 38 BCDFGHJKLM pramuda; 39 ACEGJM te
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CP 73 (continued)♦

40 all MSS jai srl hita; 41 AE haribamsa; 42 L hamsa°;
43 CE gamin!; F gamina; 44 GM bhavai; I bhave; 45 EFHLM 
so; G [so is in parenthesis]; 46 F karau; I karo; 47 A 
praima; 48 DHJKLM natai; B batai; El nate.

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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CP 74.

"*1 — 2 _ 3 4(1) kahe kau mana badhavata hai
5 6balaka mrga^ locani ;

(2 ) hau^ ba^ darani^ kachu^0 kahi na^ sakati^
13 _ .14lka bata sakocani •

15 _(3 ) matta murali amtara tava gavata
. 16 . *17 . . . 18 .19jagrata sama tavakrti socani ;

(4) hita^ haribamsa^ 1 maha mohana^^ piya^
__ 24 25 26atura bita birahaja dusa mocani •

I ABE kau; CFGIM ko; 2 A manu; 3 ABCDIJ badhavati; M badhavata; 
4 AFJ hau [J emended to hai, sec.m*]; BD he; I ho; 5 A mriga;
6 E locan! [emended to locani, sec.m.1; FM locana; 7 ACGM ho;
BDK hau; 8 H 'ba; 9 FH darana; G urani; 10 CFJ kachu;
II M ni; 12 CFHKM sakata; I sakita; 13 A Tka;
14 B sakaucani; FM sakocana; 15 ABEFGM murali; 16 A jagata;
E jagrta; K tagrata; 17 CLfEFJ sena [«J emended to saina, sec.m. I;
H sayana; 18 A tavakrati; B tavakrata; CDEFHJK tavakrta;
19 F socana; 20 all MSS jai srT hita; 21 AEM haribamsa;
22 I mauhana; 23 B piya; F piya; 24 D atura; 25 A dusu;
26 ADFI mocana.

Metre: (1 ) 16+10, (2 ) 14+10, remainder 16+16 matras.
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CP 75.

—1 2  3 4 5(l) hau ju kahati ika bata sasi suni
kahe kau^ darati^;• 7

- 9 10 -11 . -12 , 13 , + 14(2 ; prana ravana sau kyau ba karata
15 16 - ..17agasa binu arati

18 TQ 2o 21(3 ) piya citavata tava camda badana tana
22 23 24 25 . . 26tu adhamusa m j u  carana niharati ;

(4) ve2^ mrdu^ cibuka2^ praloi^0 prabodhata^
tu52 bhamini^ kara"^ sau^ kara^ tarati^^.

(5 ) bibasa^ adhira biraha ati^ katara^
41 42 , , .43 . . _ ..44sara ausara kachuvai na bicarati ;

45 * 46 47 48(6 ) hita haribamsa rahasi pritama mili
trisita^ naina^ 0 kahe na pratiparati^.

I ACEGIM ho; B hau; 2 B nu; 3 BFKM kahata; 4 GLM eka;
5 H suna; 6 B kahe; E kahi; M kahe [emended to kahe, sec.m.1;
7 A ko ba; BK kau; CGHM ko; 8 ABIJKL darati; FGHM darata;
9 E [conjoined to next as pranravana, but with ra also added sec.m.1;
GHIM prana; 10 A ramana; GM ravana; H ramana; L [omitted];
I I  ACFGM so; BEK sau; 12 ACI kyo; D kyo; B kyau; 13 H 'ba;
14 ACDEL karat i; 15 E agama; 16 FGM bina; 17 A arati; FGHM
arata; I [paradha, crossed out, between a- and -rati]; 18 A citavati 
19 K camdra; 20 B [-da- omitted]; 21 C [omitted]; 22 A
tu; C tu; E tu; 23 BDIJ adhi°; 24 GHM nija; 25 D [-na 
omitted]; GHM carana; 26 FGHKM niharata; 27 C vai; 28 A 
mridu; 29 I [ka, lacking top line, between ci- and -bukal;
30 HI praloya; 31 ACEFGJLM prabodhita; I bodhita; 32 CE tS;
33 C bhamini; F bhamina; 34 B [-ra omitted]; 35 ABEK sau; 
CFGJM so; 36 J  kari [emended to kara, sec.m.]; 37 FGHM tarata;
38 G bibasa; 39 I [replaces original reading]; 40 B karata 
[foil, by double danda as for line end]; 41 E [-ra omitted, added
sec.m.]; M rasa; 42 AEFHKL avasara; B osara; 43 BCJL 
kachuvai; 44 FGHLM bicarata [L emended to bicarati. sec.m.];
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CP 75 (continued).

J bicarita; 45 all MSS jai srl hita; 46 AEM haribamsa
47 M rahisa; 48 C raili; IW mila; 49 B tripita;
GIKM trsita; L trasita; 50 EJ nena [J emended to naina, 
sec.m.1; H nayana; I maina; 51 FGH pratiparata;
M pritiparata.

Metre: (1) 16+10, (2) 14+10, remainder 16+16 matras.
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CP 76.

1 2 ' 3 Zj.(1) nagarT nikumja aina kisalaya dala racita saina
5 * * 6 7 _ 8koka kala kusala kuvari ati udara rl;

Q(2 ) surata ramga amga amga hava bhava bhrkuti bhamga
10 11 * _  12 madhurl taramga mathata koti mara ri .

13 14 15 16(3 ) rausara nupurani subhava kimkini bicitra rava
. 17 18 _ *19 _birami birami natha badata bara bihara ri;

(4) ladil! 20 kisora21 rajahaosa22 hamsin!2^ samaja
a . 24 , ' 25 ’ . 26sicata haribamsa naina surasa sara ri.

1 A syama nagari ju f.ju crossed out in scribe's red ink];
2 ACEIJ ena [J emended to aina, sec.m.1; 3 A kisalai;
EM kisalaya; 4 ACEFJ sena [j emended to saina, sec.m.1;
5 B kauka; 6 ABJM kusala; 7 C kuvari; FI kuvara;
GL kuvari; H kumari; M kuvara [emended to kuvari, sec.m.1;
8 C uddara; 9 A bhrikuti; CEFIM bhrkuti; 10 A madhuri;
11 K kote [emended to koti, sec.m. 1; M kota; 12 C [omitted];
13 A musuru; 14 A nupuraruna; B nupurani; C nupurani;
DF nupurana; 15 H svabhava; 16 C kimkini; GH kimkini;
LM kimkanl [L emended to kimkini, sec.m. 1; 17 AEFGM biraraa;
18 AEFGM birama [A followed by tha. crossed out]; 19 ADIJ 
badati; M badita; 20 FM ladall; I [preceded by ra, crossed out]
21 BM kisora; 22 L °hamsa; 23 B hamsana [emended to
hamsini, sec.m.1; L hamsini; 24 ABDKL sicata; J sicati;
25 AEM haribamsa; 26 AEIJK nena; C nayana.

Metre: (7 x /-^ w /) + /__/
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CP 77.

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

I BFGHILM latakata; K [emended to latakata, sec.m.1; 2 BCFGKLM
phirata; 3 H yuvati; 4 A ati; 5 0 bhuvana; 6 ABE mai;
FGHJM me; 7 1 sakarasa [-ka- crossed out]; 8 C nisi; FM
nisa; HGH nisi; 9 F piya; 10 AI hidore; B hidorai; CFM 
hidore; DKL hidorai; G hidore [collocation with prec. is suratahi dorell
II E jholi; 12 ABE jadapi; CH yadyapi; DIJK jaddapi; FGM jaddipa; 
L jadyapi; 13 0 anurasa; 14 IK pani; 15 0 bibasa; 16 B mulT; 
17 D asala; 18 ACIJ nena; B. [-na omitted, added in scribe's own 
hand]; 19 BC kachuka; D kachu; 20 D [-li omitted, added in 
scribe's own hand]; I suli; 21 A mala [emended to mala, sec.m.1;
22 A sithila; H sithila; 23 0 katl; F kata; 24 M badhani;
25 C dukuli; 26 A sri hita; BCDEFGHIJKLM jai srl hita; 27 ASM 
haribamsa; 28 B rasa; GHL sara; 29 B jajara; DHK jarajara;
30 GHIL syama; 31 BFGHIM sajivana.

1 2 3 4 _latakati phirati juvati rasa phuli;

5 **6 7 8lata bhavana mai sarasa eakala nisi
, 9 - - 10 . -11piya saga surata hidore jhuli
.12 13jadyapi ati anuraga rasasava
14 15 _ 16pana bibasa nahina gati bhuli ;

alasa^ balita naina^ bigalita lata 
ura para kachuka1^ kamcukT suli20.

maragajl mala2  ̂ sithala22 kati2^ badhana2^
_*~25citrita kajjala pika dukuli ;

. 26 * 27 28 29 hita haribamsa madana sara jarjara
bithakita syama^° sajivani^ 1 mull.

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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CP 78.

1 — 2 ' 3(1) sudhamga nacata navala kisori ;

(2 ) the! the! kahati cahati pritama disi
9 «10 11badana camda mano trsita cakort.• • *

(3 ) tana badhana^2 mana mai"*^ riagari^
15 16desata syama kahata ho ho ri;

17 / 18 n,(4) hita haribamsa madhurl aga aga
19* v»20 21 22 -23barabasa liyau mohana cita con <

1 E sugamdha; 2 ADIJ riacati; 3 BM kisori;
4 C thei; 5 c thei; 6 CGHM kahata;
F [with next] bacana kahata [-ca- and ka- lightly erased, ca- added 
sec.m., yielding bana cahatai; 7 BFGHKM cahata; J [followed by 
erased word]; 8 AGH disi; BDFIM disa; CL disa; 9 GH camdra;
10 A manai; CJ mano; D manau; FK manau; GM mano; H manau;
I mano; L manu; 11 ABCEHM trisita; 12 AE badhana; 13 AFGHJKM 
me; BE mai; 14 B [followed by visarga sign (to mark caesura??)];
C nagarl; FM nagara; 15 GHL syama; 16 L kahati; 17 all MSo 
jai srl hita; 18 EM haribamsa; J haribamdha; 19 B [bara- 
omitted]; 20 A kiyo; El liyo; M liyau hai [hai lightly erased];
21 A [omitted]; 22 A citai; 23 A musa morT.

Metre; 16+16 matras.
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CP 79.

(1) rahasi1 rahasi mohana2 piya^ ke saga^
5 6ladaitT ati rasa latakati ;

(2) sarasa sudhamga''7 amga mai^ nagari^
v w” 11 12 13 14thei thei kahati avani pada patakati .

r■ẑ  1 , 1  -,-15 , 16 ._ .17 . .18(3 / koka kala kula j a m  siromani
19 20abhinaya kutila bhrkutiyani matakati ;

(4) bibasa2  ̂ bhaye^2 pritama2^ ali2if lampata2^ 
nirasi karaja nasaputa2^ catakati2'7,

28 29 -.30 .31(5 / guna gana rasikarai cudamani
32 33 _ 34 35 36rijhavata padika hara pata^ jhatakati ;

37 * 38 39 _ 40(6 ) hita haribamsa nikata das! jana
_ * 41 42locana casaka rasasava gatakati .

1 C [line inverted: ri...latakati foil, by double damda and then
rahasi...saga]; 2 I mauhana; 3 A piya; 4 all MSS saga ri
[foil. in A by double damda as for line end]; 5 A samsa [-sa replaces
original]; 6 FK latakata; 7 E sugamdha; 8 ABE mai; CGHIJKM
me; 9 C nagari; 10 C thei; 11 CD thei; 12 FGIJKM kahani;
13 CF paga; I pada pada; 14 FJKM patakata [j emended to patakati,
sec.m. 1; 15 A [foil, by guna (crossed out)]; 16 C kusala; K [one
aksara erased between ku- and -la]; 17 A jani; 18 C siromani;

/GHL siromani; M siromani; 19 AC bhrakutiyani; E bhrkutiyani;
F bhrkutiyana; 20 FK matakata; 21 GGH bibasa; 22 AIJ bhae;
B bhaai; C bhaye; 23 D pitama; 24 C all; 25 K lampati;
26 CHL nasa°; 27 A latakati [emended to catakati, sec.m.]; FK
catakata; 28 GHILM guna; 29 GHIM gana; 30 ACE rasikarai;
BHJ rasikaraya; M rasakarai; 31 BE cudamani; C cudamani;
GHLM cudamani; 32 ACL rijhavati; M rijhivata; 33 A padika;
E padeka; H padaka; 34 A haru; 35 I pada; 36 DFKM jhatakata 
37 ABCDEFGHIJKL jai sri hita; M jai srT hiti; 38 AEM haribamsa;
39 A nirasi; 40 I dasi; 41 K ramasava; 42 DFK gatakata.

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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CP 80.

1 2 _ 3(1) ballabi sukanaka ballarT taraala syama samga
_ 4 *  . -  . _5lagi rahi amga amga manobhiramini ;

(2 ) badana joti^ mano'7 mayamka alaka tilaka chabi^ kalamka
9 10 * _  ~11 12 _  _  chapati syama amka manau jalada damini.

13 _ 14 w15 16 17(3) bigata basa hema sambha mano bhuvamga beni damda
18 « 19piya ke kamtha prema pumja kumja kamini;

(4) sobhita2^ haribamsa21 natha satha surata alasavamta22
23 _ _24 25uraja kanaka kalasa radhika sunamini •

1 E balabT; 2 EF balarl; 3 HL syama; 4 G flagi rahi 
omitted, though space provided in printed page layout]; 5 A mano 
abhiramini [a- lightly erased]; B manobhiramini; F mano abhiramini 
JKL raanaubhiramini; M manobhiramani; 6 CH jyoti; F jota;
7 A janu; BEHJ manau; Cl mano; DF manau; GKM mano; L manau;
8 M chaba; 9 BDIJ chapita; F chapata; L chipati; 10 BGHL
syama; 11 ACM mano; BEFH manau; DIJ manau; G mano; K mano; 
12 B jaladi; 13 BDJ bigati; 14 sambhi; 15 AC mano;
BHJK manau; C mano; DFL manu; GM mano; 16 B bhavaga;
DGJLM bhavamga [j emended to bhuvamga, sec.m.]; 17 ABDFK baini;
CIJ beni; E bine; GHLM beni; 18 A piya; 19 A praima;
20 ABDEFIJKLM jai sri sobhita; CGH jai sri sobhita; 21 AEM
haribamsa; K f~-bam- omitted, added sec.m.]; 22 ABCDFGHIJKLM
alasavata; 23 BCGHL kalasa; 24 A radhike; 25 B susunamini.

Metre: (7 x /hu « ^  u/) + /_/
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CP 81.

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

[Text continues overleaf*]

1 E brasabhana°; H brsabhanu°; IM °namdani; 2 B kala; I kali;
3 B gavai; CJ gavai; G lagavai; 4 A aughata [emended to aughara.
sec.m.]; CEFH avaghara; 5 A cacari; B caracarl; E carcara;
6 ACFGM so; B sau; 7 A masina; F manasa; M manisa; 8 CJ
upajavai; 9 BEIK marojana; F mamjjana; J majana [emended to ma.i.jana, 
sec.m.1; 10 I rucira; 11 GHILM sravana; 12 J camdana;
13 C lajavai; 14 A besari; L besari; 15 CL ratna; 16 AEI
bamdhuka; B badhHka; 17 CHL dasana; 18 M [-da replaces original 
crossed-out reading]; 19 C camakavai; 20 GHLM kamkana; 21 M 
[followed by padakana, covered with yellow paste]; 22 A rajatu;
23 ACH haru; B hata; 24 B kikini; CHLM kimkini; F kimkani;
G kimkini; 25 GHILM carana; 26 E nupura; 27 L hamsa0;
28 A mathati; G mathita; M [mathata mada kamin! omitted, mamthita mada 
kamini added sec.m.]; 29 A kamini; D [ka- replaces original reading];
30 F nasana; 31 ACKL madaamtika; B madayatika; E madaatika;
32 M [-ga replaces original reading]; 33 B dhavai; G dyave;

1 2 _ 3brsabhananamdini madhura kala gavai ;

bikata aughara^ tana carcar1^ tala sau^ 
namdanamdana raanasi*'7 moda upajavai^.

9 10 prathama majjana caru cira kajjala tilaka
' 11 12 13 sravana kumdala badana camdani lajavai ;

14 15 _subhaga naka besari ratana hataka jar!
adhara badhuka1^ dasana1*'7 kumda1^ camakavai1^.

. , . , 20 - .21 . 22 __ 23 balaya kamkana caru urasi rajata hara
24 25 _ 26 _kati ba kimkini carana nupura bajavai;

27 28 29hamsakala gamin! mathata mada kamini
.30 , 4..,-31 32 . - .33nasani madayamtika raraga ruci dyavai .
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CP 81 (continued).

34 _ 35 36 _ 37(7) nrtya sagara rabhasa rahasi nagari navala
38 39 40 41camdacali bibidhi bhedani janavai ;

(8) koka bidya^ 2 bidita^ bhai^ abhinaya^ nipuna^
bhru^ bilasani^ makaraketani^ nacavai^.

51 — _ 52 53(9) nibida kanana bhavana bahu ramjita ravana
5 4 *sarasa alapa susa pumja barasavai;

55 56 57 58(10) ubhai samgama simdhu surata pusana- bamdhu
dravata makaramda haribamsa"^ ali pavai .

34 ABDI nirtta; C nirttya; EHJ nirta; 35 AH rabhasi;
F rabhisa; 36 E rahasi; K [emended to rahasal; 37 
nagara; 38 A cimdacali; B camdracali; G cidacali;
J camducall [emended to cimducali, sec.m.]; M cimdacali;
39 M bibadha [emended to bibadhi, sec.m.1; 40 F bhedana;
41 B tanavai; 42 B bidha; 43 E bidata; 44 AE bhai;
F bhaya; H bhava; 45 M abhanaya [two aksaras crossed out 
between abha- and -naya1; 46 H nipuna; M napuni; 47 B bhu;
E bhu; 48 FM bilasana; 49 I mikara0; 50 C nacavai;
51 CE nibada; 52 E rajita; 53 GM ravana; H ramana;
54 BD alapi; F alapa; H alapa; 55 AHJL ubhaya; B ilbhai;
I ubhe; 56 A siradha; B sidha; C simdhu; 57 E pusana;
GHLM pusana; 58 BC bamdhu; E bamdha; 59 AEM haribamsa;
60 C pavai.

Metre: (7x / u iili /) + /4m/.
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CP 82.

_ _1 2 ' 3(1) nagarata kl rasi kisori ;
4 5(2) nava nagara kula mauli savarau

barabasa^ kiyau^ citai^ rausa mori,

(3 ) rupa rucira aga amga madhuri
9 _  10 _  11 ■ 12binu bhusana bhusita braja gori;

13 i4 f 15 16 17 “iS(4) china china kusala sudharaga amga mai
koka rabhasa1^ rasa simdhu ° jhakori21.

22(5 ) camcala rasika madhupa raohana raana
« 23rase kanaka kamala kuca kori;

t c \ 24 . 25 . . 26 . 27Kb) pritama naina jugala samjana saga
badhe^ bibidhi2^ nibamdhana^ dorT.• •

[Text continues overleaf.]

I BDIJ nagarita [J emended to nagarata, sec.m.]; 2 F rasa;
GH rasi; 3 M kisori; 4 EF maula; 5 A syavaro; BD savarau;
Cl savaro; 6 E [-ba- omitted]; 7 A liyau; E kiyai; IM kiyo;
8 Cl cite; 9 B [followed by double danda as for line end]; EFGIKM
bina; 10 A bhusina [emended to bhusana]; E bhusana; GHM bhusana;
II A bhusata [emended to bhusita]; E bhrsita; I [emended to bhusana]; 
12 A brja; 13 AE chinu; H ksana; 14 AE chinu; H ksana;
15 AFM kusala; 16 EM sugamdha [M emended to sudhamga. sec.m.];
17 B amga; 18 ABDJ mai; CGHKM me; 19 H rabhasi; 20 M
simdha; 21 K jhakajhori; 22 A mohana; G [follows next];
23 Ah rasyau; 24 B pitama; 25 AEFIJK nena [j emended to naina,
sec.m.]; 26 H yugala; 27 D [one aksara crossed out between sam-
and -.jana]; G samdana; 28 ABDI badhe; 29 M bibidha;
30 E nibamdhani; I nabamdhana;t ' « '
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CP 82 (continued).

**•31(7) avanT udara nabhi sarasT mai
32 33 _ 34manahu kachuka madika madhu ghorl;

(8) hita^ haribamsa^ pivata^ sumdara bara
^ 38 39 40 _siva sudrdha nigamani ki tori.

31 ABE mai; CGHJKM me; 32 CHL manahu; F manau; G mano 
M mano; 33 G kachuka; 3^ CE madaka; 35 all MSS jai 
sri hita; 36 BEM haribamsa; 37 FGIM pivata; 38 ABDK 
siva; C siva; 39 A sudrdha; B sudadha; F sudidha;
M sudrdhi; 40 I nigamana.

Metre: 16+16 matras.
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CP 83.

(1) chadi1 dai2 maninl^ mana mana dharibau**;

5 6 7(2) pranata sumdara sughara pranaballabha navala
* 8 * _  9 -10 *11 , . 12 . bacana adhma sau itau kata kanbau.

(3) japata1^ hari bibasa1** tava1^ nama pratipada1^ bimala
,17 18 _ ~19 . 20 21manasi tava dhyana te mmisa nahi taribau;

(4) ghatata22 palu2^ palu2** subhaga sarada2^ ki jaminT2^
bhaminT sarasa anuraga disa2*'7 dharibau2 .̂

(5 ) hau2^ ju kachu^0 kahati^1 niju^2 bata suni mani^ sasi^**
35 36 _ 57 38sumusi bina kaja ghana biraha dusa bharibau;

(6) milata haribamsa^ hita kumja kisalaya**^ saina**1
karata**^ kala**^ keli**** susa simdhu**^ mai**̂  taribau.

1 AHK chadi; M chada; 2 CJ dai; 3 FIM raananl; H raanini;
J [emended to manani1; 4 E dharibai; M dharabau; 5 AE pranata;
6 AEF prana°; 7 E valana [emended to navala. sec.m.1; 8 B
[foil, by praya 31 so bacana (from Lok.'s abhasa to CP 84)]; 9 B adhlna;
10 ACFG so; BK sau; D [omitted]; 11 Cl ito; E Itau; 12 A 
karata; F kita; I kati; 13 K japati; 14 CGH bibasa; 15 
LM tuva; 16 A priti°; M prata°; 17 M [-na- omitted, added 
sec.m.]; 18 L tuva; 19 BE te; HK tai; 20 ABCDEFJM nimasa;
H nimisi; I nimasi; 21 DHJL nahi; G nahi; 22 ABDEJL ghatati;
23 FHKM pala; .24 FHKM pala; 25 GH sarada; 26 H yaminl;
M jamani; 27 CL disa; D [-sa omitted, added sec.m.1; GH disi; JK disi
28 ACE daribau; K dharibo; 29 ABEK hau; CGIM ho; 30 A kachu;
31 FHKM kahata; J [emended to kahata]; 32 FGLM ika; J [emended to
ika, sec.m.]; K T2 aksaras erased between ni- and -J»]; 33 FGHKM
mana; 34 AFM sasl; 35 ABDFIJKLM sumusa; C sumusi; 36 

ABCEJL binu; 37 E dha; J [omitted, added sec.m. ]; 38 A dusu;
M dusi; 39 EM haribamsa; 40 AEJKM kisalaya; 41 CF sayana;
EGIJK sena [j emended to saina, sec.m.]; 42 J karati; [emended to ka
karata, sec.m.]; 43 AI kali [A emended to kala]; 44 AC kell; M
kela; 45 F simdha; 46 ABE mai; GFGHJKM me.

Metre: (3x/5+5/) + /5/ +
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CP 84.

__1 2 3 _ 4 3(1) aju desiyata hai pyari ramga bhari;

^ v6 , , 7  -8 9 , ■ ' -10(2) mopai na durata c o n  brsabhana kisori
11 12 ** _ 13 ~14sithala kati ki d o n  namda ke lala sau surata lari.• • •

(3) motina1̂  lara1^ tutT cikura camdrika1 '7 chuti1^# • • +19 20 —rahasi rasika luti gamdani pika pan;

(4) nainani21 alasa basa adhara bimba nirasa22
23 24 25 * 26 ' 27 _ 28pulaki prema parasa hita haribamsa rajata sari.

[Vulgate text is given overleaf.]

I all MSS [foil, by ba; 'ba in H]; 2 ABCJL desiyati; 3 A hau;
F hai; I he; 4 all MSS ho pyari; 5 F [ramga bhari omitted];
6 CE °pe; GM °paT; 7 ACDL durati; E durita; 8 L cauri 
[emended to con]; 9 E brasabhana; GHM brsabhanu; 10 M kisori;
II A sithila; H sithila; L [sithala kati ki dori omitted]; 12 M
takata; 13 ACDEFHKL lalana; JM [emended to lalana, sec.m.];
14 ACFGHIM so; BK sau; 15 AL motini; C motTyani;
D mutiyanu; E mitiyana; FHM motiyana; G mutiyana; IJ motinu
[j emended to moti.yanu, sec.m. ]; K motiyani; 16 M lari;
17 M camdraka; 18 EM chuti; 19 B luti; 20 FIJK gamdana
[K emended to gamdani]; 21 A naina; C nayana; I nenana; J nenani;
22 BGHM narasa [GH printed na rasa]; I narasi; 23 BFGHJM pulaka;
L [pulaki prema parasa omitted]; 24 A praima; 25 A parasi;
26 ABCDEFGHIJK jai sri hita; M jai sri hiti; 27 AE haribamsa n ;
B haribamsa i [i emended to ri, sec.m.]; CDFGHIJKL haribamsa n ;
M harabamsa n ;  28 ABDEJ raj ati.

Metre: [10+10+X matras]
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CP 84 (continued).

Vulgate text (with orthography standardized).

(1) aju ba desiyata hai ho pyari ramga bhari;

(2) mopai na durata cor! brsabhana ki kisori
sithala kati kl dorl namda ke lala(na) sau surata lari.* * •

(3) motina/motiyani lara tutl cikura camdrika chutl
rahasi rasika luti gamdani pika pari;

(4) nainani alasa basa adhara bimba nirasa
/   ^pulaki prema parasa hita haribamsa ri rajata sari.
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V. THE CAURRSl PADA; ANNOTATED TRANSLATION

The translations offered here attempt the usual compromise 
between a readable English style and faithfulness to the original, 
any freedom of rendering usually being acknowledged and explained in 
a note; no justification has been given, however, for the free 
rendering of compounds, since literal translation of compounded forms 
would inevitably lead to an obscure or elliptical sentence in the 
English. The couplet-based construction of the text, shown in the 
previous chapter by the use of semi-colon and full stop for alternate 
lines of the mula, has here been made more explicit by a spacing of 
individual couplets on the page.

The descriptive and eulogistic themes of the CP do not, for the 
most part, call for any special contextualization (pace the commentators, 
for whom contextualization is an important device in the imposition of 
desired interpretations), and introductory comments have therefore been 
given only when it is necessary to resolve ambiguities or obscurities.

Since the object of the thesis is to analyse the CP as it stands, 
rather than from the point of view of developed sectarian siddhanta, the 
translations are intended to be theologically 'neutral1. Sectarian 
constructions of the mula are discussed in the annotations, where the tlkas 
of Dhar., Rasik,, Prem., Lok. and LCG are analysed. (These commentaries 
have been introduced in section II. 4.) Clearly it has been neither 
possible nor desirable to discuss each and every point of interpretation 
from the lengthy tlkas, but the annotations aim to show a representative 
sample, forming the basis for a discussion in VII.4 of the sectarian 
reading of the text. The tlkas are often referred to in discussions of 
cruxes such as variant manuscript readings and obscurities of syntax. 
Translations of quoted extracts from the tlkas are usually appended only 
where an annotation seeks to propose a particular reading of the gloss. 
Annotations are headed by line-number, so that they may be approached 
either directly from the mula or via the translation. References to 
dictionary entries are to the word in question sub voce, unless specified 
otherwise.
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CP 1

(1) Whatever my beloved does, pleases me
and whatever pleases me, that my beloved does;

(2) the place that I cherish is in the eyes of my beloved,
and my beloved seeks to become the apple of my eyes.

(3) My beloved is yet dearer to me than body, mind, and life-breath,
and my beloved has given himself up to me ten million times 
over;

(4) Hita Harivamsa, as swan and pen are the dark one and the fair -
tell me, who could separate the water from the waves?

Context: Radha speaks in first three lines.

(1)—(4) This first stanza is metrically irregular: the satpadl
formulation found in other stanzas of similar line-length is not apparent 
here; nor is there any trace of varpavrtta rhythm, the sequence of gurus 
in the first line being particularly anomalous. The two component 
couplets of the stanza each have a rough overall coherence in moric length,
(1) consisting of 26+26 matras and (2) of 26+25 while (3) and (4) are of 
21+23 and 22+20 matras respectively. The syntax of line (1) suggests a 
pada construction of 15+11+11+15 matras, and an initial pada of 15 matras 
may also be discerned in lines (3) and (4); an 11-matra pada recurs in the 
second half-line of (2) and (3), while in (4) the 9-matra phrase kahau kauna 
karai, with its semantic and alliterative cohesion, may be understood as a 
catalectic variation on this.

Omission of ke from the first half-line of (2) in L may indicate an 
attempt to achieve a syllabic scansion, yielding a line construction of 
14+14 syllables in (1) and (2): but a crude syllabic construction is not
preferable to a moric one. (Excision of tau would in any case be a 
preferable emendation if such were sought, since analytical pyare ke 
nainani is clearly preferable to *pyare nainani; and cf. accretion of 
tau in some manuscripts in line (3).)

Inclusion in (3) of to/tau after mere in B(E)FGIJM is apparently 
an attempt to approximate the line length of (3) to the preceding lines, 
or to achieve two half-lines of equal length within (3), and follows 
mokau tau in the previous line. The superfluous reduplication of prana 
in the same line in BDIJ (and expanded to prane te prana in F) may have a 
similar intention.
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CP 1 (continued)

The first line, with its repeated relative-correlative 
construction, bears a close resemblance to the padas of Svami Haridasa, 
in which such constructions are strikingly common. The first line of 
Siddhanta ke pada, for example, reads as follows (Prabhudayal Mitai 
1961:57):

jyohl jyohi tuma rakhata hau, 
tyohi rahiyata hau ho hari.

(With a single exception (Kelimala 33, op.cit., p.77), all the padas 
attributed to Haridasa resemble CP 1 in having a construction of four 
lines; and most have limited metrical coherence.)

(4) hamsa hamsini: 'swan and pen', though not a literal translation,
preserves in English idiom the intended idea of inseparability.

(4) taramgani: the BCEF form taramgini 'river' is an inappropriate
Sanskritization, the true reading being an obl.pl. -ani form.
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CP 2

(1) Now the night is beautiful
with a meeting of lightning and fresh cloud;

(2) Mohana is a king amongst lovers: what kind of woman is she
who would show capricious anger towards him?

(2) Hearing this, Hita Harivamsa, she of elephant gait 
joined Radharamana.

(1) In all manuscripts the line begins with the phrase pyare boll 
bhaminl/-anl, which together with following aju nlkl jaminl yields an 
unprecedented long sequence of guru syllables. Given the frequency 
with which aju occurs in line-initial position at the beginning of the 
stanza (cf. 4.1, 5.1, 7.1, 10.1 etc.), it seems almost certain that 
pyare boll bhaminl must be a commentatorial accretion, later confused in 
the extant commentaries and prefixed to the teka on the basis of its -ini 
rhyme. A semantic argument supports the hypothesis that pyare boll 
bhaminl is an accretion. Grammatically, pyare can only be vocative here, 
with bhaminl as subject of boll: yet the addressing of such a statement
by Radha to Krsna ('Dear one', said the lady, 'today...') is unattested 
in the text and cannot be considered likely. Prem. Dhar. and LCG 
interpret pyare boll as agentive, with the verb allegedly showing concord 
with bhaminl; such a transitive agentive usage is attested in the phrase 
benu dhuni nadalala boll (28.3), but a reference to a specific (human) 
object as here would normally require transitive bula- (cf. 38.1, 63[ii].2) 
rather than bed-. Lok. and Rasik. attempt to accommodate boll by 
interpreting this pada as being addressed to Krsna by a sakhl; but this 
vocative use of pyare by a sakhl is also unattested, and furthermore 
requires an awkward change of subject later in the stanza.

The whole of the first line is metrically dissimilar to the 
following lines, the received text of which is readily edited to a 
consistent 10+10+12 matra satpadi construction as described in the 
following notes. With its anomalous scansion and anomalous (A)AA rhyme, 
line (1) is perhaps appended as a heading to the coherent couplet of (2)-
(3); such a hypothesis would explain another anomaly, viz. the odd number 
of lines in the stanza (a feature found in only one other example, CP 69).

(1) navina: excision of this word would reduce the final pada to the
12-matra form found in subsequent lines (reading saudaminl); yet navlna 
is semantically apposite, and general uncertainty about the relation of (1) 
to the remaining lines prohibits excision on purely metrical grounds.
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CP 2 (continued)

(1) saudamini: all the commentators read sau (in its various spellings)
as a postposition, yielding analytical megha sau damini; yet such a 
collocation can hardly compete with that involving the semi-tatsama 
saudamini. (H£>S cites SaudamanI as a raginl, consort (sahacarl) to the 
raga Megha: this is confirmation that the megha-saudaminl collocation is
an established one.) In view of probable scribal understanding of sau 
as a postposition, nasalization in the MSS is shown in the apparatus.
(2) All the manuscripts have the semantically redundant ri mal/-i after 
rasika. This appears to be an attempt to achieve a pada length roughly 
coherent with the padas of (1); cf. the accretion of mai to the 
performed version of CP 12, discussed in chapter VI. Excision of ri mai 
reinstates a (weak) pada rhyme, -ka rai/karai.

(3) The pyari which follows sunata in all the manuscripts is presumed 
to be intrusive, since it has no clear place in the syntax of the line, 
but duplicates the subject function of gajagamini; cf. intrusive pyare 
(etc.) in (1) above. With pyari excised, the pada sunata radharavana 
has the 10-matra value of preceding hita haribaipsa sravana.

(3) radharavana: the manuscripts all read radhika0. Following a
first pada of 10 matras, and with strong pada rhyme in -avana, however, 
radha° must be intended as the correct metrical form. Elsewhere in the 
text, radha° is attested twice (16.5, 19.14), whereas radhika0 occurs 
only in metrically corrupt passages (40.6, 65.4). In the present line, 
imposition of radhika0 may show an attempt to match the prevailing 12- 
mat r a construction of the pada (first two lines); a sectarian attempt 
to dissimilate the epithet from radharamana (as particularly associated 
with the rival Gaudiya sampradaya) may also be involved.
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CP 3

(1) At dawn the two are [still] greedy for love,
rejoicing greatly in their victory in the battle of passion;

(2) heavy drops of perspiration are on their faces,
and the adornments on their various limbs are in disarray.

(3) Of their tilakas but little remains,
curly locks like wayward bees are loose on lotus-faces;

(4) Hita Harivamsa, their eyes and words are steeped in the colour of love,
and their clothes lie loose at their waists 1

(2) srama barija: all the commentaries take this phrase, with its
pleonastically suffixed -ja, as qualifying ghana bimdu; thus Prem. 
srama bari nama prasveda ko hai. taso ju upaji ghanT bude so musa para 
biraje hai. Prolixity in the £lka here reflects pleonasm in the mula. 
(The collocation bari jaghana in printed text G reappears in the tika
in G but appears to be a printer's error.)

(3) sithala; since there is an excess of one matra in the line, M's 
reading sthila may be an ingenuous attempt to correct metre and thereby 
to allow rahyau its full metrical weight of three matras.

(4) madana; this and its derivative maina, along with synonyms such
as kama, may of course be interpreted as personifications of 'passion1 
rather than as abstract. Commentators interpret the two senses variously 
in different locations, but the overall sense is barely affected.

(4) raga. ragi: repetition of rag- may intend a slesa here, with raga 
to be taken in its dramatic sense; thus, 'enjoying the theatre of love'. 
No commentator proposes this.

(4) dukula: a fine cloth made either of cotton or of the bark of the
dukula tree (Motxcandra p.54).
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CP 4

(1) Today, young girl, your joyful face
imparts your heart's ease at union with the lover;

(2) wrapped in lethargy are your words, tinted in a pretty hue your
cheeks,

weary and red your sleepless eyes.

(3) Your lovely tilaka is but a trace, the blossoms in your hair are 
scattered,

and your hair-parting is as though you had not adorned it at all;

(4) bountiful mine of compassion, when you proffer your lips
you withhold none of their essence!

(5) Why do you conceal yourself timidly? You have exchanged garments 
with your lover,

and subjugated Syama, instructing a hundred Kamadevas;

(6) the garland on your chest is wilted and your circlet of bells loose,
Hita Harivamsa, in the bed in the house of creepers!

(1)—(6) Readings of tau/to are found in all the manuscripts following 
aju in (1); later in the line, the phrase piya samgama sucata appears in 
the manuscripts with analytical ke_ after both nouns, piya ke samgama ke 
sucata. With these accretions excised, a satpadi construction of 10+10+15 
matras is attained (with the usual licences), the only inconsistencies being 
(catalectic ?) 9-matra first padas in (3) and (6), matched by a 9-matra 
second pada in (3). Accretion of tau may reflect an erroneous interpretation 
of the stanza's construction as varriika, since with tau retained in (1), the 
first two padas of every line each constitute 8 varnas; the fact that no 
consistent varnika construction persists in the third pada shows, however, 
that this syllabic scansion is at most a superficial tendency. Accretion 
of the genitive case markers in (1) cannot be explained on metrical grounds; 
rather this expansion of the line must be commentatorial. The redundance 
of both case-markers is demonstrated in Dhar.'s gloss piya samgama susa 
sucatai sobhita tana hita saja, where they are conspicuously absent: this
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CP 4 (continued)

may even reflect the lost authentic reading.

In all lines except the first, both 10-matra padas consist of 
5 matras + u ° ^ (while the 9-matra padas in (3) and (6) consist of
4 matras +  ̂v —  v ). The same pattern can only be achieved in (1) by 
reinstating tau and adopting the following hypothetical scansion:

*aju tau juvati terau badana anada bharyau.
■—  U

Since standard practice is opposed to the scansion *bharyau, this scansion 
must ultimately be disallowed, and line (1) regarded as anomalous in respect 
of its internal rhyme.

No fixed sequences of long and short syllables persists throughout 
the pada-initial gapas, though the first pada has occurrences of —  
ganas in (1), (2), (5).

The moric construction of the final pada in this stanza is 5+5+ 
u o —  *-> , with the exception that the division between the first two
ganas is transgressed in (6) by -bam- (and in (5) by sya-, if reading
basa kiye syama sisai by analogy with (6)).

(2) Pleonastic dou is metrically superfluous and may be an accretion.
(4) karunakara: while the commentators all construe this as a phrase
involving absolutive or postpositional kara/kari in composition with 
karuna, the prevalence of the compound form karunakara must render such 
an interpretation unlikely.

(4) rasata kachu na sara: the idea is of the lips being drained of
colour - cf. 15.4 etc.

(5) palate prltama clra: Lok. extends the reference of this phrase, 
and interprets the whole stanza as being addressed to Krsna in Radha's 
guise.

(6) klkini: a reading of the first syllable as short yields the
metrical pattern of 9+9+15 matras found in (3). Cf. notes on 36.3 and 
67.6.
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CP 5

(1) Today at dawn in the creeper-palace
joy rains down, and the fine couple is rapturous;

(2) the fair and the dark, delightful, brimful with love,
set their feet upon the ground so unsteadily.

(3) Tinged with the saffron of [Radha's] breasts is the many-stranded 
garland

of glorious 3rl Syama, lord of amorous pleasure;

(4) and the beloved is decorated with the marks of love,
traced by the very hand of the foremost of the adroit!

(5) Greatly delighted by their affection,
the two sing softly and steal each other's heart away;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, the ali, intent on their praise,
imparts a sweeter tone to their singing.

(3) dhamadhara: cf. dhama- forms cited by MW, dhamabhaj/-adhipa/-vat.
Thus Lok. glosses prakasa ke dharanahare ’possessed of brilliance' (though 
Lok, applies this to the malavali, whereas position indicates that it 
qualifies syama). (Prem. interprets dhama as 'body', with -dhara as
absolutive; thus apane dhama para dhare hai.)

(6) parayana: Dhar.'s reading paral na is reflected in his gloss, gana
para! na dampati bhavata, 'no other singing appeals to the couple'.
(6) ali intends the usual pun of sakhi/bee.

(6) Rasik. appears to interpret tara as tala (cf. HSS, where tala is
defined as 'slap'): madhura madhura dai tala.
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CP 6

(1) Who is the deft young beloved whom you meet, Lala,
like a thief in the night?

(2) - listen dear one, no matter how you try you cannot conceal
your contented eyes, maddened with love.

(3) On your chest are moon-shaped nailmarks, your clothes are another's
and your speech is incoherent;

(4) Hita Harivamsa, Radha's lord the lover is devastated by passion!

(1)—(4) A wide variation in the length of second padas suggests that
this is a composite stanza formed from diverse sources; no two lines 
have a common metrical structure, although a first pada of 16 matras is
common to all lines except (3), which has 14 matras. It is noteworthy
that the pada hita haribamsa rasika radhapati occurs a further two times 
in the text - in 9.6 and 36.12.

A line construction of 16+14 matras as found in (1) is not attested 
elsewhere in the text. Hypothetical excision of the vocative lala would 
establish a standard 16+11 matra line, which could be matched in (2) by a 
similar hypothetical excision of caina mai (the double locative ramga mai, 
caina mai, both analytical, being unusual and inelegant):

(1) *milata cora hvai raina;
(2) *raga mai gahile naina.

The hypothetical adjustments are speculative, however, and cannot form the 
basis for a reconstruction of the text; nor is the incompatibility of the 
remaining lines, which are both internally coherent, explainable from the 
manuscript evidence. (G's reading mai na for me naina in (2) is not 
helpful, since neither as printed nor as *maina does this collocation cohere 
semantically.)

In addition to a relatively literal interpretation of the stanza,
Lok. gives a second artha based on the concept of antaranga vihara.

(1) jahi: -hi is not regular in composition with mil-, which usually 
takes the postposition sau.
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CP 7

(1) Today in the pleasant bower the young boy and youthful damsel play;

(2) quite matchless is their mutual attachment -
hear me, the couple [sports] on an incorporeal earth.

(3) Fresh camphor and pollen abound
on the ground of divers corals and crystals made;

(4) on a beautiful couch of tender shoots
the fair one has been seated by the dark.

(5) They are wholly intent on the mirth and merriment of their union
and betel juice gilds their lily-cheeks;

(6) in an enchanting quarrel, hands fair and dark
loosen the cord of her waistband knot.

(7) The artless girl becomes agitated, mistakenly filled with pique
on seeing herself in the mirror on Hari1s chest;

(8) alluring her [by touching] her comely chin, the lover enlightens her,
coaxing her and showing that it is only a reflection.

(9) Hearing the ambrosial words 'No! No!1,
Lalita and the others watch furtively;

(10) Hita Harivamsa, shaking her hands in love's feigned anger
she has broken her garlands!

(1) mamju: A reads mumja in both mula and commentary; and cf. A's
muja for mamju in 17.3. H. muja < Sk. munja 'a kind of grass' (CDIAL 
10184) may be intended, but no other textual context associating this 
with nikunja surroundings has been observed.
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CP 7 (continued)

(5) mithuna: all the commentators gloss as 'pair' (dou or jugala);
yet the whole foot may be read as a determinative compound.

(6) nlbl bamdhana: although a usual term for the nivi-knot is nlvibandha 
(G.S.Ghurye, p.163), it is unlikely that the present form represents bamdha 
with oblique pi. termination -na since direct case is more apposite in 
this accusative context; tatsama bandhana is therefore intended. Support 
for this view is found in nominative kati badhana (77.5) and in the lack
of oblique pi. -ni spellings in the manuscripts, while support for the 
opposite argument must be conceded in the single occurrence of (nominative) 
kacukl badha (70.6). The crux recurs in a further three instances, all 
involving accusative case:

Cf. also occurrences of nibaipdh~/nibadh-: 50.3, 70.5, 82.6.
(8) praloi: < pralobha ?? No other occurrence of this form has been
observed except that in 75.4 referred to in the following note. Touching
a person's chin is a gesture of entreaty, which is presumed to be the
intention here. In his abhasa to CP 41, Prem. has the sentence kabahu
cibuka pralocata hai; but a derivation from locayati hardly seems apposite 
here, and the -ca- may be a misreading.

(8) prabodhata: this correct (finite) form is found in BDH only. In a
similar context at 75.4 (ve mrdu cibuka praloi prabodhata), where the finite 
sense is not obscured by enjambement as it is in the present line, the °ata 
form is found in K as well as in BDH.

nagara nibi bamdhana mocata 
pata bamdhana kacukl kuca parasata 
budhi bala nibi bamdhana mocata (72.9)

(30.11)
(49.5)
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(1) Your lotus eyes are very red, my friend 1

(2) Languid, proud, passion-rapt,
after the night-wake they are no longer collyrium-blacked, 
my friend.

(3) The flight of the pupil springs from under your drooping eyebrow -
Mohana the hart is pierced, and cannot move, my friend!

(4) Hita Harivamsa: you with the gait of a kalahamsa
throw [both] bees and sakhis into confusion, my friend!

(2) masi na malina, 'no longer collyrium-blacked'; this interpretation 
is necessary in order to accommodate the form masi na since masina appears 
meaningless. The latter form has, however, been taken by the commentators: 
Rasik., Lok. kajjala malina, Prem. kajara karike malina, 'smeared with kohl'. 
LCG's gloss reads inaka kajala phlka pada gaya hai 'their kohl has become 
faded', but bases this on the reading makhina.
(3) golaka: lit. '(eye-)ball', but also 'pupil', a sense given in HSS.

(3) The second foot has an excess of two matras unless the long syllables
in bidhayau and mohana are scanned as short. Two-matra mrga is
conspicuously absent from Dhar.'s paraphrase, but no MS reading suggests 
that this might be an accretion to the mula.
(4) hita haribamsa hamsakala gamini: the same foot appears again in the
same metre at 73.6, and hamsakala gamini occurs at 81.6. hamsakala is taken 
as a synonymous inversion of the more usual kalahamsa: cf. hamsaraja/
rajahamsa, MW. In the present line hamsakala, but not kalahamsa, accords 
with 6+4+4+2 matra metrical construction; similarly at 81.6 hamsakala is 
the only metrically appropriate form. The inversion here also exploits 
the alliterative sequence -bamsa hamsa (which is also found at 1.4 and 
27.17).
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(1) The pair, Radha and Mohana, is adorned;

(2) gyama Manohara is a sapphire gem,
the Fair One has a body of gold.

(3) On Hari1s broad forehead is a tilaka,
the lady has rori amidst her shining hair;

(4) the Lord's walk is that of a king elephant,
Vrsabhanu's daughter has the gait of an elephant queen.

(5) The young girl has a blue mantle, Mohana a yellow garment,
and a red mark on his head;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, Radha's lord the lover
is steeped in the dye of sensual love.

(1) The characteristic (x) + 12 matra construction of the teka in 
Sara metre cannot be attained on the basis of the manuscript"readings.
If the superfluous case-marker kl_ is excised, then a 12-matra second
foot is achieved with the same cadence [ u o ---  ] that is found in all
successive lines.

ban! // radha mohana jorl;
  IS     O  U  \J  _  —

[•••] // satakumbha tana gori. [etc.]

The shortness of the remaining first pada, ban!, may have encouraged 
the accretion of honorific srl in AHI.

It should also be noted, however, that 15+13 matra lines are 
attested in Apabhramsa metres of 16+12 matras (BhK p.49).

(2) imdranilamani...satakumbha: only Prem. makes explicit the
intended image, which is of the setting of the sapphire in the gold.

rori: a turmeric-based powder used for tilakas (H£>S).
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CP 9 (continued)

<3) — {5) Unusually for the CP, the Sara caesura (after the 16th 
matra) is not reinforced by the syntax of three consecutive lines:

bhala bisala tilaka hari, kamini // cikura camdra bica rorl; 
gaja nayaka prabhu cala, gayamdani // gati brsabhanakisorl. 
nila nicola juvati, mohana pata // pita aruna sira sori;

Though unusual in the CP, such enjambement is well attested in 
Apabhramsa (as for example in BhK 207.7 and 207.14).
(5) sori: the meaning appears to be 'tilaka1 (H. khaura, khaurl,
'tilaka of horizontal shape', H£dS); Prem. contrasts sort with tilaka 
as regards composition: mathe para aruna khauri hai. pahile tilaka
kahi aye hai. so camdana ko janiyai aura tarala janiyai1. 'On the
forehead is a red khauri: previously was said 1tilaka' - that is
of sandal and also of jewel-form'. Lok. glosses sori as 'turban' 
(paga), a sense which is more apposite with sira, and in avoiding a 
repetition of the content of (3), but which is of unknown derivation 
and is perhaps based on a guess from pata.
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(1) Today, the wondrous pair of adroit lady and youth is most pleasing;
what can I say of their crowning loveliness in every limb?

(2) they revel in an embrace as the circle of the round-dance is joined,
with the sweet touch of slender arms and of cheek against cheek.

(3) The sport of Syama and the beautiful lady is loud with flute and drum
and with a sweet tumult of anklets and other ornaments, 
waist-bells and bangles;

(4) Harivamsa, the hidden sakhl sees the step of the sudhanga dancer,
and dedicates herself to it offering body and soul.

(1) 1Qra retains the fern, gender (apparent in the concord of bhavati) 
of jorl, from which it derives.

(1) kaha kahau: this is the only irregular gana in the stanza, failing
to show the regular /—  v —  ̂  / construction.

(2) lasa: it is unclear whether or not this term signifies a
particular style. In his commentary on CP 65, Rasik. shows lasa as 
distinct from rasa, and following it:

kalimdi ta£a pulina yaha surataru nika^a bilasa; 
taha cali sajani milana ruci racita rasa puni lasa.

Cf. also Rasik.'s gloss to CP 61; where the nrtya precedes the rasa:
prathama nrtya karike bahuri karata rasa ki keli.

This sequence of two distinct events brings to mind the contemporary 
performance of rasalila, in which the rasa dance proper is followed by 
one of a variety of dance-dramas depicting specific incidents in the 
lOrsna legend (N.Hein p.143).

(3) mrdamga: the North Indian barrel-drum.

(3) tara: Rasik. and Prem. interpret as (kara-)tala 'cymbal' (cf.
the collocation tala mrdamga at 63.13), while Dhar. and Lok. retain the 
ambiguity of the mula.
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CP 10 (continued)

(4) nirttanl: presumably for Sk. nartana. nr- forms, appearing
here in ADELM, are always favoured by M and appear also in CFGK (cf.
12.2 nirttata, 34.5 and 57.6 nirttani), but can only represent 
attempted Sanskritization.

(4) sudhamga: a dance form associated with the rasa but of uncertain
description. Sudhamga appears frequently in the poetry of Harivamsa 
and his contemporaries, often in alliterative contexts (with mrdamga, amga 
etc.), and often associated with dance-step mnemonics (such as tatta thel 
the!, CP 68) which recreate the strong rhythms of dance styles such as 
kathak. A couplet in a pada of Harirama Vyasa (Vasudeva Gosvami p.279) 
suggests a relevance of eye-movements to sudhanqa:

natava naina sudhamga dikhavata
camcala palaka saboda ughatata hai gram gram tat thel the!

kala gavata

Cf. note on the phrase amga sudhamga disavata nari (19.10).
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(1) In the autumn night the grove is pleasing and beautiful,
Radha and Hari are in radiant attire, and the moon in the night
sky is full;

(2) he of dark splendour and she of golden body revel together in union,
like lightning flashing amongst sapphire-blue clouds.

(3) Red and yellow their fresh fine garments, a matchless source of love
the cool and fragrance-laden breeze, softly blowing;

(4) on a bed made from tender shoots, the Lover speaks flattering words
but the lady in capricious pride opposes him constantly.

(5) Desire churns Mohana's mind as he touches her breasts, waistband 
and necklace

and the fervent lady says with trembling voice, 'No! No!';

(6) engross yourself to the full in the manifold sports of Naravahana's 
Lord,

a river of the essence of amorous joy to purify the world.

(1) radha, raka: the predominant / o ~  v / gana composition is 
disrupted by these two words and by narabahana, nadl in line (6). Lines
(2)-(5) are regular throughout.

(2) mili eka samga: this tautology is maintained in the translation.

(2) mani nlla: manuscript evidence for mano/-au is weak and sporadic,
though the emendment in MS A suggests some irregularity in the transmission
there also. The mano/-au reading (to be scanned as two laghus) suggests that 
these scribes regarded the compounded image of nlrada and mani nila to be 
tautological.

(6) The use of the chapa narabahana has been discussed on page 462. In 
his gloss on this occurrence, Rasik. explains away the chapa with an acronym;

narabahana ihi nama ko artha susada ika mani; 
a[c]chara prati gunaslla yuta all gana madhi jani. 18.
navala keli rasa darasa hita badhata harsa sucitta; 
namra sada ati dina hvai hita pada sevata nitta. 19.
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(1) Come, wise Radhika! For your sake Syama has arranged a round-dance,
a store of joy, on the bank of the Yamuna;

(2) groups of young girls dance in great eagerness at the music and
merriment

as the joyful flute, source of delight, is playing.

(3) In that most pleasing place near the vamslvata
a soft breeze blows from the [sandal-clad] Malaya mountain, 
yielding all joys.

(4) the forest is strongly fragrant with half-blown jasmine,
and there is bright moonlight in the full-moon autumn night.

(5) Cowherd girl, feast your eyes on Naravahana's Lord,
whose head-to-toe beauty removes the agony of desire;

(6) lady! Experience this ocean of delight, rejoice with your arms
joined around his neck,

for Syama's sport in the fresh bower is worthy of the world's 
praise!

(1) tere hita: this gana is the first of many where the /^- *-> —  <■> /
arrangement, more or less regular throughout CP 10 and CP 11, is not
sustained; the gana of the present stanza is best described as consisting 
simply of 6 matras.

(2) raga ramqa: the sense 'arena of love1 may alternatively be intended.

(3) jaha taha: this is the only instance in this metrical type (for which
see VI.2) in which the trochaic value of the last two syllables of the first
two padas is dropped in favour of a rising rhythm.

^  bikasa/subasa/masa: this internal rhyme establishes a line
construction of 12+12+12+8 matras as a variation on the predominant 12+12+ 
9+11 construction. The same occurs with the internal rhyme meli/jheli/keli 
in line (6).
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CP 12 (continued)

(5) narabahana: for a discussion on the use of this chapa see p.462
and cf. its occurrence in 11.6.

(6) bamdini: for Sk. vandaniya.
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CP 13

(1) Nanda's darling son has stolen my heart away!

(2) I was threading my pearls on a string,
when he threw pebbles amongst them and left, my friend, 
at daybreak.

(3) Sidelong his glance and sprightly his step,
this crown-jewel among lovers, Nanda's boy;

(4) tell me, how can the heart be withheld, when one hears
the resonance of his sweet and melodious flute?

(5) For the sake of the moon of Govinda's face,
my eyes have become a cakora longing for a glimpse!

(6) Hita Harivamsa: Young girl, the lover's delight,
unite with him and enjoy him, friend, with your life as 
an offering.

(2) kakara dari: the conceit is understood as an amorous teasing,
designed to draw attention, by all the commentators. (Dhar.'s tlka on 
this stanza is largely illegible, being written in the margins of the folio.)
(2) dari gayau: this construction is seen by the commentators as stem
dari in composition with intensive gayau; thus Lok. glosses with dara 
dlnau, Rasik. dari daye. Prem. retains the mula's dari gayau. An intensive 
use of ja- is not, however, attested elsewhere in the text, and the 
construction is better understood as absolutive dari with finite gayau. The 
conceit of amorous teasing is strengthened if this sense of 'he threw pebbles, 
and was off is allowed; cf. the Surasaqara version of this stanza 
(Appendix II), which has the explicit dari cale in which no intensive sense 
is possible.

(4) kaise: for A's reading kako cf. the reading kakau in the Surasagara
version of this stanza (Appendix II).
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(1) How could I hide your red lips?

(2) Taking them to be sun and moon, you have subjugated them with 
adoration -

could I make them a bloom of wondrous hues?

(3) Binding your kaustubha gem in auspicious silken cloth
could I smear your limbs with lotus pollen?

(4) As the delighted moon leaves the cloud [so your joy will be apparent]
where could I seek out a delusion [to conceal it]?

(5) If [even] the moon burns, then how could I conceal it,
[since even] the ocean of [my] deception has no effect?

(6) And Hita Harivamsa - 0 rasika, dandy lover,
I would play your eyebrows against the wagtail!

Context: the stanza constitutes a sakhi's words to Krsna, who seeks
entry to Radha's presence; the sakhi will only allow Krsna to go to 
Radha if he dons the garb of a sakhi, and here points out the difficulties 
of achieving such a disguise.

The commentators are in agreement on the general context of the 
stanza, but none is able to provide convincing glosses on the various 
cryptic allusions of lines (2)-(6). All the commentators except Lok. 
envisage a context in which Krsna seeks admission to the privacy of Radha's 
bathing place; Lok. prefers a more usual CP context, in which Krs$a is 
suffering from viraha and enlists the sakhi1s aid in overcoming Radha's 
mana. Rasik. gives an extended commentary of 93 dohas, referring to 
the stanza as 'occult' (sugudha); LCG admits that he cannot deduce a 
coherent meaning, and simply refers the reader to the fika of Prem. 
without attempting a gloss himself. It does, indeed, appear that this 
is a so-called kuta stanza of the type found in texts attributed to 
Suradasa and discussed by Miltner (1962) and Bhati (1970): cf. also
an example in the Rasa mana ke pada of Kevalarama (Entwistle p.234), 
also coincidentally numbered 14. The intended sense of such stanzas 
lies concealed under a mesh of homonyms which often relate to the already 
labyrinthine contexts of Hindu cosmology and mythology. Wherever possible, 
epithets or the names of items are expressed periphrastically, typically 
by 'patronymics' of the type pamkajasuta exemplified here in the third line 
lexical items often stand as symbolic numbers, a device which may be 
involved here in such words as rabi and sasi in line (2), amga in line (3),
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CP 14 (continued)

imdu in (4) and ambu in (5) (though the sense of any such interpretation 
is not apparent in this context). The individual homonyms chosen for 
a kuta verse tend to be those with a high number of possible meanings 
(cf. particularly Suradasa's repeated use of saramga in its various 
senses), such that the possible number of overall interpretations 
increases by geometrical progression; there appears to be no single 
stock of interpretations for individual items, and in the absence of an 
authentic 'key’ such stanzas may be so recondite as to be virtually 
unintelligible. This appears to be the case in lines (2) to (5) of 
the present stanza, and the translation given above cannot claim to be 
definitive. The notes below discuss the principal interpretations 
offered by the commentators.

(1) kai: absolutive from kar-, used pleonastically in composition 
with kaise (cf. H. kyokar etc.). Cf. also a second occurrence in line
(5), and discussion in note on 67.4.

(2) rabi sasi samka bhajana kiyau apabasa: this is the most 
problematic passage of the stanza, and no commentator offers a convincing 
gloss. Lok. takes 'sun* and 'moon1 as representing two categories of 
love, 'hot' and 'cold':

prema ki jata usna aru sitala hai. tatai rabi sasi tulya jo 
prema takl samka hai. jaba sasi besa tumhare prema udai hoi avai 
taba kaha kijai. taba lala ji bole prema ne tau apanai basa hoibe 
kau bhajana kiyau hai. kaha ki vaha tau basa apa hi hai.

'The categories of love are 'hot' and 'cold'; thus there is apprehension 
of that love which resembles the sun and the moon: what is to be done when,
with you in sakhi's garb, your love dawns? Then Krsna said, "Love has 
performed devotional practice in order to be under its own control"; that 
is, it is itself in control [?].'

Prem. takes 'sun' and 'moon' as upamanas for separation and union 
respectively:

rabi sasi ki samka hai. jaba uniko bhajana karike apane basa kar5 
taba adbhuta ramgani ke kusumani so ina adharani ko ramga phiri banau.. 
samjoga biyoga rupl camdrama surja tumhare adharani me base hai. aba 
biyoga surja ki tapati so adhara suki rahe hai. tini para paparl 
badhi rahl hai. tate ramga na cadhe. aura kyau hu karike ramga banau 
tau jaba priya ju so samjoga hoigo, taba jaise camdrama amrta srave 
hai, taise samjoga rupa caijidrama so drava calege. heta kaha. ki 
pan! chutana lagego. tate camdrama surya ko basa karo taba adharani 
ko ramga phirike banau.
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'There is apprehension as to sun and moon; having subjugated them with 
adoration then I shall again colour these lips with blooms of wondrous 
colours... The moon and sun of union and separation [respectively] reside 
in your lips. Now the lips are parched from the burning of the sun of 
separation, and are encrusted and hence devoid of colour; and how could 
I colour them? Just as nectar flows from the moon, so will fluid ooze 
from the moon in the form of union when you are united with the beloved. 
What is the import of this? That perspiration will begin to flow. 
Therefore I shall subjugate the moon and sun and then re-colour your 
lips.'

Rasik. takes 'sun' and 'moon' as metaphors for the redness of the 
lips themselves;

suraja nita hi hota aruna ramga jl china udaya; 
sasi purana udyota puranama ke dina aruna. 29 .
tate duhu ke eka si rahata arunata samga;
so saba jiti lai aho tuva adharani ke ramga. 30.

yaha mana me bhaya janikai ravi sasi dou mitta; 
karata bhajanu tuva adhara kau aradhanu kare nitta. 33,

tate rabi sasi kiye basa tuma hi sahaja subhai; 
tahl te tuva adhara hi badhl arunata ai. 35.

'(29) The sun is always red at the time of its rising;
and the fully luminous moon is red on the day of its fullness.

(30) Thus a similar redness endures in both of them alike;
[but] the redness of your lips has defeated all of that.

(33) Knowing this fear in their minds, the two friends sun and moon
worship your lips and ever pay homage.

(35) Thus spontaneously you have subjugated sun and moon 
and so your lips have increased in redness.1

Dhar. makes 'sun' stand for 'eyes' and 'moon' for 'heart', but 
offers no gloss on the remainder of the half-line:

locana sura mano mana imda tihare he atura kyo ju chipau

'Your sun-like eyes and your moon-like mind are distressed - how could I 
hide them?'.
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All the commentators' renderings are contrived to a greater or 
lesser extent. The syntax of the half-line is obscure in the absence 
of case-markers; but it is likely that samka, accommodated with 
difficulty (or not at all) in the glosses quoted above, is used in the 
sense attributed by MW to Sk. sanka in fine compositi as 'belief, 
supposition, presumption (of or that any person or thing is -)'. Such 
an interpretation here would yield a sense 'in the belief that [the lips ?]
are sun and moon...'. It is consequently an attractive hypothesis to take
rabi sasi as the object of the action of 'subjugation' (kiyau apabasa): 
cf. J's emendment of sg. kiyau to pi. kiye, presumably in accordance with 
this resolution of the syntax as involving an agentive construction 
(though rabi sasi might equally well be regarded as compounded into a
sg. form and thus requiring sg. kiyau).

(2) adbhuta ramgani kusuma banau: the sense is still presumably
concerned with the disguise of the lips. Prem. adds no further gloss 
to that quoted above. Lok. and Dhar. introduce a new item, elliptical 
'blossom-braided hair'; thus Lok.:

adabhuta ramga ke kusumani sau abharana banai kabarl guthaugi

'Making ornaments with flowers of wondrous colours I shall plait your hair- 
braids'.

Rasik., more reasonably, retains the adhara context:
kusama kahai te puhapa ki lai pasuri bahu ramga;
anupama adharani kau ahau $hapo tina ke samga. 38.

'(38) Taking many-coloured petals of a kusuma - that is, a flower -
I shall cover your matchless lips with them.'

(3) This line presents no great problems of interpretation: the 
kaustubha gem and Kr§na's complexion both require disguise in the terms of 
the stanza's conceit.

(3) sutani: if the sense 'lotus pollen' is indeed intended, the obl.pl.
-ani ending is unexplained. Given the excess of (two) matras in the half
line, sg. suta may have been the authentic reading; but when the whole 
context is so uncertain such a hypothetical emendment cannot be incorporated.

(3) lipau: the AC reading lipa-, an attested causative form lip-
(itself formed from lip- < lipyate) applies here. No attestion is found 
(in derivatives of lupyate) for a trans. verb *lupa- to support the 
DEFGHIJKLM reading. See CDIAL 11061, 11083.
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(4) harasita imdu tajata jaisai jaladhara: a plausible interpretation 
is given by Lok. and Prem., who understand the image of the moon peeping 
out from the clouds are referring to Krsna(-candra)'s true identity 
showing itself through the sakhi disguise.

(5) himakara is taken by Prem. and Rasik. as referring to Radha's
mana, by Lok. as referring to Radha's svabhava; but a more coherent sense 
is achieved by regarding the expression as gnomic: to disguise Krsna is
as difficult a task as to extinguish a burning moon.

(6) bhrkut1 bhauha: bhauha, which does not appear elsewhere in the
text, may be a commentatorial accretion, since (a) it is tautological 
after bhrkuti, and (b) there is an excess of three matras in this half- 
line.

This final conceit is intended as the sakhi's crowning argument: 
even if all other parts of the disguise could be achieved, Krsna's dancing 
eyebrows are sure to give him away. The commentators, however, perhaps 
beguiled by the tautology referred to above, would have the half-line 
refer to a meeting of Krsna's eyes with Radha's.



CP 15

(1) Oh tell me your secret, lovely lady -
you stay silent, drunk with pride;

(2) I am weary of saying to you, "Listen, dear Radhika,
why do you coyly say nothing of the pleasures of the night?"

(3) Oh hear me, you with eyes like a doe's! The flowers are fallen 
from your braided hair,

ringlets fall freely on the border of your shawl, and you 
speak drowsily;

(4) your lips are colourless, your cheeks dyed red,
and you walk, young girl, with an unsteady rolling gait.

(5) The handsome one has enjoyed you secretly, your girdle and clothes 
are loose,

and the red bodice on your breast has a slack fastening!

(6) with her heart delighted with these words heard from her friend,
Harivamsa, she went into the arbour smiling.

(4) adhara niramga: the MSS evidently agree on this reading, since
the alternative collocation adharani ramga proposed by printed text G would 
almost certainly lead to readings of the oblique pi. adharana. The phrase 
recurs at 21.5 and 23.3, with a single reading of °na in M in the latter 
occurrence. The conceit 'lips drained of colour' occurs several times in 
the text.

(4) Agreement of racyau with sg. ramga may imply an assumption of 
derivation of rac- from *racyate, and not rajyate, in this usage, the 
syntax of the phrase ramga racyau...kapolani being 'colour is disposed on 
the cheeks'; rac- < rajyate would require dir.pl. kapola, with verbal 
agreement.

(4) ramga/kapolani: absence of internal (pada-) rhyme in gatpadls, in
an alliterative context such as niramga ramga, occurs elsewhere in the text 
also, and is discussed on page 411. (Line (1) also has no rhyme between 
its first two padas, but is in any case metrically irregular.)
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(1) Come today at my bidding, deer-eyed lady;

(2) he sings sweetly amidst the circle of damsels -
it is good that you join your lover, cuckoo-voiced one.

(3) So well versed in the amatory arts,
skilful of gesture, one who dances the laga step -

(4) young girl, amassment of beautiful form, heed my words;
the moonlit night passes by with every moment.

(5) Hita Harivamsa, she went to him eagerly,
this giver of sensual joy to Radharamana;

(6) and countless dynasties of love-gods became ill-at-ease
with the ardour of their clandestine embracing and kissing.

(3) koka: HSs and BBhSK give 1 a type of samglta1 as a secondary
definition. koka appears in dance contexts in four occurrences in the 
CP (16.3, 79.3, 81.8, 82.4); yet there is no reason why the primary meaning 
should not apply here. The 1samgita1 sense is not attested, and may be 
based (wrongly) on just such a context as the present one.

(3) laga: laganrtya is described in the Sangltadarparia as a category of
desi dance movements comprising nine different forms (Mandakranta Bose, 
p.150). A source closer in time to the CP is the Nirtta bilasa lila of 
Dhruvadasa (Lalita Caran Gosvami (ed.) 1971:262), where laga appears in 
juxtaposition to alaga and hurumai, noted by Bose (ibid., p.156) as 
stepping or jumping movements:

alaga laga hurumai ju Uni; pragata kala nija guna ki klnl.

fIn the alaga, laga and hurumai [steps] that she took, she demonstrated her 
skilful art.'
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(1) See the forest-sport of the Beauty-of-Vraja and Mohana!

(2) Each with an arm on the other’s shoulder, the youthful pair is 
a congest of form,

as though a lovely golden creeper were entwining a tamala tree.

(3) With a sweet tumult of the humming of bees in the fresh bower,
this amassment of love sings, blending the voices of peacocks
and parrots with its own;

(4) they are impassioned in every limb in the recurring joy of lovemaking,
as at every moment Harivaipsa drinks it in through the chalices 
of his eyes.

(1) The scansion of the ^eka does not accord with that of the remaining 
lines. A line of 12+9 matras can be attained by reducing fern, sumdari 
to masc. sumdara, and by emending diminutive ban! (for which see following 
note) to bana: *aju desi braja suipdara mohana bana keli; there is, however,
no manuscript support for such a hypothesis, which in any case fails to 
achieve the varnika arrangement of lines (2) to (4).

(1) bani keli: an alternative interpretation, taken by Prem., reads 
banl as perfective participle of ban-, in concord with fem. keli. Lok. 
and Rasik., however, maintain the compound bani keli in their glosses. 
ban! is attested by Platts as a diminutive of bana; and cf. another 
occurrence at 32.2, where the existence of bani as a substantive is 
confirmed by Rasik.'s gloss bani madhya.
(2) ki-sora; the caesura between the first and second padas, reinforced 
by internal rhyme in subsequent lines, is enjambed here where alliteration 
(amsa amsa, kisora jora, rupa rasi) replaces pada rhyme.

(2) rahl: this word provides the only disruption to the stanza's 
trochaic/tribrachic gana composition.
(3) LCG proposes the fanciful notion that the collocation of bhavara, 
mora, and pika, as symbolizing the tonic, seventh and fifth (respectively) 
of the musical scale, shows a connexion with the raqa TodI which is 
traditionally allocated to this stanza. It is not apparent how these 
notes could be said to represent any particular raga (unless they 
constituted the tonic, dominant and subdominant, which is not the case 
here).
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(4) The compound surata ramga echoes (but does not actually intend) 
the parallel form sura-taranig- (MW s.v. aura): a juxtapositioning
of the two forms appears in consecutive slokas in the Radhasudhanidhi 
(Baba Hit Das, p.13):

sloka 19: sri radhike suratarangi nitamba bhage 
sloka 20: sri radhike suratarangini divyakeli

The collocation surata ramga appears again at 31.2 and 76.2.
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(1) Hear what I say, graceful Radha -
(2) you have found a fathomless ocean of joy!

(3) You, daughter of the cowherd Vrsabhanu,
(4) have joined your lover Mohanalala in merriment.

(5) Before whom Brahma and Siva bow
(6) you have made him braid woodland flowers.

(7) That essence of which holy writ [can only] say, "It is not"
(8) you have tasted as the ambrosial nectar of his lips.

(9) Your beauty cannot be told in words -
(10) Hita Harivamsa sings a little of your fame.

(1) radha; vocative radhe appears only at 28.1; further occurrences 
of radha in vocative contexts follow in 23.1, 38.2, and 58.2.
(1)-(10) Whereas in the majority of stanzas the individual line, enclosed 
by end-rhyme, is a syntactic whole, in CP 18 and 19 it is the couplet which 
constitutes the syntactic unit. This is particularly evident in lines
5-6 and 7-8 of the present stanza: each of these two pairs of lines is
linked by a relative-correlative construction. To demonstrate this couplet- 
based construction, the second line of each couplet has been indented in 
the edited text and the translation.

CP 18 and 19, which together comprise the Asavari raga group, are 
the only examples in the CP of this caupal verse type. Another couplet- 
based stanza construction is found in CP 27.

(2) agadha-. arbitrary lengthening of the final syllable in this word 
anticipates the same feature in six lines of CP 19; cf. note to 19,1 
bhu j adamdana.

(6) °pai: the GIM reading °para may reflect a preference for a
graphically bisyllabic orthography, in deference to the dactylic rhythm 
which predominates in the stanza (and in this couplet particularly):
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—  V  <J —  v / \ /  ~  V  O —  —

tapara tai banaphula binaye.

(8) The accretion of tai, found in all MSS except A, is perhaps from a 
commentatorial paraphrase and/or is subsequent upon the collocation 
tapai tai in 18.6. A's reading tini terau, while semantically plausible 
('he tasted the ambrosial nectar of your lips'), is no more metrically 
correct than the majority reading. It is unlikely that the short 16- 
mat r a line could sustain metrical irregularity to the extent of an 
additional two matras.
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(I) The rasika, the Ornament of Vraja, sports in the round-dance,
(2) placing his staff-like arms on the young girls' shoulders.

(3) The moon is resplendent in the clear autumn-night sky
(4) and the so-sweet flute plays in mellow tone.

(5) Ghanasyama is resplendent as a tamala tree,
(6) the Vraja damsel adorned as a golden creeper.

(7) Cymbal, drum and upanga resound,
(8) and the singing disturbs the minds of myriads of love-gods.

(9) Wearing many ornaments and saris of various hues
(10) the women demonstrate the sudhanga dance.

(II) Blossoms are scattered by the delighted consorts of the gods,
(12) and the low sound of the celestial kettledrum is heard.

(13) Hita Harivamsa, Syama's heart is enraptured,
(14) for Radharama$a is the dwelling-place of all joys.

d) bhujadamdana: oblique pi. termination is for rhyme, since grammar
requires direct case (unless a forced sense, 'shoulders are applied to 
his arms', is to be understood). Further arbitrarily lengthened final 
forms occur in lines (5), (7), (8), (12) and (14), reflecting a process 
used also in Apabhramsa metrics (see p.427). syama in line (13) is
ambiguous: it may be intended either as a genuine fern, form (since 
Syama/Radha has an established role in the context of the stanza), or 
as an ingenuously extended masc. form. Cf. a repeat of the half line 
in 24.6, where the ambiguity of gender recurs also.

(7) upamga: the name is given to a variety of musical instruments.
One has the hour-glass shape of the damaru drum, and a string attached to 
one of its two drumheads is plucked at different tensions to produce notes 
of varying pitch as with the Bengali ananda lahari (CunnTlal Sesa p.44). 
Another type is defined by the H£dS as the nasataramga, and is so described 
by T.N.Mukharji (p.95): 'Nyasataranga...a trumpet-shaped instrument, has
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to be placed upon the vocal chords, sounds from which produce by
vibration a clear reedy note upon the instrument... It is known in
Sanskrit as the Upanga, and is extensively used by Hindus in the North-
Western Provinces, and particularly at Muttra and Brindaban.1 In the
ATn-i AkbarT, the upamga is described as a kind of shawm: 'The upang
is a hollow reed a yard long, the upper part of which has a hole in the
centre in which a reed is inserted' (H.S.Jarrett II, p.256). Finally, H.A.Popley
(p.121) refers to a further application of the word: 'The nosbug, or
sruti upanga, or bhajana sruti is....used almost exclusively for the
drone. This is the Indian bagpipe.1.

Although it is not clear which instrument is intended in the CP, 
a reference from a similar rasa context in the Surasagara (Nandadulare 
Vajpeyi (ed.), Vol.I, p.625, pada 1677) clearly suggests a wind instrument, 
perhaps of the shawm type:

ughatata syama nrtyati narl;
dhare adhara upamga upajal leta hai giridhari.

' 55yama marks the rhythm, the lady dances;
holding the upamga to his lip, Giridhari plays variations.'

(10) amga sudhamga disavata narl: the collocation amga sudhamga occurs
a further three times, at 36.6, 79.2 and 82.4. The latter two contexts, 
sarasa sudhamga amga me nagari and china china kusala sudhamga amga me, 
show that the sense of amga here is 'section of sangita', or 'type of dance'.
In the present context and in its close parallel in 36.6 (brsabhananamdinT 
amga sudhamga disayau), however, amga may mean 'limb, body' in an 
instrumental case; this interpretation has some support in later texts 
such as the vanl of Harirama Vyasa, but there the collocation of amga with 
sudhamga is usually in a highly alliterative, and hence perhaps formulaic, 
context: amga amga prati sudhamga ramga gati taramga samga rati anamga mana
bhamga mani mrdamga bajai (Vasudev Gosvami p.313).

(12) dumdubhi: D's reading with long final -I reflects familiarity
with a late usage, in which the word dumdubhi refers to a pair of one 
large and one small kettledrum, more commonly known as nagara ( < Pers. 
naqqara) (Lalmani Misra pp.76-78). The dumdubhi, on the other hand, is 
described in the Sahgltaratnakara, slokas 1145-47, as being similar to but 
distinct from the kettledrum nisana (loc.cit.). Both dumdubhi and nisana 
appear in the CP with the intended image of thunder resounding in the 
heavens (with Indra as percussionist).
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(1) You are drunk with the essence of Mohanalala! -

(2) young bride, why do you bashfully conceal from me
your secret first love?

(3) See, you have covered yourself with a yellow garment -
where is your red dappled mantle?

(4) Your broken string of pearls dangles down,
your bosom is marked with the crescent-moon of fingernails.

(5) Your bimba-fruit lips are split, your cheeks
decorated with collyrium, and you walk unsteadily;

(6) your reddish eyes wander languidly,
the blossoms are fallen from your rows of curls.

(7) Today in seclusion Mohana has plundered
the various things he held in trust!

(8) Hita Harivamsa, hearing these words the lady
went into the arbour smiling.

(1) The masc. concord of the genitive case-marker ke precludes the 
reading of rasa mat! as an adjectival compound in the received text.
The syntax is therefore [tu] mohanalala ke rasa [sau/maij matl [haij.
A postposition, sau or mai, does indeed follow rasa in all the commentaries
except Dhar. Since the teka is elliptical without this postposition,
and since rasa mat! would normally be construed as a compound (cf. 31.4 
rasa matta), a hypothetical reconstruction may be proposed:

*mohanalala keli rasa matl.

The addition of the syllable -li would yield the typical metrical
construction of the feka in Sara metre, viz. (X)+12 matras.
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(2) gupata: readings of gupati appear to understand a finite usage
(*gup-), which is not attested elsewhere. Most of the commentators 
supply a substantive in their glosses (bata or keli), with which gupata 
is made to agree; this construction renders the syntax of the line 
unnecessarily complicated, and gupata (for Sk. gupta) is better understood 
as qualifying neha.
(3) pita pata: Krsna's yellow dhoti or pitambara.
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(1) Your two eyes are telling tales! -

(2) they are very restless, and will not be contained anywhere -
they have met KunjaviharT.

(3) Your parting is disordered, its blossoms fall all about,
and a stray curl hangs down;

(4) fingernail scratches are seen plainly on your bosom -
how could you hide them, my dear one?

(5) Betel juice has fallen on your blessed cheeks,
and your lips have lost their colour, tender lady;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, a burdensome languor afflicts every limb
of the lady who savours the essence of love.

(1) karata dou carl: in this context, where Radha's attempts to
conceal the evidence of her lovemaking are unsuccessful (as in CP 15 and 
20.2 etc.), the primary meaning must derive from the sense of carl as 
'tale-telling' (H. cadi < cafu-). Hence Lok. and Prem. gloss carl with 
cugali (for Persian cug.li). The dislocation of dou from naina, however, 
suggests a deliberate collocation with car! which inevitably invokes the 
numerical sense cara with for rhyme); (amkhe) do cara hona is an idiom 
with the sense 'an exchange of glances to take place', and hence 'to meet' 
(HSS s .v . do; cf, also cara amkhe hona/karna, ibid., s.v. cara). The 
expression may therefore be read as anticipating the more explicit mile hai 
in the following line; a true slega, however, is not involved since the 
two meanings are in competition rather than complementary. The 
hypothetical sense deriving from carl as 'four' is nowhere suggested in 
the commentaries: Lok. and Prem. restrict themselves to the cugali
interpretation already mentioned, while Dhar. and Rasik. merely paraphrase 
the mula, retaining carl but omitting a gloss on dou (regarded by them as 
pleonastic ?).
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A possible third interpretation of car! as meaning the dancing 
term (for which cf. note on camdacall, 81.7) and yielding a conceit of
'dancing eyes' is consistent with the content of the second line of the 
couplet, but must be regarded as too specifically technical a sense to 
be involved here.
(3) bithurl: fem. concord shows agreement with maga, whereas
semantically an agreement with kusuma would seem more apposite. Such 
an interpretation would be possible with an absolutive form *bithuri 
(which would also repair the overall moric length of the line, allowing 
parai its full metrical weight), but no such reading is found in the 
manuscripts, and the received reading is consistent with a caesura after 
the seventh matra, strongly favoured statistically in Sara and Saras! 
metres.
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(1) I would give up myriads of wagtails for those eyes! -

(2) tremulous and nimble, reddish and sharp-pointed,
their foremost part decorated with collyrium.

(3) Their bright and captivating sidelong glance
is disdainful of the love-battle1s hosts;

(4) Hita Harivamsa, their splendour cannot be described -
it is an ocean of joy, delightful to the mind.

(1) The eyes are Radha's, as in adjacent stanzas.

(1) var-: the sense here is more general than in the expression
vari pheri (10.4), and has the sense 'relinquish, cast away'.
(4) suga samudra may be taken as an epithet of Krsna ('delightful to 
the mind of Krsna), a sense proposed by Prem.
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(1) Beloved Radha, your eyes are playful! -

(2) with your adoration and your golden youthfulness of body
you have bought Manohara.

(3) Your lips are colourless, your curls and ringlets loose,
stained with betel-juice your cheeks;

(4) you have become immersed in joy, and do not realise
that you have on [Krsna*s] yellow mantle.

(5) His nail-scratches are clearly visible on your breasts,
like a group of the moons on Sankara's head;

(6) Hita Harivamsa: you speak a little, lady,
in such a languorous voice!

(2) kanaka tana jobana: in collocation with mola le-, a monetary 
sense may be attributed to kanaka - 'bought with the gold of your 
youthfulness of body'; elsewhere in the text, however, (11.2 and passim), 
kanaka describes the fair brilliance of Radha's body, and may therefore
be best understood as qualifying the compound tana jovana in the present 
context. A regular caesura after the seventh matra of the line suggests 
that bhajana is to be regarded as a separate item, and not compounded with 
what follows.

(3) alaka: the reading alika found in M, and probably intended by
G's alaka, is understood by Prem. as the tatsama word meaning 'forehead', 
and is consequently glossed with matha. Similarly, Lok.'s and Rasik.'s 
paraphrases read muga and lalata respectively. These interpretations 
are presumably intended to avoid the tautology alaka lata. (The word 
alika itself appears to be some sort of ghost word, perhaps wrongly 
inferred from a misconstruction of the compound alikalekha; MW cites 
an occurrence in the Balaramayana only.)
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(1) Today Gopala plays in the delight of the round-dance,
on the sandy riverbank near the tree of plenty, oh my companion;

(2) the moon of the clear autumn sky is resplendent
and pleasant is the breeze of threefold nature, oh my companion.

(3) Campaka, Bakula and jasmine are in bud
and cuckoo and parrot are impassioned and enthralled, oh
my companion;

(4) excellent is the music and merriment of the desi sudhanga dance,
in that throng of Vraja damsels, oh my companion.

(5) Indra has sounded his kettledrum in delight
and the resolute sage has abandoned his vow, oh my companion;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, 3yama with enraptured heart
removes the deep pain of passion, oh my companion.

(1) tira: there is no reason why the straightforward nominal sense 
should not apply here, as in the compound tanaya tira (69.3). A 
postpositional sense, 'near1, is, however, taken by Prem. (ke nikata) 
and is also implied by Lok.'s tarai 'beneath'. The collocation 
kalapataru tira recurs at 26.4 and 63[iii].3; for a postpositional usage 
of tira, see piya tira at 37.7.
(2) tribidhi: this formula refers to the conventional description
of the breeze given more fully at 57.7: sitala mamda suqamdha, 'cool,
gentle and fragrant'. Final presumably indicates a confusion of -°vidha 
with vidhi; cf. bahubidhi (11.6 and 30.5, with no -a_ readings), for °bidha. 
Manuscript agreement and attestation in BBhSK suggests that -_i forms are
established for BrBh; bahubidhi, but not tribidhi, is attested in Platts also.

(6) syama: up to this point the stanza has centred on the actions of
Gopala, Radha not being mentioned. If the pada hita haribamsa magana 
mana syama has been borrowed wholesale from 19.13, where syama may be an 
arbitrary extension metri causa of the masc. form syama, then the masc. 
sense may be apposite here also. In this case the context of the stanza 
would remain restricted to K£§&a's rasa dance with the gopis, without 
specific involvement of Radha.
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(1) Today Radhika the accomplished is handsomely adorned! -

(2) amongst the company of Vraja damsels she is foremost
in beauty and skilfulness, and in qualities of disposition 
and dress.

(3) A lotus in her right hand, her left hand on a sakhi's shoulder,
in unison she sweetly sings a raga of dulcet tones;

(4) Hita Harivamsa, she who is learned in all knowledge
secretly meets great-fortuned Syama in the fine new arbour.

(3) daksina: a four-matra form is required for metre, the ten-matra
feet being perfectly maintained throughout the stanza. The tadbhava 
form dachina, preferable in terms of manuscript support, has therefore 
to be rejected. (dacchina is not represented in the MSS.)
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(1) The flute of Madanagopala is an enchantress! -

(2) hear me, O Radhika; as one hears her sweetness
she destroys the anguish of Kama.

(3) A full-moon autumn night in the vrnda forest, my friend,
and a very cool and gentle breeze, laden with fragrance;

(4) on the most pure sandy riverbank with lotuses attended by bees
is a round-dance performed by Balavira under the tree of plenty.

(5) Best of the whole dance-circle, you have joined Hari -
with what could I compare this bride and groom adorned?

(6) you the g o l d e n - b o d i e d  one and Lala the emerald
are a pair of kalahamsas, and Harivaijisa their votive slave.

(1) mohana...basurl: the £eka establishes a regular varnavrtta
pattern which is maintained throughout the stanza (with a single 
irregularity in line (5), noted below). A weak caesura may be said to 
exist after the first syllable of go-pala.

(3) rajani/sajani: this lines introduces internal rhyme marking off 
10-matra padas and establishing a satpadT pattern. This rhyme is maintained 
throughout lines (3) to (6), but with varying strength.

(4) sevita; finite °ata found universally among the manuscripts cannot 
be intended in this line, where parama pavana pulina and bhrmga sevita 
nalina must surely both qualify kalapataru tira. A confusion of 
participial adjectives with finite participles is commonplace in the 
manuscripts, but has not elsewhere led to a complete loss of the correct 
form.
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(4) tlra/balabira: cf. the rhyme kalahamsa/haribamsa at the same 
point in line (6). Both lines show pada rhyme in the first half-line 
also, and are therefore effectively pancapadis of 10+10+8+5+7 matras.

(5) bani is the only metrical irregularity in the stanza. Semantically 
it is satisfactory as meaning 'bride', and no metrically correct alternative 
suggests itself.

(5) bara: Prem. glosses with sresî ha, understanding bara as adjectival.
Yet in collocation with bani 'bride', the adjectival sense can hardly 
compete with the nominal sense 'groom' which is surely intended; context 
supports this reading, with an act of union (mill) described immediately 
beforehand, and a state of union alluded to in the following line.

(5) kasu: su (for su.) is a variant of sau (LlO 3.177), appearing in the 
CP in this rhyme context only.

(6) ubhai; a trisyllabic scansion is required for metre.

(6) haribamsa: this is the first case in the text where haribaipsa is
clearly intended as a third party; it is noteworthy that the context in 
which this occurs has vamsi as topic. With reference back to the ^eka, the 
meaning of the final phrase may therefore be 'Hari's flute is balidasa of 
the pair of kalahamsas'.
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(I) Joy is abundant in springtime Vrndavana,
(2) resplendent with young skilful lady and adroit youth.

(3) [It is rich in] the two jasmines, in rupamanjari and mango trees,
(4) and in bees worn out by gulala and madhumadhavi.

(5-6) The god of love is delighted by groups of campaka and bakula flowers,
the various lotuses, and the rapture of ketaki and medini.

(7) A pleasant and agreeable wind of threefold nature blows,
(8) half-opened fresh [blooms] are resonant with cuckoo and parrot.

(9-10) A bed of tender leaves is created as a mass of delights
in the dense and lovely bower by the pure riverbank.

(II) Anklets, tambourine, frame-drum, flute, barrel-drum
(12) upanga, noble vlna and mouth-harp resound.

(13-14) Garments are coloured by musk, sandal, saffron, 
ablra, bandana and sap of aloes.

(15) The beautiful one and Hari sing a sweet springtime song;
(16) birds and beasts are thrilled, and the river checks its flow.

(17) Hita Harivaipsa, may the assembly of haipsa and hams ini 
(18) rule together thus from age to age!

(1)—(18) In this stanza, all lines except (8) can be scanned as 
consisting of 14 syllables. It is likely that this 14-syllable form is 
associated with the springtime song-type dhamara (cf. a direct reference 
to this form in line (15), and also the seasonal raga heading Vasanta 
under which the stanza falls), since this is always sung in 14-beat 
dhamara tala.

The metre of CP 27 is identified by Ramcaranlal Sarma (p.364) as 
being Mukunda, of 8+6 syllables; but despite the fact that the 14- 
syllable line does indeed appear to be construed in accordance with this 
scheme both by the commentators (see notes to lines (3) and (10) below) 
and by the samaja singers (see vi.5,iii), 8+6 construction only becomes a 
regular feature in lines (13) ff. (The chapa line, (17), is not fully
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consistent with this pattern: but since the phrase hagisa hamsini samaja
occurs also in 76.4 (rajahamsa - ), it may have been included here simply 
as a convenient formula.)

Lines (3) and (6), both incidentally having a caesura after the 
6th, and not the 8th, syllable, share a strong varnavrtta rhythm:
_ v —  / — —  u . Varpavrtta rhythm appears again in the trochaic 
chapa line (17). Other lines have no such consistent rhythm, but rather 
show a variety of moric patterns ending always with the 6-matra 
cadential gana ~   ̂ which endures throughout. The variety of
metrical formulations in the remainder of the line suggest that the 
stanza is a compilation of lines or couplets from various sources, or 
deriving from various metrical models; such a hypothesis is supported 
by the appearance of the standardized 8+6 syllable construction late in 
the stanza.

(1) na thora: A's reading ghora is simply a miscopying of thora, as
shown by another example of the same error in the nonsensical anamda 
badhyau na ghora (Dhar.'s introductory doha to CP 19). In the present 
line, A's omission of the negative particle na is presumably to compensate 
in sense for the reading ghora.

(3) Many of the couplets in this stanza are without a finite verb, since 
they are intended as epithets governing bripdabana.

(3) As in certain subsequent lines (see for example note to line (12) 
below), the commentators tend to regard a caesura after the 8th varna as 
intransgressible; here, consequently, they do not permit the compound 
rupa-manjar!, preferring instead to read jugala rupa as a compound 
(qualifying juthika); thus Prem.:

juthika nama cabell kau hai; so jugala rupa hai, sveta aura pita.

'Juthika is the name for jasmine, which has two forms - white and yellow.' 
jugala, however, normally comprises the second member of compounds (cf. 
plyusa jugala 51.4, naina jugala 82.6); the interpretation juthika- 
jugala, rupa-manjar! is therefore more plausible here.

(3) rasala may alternatively be regarded as an adjective ('succulent'), 
qualifying rupamanjari.

(4) gulala: the usual Hindi sense, appropriate here for its seasonal
associations, is 'red colour thrown during Holi festivities'. An 
alternative possibility, closer to its derivation from Pers. gul-lala 
(GNG p.102), is the sense 'red flower, poppy' which may be intended by 
Dhar.'s gloss gulala dala, 'leaves of gulala'.
(8) nuta is glossed as 'mango' by Prem. and the modern commentators, 
but has no attested derivation other than < nutana. Similarity to 
Sk. cuta suggests that nuta may be a misreading, though it is also 
possible that conjectural cuta may have been deliberately excised from
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the text at an early stage in its transmission, since its primary sense 
in Hindi is 'vulva' and its usage is restricted to vulgar or abusive 
contexts. (In terms of syllabic construction the line is deficient 
by one syllable, though E's nutana and L's nutani (for *cutani ?) do 
afford the requisite 14 syllables; in terms of moric construction, on 
the other hand, the line as it stands is matched precisely by 27.10.)
The plausibility of an original reading of (or based on) cuta is 
strengthened by the usage of this word in similar contexts in the GG, 
including one instance showing, as in the present line, collocation with 
mukulita:

sphuradatimuktalataparirambhanamukulitapulakitacute; 
v^ndavanavipine parisaraparigatayamunajalapute.

(GG 3.7; Stella Sandahl-Forgue p.165.)

(10) saina; a trisyllabic scansion is required in order to attain 8+6 
syllable construction; hence the graphically trisyllabic forms (sayana/ 
sayana) introduced by CFL and H respectively.
(11) muraja: a drum, likened to the mrdanga by the H£3s, but of uncertain 
exact form.

(12) bara: although agreements with both following and preceding 
subjects are attested in the CP (exemplified by uraja bara (30.8) and bara 
bihara (76.3) respectively), it is likely that bara qualifies bina here, 
in accordance with more usual Sk. usage. In deference to the alleged 
caesura, Rasik. and Lok. interpret bara musacamga as a compound.
(12) musacamga: (mukha + Pers. cang 'Jew's harp'; Platts cites the 
forms moracamga, muracamga, mucamga and muhacaipga); the prefixed mukha- 
distinguishes this instrument, the Jew's harp, from various other Indian 
instruments called camga, such as 'a small timbrel' (L.G.Tewari, p.260) 
and a stringed instrument (Abdul Halim Sharar, p.267 n.419).

(13) abira: a red powder thrown during Holi festivities (syn. gulala 
in this sense).

(14) bamdana (= Sk. vandani): a yellow pigment used in the making of 
tilakas.

(14) cTra: the sense 'bark', attested by Platts, may equally well apply 
in this line, though 'garment' is more apposite in all other contexts.

(15) sumdari: readings of sumdara (BFGIKM) restrict the reference to
hari; yet in the light of the context set in line (2), the commentators 
seem to be right in construing sumdari, thus making the dhamara a duet.
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(1) Oh Radha, see what goes on in the forest:

(2) an eternal spring, with blossoms,
fruits and leaves in bud.

(3) Nandalala has sounded the call of his flute -
why do you tarry when you have heard it?

(4) Why do you still delay, lovely lady,
while the chance passes by uselessly?

(5) With Lala the handsome emerald,
and you who are golden-bodied,

(6) Hita Harivamsa's pair is well met,
both being transported by its host of virtues.

(1)—(6) This second stanza to which the raga Vasanta is allocated 
shows a precise compatibility with the 14-matra tala Dhamara typically 
used for such springtime songs; it is also compatible with the 7-matra 
tala Rupaka used in the performance of CP 28 described inVI.5.iii.
The first pada of lines 2-6 is of 14 matras; analysis of the performance 
shows how the vocative radhe from line 1 is used throughout as a metrical 
makeweight to extend the second, ten-matra pada to a similar 14-matra 
unit. Following this arrangement, the whole stanza fits precisely into 
the vibhagas of Rupaka and Dhamara (with the teka requiring inversion to 
desi bana ki bata, radhe).

Rupaka 1 2 3 / 4 5 /6 1/ /I 2 3 /4 5 /6
Dhamara 1 2 3 4 5 /6 7/ /8 9 10 /II 12 13

28.1 de - si• ba na ki - ba - ta ra - dhe
28.2 ri tu ba sam - ta a nam - ta mu ka li

ku su ma a ru pha la pa - ta, ra - dhe
[etc.]



CP 28 (continued)

(6) mata: LCG glosses 'parajita1, thereby deriving mata from Pers.
mat and not from Sk. matta 'intoxicated, delighted'. In the intended 
image, however, the setting of the emerald in gold produces an effect 
greater than that of the sum of the two individual components (cf. the 
modern Hindi idiom with this sense, mapi kacana yoga); an implication 
of competition is therefore inapposite in this context. Cf. matl < 
matta, 15.1.
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(1)

(2 )

(3)

(4)

(5) 

(■6 )

(7)

(8 )

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Crown-jewel of all young Vraja damsels, Syama is adorned today;

her sweetness in every limb from head to foot 
has enchanted her fortunate Syama.

The plaited-braid hair of she with a golden lotus-face glistens

as though the half-moon between her hair-ornaments 
were swallowed by Rahu,

On her head the essence of blessed fortune flows in a channel 
established by her lover as her parting;

her eyebrows are the bow of passion, her eyes arrows 
with collyrium-blacked lines for arrow-points.

Her jewel tilaka, the ear-ornament on her cheek, 
the pearl at her nose,

her jasmine[-bud] teeth and sweet blossom lips 
are comforters to her lover's heart.

sakhi, amid her chin is a lovely and natural beauty-spot;

and her bosom, a casket for the jewel of her lover's life-breath, 
is bound and drawn tight by her bodice.

Her lotus-stem arms which rob his strength are bangle-clad, 
their sweet touch pleasant to hear;

they are, as it were, a lovely and comely watering-pool 
made around the tree of ESyama's head.
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(13) Her deep navel is a pool for the sporting
of the fish of Mohana's mind;

(14) slender her waist, broad her bell-encircled hips,
and her thighs are like plantain trunks.

(15) Her lotus feet, decorated with lac and ornaments,
rest on the earth of her lover's chest

(16) as with many a new expression and allurement
the elephant sports in passion with his excellent mate.

(17) 3yama's radiant and mighty fame is praised by Hita Harivamsa;

(18) the singing or hearing of it is a mine of joy
which appeases the evil of the world.

(2) nasa sisa: this introduces the conventional nakhasikha
description given in lines (3)—(15).

(4) cikura camdrikani blca aradha bidhu: the image is not fully clear, 
but since the syntax must yield the sense 'the half-moon amidst her hair- 
ornaments', aradha bidhu may also refer to an ornament. Prem., Lok. and 
LCG hold that the aradha bidhu is the forehead, as exemplified by Prem.'s 
gloss cikurani ki camdrika hai. tini mal musa ese rajata hai mano adho 
camdrama rah[u] ne grasyo hai. But such an interpretation does not cohere 
firstly, the previous line has established 'gold' and 'lotus', and not 
'moon', as metaphors for the face, secondly, the forehead cannot be 
envisaged as 'between' the hair-ornaments; thirdly, if Rahu (the braided 
plaits) has eclipsed the moon of the face then its golden radiance should 
have been extinguished! Rasik.'s gloss is too close a paraphrase to offer 
any helpful interpretation, while Dhar.'s, conversely, is too loose a 
rendering.

(5) The allusion is to the act of decorating a woman's hair-parting by 
her husband. None of the commentaries, however, comments on the implied 
auspicious state of wedlock, significant to the sectarian view of Radha 
as svakiya.
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(10) tanl: the verbal sense (H. tan- < tanoti), is taken by the
commentators; nominal tanl ( < tanika), 1fastening-string of garment', 
may alternatively apply.

(ID sravanT: the sense from sravaniya given by Prem. in the second of
his two arthas is appropriate, following balayajuta, as referring to 
the jingling of bangles. Rasik. and Dhar., and Prem.'s first artha, 
gloss with sravata 'giving a flow (of rasa)'; cf. a confusion of
srav- with srav- in readings for sravata at 29.5 and 37.3. Lok.'s
gloss sroni has no sound basis. A derivation from sramana-, by analogy 
with the rhyme-word ravani < ramanTya-, is not applicable.

(12) midabarl: possibly from H. meda (for which cf. 41.6) < mariyada, 
+ bar! < vari-, giving the sense 1dike-water1? Prem. and Lok. gloss 
thavarau (H. thavala, 'trench dug for water round the root of a tree1,
Platts); Dhar. glosses meda 'dike, bank'.
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(1)

(2 )

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8 )

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Listen my companion! As one looks at the new bower 
it appears most lovely;

with creepers of Madhavika and KetukT 
this abode of love is fashioned.

On this full-moon night in the autumn month
there is a cool, gentle and scented breeze;

the fragrance-hungry honeybee is satiated, 
parrot and cuckoo are in song.

Friend, with tender many-hued leaves of young shoots 
a bed is prepared by the lover;

and vessels of gold filled with various sweet intoxicants 
are placed affectionately on the ground.

Thereon the adroit youth and damsel sport and make merry;

the lover's hand touches her fine breasts,
the beloved covers them with her clothes.

The loving lady looks at him with crooked brow, 
ever opposed to his every word;

restless and quite in the grip of passion 
Hari hurriedly clasps her shoulders.

He, the clever one, frees the ties of her waistband 
and draws back her blue mantle;

but the bride in feigned obstinate anger tenderly cries 
"No! No!" in a sweet voice.
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(13) [Then] with embracing in inverted lovemaking
she bestows her joyful loveplay;

(14) it is as though a golden creeper shone on a tree of sapphires.

(15) On the brows of the pair engaged in the battle of love
cling droplets of perspiration;

(16) and with unceasing love in their hearts, Lalita and the other sakhls
fan them with the borders of their garments.

(17) Hita Harivamsa describes as best he can
the quintessence of the nectar of Krsna's savour;

(18) hearing of it cultivates love for the tender lotus feet of Radha.

(5) sasi/-T appears as a vocative at or near the end of the line or 
phrase in a number of instances (13.2, 13.6, 29.9, 66.14, 69.3, 83.5), 
often interrupting the syntax (as tribidhi sasi samlra, 69.3). Such a 
reading is therefore appropriate here also, although compounded priya sasi 
is also possible.
(6) heja: perhaps < hrdya-, as attested in CDIAL for Old Gujarati
heja with the sense 'affection1. Here glossed heta so by Prem., pyara so
by Lok., heja does not appear to be attested elsewhere in Hindi but does 
occur once in Dhar.'s gloss to CP 27.10 (again in rhyme with seja): suvana
dalani racl seja badhyo ati heja.
(10) dharata bhujamula: the image seems unclear, and -mula is perhaps
more for rhyme than for sense. Prem., perhaps ignorant of Sk bhujamula
'shoulder', glosses with kuca 'breasts'.

(13) biparita: the (metrically correct) shortening of -ita to -ita
is not attested elsewhere, and is perhaps intended as part of the 
alliterative effect of the whole phrase biparita rati bitarata.

(13) rati: the form rata attested in compound with viparlta in MW is
found only in MS I, and is therefore unlikely to represent an authentic 
reading.
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(15) lalata patala: 1° patta(-ka) is the form attested in MW; the
present form may reflect familiarity with the sense of patala as 
1tilaka1 (ibid.), though it is unlikely that such a specialised sense 
would be intended here.

(17) The compound krsna rasamrta sara yields the only occurrence in the 
entire text of the epithet krsna.
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(1) Today the couple is most resplendent, at dawn:

(2) steeped in the essence of passion's joy
are the cultivated lady and the youth.

(3) With arms round each other's shoulders
each looks at the other's moonlike face;

(4) drunk with the essence of one another
they imbibe with the eyes of thirsty cakoras.

(5) Her loosened locks have drawn Lala's spirit
and he is the thief of her mind;

(6) with embraces and kisses they sing together
in voices of low, soft tones;

(7) Walking with wavering steps they roam the wood
and in the deep dells of the lovely grove;

(8) Hita Harivamsa, Lala and his lady together
ease my heart I

(5) ye yake cita cora: the general context of the stanza, which 
describes the mutual attraction of the dampati, suggests that ^e refers
to Krsna in reciprocity to the first half of the line where Radha is subject; 
the unusually full pronominal construction would have little purpose if a 
change of subject were not indicated. All the commentators except Lok., 
however, retain Radha as subject. There is no commentatorial support 
for a third possibility, where ye would refer to latani, advancing the image 
established by karasyau.

(6) sura mamdara (= Sk. mandrasvara): uncertainty as to the meaning of
this phrase is reflected by the high number of mamdira readings. Lok. 
reads mrdamgana ki sumdara ghora hai, 'there is a lovely sound of mrdangas'. 
Prem. maintains, without any attested basis, that mamdara, kala and ghora 
are the names of the three musical gramas.
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(1) Today Syama and Syama sport in the forest;

(2) the night is made beautiful by the autumn moonlight
and the grove is bright and lovely.

(3) With the splitting of lips and embracing,
and the drawing back of garments from their thighs,

(4) and in the nail-scratches on their chests, and in their slanting
glances

the couple shares an equal joy.

(5) He touches her arms and her swelling breasts,
she of lovely eyes [touches] her lover's garland;

(6) betel juice is on their clothes, their locks of hair are drawing
[each other],

making a hundred love-gods battle-weary.

(7) The craving of these voluptuaries, so beautiful and tender,
is stronger with every moment;

(8) with a charm to preserve them now, Hita Harivamsa,
I am an offering to their pure revelry.

(2) bani: the verbal sense from ban- is taken by Prem. and Lok., while
Rasik. has the phrase bani madhya 'in the wood'; Dhar. has no direct 
gloss. Cf. 17.1 where bani does have a nominal sense.

(5) bamadrsa: since *vamadrsa is unattested, the present form must be
a Hindi form based on Sk. vamadrs (MW) (for *vamadrsl ?). Readings of-da° 
(BCEFM) may represent a construing of tatsama dasa 'edge of garment'; but 
word order makes a sense 'the lady [touches] her lover's hem and garland' 
unlikely.
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(8) trana tut-; the 'breaking of a straw1 is a symbolic act of ritual 
protection from the effects of the evil eye (H^S s .v . trna, where the 
citation given is from Svaml Harldasa); cf. vari pher- (10.4) with 
similar sense.
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(1) Today the youthful pair is resplendent in the forest:

(2) Nanda's son and Vrsabhanu's daughter
are arisen sleepless at dawn.

(3) Their feet fall faltering with languid gait,
the tips of their moon-shaped nails brushing the ground;

(4) their lips are torn, their cheeks ornamented with collyrium,
and just a little of their tilakas remains.

(5) Her locks will not be restrained though her fingers try to hold them,
for they are like thieving bees for her red [lotus-] eyes;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, neither body nor mind can be held in check
in the squalls of the ocean of passion.

(2) nadanamdana; although this form, with regular weakening in the first 
syllable, is expected, KLM show candrabindu in -nadana (and cf. B's reading 
-nadana). Elsewhere in the text, the readings nadanamda'(with final -a for 
rhyme, (63[iii].4) and etymological namdanamdana (81.2) both appear as 
metrically apposite forms.

(3) parasata nasa sasi chora: the intended image is of a very languorous 
gait. Lok.'s gloss, parasata hai nasa camdrakani kau basana kau chora, 
'the edges of their garments touch their moon-shaped nails', demands that 
chora can of itself have the sense amcala etc., which is unlikely.
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(1) In their roamings in the forest's thicket-bowers,

(2) they pass through very narrow lanes,
but do not touch them with their garments.

(3) At dawn the rolling of their eyes betrays the joy
of their night-long wakefulness -

(4) some little movement stirs in their orbs,
languid, reddish and distracted.

(5) With her dancing eyebrows, soft lotus face,
joyful laugh and sweet speech

(6) she has bought control over Lala without cost -
the wanton bee who is utterly enamoured of her!

(7) Loose and disarranged, dark straggling locks of hair
shine on her lovely cheeks,

(8) with a comely stroking of chins in the kissing and embracing
of this inverted lovemaking.

(9) Sometimes when she lies wearied on a couch of shoots,
her face is fanned with the hem of his garment;

(10) Harivamsa ever sprinkles the heart of the slave
with waves from this ocean of revelry!

(1) kumja nikumjani; the collocation of the text in H is kumjana kumjana, 
in G kumjani kumjani. Prem., however, glosses nikumja te kumja...aura kumja
te nikumja. The collocation of the mula suggests that a semantic 
distinction does exist between kumja and nikumja (as indeed suggested by
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Prem.'s gloss), and the most satisfactory sense is attained by reading 
kumja nikumja as a single'unit on the model of kumja kut-ira (37.1) etc.

(2) parasata nahi nicolani: the conceit lends emphasis to the super
natural surroundings of the grove, which is the point of the couplet. The 
commentators, however, make the couple the subject of the conceit: Prem.
glosses lata jo hai sasTrupa hai, apa saraka jai hai, 'the creepers have 
the form of sakhTs and slip back of their own accord1; Lok. glosses yamai 
priya pritama ka laghavata kahT 'in this the dexterity of lover and beloved 
is expressed', but concedes athava bracha cetana hai. apatai daunau kau 
bibasa jani maraga deta hai 'or the trees are sentient, and themselves 
knowing the couple to be helpless, make way for them'.

(3) sucata suga dyga lolani: lit., 'they betray their joy with the 
rolling of their eyes'.

(6) kine: the context of 'purchase' occurring in the following expression 
binu molani confirms that kine is likely to be from the verb kin- < krigati, 
rather than from ki-; the only perfective forms from kar- attested in the 
CP are kiyau, kiye. The expression basa kar- is, however, attested in the 
text (4.5 etc.).

(7) rajata: it is possible that a non-finite participle *rajita, not
now attested in the manuscripts, may have been intended; this would allow 
the whole of line (7), and the next line (similarly without a finite verb), 
to be read as instrumentals in composition with basa kine in the previous 
line - 'with cheeks adorned...' etc.

(9) sa j ja derives from sayya- independently of its synonym seja <
*seyya-. The reading se jya in BDIJM, and perhaps the AFH reading sijya,
probably shows a confusion of the two Hindi forms.

(10) haribamsa dasi hiya sicata; interpretation of this phrase depends
upon the place accorded to haribamsa in the syntax of the line (see p.140
for a discussion of this problem in a wider context). If Harivamsa is 
taken to be K^fna, then Harivamsa's dasi will clearly be Radha; and such 
a sense will yield the attractive paradox of the dasi Radha (line (10)) 
subjugating her master (line (6)). Furthermore, 'sprinkling the heart' is 
a logical sequel to 'fanning the face' in the first half of the couplet, 
and elsewhere in the text it is usually Radha, and not Kf§na, who requires 
such resuscitation (66.5 sramita ati abala, etc.). An alternative 
interpretation, favoured generally by the commentators, takes haribamsa 
dasi as 'Harivamsa the slave' (with the usual conceit of devotee as female); 
this is consistent with the construction of other stanzas, where the final 
line or couplet withdraws from the action and makes a statement about the 
relationship between the devotee and the divine couple.
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(1) The two young ones are swinging to and fro;

(2) having arisen at dawn, their every limb betrays
the night's merriment and joy.

(3) Quite filled with love they sing together
in low tones and musical voice.

(4) from time to time the beloved captivates her lover's heart
[with a glance] from the corner of her eye.

(5) So delicate, the lady is frightened in her heart
by the rush of the excellent swing;

(6) in a thrill of emotion she clings to her lover's chest,
tendering her young breasts in offering.

(7) His bright garland is entangled with her bracelets,
and the strands of her hair with his earrings;

(8) how can they be separated when trembling so?
Their joy has grown in no small measure.

(9) Looking on constantly, Lalita and the other sakhis are overjoyed -
cakoras to the moons of those two faces;

(10) taking the hems of their garments, they bless the ones
praised by Harivamsa.

(1) jhulata: the rhyme of this participle with others in line (2), (3),
(4) and (6) strengthens the caesura before the second half-line in both 
full line and teka alike. Cf. also the weak rhyme with bibecita (8) and
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prasamsita (10) in respect of the manuscripts' confusion between -ata 
and -ita participles elsewhere in the text, and the commentators' 
confusion over prasamsita noted below.

(10) prasamsita: despite a complete lack of *prasamsata forms, Prem. and
Lok. both gloss with finite participles (prasamsa kare hai and badai karata 
hai respectively).
(10) kari amcala ki chora: the sense is probably that of the modern Hindi
idiom amcala pasarana 'to show humility while supplicating (a deity)' 
(Bholanath TivarT p.3); for such a sense cf. the expression amcala jore in 
composition with blnatl kar- in the Surasagara (Hardev Bahrl p.3, but 
reference not traceable in the SS itself). Such an interpretation sits 
well in the context of the line. Alternatively, the reference may be to 
the service of fanning offered by the sakhis, for which cf. 34.9. The 
commentators all give literal paraphrases which leave the crux unresolved.
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(1) Today in the forest a fine round-dance is created;

(2) on the pure sandbank by the blessed Yamuna's shore,
Mohana has sounded his flute.

(3) Hearing the sound of sweet bracelets, waist-bells and anklets
birds and beasts have become joyful;

(4) as amidst the circle of damsels
Ghanasyama has introduced the Saranga raqa.

(5) Cymbal, barrel-drum, upanga, muraja and frame-drum
have together swelled the ocean of rasa,

(6) and with her various radiant limbs
Vrsabhanu's daughter has demonstrated the sudhanga dance,

(7) Skilful of gesture, and with eyes overhung by curls,
her eyebrows have set Kama a-dancing:

(8) seizing a new rhythm with a "tatathel! tathei!"
she has delighted her husband, lord of Vraja.

(9) Best of all illustrious sovereigns,
he has made clouds of joy rain down,

(10) and the damsel-folk won delightful embraces,
with clasping and kissing.

(11) Rejoicing in the showering of blossoms,
Indra sounded the kettledrum;

(12) Hita Harivamsa, the canopy of fame of Radha's lord the lover
has overspread the world.
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(3) kimkini: although the first four-matra gana in a line of this 
type is rarely a dactyl, a manuscript support for kikini is weak here; 
alliteration with prec. kamkana supports the given reading. Cf. notes 
to 4.6 and 67.6.

(4) syamaghana; the literal sense 'dark cloud' is also suggested by 
the context, and a reading as 'he has amassed dark cloud' is possible.
This exploits the sense of mamdala as 'sphere (of the skies)', and 
echoes the lexical sense of saranga as 'cloud' (MW) which may lend the 
raqa a seasonal connotation; it also accommodates jama- rather more 
comfortably by giving it a concrete object. The singular -ayau of the 
verb, however, entails singular number for 'cloud', such that a truly 
satisfactory slesa is not achieved.

(4) saraqa raqa: the present stanza is the first in the sequence
CP 36-51 to which Saramga is apportioned in the manuscripts. Lok.'s 
gloss supplies the two alternatives Biravai and Dlpaka (athava blravai 
raqa gayau. athava dlpaka raga gayau), perhaps after actual performance 
usage which today is frequently at odds with the raga allocations 
prescribed in the manuscripts.

(6) amga sudhamga disayau: the phrase is repeated verbatim by all the
commentators except Prem., who glosses bahuta bhatini so brsabhananamdini 
ju sudhamga nrtya ko amga disavata bhai, 'VrsabhanunandinT demonstrated 
the sudhanga dance section in many ways'. See note to 19.10 for a 
discussion of the collocation amga sudhamga.

(8) tatathel tathel: these are mnemonics used to mark time and to
stress rhythmic patterns in dancing and drumming: cf. similar occurrences
in 62.4, 68.7, 71.3. The metrically long vowels in mnemonic sequences 
of this kind are usually pronounced short, and must be so scanned here.
Cf, the following portion of a Krsna stuti, annotated in a manual for 
dance performance, in which long vowels pronounced as long by the dancer 
are followed by a dash (representing avagraha in the NagarI); the 
construction is in 12-matra padas, and the phrase tathelthel constitutes 
only 6 matras:

mo-ra mukuta sira so-he- ; pT-ta bara mana mo-he-.
pa-va pai-jani- suha-ta; ru-pa madana ko- laja-ta.
ta-thei the! calata ca-la; upajata nava cham-da ta-la.

(Sanglta, 1970:200)

As in the other CP occurrences, the alliteration of the repeated 
dental t_ is taken up in the remainder of the line in 36.8. (For the! 
thel, cf. Skt. thai thai 'imitative sound of a musical instrument' (MW).)

(10) ucita: taken by Prem. as 'worthy': jo juvatl jana ucita hi tini 
payau, 'those damsels received, who were worthy'. Lok. takes the same 
sense, but restricts the reference to Radha (despite the pluralizing 
suffix jana).
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(1) Why do you not go to the hut in the grove, proud lady?

(2) accompanied by thousands of women, without you, young girl,
the agony of love assails him.

(3) His voice is choked, his body trembles in the distress of separation,
and his eyes run with tears;

(4) "Where art thou? Where art thou, daughter of Vrsabhanu?"
laments the distracted one in the forest.

(5) His flute is an arrow, like serpents his many-stranded garland,
and cuckoo and parrot are as lions;

(6) sandalwood is venom to him, the wind like fire,
and his clothes are like a prickly plant.

(7) Hita Harivamsa, the most tender-hearted one
went hastily to her lover;

(8) hearing this, he of thunderbolt-body, valiant hero of passion,
became afraid.

(2) kuvari: the -a reading in A and L must represent loss of -_i, since
a masc. form cannot comfortably be accommodated here. Rasik.'s paraphrase, 
however, reads tuma bina hari, and Lok. glosses his mula1s kuvari with
prltama. Dhar.'s paraphrase neither includes nor glosses the A reading 
kuvara; Prem.'s gloss with a vocative (as in the translation) is consistent 
with the reading kuvari found in the Prem, manuscripts GKM. The crux recurs
in 39.4 with a repeat of the phrase to binu kuvari.

(6) sasampga ripu: this is glossed by Prem. as kvaica kl phali and by
Lok. as kauca kl phali, both presumably referring to the pod with stinging 
hairs of the plant kauca, kavaca { > Eng. 'cowage1 etc. - Mucuna prurita,
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Platts); in its derivation from kapikacchu (ibid.), this is a synonym for 
the sakhamrgaripu conceit (for which cf. the English name 'monkey puzzle' 
for the Chilean pine). LCG also glosses koca, but equates it with 
apamarga (Achyranthes aspera, MW). Dhar. merely reiterates the mula; 
Rasik. paraphrases with the synonym banararipu. Hardev Bahrl (p.574) 
defines sakhamrgarpu (sic) as kilani ('tick, dog-louse', Platts) in his 
gloss on the Surasagara recension of this stanza (see Appendix II). 
Desrajsimh Bhatl (p.58) defines sakhamrgaripu as the prickly shrub 
ciraci-fca in his gloss on an occurrence of the word in Surasagara 270
(referred to by Bhatl as 2705).

(8) ranabira: the reading °dhlra imposed in E as a late emendation
appears also in the Surasagara recension of this stanza.
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(1) Arise and come quickly - why do you delay? -
Lala calls you to the bower;

(2) "Ah Radha! Radhika!" he calls
as he sees the cast of the elephant of passion.

(3) The autumn moon and the breeze lend it their support,
and the garland on his chest has detached itself and joined them;

(4) he seeks a place of refuge, most fearful of the conflict -
won't you come to your lover's defence?

(5) Hita Harivaipsa, when she heard this she was much affected,
and went to him that very moment;

(6) the Vraja damsel took the passion-hero
and protected him between the beautiful peaks of her breasts.

(2) <ghala: Prem. glosses with 'banner' (dhuja), a sense attested by
Platts and H£?S and clearly a possibility in this military context. Rasik.'s
and Dhar.'s retention of the mula verbatim, and Lok's confused gloss nirasi 
madana gaja kl [sic] avana kau, suggest that the word may have been unfamiliar
to these commentators.
(6) surata sura: Prem., Lok. and Dhar. all understand this as referring
to Radha, as exemplified by Prem.'s gloss: brajabala jo sri priya ju so
surata ke rana me sura hai. Such an interpretation, which seeks to raise 
Radha's status, sacrifices the intended paradox of all-powerful Krsna's 
helplessness. Lok. maintains the ambiguity of the mula by glossing sura 
hai brajabala; yet brajabala is intended to have fern, reference, as at 
71.2.
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(1) Lala desires to play in amorous dalliance;

(2) he has decked out the bower-house,
preparing it lovingly with his own hands.

(3) It is a night of autumn, and the cool wind
is gentle and fragrant;

(4) who but you, young girl,
could now extinguish the agony of his desire?

(5) Won't you come swiftly, doe-eyed one,
abandoning now your silence -

(6) subduer of your lover's anguish,
unite with him, [begs] Hita Harivairisa!

(4) to binu kuvari: in this repeat of a phrase already met in 37.2,
there are no glosses suggesting masc. gender for kuvar-. Prem. and Lok.
paraphrase with kuvari as a vocative addressed to Radha; Rasik. and 
Dhar. have no direct gloss.

(4) mete: readings of meta (FHJ) are presumably attempts at metrical
'correction'.

(5) capala occurs adjectivally in collocation with naina at 22.2, 43.2 
and 73.3; but in the present context nain- is within the compound 
balamrganaini, and capala is therefore to be understood in composition with 
cad-, with adverbial force, as at 37.7 and 40.5. Prem. correctly glosses 
he bala mrga nainl slghra kyau na calau; Lok. and Rasik., however, take 
the other sense in their respective glosses cali nija kumja kau, he capala 
bala mrga naini and mrga sisu camcala sama su dpga calo tajo kina mona. 
Dhar. has no gloss on this half-line.

(5) The second pada is short by one matra; there are no attestations
of a Hindi stem *tajj- or *ta j- to suggest that taji may be a corrupt 
reading.

(5) mavana is formed for rhyme from H. mauna, on the model of the 
(legitimate) spellings kauna/kavana.
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(1) Lala tarries in the bower-house;

(2) the night is pleasant, with budded jasmine
and breeze of threefold nature.

(3) Through your love-play, friend,
you are the subduer of Manamohana's passion;

(4) why do you delay uselessly, slender-waisted one?
What is the reason?

(5) Hearing this, she set off swiftly,
careless of the fate of her body;

(6) and, Hita Harivaipsa, she met
the love-greedy lover of Radha!

(1) bhavana etc.; all the rhyme-words in this stanza, except sravana, 
have already appeared in the rhyme-scheme of CP 39.

(6) radharavana: although the second half-line in this stanza is not
of consistent length, the edited reading has a metrical weight consistent 
with (1) and (4). A possible reason why the form radhikaravana may have 
been imposed is discussed in the context of a similar crux at 2.3.
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(1) Only the voluptuary may know the course of love;

(2) though he is the crowning glory of the whole world,
he deems himself wretched.

(3) In the bower-house on Yamuna's bank
the haughty one is intent on jealous indignation;

(4) the myriads of groups of young loving ladies near at hand
can bring no composure to his heart.

(5) Transitory is a love which, like the fickle bee's
arises with a host of others;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, that person alone is wise
who abandons all bounds and discerns Lala.

(2) jadyapi: it is unclear how -dd- spellings (which are attested in
HSs) can have derived from Sk. yadyapi, unless simply by miscopying of the 
dy conjunct. A metrical readjustment of H. jadapi (which may itself show 
contamination by tadapi) could be a possible explanation in individual 
occurrences, but can hardly underlie more widespread usage. -ipa 
spellings occurring in the manuscripts here (and cf. further occurrences 
of the word at 43.6 and 77.3) are presumably metathetical.

(5)—(6) This final couplet, and in particular the final line, appears 
somewhat out of context; there is a change of subject from a straight
forward description of Krsna's viraha in (1)— (4) to a didactic expression 
of the desirability of single-mindedness in devotion to 'Lala' in (5)-(6).
The commentators contextualize the stanza as being addressed to Radha, 
thereby allowing the didactic couplet to be interpreted as a recommendation 
that she abandon her mana and join her lover: but Radha is referred to in
the third person in line (3), and furthermore it is rather unusual for an 
accusation of promiscuity, such as appears in line (5), to be levelled at 
a manini.

(5) nasvara neha capala madhukara jyau: the injunction to respond to
Krsna's monogamy contained in this couplet is rather at odds with the conceit 
of Krsna himself as a fickle 'bee* elsewhere in the text (e.g. 63[iv].l 
desata madhukara keli).
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(1) Love observes nobody's proprieties;

(2) who could prevent a love-sick mind
from following its path, good or bad?

(3) As when a stream, swelling with monsoon waters,
makes headlong for the sea;

(4) or when in the open a huntsman slays a doe
which is intent on his song;

(5) And, Hita Harivaipsa, as when a bird becomes enmeshed
or a moth burns up its body -

(6) [yet] who but the clever lord, young Mohana,
would give up his very self?

(4) nadahi mana diye: the fascination of the deer for the huntsman's
song is a stock image in Hindi verse; cf. SS 3906, a pada similarly 
describing the effects of priti, in which the fourth line reads saraga 
priti kari ju nada sau sanmukha bana sahyau.
(4) kuramgani: Prem., Lok. and Rasik. ignore the -ani ending and gloss
as masc.sg. 'deer'; Dhar. glosses kuramganu. Given the loss of -î - in 
MSS's nitambani for nitambini at 45.8, it is also possible that L's fern. 
kuramgini is an authentic reading (a gnomic singular being attractive here).
(4) paradhi: HSs defines as 'a huntsman who operates from a hide'. The 
point of the conceit, therefore, is that the doe is engrossed to the extent 
that the huntsman can leave his hide and kill his prey 'in the open' (pragata). 
This technical sense of paradhi is apparently not familiar to the 
commentators, who do not so explain the conceit; Lok. even substitutes 
badhika for paradhi in his gloss. (Dhar. has no gloss on the second half
of (4) or on the first half of (5).)

(5) hilaga saraga: Lok. and Rasik. take hilaga as a (fern.) noun, 
presumably understanding the sense 'love, attachment' as given by Prem.'s 
gloss saraga so asakta hoike. This interpretation is based on Prem. and 
Lok.'s definition of saraga as 'lamp' (dlpaka) which is not, however,
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attested in MW, even in the long list of meanings from the lexicographers, 
and is 27th (and still uncited) in the HdS list. Given the recherche 
nature of this alleged definition, therefore, it seems more probable that 
saraga has the established sense 'bird1, and that hilaga is the absolutive 
from hilag-, 'become entangled': this sense is attested in Platts, s.v.
hilagna. hilaga saraga is therefore separate from, and complementary to, 
the following image salabha sarlrahi jarai.

(6) All the commentators emphasize a contrast between the sacrifice of 
apanapau, achieved only by Krsga, and of mere life, achieved more easily; 
the sense requires the addition of 'yet' in the translation.
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(1) Vr§abhanu's daughter is highly accomplished:

(2) listen, messenger-girl: the fair one, nimble and deer-eyed,
attracts the mind with a glance.

(3) Her wood-apple breasts, her golden body and her lion’s waist
are but ripples on the ocean of her qualities;

(4) her braided hair is a snake, her face a hundred moons,
her thighs are plantain [stalks], and she has stolen the 
swan's gait.

(5) Hear me, Harivamsa: today at nightfall
bring my constant partner to me in the forest;

(6) though the lovely lady is beset by jealous pride,
how could she, the virtuous one of guileless heart, linger 
when she hears you?

(2) suni dutika: the context of the stanza, agreed by all the
commentators, is one in which Kr§na addresses Harivamsa as sakhl.
(4) jalacara: Rasik. glosses as 'fish' (mina); Prem., too, offers this
as an alternative to hamsa and as yielding an image of 'oblique gait' applied 
to the eyes: mina ne ini nainani kT tirachT qati curai lai hai. Lok.
also glosses with mina, but also contrives an imposition of the sense 
gajagati: bana nama jala kau. bana mai hath! rahe, takT gati corata hai.
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(1) Come beautiful one, he has called you to Vrndavana;

(2) loving lady, why do you not cling to him and shine -
you the lightning, Mohana the fresh cloud?

(3) Your bodice is red, your sari multi-coloured,
your body is decorated with the sixteen [adornments];

(4) these are all young Mohanafs due,
and the youthfulness of your wood-apple breasts his 
legitimate inheritance!

(5) Great love was within her, Hita Harivamsa,
as she went to him with blossoming heart;

(6) the ocean of rasa united with her in the dense bower
defeating a hundred love-gods in the battle of passion.

(3) nasa juga una: Prem. lists the 16 srngara in a ten-line pada
bearing his own chapa. Further references to the conceit appear in CP
45, 67, 81, and a full discussion is given in an extended note to 45.3.

(4) agama dhana: the compound is not retained, nor its technical 
sense (agama: 'descent of property' - H.H.Wilson 1855:9) glossed, by any
of the commentators. Instead, all read agama in compound with prec. 
jovana, as expressed most simply by Lok.: kuca navina jovana so dhana.
Dhar. adds a conceit of his own, with the dawning of youth's rays behind 
the mountain of the beloved's breasts: udai bhayau dinakara nava jovana
sumdara uraja saila tai.... LCG records a practice in which an esteemed 
person makes a gift of srlphala fruits together with money; he accordingly 
glosses agama dhana as 'money to be presented'. The technical sense of the 
compound, however, does not permit these freeranging interpretations.

(5) amtaragati: being found only in F, the etymologically correct °ta 
ending does not appear to be authentic. Cf. the CP spelling bibidhi, for 
which readings in °dha are similarly doubtful.
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(1) SrT Vrsabhanu's darling daughter comes;

(2) an amassment of beautiful form, crest-jewel of the greatly skilled,
delicate in every limb.

(3) Being firstly anointed and bathed,
her indigo-pigmented body is dressed in a sari;

(4) her locks are braided, a pretty tilaka drawn,
her parting decorated with vermilion.

(5) Her fawn-like eyes are marked with collyrium,
following a lovely line;

(6) a jewelled nose-pin is on her charming nostril,
her teeth are edged with black.

(7) A necklace of rare splendour lies on
her wood-apple breasts bound in a saffron bodice;

(8) her waist is slender, deep the navel in her belly,
and the thighs of the full-hipped one are well rounded.

(9) As lotus-stems are her ornamented arms,
thrown around Syama's shoulders;

(10) Hita Harivamsa, like the pair of elephant and mate
the lover and beloved besport themselves in the forest.

(3) prathama: for adverbial usage cf. 57.1 prathama jathamati pranau.
In the present stanza, the word introduces a sequence of items which may 
be construed as the 16 srnqaras alluded to in 44.3. prathama has this
function again in 81.3, and the conceit also occurs in CP 67. In all three 
stanzas the 16 items follow a general nakhasikha sequence; but the three
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lists differ broadly, as can be seen from the following tabulation (in
i each item is followed by the number of the line in which it occurs):

CP 45' CP 67 CP 81
1 ubatana (3) tilaka (2) majjana (3)
2 majjana (3) ubatana (2) cira (3)
3 nila barana (3) sorT (2) kajjala (3)
4 sari (3) gaipda mamdita (3) tilaka (3)
5 guthita alaka (4) camdrika (3) kumdala (3)
6 tilaka (4) medini kavari (3) badana (3)
7 sedura (4) dorl (3) besarl (4)
8 amjana (5) ta^amka (4) adhara (4)
9 lavaipga (6) biipdu (4) dasana (4)

10 dasanavali kari (6) kacukl (4) balaya (5)
11 kacukl (7) balaya (5) kamkana* (5)
12 hara (7) kaipkana (5) hara (5)
13 ka£i (8) javaka (5) kimkini (5)
14 nabhi (8) udara resa (5) nupura (5)
15 jaghana (8) pata (5) hamsakala [-gati] (6)
16 bhuja (9) kikini (6) madayamtika (6)

Although the nakhasikha sequence is generally shared by all three 
lists, the only specific lexical item common to all three is tilaka. In 
the present stanza, none of the commentators allege a 16-srngara conceit; 
Prem. and Rasik. both recognise it in CP 67, where both give inventories 
of the items, while in CP 81 the conceit is recognised by Dhar., who merely 
mentions the term navasata simqara, and by Rasik., who again offers a full 
inventory. For the purpose of comparison with the mula, these various 
glosses will be considered here.

At CP 67 Prem. gives a computation of 16 items differing from that 
given above. He regards certain items as elliptical and inherently 
implied (anusamgika) by other items (as for example amjana, allegedly 
implied by mrgaja locana, and snana, allegedly implied by ubatana); other 
items, included in our list, are regarded by him as inadmissible: e.g.
gamda mamdita, regarded as general description (yaha slgara me nahl, musa 
kl sobha ko barnana hai), and balaya, kamkana and kimkini, classified 
separately as belonging to the complementary category of dvadasa abharana. 
Prem.'s computation of the items in CP 67 is as follows:

1 tilaka 9 dor!
2 amjana (elliptical) 10 ta^amka
3 ubatana• 11 bimdu
4 snana ( " ) 12 besarl (elliptical)
5 amga raga ( " ) 13 kamcuki
6 sori• 14 mala ( " )
7 camdrika• 15 resa
8 madinT kavari 16 nilambara
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This list may be compared with the sequence of items given by 
Prem. in a pada of his own composition included in his gloss (quoted 
below from the text in M) on the phrase nasa juga una (44.3). Items 
are given in bold type:

rajata srl brsabhana dulari?
jhamaki rahe navasata amgana me trabhuvana kl chabi vari. 
kiye prathama mamjana manaramjana diye jalaja nasa rl; 
nllambara sari ati rajata nlvl sarasa savarI. 
ben! guhi bibidhi phulani so dipati tarauna bharI; 
amga-raga tana cikura camdraka guhi lasata sobha ri.
ura mala kara kamala pana musa cibuka syama bidu nyarl;
draga aipjana musa m[u]sara patrika javaka pagana sudhari. 
kasaturi ko tilaka bhala Iasi mohe namda lala ri; 
premadasa hita yaha susa nirasata asiya tarata na tari.

Quite apart from discrepancies between individual items in tlka and mula, 
this sequence differs from the CP sequences in having no trace of nakhasikha 
order.

Rasik. gives two alternative inventories in his gloss on CP 67. Neither 
is apparently intended as a direct gloss on the items given in the mu-1 a; 
rather, Rasik. broadens the discussion by citing conventional listings - as 
is shown by his phrase dusare gramthamtara mata in introducing the second 
series. These lists differ from the mula1s and that given by Prem. in 
admitting abstract qualities such as caturl to the conceit. Rasik.'s 
inventories are as follows:

pahile mamjana eka jo dujau sumdara cTra; 
tilaka tlsarau jani daga- amjana caturtha dhira,

kumdala pamcama lesiye nasa mukta sasta;
hara sata yo bhani aru syama £ora soi aŝ ia.

kavari nava ura aniye dasa nupura jhanakara; 
amga lepa camdana vahai ekadasa susa sara.

chudravali dvadasa tatha terahe puni tabula; 
kara kimkani hi caturdasa pamdraha caturT mula.

sodasa sugati ju janikai ye soraha byasyana; 
te radha tana lase nita dhyabo rasika sujana.

dusare gramthamtara mata sodasa simgara nama.
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ubatana maj[j]ana puhapa puni lepa su cantdana amga? 
alakavali masi bimdukana ura kamcukl suramga.
ca§a kajjala duti sahi subha ujjala clra sarira; 
sara §orX tabola musa javaka ramga gabhira.

laja ju yukta mrdu hasa aru rasana suragita caru; 
sobhita saba bidhi caturT ye sodasa si[m]gara.

In his gloss on CP 81, Rasik. gives yet another list, this time 
remaining closer to the mula:

tana sodasa simgara je bane priya ke caru;
tina ko barani sunaval nama pragata bistara.

adi sumajjana janiye dvitiya caruta mani; 
tritlya su sumdara cira mrdu ati suchama tana bani.

aru tilaka kumkuma racita lasata caturtha lalata 
net ram jana pamcama asita kuijidala sas£a sughata.

nasa mukta saptayau hara asta hiya dhxra;
^ora su nava kabarl dasama ekadasa mamjlra.

tana camdana dvadasa lasahu mili ujjala ghanasara? 
chudragha^.ika trayodasa manimaya sabda sudhara.

tabula caturdasa pacadasa kara kamkana jhanakara; 
atihi caturata mili sakala ye §odasa simgara.

The 16-srngara convention is widely attested throughout Hindi 
literature. It is not, however, a feature of Sanskrit poetics, and is 
also notably absent from the early 14th century MaithilT text Varna ratnakara, 
a 'repository of literary similes and conventions' (S.K.Chatterji, ed., 1940: 
xxi) which contains a large number of other such categories and conceits.
The CP's examples do not show a conceit exemplified in the Padmavata (40.4-5; 
V.S.Agraval, ed., pp.588-9), wherein the 16 are divided into four groups of 
four natural attributes, being variously long (hair, etc.), short (teeth, 
etc.), slender (nose, etc.) and broad (cheeks, etc.); nor are the present 
examples restricted to the category 'appliances for decoration' listed by 
Platts s.v. simgar. Unlike these other occurrences (and cf. further 
examples in H£?S s.v. srngara, and Entwistle 1983:422), the CP's sequences
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are structured only in terms of nakhasikha sequence. It is possible, 
therefore, that the CP tradition represents an early stage in the 
development of the Hindi 16-srnqara convention out of the Sk. nakhasikha 
varnana (perhaps conflated by the sodasa kala conceit as exemplified in 
the Varna ratnakara, loc.cit., p.18).

(3) nlla barana tana sari: the word order suggests that, unless tana
is simply a pleonasm with sari (as e.g. tana-clra, BBhSK), the compound 
nlla barana tana refers to the indigo tattooing listed in Platts (s.v. 
simgar) as one of the 16 spnqaras. All the commentators, however, take 
nlla barana as qualifying sari (in spite of the description of the sari 
as 'multicoloured' in 44.3), with tana as locative.

A sense of Sk. tanu as 'fine in texture* is attested in the Rtusamhara 
(MW), but a lack of more general attestion makes it unlikely that this 
sense is intended here.

(7) upara: the metrically correct short u~ is found in ACEF. ACE,
however, read upara for correct upara at 20.3, and A does so again at 
23.4; the u- readings in the present line may, therefore, be only 
accidentally correct and not represent a genuine preservation of the 
archetype. A's ura probably indicates a simple omission of -pa-, perhaps 
founded on a scribe's misreading of the text as (metrically deficient)
*ura hara, 'chest garland'.

(8) nitambani: an oblique pi. cannot be intended here, though Prem,'s
ingenuous gloss jaghana nitambani sahita bhari hai attempts to accommodate 
one by introducing a postposition. As in the case of kuramgani :(42.4), 
the -ani ending must be for fem.sg. -ini. The fact that the total number 
of srhgaras becomes an excessive 17 if jaghana and nitamba are taken as 
separate items supports the hypothesis. A reading as nitamba na bhari is 
not plausible.

(9) dari: fern, ending shows agreement with brsabhanadulari as stanza
subject, dari being a non-finite participle. Prem.'s gloss mano kamala ki 
mrnala si bhuj(h)a bhusana sahita syama ke amsa para dari hai attempts to 
explain the fern, agreement by substituting the mula's masc. bhuja with fern. 
bhuja; but this latter form is barely attested.
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(1) Taking pleasure in their love-play with arms joined in the 
forest's dense arbour,

£3yama and Syama are united on an autumn night;

(2) lover and accomplished lady rejoice equally in their hearts,
like impassioned elephant and mate delightful in divers 
qualities*

(3) Being absorbed by the laughter and merriment of their amorous behaviour,
Madana's force is decimated by the lady addicted to dalliance;

(4) listen, Hita Harivamsa! Lala is overcome by her loveliness -
the lover is most valiant in gaity, she a champion in lovemaking!

(2) raminl: since it is semantically implausible that this should qualify
only fem. karani, fern, -ini is presumably an accommodation for rhyme.
(3) dalita dala madana bala: the construction put on this phrase in the 
translation is consistent with the gana construction of the line, and 
accommodates the relationship of dala 'division of an army' with bala 'army', 
but is not represented in the commentaries; in their characteristic 
unwillingness to recognise determinative compounds, they all take bala as
an instrumental governed by kamini.

(4) hita hari-: this catalectic four-matra gapa is the only instance in 
this stanza of a deviation from the standard five-matra ^  v —  gana.
G's omission of hita, and A ’s reading of prabhu for suni, both suggest some 
irregularity in the transmission of the chapa, though A's reading may be an 
assimilation to hita haribamsa prabhu in 71.6 (again with catalexis in the 
first gana).
(4) lavani: the alternative form lavanya, which has somewhat better
manuscript support, is unmetrical as it disallows the established five- 
matra gana arrangement given by lala lavani bhide (—  u —  j w u u —  );
although the additional matra provided by lavanya yields the expected 
20-matra value in the half-line, this computation is achieved only on the 
basis of the received chapa, which the preceding note has shown to be
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doubtful. The popularity of the lavanya/-nya spellings here may show 
assimilation to the other occurrences at 48.3 and 62.7, where no readings 
of lavani are found in the MSS.

(4) prlya: this metrically correct form, a commonplace spelling
for masc. priya, is found only in A. The imposition of (fern.) priya 
found in all other MSS is apparently an attempt to elevate Radha's status, 
in accordance with sectarian theology; but the sense of the stanza as a 
whole, which seeks to emphasise the mutuality of the relationship between 
lover and beloved, is damaged by such an interpretation. Readings of 
catalectic priya are not found in the manuscripts.
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(1) The forest game appeals to Lala;

(2) with a reflection in leaves and flowers
[the forest] simulates the beloved from head to toe.

(3) Unable to desist, [Lala] the greedy bee hastens stealthily
for an open embrace;

(4) the loving lady throws him into confusion by calling out in joy,
and excites a commotion in the battle of love.

(5) Realising that everything is turned contrarywise,
he draws in [his own] eyes a line of collyrium;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, in subjection to the usages of love,
he is designated 13yama the sajani1!

(1) bana ki lila: the game is a kind of hide-and-seek. In (2) the
shiny surfaces of leaves in the forest (which is here praised for its 
special qualities, as in 34.2 etc.) reflect multiple images of Radha;
Krsna (3) hastens to embrace these forms, but is disconcerted to find them 
counterfeit; Radha (4) calls out joyfully from her hiding place and further 
confuses Krsjja; Krsna (5), (6), finally realises that everything is inverted 
and adopts a female form, implying that since his own attempts to attain 
Radha are vain, he must assume a sakhl1s role. It is surprising that the 
commentaries make little of the theological potential of the conceit, wherein 
the role of sakhl is elevated to the high status constantly alleged by the 
sectarian view.

(2) pratibimbahi: the oblique inflexion -ahi notwithstanding, Prem.,
followed by LCG, takes pratibimbahi as subject. The interpretation given 
in the translation, in which bana from line (l)is the subject of janavai 
in line (2), is specified by none of the commentators; this is consequent 
upon their general tendency to gloss individual lines as syntactically and 
semantically independent units. bana is preferable to abstract lila as 
subject, and analytical bana ki lila allows such an interpretation.
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(2) janavai: jana- is the causative form of both jan- ( < janayati) 
and jan- ( < janati), and it is unclear which is meant here. The former,
however, is mostly restricted to the technical sense 'give birth to1 
(hence janal f. 'midwife1, Platts p.390), which suggests that the 
derivation from jan- is more likely. All the commentators except Rasik.,
who retains jana-, gloss with disa-; this supports the hypothesis.

(3) sakuci na sakata pragata parirambhana: auxiliary sak- occurs only
in composition with a finite verb, and must therefore relate to sakuci (as 
verbal stem). This sense is given by Dhar.'s chadi sakocu and by Rasik.'s 
sakuca sakata nahi neka hu pragata karata parirambha. Prem. and Lok., 
however, understand the mula as elliptical and supply kar-, reading sakuci 
as absolutive; thus Prem.: sakucike pragata parirambhana nahi kari sakata
hai.

(4) kulaki: Rasik.'s gloss, kabahuka sambhrama daita taha pulakita
pyari amga suggests that pulaki may have been a variant for kulaki. B's
phulaki appears to be a simple misreading: cf. B's _ph for k in dukula
(11.3) and k for ph in sriphala (43.3, 44.4).

(5) ulati: fern, concord is for elliptical bata (Prem.) or kriya (Lok.).

(5) amjana resa banavai: the conceit, made somewhat clearer by sajanl
syama kahavai in the final line, is of K̂ siia assuming the guise of a sakhl 
in order to be close to Radha. Both Dhar. and Prem. confuse the image by 
alleging a sense in which Radha's application of collyrium to her right 
eye (the 'male' side) is perceived by Krsna in mirror-image as being in 
the left eye (the 'female' side); why this should allow Krsna to see 
through Radha's playful disguise, as the commentators intend, is not clear.

(6) The first pada of this chapa line is deficient by one matra. G
notes a variant biparita for priti: though this is semantically appropriate,
the collocation of priti with riti is well established (cf. BBhSK s.v. 
prltirlti, and CP 41.1), whereas biparita/°ita occurs only in composition 
with rati in the CP (30.13 and 34.8: cf. GG 11.5 rati viparite). G's
variant seems therefore to be merely an attempted correction of metre.
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(1) Virsabhanu's daughter is adorned today;

(2) the divers ornaments and clothes worn on her body
are decorations well suited to infatuate her lover.

(3) The loveliness of her gestures and blandishments, and her eyebrows 
and curls

demolish the empty show of the young womenfolk;

(4) the music of anklets and girdle-bells
produces notes in the complex variations of talas.

(5) Pleasant is the meeting with Syama,
lovely in the fresh grove;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, the couple holds unbroken sway
in the round-dance of wanton merriment!

(4) avaghara: meanings deriving from CDIAL 750 *avaghara- 'flowing down1
cannot apply here, unless the form ogha attested by MW from the lexicographers, 
and having the sense '(flood, stream), quick time in music1 is related. An 
etymology < ava+ghata, proposed by H£5s, is a possibility as a parallel 
development to sughara sughata (as in 68.6, 83.2). H£5s cites musical 
contexts for aughara (the spelling found in MSS ABDJ in the present context) 
from Suradasa, where aughara is in collocation with tana, and from Haridasa, 
in collocation with tala. The commentators' sense 'complex, attained with 
difficulty' (and hence indicating virtuoso performance) is consistent with 
such usages.

Since the etymology and sense of this word are so uncertain, the 
existence of a form avaghatarika 'name of a musical instrument1 (MW) may 
also be noted.
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(1) See, my companion, the play of Radha and her lover;

(2) In dell-pastures and hillside thickets
these two young ones roam with arms around each other's neck.

(3) These two fresh youths, a treasure of beauty,
are as it were a golden creeper around a branching tamala tree;

(4) there is enjoyment of the savour of bliss, with bodies thrilled
by the tasting of lips, kissing, and embracing,

(5) He touches the ties of her garments, and her bodice and breasts,
while she looks at him with feigned anger and pushes his hand away

(6) Hita Harivamsa, Lala is greedy for love and hastens to hold her,
gathering her to his breast.

(2) sori sarika giri gahabara: alliteration of s/s and g/g suggests
a pairing into the compounds sori-sarika, giri-gahabara.

(2)— (3) Unusually, adjacent lines from two successive couplets here 
combine to provide a single conceit, the statement kaiptha bhuia meli in (2) 
being illustrated by the simile bitapa...beli in (3). The repeat of 
demonstrative ye dou is also a peculiarity. It is possible that
(3) may be an interpolation, meant as an expansion of (1)— (2); and the 
kopa of (5) is a rather incongruous development after the union expressed 
in (4).

(3) bitapa: L's reading bitapi may represent Sk. vitapi, which occurs
metricausa for vitapin (MW). The word order of bitapa tamala is 
consistent with such a derivation.
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(1) The young accomplished lady and the young adroit youth
have together made a couch of soft lotus leaves in the grove;

(2) limbs fair and dark are joined thereon
as it were a lovely sapphire set in tender gold.

(3) A charming quarrel between lover and proud lady has broken out in 
the beloved's arms

over the drawstring for amorous occasions;

(4) he touches her blessed wood-apple breasts with his hand -
an angry moan, a haughty oblique glance, and the loving lady yields.

(5) Harivaipsa Hita, thousands of modes of love are vigorously [enjoyed] 
in seclusion

as in that manifold pleasant sweetness nothing at all is eschewed;

(6) The loving voluptuaries Lalita and the others drink that nectar 
through the vessels of their eyes,

storing up a hoard of delight in their hearts.

(2) The predominant 5-matra gana —  u is upset by amga in this
line, by priya in line (3), and by the phrase rosa humkara in line (4).
In all cases the overall moric count remains correct, and there is no 
suggestion of irregularity in the transmission of these readings (save 
in the case of priya, discussed below).

(3) The collocation of nibi with nibamdha, rather than with the usual 
bamdha- as at 7.6, 30.11 and 72.9, suggests that the technical legal 
sense of these two terms may be implied. ISlivi has the sense of 'capital, 
stock' (H.H.Wilson 1855:380), and nibandha that of 'a corrody, or fixed 
allowance granted by the Raja or person in authority, to be received from 
the proceeds of a manufactory, mine, or estate' (ibid., p.375). Such
an interpretation would accommodate surata rather more happily than is possible
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otherwise: 1A charming quarrel has broken out in the beloved's arms
between lover and proud lady, over [the dispensation of] an allowance 
from the trust of amorous dalliance'. Since the trust called nivi often 
related to the property of a deva managed by shebaits (J.D.M.Derrett n f p.61), 
it is quite possible that it would have been a commonplace concept in 
sectarian circles. (This interpretation is not, however, proposed by 
any of the commentators. Prem. glosses nibadha with nirbamdhana karai; 
cf. Dhar.'s gloss mocata nibi. But nibamdh- < nirbandh- is not attested 
in BBhSK or HSs. )

(3) priya is unmetrical: a restoration of hypothetical *priya as at
46.4 is plausible, but would duplicate piya earlier in the same line.
(4) lacl is not glossed by Dhar., and is retained verbatim in Lok.'s
paraphrase. Rasik. glosses lajai, surely without justification; Prem. 
proposes that the 'bending' is caused by the oppressive burden (bojha) 
of maintaining the symptoms of anger. The intended sense, however, is 
that Radha gives way under the pressure of Krsna's advances.

(6) sac-: this unnasalized derivative of *sancayayati (CDIAL 12867) is 
attested in BBhSK, but the only citation is again from a rhyme context. 
Unnasalized sac- is, however, attested in Jayasi (H£3S s.v. sacana).
Derivates with c_ from CDIAL 13085 (4) sajyate are well attested (though not 
in Hindi), and may have contaminated Hindi same- to yield the sac- form.
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(1) 0 young damsel, make your offering;

(2) Lala the skilful darling demands it,
for your constant concealment has come to light 1

(3) Your fresh oranges, gold, string of diamonds,
lovely corals, and your pearls, fair one;

(4) your twin pitchers filled with ambrosial nectar,
your lotuses, plaintains, and wagtail pair;

(5) All the possessions you have are in the form of gifts
why speak angrily, artless lady with angled glance?

(6) your waist-bells and the ringing of your anklets are inside-
informers,

Hita Harivamsa, and say not a little!

(1) dana dai ri: the conceit on which the stanza rests is that of 
dana lila, in which Krsna extracts a toll from Radha and the other 
milkmaids.
(2) dina dina ki cori: the 'concealment' intended is perhaps that 
carried out by the navayauvanamugdha nayika, reluctant to admit to her 
budding maturity.

(3)—(4) The upamana listed in this couplet are mostly traditional 
ones, and the commentators are in agreement on most of the attributable 
upameya (which generally form a nakhasikha sequence):

naramga = 'cheeks', rather than Dhar.'s 'breasts' which 
duplicates ghata below. The spellings in °_i_° found in ACDEGIJM 
derive from the Hindi form narimgl.

kanaka = 'body' - i.e., for nakhasikha order, general 
complexion. Not glossed by Dhar.
hlravali = 'teeth'.
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bidruma = 'lips'. 

ghata = 'breasts' .

kamala: probably 'hands' (for nakhasikha order), rather than 
'feet' (Rasik.) or 'face' (remainder).

kadali = 'thighs'; not glossed by Rasik. or Dhar.

samjana ki jori: all the commentators allege the usual upameya, 
'eyes', (as applicable elsewhere in the text); yet this is quite 
out of sequence for nakhasikha, and it is possible that some 
euphemism may be intended. Cf. a sense 'the secret pleasures 
of the Yatis, cohabitation of the saints' attested by MW, from 
the lexicons, for khanjanarata.

jalaja mani is not included in the list since no metaphorical sense is 
intended, Prem.'s alleged upameya of abstract 'smile' (hasani) is 
rather too recherche; Dhar.'s 'bodily splendour' (tana kati) duplicates 
kanaka and is in any case unlikely, since any metaphorical sense of 
'pearls' must relate to their plurality - e.g. for 'teeth'. gori is 
not an item in the list; yet Rasik. reads, in a soratha, gore cibuka 
rasa kupa piya cita taha budi budi uthai: this use of gore is unclear.

(5) damana ki; for this usage of the oblique pi. -ana cf. the KhB 
expression in damo 'at this price1. The damin- spellings predominant 
among the manuscripts may show confusion with daminl ( < saudamini); 
and this sense may be intended in Lok.'s obscure gloss ya bhati sakala 
sauja damini priya jl sahita tuma pasa hai {?).

(6) thorl: fern, concord is for elliptical bata.
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(1) See, my companion, the utmost bounds of beauty! -

(2) the band of young Vraja damsels bow their heads
when they behold the skilful lady.

(3) If someone should live for ten million ages
and find ten million tongues,

(4) even then the radiance of that bright lotus face
could not be put into words.

(5) Hearing of it, poet lineages of all the three worlds
are afeared in their minds;

(6) for say, with what could the innate sweetness of those various limbs
be compared?

(7) Hita Harivamsa, for splendour, qualities of form,
for youthful vigour and strength, Syama is celebrated;

(8) [yet even] that ocean of rasa is ever stilled by the one
whose eyebrow-play has subjugated him like a sacrificial animal!

(1) — (6 ) See section VE..6 for a transcription of this stanza sung in a 
samaja performance.

(l)-(2) A pada with a similar first couplet appears in the 5ri Brajanidhi
muktavali, a collection attributed to the 18th century poet Brajanidhi:

radhe sumdarata ki slva;
manamohana kau hu mana mohyo nirakhi karata adha grlva. 
citavani calani hasani pyarl ki dekhe bina kyo jlva; 
brajanidhi ki abhilasa niramtara rupa sudha rasa piva.

(Purohita Harinarayan Sarmma, p.164.)
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(5) dariyai: with its rhyme-word patatariyai in the following line, this 
is the only example in the CP of the BrBh synthetic passive (for which see 
LlO 3.144-146).
(6) patatariyai: the verb patatar- is listed in BBhSK, but no attestation 
is given; none of the commentators retain the verbal form in their para
phrases, preferring patatara de- (Lok. and Dhar.), sama kar- (Rasik.), 
barabara kar- (Prem.). patatar- is, however, cited in Ramacaritamanasa
3.247 (HgS).

(8) jakl: fern, concord is with bhru, showing the latter not to be
compounded with foil, bilasa.
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(1) See, my companion, the mass of strength of this frail maiden -

(2) Mohana, an unrestrained elephant quite wild with desire,
is ensnared by the noose of her curls when he beholds her!

(3) Already the movement of his mind is lamed,
without endeavour and voluntarily;

(4) what can I say of the time when she looks toward her lover
with playfulness in her eyebrow?

(5) On the pretext of tying up her hair, she shows off her arms
with a smile on her radiant countenance;

(6) alas, Harivamsa! Why does she cast his body into such dread
in the iniquitous way of love?

(1) kai; derivation is from kidrk, with the sense 'or'. Interpretation 
as oblique gen. case-marker is precluded by the fern, gender of rasi; 
interpretation as the interrogative adj. < kati cited in LIO 3.43 is 
syntactically unsatisfactory here since abala would presumably require a 
genitive case-marker for such a construction.

(2) pasi: final -i_ is explained by the Hindi form pasl, specialised
from pasa with the sense 'hobble for an animal1. Although *pasa (as in 
FH, with G pasa) would be sufficient to give the sense required, the 
specialised meaning of pasl is apposite and attractive for the image.
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(1) New is the love, novel the merriment and new the delight
of young Syama and Vrsabhanu's daughter;

(2) new is his yellow garment and new her many-coloured sari,
and with ever new raindrops is the fair one drenched.

(3) Fresh is Vrndavana, verdant and captivating,
where the young cuckoo calls with peacock and peahen;

(4) new is the flute which [plays] the Malara raga with a novel lilt,
and hearing it massy clouds have gathered.

(5) Resplendent with new ornaments and new diadems
they take ever new and dainty urapa steps;

(6) Hita Harivamsa utters this benediction:
may this pair live long on the earth!

(2) nai nai: this is a necessary metrical emendation of the MSS'
nai nai.

(3) mora mori is not glossed by Dhar., who substitutes marala.

(4) ghorl represents ghora emended for rhyme.

(5) urapa: M.Bose (pp. 149, 150, 152, 161) cites the usage of a term
urupa, designating a class of dancing exercise in the desi tradition, in 
the Nartananirnaya (an unpublished text attributed to Pundarlka Vitthala 
and allegedly written for Akbar) and the Sangltadarpana of Damodara (V.S. 
1704). Present-day kathak dance knows urapa as the term for a sprightly 
vertical jump, with knees drawn up and feet held together; such a definition 
is not inconsistent with that given by Laksminarayan Garg (p.58), again in 
the kathak context, who describes urapa as an anga in which the dancer 
jumps spryly in a display of impetuous sentiments. In some BrBh texts such 
as the works of Nandadasa, (cited in HESS s.v. urapatarapa), urapa commonly 
occurs in collocation with tirapa (or tarapa), another term cited by Bose 
(p.149) from the Nartananirnaya; Bose cites no particular correspondence 
between these terms, from which it may be inferred that the collocation is 
founded on alliteration (in the BrBh spelling), and not on technical 
application. Indeed, if Hindi urapa does represent Sk. urupa, the -a- 
spelling may be explained by assimilation to the form tirapa. In his 
gloss on the present line, Dhar. introduces tirapa alongside urapa:
nai nai urapa tirapa nai nai qati leti priya nava lala bihari; neither 
he nor any other commentator offers a definition of the term(s).
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(1) Today two lightnings have shone together;

(2) taking between them the so-fresh dark cloud,
they are imbued with its delight.

(3) One, 0 my friend, flashing all around
shone according to its own nature;

(4) and one came into a sweet embrace,
settled in the two arms [of the 'dark cloud'].

(5) On the blue lotus [of Krsna] two moons are resplendent,
their roaming stilled;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, with the eager desire of union in their hearts
are these two full moons of autumn.

(1) dou: with short -u_ (as AC only), the teka accords with the 6+10
matra structure regular for this form.

(1) dou damini: the 'two lightnings' are the natural lightning and,
metaphorically, fair Radha; a parallel image is introduced with ubhai 
bidhu in line (5) below. Cf. the note to lines (3)—(4), where the conceit 
is developed. (Rasik. is much confused by the conceit, and proposes 
three alternative meanings for the 'two lightnings': (i) Radha's arms;
(ii) Radha, and Krsna's yellow mantle; Radha and her reflection on Krsna's 
breast.)

(1) bihasi: derivation is from vihasati. Readings with ba- erroneously
assume a derivation from Arabic bahs (Hindi bahasana, bahasa karana, 'to 
dispute1); this sense, alleging rivalry between the 'two lightnings', is 
also proposed by Prem. (bada kare hai) and by Lok. (bihasi [sic] klnl ki 
desau adhika pyari kauna hai). The argument against the acceptance of this 
derivation is threefold; firstly, the link of lightning with root has- 
is an established one (MW); secondly, no sense of rivalry or dispute is 
evident in subsequent lines - (3) and (4) expand the image of (1) and (2) 
with a description of the parallel and complementary attributes of two 
species of the same genus, without any sense of contest; thirdly, Perso- 
Arabic vocabulary hardly occurs in the text elsewhere (save in the case of 
certain artefacts).
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(3)-(4) This couplet expands the reference bica lai of (2); the 
metaphorical allusion to Radha is here combined with a conceit envisaging 
two kinds of lightning, sheet and forked (respectively spontaneous and 
cloud-borne), as appearing behind and amidst the 'dark cloud1. Since 
the couplet in its commentatorial expansion undoes, to some extent, the 
metaphorical allusion to Radha, and since its presence disturbs the 
balance of the first and last couplets (each of which introduces an image 
complementary to the other), it may perhaps be an interpolation.

(5) ambuja nlla ubhai bidhu rajata: ubhai qualifies bidhu, referring to
the natural moon and that of Radha*s face; the image is therefore parallel 
to the 'lightning' image above. This parallelism is broken by Dhar. and 
Lok., who read ubhai as qualifying ambuja and allege the sense 'the two blue 
lotuses of Kjrsna's hands', understanding bidhu as a metaphor for Radha's 
face.
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(1) I dedicate myself to Syama and the accomplished lady;

(2) may they revel thus night and day
in the lovely hut in the Vrnda forest.

(3) With a dousing in the essence of amorous enjoyment
their mirth and merriment resurrects Kama, who was burned 
by Pasupati;

(4) Hita Harivamsa, will you not consumate the greedy bees of your eyes 
[by feasting them on] this abode of all joys?
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(1) 

(2 )

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6 )

(7)

(8 )

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

Firstly I make obeisance as best I can 
to Vrndavana the most pleasurable,

inaccessible to the minds of all
but for Sri Radhika's favour.

With the irrigation of Yamuna's excellent water 
autumn and spring endure there constantly,

and swarms of bees are drunk
with the fragrance of many kinds of flowers.

On ruddy young shoots cuckoo and parrot warble,

while troops of peacocks dance, frenzied with delight.

There flows a gentle breeze, cool, gentle and fragrant;

reddish, blue and white lotuses are blooming in every place.

A most attractive dwelling adorns the fresh bower,

and multitudes of love gods
ever serve joyfully with their attendants.

Where the youthful Syama and Syama play in the lovers' round-dance,

the two delighted in each other's arms 
arise sleepily at dawn,

[His] blessed dark limbs are decorated 
in gold and tawny cloth;

the blue-clad loving lady has on her breast 
a bodice of fine saffron hue.
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(15) Cymbals, rabab, muraja and frame-drum
resound with the sweet barrel-drum

(16) as in sweet proclamations excellent flute and mouth-harp
indicate the rhythm.

(17) The two sing a springtime song together,
tuning their voices to the Gauri raga;

(18) The bow of the brow and the arc of the eye
forcibly pierce the deer of the mind [with the arrow of 
a glance]!

(19) Clashing hand-cymbals together,
the two go swaying this way and that;

(20) "Hohoho ri" they cry,
calling out in their great delight.

(21) The loving lady smears Lala the voluptuary
with [yellow] vandana powder;

(22) taking aim again and again,
the lover sprinkles her with syringes filled with saffron.

(23) Sometimes a lively swing is set up
in a sandal tree;

(24) the two of them mount it and swing to and fro,
frolicking and blossoming with joy.

(25) The loving lady is greatly alarmed
by the lunges of that excellent swing,

(26) and with a thrill of delight she wraps her quaking limbs
around the beloved's chest.
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(27) Their well-wishing constant attendants
feel an overflowing joy;

(28) seeing how great is the pleasure of their eyes
they make a charm of protection and dedicate themselves 
[to the pair].

(29) Most illustrious are these two beautiful ones,
tender heroes of amorous dalliance;

(30) Hita Harivamsa, may the pair ever perform
their unremitting sport!

(2) manani: ILM manana may intend the abstract sense 'understanding';
but concrete mana with oblique pi. -ni/-na is semantically preferable, 
and has the better manuscript support.
(4) mamta: apparently mata(< matta) emended for rhyme; this is the
sense taken by all the commentators.

(5) nuta: cf. the discussion of this word under 27.8.

(8) jaha taha: an imposition of unmetrical ji forms is found in all
MSS except L, which reads jaha taha; cf. another occurrence of jaha in
line (11).

(10) mlna°: final -a_ must be read as a guru (before dhv- of
compounded -dhvaja), for metre.

(11) rasika rasa: ~ rasi readings (ADEGJKL) do not yield a satisfactory 
sense if- derived from Sk. rasi; attempts to explain rasi <■ rasi by Prem. 
(rasika raja...athava rasa ke samuha) and LCG (rasikata ki rasi) are 
unconvincing.

(12) pariramjita: apparently formed by analogy with parirambhana etc.;
an alternative reading para ramjita is implausible because bahu para is
an unlikely rendering for a sense bahu me (though Prem. is happy to gloss 
dou hatha para hatha dhare ramjita).

(15) rababa: despite an attempt by Ahobala to link rababa with Sk.
rava (SangTtaparijata II, 125-128 in an unconfirmed quotation by Cunnilala 
Sesa p.17), the word and the instrument - a lute, sometimes bowed - are of 
Arabic origin.
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(16) ukati: Dhar.1s gloss with ughati 'marking the accents of the 
tala' does not reflect the mula in A.

(17) gaurl: Lok. and Prem. see an inconsistency here, both insisting
that Gaurl is an evening raga and therefore inappropriate to the time 
of day established in line (12): thus Lok. glosses dhosau saja hi kau
mana mai hai; and Prem. jaha prema hai taha marjada nahi tate...ye 
samaya ke adhlna nahi.

(18) capa duplicates the sense of dhanusa; the conceit is perhaps 
rhyme-gratia. Rasik. reiterates the mula; Prem. paraphrases it and 
adds kataksa jo hai so bana hai in order to complete an elliptical image; 
Lok. similarly supplies katacha sara bhal, but glosses capa with cilli 
'bowstring'; Dhar. equally brazenly reads bhrakuti dhanusa, draga sara. 
LCG reads capa as abs. from cap- (< *camp-) 'press', reading bhrkuti rupi 
dhanusa para drga rupT band ko cfpakara (dabakara), hardly a tenable 
interpretation but one which may account for the nasalization of the 
long vowel in FI and the -i_ ending in BCEIJL.

(21) bamdana, (22) kumakuma: the exchange of colours complements the
sartorial image of lines (13) and (14): fair Radha, wearing a red bodice,
is coloured with red kuipkuma; dark Krsna, wearing a golden garment, is 
smeared with yellow vandana.

(25) darati: an intransitive extended-stern form is attested in BBhSK 
(usually but not always in a rhyme context, as here). The dara- form 
is retained by all the commentators except Dhar., who reads abs. dari.

(28) nainani is not meant pleonastically (with nirasi), but rather 
anticipates the idiom trana torata (for which cf. trana tutata. 32.8) 
which expresses the need for protection from the evil effect of admiring 
eyes.

(30) acala: the sense is 'constant' (syn. abicala 48.6), though 
somewhat tautological after dina; an interpretation as 'earth' (syn. 
bhutala in the parallel context cira jlvau bhutala yaha jori, 54.1) 
is also feasible.
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(1) For your sake I am come to take you, sent by Syama from the forest -
loving lady, he removes the grievous pain of desire;

(2) why do you make obstacles? Listen, O wise Radha -
unite with him, my friend, and remove your undisguised fear
of the world.

(3) 0 see on this beautiful night the lovely creation of the beloved,
the moon risen in the sky above lotuses on the sandbank;

(4) my friend, you are very artful and have not heeded a single thing 
I have said -

X have worn myself out speaking to you, young girl, with 
all my wit.

(5) Handsome Mohanalala, addicted to his own pleasures,
entrances bird and beast with the sweet sound of his flute;

(6) Hita Harivamsa: he deems your youthfulness his very life
when you worship Hari, 0 loving lady.

{1)—(6) In its received form the stanza has a regular metrical line 
of 8+8+8+7 syllables. This syllabic construction may, however, overlie 
an original moric metre of 12+12+9+8 matras. This hypothetical moric 
scansion can be achieved in the first couplet, with a deficiency of one 
matra in the second pada of (2), by reading (1) tere, te, (2) kahe kau, 
bhetikai, and by excising from (2) the superfluous vocative max (in 
regard to which cf. the accretion of mai to line (1) in AC, and to the 
sung version of CP 12 (section VI.6.ii). An approximation to this 
scansion can be achieved, with similar license, in lines (3)—(5), though 
line (4) requires the excision of the superfluous ba (=aba) and voc. 
juvati; in line (3), the final caesura would fall after the first 
syllable of udita. Only in the chapa line does the hypothetical moric 
scansion break down severely in the first two padas, here of ten matras 
each (but not showing the regular construction of the ten-matra padas in 
CP 25 etc.). The absence of a 12+12+9+8 model in the CP, and the imperfect 
scansion of this hypothetical moric construction in comparison with the 
precise syllabic scansion, argue against the editing of the stanza to the 
moric form.
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(D harata: -ti readings interpret Radha as subject; but tere hita
in the first line, and apane ramga ragilau in line (5) show Krsna to be 
in the ascendant here, with Radha the beneficiary of his lila. The 
high number of -ti readings is not typical of fern, contexts, but rather 
is itself indicative of an attempt at sectarian adjustment: the process
can be seen under way in J, with original harata changed to harati.
(3) pulina nalina nabha udita rohinx dhau: only Lok. comments on this
untimely nocturnal blossoming: eka adabhuta bata bhax hai...rata mai
kamala kaba phulata hai? This conceit may be intended by the mula's 
racana rucira pi ki; cf. also the dutika's confession, in the following 
line, of contrivance in her exhortation to Radha. The other commentators 
imply by their silence that the description is simply rhetorical, and 
understand racana to apply to the usual 'bed of leaves1.

(5) apane ramga ragilau: in an attempt to explain this rather puzzling 
phrase, Lok. discards the reflexive reference of apane in his gloss, and 
substitutes tere (tere ramga mai ragi rahyau hai).

(6) tava: Lok.'s gloss jovana ki saphalata appears to be based on the 
reading dhana, found only in C. The GM reading tana (with tana omitted 
from the first pada) is reflected by Prem.’s gloss pritama to aba jivana 
aura jovana aura tana tumahi ko ganata hai.

(6) 3au: Lok* probably understands jau as = jyau (and reads bhajahi as 
imperative) in his gloss bhajahi pasa mai bhamini jau 'adore him 
intimately in the manner of a woman'; similarly Prem., jaise tuma ko hari 
bhaje hai taisei hari ko tuma bhajau. A derivation of jau from jaba, on 
the model of the rhymes -au < -ava in lines (2), (3) and (5), is more 
attractive for sense, and is specified by Dhar.'s jau lau 'as long as'.
(A correlation of jau in the sense 'when' with tava (read as taba) is not 
involved, since the pronominal sense of tava is semantically necessary.)
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(1) Tell me, who [ever] found happiness
by applying this his single mind to sundry things?

(2) adversity attends a paramour's girl in every place,
as Pingala has plainly declaimed.

(3) Who could ride on two horses,
yoking them together and stubbornly mounting them?

(4) Tell me then, who would take on his lap
a son to whom a harlot gave birth?

(5) Hita Harivamsa, all the phenomenal world is deception,
fodder for the predatory beast of Death;

(6) knowing this, bow your head to those who are devoted
to the lotus feet of fSyama and 3yama.

(1)—(6) Rasik. gives an extended gloss of 58 dohas to this stanza.
Most of his interpretations are based on fanciful etymologies, such as 
his derivation of (2) bipati jara from vl 'bird' + pati, and jala 
'snare'. Prem. gives two glosses, the first (more or less) literal, 
the second extending the artha to extol the virtues of the 
svadhinabharttrka nayika over the kalahantarita nayika.

(1) yaha ju: Lok. ignores the admonitory purpose of the stanza and
restricts the reference of ju to Krsna - yaha ju lala takau eka mana hai; 
the other commentators correctly relate ju to mana. yaha ju may
alternatively be understood as relating in a general demonstrative way 
to the whole phrase eka mana bahuta thaura, giving the sense, '(Who 
found happiness) through this [practice] of applying his single mind to 
many things?'.

(1) kaune: see a discussion of this form in section III.3.(v).
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(2) pimqala: the reference is to an episode in the Bhagavata purana
(XI 8.22-44) in which Pingala, a courtesan of Vidisa city, renounces her 
promiscuous ways and becomes a single-minded devotee; it is this idea 
of promiscuity which provides the link with the opening line.

(3) jora: the only commentator to offer a gloss is LCG, who reads as 
Persian zor and glosses jabaradasti. Reading jora as absolutive from 
jor-, the sense 'yoking, harnessing' complements the image and is surely 
intended; this technical sense is attested in Platts (s.v. jorana).

(3) parata: the syntax is dhayau par-, 'a running to occur'.

(3) pai: readings of para (ACFGILM) show a confusion between the
intended sociative ppn. pai ( < parsve) and loc. pai/para ( < *uppari); 
pai with loc. force is not encountered in the CP, a single occurrence
in the MSS being found in K, for para, earlier in line (3). The ACFGILM 
readings notwithstanding, none of the commentators propose a locative 
sense for kauna pai ('on which horse...?').

(4) jo: jyo/au forms are incorrect for sense: jo suta is meant.

(4) jo ganika suta: interpretations given by Rasik. are based on a
fanciful reading as jogani ka suta, 'a son of yogis'. (Genitive kS does 
not occur in the CP.) This interpretation does at least confirm the 
reading jo as existing in Rasik.'s exemplar (see previous note).

(5) bamca: presumably for *vahca, analogically inferred metri gratia 
for Sk. vancana?

(6) syama syama...nayau: Lok. reads syama nai syama pada kamala sau 
lagaikai sira nayau, against the didactic intention of the stanza. An 
interpretation predicating sag! on syama ('bow your head to Syama, who 
is devoted to the lotus feet of Syama') is possible, but unlikely since 
syama syama is usually compounded.
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(1) What can I say of these eyes?

(2) they are like bees engrossed in the nectar of the beloved's
lotus face,

and do not stray elsewhere!

(3) Whenever obstructed by an eyelid or a covering curl,
they are quite restless and confounded;

(4) seven hundred aeons seem less long to these greedy ones
than the duration of that momentary blinking.

(5) They cannot be accommodated as the lotus at her ear,
her collyrium, or the musk between her breasts;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, they beg to be a dark-bodied fish
in the pool of her navel!

(1) The eyes are Krsna's.

(2) anata na jata: the idea of single-mindedness recommended in 
the previous stanza is perhaps taken up again here.
(5) hvai na samata: a dual image, understood only by Prem., is
contained in the final line. Firstly, the eyes pass over Radha's 
lotus ear-decoration, her collyrium and the spot of musk between her 
breasts, and settle only for the navel as their resting-place: in this
conceit hvai has the sense of KhB hokar 'as '(passing) through, (going) 
via'. Secondly, the conventional upamana are one by one denounced as 
insufficient to their task, until finally the 'fish' metaphor is 
acknowledged in the final line: here hvai has the more literal sense
of 'being, becoming'. Cf. 73.1 for another occurrence of this latter 
conceit, this time in respect of Radha's eyes.
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(1) Today, my friend, the ornament of Vraja -
the lord who is adorned in the forest - is dancing;

(2) the youth in his prime has his immaculate staff-like arms
around the young girls' shoulders.

(3) His soft and curly ringlets, exceedingly beautiful,
are hanging over his two cheeks

(4) like honey-bees stilled in their greed for nectar
on the segments of a blue lotus.

(5) His mirth and merriment captivates the minds of all
and is destruction to hosts of Kamas;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, he reveals his own glory
throughout the whole universe 1

(2) juvati amsani: the commentators do not read this as a compound,
but seek to understand juvati as being numerically singular and thereby 
interpret its meaning as 'Radha'. Plurality is, however, explicit in 
the almost identical phrase of 19.1 (juvatini amsa diye bhujadamdana) 
and is quite appropriate here where no further mention is made of Radha.

(4) samdana; context requires the sense 'segment, portion' yielded by
reading this as oblique pi. of khanda, though a technical sense 'segment 
of a bloom, petal' is unattested. Direct khanclana is inapposite.

(6) brahmamdana: the FK spelling braha- may be intended as a (hyper-)
correct metrical form, the moric cadence /w , 3/2/ being usual in this 
metre and found in all other lines of this stanza save (4).
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(1) Bride and groom play in the round-dance;

(2) won't you hear me, friend? Why not look on constantly
with Lalita and the other companions, and rejoice with 
your eyes?

(3) Most soft and mellifluous, a greatly entrancing sound
arises on the Yamuna shore;

(4) hearing again and again the cry "theil the!!11 issuing from the
lips of the pair,

why do you not forget your mortal state?

(5) Saffron pollen rises up with the delicate alighting of their feet
and a wondrous breeze flows from silken clothing,

(6) sometimes Syama touches Syama's lips,
hair, breasts, garland and shoulder.

(7) Ten million Kamas have no equivalence
to this most lovely beauty and skill of gesture;

(8) the mirth of their eyebrow-play showers down delight -
Hita Harivamsa, dally in this sentiment of love!

(1)—(8) -ahu rhymes have various derivations, as follows:

(1) dukulahu is a regular nominative form;
(2) phulahu, (4) bhulahu and (8) jhulahu are regular pi. imperatives;
(3) kulahu clearly has locative sense, but can represent only

Apabhramsa gen./abl. (Jacobi 1918:33);
(5) dukulahu is a regular Apabhramsa abl.;
(6) bhujamulahu and (7) samatulahu are problematic - perhaps for 

Apabhramsa acc. -au (Jacobi loc.cit.) with intrusive -h-?

Since these are rhyme forms it is not clear to what extent they 
represent genuine features of the morphology, except in the case of the 
imperative forms (which are attested more widely in the CP).
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(2) nirasi nirasi nainani kina phulahu: Rasik.'s gloss phulahu kini
disi nena implies wrongly that nainani is used pleonastically in 
composition with nirasi; Prem. and Lok.'s correct interpretation reads 
nainani as instrumental (glossed nainani sau) in composition with phulahu. 
Dhar.'s noncommittal biloki drigina phulaha retains the mula1s word 
order.

(4) the! the!: cf. note to 36.8 tatathel tathel for this dance mnemonic.
(5) raja: Platts cites as masc. in Hindi, fern, in Urdu; yet verbal
agreement in -_i in DEJ indicates an understanding of fern, gender; this
is supported by Lok. and Prem.'s kumakuma ki raja, and by modern H. usage
as reflected by HSS.

(5) bahata samlra dukulahu: the conceit of the fanning effect of
flying garments in the vigorous dance is reproduced by Lok. and Prem. 
but misconstrued by Dhar. who reads: tribidha samlra cira ita uta bhae
'clothes flew all about in the breeze of threefold nature'. Such an 
interpretation belies the ablative -ahu termination. Rasik. omits any 
gloss on dukulahu and reads simply bahata pavana abhirama.
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(1) Madanamohana of thrice-bent stance!

(2) - Mohana who impassions the hearts of sages!

(3) Mohana is the highest bliss, manifest in concrete form,
Gopala profound in qualities;

(4) • on his head a diadem, on his ear a jewelled ring,
and his chest is adorned with a garland of wild flowers.

(5) His yellow-clad body is coloured with mineral pigments,
sweet bells are at his handsome waist;

(6) the gems of his toenails are suns to the lotuses of his feet;
Madanamohana of thrice-bent stance!

(1) tribhamgi; the heading given by H to this composite stanza is 
tribhamgi chanda cara. Although tribhamgi is indeed the name of a metre, 
it is according to Kellogg (p.580) and MW a syllabic metre of 32 syllables 
to the line; there can therefore be no connexion with the present verse 
type called chanda, discussed in section VI.3(i).

(2) muni: Lok. declares, unaccountably, muni priya ji ke urojani ki
upama hai. This gloss is representative of the general tenor of the 
commentaries in their attempt to play down Krsna's ascendancy in this 
rasapancadhyayl context.

(3) The first pada of this line has an excess of two matras in the 
received text. Although similar 18-matra padas occur also in the 
received text of corresponding lines of 63[ii] and 63[iv], q.q.v., these 
are not seen as metrically correct forms but rather as irregularities 
partly consequent upon a confusion over the varying amount of second line 
material repeated in the third line of this kundaliya stanza type (see
p.421). In the present line, muni/-a is semantically superfluous and has 
been excised on the above hypothesis, viz. that it represents an unwarranted 
repeat of the phrase mohana muni from line (2); the restored text yields 
the alliterative collocation mohana saghana. Note an attempt in E 
partially to correct the metre by reading pramanada for paramanada; and
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cf. the version of the text which appears in the Brajanidhi qranthavall 
(Purohit Harinarayan Sarmma (ed.) p.245) with the following metrically 
regular wording:

mohana madana tribhamgi; 
mohe mana munaramgl.
mohe mana suguna praga^a paramanada guna gambhlra gopala;

(3) gupala: by reading gupala and (4) banamala, A incorrectly converts
this couplet to the 16+11 matra metre Sarasi.

(5) dhatu: no attestation of the specific proposed sense has been
found. Prem. and Lok. gloss as 'gold', but the former feels the need 
for an alternative explanation also: jaise camdani karike tana...bicitrita
kariyata hai, taise camdana ke tulya je sumdara komala ramga ramqa ki dhate 
hai tini karike tana bicitrita hai.
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(1) Mohana plays the flute,

(2) and with this sound he calls the women.

(3) On hearing the sound of his reed-pipe the women of Vraja are come,
dismissing all thought of husbands and kinsmen;

(4) a vision of the captivating Madanagopala
checks the anguish of desire.

(5) With gladdened face and oblique glance
he intones a joyous and delightful sound;

(6) holding it to his lips, [with music] like honeyed words of persuasion
Mohana plays the flute.

(2), (3) nari; plural number is implied by the rasapancadhyayi context, 
and is understood by all the commentators; only Lok. attempts to restrict 
the reference to Radha, explaining that the (implied!) plural is honorific; 
bahuvacana gauravata mai hai.

(3) As in the equivalent padas of 63[i] and 63[iv], the first pada of 
this line has an excess of two matras in the received text. Pleonastic 
rava in all manuscripts except A may be a 'correction' of A's ruha, 
itself probably mistakenly copied (after (bam-)si from (sara-)siruha in 
63[i ].6, by assimilation to an occurrence of rava in (2) above. Since 
it is uncommon for an authentic reading to be preserved in A alone, the 
hypothesis must be regarded as too conjectural to allow the excision of 
rava from the edited text.
(3) grahapati: may intend 'patriarch, head of family', as specified by 
Prem. (je graha me musya hai). Lok. fancifully understands graha- in its 
tatsama sense, yielding grahapati as 'sun', bamdhu as 'lotus':
'dismissing all thought of (the splendour of) the lotus'!

(3) bisare, (4) niyare: there are no -ai readings for these forms;
the first is a non-finite participle, in which -e would be expected, but 
the second is a finite use of the participle for present tense, in which
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-ai is simplified to -e for rhyme. It is unlikely that an -ai/-ai 
rhyme is intended, since this would imply finite force for bisarai, 
inconsistent with the subsidiary nature of the clause in which it occurs. 
Such a reconstruction would, furthermore, yield an AAAAAA rhyme scheme, 
unattested in the other component stanzas of CP 63.

(4) madana; omission of -na in EM is a metrical compensation for the 
(incorrect) reading gopala for gupala.

(6) sama: Sk. saman, one of the four upayas in the art of winning
over an adversary, yields the Hindi sense 'sweet (persuasive) talk* (HSS 
s.v. sama); hence its use in this description of a summons or 
invitation to the dance. Readings of syama/syama are semantically 
unattractive before samana, LCG's interpretation 'sweet as Syama' 
(describing the flute) being rather contrived. In an unusual acknowledge
ment of the existence of conflicting readings, Prem. records the preferred 
patha: dusaro patha syama ki jagaha sama hai; but Prem., with Lok.,
interprets sama as the Veda, hardly apposite here.
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(1) He has contrived a round-dance in the forest,

(2) in the shade of the pure tree of plenty.

(3) On the fair riverbank with its pure tree of plenty,
an autumn night and a splendid moon,

(4) a cool, gentle and fragrant wind blows,
and there plays Nandananda.

(5) Wondrous cymbals, the enchanting drum
and girdle-bells resound;

(6) on the Yamuna's sandy bank the lover, the ocean of rasa
has contrived a round-dance in the forest!

(1) rasa racyau: 'he' is provided as subject because the stanza is
understood as a thematic continuation of 63[ii]; and also in anticipation 
of the repeat of rasa racyau in line (6), where rasa sagara is subject.
(3) tira: the syntax of Lok.'s gloss ujjala kalapa kamala brcha ke
tlra indicates an interpretation of tira as postposition; see a note to 
24.1 for an explanation why an interpretation of tira as substantive is 
preferred.
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(1) Watching the honeybee's sport,

(2) birds, beasts and creepers are enchanted.

(3) With the beasts and cattle, beautiful deities [too] are enchanted,
immersed in love with dress disordered;

(4) the constellations are bewildered, the moon's orb stilled,
and the hearts of myriads of love-gods stolen.

(5) With that most relishable kissing and embracing
the companion-girls are engrossed in bliss;

(6) Hita Harivaipsa the voluptuary finds joy
watching the honeybee's sport.

(3) As in 63[i].3 and 63[ii].3, an excess of two matras is found in 
this third line also. Reading mohe restores the metre: alternatively
mrga may be understood as an accretion from line (2) as was muni in 
63[i],3 (but there with semantic support for the hypothesis).

(3) mrga dhenu: wrongly interpreted as a tatpurusa in Lok.'s gloss
mrga ki dhenu mrgl.

(3) surasumdari: following dhenu the intended sense must allude to
the gopis (figuratively apsarases); a fern, ending is therefore required 
Lok. and Prem. understand sura as 'musical tone': cf. H's reading svara

(3) pata chute: the image seems a little extreme. The sense
'disordered clothes' is proposed by all the commentators except two: 
Rasik. retains the mula* s pata chute; Lok. gives the farfetched 
interpretation 'opened wide the eyelid'in his gloss netra ke pu£a ju 
palaka so pisara dlnau. A sense based on pata as 'throne' - 'enchanted 
deities left their thrones' - is conceivable (and would confirm the masc 
ending of surasumdara found in BDFGIJKM); but elsewhere in the CP chut- 
always has the sense of 'dishevelled'.
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(1) 0 friend, the flute resounds under the vamsTvata;

(2) springtime endures forever in Vrndavana,
on the pure sandbanks of the blessed Yamuna shore.

(3) A studded diadem, and earrings in crocodile's shape,
and curls I deem as bees on the lotus of his face;

(4) the splendour of jasmine buds is put to shame by the teeth
[of him] adorned in yellow garments like gold.

(5) Sages who meditate inwardly cannot attain him
[for] he frolics in the company of gallant boys;

(6) a source of the sentiment of devotion for his devoted servants,
Hita Harivamsa, he is manifest as the lila dancer 1

(6) ananya: understood by Prem. and Lok. as qualifying dasa (as Prem.
je dasa ananya hai tinike...); Dhar. and Rasik. maintain the mula's 
word order in which qualification of bhajana is also possible. The 
former interpretation is supported by a common Hindi usage as exemplified 
in SevakavanT 12.1.1: rasika ananyani mukhya guru jana bhaya khamdana
(Lalita Caran GosvamI, ed., 1975:117).
(6) bhajana rasa karana: Lok. and Prem. understand karana as a
postposition, glossing bhajana rasa ke heta; similarly Rasik., bhajana 
hita. The intended sense of this interpretation is 'in order to enjoy 
the savour of devotion'; but the mula, lacking any expression of 
'enjoyment', lends itself more readily to the interpretation given above.
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(1) Hari plays in the dense bower which destroys desire,
on the lovely full-moon night of autumn;

(2) come, my friend, and join the round-dance
contrived near the kalpa tree on the Yamuna's sandy shore.

(3) All dance a sudhanga as the sweet drum resounds,
and [only] you have not heard the flute-playing;

(4) Hita Harivamsa's lord, Radhika's lover, is dear to me
as worthy of worship with the world's adoration, oh my companion.

(1)—(4) In terms of a simple computation of syllables, the first two 
padas are regular in all four lines. The central lines (2) and (3) 
show internal rhyme and have a third pada of 12 syllables. Excision of 
mal from line (4), not justified by the MSS but with a possible precedent 
in 58.2, would yield a final pada in this line of 11 syllables, parallel 
to that of line (1) with which the lack of full internal rhyme is shared; 
this hypothetical excision would also restore to the final pada a caesura 
after the fifth syllable, as found in the other lines. The evidence 
therefore suggests a linking of (1) with (4) and of (2) with (3).

(2) sura ke taru: BFHJK read surataru ke/kai. The evidence for the
choice of reading is conflicting; surataru ke retains the Sk. compound, 
while sura ke taru yields a repeat of the metrical configuration of the 
first pada of (2), a feature found also in the following line if sabai is 
read as ^ ^ . Hypercorrection of analytical sura ke taru to the
compound form seems more likely as a scribal emendation than a metrical 
re-ordering, and the analytical form has the marginally stronger manuscript 
support.
(4) prabhu: A's reading prabho may repeat an attempt to reinforce
internal rhyme with mokau, on the model of lines (2) and (3); but a 
partial rhyme already exists between mokau and prabhu.

(4) radhika ravana: Lok. dismantles this commonplace compound in his
gloss radhika aru unake ravana; cf. Dhar.'s simple gloss dou 'the pair'.
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(1) The two lovers sport in the grove;

(2) fair and dark, their bodily splendour is beyond compare
and rains down a mass of joy in the forest.

(3) In the wondrous field of mighty Kama
with the tumult of ornaments for kettledrums,

(4) the champions grapple together limb to limb,
and a million passions are aroused.

(5) The frail lady is much fatigued by excessive battle,
and her lovely eyes are drowsy;

(6) a sleeping place is made for her anguished and wearied body
in her lover's fearless embrace.

(7) Longing to caress her, the lover touches
her broad navel and her breasts;

(8) beholding such wondrous brilliance on the earth
his body is wearied and trembling.

(9) Seeing him suffused with Madana's poison,
the adroit lady fortified him with her ambrosial lips;

(10) straightway he recovered on drinking this strong draught,
like a fish returned to water.

(11) "Just now I beheld in your face
luscious lips like bimba fruits" [said he];

(12) "[while yet] awake, it was as though delusion overcame my mind, 
which fell into a snare set by hundreds of dynasties of 
love-gods1
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(13) Bring near just once the nectar of your lips
with your natural love, beautiful one,

(14) and protect my body, oh my mistress,
in the eternal abode of your lotus feet!"

(15) Speaks the beloved, "Tell me, my lover, where were you,
king of the fine new bower?

(16) why do you offer these pretty fabrications of words,
lascivious and vain?"

(17) Hearing this much from the proud lady's iips,
no fortitude remained in his heart;

(18) his timid mind was suffused with the pain, of separation,
and mighty was the wind of his sighs.

(19) Hita Harivamsa, she drew him in her arms
and taking him, kept him in her bosom;

(20) and in that special pleasure born of the couple's uniting,
evening came in an instant, as it were in the twinkling of an eye.

(l)-(20): Rasik. interprets this stanza an enshrining the nine rasas,
in the following sequence: lines (1)—(2) srngara; (3)-(6) vira;
(70-(lO) karupa ; (11)—(12) adbhuta; (13)—(14) hasya; (15)—(16) raudra;
(17) vibhatsa; (18) bhayanaka; (19)-(20) santa. This fanciful scheme
is preceded by an exegesis explaining how all rasas derive from, and are 
secondary, to, srngara.

(6) saina: the B reading sainai is consequent upon the scribe's 
partial correction of nanai to nainai (for naina) in the previous line.

(7) lalana misa atura: misa appears not to have its usual sense of
'pretence, pretext' here, since the 'caressing' (lalana) is both desired 
and openly carried out. Lok.'s gloss sela ke misa atura suggests post
positional usage with the sense 'as to' ('desirous as to a caressing');
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cf. the definition given by Platts, ’in the form or character of'.
Dhar. has no gloss for misa; Prem. and Rasik. follow the mula, with
ladaibe ke misa and lalana misa so respectively.

(7) uru: derivation from Sk. uru- 'broad' is more plausible than
that from Sk. uru- 'thigh1 understood by Prem. (uruni ko aura nabhi 
ko...); the other commentators retain the mula1s word order. D's 
reading uru nabhi is a hypercorrection for metre, this collocation alone 
providing the usual moric construction:

j  \J \> \J t/ f  — ■  / '“b U w
-sata uru nabhi urajata

(9) byapata, for Sk. vyapta, is the preferred reading since Sk. 
vyapita is rarely attested (MW); -ata provides caesura rhyme with pivata 
in the following line. The BrBh participle byapyau/yo in the BDIJ group 
may derive from an occurrence of this form in Lok.'s paraphrase, or may 
show confusion with Sk. vyapya. Cf. a repeat of the same usage in
line (18).

(10) uthe: E reads uthi; the accretion of _ju in A (uthe ju) suggests
that A's archetype may also have read uthi, subsequently emended but with 
the compensating metrical filler _ju_ retained.

(13) sakrdapi: sakrt is understood by Prem. and Rasik. as 'a little',
by Lok. as 'once'; Dhar. has no gloss on this couplet.

(13) suipdari: the Sanskritic context of this line is a strong case
for the acceptance of the -jL_ ending, as a Sk. vocative; -a_ readings 
(ADEFGIK) represent loss of ~i_ through weakening of the final vowel, 
and/or scribal ignorance of the Sk. vocative form.

(20) kachuka: the force must be particularizing rather than partitive
or generalizing in this hyperbolic context, since any curtailment of susa 
would be anticlimactic in this final line; cf. Prem.'s gloss jo koi eka 
anirvacanlya susa, 'a certain ineffable joy1.

(20) truti lava: lit. 'fraction of a second*.
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(1) Shines the radiant bride, the woodland damsel;

(2) she has the lovely sixteen [adornments], with a tilaka of musk, -
the doe-eyed one has anointed her body and wears a sandalwood 
mark on her head.

(3) Her pomegranate cheeks are adorned, a moon-ornament is in her hair,
medini flowers are plaited into her braid with red cord;

(4) she has ornaments at her ears and a beauty-spot on her chin,
and her saffron bodice conceals her fruit-like breasts in 
its border.

(5) With the flashing of her bracelets and bangles, the lustre of 
the lac on her nails,

the three creases on her belly, her blue garment and tiny waist,

(6) and with wonderful bells a-jingle on the blessed eminence of her hips,
there is a turbulence on the ocean of the essence of music and
lovemaking.

(7) Manifold sports are contrived clandestinely, Harivamsa Hita,
by the best of lovers Radharamana and his spouse;

(8) Madana is defeated by her eyebrows, and with a gently smiling face
the fair one has made her lover Ghanasyama helpless in passion.

(2) sodasa: see note to 45.3 for a computation of the 16 srngaras 
given in lines (2) to (6), and for a discussion of the commentators' 
interpretations.
(3) Here the pada-rhyme which is regular in the first halves of all 
other lines has given way to gana-based alliteration; see a discussion 
on p.416, and cf. 26.2 for another example of the absence of pada-rhyme 
in this metre.
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(3) pamdlra: the intended sense 'pomegranate' (Sk. pindira) is
given by none of the commentators; Rasik. and Dhar. give canidana,
Prem. padura barana, Lok. kesara kau maravata ('a facial application of 
saffron given to a bride'), LCG mahua ke puspa (Bassia latifolia).
(4) kai: this is a form of absolutive kari for rhyme with regular 
dai on the model of (participial) kiye/diye of line (2); usage of kai
as a verbal absolutive is normally restricted to conjunctive forms of the 
type exemplified by bhetikai (58.2) (but cf. also the pleonastic use of 
kai suffixed to kaise in 14.1, 14.5).

(4) korl: apparently kora/kori adapted for rhyme. In normal Hindi 
usage kori has acquired the specialised sense 'division, branch, class' 
(Platts), but the sense 'border, hem' is attested for kora (ibid.), and 
is intended here. Strangely, Rasik., Dhar. and Prem. all omit a gloss 
on this word; Lok. compounds korl with prec. uraja phala, glossing 
uraja phala ke agra, ('nipple'?), and LCG follows this sense.

(5) doti, joti: the metrical formation —  u —  which prevails 
throughout the stanza is disrupted by these words, though the five- 
matra gana is maintained:

V  V    I U  u  —  // K>    j V* — • u
balaya kamkana doti nasani javaka joti

(For a further metrical irregularity, see (8) kiye.)

(6) kikini: the varna vrtta context clearly requires this spelling,
despite weak manuscript support.

(7) haribamsa hita: unusually, Prem. gives the chapa the lexical 
meaning of its components, reading srl priya ju bibidha bhati ki lila 
race hai ekata me bamsl sahita jo hari tinike heta.

(8) The majority reading kiye is metrically irregular, —  ̂  being 
otherwise regular. MS A's kiye should not be taken as a metrical
correction (reading kiye), since incorrect ki- for ki- is a common
feature of this manuscript.
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(1) The lover and the lady are charmingly adorned in the round-dance;

(2) in the autumn night, swarms of bees are intoxicated
with the sweetly fragrant lotuses on the blessed and pure 
sandbank.

(3) With a refreshing wind of threefold nature quenching the heat of 
the day-star,

there stands the lover in the company of a hundred loving 
ladies;

(4) to cymbal, vina and drum they dance a pleasant sudhanga,
each more expert than the last in the musical arts.

(5) Raga and ragini are established with the raining of nectar in the wood
as the delightful flute is enjoyed by [K^s^a's] bimba-like lips;

(6) graceful and proficient, the one named Radhika
takes laga, kattara and urapa steps, and sulapa with the 
seven notes.

(7) 'Tatta theil thei!' she goes, and seizes a new rhythm -
she turns and rolls with wanton motion in a drunken elephant's gait

(8) the young handsome one has run and seized her, and the pure one adorns 
his breast -

Hita Harivamsa, the two kalahamsas are as lightning and raincloud!

(1) bane: Prem. alleges a second meaning, 'the lover becomes the lady';
such a conceit is not developed in the ensuing lines.
(2) nikara: as in line (6), the third pada has no rhyme with the first 
two padas. Internal rhyme is complete in all three padas in lines (3),
(5) and (7) only; in (4) and (8) the third pada alliterates with, but
is not metrically equivalent to, the previous two: mydaga/sudhaga/samq[-Ita];
dhari/gari/hari[-bamsa].
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(3) taha -fchade ravana: the first 5-matra gana, taha fha-, is the
only instance of a disruption of the stanza's ^  «-> pattern; being
thus isolated, the metrical configuration lends emphasis to the statement 
'there stands', and thereby underlines the status of K£§na as hero of the 
poem.
(6) laqa: the Nartananirnaya describes a class of desi dance exercises
or steps called laqa (M.Bose pp.155-6). While differing in execution, 
these are apparently characterized by vigorous movement and jumping steps; 
and the Sanqltadarpana confirms that 'laqa is jumping in the Karnata 
style' (loc.cit.). In the kathak context Laksminarayan Garg (p.58) 
defines laqa somewhat obscurely as an anga of the dance in which 'do anq 
a pas me sundarta ke sath milte h5* (?).
(6) kattara: Bose (p.160) cites another desi dance movement called
kattari as described in both the Nartananirnaya and the Sangitadarpana; 
in the former it is also called kattadidharu (or dharukaftadi), and is 
alleged to derive from Telanga, suggesting a Dravidian source for the CP 
term. Other senses of H. kattara, listed in HSS s.v. and deriving from
H. kat-, are not involved here.
(6) sulapa: another of the desi dance movements described by Bose
(loc.cit.) from the Nartananirnaya is sulupa, a 'harmonious combination 
of stringed instruments and drums like mrdangas. This accompanies gay 
dances.'. In his prefatory remarks to the gloss on 62.5 (a description 
of the dust flying up from the dancers' feet), Prem. offers the comment 
aba sulapa ko barnana karata hai. Whether or not this remark tallies 
with the technical sense given by the Nartananirnaya, its unsolicited 
use by Prem. does at least suggest that the term had some currency in 
the language of this commentator. In contrast to the 62.5 context, Garg 
(loc.cit.) defines sulapa as an anga showing great delicacy of expression, 
performed ’with great elegance1 (vises nazakat se).
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(1) The enchantress and Mohana are joyful and flushed with love -
intoxicated and delighted, they dance sweetly in the sudhanga step.

(2) Skilled in all the arts and engrossed in the Kalyana raginT ,
their sweetness in every limb cannot be put into words.

(3) On the bank of the Yamuna with a breeze of threefold nature, sakhi,
it is as though pigeon, cuckoo and parrot have taken a sage's
vow of silence.

(4) Skilful lady and fresh youth, a pair to steal the mind,
sing sweetly in a lovely low tone.

(5) Hita Harivamsa, hearing the sound of bracelets and bells and 
tinkling anklets,

joy showers down on the young maiden.

(1)—(5) An attempt has been made in six MSS to impose a six-line form 
on this irregular 5-line stanza: ACL show line-end dandas after suramge,
HIJ after ramge. Neither contrivance succeeds in converting the first 
line into a recognisable couplet form. Variants discussed in the notes 
below suggest that the stanza has been understood and transmitted in a 
varnika guise, with a construction of approximately 8+8+8+8 syllables; 
the underlying matrika construction of lines (2) to (5) can, however, be 
restored (with the usual licences) in every pada except (2) kalyana 
ragini lina and (5) barasai nava taruni. Line (1) remains an anomaly; 
the additional material found in A's version of the line appears to be 
unhelpful commentatorial accretion (though it does not reappear in the 
Dhar, tlka),

Division of the five lines into couplets is problematic, since each 
line is semantically independent. AA line-end rhyme between (1) and (2) 
yields a satpadi aaa bba rhyme scheme not found elsewhere in the text: 
the sudhamge/amge rhyme suggests, therefore, a late attempt at forging a 
link between original and new material, rather than an original genetic 
connection between the two lines. The self-contained ccc rhyme-scheme of
the remaining lines is not attested elsewhere in the CP. A possible
thematic link between (3) and (4) has some support from -u rhyme in the 
3rd pada.
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(2) kalyana ragini: since the pada has an excess of 3 matras, the 
fem. -ini ending may be an accretion to fit a varnika scansion (Kalyana 
being a raga, not a ragini, in the earlier literature: (Sangitadarpana 
11.82). The only common 2-matra raga names, Sri and Nata, are also 
classified as masc.; a change from a form such as *sri ragini to 
kalyana ragini in order to tally with the Kalyana prescription of the 
sequence CP 66-71 is not, therefore, an attractive hypothesis.
(3) kapota kokila klra: masc. -a forms are required for metre. The
accretion of fem. -ja may show confusion with kokila klra in 30.4.
(4) manasa: the metrically requisite long vowel has been lost in the 
MSS. The form manasi popular in the manuscripts shows assimilation to 
such contexts as 81.2, 83.3 where this locative may be genuinely maintained.
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(1) Today the fair one does not hold herself in check;

(2) she wanders joyfully like an impassioned elephant,
plunging in the ocean of amorous pleasure,

(3) Wrapped in lethargy, reddened and with their collyrium like dust,
her eyes display her theft [of Krsjja's love];

(4) through showering on her lover the nectarous essence of compassion
the redness of her lips is all but gone.

(5) With the tying of her ringlets, the maiden [seems to] bind up
bees on the lotuses of her breasts;

(6) in union, the fastening of her bodice has come apart,
and her waistband has become loose.

(7) The young womenfolk, who feel no small joy,
invoke a blessing as they look on:

(8) "Hita Harivamsa, may the eternal pair [remain] constantly
on this world in the forest!"

(1) sabharata: Lok. supplies apanai tana kau as object; Rasik.,
Dhar. and Prem. retain the ellipsis of the mula. LCG imposes an 
intransitive sense, besabhara bana rahi hai.

(4), (7) thorl: a repeat of the same rhyme-word within a single rhyme-
scheme is found only twice in the CP; the other example is 36.2/11 
bajayau, where the two occurrences are separated by a clear eight lines.
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(5) alaka nibamdha: this collocation, as a determinative compound,
is preferred to the alternative *alakani bamdha with -ni as oblique pi. 
termination; cf. nibi nibadha (50.3) where this collocation is essential 
to the slesa involving technical senses of Sk. nlvi and nibandha. In the 
present couplet, a differentiation appears to be intended between nibamdha 
in (5), as having an abstract sense, and bamdha in (6), as having a concrete 
sense; a concrete sense is, however, applicable to nibaipdha in 50.3 and 
82.6.
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(1) Radhika is decked out with Syama in the rasa circle;

(2) in the middle are Nandalala and the Vraja damsel of campaka hue,
like gold and emerald amidst cloud and lightning.

(3) She adopts dance-steps, [calling] the measure 1tatta thel1 
[making] various hand movements and delighting in the seven notes

of the gamut;

(4) In the joy of the dancing, her face with its splendour seen against 
the blue dress she wears

is like Capricorn moonlight against a cloud.

(5) The moon in the sky of that autumn night is worn out
by the musical precepts of raga and ragini, note sequences
and rhythmic variations;

(6) Hita Harivamsa's lord is a hamsa, while she has a lion's waist;
he has destroyed Madana's pride and she has the gait of an
enraptured elephant.

(1) Since the second line is primarily a description of the mamdala and 
not of 3yama and Radhika, an interpretation of mamdala as subject of the 
whole couplet, with ban! then seen as a noun ('forest': cf. 17.1) in the
locative case, is also a possibility. The syntax would then be, 'With 
5yama in the company of Radhika, a rasa circle exists in the forest';
for a similar use of samga, cf. the phrases saipga balaka bhata (64.5) and
samga sata kamini (68.3).
(2) ghana tadita bica kanaka markata man!: the most satisfactory
interpretation of this double metaphor is the one given by Prem., in which 
Kpsna and Radha (as gem set in gold) are envisaged as surrounded by the 
traditional rasa circle composed of alternate Krsnas and gopls (cloud and
flashes of lightning). Rasik. and Dhar., attempting to limit the
reference to Radha and Krsna alone, read both the.metaphors as pertaining 
to these two, ignoring the construction in which bica relates to the 
compound ghana tadita. Lok. also restricts the reference, but bases it 
on an alleged conceit in which Radha sees herself reflected in Krsna's 
bosom (tadita amidst ghana) and vice versa (markata man! amidst kanaka).
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(3) gati: Bose (pp.105-6) lists 15 dance movements called gati, the
list being compiled from the Nartananirnaya, the Abhinayadarpana and 
the Sanqltadarpana. Most are imitative of animal or bird gaits or 
movements; the list includes qajalila or gajagaminl, and hamsi, for 
which cf. line (6) of the present stanza.

(3) mana: the general sense 'measurement' is applicable, though a
sense given in the H£5s is of a pause (virama) in the tala, having the 
four varieties sama, visama, atTta and anaqata (relating respectively to 
the first beat of the tala, the half-way beat, and to beats following 
and anticipating the sama). This sense does not appear to have widespread 
acceptance in musicological texts (though a reference in the marqatala 
section of the SangTtaratnakara (v.43) may be relevant).

(3) The predominant —  w ~  gana arrangement of the stanza is 
disrupted by the sequences

and in the first gana of the chapa line (for which see note below).

(3) namdini: only Prem. understands a reference to Radha here. Rasik. 
and Lok. read namdini as adjectival, qualifying sura; this interpretation 
imposes masc. gender onto the fem. -ini ending. The collocation sura 
namdini may reflect familiarity, from another context, with the compound 
suranamdinx in the sense of sura as 'god1. The crux is further complicated 
by a citation in MW of the sense 'a particular musical composition' for 
nandini; but no reference to such a term has been traced in sangita 
texts, suggesting that the currency of this meaning must be limited. There 
is no manuscript reading *nadinT as a rhyme for cadini in the following 
line.
(4) prakafita: syntax requires a reading of prakatita chabl badana
across the caesura; BDEFL apparently view the caesura as a syntactic 
barrier, and accordingly impose the finite participle pragatata (with 
appropriate -tadbhava Jc > c[ change).

(6) The commentators equate kati kehari with prabhu hamsa in an attempt 
to marshall all reference to Krsna into the first half line, thereby again 
maintaining the caesura as a syntactic barrier. The description 'lion- 
waisted' however, like its English equivalent 'wasp-waisted', must surely 
refer to the female physique (as at 43.3).

(6) hita haribamsa: the chapa is unmetrical in lacking one matra in the
first gana; cf. a similar occurrence in 46.4. In the present line there 
is no further evidence of irregularity to suggest a corruption in the 
transmission of the chapa; the four-matra gana is therefore understood to 
be catalectic.

/ v ^ „ w/
[ha-]staka bheda and

in the present line; further disruption occurs in line (5):
(/ u u —  ^ /

[ra-]gini tana,
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(1)

(2 )

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6 )

(7)

(8 )

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

On the beautiful sandbank, blessed and joy-giving,

with deep and ever-new love for each other, 
the young skilful lady and hero play.

After touching the ripples of cool Yamuna water, 
the breeze rains down gentle droplets;

the minds of the couple are delighted by the luscious fragrance 
of stands of fine coral trees and lotuses and campakas.

Acme of all delight in the sudhanga style,
the young ones dance and sing with voices joined;

fawns, peacocks, geese, bees, cuckoos
and wondrous myriads of love-gods make obeisance to them.

A bed made of blossoms, and golden vessels filled with intoxicants 
adorn the bower;

in a mutual abundance of joy at nightfall
the two parties accoutre themselves for a battle of love.

The king of all pleasure-seekers, restrained by the damsel's hand, 
frees the ties of her waistband by mental address;

"No, no!" she cries in an ambrosial voice -
but the lover does not heed her coquettish anger.

Hita Harivamsa, the loving voluptuaries Lalita and the others 
look on through chinks in the creeper house;

filling brimful with that unparalleled pleasure, they can barely breathe 
as tears of joy stop their throats and eyes!
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(2) kuvara: Prem.'s gloss kuvari naqari ju presupposes a fem.
spelling not found in the Prem. MSS (GKM).

(4) haragata: understood as transitive by Lok., who glosses saurabha
sarasa mithuna ke mana kau harasata hai.

(6) Prem. explains this line in terms of the intended figure, a 
vyatireka, in which the upamanas listed acknowledge the superiority of,
respectively, the eyes, dancing skill, gait, humming tone, voice, and
sweetness of beauty of the pair.

(9) kisorx kara dhyta: the sense 'restrained by the damsel's hand'
is more literal than the commentators' interpretation represented by Lok.'s 
kisorl kau kara pakarikai, which detracts from the intended sense of budhi 
bala.
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(1) They despoil the wagtail, fish and fawn of their pride -
what then can I say of these eyes?

(2) Tell me pretty one, how much have you taught them
of the ploys of enchantment and bewitchment?

(3) Devious and bold, nimble and sharp-pointed,
red, black and white - how have you made them so?

(4) Their tender glances, intoxicating like wine,
fearlessly rob another of all he has.

(5) Young woman, you have not looked at me
with even a single benign glance;

(6) [Says] Hita Harivamsa, you with the gait of a kalahamsa
follow your inclination in matters of love!

(1)— (6) -ate/-atai rhymes: etymological -e and -ai endings are
represented inconsistently in the manuscripts. The intended rhyme scheme 
is based on a close phonetic approximation of the two vowels.
(2) kaha te: the sense is that of the equivalent KhB expression
kaha se, 'how, by what means?1.

(3) race relates to all the qualities listed in the line, and not merely 
the colours of the latter half-line; it is therefore understood as 
deriving from *racyate rather than rajyate.

(4) mrdu must be understood as qualifying dyqa pate, since mrdu madhu 
would be an unexpected collocation (except for assonance). Prem. 
apparently reads mrdu madhu (as does Lok.), and contrives an interpretation 
of mrdu as 'butter' and madhu as 'honey', a mixing of which yields a fatal 
poison: heta kaha ki mrdu kahibe me masana aura madhu kahibe me sahata.
ye dou mile tau bisa hoi. Rasik.'s ^Tka (the MS has no mula) reads 
mygamada in this context: mrgamada si madika maha nena kataksi calahi.
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(4) pate: -_e is contrived for rhyme only, pata being masc. A 
reading *dyqa patai as intending Sk. instrumental d^kapataih has no 
precedent in the CP and does not seem likely in the general style of 
the language of the text (even in a context which produces such a form 
as madhumiva).
(5) naiku...citayau; lit. ’you have not looked at me having composed 
[even] a single benign glance1. The line has only 15 matras.
(5) pramada: though the -u- spelling popular in the manuscripts is
attested in the Surasagara (BBhSK) and even in the Prthvlrajaraso (HiSS), 
it is clearly for pramada, conflated with pramudita etc.

(6) nate: nasalization is added superfluously, for rhyme.
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(1) Why do you augment your haughty pride, lady with the eyes of a fawn?

(2) - I am now quite afeared and shrink from saying anything at all!

(3) With frenzied flute he sings of your heart,
and awake on his bed he is thinking of your form;

(4) [begs] Hita Harivamsa: free from the pain of separation
the distressed voluptuary, your most beguiling lover!

(1)—{4) The peculiar metrical arrangement of this stanza, in which a 
couplet of 26, 24 matras is followed by regular lines of 32 (16+16) matras, 
is repeated in CP 75; cf. also the similarity between 74.2 hau...kahi na 
sakati ika bata and 75,1 hau ju kahati ika bata. In both stanzas, (1)
is apparently a 16+10 matra construction, while (2) may be construed either 
as a 14+10 matra construction (i.e. of the Rupamala type exemplified in 
CP 28) or as an 8+16 construction forming a transition between (1) and the 
remaining lines.

(2) kachu must relate to darani, and is not the object of kahi na sakati 
(which governs ika bata).

(3) tava is genitive, and must therefore relate to amtara 'heart' in 
contiguity with tavakrta in the second half-line. amtara is omitted in 
Dhar.'s gloss; Lok.'s reading murali ke amtara mai is unconvincing, and 
Prem.'s niramtara ingenuous; the intention of Rasik.'s paraphrase, 
gavata murali matta piya amtara tuma hi citta, is not clear.

(3) saina: all the commentators give the sense 'sleep', as the
antithesis of jagrata. Such an abstract sense would normally be expressed 
by a pairing of similar participial forms such as the jagrata/sovata which 
appear in the glosses of Prem., Rasik. and Dhar.; elsewhere in the text 
saina always has a concrete sense. The intended antithesis is between 
the distinct conceits of the two padas of the line. A precedent for 
the saina...socani idea is found in Gltagovinda V.5, showing loc. sayane:

vasati vipinavitane tyajati lalitadhama; 
luthati dharanisayane bahu vilapati tava nama.

(3) tavakrti: since akrta is not widely attested, and the negative sense
of akrta is inapposite, the phrase must be tava + akrti.
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(1) Listen sakhi, why do you dismiss what I say?

(2) Why do you cause suffering to the darling of your life, for no offence?

(3) The lover looks at the moon of your face,
and you gaze at your feet with head bowed;

(4) he propitiates you by stroking your soft chin,
and you, lady, put aside his hand with your own.

(5) Helpless, unsteady and much distressed by separation,
he does not consider at all the favourableness of the moment;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, why do you not meet your lover in secret,
and foster his thirsting eyes?

(1)— (2) The metrical arrangement of this first couplet, 16+10 and 14+10 
matras, reproduces that of the first couplet in the previous stanza, and 
is again followed by lines of 16+16 matras; see note to 74.(l)-(4).
(1) darati: readings of unmetrical darati (ABIJKL) are unexplained, 
unless there is some confusion with the use of dar- in a similar context 
in 74.2.

(2) arati in composition with kar- is attested in Suradasa (H^S). Prem., 
however, reads arati as adjectival and unconnected with karata: kyau aba 
itano karata hau. ve tau aparadha bina hai aura aratavamta hai.
(3) tana; the intended postpositional force ('towards') is understood 
by all the commentators except Prem., who alleges a nominal sense as amga: 
ye citavata musa camda tuva aru nava amgani ksa[m]ti.

(4) prabodhata; for a discussion of this reading see note to the phrase 
cibuka sucaru praloi prabodhata, 7.8.

(5) sara; a back-formation from avasara. Citations in BBhSK all involve 
the collocation sara avasara, here yielding the sense samaya kusamaya as 
glossed by Prem.
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(6) trisita naina; in the present context (especially following (3)), 
an interpretation of the 'eyes' as Krsna's, and not Radha's, seems 
appropriate; the opposite view is also possible, however, and would 
echo the sentiment of GTtagovinda IX.6;

sajalanalinidalasltalasayane; 
harimavalokaya saphalaya nayane.
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(1) A bed of the leaves of young shoots is made by the skilful lady 
in the bower,

and most generous is this damsel, skilled in the amorous arts;

(2) with the delight of amorous dalliance in every limb,
with passions and alluring gestures and bending of the eyebrows, 

the waves of her loveliness assail a million love-gods.

(3) Amidst pleasantly tinkling anklets and the wondrous sound of bracelets
she cries "Stop! Stop, my lord!" in the excellent sport;

(4) The darling girl and the youth, a union of rajahamsa and hamsini,
dampen the eyes, Hita Harivamsa, with the quintessence of 
their joy.

(1) nagarl: for a further example of the accretion of commentatorial
material similar to A's syama nagari ju here, cf. A's version of 69.1.

(1) aina; the sense ’place, abode' is established in Hindi, with examples 
in Suradasa, Kevalarama etc.: cf. attestation of the sense 'place of
refuge' in Manu for Sk. ayana- (MW). A pleonastic usage with the locative 
sense of desa in the compound kumja desa (11.1) is understood by all the 
commentators in the present context.

(1) kala disturbs the predominant cretic rhythm.

(2) taramga: internal rhyme with amga/bhamga confirms the existence of
a caesura after the ninth matra of this half-line; cf. similar 
confirmation in 80.2, but compare also 12.4 and 12.6 where internal rhyme 
points to a pada construction of 12+12+12+8 matras.

(3) nupurani: Rasik.'s paraphrase gives the word mamjira, unsupported
by any mula MS, in this context; maipjlra is not, however, a synonym for
nupura, and is unmetrical.

(3) natha badata: Lok. understands as 'the Lord cries'.

(4) rajahamsa: none of the commentators recognize the possibility of 
such an enjambement of the caesura (though only Prem. gives a specific 
gloss, dou raja hai).
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(1) Swaying and turning, the damsel is blooming with joy;

(2) she has swung with her lover in the swing of amorous dalliance,
all the sweet night long in the house of creepers.

(3) Though helpless through imbibing the spirituous essence of great 
affection,

she has not strayed from her course;

(4) her eyes are wrapped in lethargy, her locks disshevelled,
and the bodice on her bosom lies slightly open.

(5) Her garland is crumpled, her waistband loose,
her silken garment decorated with collyrium and betel-juice;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, she is a restorative herb to wearied Syama,
rent by the arrows of the god of love.

(1) rasa: A's reading ati (perhaps engendered by the alliteration of
the preceding three words) reappears in Dhar.'s gloss on the line, where 
the mula is repeated verbatim.

(3) nahina gati bhull: i.e., she has not abandoned the role alluded to
in the final line. Prem. glosses mana kl gati, Lok. caha ki gati, Rasik. 
rati susa sugati bidhana.

(5) dukull: this is the masc. -â  form amended for rhyme.

(5) badhana: a reading of the first syllable as short is necessary to
achieve a 16-matra half-line, but such license is not attested in other 
occurrences of bamdhana. Cf. A's ingenuous contraction of mala to mala 
in the same half-line.

(6) mull: HSS attests a sense jarl butl 'medicinal herb* for this
extended -i form.
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(1) The young maiden dances a sudhanga;

(2) "thel1 the!!" she calls, looking towards her lover,
like a cakorl thirsting for the moon of his face.

(3) Seeing the one skilled in well-timed melodic passages
and in rhythmic measurement, Syama cries "Ho ho rl 1" ;

(4) Hita Harivamsa, the sweetness of her various limbs
has forcibly stolen Mohana's mind I

(3) badhana: HSS alleges a technical sense as 'the first beat (sama)
of the tala'. As in the present line, however, the HSS attestation (from
TulasTdasa, s.v. bamdhana) shows the word as following tana; the 
technical sense is therefore actually yielded only by the compound tana- 
bamdhana, as meaning 'the closing of a melodic run [on the first beat of 
the rhythmic cycle]', and is not inherent in bamdhana per se. Cf. further 
occurrence of tana badhana in Suradasa (BBhSK s.v. badhana) and Kevalarama 
(Entwistle p. 244 ).

(4) The final half-line in A, barabasa kiyo citai musa morl, is, but
for kiyo, from 82.2. (The gloss in Dhar. is, however, based on the standard 
text.) Rasik.'s gloss is evidently a conflation of the standard text and 
A's variant:

amga amga ati madhurl hasati mrdula musa mori; 
barabasa hi mohana citahi leti hai pyari cori.
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(1) In secret solitude with her beguiling lover
the darling sways in an excess of joy;

(2) in the sweet sudhanga dance, the skilful lady
cries 11 Thei thei 111 as her feet beat upon the ground.

(3) Crown-jewel of those skilled in the arts of love,
she makes enticing movements with her eyebrows in dramatic display;

(4) seeing her lover rendered helpless like a greedy bee,
she snaps her fingers in front of his nose.

(5) He, the crest-jewel of kings among lovers, a very assembly of qualities,
tugs in delight at her clothes and her garland with its pendant 
charm;

(6) Hita Harivamsa, the nearby slavegirls
quaff this spirituous essence through the vessels of their eyes.

(1) The second pada of this first line must be corrupt, a 16+13 matra 
line being most unlikely: hence the confusion in MS C which inverts the
two padas. The particle ri, found in all the manuscripts, cannot belong 
to the first pada (*saga rl), which is regular in 16 matras without it; 
nor can it belong to the second pada (*ri ladaiti), since is not 
conceivable in pada-initial position. It must therefore be an accretion 
incorporated to fill out the defective pada. A metrically satisfactory 
text cannot be restored on the basis of the existing readings. (A 
hypothetical construction involving an enjambed caesura, *piya ke sam/
-ga ri ladaiti, would yield a scansion of 16+16 matras, but only with a 
pada-ending in two gurus, anomalous in this stanza where all other first 
padas end —  '*>'■» . )

(2) kahati: manuscript support for the variant kahani, semantically 
plausible as a verbal noun, exists in two branches of the stemma (FG, IJK); 
but the collocation of participles with dance bolas is regular elsewhere, 
as for example in 78.2 thei thei kahati.
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(4) nasaput-a: -puta, giving the sense 'wing of the nose, nostril1
(MW) is semantically redundant and is perhaps incorporated for alliteration 
with foil. cata-. Dhar.'s gloss gahi nasa kara catakati hai is obscure, 
since 'grasping' has no apparent application here. In the intended 
conceit, Radha, with an audacious gesture which mocks Kp§na's status as 
rasikarai cudamani, arouses K^sna from his swoonlike state of helplessness 
(cf. 66.12); perhaps disturbed by the impudence implied by this literal 
sense, LCG alleges a sense in which karala nasaputa alludes to a 'nostril- 
like' shape made by the fingers when producing a snapping sound.

(5) padika hara: best read as a determinative compound. H£Ss notes 
that a padika/padaka is an ornament bearing the mark of a god's footprint, 
often used as a talisman to protect children.
(6) nika^a: A's reading nirasi shows assimilation to similar contexts
such as 70.7 nirasi juvatl jana.
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(1) Enchanting in every limb, the cowherdess is a creeper of fine gold
clinging to the tamala tree of 3yama;

(2) the brightness of her face is like the moon, her locks and tilaka 
the blemishes on its brightness,

as she lurks in E5yama's embrace like lightning in cloud.

(3) Unclad are the golden pillars [of her thighs], as a serpent her 
staff-like braid -

the lady of the grove is a mass of love in the lover’s embrace;

(4) ornamented with her lord, Harivanisa, and wearied by amorous dalliance
is she with breasts like golden pitchers, the prettily-named 
Radhika.

(1) — (4) The gana pattern / HZ v / persists throughout, with the 
exception of lagi rahi in the first line. Internal rhyme in (2) 
reinforces this line's caesurae, which yield a construction of 12+12+9+11 
matras; but the lack of such a construction in the other lines shows this
to be a secondary refinement. (3) shares with (2) the 12+12 matra half
line; but (1) clearly does not, and syntax suggests that the caesura in
(4) falls after satha rather than before it (where it would yield a 12-
matra pada, but would disrupt the natha satha composition): (4) appears,
therefore, to approximate to the construction of (1), in which the 
caesura follows ballari, rather than to the central lines. The stanza
is characterized by a high degree of alliteration, which may be a factor
in the irregular positioning of the caesurae.
(2) mano: A's synonymous variant janu is not attested elsewhere in the
text, and is perhaps incorporated in order to avoid repetition of manau/ 
mano which occurs later in the line and again in (3); alliteration with 
prec. loti may also be sought.
(2) manau: only ACGLM have the requisite long initial syllable. Other 
manuscripts, reading manau etc., supply the correct total of matras but 
with irregular scansion.
(3) beni: the metrically requisite short ~i_ is not found in the manuscripts.

(4) alasavamta: only E preserves this metrically correct reading.
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(1) Vr§abhanu's daughter sings in a soft and mellow tone;

(2) with exacting and wondrous melodic passages in the tala of Carcari,
she creates delight in the mind of Nandanandana.

(3) Firstly bathing, and charming with veil, collyrium and tilaka
and with rings on her ears, her face puts the moonlight to shame;

(4) she has a blessed nose-ring of jewel-studded gold,
and her lips like bandhuka flowers make her jasmine teeth gleam.

(5) Pretty bracelets and bangles, the necklace adorning her heart,
the bells at her waist and the anklets at her feet she makes 
resound;

(6) the lady with the gait of a kalahamsa stirs desire
as the madayamtika of her nails gives a colourful lustre.

(7) Impetuous in this ocean of dance, in solitude the young accomplished
lady

demonstrates the various movements of candracalI;

(8) knowledgeable in the amatory arts, skilled in gesticulation and 
dramatic gesture,

with the sporting'of her eyebrow she sets the god of love a-dancing

(9) In the house in the impenetrable forest, her lover delighted in her arms
she makes fall a shower of joy with a sweet prelude;

(10) Harivamsa the ali enjoys the nectar oozing
from the lotus of amorous enjoyment on the two confluent oceans!

(1) btgabhana: in the present stanza this metrical formulation ( «« —  o ) 
occurs seven times alongside the predominant ~  u —  gana. The other
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instances are: (2) [au-Jghara tana; (3) [ma-]jjana caru; (5) [kam-]
kana caru, [ra-]jata hara; (10) [sam-]gama simdhu, [pu-]sana barndhu.
Four of the seven instances constitute the second gana of a line. No 
other metrical formulations are encountered, and a five-matra gana is 
maintained throughout.
(2) bikafa; the general sense ’formidable, difficult' (Sk. vikata) 
may apply, although the same derivation may give a more technical sense 
intending a note sequence which involves convoluted passages (and not 
simply a straightforward progression through the aroha and avaroha of 
the scale). Prem. glosses bikata and auqhara as tala ke bheda. Cf. 
also a sense of vikatatva, cited in the Sahityadarpana, as '(in rhetoric) 
a sound of words reminding of a dance1 (MW).

(2) manasi: this spelling may reflect familiarity with compound forms 
(manasija etc.) rather than an authentic locative; but there is little 
evidence to support emendment to manasa. Metathesis in A and M shows 
that manasi existed as a reading in the archetypes of these manuscripts 
at least.

(3) prathama: as at 45.3, this word heralds a 16-syngara list; here 
it begins with majjana in the present line and ends with madayamtika
in (6). See the extended note to 45.3 for a full list of items, and 
discussion.

(6) hamsakala: cf. a discussion on this form in the note on 8.4. In
the present line, hamsakala (and not the more usual kalahamsa) accords 
with the HiJ u YY. gana construction.

(6) madayamtika: MW translates as 'Arabian jasmine’ (citing the
Yogayatra of Varahamihira). All the commentators, however, assimilate 
to more familiar kinds of nail-decoration: henna (mehad! in various
spellings, Prem., Dhar., Rasik.) or lac (mahavara, Lok.).

(7) camdacall: presumably for *candracarl; HgS cites a number of 
categories of carl in the sense 'an anga of the dance', but candra° is 
not included in the list (or attested elsewhere). The ci- spelling 
occurring in some of the manuscripts is unexplained.

(9) alapa: the musical context demands an interpretation as the
musical term, rather than as 'conversation'.

ubhai may qualify samgama, with the sense 'two sorts of union' 
(following koka bidya bidita in (8) above).
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(1) The damsel is a mass of sophistication;

(2) with a glance and a turn of the head she has overwhelmed
the dark one, best of all adroit youths.

(3) Radiant with beauty and having sweetness in every limb,
without adornment is the fair lady of Vraja adorned;

(4) at every moment [more] skilful in the sudhanga dance,
she plunges in love's stormy ocean of joy.

(5) She holds the mind of that capricious lover, the bee Mohana,
on the cusps of her golden lotus breasts,

(6) and the two wagtail eyes of her dear one
she binds with the various strings of her fastenings.

(7) It is as though a certain intoxicating liquor were mixed
in the pool of her navel in the ground of her belly;

(8) and the most beautiful, Hita Harivamsa, drinks it
and has broken the strict rule of sacred scriptures!

(2) citai: regular absolutive (= citai) from cita-.

(2) mori: the absolutive, with -_i_ lengthened for rhyme.
(2) barabasa: use of this form (< bala + vasa ?) in composition with
kar- is unattested elsewhere and is in some doubt. Usual occurrences of 
barabasa are adverbial, having the sense 'forcibly', as in 78.4 barabasa 
liyau mohana cita cori to which A's reading of liyau in the present line 
is perhaps an assimilation. The Surasagara version of this stanza 
(Appendix II) reads kiyau. Of the CP commentators, only Rasik. retains 
the barabasa kar- composition, and there too in a virtual paraphrase: 
barabasa kiye musa mori. Prem. and Lok. dismantle bara-basa and gloss
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respectively balatkara so basa kiyau hai and srestha kari basa karyau 
hai (the latter gloss, with srestha kari, evidently understands bara 
as Sk. vara, hardly a likely derivation here even if seen as enjambed 
in a construction *kula maula savarau bara/basa kiyau); LCG glosses 
vivasa bana diya hai, while Dhar. has no direct gloss. Given the lack 
of attestation of barabasa kar-, then, there is a possibility that A's 
liyau is the authentic reading.

(3) bina bhusana bhusita: Prem. perceives a reference to the natural
'adornments' described in 16-srngara lists, and quotes three lines 
attributed to Damodara Hita based on this conceit: see note to 45.3
for a discussion.
(4) china: for -_i_- cf. Oriya ei-khini (CDIAL 3642 ksana-), Panjabi
khinu (GNG),

(5) korl: presumably derives from koti- and intends 'nipple': this
specific sense is given only by Lok.'s kuca agra.
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(1) Cease this holding of proud anger in your mind, haughty lady;

(2) why act thus towards your young dear-as-life,
who is humble, handsome, adroit, and dependent bn your word?

(3) Helplessly Hari constantly recites your perfect name,
his mind straying from contemplation of you not for a second;

(4) the blessed autumn night slips by with every moment, -
lovely lady, set yourself towards joyous love!

(5) Listen to what I say, heed your sakhi:
fair-faced one, vain is your suffering in the deep pain of 
separation.

(6) Hita Harivamsa, they meet on a bed of leaves in the grove,
and make sweet sport, swimming in an ocean of pleasure.

(1)-(6) -ibau rhyme; forms in (1), (2) and (5) are clearly verbal 
nouns, and taribau in (6) may also be so construed. (3) and (4) diverge 
from this homogeneous usage in the outer couplets: dharibau in (4) has a 
clear gerundive sense, while taribau is best understood as a gerund.

(2) itau kata: this gana alone disrupts the / ̂ —  / pattern which
subsists in this stanza. The five-matra value of the gana is maintained.
(3) bimala: Rasik. reads bimala manasi as an enjambement, and glosses 
bimala sucitta. Dhar. has no gloss on bimala.
(4) dharibau: the root dar- can hardly apply here, and its occurrence
in ACE is a clear case of shared error in this group. Dhar. contrives a 
gloss on the dar- reading all the same: mai ju darati mana piya anuraga
tai budai nahi cita bhrama nidhi mal.

(5) niju: readings of ika (FGLM and latterly J, and appearing also in 
the glosses of Prem. and Lok.) show assimilation to the phrase hau ju kahati 
ika bata at 75.1; in the present context ika is inapposite, since its 
particularising sense is at odds with the generalising sense of kachu.
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(5) sumusi: -_i (for adjectival -I) is preferred to nominal -a, since 
context requires a vocative.

(6) saina: metre requires a bisvllabic value for sai-, since the ^  u --1 • \J O U V Ugana is regular throughout the stanza. (It here yields [kisa-] laya saina.)

(6) haribamsa hita: this form of the chapa, inverted for metre, allows
Prem, to take the sense 'for the sake of Harivamsa' (haribamsa rupi sasi ke 
heta). Lok. misunderstands Prem.'s reading of hita as postpositional, and 
glosses hita sasi ke heta, retaining hita as a proper noun.

(6) taribau: the 'redemptive' sense of tar- is not involved here; cf.
a distinction in CDIAL between H. tar- (as here) 'surmount, float on, swim'<  
5702 tarati, and H. tar- 'to be saved' formed from trans. tar- <  5796 
tarayati.
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(1) Today, beloved, you appear full of love;

(2) daughter of Vrsabhanu, your spoliation is not hidden from me -
you have struggled in passion with Nanda's darling boy!

(3) Your string of pearls is broken and your moon-ornament slipped
from your hair -

in secret the lover has plundered you -
the betal-juice [of his kiss] lies on your cheeks;

(4) your eyes are overcome with languor, your bimba-lips sapless -
[declares] Hita Harivamsa, you shine in brilliance!

(l)-(4) The vulgate text does not cohere metrically, but appears to 
assume an arbitrary syllable-count (8+8+8+X) the attaining of which requires 
the incorporation of superfluous material often detrimental to sense and/or 
grammar (see following notes). The evidence of L, though of little value 
elsewhere, cannot be passed over here: L omits from lines (2) and (4)
respectively the padas sithala kati ki dori and pulaki prema parasa whose 
inclusion in the vulgate text distorts the usual satpadi line construction. 
It seems unlikely that L should deliberately or accidentally have excised 
two out of three additional rhyming padas (rahasi rasika lutl in (3) being 
retained in L); and so accretion in the other manuscripts on the basis 
of incidental caesura rhyme in the single instance of line (3) must be a 
more logical hypothesis. L's version of the second half-line in (2), (4) 
brings these closer in metrical weight to the second half-line of (3) than 
does the vulgate version, though a full equivalence is not achieved; L's 
version of (4) also locates the chapa hita haribamsa in initial position 
in the second half-line, which alone is attested in CP satpadi construction. 
Scansion of both the edited text and the vulgate shows correspondences 
between (1) and (3) and between (2) and (4).
(1) aju is followed by ba in all manuscripts. ba is often semantically 
lightweight, but here is wholly tautological after aju, and must have been 
incorporated into the line in conformity with the erroneous imposition of 
8-syllable padas.

(1) ho (MSS): inelegant after hai, and contributing towards an unusually
long sequence of gurus, this vocative particle is unattested elsewhere in 
the text except in the formula hohori (57.20). With ho excised, a 
coherent 10+10 matra line is achieved.
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(2) The first half-line of the vulgate text has a construction of 12+12 
matras. Analytical brsabhana kT kisorl is unattested elsewhere in the 
text, whereas brsabhanakisorl occurs at 9.4, 43.1, 54.1 (and cf. the 
similar compound epithets br° naipdinl, br° dularl, again without analytical 
parallels). The second pada is therefore readily reducible to the 
prevalent 10-matra length, and may be matched in the first pada by reading 
mopai as two laghus.
(2) namda ke lala: readings of <*■> lalana are perhaps intended to achieve
a 12-syllable pada as equivalent to the third pada of (4). lalana may be 
accommodated metrically into the correct 16-matra pada by reading ke as 
short: but the fact that lalana does not appear elsewhere in the text
(except as a verbal noun, 66.7) suggests that fully regular lala, attested 
in BGIJM, is authentic here.
(3) motina: an 11-matra pada as yielded by readings of motiyan0 (from 
the extended H. form motiya) is not attested as first pada of a line; 
given the prevalence of 10-matra padas in this stanza, the choice here 
appears to be between the 4-matra readings motin° (ABIJL) and motiyan0 
(CEFHKM) / mutiyan0 (DG). (Variations on motiyan0 in C and E are taken to 
be scribal error.) motina is preferable as being fully regular metrically, 
and as having the support of attestation in the similar context of 20.4.
(3) camdra: both this form and the manuscripts' camdrika are attested 
in collocation with cikura (9.3 and 67.3 respectively); camdra yields a 
10-matra pada consistent with prec. motina lara tufl. Total lack of 
manuscript support is a further example of the imposition of the supposed 
8-syllable pada onto this stanza.
(4) naina: the syntactically unattractive oblique pi. forms found in all 
manuscripts except A and C again assume an 8-syllable pada construction. 
Accretion of -na/-ni is encouraged by a misconstruction, explicit in GH and 
implied by loss of ni-(rasa) in BIM, of bimba nirasa as bimbana/-ni rasa.

(4) rl: inclusion of this expendable vocative particle reflects
analytical namda ke lala in (2), since with ke and ri_ excised a third pada 
of 14 matras is obtained in both lines.
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VI. METRE IN THE CAURASl PADA

1. Introduction

The first part of this chapter attempts a metrical analysis of all 
the prosodic types represented in the CP, and seeks to locate antecedents 
for these in Apabhraipsa prosody; varna vrtta is discussed first, followed 
by the matrika metres. The main metrical features of the 84 stanzas are 
then tabulated, and the disposition of metres discussed. The final 
section of the chapter examines the way in which CP padas are set to talas 
when sung in the temple samaja tradition; rhythmic analysis of tape 
recordings of ten stanzas, representative of the main prosodic types, aims 
to identify the common ground between textual metre and musical tala. 
Particular attention is paid to the influence that the performance 
tradition may have had on the composition and transmission of the stanzas 
analysed. This section includes a complete transcription, in a tala 
framework, of a performance of CP 52.

The traditional metre names found in taxonomic Hindi chandahsastra 
are not, for the most part, of very great value in either the historical 
or the empirical approach to the subject of prosody; for this reason, 
they have not generally been followed here. The tabulated summary of CP 
metres does, however, include the traditional metre names where appropriate 
these are taken from the Chandafoprabhakara of Jagannath Prasad 'Bhanu 
Kavi'.

2 ■ Varga vrtta

Two basic types occur in the CP: (i) those formed on the 6-matra
gana / u u / (CP 10, 11, 12, 17, 76, 80); (ii) those formed on the 
5-matra gana / ^ / (CP 25, 26, 46, 50, 67, 68, 71, 81, 83). In
most cases the gana construction is maintained more or less consistently 
throughout the stanza, exceptions being mostly limited to the internal 
arrangement of syllables within the gana and not involving transgression 
of gana boundaries. Most metres of this type comprise couplets of lines 
having seven repeats of the gana followed by a final gana which is either
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a guru, or a spondee, trochee, or iambus. The only variation on this 
arrangement is that in which the final gana has the same value as those 
preceding it, that is to say a type comprising eight repeats of the gana.

Individual metres within types (i) and (ii) are defined according 
to their pada construction; pada boundaries do not necessarily coincide 
with gana boundaries, and so in the examples which follow, caesurae are 
shown by spacing of the text rather than by double obliques //. Pada 
construction is frequently reinforced by caesura rhyme, although irregularity 
in this feature shows it to be a secondary development. End-rhyme is 
found in the last three syllables or, slightly less frequently, in the last 
two syllables.

Type (i): metres based on the 6-matra gana.

Five stanzas, CP 10, 11, 12, 76 and 80 have the line construction 
(7 x /POd u —  u /) + / —  /. The first two lines of CP 10 serve to
demonstrate the 12.12.20 matra construction of the line:

10.1 aju nagari kisora bhavati bicitra jora
Li _  \J I   <_f   \J [ U  !_< U  __ <j-j---

kaha kahau aipga amga parama madhur l;
O  \J o    \J I   \J _  V> I ,—  .  \J I   U    U

10.2 karata keli kamtha meli bahudamda gamda gamda
u  u v >  w  \-y \j  j  _ \ j    o  j __  u ___  u  / _

parasa sarasa rasa lasa mamdall jurl.

The high degree of alliteration in these two lines is typical of this 
metrical type in the CP. Pada rhyme (kisora/jora) in the first line 
is not found in the second line, but reappears in the remaining two lines, 
kaha kahau in line (1) provides an example of rising rhythm, in which 
the predominant trochaic stress pattern of the gana is reversed: cf.
(laqi) rahi in the same line position in 80.1, again in collocation with 
amga amga:

— u — I — yj — ( \j u w — v)/ —
80.1b lagi rahi aitiga amga manobhiraminl
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While the second half-line often appears to have a caesura after 
the twelfth matra, yielding a line construction 12.12.12,8, this is not 
fixed; internal rhyme elsewhere in this type suggests rather a second
half-line of 9,11 matras (and cf. a similar tendency towards the 9,11
configuration in type (ii) below):

^ — v / — u — u / — —• U / o U — u I
76.2 surata ramga airiga amcja hava bhava bhrkuti bhairiga

— U — V I ~ U U U D u — o / —
madhuri taramga mathata koti mara ri

U  U  L> _  u  ^  u  s j - -  o  /  \J V f  iJ u  --  a  [

80.2 badana joti mano mayamka alaka tilaka chabi kalamka
u  U  \J    \J j .  u  — I 1̂ u  1—  v  ( — ■

chapati syama amka manau jalada daminl

The first couplet of CP 12 again points to a second half-line of 9,11
matras, since a caesura after the twelfth matra would bisect the words
ka-liipda and murali-ka respectively (because of the high number of ganas 
failing to show the /—  u —  v/ arrangement, CP 12 must be regarded as a 
debased example of the true varnavrtta type):'*'

j — I — — I KJ I

12.1 calahi radhike sujana tere hita susa nidhana
— U U \j u I —■ U V IS j —  U —  >-> J —.
rasa racyau syama ta^a kalimda namdini

—  u u  \J u j—  o —  j —  —  ij J \j \j u —  \j j

12.2 nirttata juvati samuha raga ramga ati kutuha
— Kf \h> j — u W f — >_>   U j —
bajata rasamula muralika anamdini

1. The alternative hypothesis, viz. that since varpavrtta is a refinement 
on aksara and matra prosodies, CP 12 should be regarded as an early 
prototype representing a stage before the inception of 'standard1 
varnavrtta, would be difficult to substantiate: in context and content
the stanza is of a piece with the remainder of the CP, and it is hard 
to envisage that its source could be substantially earlier than that 
of the other stanzas.
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In such cases, therefore, the line may arbitrarily assume the construction 
12.12.9,11; but in the absence of any fixed caesura in the second half
line, the couplet is to be seen as comprising a gatpadT of 2 x 12.12.20 
matras.

CP 80 shares with CP 10, 11, 12 and 76 the varpika arrangement 
(7 x —  ̂  /) + / —  /; but with the exception of line (2) quoted
above, there is no fixed caesura in either half of the line. A caesura 
after the twelfth matra in 80.1a would bisect the word balla-rT:

  W U VJ   \J j   U  —  \J I — XJ   \J f

80.1a ballabi sukanaka ballari tamala syama samga

Throughout the stanza, however, hypothetical padas of 12.12 matras end 
in the trochaic rhythm which subsists throughout caesura rhyme in this 
metrical type (with the exception of an instance of rising rhythm, 
jaha/taha, in 12.3); 80.1a balla-/samga; 80.2a -amka/-amka; 80.3a
sambha/damda; 80.4a natha/-vamta. In terms of metrical weight, therefore,
if not in terms of rhyme or word division, the coherence of the 12.12 
construction is maintained even here.

The absence of true caesurae in this stanza may be explained by one 
of two hypotheses: either the stanza is a debased example of the type
and simply fails to show the usual features of satpadi rhyme, or the 
satpadi configuration is itself a secondary development, introduced as 
a refinement of the alliterative trochaic construction of the individual 
line. Irregularity in satpadi rhyme in other stanzas suggests that 
the latter is more likely to be correct.

CP 17 has the same gana construction as CP 10, 11, 12, 76 and 80 
but has a final trochee in place of the final guru of these stanzas. 
Gana-based alliteration in the first half-lines of (2) - (4) supports the 
hypothesis that the 12.12 division is more a function of the trochaic 
rhythm than a fundamental feature of line construction; and, as in 80.1a 
above, a caesura after the 12th matra bisects a word (ki-sora):

  U —  \J I —  \J —  \J I —  U —  \J I   VJ —  xj I

17.2a amsa amsa bahu dai kisora jora rupa rasi
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V J U  V —  U / \J U  \J   o /   yj - u  f —  O  —  u /
17.3a nava nikuipja bhavara gumja mamju ghosa prema pumja

V W W V VV vJ/— U — V  f   / IV W U — 1-J I

17.4a madana mudita aipga aijiga bica blca surata ramga

Type (ii): metres based on the 5-matra gana.

The 5-matra gana / —  ^ —  / forms the basis of CP 25, 26, 46, 50,
67, 68, 71, 81, 83. This is the LacchThara metre of Apabhramsa, which
appears in the BhK as 2 x w w  (Jacobi 1918:46). In the CP it
is demonstrated mostly clearly in the £eka of CP 25, where the cretic 
rhythm is rigorously maintained:

— w — /— o - | ^ — I — v —
25.1 aju nlki ban! radhika nagari

Again in CP 26 it is the £eka which has the clearest varnavrtta formation:

—  IV —  I  Vj V* .— 1 ~  u  —  / —  w  —

26.1 mohani madana gopala ki basuri

The /—  u —  / gana is maintained without exception throughout CP 25,
but in all other stanzas of this class there is at least one gana in which
the cretic rhythm is disrupted. The gana / is prominent in line-
initial position. In CP 46 and CP 71 /hita hari-/ forms a catalectic 
4-matra gana in the final line, though in CP 46 at least there is some 
doubt as to the authenticity of this reading (see discussion under 46.4). 
CP 4 also belongs to this type, but shows a freer arrangement in the 
construction of its ganas.

The construction of the line in this type tends to follow the gatpadi 
couplet pattern, but is not standard throughout: as in type (i) above,
satpadi construction with caesura rhyme is often secondary to strong and 
frequent alliteration based on the gana. The greatest variation is found 
in CP 26: lines (3) to (6) have internal (satpadi) rhyme between the
first two padas, and line (2) has a similar construction but without the 
reinforcement of rhyme. Further internal rhyme in the second half of 
lines (4) (tira/-bira) and (6) (-hamsa/-baipsa) suggest that these two
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lines are of the pancapadi type (i.e. with an apparent construction of 
10.10.8.5.7. matras). While this additional rhyme is not found in 
other lines, the alliterative sequences karata ratiraja in (2) and ban! 
bara banita in (5) suggest that the same third pada of 8 matras may be 
developing here also. Here then we should notice the extraordinary 
diversity of metrical types represented within a single stanza - (1) 
varnavrtta; (2) catuspadT; (3), (5) satpadi; (4), (6) pancapadi:

— v î — / — <j —
{1) mohani madana gopala ki basurl;

—  u — ( u u W U | U U \J KJ \ —  —  (

(2) madhurT sravana puta sunata suni radhike
u u> j _ u — I — v v v f _ u —

karata ratiraja ke tapa kau nasu rl.
U  \J w  — /—  v  \J V  I \J yj XJ —  I - V yj X) /

(3) sarada raka rajani bipina brmda sajani
O \j  U  is \j I _ u  —  V/ yj v  yj f —  ly —
anila ati mamda sitala sahita basu ri;

v w — fxJ \J xJ xj u> j —  v — jxi x> x> yj xf I

(4) parama pavana pulina bhrmga sevita nalina
U \J \J V  V  j _  X> yj XJ I- \J X> y> l _ yj _

kalapataru tlra balablra krta rasu rl.
*-> V  —  J xr y> yj —  I X> yj U  yj I KJ <-> yj — I

(5) sakala mam^lala bhali tuma ju hari sau mill
—  xs x> j xs x j  j —  x j u  \ j  j  —  y j  —

ban! bara banita upama kahau kasu ri;
— I xJ y> X) —• [ —  V   f u  yj x> — j

(6) tuma ju kamcanatani lala markata man!
xi yj xj yj x> j V u x> j ■—  xJ U  yJ I —  xt —
ubhai kalahamsa haribamsa bali dasu ri.

The same formation of 8.5.7 (and 8.5.6)’occurs in the following half-lines

x> xt xt x> u / —  u v o I—  xj x> j —  xt —  /
46.2a hrdai ati phula samatula piya nagari

uiyiy yj yj ! —  yj yj \j J yj ~ /—  xt xt xt j

46.3a sarasa gati hasa parihasa avesa basa
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U \s u u  ̂ / — o V /   U —
68.8b ubhai kalahamsa haribamsa ghana daminl (cf. 26.6 above)

—  U  V  I "  <-* I—  <J> — j u \J v̂> U j
71.2a bTca nadalala brajabala campaka barana

83.6b (in this example the padas cohere through consonance 
rather than through caesura rhyme:)

\J v  j - u \J U f — VJ VJ w / \J o o  u

karata kala keli susa simdhu max taribau

The formation also appears in terms of syntax, without alliterative 
support; as in 46.2-3 above, the feature often appears in both lines of 
a couplet:

\j  u  f  —  u  \J \j f  —  —

67.5b udara guna resa pa£a nlla kati thorl
—  --- j -- V  U  O  j --- yj \j I ------

67.6b koka sairiglta rasa simdhu jhakajhorT
u  w  —  / —  \ j  o  v  I  •—  ij  u  o  I  —  u

81.9b sarasa alapa susa pumja barasavai
V  KJ 0> l   KJ V  V> I   V  KJ \J-I ---- y

81.10b dravata makaramda haribamsa ali pavai

Although this configuration appears quite commonly, it is far from 
being established as a standard pada construction. More commonly, 
alliteration tends to reinforce the coherence of the individual 5-matra 
gana, and consequently 5.5 patterns appear frequently in the second as 
well as the first half of the line:

—  —  /  —  \J iJ V I \S ■— / —- .  U  —

25.2b sila simgara guna sabani te agari

  —  I   u>   I w  u    I   *—

46.1b syama syama mile sarada ki jaminl

V o u  'J U I   {J V* I LS \J 'J U I —---
46.2b karani kara matta manau bibidhi guna raminT

\j \j v y u | u ^ o o j — \j I — y —
46.3b dalita dala madana bala koka rasa kamini
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— V \J j — W ^ V / V W  ̂ ^
46.4b prlya ati sura susa surata saqigraminT

/ /
68.2b matta madhukara nikara sarada ki jamini

3. Matra chanda

(i) 16+11/12 matras

The most common type of matra chanda in the CP is that having a 
line of 16+11 or 16+12 matras. The two varieties differ in the length 
of the final syllable,"*" but are in all other respects identical and so may 
be discussed together; underlining in the following list denotes stanzas 
of the 16+11 variety, while an asterisk shows that the stanza's first line 
is short (a teka) : CP 9*, 2 0*, 21*, 22*, 23*, 30, 31*, 32*, 33_*, 34*,
35*, 36*, 37*, _38_, 41*, 42*, 45*, 47*, 4£*, 52*, 53_*, 59, 60*, 61, 63,2 
66*, 70*. Observations made here on the metrical construction of these 
stanzas do not necessarily hold true for the teka, which is dealt with 
separately.

The connexion with the Apabhramsa 28-matra line is very close. The
6+4+4+4+4+4+2 matra construction specified by Hemacandra for the dvipadl
Upabhramarapada (Jacobi 1918:49) is almost always apparent in the CP
examples (though Hemacandra does not specify a caesura after the 16th

3matra, a marked feature of the CP line). Furthermore, the great majority 
of lines show the specific construction noted by Jacobi, loc.cit., for this 
metre (Dovai) in the BhK where a caesura after the 16th matra is a 
regular feature:

1. The 16+12 type characteristically has a long final syllable, but
this may occasionally be represented by two shorts.

2. CP 63 is a composite stanza of the type called chanda (discussed
below); it predominantly comprises lines of the 16+12 matra form 
under discussion here.

3. Bryant (p.132, footnote) records a construction of 1 ( 2 ) (4 ) (4 ) (4)(2)/ 
(2)(4)(4)(2)* matras as being usual for this metre in the Surasagara.
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Exceptions to the basic 6+(5x4)+2 arrangement total only 19 in the 
whole group listed above; six of the 19 are from the second line of 
a stanza; occurrences are mostly limited to specific collocations, as 
shown:

(a) collocations involving kaha or kaha:

u  1  _  x j j -  - / -

20.3b kaha cunarT rati

X J  —  xJ —  jxj U  — / —

21.4b kaha duravata pyarl
I I IXJ XJ — XJ “ J uW | u ii XJ XJ I XJ

53.4a taba ki kaha kahau jaba piya prati
XJ — XJ XJ XJ j xj XJ xj “  XJ — j XJ L>

66.15a priya kahati kahu kaha hute piya

(b) collocations involving priya;

X> —  \J — j XJ xj — xj f

30.8b priya duravata basa
U — \j xj xj j — —  I xj

35.4b priya naina ki kora
yj xj j xj xj \j J~ —  j\j •j

47.2b nasa sisa priya janavai
— • XJ XJ \J J. U  xj xj /— xj XJ I xj X)

60.2a ye ali priya badana ambuja rasa

(c) other:

— x> — I — V — V — / u u
30.2a madhavika ketuki lata lai

_ — — j   XJ —  XJ -jxj XI

38,2a ha radha radhika pukarata
U  —  —  u  / u  u  — I  x>

66.7b uru nabhi urajata
“  xj XJ XJ — u j xj xj xj xJ j xj J

66.8a adbhuta chata biloki avani para
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The most frequent transgression of the Dovai construction specified 
by Jacobi for the BhK is in the first and fifth four-matra ganas, which 
are often anapaests in the CP: Jacobi records no variations on the
usual amphibrach/proceleusmatic (u ^  u ) save a single occurrence of a 
dactyl. In the fifth four-matra gana of the CP line the anapaest is a 
function of end-rhyme cadence, which is always —  —  (16+12) or —  u
(16+11) such that the amphibrach is an impossibility in this position; 
anapaests are notably less common in the first four-matra gaga. 
Significantly, the first syllable in each of these two ganas is rarely 
long in the CP: to this extent at least the CP retains the Apabhramsa
scansion. As the following examples demonstrate, there is a tendency 
for a caesura to follow the first matra of the first four-matra gana - 
i.e. the seventh matra of the line - and, rather less frequently, the 
first matra of the fifth four-matra gapa also; frequent occurrence of 
the chapa hita haribamsa in line-initial position guarantees such a 
construction:

VJ U l_J LJ «— j  J  J J  VJ O /  O V  — /  v  o  , u u / o  <J — /  °  t, — /  —

20.8 hita haribamsa bacana suni bhamini bhavana call musakatl
—1 O V ' / “  p O  \J )  —• U U /  VJ U /  O U

22.2 camcala capala aruna aniyare agrabhaga banyau amjana

O \J v/  VJ — I U J \J U  I \j u  —■ / “  ?  — / W ^-------/ ,J J  U —  / U
23.3 adhara niramga alaka lata chu^I ramjita pika kapola

— o  \_j u  u | u  ) u — /  v> 'J — /  o  yj J  •— }yj o  —  ̂ °  J o  —  /  u

23.4 tu rasa magana bhai nahi janata upara pita nicola
— u u v j u / o j V J U o / o v j  — I u  U  ^  — / u  u —  /  o  , o  — j —

45.4 guthita alaka tilaka krta sumdara sedura maga savari
u  o  _  vj  u /v j ^ o  u  o f  u  u  v  o f  o  u  , —  /  u  u  —  I  v  ̂  o  —  /o 'J

47.5 ulal̂ i sabai samajhi nainani mai amjana resa banavai
O VJ — VJ l\> j    U /  O V> O VJ / VJ O ^ j v j / o o  v J o / v j ^ v j  — V)

53.5 kaca sairijamana byaja bhuja darasata musakani badana bikasa
— O O —  v/ o / o  O v J V / / o  O j ----------------- j o  I_> —  /  \J ̂  (J —  /  I j  l»

61.5 hasa bilasa harata saba kau mana kama samuha bihamdana

Three other gana constructions are frequently at variance with Jacobi's 
model:
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(a) u —  u / (and much less commonly / 'J—  ^ —  /) in the first gana:

—  V j  —  \J (U  u  —  f\J U  —  j v  V

9.2a imdranllamani syama manohara
O —  U  O  O /  *_> v —'  / O O  w  u / u o

30.12a badhu kapa^a hathi kopa kahata kala
— O — O / O O — / O VJ - I—

34.3a pratakala rajanl saba jage
O  U  O  — *  O  /  o  w  — / O  —  U  /  O  O

48.5a nava nikumja abhirama syama saga

(b) a frequent occurrence of an amphibrach in the fifth gana:

W O  l_J u — / U O L> / O O v> W / u U V O / \j — L) / u o — / u l>
22.4 hita haribamsa kahata na banai chabi susa samudra manaramjana

„ « o „ „ u /_ „ „ u
34.8 rati biparita cumbana parirambhana cibuka caru ^akatolani

O W   \J \I j V w> ■— / <_> —• / o “— «/ —  /wo
41.3 jamuna pulina nikumja bhavana mai mana manini thanai

U  O  U  U v j u  _ \> ( \J O   j o  o O U / W '  o /   •—  I o O
59.2 jaha taha bipati jara juvatT jyau pragata pimgala gayau

(c) an amphibrach in the third gana:

>—  I V  —  /  o  —  o  /  o  u

36.4a juvatini mamdala madhya syamaghana
  U - j \J —j V-> •— o /—

37.4a kvasi kvasi brsabhananamdinT« * •

w w u u —  / o \J —  / v_> —— / o o
48.6a hita haribamsa bilasa rasa juta

o  O '  O  O V » / o  o  —  /  v> — » o  /  —

52.2a braja nava taruni kadamba nagarT

The ^ekas_ in the stanzas of this group are of between 15 and 20 matras 
nine, or rather less than half the total, have 16 matras. All but one 
(20.1 mohanalala ke rasa mat!) consist of the 11/12-matra second pada of 
a full line, preceded by a short first pada of between 3 and 8 matras. In 
most cases, including all the 16-matra tekas save 70.1, the caesura is 
syntactically as strong as that found in the full line:
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22.1 nainani para varau kotika §amjana
— I v> — • I VJ — ■ /'-* w  •— / — *

45.1 avati sri br^abhanadularT

—  ̂v v-> — / — —(—
52.1 desau mai sumdarata kl slva

( I “  ~/u
60.1 kaha kahau ina nainani kx bata

Even in the seven tekas where a verbal caesura is not in evidence, the 
line can still be scanned as (X)+ll/12 matras except in 20.1 (quoted 
above):

As may be seen in many of the above examples the £eka tends to be 
marked by a strong anapaestic rhythm; this is not usually maintained so 
strongly in the subsequent lines of a stanza, although it does appear 
frequently throughout the text.

CP 63, of which a 16+12 matra line is the principal component, is 
a composite stanza of the type known in Hindi prosody as chanda. Each 
of its four sections has six lines, rhyming AABBAA; the first couplet 
of each section is of 2x12 matras, and remaining lines are all of the 
16+12 construction discussed above. Line (3) of each section repeats 
some material from line (2), and the second pada of the final line is a 
repeat of the first line.^ The supposition that the four sections are

1. A similar arrangement is found in the chanda stanzas of the Rasa mana 
ke pada of Kevalarama (Entwistle 1983:208-222; 278-280; 316-318);
and cf. the chant form in the Adigranth (e.g. Asa mahala 1, chant 5, 
pp.438-9).

ij  —  j —  _ / _  — /—
9.1 ban! radha mohana ki jorT

23.1 radha pyarl tere naina salola
— j L/ U —  I — /—

70.1 aju sabharata nahina gorl
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to be seen as constituting a single unit is confirmed by the fact that 
the chapa occurs only in the last of the total 24 lines.

(ii) 16+10 matras

This metre appears in only two stanzas, CP 29 and CP 55. It is 
a truncated variant of the 16+11/type, behaving exactly as the examples 
of that type discussed above, but ending in a four-matra gaga which, as 
a function of end-rhyme cadence, is always an anapaest:

O  U u u g u |u u ■— / U u* VJ w J vj — ■ j U '
29.1 braja nava taruni kadaniba muka£a mani syama aju bani

\J yj ^  u —  | g —  | g  g g g|g g —  / —  —- / o u  —
55.2 bica lai syama ghata ati nautana take ramga rasi

There is only a single exception to the rule of the Apabhramsa model 
for the 28-matra line, wherein the fifth gana is always / —  —  / :

g g —  g g ^ g  U u / g U vj v> / v> “  v> / v> yj —
29.3 yau rajata kavari guthita kaca kanaka kamja badanl

29.12 is the only line to disrupt the 6+(5x4) matra construction, the 
second pada here beginning raci; (there are no readings for *rucira raci)

—  « —  g  | g g vj { vj v —  (-— v> —  w  g> ^ / vj vi _
29.12 syama sTsa taru mano mi^abari raci rucira ravani

The 16-matra teka of CP 55 follows the pattern described for tekas 
above, viz. a full second pada preceded by 6 matras:

  u v f   U  yj j yj v> „

55.1 aju dou damini mili bihasi

(iii) 16+6/7 matras

The two stanzas in this metre, CP 39 and CP 40, have a similar 
format of teka + 5 full lines, and share similar rhymes. Both are
irregular in the second pada, variously of 6 or 7 matras. In the first
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pada, however, both stanzas follow the pattern established in the 
types described above; indeed, 39.3-5 and 40.2-3 follow precisely the 
Apabhramsa model, with caesura after the seventh matra and the second 
gana being an amphibrach:

U  VJ “  Vj> VJI —  VJ I V_> VJ VJ VJ I VJ VJ

39.3a rajanl sarada mamda saurabha sau
VJ VJ ■— - VJ VJ ) vj ^ ■—  VJ I **—  vj vj | vj VJ

40.2a rajani rucira mallika mukalita

Again, the tekas consist of a full second pada preceded by a first 
pada of varying length; the teka of CP 40 particularly demonstrates 
this construction since its second pada also appears as the second pada 
of 39:2:

nikumja bhavana

(iv) 16 matras

CP 18 and CP 19 have the 4x4 matra line of the Apabhranisa Adila 
as discussed by Jacobi (1918:47). The following features of the 
Apabhramsa construction are regular in the CP stanzas also: (i) the last
gana is a dactyl or a spondee; (ii) there is no amphibrach, or 
proceleusmatic with a caesura after the first matra; (iii) rhyme is AABB 
etc.; (iv) 2nd and 3rd ganas may combine. Jacobi notes frequent
combinations of 1st and 2nd ganas as well as 2nd and 3rd, but here only
the latter combination is found (two examples):

—  V i v *  |  —  VJ —  Vj  —  /  —  — ■

18.3 tu brsabhana gopa ki betl

  tj> U  /  — '  VJ "  VJ v J V J ^  —  v j  V
18.7 jo rasa neti neti sruti bhajsyau

Amphibrachs being absent, every line may alternatively be scanned
according to Hemacandra's scheme for the Adila, 6+4+4+2 matras (Jacobi,

40.1 baithe lala nikumja bhavana
VJ VJ VJ VJ VJ v j / —  —  /vj vj   I VJVJ

39.2 raci raci apane hatha savaryau
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loc.cit.), or by Jacobi's own proposed alternative of 6+6+4 matras; 
both schemes accommodate the two quoted exceptions to 4x4 construction.

(v) 16+16 matras

This is the most common metre in the text, accounting for the 
following 19 stanzas (an asterisk identifies a stanza in which the 
first line is a short teka); CP 5, 7, 8*, 14*, 16*, 43*, 44*, 51*, 54, 
62*, 64*, 72*, 73, 74, 75, 77*, 78*, 79, 82*. Nearly all the 16-matra 
half-lines follow the 6+4+4+2 Adila construction discussed above under 
type (iv): the metre is therefore a simple doubling of the Adila form,
rhyme and syntax showing the single line-length to be of two 16-matra 
padas. More padas fail to yield a scansion of 4x4 matras than fail 
to yield a scansion of 6+4+4+2 matras; in CP 62, for example, a single 
pada is necessarily 4x4 (with an amphibrach as second gana - disallowed 
in the Adila, but admitted in the Paddhadika (Jacobi, loc.cit.)), 
whereas five padas are necessarily 6+4+4+2 (or 6+6+4):

v j  v j  v j  v j  ^  v> —  u  [  v j  V j <j J —  v j v  j
(4x4): 62.2a sunahu na sasT sahita lalitadika

U  U  J  —  VJ I H  H  |  J  u  _  I VJ J  I
(6+4+4+2): 62.6a kabahu syama syama dasanacala

* J  VJ   I U -----  v j  / v> v j  VJ v j  / VJ v j  /

62.7a ati lavanya rupa abhinaya guna
<J Vj I VJ —  (J I VJ vj —  I vJ v j |

62.7b nahina koti kama samatulahu
V j  \ J  VJ VJ I VJ —  V J  I v j  v> VJ v J  f  VJ v j j

62.8a bhrkuti bilasa hasa rasa bara§ata
U  V j  VJ VJ — • /  —  VJ /  v j  v j    / v j  VJ /

62.8b hita haribamsa prema rasa jhulahu

Amphibrachic second ganas, exemplified in the latter four padas, occur 
24 times in this type; they tend to occur in pairs - either in successive 
padas, as above (four such pairings), or in successive lines (three such 
pairings):

  Vj VJ —  I Vj   \J I VJ <j "  /  vj VJ I

78.3a tana badhana mana mal nagari
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yj u —  îl - v | u d|
78.4a hita haribamsa madhuri aga aga

Much less common is the appearance of an amphibrach in the third 
gana; this occurs only six times, three of the examples being from 
successive lines in CP 82:

yj o vl |u —* u< / I
82.2a nava nagara kula mauli savarau

  O  VV W  j\J \J    I   Kt I   I

82.3a rupa rucira aga amga madhuri
V* \J \J — ( U —■ \S } w ̂  /

82.4a china china kusala sudhamga amga mai

In the BhK, the final gana (in the 4x4 matra arrangement) is a
dactyl; this may be represented by a spondee, or occasionally by a
proceleusmatic, while an anapaest is exceptional (Jacobi, loc.cit.).
The same holds true here, but with spondees predominant; the final four 
matras of the CP pada are represented as follows:

Spondee: CP 7, 14, 43, 51, 54, 73, 77, 78, 82 (-or! rhyme in
all except 14, 73, 77);

Dactyl: CP 62, 74, 75;
Proceleusmatic: CP 79;
Dactyl/Proceleusmatic: CP 5, 44, 64, 72;
Anapaest: CP 8, 16.

With the exception of CP 72, which has couplet rhyme of the Apabhramsa 
type, all stanzas have the same end-rhyme throughout; end-rhyme varies 
in strength from the disyllabic (as 5.1-2 bara/para, etc.) to the 
quadrisyllable (as CP 7.1-2 nalina rT/malina rl, etc.).

All but three tekas in this group are of 16 matras and follow the 
usual pada construction. Of the three exceptions, 51.1 is of 15 matras 
and may be understood as the usual pada but with catalectic first gana;

— w \j \j j —  \^l \j \j —/—
51.1 dana dai ri navala kisorl
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8.1 and 14.1 are both of 19 matras; both include the collocation 
aruna tere.

In CP 74 and 75 the first couplet comprises lines of 16+10 and 
14+10 matras: this anomaly is discussed in the notes to these stanzas,

(vi) 16+15 matras

There are four stanzas in this metre: CP 3, 13, 49, 56. The
metre is the same as type (v), viz. 2x(6+4+4+2), but with a single 
laghu in the final gana of the second pada: the 15-matra form is
therefore that which underlies the 16-matra line of CP 19, in which a 
final laghu is typically arbitrarily lengthened to give spondee rhyme. 
In the present type end-rhyme is trochaic, always preceded by a laghu 
except in the following two cases:

V  V  V» I  V  -  I —  I \J
13.4b sarasa madhura mural! kl ghora

V/ u \J V —jv — \jj— — / \J
56.1 hau bali jau nagari syama

The latter example also shows one of the four instances in this group 
where an amphibrach appears in the second gana of a pada; similarities 
between two of the remaining instances demonstrate a tendency for this 
feature to become stereotyped:

\J U  o    I —  XJ f V  •—  /  o '  VJ

49.6a hita haribamsa lala rasa lampa^a
V  ( J  V  \J ----- /  O  | u  VI

56.4a hita haribaipsa lola locana ali

There is only a single instance of an amphibrach occurring in a third 
gana:

V  V/ U  I   j ̂  —  u  / v/ V

49.3a ye dou navala kisora rupa nidhi
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This pada also illustrates the continuing tendency for a caesura 
to fall after the seventh matra (cf. CP 56, where this occurs in every 
pada without exception): here the caesura is strengthened by rhyme
(-la/-li) with the second pada of the line:

w V 1/ l>   J %f If \J I M U M [j
49.3b bi^apa tamala kanaka mano beli

CP 3 has no teka; the tekas of CP 13 and 49, as that of CP 56 
quoted above, constitute regular 15-matra padas.

(vii) 16+17 matras

This arrangement occurs in CP 24 only. Each line ends with the 
vocative expression ri sajani, preceded by -Ira rhyme {24.1-2 tlra/samira, 
etc.); the metre may therefore be seen as a form of the 16+11 matra 
type, with which it tallies in every other respect, with a refrain 
appended to every line. In lines (1), (3)-(6) of this six-line stanza 
a caesura falls after the seventh matra in the first pada, but not of 
the second; in line (2) the converse is the case.

(viii) 14+11 matras

The single stanza in this metre, CP 28, has six lines including a 
14-matra teka. A consistent scansion of 6+4+4,6+4 matras is attainable 
in all the full-length lines; this form occurs in the Apabhramsa 
Paumacariu with the name Ahinavavasanatasiri (Abhinavavasantasri), but 
there the first pada invariably ends ^ w v (Bhayani, p.87). (This 
Apabhramsa type is technically a 13+10 matra metre, but is readily 
extended to 14+10 by the lengthening of the final syllable: cf. the
same process in 15/16 matra types discussed above.) 6+4+4 and 6+4 matra
padas occur also in the BhK (Jacobi 1918:49) but in the inverted order 
10+14, and with a rhyme-scheme AB,CD. End-rhyme in CP 28 is trochaic 
-ata within a final amphibrach (in all lines except the teka); this 
scheme tallies with the amphibrachic gana at the end of the first pada 
in the BhK metre (which Hemacandra calls Kalahamsa). In the Paumacariu, 
however, the line always ends / —  —  /. Neither Apabhramsa form,
therefore, provides a direct model for the CP form.
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Spondaic third ganas in lines (3) and (6) prohibit the 6+5+4 
matra scansion given in the Svayambhucchandas for a 14-matra pada 
(Bhayani, loc.cit.); an amphibrachic second foot is found in lines
(2)f (3), (4) and (6), and is attested once in the Paumacariu.

The CP metre is exemplified by the final couplet:

— j w v '-j j w ^ u I u u V —.... ys I
28.5 lala markatamani chabTlau tuma ju kamcana gata

V̂> —  \J \J I j  - ■  I \J V  ys yj Xj> I — * *->

28.6 ban! hita haribamsa jori ubhai guna gana mata

The construction of the teka is anomalous: although a caesura after
radhe yields the expected structure of 4+10 matras, the guru kl 
disrupts an otherwise stable line cadence and precludes the 6+4 pada 
scansion of the other lines:

/yj — — yj
28.1 radhe ^ desi bana kl bata

(ix) 12+11 matras

CP 57, of 30 lines in rhyming couplets, is the single example of 
this metre; the line construction is 6+4+2, 6+4+1. Line (2) alone 
fails to admit a first gana of 6 matras:

— ■ —  \j —  v —  | ^ ̂  | y  v  —  *-> y; I <-> yj •—  j

57.2 sri radhika k;rpa binu saba ke manani agamya.

The second gana is an anapaest in 15 lines, a proceleusmatic 
in eight, a dactyl in four, an amphibrach in one, a spondee in one.
The third gana is a periambus in all lines except (1) and (4).^ The
fifth gana is an anapaest in all lines except (12) and (13), which 
have a spondee: with the final laghu, therefore, regular rhyme cadence
is trochaic. Thus the second pada is identical to that of the

1. The caesura which follows is strengthened by rhyme in -ta in lines 
(8)-(13), (16)-(22), (24), while of the intervening lines both (15) 
and (23) have forms in —  o -ta immediately following the
caesura.
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the doha, as are 11-matra padas in Apabhrairisa 11+12 and 11+14 matra 
metres (types (7) and (8) in the metrical analysis of the Paumacariu, 
Bhavani pp.86-7).

The 12+11 line may therefore be defined thus: 6+4+(tf')/
6+ v v —  + v #

(x ) Irregular matrika safpadls

CP 1, 15, 58, 65 and 84 all have an irregular scansion; they have 
mostly been transmitted in a varpika form, but appear to belong originally 
to the matrika satpadi class. Some general observations common to all 
five may be made here, but irregularities and suspected corruptions and 
accretions are discussed in the annotations to the individual stanzas.

Varnavrtta rhythm is usually entirely lacking in these stanzas, 
but pada rhyme usually yields the aab,ccb safpadi pattern found in the 
varnavrtta metres discussed above. Several lines have been subject to 
an unusual amount of accretion (mostly of vocatives or vocative particles), 
apparently with the intention of achieving a syllabic scansion in the 
line: many lines comprise padas which, in their vulgate versions at
least, can be scanned as 8 syllables.^ This kind of syllable-count 
scansion, in which the length and order of syllables is more or less 
random, is accepted in Hindi prosody as a discrete metrical species with 
the label varnika muktaka: GaurTsankar Misra cites examples from
Suradasa and Tulasidasa (1975:233 ff; 278 ff). Yet such a species of 
metre lacks any precedent in the earlier literature, and the evidence of 
the CP suggests that the syllabic coherence of ostensible syllabic lines 
is secondary to an underlying moric construction. Occasional (random ?) 
syllabic coherence in lines not showing any true varpika pattern does 
occur, however, and it may be that such couplets as 15.5-6, having a 
syllabic count of 2x(8+8+13) and no consistent moric scansion, represent

1. _ai_ and au vowels usually have to be counted as monosyllabic for 
such scansion.
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a transition in Hindi metrics from true varnavrtta to a degenerate 
computation of syllables:^

15.5 rahasi rami chabile rasana basana cihile
sithala kasani kamcukT ura rati;

15.6 sa§T sau suni sravana bacana mudita mana
call haribamsa bhavana musakatT.

The irregularity of line length in this minority of CP padas
is a feature which appears very commonly in stanzas attributed to Hita
Harivaipsa1 s contemporary, SvamT Haridasa. Gopal Datta (p.258) maintains
that the only criterion for line-length in the padas of Haridasa is that
each line should be containable by a number of complete tala avartas, the
textual caesuras coinciding with the musical sam (the first beat of the 

2avarta). Irregularity of this kind is commonplace in dhrupada songs, 
for which the only formal requirement is that the text should comprise
the four lines needed to correspond to the four dhrupada sections of

_ _ 3sthayi, antara, sancari and abhoga. In the CP, most stanzas do maintain
at least an approximate regularity in terms of line length, even when 
the internal arrangement of individual lines fails to show any true 
metrical coherence: but even if the wilder metrical extravagancies of
dhrupada texts are not apparent here, it is important to note the 
existence of such a tendency within the pada genre, since it is within 
this same context that the CP has been transmitted through the sung 
tradition.

1. Syllabic padas are also attested in Bengali verse (aksaravrtta), as
for example a so-called dlrgha tripadl of 8+8+10 akgaras cited by 
Tarapada Bha^tacarya (p.73); but here too the underlying form is 
moric (with long open vowels read as short, as an extension of 
Apabhraipsa prosodic licence: Nilratan Sen, p.11).

2. Datta's example of a dhamara tala setting shows the correlation between 
syllable length and musical beat to be very loose; it would appear that 
a line of almost any length or composition could be structured 
according to the 14 matra dhamara format according to this system.

3. For an extreme example of such metrical irregularity, cf. Brajanidhi 
pada samgraha no.140 (Purohit Narayan Sarmma, pp.224-5).
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4. Note on the Derivation and Transmission of Metrical Types in the CP

A conclusion which may be drawn from the metrical analysis in the 
above pages is that Hindi pada metres of the CP type have closer 
correspondences to MIA metrics than is generally acknowledged. While 
the Jain Apabhraipsa texts cited here can hardly have constituted a model 
for verse forms of the CP type, it would appear that both genres share 
elements inherited from a common source. It is also clear that scribes 
tend to overlook MIA metrical features, and increasingly to present the 
text in the guise of a simplified prosody preoccupied with pada length 
(moric or syllabic) at the expense of gana construction. This same 
tendency is promoted further by the commentators who, as is shown in 
annotations to the text, attribute disproportionate importance to the 
pada as a semantic and syntactic unit.

5. The Disposition of Metres in the CP

The table below shows the main metrical features of the 84 stanzas. 
An asterisk against a pada number in the first column indicates that 
a musical performance of that pada is discussed in section 6 of this 
chapter. The raga names given in the second column are those given in 
the majority of manuscripts; some variations are given in brackets, but 
for a full comparative tabulation of the raga allocations in each 
manuscript the table on page 470 should be consulted. In the fourth 
column, the construction of the teka (if any) is given: where a
matrika stanza shows a clear caesura in the teka, then this is indicated 
(e.g. CP 36, '5+12 m[atras]1); if no caesura is apparent, then the 
overall moric value of the teka is given (e.g. CP 20, '15 m[atras]1).
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Table 3: The metres of the CP

Pada RSga Lines Construction Teka Rhyme

1 Lalita/Vibhasa 4 Irreqular matrika - -Sre
2 lLalita] 3 I10+lO+12m] - -Srnin!
3 4 16415 - -ula
4 6 10410415m - -aina
5 6 16416m - -ara
6 4 164{X)m - -aina
7 Vilavala 10 16416m - -or!
e 4 16416m 19m -alinar!
9 6 16412 3412m -or!

10 4 ( 7 x / ~  « ^ w / ) + / - / - -ur!
n 6 " - -ami n!
12* 6 <7x/6m/)4/-/ - -aipdin!
13 6 16415 15m -ora
14 To^li 6 16416m 3416m -au
15 6 8484l3v - -at!
16 6 16416m 3416m -ain!
17* 4 {7x/—  * —— v/ ) 4 /--- / - -eli
IB Asavar! 10 16m - AABBCC etc.
19 14 " - AABBCC etc,
20 Dhanasr! 8 16412m 15m -at!
21 6 ft 4412m -ar!
22 4 ft 6412 -aiji jana
23* 6 16411m 8411m -ola
24 6 16417 - -Ira r! sa;
25 4 i x / ' - ' ' - , - *  - / 2xA'--t— *=*/ -agar!'
26* 6 " " -asur!
27* Vasanta 18 14v - AABBCC etc
28* 6 14x10m 4410m -ata
29 Devagandhara/ 

Gujar!
18 16410 - -an!

30 18 16411m - AABBCC etc,
31 8 " 5411m -ora
32 8 ft M AABBCC etc
33 6 ft 16m -ora
34 10 16412 4412m -olana
35 10 16411 4411m -ora
36 Saraipga 12 16412m 5412m -ayau
37 8 16411m 5411m -Ira
3B ' 6 ft - -ala
39 6 1647m 74?m? -avana
40 6 1646-7m 14m -avana
41 6 16412m 19m -Snai
42 6 •t 16m -Srai

Metre name

Blra

Savaiya

Savaiya
n

Sara
Vinaya

Blra
Savaiya

Savaiya
Na^anagara

Sara

Saras!
+ refrain

Vi jaya

Rupamala
Vi^nupada

Sara
Saras!
Sara
Saras!

n

Niscala ? 

SSra
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Pada Raga Lines Construction
Matras 
in t^ka Rhyme Metre name

43 6 16+16m 16m -orT Savaiya
44 6 " 16m -ana ti

45 10 16+12m 4+12m -ari Sara
46 4 4x/sii; ̂  ^  ̂  sz/ - -aminl Vi jaya
47 6 16+12m 4+12m -avai Sara
48 6 16+11 16m -aju SarasX
49 6 16+15m 15m -eli BXra
50 6 - -acl Vi jaya
51 6 16+16m 15m -or! Savaiya
52* Malara 8 16+12m 8+12m AABBCC etc. Sara
53 6 16+llm 8+llm -asa SarasX
54* 6 16+16m - -orl Savaiya
55 6 16+10m 6+l0m -asT Vi§nupada
56* Gau^amalara/

Gauri
4 16+15m 15m -ama Blra

57 30 12+llm - AABBCC etc. Raudrarka g;
58 6 [8+8+8+7v] - -au
59 [Gauri] 6 16+12m - -ayau Sara
60 6 16+llm 6+llm -ata SarasX
61 6 16+12m - -aijî lana Sara
62 8 16+16m 16m -ulahu Savaiya
63 [Gauri] 6+6+6+6 Each stanza (l)-(2) 

12m,(3)-(6) 16+llm
- AABBAA (Chanda}

64 6 16+16m 16m -a£a Savaiya
65 4 8+8+(X)v - -ajanl
66 Kalya^a 20 16+llm 4+llm -um ja SarasX
67 8 (3x/— *'— ,— '' —  /) + 

/— w — / +4m
(3x/—  u —  ) 
+4m

-orl

68 8 4 x / ^ ^ , ^ * ^  / 2xA*-^~'-7 -aminl Vi jaya
69 5 l0+l0+20m - AABCD n

70 8 16+12m 16m -orl Sara
71 6 4 x A ^ , -  “ —  / 2 x / ^ , ^ / -anT Vijaya
72* Kanharau 12 16+16m 16m AABBCC etc. Savaiya
73 6 11 - -atai/-ate 11
74
75 :i (1) 16+10m

(2) 14+10m 
remainder 16+16m -

-ocana
-arata

76 4 (7xy2.%^v/)+/_/ - -ararl Vinaya?
77 6 16+16m 16m -ull Savaiya
78 4 M 16m -orX 11

79 6 l( - -a^akata "
80 4 (7x/—  v —  v/,+/— / - -aminl
81 Kedarau 10 (7x/—  v —  /) + /4m/ 10+9m -avai
82 8 16+16m 16m -orl Savaiya
83 6 ( 3x/5+5/)+/5/+/u«"''/ - -aribau
84 4 [10+10+x ]m 10+I0m -ari
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Although the order of stanzas within the text is not governed 
exclusively by metrical types, certain patterns and sequences of metres 
do emerge from the above table. These may be summarised as follows:

(i) It is common to find sequences of stanzas in a single metre, e.g.:

Vinaya CP 10-12;
Sara CP 20-22;
Vijaya CP 25-26;
Saras! CP 30-33;
Savaiya CP 77-79.

(ii) Longer, mixed sequences of two similar metres are also found, e.g.
Saras! and Sara CP 30-38.

(iii) Couplet rhyme schemes (AABBCC etc.) are found only in the longer
stanzas, and rarely in stanzas having a short first line (teka):

CP 18 10 lines
19 14
27 18
30 18 "
32 8 " (including teka)
57 30
63 24
72 12 11 (including teka)

(iv) The central portion of the text generally comprises stanzas with 
moric metres of 16+(X) matras, usually having a short first line (teka). 
A sequence of such stanzas from CP 29 to CP 62 is interrupted only three 
times by other types. Greater variation in metrical types is found at 
the beginning and the end of the text, where satpadTs and savaiyas 
predominate. Four of the first six stanzas are metrically problematic, 
with considerable variations in line length in the vulgate version.
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(v) The first stanza of a raga sequence usually has a longer than 
average number of lines:

7 Vilavala 10 lines
18 AsavarT 10
27 Vasanta 18
29 Gu j ari/Devagandhara 18
36 Saranga 12
57 Gauri 30
66 Kalyana 20
72 Kanharo 12
81 Kedaro 10

(The exceptions are: CP 1, Vibhasa - 4 lines; CP 14, TocJT - 6 lines;
CP 20, Dhanasri - 8 lines.)

(vi) A new raga sequence always coincides with a change of metre.

(vii) Sequences of stanzas with the same number of lines are found:
CP 11-16 are all of six lines, though they represent four different 
metrical types.

(viii) Conversely, sequences of stanzas with alternate line lengths 
are found: CP 73-80 have alternately six and four lines each.

Two conclusions may be drawn from these observations. Firstly, 
the fact that the order of stanzas is not entirely random suggests that 
either certain groups of stanzas share a common origin and have 
maintained a structural cohesion after being incorporated into the text, 
or that in his selection and ordering of material (perhaps from diverse 
sources), the original compiler of the text has been motivated to some 
extent by considerations of metrical structure. Secondly, a connexion 
between raga allocations and distribution of metres is clearly established. 
The implications of these factors will be discussed in chapter VII.
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6. The Metres of the CP in Musical Performance

(1) The samaja tradition

The general features of the metres used in the CP have been outlined
above, and parallels have been drawn with the metres of Apabhramsa
literature. A second approach to the structure of the CP pada is possible
through an analysis of its application in musical performance, since the
sectarian institution of samaja, the singing of devotional literature in a
semi-liturgical context, is still alive today in the temples of Vrindaban.
Because of its attribution to Hita Harivamsa, the CP is regarded as the most
authoritative and prestigious text of the great body of RadhavallabhT literature
sung in samaja, and it is largely through this tradition that the CP is so well
known in the RadhavallabhT community. As will be seen below, aspects of
musical performance may reflect certain structural features of the CP pada,
and may also be responsible for some of the corruptions found in the vulgate
text. Although the pada is universally acknowledged as being a sung form,
little attention has been paid to the connexion between literary metre and

2musical tala; analysis of recordings of ten CP stanzas show this to be a 
profitable approach to the subject, since a correlation between the number of 
matras (or varnas) in the textual line and the number of tala matras in the 
rhythmic cycle (avarta) is clearly maintained in performance.

RadhavallabhT samaja is held twice daily in Vrindaban. The main 
location is the principal temple of Radhavallabha jT, but another samaja 
tradition is maintained in the temple of ChotT Sarkar, where the recordings 
on which the present analysis is based were made in 1977. The morning

1. Much of the material contained in this section is included in a paper, 
'Metrical forms in Braj Bhasa verse', to be contained in the forthcoming 
Bhakti in current research, 1979-1982, ed. M.Thiel-Horstmann, Berlin 1984.
I am grateful to Dr. Richard Widdess for his comments on the musical 
examples quoted here, and to Mr. Devdan Sen for his comments on the talas 
used in the performances.

2, The stanzas recorded are CP 12, 17, 23, 26, 27, 28, 52, 56, 72, 73.
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performance of the Cho£i Sarkar samajTs is held in a sectarian asrama 
known as Syamakunja. Participation in samaja, which is usually held in 
front of the shrine and lends a congregational aspect to temple seva, is 
open to all comers. Women and children traditionally sit separately from 
the men, but this is not a formal requirement; the whole procedure is 
characterised by a spontaneity and informality which, to the outsider at 
least, is in marked contrast to the intense and often fervent devotion 
which the singing generates in the devotee. In addition to the daily 
sittings of samaja, special sessions are organized on sectarian feast days, 
for which traditional sequences of padas are specified in the published 
hymnal ^rngara rasa sagara,̂  a modern compilation based on the vargotsava 
format found in some manuscript anthologies.

Samaja singing is led by the mukhiya, who sings the text from memory
or with reference to a published or manuscript copy. The 'performance'
or liturgy begins with the recitation of one or more Sanskrit slokas,
usually drawn from the Radhasudhanidhi attributed to Harivamsa or from
such texts as the Kargananda attributed to his son Krgijadasa; this is
sung by the mukhiya alone, who accompanies himself on the ubiquitous 

2harmonium. This is followed by the singing of a number of padas, each
section of text being first sung by the mukhiya alone, and then repeated
by the assembled chorus. The chorus usually constitutes a central core

_3of regular votaries (this group being called the jhela ) together with a 
number of more casual participants. Each versicle comprises, in a 
typical pada, a pada or a half-line sung to a single avarta of the 
appropriate tala; when each such section has been sung by the mukhiya and

1. Baba Tulsidas V.S. 2013.
2. The more traditional accompanying instrument is the sarangi, but this 

is being replaced more and more by the hand-pumped harmonium.
3. jhela: generally understood as deriving from H. jhel-, the implication

being that the chorus 'catches' the sung phrase from the mukhiya. In 
the Nimbarka tradition, the word jhela(-jX) refers to a specific member 
of the chorus, viz. he who plays the jhajha cymbals (I owe this piece 
of information to Mr. David Crawford); this suggests a connexion with 
Bhojpuri jhala, H. jhalli, and other words for 'drum' and 'cymbal' 
derived from Skt. jhalli- (CDIAL 5358). (Cf. also a word jhila 
(Platts s.v.), 'The bass (in music or singing); - the treble'?)
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repeated by the chorus, the full line is then sung and repeated. If 
the pada has a teka, this will be sung several times at the beginning 
and the end of the performed pada, and may also appear during the course 
of the pada, sung as a refrain between lines or couplets. Rhythmic 
accompaniment is provided by the nrrdanga, or in the case of the Cho^T Sarkar 
performances by the less traditional tabla; one or more members of the 
jhela point up the rhythm of the tala with small cymbals (jhajha). While 
additional melody instruments may be added to this ensemble - as is the 
esraj, for example, in the samaja of Radhavallabha temple - this is not 
the case in the recordings discussed here. Devotees visiting the temple 
for darsana of the deity may make a small cash offering to the samajis 
while the singing is in progress. When the last pada has been sung, the 
session is brought to a close by a traditional round of jayakaras, led 
by the mukhiya, which celebrate sectarian figures both historical and 
contemporary; the assembled company then receives prasada from the 
shrine before taking its leave.

(ii) The performance of varnavrtta stanzas

The first metrical type discussed above, the varnavrtta satpadi, is 
represented in the recorded performances by CP 12, of which the first 
couplet reads as follows:

12.1 calahi radhike sujana tere hita suga nidhana
rasa racyau syama ta£a kaliipda namdini;

12.2 nirttata juvati samuha raga ramga ati kutuha
bajata rasa mula muralika anamdini.

This stanza, having a line construction of 12+12+20 matras, is set in the 
recorded performance to the 12-beat tala Cautala. Each of the 12-matra 
padas occupies one avarta of Cautala, and the first 12 matras of the 
20-matra pada (i.e. up to murali-) occupy a third avarta. Thus only 
eight matras remain for the fourth avarta, which is then filled by the 
protraction of the final (long) syllable over one extra beat, and by the
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addition of a non-textual vocative, mai, over a further three beats.^

In the transcription which follows, the numbers 1-12 in the top line 
designate the matras of the tala cycle; strong and weak beats are shown 
in the second line in the traditional manner:

X the primary stressed beat, sam;
2,3,4 secondary stressed beats, tall;
0 the weak (literally 'empty1) beat, khali.

The third line shows the strokes of the jhajha. (Transcriptions given 
in this section are of the performed version and show some divergencies 
from the edited text.)

Cautala: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
X o 2 o 3 4

Jhajha J J J J
12.1 ca la hi ra - dhi ke - su ja - na

te - re - hi ta su sa ni dha - na
ra - sa ra - cyau sya - ma ta ta ka
li - irida nam - di ni - -- ma - i

12.2 ni ra ta ta ju va ti - sa mu - ha
ra - ga rain - ga a ti ku tu - ha
ba - ja ta ra sa mu - la mu ra li
ka — a nairi — di ni — — ma — i

1. The need to prolong a textual line in order to fill a musical measure
has been noted in older forms of Indian verse also, as for example in
the Prakrit and Sanskrit aksiptikas preserved in the 13th century 
Sangitaratnakara of garngadeva (D.R.Widdess 1980:132). According to 
Velankar, the same feature is found in Apabhramsa metre where feet of 
two, three or five beats at the end of a line of four-beat feet require a 
similar extension (discussed by Widdess, loc.cit.). Another example of 
the phenomenon is described by Nilratan Sen (p.16) in his analysis of the 
Bengali Caryapada. Similarly in the jhulana metre of the Gujarati 
prabhati form, comprising five-matra feet divided 3+2, the last feet of 
the second and fourth (final) line 'consist of only one syllable which 
during the recitation is lengthened to 5 matras1 (F.Mallison, p.97 
footnote 40). The use of meaningless non-textual syllables to fill 
out metrical patterns is also attested in North Indian folk-song 
(E.Henry, p.103).
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This is the only instance among the recorded stanzas of extraneous non
textual material being introduced to extend a metrical foot. The 
section of the musical form dhrupada known as mukhara not infrequently 
includes a vocative of this kind; a parallel is evident between the mai 
of CP 12 and the mukhara mai ri in a dhrupada text (also set to Cautala) 
analysed by Richard Widdess. Widdess describes the mukhara as comprising 
'the first sam or emphasised beat of the sthayi [first musical and textual 
line], preceded by an anacrusis of several beats'.'*' In the present 
example, therefore, the mukhara consists of the three beats occupied by 
the vocative mai, together with the following sam on which may be sung 
either the first syllable of the subsequent line or, in the case of a 
repeat, the first syllable of the line just completed.

The disposition of the final textual syllable -ni over three beats, 
followed by that of non-textual mai (in which a euphonic glide between 
the word's two syllables suppresses its trochaic stress) over another 
three beats provides a cadence in this last pada which lends a sense of 
closure to the line: only here is a syllable sustained over three beats
of tala.

The trochaic rhythm which predominates in this stanza is found in 
all the six CP stanzas based on a 12-matra pada. It is emphasized by 
the internal trochee rhyme between many first and second padas: 12.1
-jana/-dhana. The prevalence of thus rhythm in CP 12 induces the mukhiya 
to sing the participle racyau in line (1) as a trochee; the tendency is, 
therefore, to impose the prevalent rhythm even when it is not apparent in 
the text, and thereby to emphasize the varnavrtta rhythm of the stanza.

The arrangement of each pada in 6-matra ganas is contrary to the 
theoretical division of Cautala into six vibhaghas of two beats each; 
metre and tala therefore correspond only in total moric quantity and not 
in internal construction. Most lines of the melody to which the pada is 
sung, however, suggest a basic 6+6 construction; in the 1st and 2nd melodic 
lines each 6-matra section starts on a high note and progresses down the

1. D.R.Widdess 1981:160.
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scale; in the third line the second 6-matra section is introduced by 
a jump to the upper tonic (sa), which is held like a reciting-note until 
the end of the line; in the fifth melodic line the sustaining of the 
second (re) of the upper register over two beats reflects a similar 
sustaining of the fourth (ml) of the upper register at the beginning of 
the line. The melodic construction is, therefore, based on a notion of 
two six-matra groups, which is not an established feature of Cautala.

Despite the predominance of trochaic rhythm in this stanza, the 
theoretical divisions of Cautala are of course maintained throughout 
the performance by the theka (drumming pattern) played by the tabla and 
emphasized by the jhajha which, except in fast repeats, are sounded only 
on the strong tali beats of the cycle - i.e. beats 1 (sam), 5, 9 and 11: 
the theka of the tabla is particularly apparent in this performance where 
it is frequently played in its basic undecorated form, or in simple 
double time.

(It may be noticed that the theoretically 'empty' (khali) beat, 7, 
carries a long syllable in performance; this apparently contradictory 
feature occurs again in CP 26, and is explained below in the discussion of 
that stanza.)

The sequence in which the padas of CP 12 are sung and repeated appears 
to be influenced by purely musical considerations. Two melodic compositions, 
A and B, are used; A is sung for lines (1), (3) and (5) of the stanza, 
and B for lines (2), (4) and (6). Each composition consists of four melodic 
sections, each occupying one avarta of the tala; B is a re-ordering of 
three of the sections already used in A, with the introduction of one new 
section.^ The melodic construction of each couplet is therefore as follows:

1. The five lines of melody to which CP 12 is sung are as follows:

I
1(2 , « - J j- jj- -Lf-41----1 ■ -L

II
- _1--- < 1 , »--- 1------

iii
f e , - - J ' J  111•i—

 
~ i•DJ*..*-■ y  W I I * • o •

p ]
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1st line (composition A): sections I, II, III, IV;
2nd line (composition B): sections III, IV, V, I.

In the recorded text, only sections I and II of 'A' lines are sung and 
repeated separately as single avartas: all other sections are sung and
repeated in pairs - A III with IV, B III with IV and V with I. In other 
words, visama lines are sung as three units (I and II separately,
III and IV together), while sama lines are sung as two units (III and IV 
together, V and I together). This may be explained by the melodic 
construction of I and II, both of which begin and end on the tonic _sa_
(albeit an octave apart in I), and are therefore more self-contained than 
the remaining sections. This sense of pada closure is emphasized by 
the internal rhyme at the end of sections I and II in A.

The singing of the first two sections separately and the second two
together, as in A, bears a resemblance to a similar practice in the
performance of dhrupada song (also commonly sung in Cautala), where the
first two sections sthayi and antara are sung separately, and the second two

1sancari and abhoga as one unit. Although each of these sections in dhrupada
constitutes a whole line of text rather than a single pada, some similarity
of melodic composition can be found between the dhrupada and the CP forms:
in 'A1, the rising phrase of section III to a sustained upper tonic (sa)
resembles a similar feature in the antara section of the dhrupada (and the 

2khyal) style; and a further resemblance is found in composition B, where 
the new melodic section, V, begins with a sustained upper fourth (ma), which 
is a higher note than has been achieved previously in the composition. This 
feature in both 'A' and 'B' suggests that the first two padas of each 
line constitute a kind of sthayi, with the second half-line resembling an 
antara. As in dhrupada, a return to the first pada of the first line 
(sung in section I) brings a sense of closure to the performance: the
performance ends with the syllable ca-, sung to the tonic (s>a_) and on the 
first tala beat (sam), from which point the stanza began.

Similar in construction to CP 12 is CP 17, which differs only in 
having a final trochee in place of CP 12's final guru. This pada in

1. D.R.Widdess 1981:163.
2. Ibid., p.162.
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the version recorded is performed in 6-matra Dadra tala, and is sung 
in quite a fast tempo with a minimum of repeats. As in CP 12, each 
sung textual line is divided into four parts, of which the first three 
are of 12 matras (i.e. padas a and b, and the first 12 matras of pada 
c), the last part here being of 9 matras. In the last, 9-matra section 
the long penultimate syllable is extended over 5 beats in order to fill 
the tala avarta; there is, therefore, no inclusion of any non-textual 
'makeweight1 in this instance. With the exception of this accommodation 
for tala, there is an almost exact correlation between syllable length and 
musical beat in this performance.

The predominant trochaic rhythm of this stanza, already emphasized 
by alliteration or internal rhyme, is further strengthened by the 3+3 
matra construction of Dadra tala, either (a) within individual gagas, or 
(b) between two ganas falling at the same point in successive avartas:

Dadra 1 2 3 4 5
X 0
/ —  u -

(a) 17.2 -so - ra jo
Kj  C* W --------------

(b) 17.3 na va ni kum

The pattern played by the jhajha, however, detracts from the trochaic stress: 

Dadra 1 2 3 4 5 6

Jhajha J JQ J JQ J

A recurring feature of the setting of the CP pada to tala is that the
long third syllable of the name harivamsa is frequently emphasized by being 
sung on a strong tala beat, usually the sam. In this instance the emphasis 
is strengthened by a succession of short syllables in the previous gana:

\J V  V  Vj J  „  U  yjj

17.4b palu palu harivamsa pivata

1 2  3 4
X 0

«/
ra
\j J 'j u /
ja bhra ma ra gum - ja



In the performance of this pada the honorific srT is prefixed to the 
chapa, the two syllables hari- being compressed into a single beat: the
resultant syncopation adds further emphasis to the long syllable -vamsa 
which follows:

Dadra 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
C-O w w // _17.4b pa lu pa lu srl hari vain sa Pi va ta

The recorded stanza which illustrates the second varnavrtta type - 
that based on the five-matra gaga /—  v ity / - is CP 26. This stanza,
consisting of a 20 matra ^eka followed by 5 full lines of 10+10+20 matras,
is set to the 10-beat cycle Jhapatala. The first couplet of CP 26 reads 
as follows:

26.1 mohanx madana gopala kT basurT;

26.2 madhurl sravana puta sunata suni radhike
karata ratiraja ke tapa kau nasu ri.

In performance the line is divided into 10-matra sections:

Jhapatala 1 2 3  4 5 6  7 8  9 10
X 2 0 3

Jhajha J J ] J JJ J J « I J

26.1 mo - ha ni - ma da na go
pa - la ki - ba - su ri

26.2 ma - dhu ri - sra va na pu ta
su na ta su ni ra - dhi ke
ka ra ta ra ti ra - ja ke -
ta - pa kau na - su ri

As is shown above, the theoretical vibhaga construction of Jhapatala 
is 2+3+2+3 matras; in practice, however, an ictus occurs on the sixth 
beat, khali, as well as on the sam, such that the avarta is effectively
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divided into the same 5+5 matra construction as the textual line.1 
5+5 construction is reinforced by the jhajha, which plays a pattern 
°f two cycles per avarta. This stress serves to underline the gaga
rhyme and alliteration found in this stanza, as for example in the last 
line where the long syllable of hamsa, though falling on the khali, 
alliterates strongly with -vamsa on the following sam; (here again the 
chapa receives syncopated emphasis in performance by the insertion of 
honorific sri in time borrowed from hari-;)

Jhapatala 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
26.6b u bhai - ka la ham - sa sri hari

vam - sa ba li da - su ri -

(iii) The performance of matrika stanzas

In the matrika metres of the CP, the predominant pada is of 16 
matras; correspondingly, the most frequently used tala in the samaja 
recordings (as, indeed, in Hindustani music generally) is the 16-matra 
tinatala. There is a straightforward correspondence between the avarta 
or tinatala and the 16-matra pada of such metres; in performance, however, 
this correspondence is more likely to be disrupted by syncopation than is 
the case with the vargavgtta metres with their stricter rhythms. This 
tendency is illustrated in the following extract from CP 72, which has a 
line construction of 16+16 matras, and a 16-matra teka:

72.1 sumdara pulina subhaga su^adaika;
72.2 nava nava ghana anuraga paraspara

selata kuvara nagarl naika.

1. The sixth beat of jhapatala is theoretically weak or ’empty' (khali); 
yet in the performance of this stanza it is marked by considerable 
emphasis. This may be explained by the fact that the function of 
the khali beat is not so much to provide a 'weak' beat or to mark the 
beginning of a 'weak' vibhaga as to provide an asymmetrical arrangement 
of emphasis over the whole tala cycle: the khali contrasts the
beginning of the second half-cycle of five beats with the sam at the 
beginning of the whole cycle. Thus the khali is weak only in 
comparison with the strong sam, and may well be the second strongest 
beat in the whole cycle. Without this distinction between sam and 
khali, 10-matra jhapatala would consist of two identical 5-matra 
sections. In talas of this type the wave of the hand which 
traditionally marks the khali beat in the counting of tala therefore 
merely advises that "this is not the sam".
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Tinatala

Jhajha

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
X
J J J

2
J J J

0
J J J

3
J J J

sum• dara pu li na
bha ga - sukha da - yaka - nava na va gha na a
ra - - ga -pa ra - spa ra khe la ta -ku va -
na -ga ri - na - yaka -

-nu
ra

The beats of the jhajha illustrate a practice also found in recordings 
of other stanzas, wherein each stage in the repetition of a pada or line 
leads further towards a rhythmic climax. On the first vocalisation and repeat 
of each separate pada the jhajha sounds the simple pattern transcribed above, 
showing the division of the avarta into four equal vibhagas of four beats each. 
The same pattern is followed during the subsequent singing and repeating of the 
whole line. When the mukhiya then sings the whole couplet, the jhajha sounds 
a more complex rhythm which stresses the sam and the ninth beat of the avarta, 
thereby presenting tinatala as a double cycle of 8+8 matras. Finally when 
the whole couplet is repeated by the chorus, the jhfjha plays a fast continuous 
pattern in semiquavers, the sam sometimes being marked by an emphasis in
volume. The three successive: stages in the jhtjha rhythm may be shown as
follows (each stage continues past the end of the textual line and ends on
the sam): 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

(i) J J J J J J i J J J J J
(ii) J J J3 J J3 J J3 •Q J J «F3 J J n J]

f i  1^1 i  i “ i  i  y * m

( iii ) JJS J53 Jirfi J*JJ etc.

This separate repetition of each couplet as a discrete unit is a feature 
not found in the recordings of other stanzas; it may reflect the couplet- 
based rhyme scheme (AABBCC etc.) of CP 72, (though it is not followed in 
other examples of a similar rhyme scheme).
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An unusual setting of a 32-matra stanza is found in the 
performance of CP 54. This is a six-line stanza of 16+16 matras, 
beginning as follows:

54.1 nayau neha nava ramga nayau rasa navala syama br§abhana kisorl;

Despite the 16-matra base, this stanza is sung to 12-beat Cautala. This 
performance is exceptional amongst all those recorded in that the sung 
text is given a rhythmic emphasis which derives neither from the internal 
construction of the tala nor from the construction of the textual line.
Against the tala structure of six vibhagas of two beats each, the text 
is sung to a predominant three-beat rhythm without regard for syllable 
length:

Cautala 1 2 3 4  5 6  7 8 9  10 11 12
X 0 2 0 3 4

Jhtjha J J J J
na - yau - - ne - ha na va
ram - - ga - na yau ra sa
na va - la sya ma br - sa
bha - - na - ki so - - ri -

It must be considered likely that stanzas of this type would more usually 
be set to a 16-matra tala.

In stanzas having a line construction of 16+15 matras, the penultimate 
syllable of the second pada is extended in performance to fill the 16-beat 
avarta; an example is in 56.2b, bripdabipina kuti abhirama:

Tinatala

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
56.2b
b^m - da - bi pi na ku %.i - a bhi ra - ma

Tinatala is also used for the 16+11 and 16+12 matra types. As in the 
varnavrtta metres discussed above, the unequal lengths of the constituent 
padas of these metres call for the use of a metrical 'makeweight' in order 
to complete the tala avarta. Here, however, no non-textual material is 
incorporated, since the teka itself is usually of a construction which allows 
its first pada to perform this function; the method is described below.
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In length, the £eka corresponds approximately, and often exactly, 
to the first pada of a full line; but in its internal consturction it 
typically comprises a full second pada preceded by a short first pada of 
approximately 5 to 8 matras. The way in which the teka corresponds in 
length to the first pada and in construction to the second may be seen 
clearly in the example of CP 37 (a stanza of the 16+11 type):

(a) showing correspondence of overall length:

37.1 calahi kina manini kumja ku£ira; (16 matras)

37.2 to binu kuvari ko^i banita juta mathata madana ki plra.
(16+11 matras)

(b) showing correspondence of construction:

37.1 calahi kina manini kuijija ku^Tra; (5+11 matras)

37.2 to binu kuvari koti banita juta mathata madana ki plra.
(16+11 matras)

Thus the full teka acts as a first pada (of 16 matras) in that it fills an 
avarta of tala; the first pada of the teka, when appended to the second pada 
of a full line, has the 'makeweight' function of the non-textual vocative mai 
in CP 12 discussed above. Each avarta of the tala will therefore contain 
one of the following three sections of the pada:

(i) the complete teka; or
(ii) a first pada of a full line; or

(iii) a second pada of a full line, + the first pada of the teka.

In terms of the CP 37 example, these three possibilities will appear as 
follows:

(i) calahi kina manini kumja ku^Ira (16 matras);
(ii) to binu kuvari kot̂ i banita juta (16 matras) ;
(iii) mathata madana ki plra calahi kina (11+5=16 matras).
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It is, therefore, the first pada of the teka which acts as a true refrain, 
being repeated continuously throughout the performance of the pada. Hence 
the first pada is commonly syntactically and semantically independent,-*- 
commonly comprising a vocative (23.1 radha pyarl), an imperative and 
vocative (52.1, 53.1 desau mai), a rhetorical interrogative (60.1 kaha kahau), 
or some other fragment which is introductory to the main substance of the 
teka. The above example calahi kina, 'Why don't you go...1, is typical of 
such independent phrases which admit of repetition in any line of the 
stanza.

Not all stanzas have a teka whose length corresponds exactly to that 
of the full line's first pada; in CP 52 and 53, the first pada of the teka 
comprises the 8-matra phrase desau mai, each syllable of which occupies one 
tala matra in the performed version (see transcription, pp.456-458 below).

The varnika stanza CP 27

CP is the only stanza to show a consistent construction based on the 
number of syllables per line (though even here moric elements are present, 
as discussed in the annotations to the edited text). It is included in 
this section because of a correspondence with the matrika stanza CP 28, 
discussed below. The 14-syllable line is divided in the sung version into
padas of 8 and 6 syllables, as exemplified here in the first two couplets:

27.1 madhuritu brmdavana anamda na thora;

27.2 rajata nagari nava ku^ala kisora.

27.3 juthika jugala rupa- maijijarl rasala;
2"’.4 bithakita ali madhu- madhavi gulala.

In the performance of CP 27 there is no precise correlation between 
syllable length and musical beat, although there is a tendency for long 
syllables to be sustained over more beats than short ones. Two successive 
talas are used in the performance, both showing a connection with the

1. But not necessarily: the use of a non-independent phrase presents
no problem to the performer; cf. the often elliptical mukharas used 
in Hindustani music generally.
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14-syllable arrangement but neither reflecting the 8+6 construction of 
padas within the line. The first tala, Dipacandi of 14 matras, is used 
only for the first couplet, and has a different melodic setting from the 
remainder of the stanza. One avarta covers one pada of text, with 
syllables being extended as required to fill the 14-matra cycle; the 
disposition of syllables over the 14 beats is determined by the internal 
construction of the tala in four vibhagas (3+4+3+4 matras). The 
textual line begins not on the sam but on the eleventh beat, so that the 
words madhuritu act as a mukhara leading to the sam at the beginning of the 
stressed thematic label bripdavana. The jhajha sound on all beats except 
the last beat of each vibhaga; the khali (beat 8) is therefore again 
stressed, as discussed above.

Dipacandi 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
x 2 o 3

Jhajha J J J J J J J J J J
ma dhu r tu *

27.1 b̂ ip - - da - - va na a - - -
nam da - na - tho - - - ra

The second and subsequent lines of CP 27 are sung to a different melody in 
the seven-matra tala Rupaka, eight avartas of which cover each line. The 
rhythmic tempo is therefore increased, though the tempo of the sung text 
remains almost unchanged. The use of Rupaka is maintained throughout the 
stanza from line 3, including the final repeat of line 1.

As in the Dipacandi section, it is the position of the tails of Rupaka 
which generally govern the rhythm of the sung syllables here, and again this 
rhythm is stressed by the jhajha which sound on the same principle as in the 
Dipacandi cycle. The second pada of each line is sung to a different 
melodic structure from the first, rising to a higher note than is found in 
the first and therefore having something of the quality of an antara.
The short second pada is extended to balance the first by the addition of 
(usually) five syllables from the first pada: the words jugala rupa
constitute this repeat in the transcription of line 2 below. After the
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singing and repeating of the two padas separately, the whole line is sung 
as one and the 'makeweight' syllables (jugala rupa etc.) are here replaced 
by a prolongation of the line's penultimate syllable (-a-) as shown below. 
The coincidence of the long syllable in the chapa haribaqisa with the strong 
beat sam, already familiar from other stanzas, is again found in CP 27.

Rupaka 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
x 2 3

Jhajha J J J J
27.2 ju thi

ka - - - - ju
ga - - la - -
ru - - - - pa

mam - ja
ri - - - - ra
sa - j" la - ju

ga la - ru - pa

f: la

The use of two talas for the single stanza is evidently not 
fortuitous, as a second recording of the same stanza made on a separate 
occasion shows exactly the same change from Dipacandi to Rupaka after 
the first couplet. The change may be based on thematic considerations:
the first couplet is a statement of the pada1s subject - the presence of 
the nagarl (Radha) and the kisora (Kr̂ ija) in the vernal environment of 
Virndavana - while the remainder of the stanza is a description of that 
environment with no further reference to the two protagonists until nearly 
the end of the stanza (27.15 qavata sumdari hari...). The use of several 
talas during one musical piece is not unknown in the dhrupada style.

The recorded performance of CP 27 was followed immediately by a 
performance of CP 28, also on a springtime theme. Again the tala used
was Rupaka, but in this case the 14-beat cycle corresponds to a matrika 
metre, and not a varpika one: CP 28 is composed in the 14+10 matra
metre Rupamala. The first couplet is as follows:
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28.1 radhe desi bana ki bata;
28.2 ritu basamta anamta mukulita kusuma aru phala pata.

The order of the teka is inverted in performance:^

desi bana ki bata radhe,

but the use of radhe as a filler for the short second pada on the model 
of CP 52 is not resorted to. Instead, the second pada of 10 matras is 
extended by the same two methods as were used in CP 27, that is (a) by the 
borrowing of four matras from the first pada of the line (mukulita in the 
example transcribed below) and (b) by the prolonged vocalisation of the 
long penultimate syllable in the line.

The internal construction of the textual line follows precisely the 
internal construction of Rupaka tala. Each first pada of fourteen matras 
may be scanned as corresponding to the vibhaga division of two cycles of 
Rupaka (3+2+2,3+2+2); each second pada of ten matras corresponds similarly
to one cycle of Rupaka plus one additional qana of three matras (3+2+2, 3):

1. A. similar inversion of the teka is found in other traditions also. A 
tinatala setting of a sabad of Guru Arjan from the Adi granth (TodT 
Mahala 5, Adi granth p.717) shows the relocation of initial mai at the 
end of the textual line. The first two lines of the text and their 
transcription as asthayi [sthayi] are as follows (Gyan Singh 1971:64):

mai carana gura mithe;
vadai bhagi devai paramesaru ko^i phala darasana gura cliche, (rahau).

asthayi (tinatala)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
X 2 o 3

ca ra na gu ra ml - the - - - ma -

1 _ - ca ra na gu ra ml - the - - - va §e
- bha - ga de - vai - pa ra me - sa ra ko -

tam pha la - da ra sa na gu ra - the - ma -

The first syllable of mai is repeated here at the end of the sthayi 
(fourth line, beats 15 and 16); it appears again in the same position at 
the end of the antara which carries the third and subsequent textual lines.



28.2 £tu basaipta anamta mukulita kusuma aru phala pata
—  U / I V  VJ /— . I — /—  j W  \J / —  f  \j \jj •—  V

28.3 benu dhuni nadalala boll suni va kyo arasata etc.

Only in its inverted form does the teka conform to this gana sequence:

— u ! v u / — / — w / — / —
28.1 de§i bana ki bata radhe

The rhythm of the textual line is therefore transmitted faithfully by the 
Rupaka structure:

Rupaka 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X 2 3

Jhajha J J3 J J3 J
28.1 de - kha ba na ki -

ba - ta ra - dhe -

28.2 ¥ tu ba sam - ta a
nam - ta mu ku li ta
ku su ma a ru pha la
pa _ C ta (mu ku li ta)

i - _ - ta

The strong tala beat 4 duplicates the stress of the sam; the resulting 
paired emphasis is particularly effective in the alliteration of basaipta/ 
anamta in 28.2 above. The pattern played by the jhajha is slightly more 
complex than that used in the Rupaka section of CP 27; two quavers sound 
to the unstressed beats, while a crotchet sounds to the sam and the two 
tails (beats 1, 4, 6).

CP 27 and CP 28 are the only two stanzas in the text with a '14'-unit 
base - 14 varpas in CP 27, 14+10 matras in CP 28. This feature, and the 
springtime theme of the two stanzas (coupled with their allocation to the 
Raga Vasanta) identifies them as dhamara texts; but, as noted above, the 
dhamara tala associated with this species of springtime song has not been 
used in the recorded performance.
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Performed versions of the text do not necessarily follow the close 
correspondence of tala matra to textual matra seen in most of the examples 
given above. The number of beats taken to pronounce a given syllable may 
be determined by cadential, melodic or semantic criteria rather than simply 
by the length of the syllable: a syllable of one textual matra, for example,
may be sustained melismatically over several beats of the tala, or conversely 
two or more syllables may be vocalised within one beat of tala. Furthermore, 
as the example of CP 28 shows, tala vibhagas do not necessarily correspond 
to textual gapas even when an overall correspondence of tala and metre is 
apparent. Yet the basic correlation of text to tala endures,^- and it is 
often the case that syncopations or other variations introduced by the 
mukhiya are not followed by the less adventurous chorus.

In order to demonstrate these points, and to show in detail the use of
the teka as a metrical 'filler' as discussed above, a full transcription of
a performance of CP 52 is given below. The performance lasted about 17f
minutes, and is from an evening samaja session lasting about if hours. The
orthography of the transcription reflects the pronunciation of the samajls
rather than forms given in the edited text; lines in Roman type are sung by
the mukhiya, those in italics by the chorus. The transcription is arranged

2according to tala structure and not as a musical score; it may simply be

1. This does not mean that a given metrical configuration can only be
contained by one specific tala; see for example the tala anka of
SaipgTta (January 1940, pp.171-177), where transcriptions of a single 
text attributed to Tansen are given in seven different talas. Cf. also 
Peter Manuel's transcription of a ghazal in Rupaka, Dadara and Kaherava 
talas (1969:106-7).

2. The basic musical transcription may be given separately. The pada is
sung to six lines of melody in the raga Bilavala, the second line (la) 
being simply a variation on the first.

l i l t - J  j - 4 = i J3 J j j - I- }- 1- 1— i i - 1
J> . J J j =

• ■ -J_ J iV J jj '
—I. ..

! J J ^
x_. i.: i ._i. i i  i _ iK J ) - - - * — =— — :- - t— =- - '' • * 1

\ P  i .w : 1
J J J

1
1 . . .... m  - 0
.x J . J  -rf.-T-----i

i f | I 'ig> ^  J —
--------I 1 2  J J— ! J J

»

(contd. on next page....)
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noted that each melodic line begins, with the textual line, on the 10th 
matra of the avarta, and that the last 'bar' of the melodic lines which 
carry the refrain dekho mai is always occupied by the same four-crotchet 
rising figure. A small numeral before each tenth beat indicates which of 
five melodic lines (given in the footnote) is sung in the following line; 
a dash in square brackets represents a rest of one matra. The jhijha, 
which are struck on the first three beats of each vibhaga throughout most 
of the performance, play a faster and continuous rhythm from the point 
marked by an asterisk in the margin, from which point the tempo increases 
by about a third. It may be noticed that both mukhiya and chorus often 
anticipate their entry on the tenth matra by singing one or more syllables 
from beats eight or nine; this is usually a meaningless utterance (rendered 
a or a in the transcription), but sometimes takes the form of the last word 
of text of the expiring section. Twice the exclamatory expression e ri ha! 
replaces part of the text, for emphasis.^

(..... contd. from previous page.)

■/o ....  ......... ..-----1— ! _ ----J— "------ r -r - ■ ■ " 1
0

< li ,/i- 1 o— #J-J-- * * , ■ ■.

5I(^ I J J : j  J I J J4 -J-

1. An exclamation of this kind is a common feature of various klrtana
traditions. In the M i  granth, for example, the formula hari ha appears 
(as a textual filler?) in the fourth verse of every phunhe saloka. 
(Surindar Singh Kohli, p.79.)
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Tinatala 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
X 2 0 3

±fJhajha J J J 1 J J J i i J J J
1sun da ra ta - - ki

si - - ma H d e kho ma T1 - lsun da va ta - - ki
si - - ma ds kho ma I [-] 2 sun - dara ta - - ki
si - -ma de kho ma 1 zsim da va ta _ - ki
si - - ma de kho na i sun da ra ta - - -ki

[-]ma r
si - - ma H d e kho ma i maiy

ha

2 sun-j. 
sun
1sun

da ra ta - - ki
TSI ma H d e kho ma i dara ta — _ ki
si - - ma de kho ma i - 2 sun - dara ta - - ki
si - - ma de kho ma -t% - 3braja na va ta ru ni -ka
dam - - -ba na ga ri - - zhvaja na va ta ru ni kal-]
dam - - ha na ff<* Vi - [-1 3braj a na va [-]ta ru ni -ka
dam - - ba na ga ri - - shvaja na va ta vu ni [-3 ka
dam - - ha na ga. ri - [“] 1nira kha -ka ra ta - adhi
gvi - - va [-]de kho ma I a} lniva khi -ka va ta - adha

gvi - - va de kho ma i a 3braj a na va ta ru ni -ka
dam - - ba na ga ri - - xnira kha -ka ra ta - adha
gri - - va -de kho ma i a ) lhvaQa na va ta vu ni fea[-3
dam - - ha na 9* vi - [-1 lniva khi ka va ta - adha
gvi - - va de kho ma i a *> - kou ko - ti -
kal pa - lagi n - - ve - Vo - kou ko - - ti
kal pa - lagi Jl - - ve - 5 rasa na - ko - - tika
pa - ve - -de kho ma i aJ svasa na - ko - - tika
pa - - ve de kho ma i "jo - kou ko - ti -
kal pa - laga ji - - ve [-] 5 rasa na - Hko - - tika
pa - ve - -de kho ma i 31 V‘o - kou ko - - ti
kal pa - lagi 3i - - Ve 5vasa - na ko - ti ka
pa - - ve de kho ma i - 3tau - -ru ci ra - bada
-na - - -ra vin da ki s> 3ta u -ru ai va - bada
na - - va vin da ki [-] 1so bha - ka ha ta -na
a - - ve -de kho ma i 1> bha - ka ha - ta na
a - - ve de kho ma T% [-] 3tau - -ru ci ra - bada
na - - -ra -vin da ki - - lso bha - ka ha ta -na
a - - ve H d e kho ma i 3ta u -ru oi ra - hada
na - - va vin da ki - 1so hha - ka ha - ta na
a _ _ ve de kho ma H m a 1

la
'} "de valo ka bhu

lo _ ka -ra sa ta
1

"de valo _ ka _ bhu
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X

lo

2

ba va sa
da ri ye - -de kho ma
da vi ye - de kho ma
lo - - ka ra sa - -
da ri ye - [-]de kho raa
lo - - ka va sa - -
da vi - ye de kho ma
am - - ga am ga ki
ri hi - - - - -
ha - - - - - -
am - - ga am ga ki
ta ri - ye -de kho ma
ta vi - ye de kho ma
am - - ga am ga ki
ta ri - ye -de kho ma

am - - ga am ga -
ta vi - ye de kho -
ta - - -pa - rupa gun a
ta - - pa ru pa gu
ja - ga ra -de kho ma
3’a - - gava de kho ma
prat a - - -pa ru pa gu
ja - - gara -de kho mai
ta - - pa vu pa gu
3'a - - gava de kho ma
- -sa - basa pa su (
- sa - basa pa su -
- sa - basa pa su ri
ha - - - - - -
Tva - - - - - -
- sa - basa pa su -
sa - - gara de kho ma
sa - ga va de kho -
la sa - basa pa su ri
sa - - gara de kho ma
- sa - basa pa su -

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
0 3

- ssuna - kavi ku la ma -ti
;> 6suna - kavi ku la - mati
[-] ‘♦de - valo - ka -[-] bhu
- 5suna - kavi ku la - matis> "de - va lo ka - bhu
- 5suni - kavi ku la ma ti
_ 3saha ja ma - dhu ri -
- %saha 3 a ma - dhu vi e i
- 3saha ja ma “ dhu ri e vi
- *saha 3 a ma - dhu - -vi
E-] xkahi ka - so - - patas> 1kahi ka - so - - pataSJ 3saha ja ma - - dhu ri
- k̂ahi ka - so - - pata
- 5 saha 3a (ma) (-L}

ma
dhu — vi

- 1hahi - ka so - - pata

:> '♦hita - hari vam - - sa pra
- *hita - hari vam - - sa pva
- 5vay ba -la sya - - m u
:> 5vay ba la sya - - 777 u

- ‘♦hita - hari vam - - sa
[-] 5vay ba -la sya - - ra u
- ** hit a - havi va - - msa pva
- 5vay ba la sya - - m u
- 3 ja ki - bhru - -vi la
- *3 a - ki bhvu - - vila

eha>3ji ki - bhru - -vi la
- Va - ki bhvu - -vi y 

e ri -
- 3jl ki - -bhru - - e vi
- 3ja - ki bhvu - -vi la
- xdina vi tha ki ta - rasa
- 1dina vi tha ki ta - vasa
- 3 ja ki - bhru - - -vi
- xdina vi tha ki ta - rasa
- Va - ki bhvu - vi Id
- [-] ldina vi -tha ki ta - vasa

8

tala
i
i
tala
l
tala
i

o
o

r1
i

i

ki
mai
jaisri
3’aisvi
na

§>
* ..,}jaisri
n a

daisvi
na
i
va
viva

va
o
0
viva
I
mai
va
l
viva
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
X 2 0 3

sa _ _ gara de "kho ma i - 1 sun - dara ta - - ki
si - ma - H d e kho ma 1 s> 2 sun - dara ta - - ki

si - - ma de kho ma i mai}1sun da ra ta - - ki
si - ma - de kho ma i S> 1 sun - dara ta - - -ki

si - _ ma de kho ma i - 2 sun - dara ta - — ki
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VII. THE COMPOSITION AND CONTENT OF THE CAURRST PADA

1. The Title of the Text

Modern editions of the CP usually bear the title Hita caurasl, 
some preferring the Sanskritized form Hita caturasl, and it is under 
these titles that the text is usually discussed in histories of Hindi 
literature. The evidence of the manuscripts studied for the present 
edition, however, is that these titles are relatively modern, and 
represent a literary formalization of the simpler epithet * Caurasl 
pada' which simply describes the text as a collection of 84 stanzas.

It is recognised even within the sampradaya that the CP was 
compiled after the death of Hita Harivamsa. Early references to 
Harivamsa's collected padas do not mention any specific number of 
stanzas or any title, but refer to the text in such general terms as 
vanl, gira, etc. The most striking example of this is the 16th 
century text Sevaka vanl of Damodaradasa 'Sevaka1: the entire fourth
prakarana of this text is devoted to a eulogy of Harivamsa's vanl, 
but nowhere does an actual title appear.^" Damodaradasa seems, 
therefore, to have known the vanl only as a loose collection, since he 
would surely have referred to any formal title current at the time of 
his writing.

The oldest manuscript collated for the present edition is MS A, 
dated V.S. 1749 (A.D. 1693). DharanTdharadasa, author of the tika 
which this manuscript contains, makes no allusion to the number of 
stanzas in the text, referring to it simply as ban!; and strictly 
speaking the CP as borne by this manuscript does not originally consist 
of 84 stanzas, since CP 13 is present only as a margin addition, and 
the numbering sequence does not, consequently, reach 84. The scribal 
colophon to the manuscript does, however, introduce the 'title' sri 
caurasl, and thereby assumes a total of 84 stanzas; similar forms

1. Citations of the CP in the Sevaka vapT are discussed in section 
VII.3.(ii) below.
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appear in MSS EIL, with sri caturasl appearing in two of the Premadasa 
tika manuscripts, K and M. The title caurasl pada appears in the 
colophons of BCDFJ; of these, the earliest dated is MS C, whose 
colophon bears the date V.S. 1794 (A.D. 1737). Nowhere in the 
manuscripts collated does the title Hita caurisi appear; among the 
other manuscripts examined, the title appears once only, and then too 
in a modern copy (described in section II.2.(iv)).

The earliest attestation of the epithet (5ri) caurasl in the 
available sources is therefore in the colophon of MS A (A.D. 1693), while 
the earliest occurrence of the form Caurasl pada is in MS C (A.D. 1737).

A reference from the hagiographic work Rasika ananya mala, quoted 
on p.11, provides a slightly earlier attestation of the form caurasl; 
the hagiography is tentatively dated to the mid-17th century. (Though 
this reference links the title Caurasl with a gosvami interpreted as 
Harivamsa's eldest son Vanacandra, there is no reason to believe that 
Vanacandra himself was specificially acquainted with an integral text 
composed of, or referred to as, a unified corpus of 84 stanzas.)

Since the CP represents a sectarian compilation of individual 
stanzas or groups of stanzas, it is not surprising to find the lack of 
a consistently applied title in the earlier sources. In the absence of 
truly early manuscripts, the aim of the edition cannot go beyond the 
establishment of an authentic form of this compilation, since by 
definition there can have been no consolidated 'archetype' contemporaneous 
with the composition of its component parts. In this context, it is 
reasonable to adopt the descriptive label Caurasl pada as a relatively 
early title for the anthology: but only after recognising the place of
this form in the gradual development zero > caurasl > caurasl pada > hita 
caurasl.

Discussion of the modern title Hita caurasl invites some comment on 
the word hita itself. 'Harivamsa' is a reasonably common name in 
Vaisnava circles, and it was perhaps in order to differentiate himself 
from others of the same name that the Radhavallabhi Harivamsa incorporated 
the upanama hita into his chapa: this usage established a style which
was followed by later sectarian figures - 'Hita' Dhruvadasa, 'Hita'
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Rupalala etc. The meaning of hita in Hindi extends beyond its
Sanskrit sense of 'good, welfare' etc., and becomes roughly synonymous
with prema; Radhavallabhl authors adopt the term to refer specifically
to their own sectarian conception of divine love which, notwithstanding
the eroticism of the Radha-K£§na paradigm through which it is expressed,
is purely transcendental and untained by lust (kama). Despite the
attribution of this concept to Hita Harivaipsa, however, this usage only
becomes apparent in the works of later authors and is not explicit in
the works of Harivaipsa himself: the term occurs independently of chapa
contexts only four times^ in the CP, and in none of these occurrences
does the sectarian sense apply. (The term does not appear in the
Sanskrit text Radhasudhanidhi, while in its three occurrences in the 

2Sphuta vanl it does not have the sectarian sense.)

Of the early eulogistic works surveyed above in chapter I, only the 
Sevaka vagi attaches the upanama hita to Harivamsa's name. The absence 
of the upanama elsewhere does not necessarily prove ignorance of it, 
but rather implies, perhaps, that it was regarded as having purely 
literary reference and that its use outside the context of the chapa 
was not appropriate or necessary; alternatively, it may have been 
used only to distinguish the Radhavallabhl poet from others of the same 
name. In the primary sources analysed, the first attestation of the 
upanama hita serving as a personal name in its own right is in the phrase 
hita ju ki rlti from Priyadasa's eighteenth century Bhaktirasa bodhini, 
quoted on p.15 above (while Nabhadasa's mula, which this reference 
glosses, refers only to harivamsa gusai).

2. Authorship of the 84 stanzas

It is by no means certain that all the 84 stanzas are the product 
of a single author. Six of the 84 appear, with some differences, in 
the Surasagara; a further two bear the chapa not of Harivamsa but of 
one Naravahana, and the second of these, CP 12, is also attributed to 
the As^achapa poet Kumbhanadasa. This last attribution, recorded by

1. CP 12.1, 48.2, 57.27, 58.1.
2. Sphuta vapl 16.2, 18.6, 24.1 (Lalita Caran GosvamI (ed.) 1972:157f 

161, 166).
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Lalita Caran Gosvami (1957:376) cannot be discussed here since no 
text of the Kumbhanadasa version has been available;3- the other two 
attributions are discussed in the following paragraphs.

(i) The 'Naravahana' stanzas

The consecutive stanzas CP 11 and 12 bear the chapa narabahana. 
Radhavallabhl hagiographies such as the Rasika ananya mala (Lalitaprasad 
Purohit (ed.) 1960:1-4) identify Naravahana as a 'robber-baron1 figure 
who held the whole of Braj under his sway, but who latterly became a 
disciple and follower of Hita Harivamsa; the sectarian view of the 
origin of these stanzas is that they were written by Harivamsa but 
'dedicated' to Naravahana as a reward for his devoted allegiance. An 
early example of this ascription is found in the following couplet from 
the seventeenth century text BhaktanamavalT of the Radhavallabhl poet 
Dhruvadasa:

kaha kahau nahi kahi sakata narabahana ko bhaga;
_  _  -  2srimukha jakau nama dharyau nija ba m  anuraga.

'What can I say? I cannot describe the happy lot of Naravahana, 
whose name the sweet-voiced one placed affectionately in his 
own scripture.'

This description of events is frequently recounted by the hagiographical
3literature. Such a dedication would represent a reversal of the more 

usual practice, in which the devotee or admirer of a poet himself 
composes a stanza in that poet's style and bearing the latter's name,

1. The stanza does not occur in the anthology of Kumbhanadasa's 
padas included in Prabhudayal Mital (ed.), 1949:105-116.

2. Lalita Caran Gosvami (ed.) 1971:30.
3. See, for example, the following references, all treating of the 

life of Naravahana:
(a) Bhagavata Mudita, Rasika ananya mala (Lalitaprasad Purohit 
(ed.) 1961:4):

guru prasanna hvai dvai pada gayau; naravahana ke bhoga lagayau.
(b) Uttamadasa, Harivamsa caritra (N.P.S.Aryabhasa Pustakalaya, MS 482; 
ff.9V-I0r):

(Contd. on next page.......)
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and adds it as an apocrypha to the existing corpus (examples of such 
padas bearing the chapa of Harivaijisa are given in Appendix III). if 
the hagiographers' story lacks a ring of authenticity, however, it 
remains unchallenged by conflicting evidence; the historical position 
remains obscure.

The two stanzas bearing the chapa narabahana, CP 11 and 12, are 
linked by a strong stylistic resemblance. Both are six-line stanzas 
and share, with preceding CP 10, a particular metrical structure; both 
have -ini end-rhyme (CP 11 -amini, CP 12 -amdini); both share similar 
internal rhymes in the final couplet, and furthermore share the same 
rhyme-word jheli in the second pada of line (6). The two stanzas also 
end with similar compound epithets: 11.6 jaqata pavanl, 12.6 jagata bamdini.

In both stanzas, the chapa narabahana is followed by the word prabhu, 
yielding the compound epithet 'Naravahana*s Lord, K^fna'.3- In both 
instances, MSS DI read prabhu (though neither manuscript is prone to 
the arbitrary lengthening of short vowels, and both consistently read 
prabhu elsewhere in the text); lengthening of the vowel here suggests, 
therefore, a possible metrical compensation for a five-matra chapa (i.e. 
a form metrically shorter than narabahana). Furthermore, the metrical 
configuration [ u u -  ] introduced by naraba- at the beginning of the

( contd. from previous page)
niju vihara ke dvai pada daye; srlmusa vanl madhya lisi laye.

(c) Priyadasa, Bhaktirasa bodhini (S.S.Bhagvan Prasad (ed.) p.663):
daT mamgavaya vastu rakhi yo duraya bata

aya dasa bhayau kahi rijhi pada diyau hai.
{d) Vjrndavanadasa, Rasika ananya paracavalT, Hita Saurabha VI, No.2 
(April* 1973), p.53:

sri guru bhaye kjrpala dekhi tihi carita navinai;
caurasi pada mahi jugala pada takau dinai.

1. This collocation disallows the interpretation offered by C.S.J.White 
(pp.60-61), in which the chapa is broken down into its lexical
components and translated 'The Lord...is a vehicle for man' / 'The
Lord, the Vehicle of Salvation for men'. G.R.Niemann's interpretation
(1977:44-45) of prabhu as syntactically distinct from the chapa is 
similarly untenable.
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line upsets the predominantly trochaic rhythm which subsists through
out these stanzas: no other line (or half-line) begins with such a
configuration. Variation of this kind is not without precedent, 
however (see for example catalectic hita haribaipsa in 46.4 and 71.6), 
and is not proof, per se, of a corrupt reading.

Although similarities between the two stanzas suggest a shared 
source, there is no specific evidence to show that they may not share 
authorship with the remainder of the text. Pairings of stanzas of 
like kind occur elsewhere in the text (e.g. CP 39, 40; CP 74, 75); 
further examples of the metre used here occur in CP 10, 76 and 80; and 
the phrase kisalaya dala racita saina from 11.4 is also found in 
76.1.

(ii) The 'Surasagara' Stanzas

CP 13, 33, 37, 50, 54 and 82 all appear in editions of the
Surasagara (SS). The fact that none of these six appears in the

1earlier manuscripts of the SS shows them to be late accretions to 
the expansive Sura tradition; but, far from proving that the stanzas 
necessarily have their origin in the CP, this evidence suggests that 
they may have belonged to some independent body of material - perhaps 
fostered by a sung tradition - from which individual padas might 
easily have been borrowed and developed variously along sectarian 
lines. The omission of CP 13 from the original draft of MS A, and 
the different locations in the overall stanza sequence allotted to two 
more of the disputed stanzas (CP 33 and 50) by MS A vis-a-vis the 
other manuscripts, supports this view.

Nothing in the style or content of the six stanzas can prove 
beyond doubt an original identity with either the CP or the SS. The 
stylistic and thematic grounds on which Vijayendra Snatak bravely

1. J.S.Hawley, p.8.
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concludes that all six stanzas are attributable to Harivamsa are 
superficial and general; and since an overall consistency of style 
and theme would naturally be sought by any compiler when assembling 
disparate material for an anthology, the use of such general criteria 
to resolve the problem of authorship begs the question fundamentally.

The SS texts on which the following discussion of the six stanzas 
is based are given in Appendix II.

CP 13: SS 2489/1871. Though substantial divergences between the two
versions occur only in the last couplet, the minor variations in line 
(4) are significant in terms of the transmission of the text. Here 
two variant readings in the CP manuscripts follow the SS version: A
reads kako for kaise; C reads rahe, E rahi, L rahai, for rahata (SS 
rahai). The subjunctive mood accommodated by the SS reading rahai 
could be said to be more appropriate here: cf. subjunctive verbs in
the similarly rhetorical contexts of 35.8 and 42.6. Line (6) in the 
SS version is a more logical conclusion to the stanza, since it 
maintains the theme of a sakhi describing the effect on herself of a 
vision of Krsna. Snataka concludes on lexical grounds that the text 
is attributable to Harivamsa; but the 'teasing1 motif with which the 
stanza opens is more akin to SS contexts than to the CP, where it has 
no precedent. The absence of this stanza from MS A clearly casts 
some doubt as to its origins.

CP 33: SS 1817/1119. The first line is held in common by the two
versions; in the SS text this forms a couplet with line (4) of the CP 
text. The first half of the third line is also shared, but for the 
distinction between the participles parata (CP) / dharata (SS); here,
MS F falls in with the SS reading (but possibly through assimilation to 
a context in 5.2, rather than as a result of any genetic connexion 
with the SS tradition). The SS text contains the unlikely rhyme bhora/ 
bhora in the third and fourth lines. In the stanza order unique to MS A, 
this stanza follows CP 31 with a similar first line:

1. Vijayendra Snatak 1968: 324-330.
2. 35.8 kyau banai bibecita; 42.6 kauna apanapau harai.
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31.1 aju ati rajata dampati bhora
33.1 aju bana rajata jugala kisora.

A further correspondence with the remainder of the CP text occurs in 
line (6), where the phrase surata samudra jhakora echoes 70.2 surata 
samudra jhakorl.

CP 13 and CP 33 together account for two of the three CP stanzas 
with -ora end-rhyme {the third being CP 31 quoted above).

CP 37: SS 3070/2452. CP 37 stands at the beginning of a sequence of 
five stanzas whose main theme is the viraha endured by Krsna during 
Radha's mana. There are a number of differences between the two 
versions, of which the following demand comment.

In line (3), where the SS text reads sambhrama ati atura, the CP 
reading is birahakula pulakita in CEFGKLM, pulakita birahakula in ABDHIJ 
(original drafts); the coincidence of this variation among the CP 
manuscripts with the different SS version suggests diverse replacement 
in the CP of an earlier reading. Both recensions yield metrically and 
semantically sound versions. The orthographic similarity between the 
two versions of the seventh line suggest the possibility of deliberate 
scribal superimposition of one reading onto the other at some time 
during the transmission:

CP hita haribamsa parama komala cita capala call piya tlra
SS hiya mai harasi prema ati atura catura " M " .

The CP reading ranablra in the final line has been altered, in MS C,
to the SS reading ranadhlra. The appearance of the word sura in this
line has no doubt facilitated attribution of the stanza to Suradasa: 
but sura also appears, again in collocation with surata, in the last 
line of CP 38, and again at 46.4 and 57.29. A further connexion with 
the remainder of the CP is found in the phrase to binu kuvari (37.2), 
which occurs again at 39.4.

CP 50: SS 1809/1191. Four of the five points of difference between
the two versions show the SS text to be inferior, and presumably 
therefore to represent a corrupt recension. The first divergence is in
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line (2); here the CP reads sarasa mani nlla mano mrdula kaipcana
sacl, for which the SS has the equally satisfactory sarasa mani mrdula
kamcana su abha khaci. In the following line, however, the SS text 
fails to yield an effective slesa dependent upon the CP reading 
nibadha (and discussed in the annotation to 50.3), and furthermore 
fails to show the varnika gana / —  w ^  ? 02. u / which is regular 
for this metre:

y  g  V  —• I — y y  U / ——« W  ------
CP surata nibi nibadha heta piya manini

v  — ~ !  — , —  J  \ j  y J  \ s  * * >  }  —

SS sudara nibi bamdha rahati piya pani gahi

In the fourth line, the inclusion in the SS text of superfluous kari 
may be consequent upon an inversion of the two words rosa, hukari (the 
latter being a miscopying of correct humkara). In the fifth line the 
SS reading must be an ingenuous replacement of the chapa haribamsa hita, 
since the SS text is again unmetrical (catalexis not being a regular 
feature in this position):

CP koka kotika rabhasa rahasi haribamsa hita9 •

«  u  —  /  U  W  V ^  v / u  y  I ,  | /  _  U  V

SS koka kotika rabhasa rasika hari suraja

In the final line, the SS reading prana mana for CP pranayamaya is 
semantically inferior.

CP 54: SS 1303/685. The first couplet only of the CP six-line
stanza is shared by the SS four-line stanza. The SS reading nayau 
geha in the first line is metrically inferior to the CP’s nava ramga.
SS kuvari in the same line is semantically inferior to the CP’s syama, 
since restriction of the context to Radha in the SS text damages the 
correspondence with the following line, where the reference to pltabara 
as well as cunarl (both versions) involves nayaka as well as nayika in 
the action of the stanza. (SS kuvari may, however, represent masc. 
kuvara, in which case this argument does not stand.)
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The final line of the CP text contains the phrase cira jivau 
bhutala yaha lori, which echoes further collocations of bhutala and 
jorT at 7.2 and 70.8.

CP 82: SS 1819/1201. The resemblance of the two versions is very
close. The SS readings mula, sugamdha and madhurau ri (second, fourth, 
and seventh lines) are errors for maula, sudhamqa and madhu ghorl 
respectively. (The reading sugaipdha appears here in MSS EM also (either 
by metathesis or by thoughtless confusion of the two words); but this 
error is commonplace in E, and occurs in M also at 24.4 and 72.5.) The 
six-matra chapa suradasa which appears for seven-matra hita haribaipsa 
in the final line requires a lengthening of the following pivata (CP) to 
pivata (SS): citations in the Sura sabdasagara (Hardev Bahari 1981) show
the former to have wider currency in the SS generally.

There are several collocations in CP 82 which have parallels 
elsewhere in the text: for 82.2 barabasa kiyau citai musa morl cf. 78.4
barabasa liyau mohana cita corI; for 82.3 aga amga madhuri cf. similar 
collocations at 10.1, 29.2, 69.2, 78.4; for 82.4 rasa simdhu jhakori 
cf. 43.3 guna siipdhu jhakorl. The dance context of this stanza, with 
Radha predominant, is found in the broken sequence CP 78, 79, 81, 82.

The above comparisons of CP and SS versions yield no watertight 
conclusions. The cited parallels between the stanzas under discussion 
and the remainder of the CP are often striking, but cannot, for two 
reasons, be taken as proof of an original identity of source: firstly,
a detailed search of the SS would no doubt yield similar parallels with 
SS contexts; and secondly, the tendency in BrBh verse to the conscious 
or unconscious use of literary formulae in the construction of a line is 
commonplace, and is likely to obscure original diversity of authorship.
In the case of the last three stanzas discussed, a more coherent text 
in the CP versions suggests that these stanzas have been preserved more 
accurately in the Radhavallabhl 'recension1, and may therefore be 
regarded as holding a position closer to the archetype than that held 
by the relatively corrupt SS versions; the alternative explanation, viz.
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that the coherent CP texts represent hyper-corrections of original 
SS stanzas, does not seem tenable. In the case of the first three 
stanzas, however, an open verdict must be returned, the origin of CP 
13 remaining particularly doubtful.

3. The Structure of the Text

A cursory survey of the 84 stanzas shows that the collection is 
not rigidly ordered under any classification scheme except that of raga 
headings. Raga allocation is, therefore, the first aspect of the text's 
structure to be discussed below. Subsequently, the factors of metrical 
type, word use and theme are analysed in an attempt to perceive any 
possible diversity of sources amongst the component stanzas of the text; 
existing classification schemes promoted within the sectarian tradition 
are also assessed.

(i) Raga allocations in the CP

All manuscripts allocate a sequence of ragas to the 84 stanzas of 
the text; the raga distribution varies, but the table below shows that 
a large degree of agreement exists. The stanza order of MS A, 
discussed in section II.l(i), differs from that of all other manuscripts 
in that a group of nine stanzas (CP 27 to 35 in the majority order) 
precedes a group of seven stanzas which comes first in all other 
manuscripts; the fact that these two blocks of text constitute discrete 
raga sections suggests that the raga allocation does at least antedate 
the dislocation of the text in MS A vis-a-vis the other sources.

In the table below, cross-hatching indicates a lost folio (of 
which details are given in II.1); manuscript orthographies are preserved 
in the tabulated raga names.
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Table 4: The Ragas of the CP
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The mula of the CP is usually followed by a stanza in kavitta
metre, giving the distribution of the 84 stanzas under 14 raga headings.
The date of this kavitta is unknown, but its authorship has been
attributed by the CP's commentator Premadasa to one 'HarijT MallajT'.^
The name 'Sri Hariju {Harijlmala)' appears in a list of eighteenth

2century Radhavallabhl authors, but even this vague indication of a 
floruit remains unsubstantiated. Of the sources collated for the 
present edition of the CP, only MS C (V.S. 1794) is without the so-called 
raga samkhya kavitta, though in the oldest manuscript collated, MS A 
{V.S, 1749), the kavitta is a later addition which supplements an 
earlier stanza (reproduced in the description of MS A) listing the raga 
sequence peculiar to that manuscript.

The fact that the original drafts of two oldest manuscripts collated, 
A and C, are without the raga stanza suggests that the stanza was written 
after the date of these two manuscripts. If this is the case, then the 
kavitta must have been composed to describe an already existing 
allocation of ragas, rather than to prescribe such an allocation, since 
even in A and C the order of ragas is very close to that which becomes 
more or less standard in later manuscripts. The kavitta, quoted in 
section II.3, yields the following computation of the numbers of stanzas 
allocated to each raga;

Vibhasa 6 Saranga 16
Vilavala 7 Mallara 4
Todi« 4 Gau^a 1

Asavari 2 Gaurl 9
Dhanasri 7 Kalyana 6

Vasanta 2 Kanharo 9
Devagandhara 7 Kedaro 4

attribution is quoted in the description Of MS G,
II.l(i).

2. Kisorlsaran 'Ali' 1950:42.
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Except in printed text H, where each pada is individually 
headed with the raga name, only the first pada of a sequence bears 
the raga name. If a raga name is omitted, therefore, the following 
stanzas seem to be automatically subsumed under the previous raga 
heading. Thus it is impossible to tell {except from the secondary 
evidence of the raga samkhya kavitta) whether the absence of any 
individual raga heading represents a scribal omission or a substantive 
difference in raga allocation.

The distribution of ragas accords with the specifications of 
the raga samkhya kavitta in only five of the sources collated here; 
even in these five (DEHJL) there is one minor divergence from the kavitta, 
in that Gauda is represented by Gaucjta-malara. (The same is the case 
with FGK, which variously differ from the kavitta's specifications in 
other ways also.) Divergences from the specifications of the kavitta 
are as follows:

(a) MS A has Lalita for Vibhasa (CP 1-6); C has Lalita from CP 2 
(-6 or -13?: the folio bearing 6-8 in C is missing; Vilavala may 
begin at CP 7, as in ABDEHIJKLM). K lacks a heading for the first 
six stanzas.

(b) Vilavala is lacking in FG (folio missing in C).

(c) A and C have Gujarl for Devagandhara (CP 29-35 in majority order, 
19-27 in MS A order); GM have no heading here.

(d) F lacks Saranga.

(e) ABCI lack Gaudamalara: of these, BCI include CP 56 in the previous
group (Malara), while A begins the Gauri section with this stanza.

(f) C repeats the Gauri heading at CP 59, and again at 63 (though 
this latter is sec.m. over a folio repair).

(g) B lacks Kalyana.

(h) K lacks Kedarau.
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1The sample may be broadened by adding data given by U§a Gupta 
in a survey of CP manuscripts. The first manuscript referred to by 
Gupta is our MS C (despite a discrepancy in library catalogue numbers)? 
her second accords with our MS K; her third and fifth with our DEHJL; 
her fourth, seventh and eighth accord with the DEHJL but also lack 
Kedarau; her sixth accords with DEHJL but also lacks Kanharau.

Before considering the implications of the raga sequence, it is 
relevant to record the existence of a similar sequence in the vanl of 
Hita Harivamsa's alleged associate, Svami Haridasa. The padas there 
are headed by the following ragas; Vibhasa, Gauri, Vibhasa, Vilavala, 
Vasanta, Saranga, Malara, Gauri, Na£a, Gaudamalara, Kalyana, Avarau (?), 
Kanharau, Kedarau (R.D.Haynes p.266).

The commentator Rasikalala, when cross-referencing from his gloss
on one stanza to a parallel context elsewhere in the mula, refers to

2the latter context by raga section rather than by pada number; thus
the raga headings are seen as having some substantive structural
function (although this has not become as formalized as it is in such
texts as the Adi grantha, where a new numbering sequence begins with 

3each raga) . The raga groupings m  the CP do not show any thematic or
contextual coherence, except that the two padas under Vasanta, CP 27 

4and 28, do have a specifically vernal theme, and the name of the 
rainy-season raga Mal[l]ara is specifically linked to a monsoon context 
in 54.4. This latter reference is one of three instances in the text 
in which raga names allocated to a particular section appear in the mula 
itself:

1. U.Gupta pp.199-203.
2. Rasikalala's commentary on CP 14 includes the following cross- 

reference:
takau ho ju kahau maramu tuma kau sudhi karavai;
kedare me padu ju hai tako bheda batai. 79.

The commentator subsequently quotes from CP 82.6, from the Kedarau 
sequence.

3. W.H.McLeod p.71.
4. 28.2 is one of three contexts where the word basamta appears (though 

not as a raga name); the other two are 57.3 and 64.2.
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36.4 juvatini mamqlala madhya syamaghana saraga raga jamayau;1
54.4 nava mural! ju malara nal gati sravana sunata aye ghana ghor 
57.17 dou mili cacari gavata gauri raga alapa.

There are many contexts in which springtime and monsoon contexts 
and themes occur independently of the seasonal raga classifications: 
these classifications do not, in other words, encompass all examples 
of the themes they describe. Nor do the raga sections coincide with 
any other classifiable aspect of the stanzas' form except that, as has 
been shown in section VI.5, new raga sequences coincide with a change 
of metre and tend to start with a stanza of longer than average length.
The implication of this is that the raga names were imposed on a pre
existing text, taking some note of seasonal themes in the text and 
possibly preferring longer stanzas to bear the raga titles, but 
otherwise without regard for textual considerations. The basis for 
the raga sequence must therefore be sought outside the text itself.

The usual context in which ragas might be expected to constitute
a coherent sequence is that of the literary ragamala. The

2Pancamasarasamhita, dated A.D. 1440 and regarded as one of the
earliest texts to give raqa-ragini sequences, lists the following 

3'families' (ragas corresponding to those of the CP being given here 
in bold type):

Raga Raginis

Malava Dhanusi [= Dhanasri ?], MalasI, Ramakiri, Sinduda,
_ 4Asvavarl [= SsavarT ?}, Bhairavi.

Mallara Velavall [= Vilavala], PuravT, Kanaka [= Kanharo],
Madhavi, Koda, Kedarika [= Kedaro].

Sri Gandhari [= Devagandhara], Subhaga, Gauri, Kaumarika,
Veloyari, Vairagl.

1. The possibility that Saranga may have a 'monsoon' connotation is 
discussed in a note to 36.4 syamaghana.

2. E. te Nijenhuis p.20.
3. S.C.Banerji p.92.
4* Var.lect. asoarT (op.cit., p.100).
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Raqinls

TudT [= TcxJI], Pancami, Lalita, Pa^hamanjar!,
Gurjarl [= GujjarT], Vibhasa (= Vibhasa].

MayurT, DTpika, Desakarl, Pahigla, Vara^I, Marathi.

Na^ika, Bhupall, Ramakeli, KamodT, KalyanI [= Kalyana], 
Gata.

Of the CP ragas, only Saranga and Gauda-malara (for which cf. Mallara) 
do not appear here. Comparison of this list with the CP sequence of 
ragas seems to show that our text does not derive its raga classifications 
directly from the ragamala tradition: but the CP's juxtapositioning of
Vibhasa with Lalita (and with To§I in MSS FG, perhaps also in MSS CD), of 
Asavarl with DhanasrI, and of Kanharo with Kedaro may represent a 
distant echo of ragamala order.

A more striking connexion is apparent between the CP's raga 
sequence and the so-called 'time theory' of Indian music, which associates 
the performance of ragas with particular times of day and night. This 
theory is the subject of much controversy, and hardly any two authorities 
or any two regional traditions (gharanas) agree on its exact application. 
The principles of the 'time theory' may here be outlined before its 
implications for the CP tradition are considered.

The earliest textual authority for the identification or ragas with
times of day or seasons of the year appears to be the SangTtamakaranda
of Narada (14th or 15th century),^ wherein certain ragas are allocated
to broad time categories - morning, noon, afternoon, night; a similar

2system is found in the Pancamasarasamhita. The allocation of times
becomes rather more specific in later texts such as the SangTtadarpana

3 4of Damodara (c.1625) and the Sangitaparijata of Ahobala (c.1665).

1. E. te Nijenhuis p.20. According to SvamI Prajnanananda (p.114, 
cited by E. te Nijenhuis,loc.cit.), the 'Narada' to whom the 
Sangitamakaranda is attributed is not the same as the alleged 
author of the Pancamasarasamhita.

2. S.C.Banerji p.84.
3. E. te Nijenhuis p.27.
4. Ibid., p.28.

Raga

Vasanta

Hindola

Karnata
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The most developed form of the theory is that propounded earlier 
this century by V.N.Bhatkhande, who divides the day into two 12-hour 
periods (midnight to noon, noon to midnight), each of which is further 
divided into three sections.^ The parent scale (thata) of a raga 
determines the section to which a raga belongs, while the location of 
its sonant (vadl) in the upper or lower tetrachord determines whether 
the raga belongs to the first or second 12-hour period respectively.
On the basis of this theory Bhatkha^de describes individual ragas as 
belonging to a specific 'watch* (prahara, pahara). Bhatkhande's 
theory has gained wide (but not universal) acceptance amongst Indian 
musicologists and musicians.

The table which follows shows the performance times variously 
ascribed to those ragas which appear in manuscripts of the CP. It may 
be noticed that despite several exceptions, broad agreement as to the 
performance times of these ragas exists between the authorities already 
mentioned and the findings of Fox-Strangways and Danielou, representing 
the Poona and Benares gharanas respectively. Numerals in the table 
refer to the various watches of the day, designated on the following 
traditional basis:

6 a.m. - 9 a.m. 5
9 a.m. - 12 noon 6
12 noon - 3 p.m. 7
3 p.m. - 6 p.m. 8

6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
9 p.m. - midnight 
midnight - 3 a.m. 
3 a.m. - 6 a.m.

(For the sake of clarity this table does not show variations in 
orthography. For the equivalent raga names appearing in the 
Pancamasarasamhita, see the ragamala list quoted above.)

1. N.A.Jairazbhoy p.62.
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Table 5: Performance times of the CP Ragas

Raga SanqTta- . _ 2Sangita- . _ 3Sangita- Pancamasars- Fox- 5 6 7 8
makaranda darpana pari iata samhi ta Strangways Dani£lou BhStkhag^ e Raqakosa

(Lalita) Morning Dawn Any time Morning - Dawn
(before
sunrise)

Dawn Dawn

Vibhasa - - Dawn Morning Dawn Dawn (at 
sunrise)

Dawn Dawn

Vilavala Morning Dawn 2-3 Noon - 2 Dawn Dawn
ToijlT - 2 - Morning 2 1 2 2
Rsavarl 3-4 - - Noon 3 1 2 2
DhanasrT Morning Dawn Dawn noon 4 4 3 3
Vasanta Morning Dawn Dawn Spring & Spring B/Spring 8
(Gujar!) Morning Dawn 2-3 Morning - 1 - -
Deva-
gandhara

Morning (GandharT] 
2

3-4 Evening - — Dawn 2

Saranga - 3-midnight 3-4 - Noon Noon ISuddha- 
saranga]

5
2

Halara Morning iMallarl] 
Dawn

Any time Any time/ 
rains®

[Myacha- 
malhara) 3

Rains IMegha-
mallara]
Rains

6

Gaujla
malara

Afternoon - - - - Rains Rains Rains

Gaurx - 3-midnight - Evening 4 - Evening Evening
Kalyana - - 5-6 - 5 5 5 5
Kanharau — Evening I Kanaka] 

Midnight
(DarbarT- 
kanaijla ] 
Midni ght

iDarbarl- 
kanaka] 
Midnight

Kedarau - - - Evening (Kedara- 
kalyana] 
6

5 5 5

1 . O.C.Gangoli, vol.I pp.83-84.
2. K.Vasudeva Sastri (ed. ) pp.28-29.
3. Ahobala Paiidita pp. 98-99.
4. S.C.Banerji p.84.
5. A.H.Fox-Strangways, chart facing p.151.
6. A.Danielou: citations of performance times taken from raga descriptions s.v
7. V.N.Bhatkhande: " " " I t I I  I t

(contd. on next page........ )
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Although it is not known when the ragas associated with the CP
were first allocated to the text, the fact that they appear in the
earliest manuscripts collated here shows them to be chronologically
more closely related to the Sanskrit treatises referred to above than
to modern texts and traditions of musical theory. That the actual
scales of many ragas have changed considerably over the last three
centuries or so has been shown by N.A.Jairazbhoy on the basis of the

1(16th or 17th century ?) RagataranginT of Locana Kavi. It follows
that the traditional performance times may have become associated with

ragas1 names per se, rather than with actual modal characteristics
2of the ragas themselves; thus performance time is just one among many

such extra-musical associations which form part of the traditional
ragadhyana, and is at some remove from the musical character of the 

3individual raga.
_ 4The time-sequence of the CP ragas has been noted by P.D.Mital

and by G.R.Niemann, who remarks that the ragas 'more or less follow
5Radha and Krsna through the day and seasons'. The seasonal sequence

(..... contd. from previous page)
8. R. Gupta 'Vasant': citations of performance times taken from raga

descriptions s.v.
9. Var.lect. sarvasu sarvada/varsasu sarvada (the latter is preferred).

S.C.Banerji p.85.

1. N.A.Jairazbhoy pp.92 ff.
2. I owe this suggestion to Dr.D.R.Widdess.
3. The raga names do not, for the most part, have any intrinsic sense

of 'time of day'. Rather, they appear largely to derive
etymologically from the iconographic/romantic personifications of 
ragas and raginis in the ragadhyanas; cf., for example, 
descriptions of Vibhasa as samastabhasakusala, and of Gandhari as 
gandhamalyani, in the Pancamasarasamhita (S.C.Banerji pp. 96, 94).

4. P.D.Mital 1975:482.
5. G.R.Niemann 1977:30.
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is hardly borne out, however, since the only ragas to which Niemann 
is able to attribute seasonal associations are Vibhasa (autumn), TodI 
(late spring), Vasanta (spring), Malara (rainy season): this hardly
constitutes a sequence. The association with times of the day and 
night, however, is of considerable significance, since it may indicate 
that the ragas were allocated to the text in order to apportion it 
for the purposes of astayama seva, the worship of the deity through 
the various watches of the 24-hour period.

The requirements of astayama seva are laid down in such sectarian 
texts as the modern grihita radhavallabha astayama compiled by Yugalavallabh 
Gosvamx. This text describes a sequence of seven sacraments in which 
the deity is worshipped with lights (aratl) after the ritual presentation 
of food (bhoga). It is during the arati rite that the temple congregation 
is able to take darsana of the deity, an act which constitutes the 
principle expression of devotion on the part of the devotee. The 
correspondence between the number of ragas given in most manuscripts of 
the CP (14) and the number of ritual services in the RadhavallabhT 
pattern of seva (7) suggests an allocation of two ragas to each sacrament: 
this remains conjectural, however, since there is no apparent connection 
between the number of padas under each raga group and the activities 
prescribed for each sacrament. The apparent emergence of a secondary 
time-sequence from (approximately) raga Vasanta (see table above) may 
perhaps relate to the utthapana sacrament at which the deity is roused 
from the siesta which divides his day into two parts. This conjecture, 
too, must remain unproven, because the CP is no longer used in straight- 
through sequence as the daily liturgy for sectarian worship; present- 
day performances by samaja singers in the Radhavallabha temple and 
elsewhere mainly follow the four-volume anthology of sectarian verse 
entitled gritigara rasa sagara,̂  which includes stanzas from the CP amongst

1. This anthology is ordered according to annual festivals (utsava); 
where padas from the CP are included they usually retain the raga 
headings from the CP mula, regardless of the ragas allocated to 
their neighbours in the anthology. One short section entitled 5ri 
radhavallabhajl kau astayama sevaqana (Vol.I pp.412-424) gives 
collections of padas for use at each aratl; here, exceptionally, 
no ragas are allocated to the stanzas. Only 5 stanzas from the CP 
appear in this section: under Mangala are CP 13, 25, and 10; under
gynqara is CP 9; and under Saina (= 5ayana) is CP 76.
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others by different poets.

The grlhita radhavallabha astayama describes in some detail the
mental attitudes and ritual procedures to be adopted during astayama
seva. These attitudes and procedures derive from the imagined
'activites' of the deity through the day - his eating, resting, nikuhja
lila and so on. The times prescribed for each part of the ritual refer
to the hours appropriate to each stage in the devotee's daily worship,
and do not necessarily correspond to the relatively short periods for
which the deity is presented for darsana in the temple. The seven

1divisions of daily seva are as follows:

1. Mamgala samaya
2. £rmgara samaya
3. Rajabhoga samaya
4. Utthapana
5. Sayamkala
6. Dayana bhoga
7. Dayana samaya

5.00-7.00 a.m.
8.15-10.30 a.m.
10.30-11.00 a.m.
4.00-6.00 p.m.
Evening
l| hours after sandhya aratl (= No.5) 
9.30 p.m. - 4.00 a.m.

The term astayama seva in Radhavallabhl tradition, relating to
a sequence of seven (and not eight) sacraments, is presumably to be
interpreted as referring to 'round-the-clock' service rather than to a
division of the day into eight equal yamas. In the Vallabhl tradition,

2however, there are indeed eight rituals in the daily round - though
here too there is no direct correspondence between ritual and three-hour

_3portions of the day. The following list of ragas used in Vallabhl seva 
shows a striking correspondence to those found in the CP: 10 of the

1. Yugalavallabh Gosvami pp.1-5.
2. The additional Vallabhl sacrament is gvala, a period during which 

K;rsna is imagined to be in the pastures tending the herds of cattle. 
This concept is not favoured by the Radhavallabhl tradition, which 
generally discounts the qopala aspect of Krsna's character.

3. P.D.Mital 1975:469.
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CP ragas (here shown in bold type) appear in the Vallabhl list, and 
in much the same order.

Time Raga

1. Mamgala 6.30-7.00 a.m. Lalita, Bhairava, Vibhasa
2. Srmgara 7.30-8.00 a.m. Bilavala, Ramakali, Gunakall
3. Gvala 8.30-9.00 a.m. Devagamdhara, yodi, RsavarT
4. Raiabhoga 10.00-10.30 a.m. Rsavarl, Saramga
5. Utthapana 3.30-4.00 p.m. Dhanasrx, Bhimapalasi
6. Samdhya bhoga 4.30-5.00 p.m. GaurT, Puriya, PurvI
7. Saipdhya aratl 5.30-6.00 p.m. Sri, Jaitasri
8. Sayana 6.30-7.00 p.m. Yamana, Kamoda, Vihaga, Kedara

This correspondence between the CP raga sequence and contemporary 
Vallabhl practice supports the hypothesis that the CP raga order 
reflects an apportionment of the text for the purposes of astayama seva. 
Discussion in the above pages suggests that this apportionment may 
itself derive ultimately from the ragamala model.

(ii) The Structure of the Text in the Commentary Tradition

The most ambitious attempt at imposing a structure on the text
is that of the commentator Premadasa: this envisages a sequence of 23

1'series' (srmkhala) running through the 84 stanzas. These series 
do not, however, represent discrete categories of theme or of any other 
classifiable criterion, except in the case of srmkhalas 7 and 16 which 
correspond to the Vasanta and Malara raga sections respectively. 13 
of the 23 srmkhalas comprise only two stanzas each, and a full 14 
individual stanzas are not accommodated by the arrangement. In an 
apologia for Premadasa's system the editors of his text try to show that 
each srmkhala is a structural unit built up around the core theme of

1. The srmkhalas are designated in the headings to individual
stanzas; thus the abhasa to CP 1 is preceded by the words atha 
prathama pada. prathama atha pada ki srmkhala hai.
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sa j ja { < sayya, implying a nikunja lila context); but the variety 
of thematic combinations is wide, and the looseness of structure found 
in the various srmkhalas shows Premadasa*s system to be a rather artless 
attempt at imposing order on the amorphous collection.

The commentator Rasikalala, who lays great emphasis on the temporal 
context (samaya) of the padas, attempts to forge a narrative link 
between successive themes. This is readily achieved between stanzas 
of like content (which are sometimes glossed together in little sequences 
sharing a common introduction, as for example CP 20-23, 39-40, 41-42,
52-53) but elsewhere calls for a more blatant imposition of a bridging 
device. Thus CP 15, which describes the suratanta beauty of Radha, 
is linked with the previous stanza (identified by Rasikalala as a context 
wherein a disguised Krsna seeks entry to Radha's bathing place) by a 
sequence of introductory couplets beginning with the following:

pachai pada ke samai me pyarl ke dhiga syama; 
lai ai all jaha majjana kari uthi bhama. 2.

vaha basara bityau taha uhi bikasa ke majha;
hasata lasata vaha kumja me chinaka maha bhai sajha. 3.

This is clearly a rather ingenuous method of providing a narrative 
continuity, and underlines the lack of any true thematic organisation 
in the text as a whole. Lokanatha, by contrast, is generally content 
to identify individual contexts without imposing any structural scheme 
on the collection: his contextualizations comprise extremely formulaic
descriptions of the various nikunjas conceived as the settings for the 
various stanzas, oddly classified by the number of their entrances (e.g.
CP 5 hlrana kl bhuma mahala pamcadvari (App.I)). Dharanldharadasa's 
abhasas to each stanza consist of the briefest contextualizations, usually 
within a single doha. Printed text H also prefaces each stanza with a 
contextualization, as quoted for CP 1 in section Il.l.(i). Finally
may be mentioned a classification proposed by the eighteenth century

_ 2 author Rupalala GosvamI (quoted by Vijayendra Snatak from an unspecified
source): this is a mere listing of the 84 stanzas under 11 thematic
headings, and implies no structural arrangement or thematic order.

1. Vijaypal Simha and Candrabhan Ravat (eds.) pp.49-57.
2. Vijayendra Snatak 1968:294.
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(iii) Formal and Thematic Elements of Composition

Although the overall pattern of the text in terms of form and 
content is one of a more or less random distribution of stanzas, some 
limited coherence appears in sequences of stanzas sharing similar metrical 
forms (as discussed in section VI.5) and in sequences of shared theme. 
Examples of the latter are in CP 3,4,5,6, all based on the dawn suratanta 
conceit (and hence showing a connexion with the 'dawn1 ragas Lalita and 
Vibhasa allocated to this section?), CP 21,22,23, sharing naina motifs, 
and CP 61,62,63,64, sharing a rasa/flute context. It can be argued, 
of course, that such patterns are likely to be thrown up, under the law 
of averages, as chance juxtapositions in a random order; and alongside 
such sequences there are places in the text where themes change with every 
new stanza. More formal correspondences between stanzas occasionally 
yield more definite groupings unlikely to be born of chance: examples
are CP 27 and 28 with shared vernal theme and dhamara-song connexion 
(discussed in the first annotation to CP 27), CP 39 and 40 with shared 
mana theme and -avana rhyme, CP 74 and 75 with shared mana theme and 
anomalous short first couplet with kah- ika bata rhetoric. Since there 
is no specific evidence of such correspondences representing, 
historically, pairings of mula with pastiche or commentatorial expansion, 
it seems that here at least we have evidence of an identity of origin 
shared by specific stanzas.

Problems in assessing the significance of repeated literary formulae 
have already been alluded to in the discussion of the 'Surasaqara' 
attribution. Even bearing in mind the danger of regarding the sharing 
of textual phrases as proving a common source, however, the patterns 
produced by a tabulation of shared formulae in the CP do point to a 
possible dichotomy of sources for certain homogenous sections of the text. 
The following tabulation, which aims to be a fairly complete list (but 
has not been compiled with a computer search) shows that textual phrases 
from a central portion of the CP comprising stanzas 39 to 49 very rarely 
show correspondences with the remainder of the text, while CP 1-38 and 
50-84 very frequently contain phrases which are repeated either within 
these individual groups or over the two groups as a whole. Thus four 
distinct categories of formulaic repetitions can be perceived:
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(a) correspondences within CP 1-38;
(b) correspondences of CP 1-38 with 50-84;
{c) correspondence within CP 39-49 (one only);
(d) correspondences within CP 50-84.

The only exception to this in the tabulated data is the correspondence 
43.3/82.4.

(a) 6.4 hita haribamsa rasika radhapati
9.6 " " " "
36.12

(b) 7.2 suni abhuta bhutala para jori
54.6 cira jlvau bhutala yaha jori
70.8 bhutala para samtata avicala jori

(b) 7.6 nibi bamdhana mocata
30.11 " ’ "
72.9 " 11 "

(b) 7.8 cibuka sucaru praloi prabodhata
75.4 ve mrdu cibuka " "

(b) 7.9 neti neti bacanamrta
72.10

(b) 10.1 amga amga parama madhurl
29.2 aga amga madhurl
69.2 madhuri aga amge
78.4 madhuri aga aga

(b) 11.4 kisalaya dala racita saina
76.1

(b) 15.2 hau tosau kahata harl
58.4 " " "

(a) 15.6 suni sravana bacana mudita mana call haribamsa bhavana musakatl
20.8 hita haribamsa bacana suni bhamini bhavana call musakatl

(b) 16.4 palu palu ghatati
83.4 ghatata palu palu

(a) 16.5 hita haribamsa call ati atura
38.5 " "

(b) 19.2 juvatini amsa diye bhujadamdana
61.2 juvati amsana para diye bimala bhujadanidana

(a) 19.3 sarada bimala nabha camda birajai
24.2 " " " *' birajata
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(a) 19.10
36.6

(a) 19.13
24.6

(a) 20.5
33.4

(b) 22.4
69.2

(b) 25.4
50.5
67.7

(b) 26.6
68.8

(b) 27.17
76.4

(b) 29.1
52.2

(b) 30.3
57.7 

63[iii].4

(b) 30.6
72.7

(a) 30.8
32.5

(a) 31.1
33.1

(a) 31.6
35.3

(b) 33.2 
57.12

(b) 33.6
70.2

(b) 36.2
64.2

amga sudhaipga difavata 
" " disayau

hita haribamsa magana mana syama
II II 11 II II

adhara bimba famdita masi mamdita gamda 
dasana basana " " " "

kahata na banai

rahasi haribamsa hita

ubhai kalahamsa haribamsa

hamsa hamsini samajaII II II

braja nava taruni kadamba
II 11 II II

sitala mamda sugamdhaII II ll
II II II

bhajana kanaka bibidhi madhu purita 
madhu purita bhajana kanaka birajata

prltama pani uraja bara parasata^ 
ve bhuja plna payodhara parasata

aju ati rajata 
" bana "

mili gavata sura mamdara kala ghora
I I  I I  I I  I I  I I  I I

uthe unide bhora
II IT 11

surata samudra jhakora
" jhakorl (cf. 43.3/82.4}

pulina pabitra subhaga jamuna tata
II II It It II

1. Similar collocations occur at 11.5, 49.5, 50.4, 62.6, and 66.7,
but these lack the specific alliterative correspondences of the 
passages quoted.
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(b) 36.8 tatatheT-tathei dharati nautana gati
68.7 tatta thei thei karata gati ba nautana dharata

(a) 37.2 to binu kuvari
39.4

83.4

II tl

(a) 37.8 surata sura ranablra
38.6 " " brajabala

(b) 38.6 lai rase giri kuca bica sumdara
66.19 " " ura majha

(c) 40.6 hita haribamsa mile rasa lampa^a
49.6 " " lala

43.3 guna simdhu jhakori
82.4 rasa *" " (cf. 33.6/70.2)

(d) 57.15 bajata madhura mrdamga
65.3 " mrdu * "*

(d) 60.1 kaha kahau ina nainani kl bata
73.1 " " nainani kT bate

(d) 68.2 sarada kl jamini
71.5 II II

II II

(d) 70.6 sithala bhal kati dori
77.5 " kâ .i badhana
84.2 " " kl dori

(d) 73.6 haipsakala gamini
81.6

The evidence of this data, although not conclusively revealing 
distinct strata of accretion, does suggest that the central section of 
the text has some degree of independence from the remainder. A thematic 
homogeneity over a similar section must also be considered here: it is
in approximately the same sequence that the predominance of Radha becomes 
established for the first time in the text. Padas earlier in the CP 
mostly have themes based either on dampati themes (passim), or on 
Krsna alone (CP 13, 29): but the protracted thematic sequence CP 37-42
introduces themes in which Kr§na is dependent on Radha and suffering in 
her absence; and CP 43, 45 and 48 are descriptions of Radha alone, while CP 
47 returns to the theme of Krsna's viraha.
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If this evidence, admittedly circumstantial, is indeed symptomatic
of a diversity of sources, then the implication is that the loosely
identifiable central section of the text represents an accretion to a
pre-existing collection of padas; the inclusion in the early collection
of stanzas of imperfect metrical composition (itself allowing further
degeneration in the manuscripts) may be evidence of its having derived
in part from oral tradition,^ while the 'accretion1 may have been
composed on a more formal and standardized literary base as a complement

2to achieve the desired quota of 84 stanzas. The argument against the 
reverse hypothesis - that the beginning and end parts are accretions onto 
a central nucleus - is that it is the central section of the text which 
establishes the developed sectarian priorities in theme and content, 
as relayed by the commentators.

After the establishment of themes with Radha predominant in CP 
37-42, a freer mixture of themes subsists throughout the rest of the 
text. Radha continues to feature as protagonist in many stanzas, 
especially in the 50's (e.g. CP 52, 53, 55), while a temporary return to 
more 'orthodox' rasapancadhyayi themes (with Radha absent, or peripheral 
to the main action) follows in the 60's (e.g. CP 60, 61, 63-65). The 
final stanzas introduce a new combination of conceits, namely a 
conflation of rasa and nikunja contexts: earlier in the text, a degree
of formal separation of these two contexts has been maintained within

1. The relatively high number of four-line stanzas in the beginning 
and end sections may reflect a connexion with the dhrupada style 
of song, for which, as discussed in VI.3.(x), a four-line stanza 
usually provides the text.

2. The special significance attached to the number '84' in Hindu 
thought obviously lends a holistic unity to the text; since titles 
including the word caurasi have been shown to be relatively late, 
however, Snatak1s argument (1975:32) that the very existence of 
the title constitutes proof of Harivamsa's authorship of the whole 
work is untenable.
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the individual stanza (though the two may occur consecutively, as in 
CP 10-11, respectively showing rasa and nikuhja themes).

Extant textual references to certain stanzas in the CP give an 
earlier attestation of these stanzas than is available through the CP 
manuscripts themselves (whose raison d'etre, after all, is to promote 
a consolidated corpus). The Sevaka vani (SV) of Damodaradasa 'Sevaka1, 
and the exegetical prose work Siddhanta vicara Ilia (SVL) of Dhruvadasa 
both refer to the CP, either in literal quotations or in close para
phrases. Citations from the SV, the earlier of the two texts according 
to sectarian dating,'*' do include one reference to the central section of 
the CP (CP 49), but since this reference is the sole example among 15 
cited passages, the evidence of the SV is not wholly incompatible with 
the hypothesis that the central section has a later origin than the rest 
of the text. The nine citations in SVL show a more even distribution

2over the CP mula. In the following transcriptions from the two texts 
quotations or paraphrases from the CP are given in bold type.

SV 8.8.2; CP 7.8

apa viloki hrdaya kiyau mana cibukka sucaru praloya manal.

SV 4.3.2-3 and 8.8.1; CP 31.3-4

amsana para bhuja diye vilokata trpita na sumdara mukha avalokata; 
indu vadana dikhata vivi ora caru sulocana trsita cakora.

bhuja amsana dine viloki rahe mukha candra ubhai madhupana karal.

SV 16.4.1; CP 32.4

sri harivamsa ju kridahl dampati rasa samatula.

1. The dates of Dhruvadasa and Damodaradasa are discussed on pp. 8 
and 10 respectively.

2. SV references are from Lalita Caran Gosvami (ed.) 1975; SVL 
references are from Lalita Caran Gosvami (ed.) 1971.
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S V  4 . 1 0 . 1 - 2 ;  C P  3 4 . 1 - 2

kahl nita keli rasa khela vj^ndaviplna kunja te kuiija $olani bakhanl; 
pa£a na parasaqita nikasaijrta vithinu saghana prema vihvala su nahi

deha mani.

SV 4.11.4; CP 36.8 and 68.7

tatta thei the! karata gati va nutana dharata
rasa rasa racita harivamsa banl.

SV 4.5.2; CP 49.2

parirambhana cumbana rasa keli viharata kuvara kaipkha bhuja melT.

SV 4.3.3; CP 57.23-24

kabahuka nirmita tarala hi^ola jhulata phulata karata kalola.

SV 4.5.3; CP 63[iii].l-2

sundara rasa racyau vana mShT yamuna pulina kalpataru chahl.

SV 8.7.3; CP 66.10

satvara u£he mahamadhu pivata madhuri van! mere mana bhal.

SV 4.4.2; CP 70.1

aja sabharata nahina gorT anga anga chavi kahau su thorl.

SV 16.5.1; CP 75.1

kahe kau darata bhamini hau ju kahata ika bata.

SV 16.7.2; CP 75.2

prana ravana so kata karata binu agasa aparadha.

SV 16.6.1-2; CP 75.3-4

ve citavata tuva vadana tu nija carana niharata; 
ve mpdu cibuka pralovahi tu kara so kara ^arata.
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S V  8.7.2? C P  7 6 , 3

natha viramna viramma kahl taba so rati taisl dhau kaise bhulal.
* * *

SVL p.46? CP 1.1

jo bata priya ju kau bhavai, sol inakau bhavai. taha srx jx 
kl ban!. jox jox pyarau karai soT roohx bhavai bhavai mohi jox 
soi sox karai pyare.

SVL p.48? CP 8.3

tana mana kx brtti jaba prema rasa me thakai taba asakta kahiye. 
taha srx jx kx banx. bxdhayau mohana m^ga sakata cali na rx.

SVL pp. 49-50? CP 31.4

nxtya china china prlti rasa siindhu te taramga rucike u^hata rahata
hax naye naye. taha srx svamx jx ko pada. jaba jaba dekhau terau

1mukha taba taba nayau nayau lagata. aru srx jx kx banx. karata 
pana rasamatta paraspara locana tri§ita cakora.

SVL p.50? CP 31.8

ya prema kl suksma gati hai. khai aura tripita hoi aura. taha 
srx jx kl banx. jai srx hita harivamsa lala lalana mili hiyo 
siravata roora. yaha sara kau sara.

SVL p.46? CP 41.1

priya ju kau amga amga chadi aura thaura mana na calai prlti 
aisx hai. taha srl ju kx banx. prxti kx rlti ramgxlaux janai.

1. The reference to srx svaml jx ko pada is to Svamx Haridasa,
Kelimala 34.1 (Prabhudayal Mxtal 1961:78).
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S V L  p p . 5 2 - 5 3 ;  C P  5 9 . 5 - 6

yaha siddhamta kari rakhyau hai. taha srl ju kl bani. jai 
srT hita haribaipsa prapaipca baipca saba kala byala kau khayo; 
yaha jiya jani syama syama pada kamala samgT sira nayau.

SVL p.47; CP 60.1-2 and 82.5

jaba jaba ^haura te caipcalata chu^ai taba asakti ke rasa me 
a^akai. taha srl jT kl bani. kaha kahau ina nainani kl bata.
ye ali priya badana ambuja rasa a^ake anata na jata. aru.
caipcala rasika madhupa mohana mana rakhe kanaka kamala kuca korl.
ityadi.

SVL p.49; CP 60.5-6

aru deha hu apanl nyarl nahi sahi sakata yaha bhl biraha manata 
hai. taha kl bata srl gusal ju gal. taha srl jT kl bani. sruti 
para kâ ija dj^gamjana kuca bica mfgamada hvai na samata. jai srl 
hita harivamsa nabhi sara jalacara jacata savala gata.

SVL p.46; CP 76.3

srT priya ju bilasa karai saba lala ju ke heta aura lala ju jame 
ladill ju sukha paval sol karai apane chaha kachu nahi. taha
bhara keli mahamadana ke sukha rasa me lala ju ke bacana. taha srl
jl kl bani. virama virama natha badata bara bihara rT.

4. Sectarian Interpretation of the Themes of the Text

Previous sections of this chapter have hinted at a possible diversity 
of sources for the 84 stanzas, and although such diversity cannot be proved, 
the hypothesis stands that the text as transmitted through extant manuscripts 
may represent the work of more than one author. The commentators, needless 
to say, work on the assumption that the CP is an integral text deriving 
directly from the inspiration of Hita Harivamsa, and the reverence with 
which they regard Harivamsa - fountainhead of the Radhavallabhl tradition - 
itself becomes a cohesive force in the transmission of the text. The most 
urgent motivation behind their interpretations of the stanzas is to mould
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them in accordance with developed sectarian attitudes, and to play 
down any references which have lost favour since the time of the padas1 
original composition or compilation. For the most part the commentators 
do not resort to the wilful invention of false etymologies in order 
to achieve a forced sense from a straightforward context (though examples 
do occur - see for example the first note to CP 59), nor do the 
conventional contexts of the CP give much scope for a dramatic adjustment 
of themes: but the characteristically ambiguous syntax of BrBh verse
often allows the commentators to pursue their own interpretations without 
resorting to artifice, and by assimilating one context to another they 
are able to side-step the few unfavoured motifs which present obstacles 
to a sectarian reading of the text. The rather petulant charge of 
'wearisome prolixity', which Growse (1883:208) levels at the commentaries 
of Rasik. and Lok., disallows the sectarian prerogative to extract as 
much rasa from each context as it may yield and implies an unreasonable 
expectation of a literal rendering of the mulay while it would clearly be 
wrong to look to sectarian tikas for an objective reading, analysis of 
the modus operandi of the commentators does provide a useful insight 
into the transmission of the text, complementary to that which is gained 
from analysis of the language of the text as represented in the manuscripts.

M.Corcoran's analysis (p.78 ff.) of the thematic content of selected 
BrBh texts draws a distinction between sectarian literature, with its - 
pre-occupation with nitya vihara, and non-sectarian literature, which 
follows more closely the mythological structure of the Purapas. The CP 
falls into the former category, but nevertheless contains a number of 
features which the sectarian (i.e. Radhavallabhi) commentators regard 
as still too 'mythological' in tone, and commentatorial treatment of 
such references shows an attempted assimilation to 'approved'
Radhavallabhi priorities. CP 63, which retails the central elements of 
the rasapancadhyayl section of the Bhagavata purana, provides the clearest 
example of this process. The setting of the stanza, with river, tree, 
cows, birds, deer and deities (and lack of mention of Radha) closely 
reflects the Bhagavata purana account. Of course, a degree of 
selectivity has already been involved in the compilation of the CP by 
admitting the rasa context itself while omitting adjacent motifs, such
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as the qopis1 viraha on Krsna's disappearance and the lllanukarana
which ensues: the poet (or compiler) has had the freedom to pick and
choose those parts of the carita which best evoke appropriate sentiment,
without having to commit himself as to the theological implications of
the precise narrative contexts from which his chosen motifs derive.
A specific example of an omitted episode is that in which a gopi who
is unable to join the rasa achieves mukti through the great intensity
of her viraha:̂  despite being popular in vernacular versions such as 

_ 2the Surasagara, this motif is not harmonious with developed Radhavallabhi 
3priorities and does not find a place in the CP versions.

The very appearance of the rasa episode motivates Rasik., often
the least catholic of the CP commentators, to assert a distinction
between two forms of Krsna. In his introductory couplets to CP 63
Rasik. explains that Krsna, having first obtained sanction from Radha,

- *4*manifests a vijaya rupa to perform the rasa with the gopls (for
their benefit), while his nija rupa remains lying with Radha 

. . 5in the nija mandira. The birth in Krsna's mind of the notion of

1. F.Hardy (p.502) points out that the Bhagavata discusses the theological 
implications of this episode (which emphasizes the potency of viraha).

2. E.g. SS 1625/1007.
3. Later Radhavallabhi authors regard the viraha born of prolonged absence

as a sthula concept when compared to the constant apprehension of
absence felt during union. Thus Dhruvadasa, in the Siddhanta vicara
111a, asserts that depictions of sthula viraha (whose episodic nature
is contrary to the sectarian conception of divine prema as outside space
and time) exist solely to initiate the first stages of an understanding 
of the more subtle conception of prema and viraha:

ya prema me na sthula prema kl samal na sthula viraha kl samal na 
mana kl. ekarasa yaha prema hi viraha rupa hai...jo kou kahai ki 
mana viraha mahapurusana gayau hai so sadacara ke liye. aurani ke 
samujhaibe kau kahyau hai. pahale sthula prema samajhai taba age 
calai.

(Lalita Caran GosvamI (ed.) 1971:49.)
4. Lexical meanings of vijaya listed in MW include a number of references

to Krsna, including the hour and also the lunar day of his birth: these
senses may intend a specific reference to Krsna as avatara as opposed
to aprakata divine principle. MW also records an attestation of vijaya
as meaning *a kind of flute1, perhaps relevant in this rasa context.

5. Rasik.: priya agya paike bije rupa pragataya;
taha dhai saba ke manahi asa purl jai. 18.
nija sarupa apuna taha rahe ju pyarl pasa;
paudhe seja subhai dou nija mamdira avasa. 19.
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a rasa is designated an apurava bata, which Krsna dares not at first
mention to Radha, and which can be arranged only through the offices of
the nija sakhl (= Harivamsa, as discussed below),^ Having fulfilled
the desire of the gopis (for whom the rasa is the fruit of many lives'

2devotion ) the vijaya rupa is reabsorbed into the nija rupa, as are all
3prakata forms of Krsna. Rasik. further explains that lllas 

associated with the various (mythical/geographical) locations of Vraja 
are the province of the vijaya rupa, and he makes a clear distinction
between this and the eternal nature of the nitya vihara aspect of

4Radha and Krsna's keli. The determination with which this interpretation 
is pursued by Rasik. shows a fundamental distinction to be perceived 
between rasa and nikunja contexts; and change in context is reflected■ i      ii !■■■ a. ii n.■Win i

in Rasik.'s gloss by a change in form, as the commentary switches from 
the usual doha to arilla metre for the paraphrase of CP 63.

With the exception of Dhar., who mentions the pancadhyayl and thereby
5actually acknowledges the Purana origins of the rasa episode, the other 

commentators are equally determined to re-interpret the context of CP 63. 
(Dhar.'s assertion that meditation on the rasa described by Harivamsa has 
a redemptive power may itself be regarded as marking it off from nitya 
vihara contexts.) Prem.'s abhasa insists, in the face of the mula, 
that Krsna's fluting calls Radha to the rasa;** and Lok., adding that it

1. Rasik.: tabahi lala ke hiya me upaji apurava bata;
pyarl so kahi sakata nahi samkita manahi darata. 3.

2. Rasik.: aneka janma sadhana sukrta bhakti sahita nisi dinna;
tinake phala ko samaya braja gopini ko sohi chinna. 7.

3. Rasik.: sakala kamana purikai nija sarupa me ai;
rahata rupa saba lala ke hvaikai pragata samai. 20.

4. Rasik.: braja me mathura dvaraka aure sabahT thau;
bijaya rupa saba tha pragata Ilia hita bahu bhau, 22.
nija sarupa nija priya piu nija bana mamdira majha; 
sada eka rasa rahata he keli magana dina sajha. 23.

5. Dhar.: pamcadhyal ko samai baranyo srl haribamsa;
avagahai dusu nasal papa hoi bidhvamsa.

6. Prem.: tini ke kara kamalani me sumdara mural! birajata hai.
tako bajavata hai. ...take bajaibe me srl priya ju 
ko bulavata hai.
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is to overcome Radha's petulance that Krsna calls her with flute
and not voice, assimilates the whole rasa episode to a mana context.^
Prem. takes the words braja nari (63[ii].3) to mean Radha alone,, and
both he and Lok. impose on the phrase darasana madana gupala manohara

2the sense 'a vision of her is charming to Madana Gopala'.

Similar contrivances are employed to evade the mythological 
implications of the rasa context of CP 24. Prem. follows a close para
phrase of the final line with the words heta kaha ki rasa ke pache sajja 
ko sukha hota bhayau, implying that the climax of the episode derives 
not from the rasa itself but from a subsequent withdrawal into the 
nikuhja: rasa is passed over in favour of sayya as the highest bliss.
For Lok., too, the rasa is a mere prelude to a nikuhja context; as in 
CP 63, Lok. introduces an element; of mana into his interpretation -
Radha scorns Krsna's suggestion that they enter the nikunja, until a

3clap of thunder startles her and demolishes her contrariness. The 
image of Indra sounding the kettledrum (maghava mudita nisana bajayau, 
24.5) is weakened into a simile by Lok.'s gloss badara garajana 
lagyau. sol manau imdra nai nisana bajayau. Rasik. is more brazen 
in his dismantling of the Indra reference, and by the association of 
the parallel epithets 'Maghava' = 'Indra' = 'Surapati' arrives at 
a form which can be taken to refer to Krsna (in terms of a sectarian 
ordering of divine hierarchy); thus Rasik. converts the mula's image 
of celestial kettledrums/thunder into a more comfortable picture of

4Krsna, 'Lord of the gods', providing drum accompaniment for the dance.

1. Lok.: taba lala jT ne dhithayau jana bacanani sau priya ji
kau na bulayau. tribhamga hvai benu nada klnau. taba 
priya ji nai lala ji kau manoratha jani mamdala para 
padharibe kau mana kinau.

2. Prem.: priya ji ke musa aura vaki citavani ko desike srl lala ju
harasata bhaye.

(A more literal rendering is also offered.)
Lok.: so priya ji kaisl hai. jina kau darasana madana gupala

kau manohara hai.
3. Lok.: priya ji mauna gahl rah! mana klnau tahi china megha udai

hoi ayau bljali camakl. badara garajana lagyau. sol 
manau imdra nai nisana bajayau. taba priya ji ...pritama 
ke ura lag!. taba kumja mai padhare.

4. Rasik.: maghava kahiyata imdra so surapati hu tihi nama;
soi iha yohl janiye saba devani ke prabhu syama. 18.
tina prabhu hi rasa keli juta mudita hoi mana mahi; 
dumdubhi bajaye apuhl sasi mana juta cita caha. 19.
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Parallel with this restriction of 'mythological' references is 
a restriction of geographical references relating to locations outside 

vana/nikunja; here the commentators draw the distinction between 
Vrndavana and Braj which Corcoran (p.94) observes in the poetry of 
the Radhavallabhi Dhruvadasa. Thus when Radha is described in the 
mula of 29.1 as braja nava taruni kadamba mukata mani, Lok. quickly 
offers the assurance that Vrndavana, and not a wider context, is being 
alluded to here: braja hi ke madhya srl brmdabana hai; and
descriptions of Radha and Krsna's countryside vihara in 49.2 move Rasik. 
to assert that the 'dell-pastures and hillside thickets' referred to in 
the mula are merely features of the grove itself.^

For most of the commentators the role of Hita Harivamsa as bestower
to the devotee of darsana of the divine sport is of central importance
to their interpretations of the text. Rasik., Prem. and Lok. designate
Hita Harivamsa as sakhi, and interpret the poet's chapa accordingly as
hita haribamsa rupl sasl, hita sasi or nija sasl. (Dhar. occasionally
involves part of the chapa in his paraphrase, as in the tika on CP 5
given in Appendix I, but usually omits any reference to it.) Prem.
and Rasik. develop the conceit of Harivamsa as sakhi by a contextualization
in the abhasas to individual stanzas, wherein the descriptive or narrative
content of the stanza is addressed by the hita sakhi to another favoured
attendant, the krpapatra sakhi. In the terms of this device of which an
example can be seen in Appendix I, only the hita sakhi has access to the
nikunja, such that 'she' has a monopoly of darsana of the nitya vihara.
The hita sakhi also has a role in marshalling the action, and acting as
dutika; numerous contextualizations in Prem., Lok., and especially

2Rasik. emphasize the sakhi's function as go-between and negotiator

1. Rasik.: tina kumjani ki uccata sol giri kai tula;
jihi madhi bahu bidhi mrdula ati phula rahai nava phula. 8
gahabara kahiyai saghanata tini kumjani ke maha;
ati samklranata sol (gall) sori sakari thaha. 9.
tate hya e kumja hi ucca ju giri kai mana; 
yahai artha hya maniyai bane nahi kou ana. 11.

2. Rasik.: nija sasi so srl lala ju kahata rahata nija heta;
sol nija sasi priye so samai pai kahi deta. 20. [CP 38.]
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(but never participant in the sport). As already noted, some rasa 
contexts in the mula imply a democratic participation in the action by 
the gopls ; the commentators constantly erode this allegation of 
direct involvement, insisting that the function of the sakhis is service, 
and that the enjoyment they derive from the nitya vihara is vicarious.
In fact the term gopl is almost anathema to the commentators since it 
implies an equality of status between Radha (who is, however, described as 
brsabhana gopa kl beti in 18.3)^ and 'Lalita and the others', who 
constitute the sakhi group. Although these roles are already established 
in the mula, the assiduity with which the commentators insist on the 
secondary role of the sakhis is a further symptom of their dislike of 
the 'mythological' implications of the gopl image. Furthermore, the 
conceit of the hita sakhi enjoying monopoly of access to the nikunja 
is a new development, introduced by the commentators to enhance the 
status of Harivamsa (and his text) as the sole channel through which 
the devotee may receive the rasa of the nitya vihara.

Contexts in which the commentators feel constrained radically 
to modify the intention of the mula occur in only a minority of stanzas; 
alongside rasa motifs of the Purana type, for example, are stanzas such 
as CP 12 where Radha has an established place in the action of the 
stanza. Throughout the text, however, the general drift of the 
commentators is towards a sectarian reading - a tendency of which the 
ingenuous re-casting of CP 63 discussed above is an extreme but not 
untypical example.

Thus the process of the commentaries can be added to a list of 
aspects of the text's transmission in which a gradual development of 
'modern' forms and meanings takes place: in orthography, with the
imposition of Sanskritized forms; in language, through simplification 
and loss of case terminations (with resultant semantic ambiguity tending 
to encourage the introduction of analytical constructions); in prosody, 
with the obscuring and loss of original forms, and their replacement with 
simplified syllabic metrical arrangements; in composition, with a raga

1. All the commentators except Prem. omit the term gopa from their 
glosses on this phrase.
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sequence possibly deriving from a literary ragamala being pressed 
into service for liturgical hymnody; in ascription of authorship, 
with early allusive references developing into a full-blown hagiography; 
in designation, with original epithets referring simply to the number 
of stanzas in the text becoming formalized as a literary title; and 
finally in theme, with originally puranic motifs being reinterpreted 
along sectarian lines. Thus the development and transmission of the CP 
is a truly 'medieval' process, constituting a gradual metamorphosis of 
classical and post-classical elements into a modern form.
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APPENDIX I

Examples of the commentaries of Premadasa, Lokanatha, Dharanldharadasa 
and Rasikalala.

The extracts which follow are transcriptions from texts G, F, A and 
the Rasikalala manuscript respectively. In the transcriptions from F and 
A, subscript dots with v and y correspond to the use of dotted Nagari 
characters ( cf , ) in those manuscripts. All punctuation except dandas
in printed text G has been ignored in the transcription.

CP 5; the commentary of Premadasa. Vijaypal Singh and Candrabhan Ravat,
pp.15-16. (Text G.)

atha pancama padasyabhasah[.] sakhi ko bacana sakhi prati[.] sumdara 
madhavl ke phulani kl lata ko mamdira hai jake ramdhrani me gulaba ke
phula dhare hai. te dou ora phula hai jinikl dadl dikhal deta nahi. nana
prakara ke manini ke lahariya bhumi me jhilamilai rahe hai. srl biharl 
biharini ju mamda mamda musikata paraspara grlvani me bhuja diye latabhavana 
me jaike sobha dekhana lage. tini ke mukha para sumdara sukha sramajala 
kana jagamagai rahe hai. so mano kamcana mani aura markatamani me 
kamajariya ne gajamotl jate hai. cahu ora sakhi jhamaki rahl hai so mano 
rupa kl kanata tharhl kari dal hai. taha srl hita sakhi ju krpapatra sakhi 
so jorl ju ke rupa ko prakaya barnana kare hai. srl. [Followed by mula.]

srl radhavallabha, aju prabhata lata mamdira mi sukha barasata ati 
harasi jugala bara iti. he sakhi aju prabhata lata ke mamdira me sukha 
kl barasa hoi hai. jo sajja mamdira me suratamta ko sukha hota ho sol 
lata mamdira me hai. kyauki dou sres^ha atyamta anamdita hai iti. gaura 
syama abhirama ramga bhari lataki lataki paga dharata avani para iti. 
gaura syama parama sumdara hai aura parama sumdara ramga so bhare hai. 
mahamadhura sukuvara hai. ta ramga ko ju bhara bhayao hai tate lataki 
latakike avani para pagani ko dhare hai iti, kuca kumkuma ramjita malavali 
surata natha srl syama dhama dhara iti. priya ji ke srl amga kl kesari 
so ragl gal hai malavali. tako surata natha jo syama so apane dhama para 
dhare hai. dhama svarupa vaksasthala iti jneyam. athava lala ju ne 
svakara guthl hi jo mala syama phala aura pita phulani kl so priya ju ko 
pahiral hi. priya ju ke kuca kumkuma so ramjita hi. lala ju ko mana
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jani priya ju ne pahiral hi rijhike tako dhare hai. apani mala tau 
pritama amtarai manike utari dharata hai iti. priya prema ke amka 
alaipkrta citrita catura siroma^i nija kara iti. priya ju prema ke 
amkani so alamkrta hai. so catura siromani ne apane karani so citrita 
kari hai. ura bise jo nakha lage hai sol prema ke amka hai. athava 
priya ju hrdaya me prema ke amkani so alamkrta hi. tini amkani ko catura 
siromani ne apane kara citrita kiyau priya ju ko baksasthala iti. dampati 
ati anuraga mudita kala gana karata mana harata paraspara iti. dou ati 
anuraga so mudita hai. sumdara gana kare hai. paraspara mana ko hare 
hai. jorl ju ke rupa guna so misrita gana hai. tate paraspara ko gana 
sunike paraspara mohita bhae hai iti. jai srT hita harivamsa prasamsa 
parayaria gaina ali sura deta madhuratara iti. prasanisa vise ju parayana 
bhramara hai sol gaina hai. so saiTtga madhura te madhura sura deta hai. 
athava prasamsa paraiija ju gana bise sakhi sol samga madhura te madhura 
sura dei hai. dou paraspara ko gana sunike prema rupa moha ke samudra 
me pare. jaise kou $ubate ko dor! deihai, taise sakhi ne madhura te 
madhura sura dei kari va gahara me so kadhi laye taba dou maha anamda ko 
prapta bhaye iti. iti srl hasasamaye pamcamo nikumjavilasah.

CP 5; the commentary of Lokanatha. MS F, ff.21V-24r.

atha pamcai pada kau abhasa. hirana ki bhuma mahala pamcadvarl 
parada saevana jar! ke. hauda nahara jalajamtra jala bhare chutata hai. 
vu-̂ a ta bhuma mahala mal haratamani ke. phulavara naragasa kl supeda 
phula tame katorT harT. bracha lata aura lata mamdira nana ramga ke 
phulana so phule. pachT mrga mora bhrmara pacaraitiga taha priya pritama 
salna kari. prata utha kumja vihara lata mamdara me karana lage. taha 
sasi ke sasi so vacana. atha pada mula.[...]

atha artha. aju prabhata lata ke mamdira me jugala vara ati harasake 
susa ko varasata hai. yaha adbhuta rlta hai ki megha tau vahara varasata 
hai ye lata mamdira mai varasata hai. aura megha pan! varasata hai. ye susa 
varasata hai. aura saba -£hau eka ghana varasata hai. ye ghana daminT jugala 
varasata hai. taha sajya so! bhuma hai. aru manoratha ki dori anuraga 
kau hidora. ta para vaitha vihara ke jhotana so dou lataki la^akike paga 
avani para dhare jhulata hai. kuca kumakuma kara satuka ke jala so
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bhlja ramgT hai malavali surata natha srT syama kl. so kaise hai 
parakasa ke dharanahare hai. aru priya ji prema ke nasamka so alaipkrta 
hai. so citrata hai lala jT ke niju kara so. dampati ati anuraga so 
gana tulya sltakara priya musa te. aru anunai bacana pritama musa te 
kahata hai so parasapara mana kau harata hai. taba hita sasl ya
vihara kl astuta parayana hai, aru ya gana ko taha bhavara sura deta 
hai madhuratara. 5.

T VCP 5; the commentary of Dharanldharadasa. MS A,ff.4 -4 .

[Mula precedes commentary.]

doha. lata bhuvana me aju juga radhe navala kisora; 
susa varasata harasata manahi anada nidhi uthi bhora.* t • *

jatha sayaiya. bhora hi aju lata mamdira susa varasata rasa anada bhari dou; 
gaura syama abhirama jugala vara lataki lataki paga dharata hai sou. 
uraja vama para mukta^ dama chavi ramjita kumkuma mragamada v<p>u. 
kala kara dhara vara sohata mohata nahi nikata sajanl jana kou.

2anyacca. parirambhana amka alamkyta pritama citrita amga maha chavi pavata; 
priya praima vasa amsa vahu kasi parama mudita dou mili gayata. 
sahacari mana hita parama prasamsita gana para! na dampati bhavata; 
rljhi rljhi mana harata paraspara madhupa samga sara bheda sunavata.
mu[-la]. 5. do[-ha]. 5. sa[-vaiya]. 10.

—. r xCP 5; the commentary of Rasikalala. Ff. 11 -12 .

pamcama pada su vilasa kachu anata cita ke mahi; 
jako nirasata hi sasl kyo hu drga na agahi. 1.

pritama dou mili karo aiso nitya bilasa;
yaha all ke bacana suni bolati priya hulasa. 2.

taha sasl so radhike prasana vadana musikyai; 
kahyo calo all taha pritama jaha lasahi. 3.

1. Emended from mukti.
2. Either pritama or citrita must be excised for metre.
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yaha kahike prlye call (uthi) pahire maragaje basa; 
sajja mamdira te jaha pragata keli avasa. 4.
nija mamdira ke dvare hi lata bhavana sarasata; 
jaha srl mohana ju lasata kachuka aipga alasata. 5.

pyari ju k5 desike u£he syama akulata;
darasana ko samayo bhayo taba lo kachuka prabhata. 6.

mili ĥacjthe dou lalana lalana saipga kara jori;
kabahuka drga so drga nirasi hasata mrdula mufa mori. 7.
calata dagamage pagani so mamda 2 aga ghumi;
kumja sadana amgana jaha komala kamcana bhumi. 8.

hita sahacari taha pasa hai ora all kachu dura;
nija sasl ke mana me duhuni sobha rahl ju puri. 9.

je sasl kachuvaka duri hi tina me te ali eka; 
ai jake cita rahai pahala darasa ki ^eka. 10.

tina saba sobha jugala ki desi niki bhati; 
tau lo ora all taha ai gal musakati. 11.

jo pahile a! huti taso puchati bata;
jo pache pahuci all so cita vahu hulasata. 12.
taso sobha jugala kl kahati ju sasi hvai o^a; 
kumja bhavana ke nikata hi gadhi dou ika jo^a. 13.

pahile ai jo sasi taso krpa prabhava;
tako bacana ju sasi so yaha padu samayo bhava. 14.

sasi ko bacana sasi so [.] padu. doha.

prata hi aju aho sasi kuipja madhya gahe baha;
susa barasata he priya piya harasata he mana maha. 15.

dou pritama ramge bhare lataki 2 hara<(s)ai;
gaura syama abhirama vara avani para dhari pai. 16.
uraja kumkuma so ragita muktavali kachu seta;
rati pati sama srl syama ke hiya me chabi ati deta. 17.

priya prema ke amka so bhusita karata subhati;
catura siromani niju karani citrita hai bahu bhati. 18.
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ati anuraga so moda bhari dampati citta hulasa;
gana karata mana ko harata hasata paraspara hasa. 19

nika^a prasamsa karata taha gaina srl hita ali; 
blca 2 sura deta he madhura 2 dai tala. [20].

aiso samayo de§ikai ho ga$hi ihi £haura;
ati adbhuta yaha chana sasi rajata jugala kisora. 21
iti sri caurasT rahasya pada artha. 5.
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APPENDIX II

Stanzas in the Surasagara (ed. Nandadulare Vajpeyl) corresponding 
to stanzas in the CP.

SS 2489/1871, (Vol.II, pp.27-28); cf. CP 13.

Ragas: SS Bilavala, CP Bilavala.

namda ke lala haryau mana mora
hau bai^hl motini lara povati kakari $ari cale sakhi bhora. 
baijika bilokani cala chabili rasika siromani navala kisora; 
kahi kakau mana rahai sravana suni sarasa madhura mural! kl ghora. 
badana gubimda imdu kai karana tarasata naina bihaijiga cakora; 
suradasa prabhu ke milibe kau kuca sriphala hau karati akora.

SS 1817/119 (Vol.I, p.684); cf. CP 33.

Ragas: SS Bilavala, CP Devagandhara/Gujari.

aju bana rajata jugala kisora;
dasana basana khamdita mukha mamdita gamda tilaka kachu thora.
dagamagata paga dharata sithila gati uthe kama rasa bhora;
rata pati saraga aruna maha chabi umagi palaka lage bhora.
sruti avatamsa birajata hari suta siddha darasa suta ora;
suradasa prabhu rasa basa klnhT pari maha rana jora.

SS 3070/2452 (Vol.II, p.140); cf. CP 37.

Ragas: SS Devagandhara, CP Saranga.

calau kina manini kumja ku^ira;
tuva binu kuvara ko^i banita taji sahata madana ki pTra. 
gadagada svara saipbhrama ati atura sravata sulocana nira; 
kvasi kvasi brsabhanunamdini bilapata bipina adhira,
baipsi bisisa mala vyalavali pamcanana pika kira;
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malayaja garala hutasana maruta sakhanurgaripu cira. 
hiya mai harasi prema ati atura catura call piya tira;
suni bhayabhlta bajra ke piipjara sura surata ranadhTra.

SS 1809/1191 (Vol.I, p.681)? cf. CP 50.

Ragas; SS Soratha, CP Saranga.

navala nagari navala nagara kisora mili
kuijija komala kamala dalani sajya r a d ; 

gaura savala amga rucira tapara mile
sarasa mani mrdula kaipcana su abha khaci. 

sudara nlbi baipdha rahati piya pani gahi
piya ke bhujani mai kalaha mohana maci; 

subhaga sriphala uraja pani parasata
hukari rosi kari garba d^ga bhamgi bhamini lacT. 

koka kotika rabhasa rasika hari suraja
bibidha kala madhuri kimapi nahina baci; 

prana mana rasika lalitadi locana casaka
pi vat i makaranida sukha rasi amtara sacT.

SS 1303/685 (Vol.I, p.501); cf. CP 54.

Ragas: SS Kamoda, CP Mallara.

nayau neha nayau geha nayau rasa navala kuvari br§abhanu kisori;
nayau pitambara nai cunari nai nai budani bhijati gorl. 
naye kumja ati pumja naye druma subhaga jamuna jala pavana hilorl 
suradasa prabhu nava rasa bilasata navala radhika jobana bhori.
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SS 1819/1201 (Vol* I, p.684); cf. CP 82.

Ragas: SS Kedarau, CP Kedarau.

nagarata ki rasi kisorl;
nava nagara kula mula savarau barabasa kiyau citai mukha morT. 
rupa rucira aga amga madhuri binu bhugana bhugita braja gorI; 
china china kusala sugamdha amga mai koka rabhasa rasa simdhu jhakori. 
camcala rasika madhupa mohana mana rakhe kanaka kamala kuca kori; 
pritama naina jugala khamjana khaga badhe bibidha nibamdhani dor!, 
avani udara nabhi sarasi mai manahu kachuka madaka madhurau ri; 
suradasa pivata sumdara bara siva sud£<jlha nigamani ki tori.
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APPENDIX III

Additional stanzas bearing the name of Hita Harivamsa

[Add.l]

gosvaml srlhita harivamsa mahaprabhujl ke bheta ke pada. raga vasamta.

prathama samaja aja vrndavana viharata lala viharl;
pamcaml navala vasamta badhavani umangi call vraja narl. 1.
kamcana thara liye juvatl jana madhi vrsabhana dulari;
phala dala jaba nava nuta manjar! kanaka kalasa subhakarl. 2.
gavata gita bajavata baje maina saina unaharl;
darasa parasa mana moda badhavata rajata vara chavi bharl. 3.
cova candana agara kumakuma bhari lini picakari; 
chirakata phirata chavlll gatani ramga anupa aparl. 4.
vipula vilasa hasa rasa varasata uta pritama ita pyari;
(jai srl) hita harivamsa nirakhi yaha sobha akhiya tarata na tari. 5.

^rmgara rasa sagara (Baba Tulsidas (ed.), 
1956-62) Vol.I, p.6.

[Add.2]

navala vasamta navala vrndavana navala lala khelai horl; 
navasata saja naye ramga pahirai nautana kesari ghorl. 1.
nava nava sakhi javadi kumakuma avlra bhare bhari jhori; 
nai nai sakhi nai chavi pavai navala navala bani jorl. 2. 
nai sahanal nai dapha vajani navala murall dhuni thorl; 
navala sakhi mili cacari gavata navala radhika gorl. 3.
kalimdl tata nautana sobha navala cakora cakorl;i • *

(jai srl) hita harivamsa prema rasa krldata navala kisora kisorl. 4.

Ibid., p.7.

[Add.3]

go. srl hita harivamsa candra mahaprabhu ji krta (yaha pada bheta hai) 
raga malara.

pritama dou jhulata hai samketa;
utahi kuvara ita kuvari radhika lalita jhota deta.
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dou mili mudita paraspara gavata alapata raga malara; 
khisi khisi parata nila pitamvara nahina amga samhara. 
varasata meha sakala vana ramjita avalokata chabi deta;
(jai srT) hita harivaijisa paraspara jhulata sakhi valaiya leta.

Ibid., vol.II p.141.

[Add.4]

mila jaivata ladill lala dou sata vimjana caru savai sarasai;
mana mai rasa ki ruci jyau upaje sakhi madhurl kumja savai varasai.
hasikai mana mohana hara rahe nija hatha jivavana kau tarase;
kara kampata vlcahi chuti pare kavahuka gasa mukha lau parase.
dirga sau drga jora dou musakyaya are anuraga sudha varasai;
manu hara vihara ahara kare tana me mana prana pare kara se.
sakhi sauja liye cahu ora kharl harakhe nirakhe darase parase;
sukha simdhu apara kahyau na pare avasesa sakhi (srl) harivamsa lase.

Vrindaban Research Institute Hindi MS
7848, f.219r (See discussion on p.45).

Discussion
1There is no actual attribution of these stanzas to Hita Harivamsa, 

their status as bheta pada being acknowledged even within the 
Radhavallabha sampradaya: yet their existence is relevant to the present
study, since it is evidence of the process by which diverse material may
become associated with Harivamsa through the use of his chapa. The
inclusion of such stanzas in sectarian anthologies may represent an initial
stage in the accretion of new padas to an existing corpus.

1. Add.l and Add.2 appear also in a miscellany of Braj bhasa verse
following Bhupati's Bhagavata dasama skandha, in a manuscript in the 
University Library, Cambridge. The manuscript, OR MS 57, is in 
the Perso-Arabic script. I am grateful to Dr.G.R.Niemann for 
supplying this reference and a transcription of the padas.
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Although the CP is itself not stylistically uniform, certain 
features of the present stanzas suggest that they are not wholly 
successful imitations of the general CP style. References to the sakhls 
in Add.1.3, Add.3.2 and Add.4.7 attribute to them a servile role which 
is familiar from the CP tlkas but not prominent in the mula; Add.1.2 
refers to the festival of Vasanta Pancaml, whereas the CP makes no 
reference to any calendrical observance, keeping to supramundane 
contexts throughout; and a number of lexical items found here are 
absent from the CP, despite being invited by commonplace contexts.'*'
Such stylistic criteria may have prevented these stanzas from being 
included in the corpus of material attributed to Hita Harivamsa.

1. Examples are akhiya (Add.1.10), glta, baje (Add.1.5), javadi (add.2.3.), 
sahanaT (Add.2.5), meha (Add.3.5).
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